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Anatomy. "On the MetamorpJio.üa of Ampldoxus lanceohilns'.

By Prof. J. W. VAN Wijhe.

(Communicated in the meeting of April '^5, 1913).

Anii»liioxiis slill continues to be one of the most interesting objects

for the moi-phology of vertebrates, though tlie time is past in which

he was almost considered as their ancestor. It is now pretty well

generally admitted, that Amphioxus is not the grandfather of

vertebrates. It lias appeared tliat his organisation deviates so strongly

fiom what must be regarded as tlie original type, that some morpho-

logists do not take him for a genuine grand-father, but for a ï:\q\)-

grand-father, who, in reality, does not belong at all to the family,

and only confuses its relations.

There have been morphologists, and perhaps there are still some,

whose theories appeared to be so much at variance with the orga-

nisation of Amphioxus, that they have proposed to strike him out

from the group to which vertebrates belong, and if they had been

able would willingly have brought him back to the group of snails,

to which Pallas in his time supposed him to belong, and for that

reason gave him the name of Limax lanceolatus.

Though these investigators could not deny, that Amphioxus is

aflined to vertebrates, in order to sa^-e their theories, they were

obliged to declare, that this relation is such a distant one, that it

is certainly not necessary to make allowance for his organisation.

When however this organisation, both anatomically and embry-

ologically '), became better known, it appeared more and more

that Amphioxus shows indeed in many i-espects a very primitive

organisation, which must be taken as point of issue for that of the

higher vertebrates, whilst it presents, in other respects, such peculiai'

phenomena, that these must doubtlessly be regarded as deviations

from types, that are represented among vertebrates.

I shall by-and-by discuss one of the most remarkable deviations.

It is the placing of the mouth and the gill-slits in the larva before

the metiimorphosis.

1) How slowly our knowledge in this respect increases may appear from the

fact, that the celebrated morphologist Balfour was in 1882 still of opinion that

Amphioxus should possess no ventral nerve-roots, whilst, with regard to the

dorsal nerve-roots, one is still searching where the cells he, which, in vertebrates,

form the spinal ganglia. I have discovered under the atrial-epithelium that covers

the liver, the intestine and gut an enormously large number of splendid multipolar

ganglion-cells, whose axis-cylinder runs along the dorsal nerve-roots to the

spinal cord.
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After the expiration of tlie einhiyona! period one distingnislies

tliree stages in the development of Anipliioxns: l""^ the stage of the

larval growth; 2"'^ the stage of tiie metamorphosis; 3'^^ the stage

of the postlarval growth.

At the beginning of the first stage the larva is 1 ra.m. long; at

the end of it it hcis reached a length of between 4 and 5 m.m. At

the beginning of this period only the first gill-slit is formed, behind

it are gradually developed a second, a third etc. till a number of

14 to 16 is reached. All these gill-slits belong morphologically to

the left side of the body; those of the right side appear only in

the period of the metamorphosis. During the stage of the larval

growth constantly new muscle-segments (myotomes) are added to

the posterior part of the body, but at the beginning of the meta-

morphosis this number is already complete. The animal is then

only 4 to 5 m.m. long, but it posesses already the complete number

of 60 muscle-segments with the nerves appertaining to them, which

are also found in the full-grown animal which is almost a finger long.

During the comparatively long time of the metamorphosis, which

is divided by Willey into 8 subdivisions, astonishing changes take

place, not so much in the nervous or muscular system (with the

exception of the gill-muscles), but especially in the shape and the

placing of the mouth and of the gill-slits.

The animal does not grow during the metamorphosis, for its

length amounts, both at the beginning and at the end, to between

4 and 5 m.m. ^). Differences in length do not indicate here a further

development. A larva that is half a millimeter longer than another

needs not be older than the latter, but is often \ounger. It has even

appeared to me that, during the first half of the metamorphosis, the

length rather decreases somewhat than increases, but the individual

differences are too numerous to state this phenomenon as certain. I

am of opinion, that the fact that the larva does not grow during

the metamorphosis, must be attributed to its not taking food during

this period. Presentlj^ I shall revert to the grounds of this.

Before the metamorphosis both the mouth and the gill-slits lie

perfectly asymmetrically ; the mouth does not lie medianly and

ventrally as with all vertebrates, but on the left-side of the body,

and of the gill-slits is only the row of the later left-side extant.

They behave very curiously, for they do not originate on the left-side,

but apparently in the median plane, whilst the foremost of the

1) Larvas from the neighbourhood of Messina are during the metamorphosis still

smaller. According to the statements of the authors their length amounts to an

average only to B'/j mm.

37*
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row soon remove Icinporarily to tlie right-side of the larva, Tliej

open freely outward and not in a gill-cavity or atrium, wliicli is only

formed during the metamorphosis by the fusion of a longitudinal

fold, which lias formed itself, during the larval growth period, on the

left-side of the body ovei- the gill-slits with a similar fold, whicii has

developed itself on the right-side of the body.

During the metamorphosis appears likewise the right row of the

gill-slits — 8, rarely 7 or 9, in number— which do not open directly

outward but in the gill-cavity. The slits of the left side, whicli had

temporarily removed to the right side, return now to the side to

which they belong.

I can confirm Willey's observation, that the first left gill-slit

aborts, and that also the 10^^' to the 16^'' disappear during the

metamorphosis. At the end of the metamorphosis the young animal

is then symmetrical with regard to the gill-slits, and there are 8 of

them on the left-side corresponding with the eight on the right-side.

It is of secondary importance that the symmetry is somewhat oblique;

every left gill-slit does not lie exactly directly opposite the right

one, but half the width of the *lit more rostral. A similar oblique

symmetry is likewise shown by the nerves and muscles of the body

of the left-side comi)ared with those of the right-side of the animal.

With the exception of the foremost slit, whicli remains undivided,

as long as the animal lives, each slit is divided into two parts, in

a longitudinal direction, by a clas}) or "tongue" growing from the

dorsal rim, till it reaches the ventral I'im with which it fuses.

Directly after the metamorphosis the animal possesses thus, both

on the right and on the left side, a row of 8 (rarely 7 or 9) gill-slits.

During tlie rapid growth that follows now. this number regularly

increases during the whole life-time of the animal, because constantly

a new pair of slits develop themselves at the hindmost part of the

gill-basket.

But after the metamorphosis the mouth ') seems to be a symmetrical

organ ; it is no longer situated distinctly on the left-side of the body

as in the larval growth-period, but more ventrally and almost hahed

by the median plane as with all vertebrates.

The symmetrical placing of the glll-sUts is real ; since 1893 1 have

demonstrated however that the symmetrical placing of the mouth of

Amphioxus is only so in appearance. In reality the mouth, also of

the full-grown Amphioxus, is an organ of the left-side; for its inner

parietes are exclusiNely i)rovided for by nerves of the left-side, and

^) Not to be mistaken for the mouth of the larva, sec the conclusiou of this article.
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its muscles belong all to those of the left-side. No nerve and no

muscle of the right-side takes part in the provision of the month-cavity.

Here we are in the presence of a remarkable phenomenon : The

month of Amphioxns, as organ of the left-side, cannot l)e homologous

with the nnjiaired mouth of vertebrates always developing symme-

trically, and we must surmise that on the right-side of the young-

larva a similar organ as the mouth, a counterpart of it, is found.

This organ is, as I indicated a long time ago already, the so-called

club-shaped gland and the mouth together with this glairl form

morphologically the first jiair of gill-slits of the Amphioxus-lai-va.

Instead of gill-,s7//.y, it is more correct to speak of gill-pouches,

for in all vertebrates, without any exception, a gill-slit is formed,

because a pouch-shaped projecting part of the gut reaches the epidermis,

fuses with it on that spot, and afterwards splits to the outside.

With Amphioxns this is exactly the same; here also is every gill-slit

formed as a pouch-shaped projecting part of the gut, and s|)lits

afterwards — before the metamorphosis — to the outside, after the

beginning of the metamorphosis, towards the gill-cavity (the atrium).

The epithelium of a gill-pouch can partly differentiate to glandular-

epithelium, in this way e. g. in all vertebrates the thymus if formed,

a glandulous organ, from ihc epithelium of some gill-pouches.

The club-shaped gland possesses all the essential distinctive pro-

perties of a gill-pouch; it is formed on the right-side of the bod^'

as a projecting part of the gut, which opens afterwards to the

outside and possesses then two openings one inside in Ihc [)harynx,

the other to the outside.

Though the greater part of its epithelium has ditfercntialod in(o

glandular epithelium. I found however laterally from it a ring-

shaped strip of ciliated epithelium, corresponding entirely (o thai

of the other gill-pouches.

The outside opening of the club-slia[)ed gland is in the begiiniing

})laced near to or in the median plane; afterwards it removes in

front of the mouth to the left-side of the body. This is again one

of the remarkable phenomena of asymmetry in the larva of Am|)hi-

oxus, the explanation of which I intend to give in my detailed

paper ^), as it would lead me too far hei-e. The clnb-sha|)ed gland

disap[)ears in the course of the metamorphosis, and d(^es not leave

any vestige behind.

Has the mouth of the Amphioxus-larva originally also been a

gill-slit? In my opinion there is no doubt about i(. II is true that

^) This paper was oflered last winter to be published in the tiansaetlons ot

the Academy.
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it does not originate a^ a pourii-sliapcd i)rojei-(ing part, hut tliis is

inipossil^le, l)ecanse in llie place wlierc tlic nioulli of the ^oung larva

will open, the pharynx lies already directly against the e|>iderniis.

Neither is a ciliated gill-epilheliuni tbiined in this place, but one

has no right to expect it hei-e, because the function of a mouth is

so entirely different from that of a gill-slit. On the other hand

the month possesses another lasting distinctive pr()|)erty, which is

peculiar to every gill-slit during the period of growth, but disappears

from these slits in the course of the metamorphosis. I found namely,

that each gill-slit of the young larva is accompanied in front and

behind l)y a strong gill-muscle, ihe tibres of which, for the greater

part, run in a transversal direction with regard to the axis of the

body. Some tibres however, surround the outside gill-opening and

form a sphincter rouud it.

The mouth-opening is likewise enclosed by two such muscles.

They degenerate also, but they are not lost without leaving a trace,

as the gill-muscles proper, but ])roduce the lip-muscJes and the

ring-shaped sphincter of the velum.

Mouth and club-shaped gland are counterparts, for they originate

one under the second myotome of the left-side, the other under the

second myotome of the right-side of the body.

In vertebrates the first pair of gill-slits originates nearly under

the second myotome, of which in the head of Selachians nine are

formed, as I demonstrated more than 30 years ago for the genera

Scyllium and Pristuriiis '). In Selachians the first gill-slit does not any

longer function as such eilhor; in ravs it serves to admit instead of

to let out the respiration-water, and in some sharks this slit, known

by the name of spiracle, is shut by the fusion of its parietes. The

mouth of Amphioxus is, according to what has just been seen,

honn)logons with the left spiracle of Selachians, and serves, just as

in rays, to ingest the resj)iration-water, but this \vater contains here

the necessary nutriment for the animal.

If now the mouth of the Anijjliioxus-larva was originally the first

gill-slit, then a primitive mouth, homologous with that of vertebrates,

must ha\e been extant before this secondary mouth.

This primiti\e mouth is, in my opinion, represented by the opening

1) Braus pretends that not 9 bul at least 11 sliould be formed. A repealed

invesligalioii, wliicli will l}e pul)lislie(l aflcrwards, lias lauglil me thai my number

9 for Scyllium and Prislurius is corrccl, and may be admitted as the normal one

for Selachians. In some genera liowevcr vertebrate elements fuse secondarily with

the skull.
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of llie so-called praeoral pit, whicli is foriiied as a sejoiiied pai't of

(he pharynx and soon opens to the ontside.

In accordance with this view is the place where the thyroid

gland of Amphioxus originates. In all vertebrates this gland is formed

as a median outgrowth of the epithelium of the pharyna immediately

behind the mouth, between the tirst pair of gill-slits, if they are

taken as fused with their ventral extremities. If now we see in the

mouth of Amphioxus the homologue of that of vertebrates, then, in

an incomprehensible way, the thyroid gland of Amphioxus witnld

be formed in front of the mouth instead of behind it.

What explanation can now be given of the fact, that Amphioxus

has lost its primitive mouth and has obtained secondarily the first

gill-slit as mouth, whilst in the stage of the larval growth — now
letting alone the club-shaped gland — not the gill-slits of the right-

side, but only those of the left-side open to the exterior and moreover

in the median plane, whilst they even partly i-emove temporarily

to the right-side?

The key to this explanation is, in my opinion, to be found in

the movement of the young embryo which has been observed by

Hatschek. This embryo moves, turning on its longitudinal axis,

helicoidally forward ; the rotation takes place from right to left.

If now one admits that ancestors of Amphioxus have moved

forward in this way, to which they may have been induced, because

they missed an auditi\e or equilibrium-organ, the trace of which

does not even appear in Amphioxus, then it is to be understood

that the left first gill-slit must have had the predominance o\er the

niedianly placed |n'imitive mouth as opening for the admittance of

water, which must sei-ve at the same time both for respiration and

for nutrition. The following gill-slits had to evacuate the res|)iiali()u-

watei-, but this evacuation was for the slits on the left-side ijnpedcd

by the way of mo\ing of the animal. On account of the rotation

from right to left, the following gill-slits on the left-side would be

inclined to ingest water instead of evacuating it, and therefore

they were obliged to remove from this side to the median plane,

or still better to the i-ight-side, where the evacuation of the resj)i-

ration-water was exactly facilitated in consequence of the movement.

By this removal, however, came the original gill-slits of the i-iglit-

side in a tight j)lace ; they remained little, and this is the i-eason

why in the Anq)hi()xus-larva, the} api)ear only in the j)eriod of the.

metamorphosis.

When later ancestors of Amphioxus gave up their swimming way
of li\ing and buried themselves into the sand, as he does still now,
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to dasli forward IVoin it \\illi the quickness of an arrow, wlien lie

is (listnrl)e(l, and then t(» i-etiirn iuiniediately again into the sand,

the reason for asymmetry did not exist any hunger, the gill-basket

became symmetrical again, and the month also tried to assnnie

a symmetrical position, thongh it conkl only apparently sncceed in

it, as it is an organ of the left-side.

It is not to be wondered at, that there are investigators who
o|)pose these views, l)ecanse they cannot admit that snch an ancestral

organ, as the primitive month, shonld have had to give way to a

secondary month. They admit, that ancestors of Amphioxns, which

gave n]) the swimming way of living, have first passed throngh a

jjeriod in which they lay on the sand in the way of flat-fishes in-

stead of bnrying 'themselves into it; that then the month has removed

to the left side, jnst as, with llat-fishes, one eye, which othei'wise

wonld be directed downward to the bottom of the sea. removes to

the ni>]iei'sid3.

This theory is untenable especially for three i-easons :

l^y. The month of the Amphioxus-larva does not originate

medianly to remove afterwards to the left-side. It originates on the

contrary on the left-side to take afterwards a pseudo-median position.

2'>'
. There is no reason why a median oi-gan. when removing to

the left-side should lose its nerves and muscles of the right-side.

Not a vestige of such a phenomenon can e.g. be discoxered in the

heart and the stomach of man, which are foi- the greater part

situated on the left-side.

3'.^'. One of the ciiaracteristic properties of the second myotome

of Seku'hians is the fact, that its cavity remains, for a long time,

in communication with the part of the body-cavity that is situated

in the lower jaw and is known by the name of mandibular cavity.

This communication continues to exist for a long time after the

cavities of the following myotomes ha\e sejoined from the body-

cavity.

'J'he same is the case with the larva of Aniphioxus. and in order

to make out, whether the mouth of this larva corresponds, either

with that of vertebrates, or with their foremost left gill-slit, one

need oidy state, whether the mandibular cavity of the Amphioxus-

larva is situated t)efore or behind the opening of the nmutli.

On the base of investigations of Goldschaiidt made on an affined

lai'va, called by him Ainphioxides, (and in the begiuiung supposed

to be a developed form) I surmised at the time, that I could solve

this dilemma in the sense that really the mouth of Amphioxides

lies behind the mandibular cavity. In a later publication Goi.dschmidt
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lias not ('Oiili-adickHl tins coiiciiisioii, l)ii( Mac-Ukidk asserted iiri909

tliat in tlie Ampliic^xiis-larva llie niandihular cavity slioiild lie l)eliiiid

the nionlli. Wlicn I iiad the |>ri\'ilege of receiNiug a few years ago

Amphioxiis-hirxas tVoni tlie Zoological stations at Naples and in

Helgoland, niy attention was specially directed to this point, and

I fonnd in all the series of my sections of the larval growth-period,

but also in tiic beginning of the jiietan]or|)hosis, that the niandibnlar

cavity does not rnn bohiiul (he month-opening, as Mac-Bhide asserts,

bnt before it. In my opinion it has hereby been definitely proved

that the month-opening of the Amphioxns-lai-va is homologons with

the left spiracle of Selachians.

In the conrse of the nietamoi'j)hosis the mandibnlar cavity develops

ronnd the mouth, first in the shape of a horse-shoe and after-

wards in the shape of a ring, because the extremities of the horse-shoe

unite themselves with each other behind the mouth and form the

ring-shaped cavity of the velum. As soon as this cavity has assumed

the shape of a ring, one can of course no longer see, whether it

was situated originally before or behind the luouth.

Finally I may be allowed to give a short communication of the

remarkable variations which the mouth of the larva undergoes, of

which we know already from Hatschek that it invaginates to the

inside und Irp.nsits into the ring-shaped velum-fold, which, in the

full-grown animal, separates the mouth-cavity from the throat

(pharynx). This invagination is accompanied, duriug the metamor-

phosis, by the formation of a longitudinal fold of the skin, extending

along the left side of the mouth of the larva and of the praeoral })it.

Hereby is formed an open cavity before the mouth of the larva:

the month-cavity of the fidl-growu animal, in which likewise the

praeoral pit is lodged, and which, by a longitudiiuil slit along which
the cirri sprout fortli, opens to the outside. This slit is known
as the month-slit of the developed animal.

At the end of the embryonal period, when the lar\'a is onh
1 m.m. long, and the first gill-slit is on the point of opening to

the exterior, the mouth is a little almost round opening on the

left-side of the body uiuler the second myotome. It lies then oppo-

site the club-shaped gland, which is found under the second myotome
of the i-ight-side.

With the growth of the larva the month-opening, which is now oval

and becomes afterwai'ds slit-shaped, increases gigauticly in length.

When three gill-slits are extant, the mouth reaches as far to the

back as the back-i-im of the fii-st slit, and at the end of the larval

growth-period it roaches even the back-rim of the fourth or fifth
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gill-slit. This gigantic enlargement ^) of (lie moutii indicates that the

larva, during its growth, must be a very gluttonous animal, if the

words gigantic and gluttonous may be applied to an animal that is

not even 5 m.m. long. The gluttony is also of a very inoffensive

nature and consists in swallowing water, for only minimal remnants

of food are found in the gut.

During the metamorphosis remarkable modifications occur at the

mouth of the larva.

One modification regards its size. In the first half of the period

of metamorpiiosis the gigantic mouth becomes constantly smaller,

till, in the middle of this period, it is an extremelj' little round

hole. But for a little sickle-shaped slit this hole is moreover closed

by the formation, at the rostral rim, of the first tentacle in the

shape of a little tongue.

Kow the falling asunder and the resorption of the gill-muscles is

in full swing. The fil)res of these muscles let loose from their

insertions and have partly been broken into pieces. Just like the

loosened cells of the club-shaped gland these pieces float in the

fluid that is found in the body-cavity.

From this phenomenon, from the cessation of the growth and

from the minimal size of the mouth 1 deduce, that the animal

ceases to take food from outside, and continues to live at the

expense of part of its own texture: the gill-muscles and the cells of

the club-shaped gland.

Obviously the gill-muscles have l)ecome superfluous, in conse-

(juence of the formation of the alrium, which now regulates for the

greater part the movements of respiration. No trace of gill-muscles

appears at the slits of the right-side of the body, which never open

directly to exterior, but only indirectly by means of the atrium.

In the second half of the metamorphosis the moulh enlarges

again gradually, and becomes the opening of the "velum", round

which three more tentacles develop, completing the number of

four, which this opening is provided with.

The diminution of the moutli has already partly been observed

by Legros, but vehemently contested by Willky, who supposes this

diminution to Ic only apparent, an optical effect, caused by the

rotation of the mouth on a sagittal axis.

According to Willey. who does not base his views on the study

of sections, but only on that of the larva in toto, this rotation should

commence already at the beginning of the metamorphosis. I found

1) This enlargement of the moulh contributes to the temporary removal of the

foreraosl gill-slils of the lefl-side lo the ri^hl-side.
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however that tliis rotation» whit'li is incomprehensibly denied bv

Legros does not set in before the month lias reached its minimal

size, consequently in the middle of the period of the metamorphosis.

In consequence of this rotation the rostral rim of the mouth of the

larva becomes right-rim, whilst at the same time the posterior rim

becomes left-rim.

The mouth-opening having become velaropening lies now sym-

metrically with regard to the median plane, but the nerves, that

surround it, indicate that it continues to be an organ of the

leftside.

In the higher animals the middle-ear originates from the first

gill-pouch, whilst amphioxus lacks the auditive organ entirely. If

we wish to express ourselves in a popular way, we may say, as

I did already on a former opportunity: Amphioxus cannot hear;

he eats however with the left ear, and has consequently lost the

mouth.

Mathematics. — "Applications of Sonine'.s- extension of Abel'.s^

inte(/r(iIequation." By Dr. J. G. Rutgers. (Communicated bv

Prof. W. Kapteyn).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of September 27, 1913),

SoNi.NK ') has given to Abel's integralequation an extension which

comes to the following.

The unknown function u in the equation

.(•

/[,) = j
iyf,v~^)n{^)d^ (1«)

ii

is dctermino<l by

"(•')= jöO'-—I) ./'(^M5 (2a)

a

where we suppose ƒ(,/) to be Unite and continuous, /\.r) finite,

a<.T<b, and ƒ (a) ^ 0. Moreover <j and tp are connected in the

following way :

Suppose
''• 1 CO

'tin) = — '», Vm , -—- = ^ 'In'/",

1) Acta Matem. 4; 1884.
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then if

C/ii . (in

f'ill = ;
Ï '^n

=
we shall find

00 CO

t|'(,?^) =: .??—> :S «;„.?•'" and ö(,i-) = ,?•-('—') ^ />„ .?!",

and at the same time we find A bound to the condition l^A^O.
This rather intricate connection lielween if? and a greatly limits

the number of applications with some [)ractical significance. As a

matter of fact Sonine gives two, foi' the third fui-nishes nothing new
as we shall see.

1. Abki/s equation appears u lien in (la) we take: i|' (./•) =r

— — (1 > ^ > 0). \W this >f, = J . a,, = (in > 0), by which
.T'

c^= r(\— /.), r„^z=0 (?/?>()) and therefore

</0/) r{i—x)
fartheron

r(i— ;.)

V ^ ;

and therefore

1 sin A.T

Finally follows:

.sm P.rr 1

G[,v) =
rr

.1—

;

Sidislilution of i|' and J in (la) and (li^j now gives us:

'J-
'>'

J'
n(i) sin Xjr f* t'U)

2. For the second applicatiou Somnk starts from ^) :

V(//) r= 7^1 -A). •» r- J^(l-/) 2:

so that

c,,= r(i-/) \-^. thus a,„= r(i-;o.-7-—-^-V
1)

1) The factor r (1— ) is addel for practical reasons.
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by vvliich

(-1)

Further we find

T^^ni—A)' "r(i-;.)T *'/

so that

(/„ =

2«

r(i—-^) n!

thus

T-T'
1 V 2 y _ *'" ^'^ ^'

(i)

by which

By substitution of these values of xp and o" Ave see that (\(() and

(16) pass into

with
:r I—

>

a

For A = è follow from this some important relations as Sonine

already noticed. The forms of Abel appear when we lake z = 0.

3. As third application Sonine gives :

r(m—-^+1), ,

^(,)=r(i-;.)(i + -/)-^^-^'^-f
(-1)'"—

^,^7
^^^"''

by whicli
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tliiu

r(m—;i+i)
(— 1)'". ^-^"
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ƒ(,() = e--' /i (,(,•) aiul u (.7;) = e--'-- 11^ (x)
,

where (4rO takes at once the tbnii of i\BEL's equation and (4^) as

its sohition can easily be reduced to its ordinary form.

In tlie following paragraphs we shall be led to really new api)li-

cations.

4. Let in the first [)lace

1— ;.

1_; r in 4--'— r(i—;.) o. 1^2;
^-i-Mo

where, by application of

r(«) r(r. + i)=.^.r(2«) (5)

we find that

and thus, again because of (5)

:

o
,2»i

2V^ w/i1[2m— A-f-1)

= j{i-^) (-1)'"—^^^^^ ^ ' -,.+, =0,
in! ri m hi

V 2
^

SO that

:

^ ^ m/r(m — - + i
^ /v / 2

Furthermore we find

/ r(i—/)rf ^

2

by which, on account of (5)

:
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iuid Huis, again on accoiiiit of (5j

Uu = .,, - ^— •

'——
. (-1)" -^ ,—^ ^-"

, ^/2„4-i = O
J-— ' 1/ rr er n!

h->

<'-"^ll) .«;.. K"-nr
22-V^ --r

' ' n/r(27/.-f;.)
(— 1)' --^

sü tlial

2) 71 ,, , / ^A 2n+A— 1

w/rU + -^

Fur c = () \ve ai-e e\i(leiitlv ai>;aiii in the special case ot' Abei/s

prohleui (§ J).

l.ct us now snbstilute if' and a now found in ild) and [lb), we

then arrive at the integrale(|nation

f{^v)= rj^l - ';^^(~\j {.,-%)' '^
^ ((3a)

to which belongs as solntion :

sin l:t 'r l\l)

X-IY-'

. \2n
^

... X:. (1-/) ^C^^
^

.
. 2 ;

(.,;-^/n+^-l

k\' 2n 4-1—1
n! r\ n + ^

As 1 > A > 0, f{(i)=z() and ƒ(./) is Unite the last integral passes

by means of partial integration into
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(-1)"

06- -1)2"+/—

2

w/ r 71 +

so that we find

u {x) -—
sin Xjt r f' (I)

h^ J (•«—§) 1—

/

dt —

sin ^jr (l-X)

jr mi)
1

—

[Gb)

I
/, nl^(-^''-^)l-

2 7 -('-i) ^" o^'-^r-

/(§)'-^§'

5, In a similar way we find by starting from

ytv) = r(l-A) (l+ ^-^.y^) 2 ^ _J^ ^ v^_l)
^A(-9

kv)'^"

and
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u{
sinXTt f ƒ'(§)sin Xjz C

x)r= 7
jr J(.'

1—

/

dl^

Z ^2n

2

n/r ;<

l

of which the last integral can be brought bj^ partial integrating into

the form

:

V

^(-1)

©•

/ r (n +
;. + 1

(2n+ A_l)(.^_|)2«+/-2

2n + Ï— 2

1

2;!

-) (...-|)2«+>-2

nl r\n -\-

A+1 +

Ar\f{^dl. \^{-\Y
(.^. _ ^)2n+;.-2

?// r n +
A + 1\ 2n + A — 2 '

b}' partial integrating the last part we find for it, if we put

:

/r-0
(..) = /ƒ (^)./5:

ƒ'
f—n (^\ ,1' )/(-0(5)./5. ^(-1)''

^\2« 2«+; 3

2 (-^)

w / r n +
A+ 1

Summarizing we arrive at the following form for the solution

of ila) :

sin Xjtr f (5)sini.^r fa)
u Lv) = I — c/c —

sinXjr{2—X)rr /;. + !

•T
:/[

3—/

{,V-^) 2 J i_;|.(.t— 1)1

(76)

(^-§)2- '/(^J +
/(-')(!),
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Physics. — "A mechanical theorem of Boltzmann a?id its relation

to the tlieory of enen/i/ quanta". By Prof. P. Ehrknfest.

(Communicated by Prof. H. A. IjOrentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 29, 1913).

Wlien black or also not black radiation is compressed re\^ersiblv

and adiabatically by compression of a perfectly reflecting enclosure,

it is known that the following takes place: The frequency Vj, and

the energy Ep of each of the principal modes of vibration of the

cavity increase during the compression in such a way that we get

:

df^^ = 0>=zl,2, ....,oc) . . . . ^. (1)

for each of the infinitely many principal vibrations.

Relation (1) is of fundamental importance for the purely

tliennodi/namic derivation of Wien's law; it is no less so for every

statistic theory of radiation, which is to remain in keeping with

the second law of thermodynamics ^). In particular it is also the

basis of Planck's assumption of differences of energy : ^)

~ = 0,h,2h, (2)

Of late Planck's supposition (2) ot the original region (Content

of energy of systems vibrating sinusoidally) has been applied to a

rapidly extending region. Of course tentatively. Two questions arise

:

1. Does there continue to exist an adiabatic relation analogous

to equation (1) in the transition of systems vibrating sinusoidally

(in which the motion is governed by linear differential equations

with constant coefficients) to general systems?

. 1) P. Ehrenfest. Welche Züge der Lichtquantenhypothese spielen in der

Theorie der Warmestrahlung eine wesentliche RoUe? Ann. d. Phys. 36 (1911)

p. 91; §5.
2) By way of elucidation: differences of energy e. g. of the form

4 = 0, /^ , 2A , . . . .

V

would lead to a conflict with the second law of thermodynamics. It is known
that Planck arrived at (2) by first carrying out his combinatory calculation in

general on the assumption

8 = , f{v) , 2f{v) , 3/(r) , . . . .

and by then determining the form of fiv) from the condition that the formula of

radiation found by the combinatory way shall satisfy Wien's law. Thus he brought

his energy quanta implicite in liarmony both with relation (1) and willi the second

law of thermodynamics.

3b*
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2. If so — how can it be applied heuristicallj, when Pi.anck's

assuni[)tion (2) is extended to systems vibrating not sinusoidallj ?

The answer to the first question is in the affirmative. In the

search for the extension of the adiabatic rehition (1) I perceived

that such an extension, and indeed a surprisingly far-reaching one,

follows immediately from a mechanic theorem found by Boltzmann

and Clavsius independently of each other (see § 1).

For the present I can only answer the second question by giving

an example (§ 3). The difficulties which in general present them-

selves in this — Prof. Einstein drew my attention to the most

troublesome one (^ 4) in a conversation — I have stated in § ?,

3, 4, without being able to remove them.

Another objection may be raised against the whole viz. : there is

no sense — it may be argued — in combining a thesis, which is

derived on the premise of the mechanical equations with the anti-

mechanical hypothesis of energy quanta. Answer : Wien's law holds

out the hope to us that results which may be derived from classical

mechanics and electrodynamics by the consideration of macroscopic-

adiabatic processes, will continue to be valid in the future mechanics

of energy quanta.

§

§ J. Let q^ , . . .
, q,i be the coordinates of a mechanic system.

The potential energy *I* may depend, besides on the coordinates q,

also on some "slowly variable parameters" 7\, )\, . . . Let the kinetic

energy T of the system be an homogeneous, quadratic function of

the velocities q^, and contain in its coefficients besides the q's, even-

tually also the r's.

Let farther the system possess the following properties : For definite

but arbitrarily chosen values of the parameters rj, r^,.--- all the motions

of the system are periodical, no matter with what initial phase

{q^,....,qn, 7?i,...,p,0 the system begins. The period P will in general

not only depend on the values of )\, )\,...., but also on the phase

(<Zo' Po)> with which the system begins.

By changing the parameters )\, )\,.... infinitely slowly we can

transform every original motion (.4) of the system into another {B).

This particular mode of inüuencing the system is called "adiabatic

influencing" of the motion.

If moreovei' the respective periods of the motion are indicated by

P\ and Pb, or their reciprocal values (the ''frequencies") by va

and vjj, and further the temporal mean of the kinetic energy by

I's and Tb , tlien
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•V,. yryn
<"

With adiabatit' inÜiieiiciiig of a periodic system the quotient of

the temporal mean of the kinetic energy and of tlie frecpiency

remains unchanged (adiabatic relation).

If d' denotes an infinitesimal adiabatic change, P the original

period, then :

Ö'
(
-

J

=zö' f >h .T = (JI)

(The action calculated over a period remains constant on adiabatic

influencing). The last assertion is nothing but a special case of the

thesis of BoLTZMANN, Clausu's and Szily, the derivation and formu-

lation of which may be found i]i Boltzmann's "Vorlesungen iiber

Mechanik", Vol. II, ^ 48. ')

§ 2. Remarks.

a. In the case that there is no potential energy at all in the system,

or that the potential energy is in a fixed ratio to the kinetic energy '^),

the relation

''i^)=' (^')

holds at the same time as equation (//) (compare equation (1) for

systems vibrating sinusoidally). But it is noteworthy that {11') only holds

in such particular cases, and is not of such general application as (/Vj.

b. A practical extension of thesis (/) to »o«-periodical motions

would be \'ery desirable. That it is not at once possible, follows

immediately from early inxestigations by Boltzmann'). 1 prefer not

to follow the way which Boltzmann chose to extend his thesis to

non-periodical systems ^), because it essentially rests on the untenable ^)

hypothesis of ergodes.

c. In case the adiabatic influencing leads to some singular motions,

in which a periodic motion begins to detach itself into two or more

separate motions, assertion (II) must be modified accordingly.

1) Original papers : L. Boltzmann, Wissenscli. Abh. I. p. 23, p. 229. R. Glausius,

Pogg. Ann. 142 p. 433. Szily, Pogg. Ann. 145.

-) * = T for systems vibrating sinusoidally, when the potential energy in the

stale of equilibrium is taken zero.

3) L. Boltzmann, Ges. Abh. II p. 126 {ISll) ; Vorles. iib. Mechanik II § 41.

^) Ges. Abh. Ill p. 132, 139, 153.

^) P. u. T. Ehrenfest Matliem. Encykl. IV. 32 § 10a (Rosenthal, Ann. d. Pliys.

42 (1913) p. 796; M. Plancherel, Ann. d. Phys. (1913) 42 p. 1061.
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Example^). Let a point move to and fro free from forces in a

Inbe closed on either side. Let a re|)ulsive tield of force arise and

increase infinitely slowly in the middle of the tnbe. At last a moment
comes when the point with its store of kinetic energy cannot get

any longer throngh that "wall", and only moves to and fro in one

lialf of the tube. If this field of force is. of infinitely small extension,

the kinetic energy of the motion is the same at the end as at the

beginning ; the frequency on the other hand is twice the value, for

the path has been halved. Accordingly the original motion has split

up into two distinct separated branches during the adiabatic influencing.

§ 3. An example may illustrate the way in which the "adiabatic

relation" I may be applied. This example refers to the extension of

Planck's assumption (5) from resonators vibrating sinusoidally to

rotating dipoles.

A fixed dipole may be suspended so that it can revolve freely

lound the 2-axis. Parallel to the .r-axis a very strong directional

field is made to act. We first consider infinitely small oscillations

of the dipole. The angle of rotation may be denoted by q, the cor-

responding moment (moment of inertia X angular velocity) by p,

the frequency of the oscillation by \\. According to Planck's

assumption (2) the image point {q, p) of such a dipole can lie

nowhere else in the [q, p)-plane than on certain ellipses, which

belong to the quantities of energy 0,hi\, 2hv^, .... and for which

therefore :

T\ h h h

We have namely (sinus vibration!):

^=1^ w
The infinite number of points of rest and equilibrium :

p = ^ = 0, . ± 2rr, =b 4rr, ± 6rr,

belong to the value of the energy f = 0.

Some congruent ellipses, wiiich have these points (5) as centres,

belong to the value f =: nlti^.

We now consider an adiabatic influencing of such an initial

motion of the dipole by an infinitely slow change of the orientating

field of force, and eventually also of the moment of inertia. In this

way it is possible to convert the infinitely small oscillations into

1) Mr. K;. Herzfeld gave this example on the occasion of' a discussion.
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oscillations of finite anipliduie, till at last the dipole changes its

form of motion and begins to rotate to the right or to the left ; at

tirst still noticeably irregularly, at last with constant velocity of

rotation. When we consult F'ig. 1, the continuous change of the

motion will become clear, particularly also the transition through

the singular motion GH. A complete oscillation corresponds in the

final state to a double rotation of the uniformly rotating dipole

(0 ^ ^ ^ 4jr) : ABE. Hence if we wish to derive the kinetic energy

1\ of the uniform rotation by the aid of the "adiabatic relation"

from the mean kinetic energy 1\ of the original oscillatory motion,

we must take as corresponding period the time

4jr

(6)

where q^ is the constant velocity of rotation of the dipole ; so as

corresponding frequency

V, =
4jr

Then according to (7) (I) and (3), we have

(7)

or also, as

4jrT, rr\ h h

Pill

2

h

2
(8)

(9)
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formed into black radiation as well when tlierc is a "black grain"

in the contracting reflecting enclosure, as in the absence of such a

"cataljser". Else we should get into collision with the second law

of thermodjmamics. ^) If there are N raonatomic molecules in a

vessel witli rough walls, distributed according to Maxwell's law,

and if this ideal gas is compressed by an infinitely slow shifting

of the walls of the vessel, the distribution finallv follows again

Maxwell's law, both when the molecules during the compression

can collide, and Avhen they could peneti-ate perfectly through each

other. Probably more examples might be found in which through

an "adiabatic influencing" of the separate degrees of freedom a

state of equilibrium arises from a state of equilibrium. '^) But in

general this is not the case, e.g. for molecules consisting of more

than one atom or for mon-atomic molecules on which an external

field of force acts. ')

Chemistry. — "Equillbna in ternary .systems. XI." By Prof.

F. A. H. SCHRPÏÏNEMAKERS.

In all our previous communications we have always contemplated

the case that the occurring solid substances are ternary compounds.

Now we shall assume that a binary compound occurs.

It is evident that we may deduce the saturationcurves under their

own vapour-pressure and the boilingpointcurves of a binary compound

in the same way as has been done in the previous communications

for a ternary compound.

We take a compound composed of B and C, we represent this

in fig. 1 by the point F on the side BC of the components-triangle

ABC. We now take a definite temperature 7' and a pressure F in

such a way, that no vapour can be formed and the isotherm consists

only of the saturationcurve of F. This is represented in fig. 1 by

curve pq.

On decrease of F, a gasregion occurs somewhere and also the

region L— G, which separates gas- and liquidregion from each other.

1) M. Planck, Wanntestrahking II. Aufl. § 71.

-) The two mentioned cases have this in common that the pressure only depends

on the total energy of the system, and not on its distribution over the different

degrees of freedom,

'^) In an analogous way we can see that a canonical ensemble of gases

generally does nut remain canonical after an "adiabatic influencing".
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These regions may arise either any-

where within the triangle, or on one

of the sides or in one of the angular-

(3oints ; in tig. 1 we may tliink them

arisen in the angular-point C/Also two

or more of these regions may be formed

in different points of the triangle and

they may come together later in diffe-

rent ways.

^j\ We will distinguish now three prin-

Fig. 1. cipal cases according to the phenomena

in the binary system BC.

I. The equilibrium liquid-gas of the binary system BC shows

neither a maximum- nor a minimumpoint of pressure. The pressure

of every liquid consisting of B and C is situated, therefore, between

the pressure of the pure substances B and 6'.

II and III. The equilibrium liquid-gas of the binary system BC
shows a maximum- or a minimumpoint of pressure.

We take at first the case mentioned sub I; we assume, for fixing

the ideas, that the pressure decreases from C to B. The result of

this is that every heterogeneous region L— G, at every temperature

and under every pressure, intersects only once the side BC (fig. 1)

and that this region on 'decrease of P with its liquid-line ahead

moves along BC from CtoB. Of course it is indifferent, where the

gasregion and the region L—G arise, on condition that this does

not occur in a point of the side 5C (excepted in 6' itself). Decreasing

the pressure, a pressure Fm, occurs, under which the liquidcurve of the

reo-ion LG and the saturationcurve of F obtain at first a common

point; we shall call this point M. Pm, therefore, is the highest

pressure, under which the system F -\- L -\- G occurs.

When M is situated within the triangle, then, as was formerly

deduced, M is a point of contact of the two curves and F, M and

the corresponding vapourpoint M^ are situated on a straight line.

The point M then is a point of maximum pressure of the saturation-

curve under its own vapourpressure.

When M is situated on the side BC of the triangle, e.g. in the

point p of figure 1, the points F, p, and the corresponding vapour-

point on the side BC are, therefore, also situated on a straight line
;

then usually the two curves do not come in contact with one another. If

we imagine in fig. 1 the liquidcurve drawn through p, the two curves

will come in contact with one another in p only exceptionally. The

pressure Pp is then the highest pressure under which the system
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J^-^L-\-G occurs, but tlie point p is not a point of maximum

pressure of the saturationcui-ve undei' its own vapourpressure (we

will refer to this hiter).

On further decrease of pressure one or more points of intersection

are found, therefore also one or more threephasetriangles; the different

diagrams may be easily deduced in the same way as in communication I.

On further decrease of pressure we attain a pressure P,,^ under

which the contemplated curves have for the last timo a common
point ; we call this point m. P,a therefore is the lowest pressure

under which the system F -{- L-{- G can still occur and the points

F, m and the corresponding vapourpoint m.^ are situated again on a

straight line. When m is situated within the triangle, it is again a

point of contact and also a point of minimum pressure of the satu-

rationcurve under its own vapourpressure. When m is situated on

the side BC of the triangle, (we imagine in tig. 'J the liquid curve

of the region LG through the point (j) the two curves do not come

in contact with one another in q, and q is not a point of minimum

pressure of the saturation curve under its own vapourpressure.

Of course Pq is the lowest pressure under w^hicli the system P' -\- L -\- G
may yet occur.

Now we will deduce some saturationcurves undei' their own
vapourpressure.

T <^ 7 A- At tirst we choose a tempera-

ture T lower than the point of maximum
^ib sublimation Tk of the binary compound F.

In a similar way as we have deduced fig. J 1 (I)

for the general case, we now find a diagram

as is drawn in fig. 2. In this figure however

only a part of the componenttriangle ABC
is drawn ; the line li^Fn is a part of the

side BC. Curve halm is the saturationcurve

under its own vapourpressure, h^ajj^n, the

corresponding vapourcurve ; we shall call

also here both the curves circumphased.

Fia-. 2.

At the deduction of this diagram we have

assumed, that on these curves neither a point

of maximum- nor a point of minimum i)ressure occurs ; the pressure

increases from n to //, without being however in n a minimum and

in h a maximum. From the deduction it follows also that the sides

solid-liquid and solid-gas of the threephasetriangles must have a

position with respect to one another as is drawn in the triangles

Faa^ and Fbb,^.
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Formerly (communication \^ and VI) we have deduced several

rules for the movement of the sides of a threepliasetriangle on change

of pressure. When a saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure

and its corresponding vapourcurve are removed comparatively far

from the point F, the formation of vapour from F -\- L takes place

on increase of volume and the formation of liquid from F + (} on

decrease of volume. The threephasetriangle turns on increase of

pressure in such a way that the conjugationline solid-vapour goes

ahead ; on decrease of pressure it turns in opjiosite direction. If in

fig. 2 we make triangle Faa^ or Fbh^iwYw towards higher or lower

pressures, we see that these movements are in accordance with the

previous rules.

Also we may imagine on curve luihii a point ofmaximum pressure

if and on curve li^aj)^n^ the corresponding point M^; the points i^,

M and M^ are then situated on a straight line. The pressure then

increases from h and n towards M. Triangle Faa.^ must then also have

another position as is drawn in tig. 2 ; the line Fa must viz. be

situated closer to the side Fli^ than the line Fd^. Therefore, when

we take two threephasetriangles, situated on different sides of the

line FMM^, they turn their sides solid— gas towards each other.

We see that this is also in accordance with our previous considerations.

We may also imagine a point of minimum pressure m on curve

liabn and the corresponding point iii^ on curve

//, n^ (6j 11^. Triangle Fhb^ must then have another

position ; the line Fh^ must tlien be situated

closer to the side Fii than the line Fh.

Tx <C J^'<C ^^V- We now take a temperature

7Miigher than the point of maximum sublimation

7/v, but lower than the minimum-meltingpoint

7'/' of the substance F. In a similar way as

we have deduced for the general case fig. 7 (1),

we now find a diagram as fig. 3. Curve hab?i

is circumphased, curve li^aj)^n^ exphased. Fur-

ther, it is assumed again that on these curves

neither a point of maximum- nor a point ot

minimum pressure occurs. Because the points a and a^ are removed

comjiaratively far from the point F, the above mentioned rule

applies again to the moving of triangle Faa^ on change of pressure;

we see that its turning is in accordance with this rule.

It is different with triangle Fbb^, its points b and b^^ are to

be imagined close lo n and n^. Let us at first contemi)late the

equilibrium F -f- liquid n -\- vapour n-^ of the binary system BC.
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Because we have in this system a temperature between T^ and Ty,

between the three piiases the reaction : F"^ liquid n -\- vapour n^

takes place from left to riLiht with increase of vohune. We compare

now the ternary equilibrium F -\- liquid h -\- vapour h^, wherein

b and J>^ differ but little from n and n^, with Ihe previous system.

We then see that as well the foi-mation of vapour from F -\-

vapour b as also the formation of liquid from F -\- vapour /^j takes

place with increase of volume. According to the rule deduced in

communication VI, the sides solid-liquid and solid-vapour of the

threephasetriangle must then approach one another on increase of

P and separate from one another on decrease of P. We see that

the movement of Fbb^ in fig. 8 is in accordance with this rule.

The occurrence of a point of maximum- or minimumpressure can

be easily examined by the reader.

Tf<C 1- W® "t^^v take a temperature T a little higher than the

minimummeltingpoint Tf of the substance F. We then must distinguish

two cases, according as the substance expands or contracts on

melting. We only take the first case. In a similar way as is deduced

for the general case fig. 12 (I), we now find a diagram as fig. 4,

wherein the two curves are exphased. Further, it is assumed again

that on these curves neither a point of maximum nor a point of

minimumpressure occurs. From the deduction

of the diagram, it follows that Fa^^ of the

threephasetriangle Faa^ is situated always

between Fa and Fli^. When the points a

and a^ are situated in the vicinity of?zand

n^, Faa^ turns, as is clear from the figure,

in such a way on decrease of pressure, that

the line Fa goes ahead. When a and a^

are situated however, in the vicinity of h

and Aj, Faa^ turns on decrease of pressure

in such a way that Fa^ goes ahead. This

turning is in accordance with the rules,

deduced in communication VI. Let us firstly

contemplate the equilibrium F -{- L„ -j- Gn^

of the binary system BC. Herein the reaction

L„'^F-\- G„^ takes place from left to right

with decrease of volume. Let us now take the system /^^-f- ^^ + ^^'ai

of which the points a and a^ are situated in the immediate vicinity

of n and ^i. At the formation of vapour from F -{- La the volume

will decrease, at the formation of liquid from F -\- (xax the volume

will increase.

Fie. 4.
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According- to the rule, deduced in communication VI Faa^ must

on increase of pressure turn in such a way that the line Fa goes

ahead. Tiiis is in accordance with fig. 4.

In the same way it is deduced that triangle Faa^, when a and a^

are situated in the vicinity of h and h^, must turn on increase of

pressure in such a way that the line Fa^ goes ahead.

Also, howe^•er, cnrves of quite another form may occur, viz. closed

curves; these are. therefore, situated completely within the triangle

and they are exphased. We imagine e.g. in fig. 12(1) the component

triangle to be drawn in such a way that the point F is situated

on the side BC and that the two curves fall within the triangle.

Both the curves then show a point of maximum- and a point of

minimumpressure. While a binary compound generally may be in

equilibrium, in addition to a series of ternary solutions, yet also with

two binary solutions, in the above mentioned case, therefore, it is

no more the case : now it may be only in equilibrium with ternary

solutions.

Drawing the saturationcurves under their own vapourpressure and

their corresponding vapourcurves for ditferent temperatures, we may

distinguish two principal types; these are represented in fig. 5 and

6. In both the figures, however, the vapourcurves are omitted. At

temperatures below the minimum meltingpoint Tp the saturation-

curves under their own vapour pressure are circumphased ; at Tf

the curve goes through F and above Tf they are exphased. In

fig. 5 they disappear in a point H on the side, in fig. 6 in a point

H within the triangle.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
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At first let us contemplate fig. 5. The arrows indicate the direction

in which the pressure increases, therefore, it is assumed that on

these curves neither a point of maximum- nor a point of minimum-

pressure occurs. When this however is the case, these points form the

limit-curve, former!}' treated, wliich is easy to draw in the figure.

The saturationcurves disappear at Tfj in the point H; the corre-

sponding vapourcurves disappear at tiie same time in the point H^,

which is not drawn. We see from fig. 5 that Tn is the highest

temperature at which, in the binary system BC, the equilibrium

F -{- L -\- (t can still occur. In this case 7// is also the highest

temperature at which in the ternary system the equilibrium F -\- L -\- G
can still occur.

In fig. 6 the saturationcurve of the temperature Th does not

disappear in the point H; it forms a closed curve, which touches

the side of the triangle in a point H. On further increase of tem-

perature it comes completely within the triangle and disappears in

a point R. It is evident that these closed curves, and also the not-

closed curves, being situated in the vicinity, show a point of maximum-
and a point of minimumpressure. In this case, therefore, a limit-curve

exists, going through the point R. The curves situated at a greater

distance, need not necessarily show this point of maximum and that

of minimumpressure.

If it is imagined viz. that these points, on extension of the

curves, continue to approach closer to the side BC and that they

coincide with this at last ; the point of maximumpressure disappears

somewhere between 7/ and C, the point of minimumpressure between

II and B on the side BC. The limit-curve then terminates in both

these points.

Also we see from the figure that the highest temperature {Tn)

at which in the ternary system the equilibrium F -\- L -\- G may
still occur, is higher tlian Th-

In figs. 5 and 6 the curves of diiferent temperatures are all drawn

in a same plane. Imagining however perpendicular to this plane a

temperature axis and the curves to be drawn in space according to

their temperature, the saturationsurface of F under its own vapour-

pressure arises. In a similar way the corresponding vapoursurface

arises.

In the surfaces belonging to fig. 5 the highest points (ƒ/ and H^)

are situated on the side-plane BCT; in the surfaces belonging to

fig. 6 the highest points {R and ZtJ are situated within the prism

and not on the sideplane BCT.
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Deducing the boilingpointcurves for different pressures we refind

again the figures 2, 3, and 4 and figures 5 and 6 deduced from

these. The arrows must tlien be drawn however in opposite direction

so thai in the figs. 2, 3, and 4 Ti, is the lowest and T„ the highest

temperature at which the equilibrium F-\-L-\-G occurs.

We must still contemplate the cases II and III namely that the

vapourpressurecurve of the binary system BC shows a point of

maximum, or a point of minimum pressure. After the previous

general considerations on the occurrence of ternary points of maximum-

aud of minimum-pressure, this need not to be considered here.

Now we shall contemplate some points more in detail. When F
is a binary compound of the composition 0, |i, 1—^ (therefore «= 0}

Ixr + {y-M dx + {xs + {y-m dy = 0. . . . (1)

applies to its saturationcurve at a constant T and P.

The liquid cur\'e of the region LG is fixed by

:

[{x—.x)r + {y,-y)s] d.v 4- [{w~.v)s + {y,-y)t] dy = 0. . (2)

We now imagine in fig. 1 that the liquid curve of the region LG
dy

is drawn through the point p or q; we now contemplate — in this

point p or q for both the curves. Because in this point x = and

Lim. ,rr ^ Rl it follows for the saturation curve that:

^dy\ _ Rr+{y~^>
(3^

and for the liquid curve of the region LG that

:

(^^^-.\^RT + {y,-y)s

\dxJx=Q
.... (4)

{y-yy

From (3) and (4) it follows that the tangents on both the curves

in the point p have usually a different position, so that the two

curves do not come in contact with one another. When (3) is

accidentally equal to (4), the two curves touch one another in j) or

q. This will be the case when

:

,„_, =g _,)„_,) 0. '^J^. ... (5)

Later we shall see that in this case their point of contact p or q

is then also a point of maximum- or of minimumpressure of a

saturationcurve under its own vapour pressure or of a boiling point

curve.
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Tn order to find the satiiratioiicur\e under its own vaponrpressure

we put in (8) and (9) (II) a = 0. We obtain :

[.,, f (,/ _.^j),] ,/,,,. _^ |.,, _^ (,, _^^)^] (/^^ ^ ^4,^p ... (6)

[('•i-.^')'' + {y—M d.v 4- [(.f,-.r> + (i/,
- y)q dy = CdP^ . (7)

In the terminating point of this curve on the side BC (therefore

in the points It and n of figs. 2, 3, and 4), x = 0. We find from

(6) and (7):

In order to find the boih'ngpointcurve we must substitute in (6)

and (7) AdF by — BdT and CdP by — DdT. We then find

:

JL r^
y^-y-iy-^(^-l^

RT - yd,vJ, = o {y,-m+{y~y,)n-\-{i3-y)R,' ' ^^

From (8) it follows that in a terminatingpoint of the saturation-

curve under its own vaponrpressure on one of the sides (points h

and n of fig. 2, 3, and 4) — has a definite xalue different from zero
dx

so that the pressure is in the terminatingpoint neither a maximum
nor a minimum. The same follows from (9) for the temperature in

the terminatingpoint of a boilingpointcurve.

In the binarj' system BC the relation between a change of P
and T in the equilibrium F -\- L -\- G is fixed by:

dF\ ^ {y-m + {y-y^>i + {?-y)H,

dTj.^o {y,-^)V^{y-y,)v-\-{^^y)V/ ' ' ^ ^

From (8),, (9), and (10) it now follows that:

dP\ /dT\ _ rdP\

'v
dxjx= V ^'^' Jx= \d 1y3. —

In order to see the meaning of this we imagine a grapiiical

representation of P and T of the binary equilibrium F -\- L -{- G.

We will call that part of the P, 7^-curv^e on which the pressure

increases when raising the temperature, the ascending branch, the

part on which the pressure decreases when lowering the temperature

dP
the descending branch. In the ascending branch — is positive, in

dT
the descending branch it is negative; from (11) it follows, that

dP . dl'— and — have in the ascending branch the opposite sign and in
d.v dx

the descending branch the same sign. We find therefore:

39
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When llie binary equilibiiuni F -\- L -\- G is siliuited in an

ascending branch of its P, 7'-cnrve, addition of a tliird substance has

an opposite influence on tlie jtressure (at constant temperature^ and

on the temperature (under constant pressure). When addition of a

third- substance e. g. increases the pressure (at constant T) it will

decrease the boiling point (under a constant pressure).

When the binary equilibrium F -\- L -\- (r is situated in an de-

sce]iding branch of its F,T curve addition of a third substance has

the same influence on the pressure (at constant TJ and on the

temperature (under constant P). When addition of a third substance

increases for instance the pressure (at constant T) it will also

increase the boilingpoint (under constant P).

These rules are also true when F is instead of a combination one

of the components e.g. B or C.

We will now still examine, in what case the pressure (at constant T)

of the binary equilibrium F -\- Tj -\- G is increased or decreased by

addition of a third substance. We may express this also in the

following way: in what case does the pressure along a saturationcurve

under its own vapourpressure from one of its terminatingpoints (A

and n in figs. 2, 3, and 4) increase or decrease?

We take for this formula (8), which mdicates the relation between

the change of pressure dP and the quantity f/.i- of the new substance.

Between the 3 phases of the binar}^ equilibrium F -{- L -\- G a

reaction may always take place. We let the reaction take place in

such a way that 1 quantity of \'apour occurs. The occurring change

of volume we call A T^. The denominator of (8) becomes then

(ji

—

y) A V, so that we may w^rite

:

1 fdP\ 1 fx. i3—v,\

RT '

yd.vJ,:=o AF y.v ii-y

We now take the ternary equilibrium F -\- L -\- G wherein L and

G contain still only a little of the third substance. The line solid-

liquid (Fa or Fb in figs. 2—4) then intersects the A^-axis (side CA
of the component triangle) in a point at the distance S from C.

The line solid-gas {Fa^ or Fb^ figs. 2—4) intersects this A'-axis in a

point at the distance 6', from C. We take S and S^ positix'e, when

the points of intersection are situated on the right, negative, when

they are on the left of C. S and S-^ are fixed by

Sz=~ S, = -^-^—
. . . . (13)

Substituting /?— y and /? — y^ from (^13) in f 12) we find:
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RÏ' [d^),.^o~ AF •

.6- {^ ~SJ • • •
(^'^)

From tliis relation it follows that the sign of the change of pressure

depends on the sign of A V. Now A J^ is almost always positive

for the binary equilibrium F -\- L -\- G and negative only between

the points F and H (figs. 5 and 6)- Further it follows that the sign

of the change of pressure is not fixed by theratio.t\ : .i' (the partition

of the third substance between gas and liquid), but by the ratio

S:S^; therefore this is by the ratio of the parts which the lines

Fa and Fa^ or Fb and i^^i cut off from the ^\-axis. We may consider

S and >Si also as the perspective projections of x and a.\ from

the point F on the A^-axis. We shall call for that reason S the

perspective concentration of the new substance in the liquid, and

Si that of the new substance in the vapour. These perspective con-

centrations can be as well positive as negative.

F'rom (14) we can now easily deduce for the addition of a new
substance :

1. The formation of vapour in the binary system F -\- L -{- G
takes place with increase of volume {AV^O).
When in liquid and vapour the new substance has perspective

concentrations of opposite s:'gn, the pressure increases.

When in liquid and vapour the new substance has perspective

concentrations of the same sign, the pressure increases, when the

perspective concentration (apart from the sign) of the new substance is

greater in the vapour than in the liquid, the pressure decreases when
the reverse is the case.

2. The formation of vapour in the binary system F -{- L -{- G
takes place with decrease of volume (A ]^ <[()).

The changes of pressure take place in opposite direction as sub 1.

It may be considered with this, that A F <] is the case only between

Tjr and 7'//, therefore between the ininimum-meltinir point of i^ and

the point of raaximum-tempercxture of the binary system F -{- L -{- G.

When we take a threephasetriangle in the vicinity of the side ^C,
its angle F is either a little greater than 0° {Faa^ and Fbb^ in fig. 2)

or a little smaller than J 80° {Fbb, in fig. 3). We will call the three-

phasetriangle in the first case acute-angled, in the second case obtuse-

angled. We may express the previous rules also in the following way:

1. The formation of vapour in the binary system F -\- L -\- G
takes place with increase of volume (A V ^ 0).

An obtuse-angled threephasetriangle moves on increase of pressure

both its sides solid—liquid and solid—gas towards each other and

on decrease of pressure away from each other.

39*
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An acute-angled thieei)liasetriangle moves on increase of pressure

witli the side solid—gas ahead, on decrease of pressure with the

side solid—liquid ahead.

2. The formation of vapour in the binary system F -[- L -]^ G
takes place with decrease of volume (A V <C 0)-

The triangles move in the opposite direction as sub 1..

We see that the position of the threephasetriangles in the figs.

2—4 are in accordance with these rules.

In a similar way as we have converted (8) into (14), we may

deduce from (9) :

1 ('-^'^ =_j^,/!iri_i^ .... (15)

AW represents here (he heat that is required to form 1 quantity

of vapour. The same rules as above may be deduced from this,

we must then however replace increase of pressure by decrease of

T and decrease of pressure by increase of T.

We should have been able to deduce the rules, deduced above,

for the movement of the threephase triangles on change of pressure

and temperature, from the rules found in Communication V and VI.

As a particular case of the above-discussed we may put the

question : what intluence has a third substance on the binary equi-

librium F -\- L -\- G when tliis is situated in the point of maximum
sublimation or in the minimummelting point of the substance F.

In the point of maximum sublimation the binary vapour^has the

same composition as the substance F^; therefore ?/j =('?. The vapour-

saturationcurve under its own vapour-pressure goes through the point

F (in this transition-case between the figures 2 and 3 fi^ coincides

therefore with F). When we put in (8) and (9) yi =: /?, we find :

— (-] z:.—— '^ d— f-^ = ^ ~' (16)
RT ' \dx J,^o V,-v' X

^" RT' ' \dx A==o A W ' x' ^ ^

Herein V-^—v is the increase of volume on sublimation, LW the

heat of sublimation of the substance F. Therefore, both are positive.

From (16) it now follows :

when the equilibrium F -\- L -\- G is situated in the point of

maximum sublimation of the substance F, addition of a third substance

will increase the pressure (7^ constant) and decrease the temperature

(/-* constant).

In the minimum-melting point the binary liquid has the same com-

position as the substance F, therefore y = /?. The salurationcurve

mider its own \a{)Oiii"-pressure goes therefore Ihroiigh point F. (lu

this Irausiiion-case between figs. 3 and 4, n, therefore, coincides witii
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F). When we put in (8) and (9) y = 3, tlien it follows :

1 A/iA -1 1 /dP\ 1

^^'^d—-.r~- --.TTF.- • (17)RT \dxj:^^'j V~v RT' \dxJ:,;^o A TF

Herein K

—

i^ is the increase of volume on melting, AW the heat

of melting of the substance F. V—v can be as well positive as

negative, A IF is always positive. From (17) it now follows that:

when the equilibrium F -{- L -\- G is situated in the minimnm-
meltingpoint of the substance F, addition of a third snbstance will

increase the pressure (T constant), when the substance melts with

increase of volume ( V y> v) and decrease when the substance melts

with decrease of volume {V<^v). The temperature (P constant)

is lowered.

We may ex|)ress the above-stated also in the following way

:

from F the pressure increases along the vapoursaturationcurve

under its own vapour-pressure going through F and the temperature

decreases along the boilingpointcurve going through F.

From F the pressure increases along the saturationcurve under

its own \apourpressure going through F, when F melts w^ith in-

crease of volume and the pressure decreases when F melts with

decrease of volume. Along the boilingpointcurve going through F
the pressure decreases from F.

Also we 'should be able to examine what influence has a third

substance on the binary equilibrium F -\- L -\- G, when this is

situated in the point of maximum temperature (point H in ügs. 5

and 6) or in the point of maximum pressure of its P, J'-curve. We
refer to this later.

(To be continued).

Physiology. — ''The effect of subcutaneous turpentine-Injections on

the chemotaxis of remote places" By Prof. H. J. Hamburger.

After experiments by Dr. J. Buitenhuis.

(Communicated in the meeting of November 29, 1918).

Oji a former occasion the attention was drawn to the favourable

effect of slight amounts of turpentine on the rapidity of phagocytosis.')

In a dilution of 1 : 100.000 an increase was found of 24.7 "/„ and

even in a dilution of 1 : 500.000 an increase of 16 7o •

1) Hamburger, de Haan and Bubanovic: On the eflect of Chloroform, Iodoform

and other substances dissoluble in fat, on Pliagocytosis. Proceedings of the Meeting

of Jan. 28, 1911, p. 913.
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Elsewhere ') we have pointed out that the result agrees with a

great umnber of clinical experiences. The gynaecologist Fochikr from

Lyons for example has successfully applied turpentine in the treat-

ment of puerperal fever. For this purpose he injects turpentine under

the skin which gives rise to an abscess in this place and the fever

soon disappears.

FocHiER thinks that the abscess attracts the noxious substances

which cause the fever, thus rendering them inactive. He speaks of

an "Abscès de fixation".

In veterinary circles this treatment has caused niucli enthusiasm.

The pneumonia (crupposa) of horses is at present chiefly and success-

fully treated with turpentine-injections. In the veterinary School at

Utrecht for instance J. J. Wester adopted this method with excellent

results.

He justly doubts, however, whether we are right in assuming an

"abscès de fixation". No plausible reasons can be adduced for this

hypothesis. Therefore he is more inclined to attribute this favourable

result to an improved action of the heart.

It seems not impossible to me that this factor has to be reckoned

with. But it is certainly not the only one; for in Denmark the same

treatment is successfully applied to chronic mastitis of the cow. And

a better action of the heartj such as is often necessary in pneumonia,

would be of no avail here.

Therefore we hace asked ourselves if this favourable effect of

turpentine may not he e.i'ijlained by assuming that this substance enters

the circulation from the place of injection as a loeak solution, thus

stimulating the phagocytosis also in the hearths of the disease, irhiclt

woidd assist the curative process.

From a technical point of view, however, it is very difficult to

investigate the degree of jjhagocytosis in an inflamed centre and to

determine thus whether the activity of the phagocytes has increased.

This seemed possible, however, by chemotactical experiments.

For this purpose, just as in the case of Calcium, tw^o methods

were adopted -).

The first method consisted in capillary tubes, filled with an extract

of coli bacteria, being placed under the skin of one of the hind legs

1) Hamburger: Physilvaliscli-chemische Untersuchungen über Pliagozyten. Ihre

Berieutung vom allgemein biologisclien und patliologischen Gesichtspunkt. Wies-

baden, J. F. Bergm.ann, 1912, p. 159.

~) Cf. Hamburger. The effect of slight quantities of Calcium on the motion of

the pliagocytei;. Proceedings of the Meeting of May 28, 1910.
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of a rabbit at the inside of (he thigh. These extracts also contained

traces of turpentine.

Similar tubes were placed at the other hind leg with the same

contents, but without turpentine.

After 20 hours the leucocyte columns, which owing to cliemotaxis

had entered the tubes, were measured. This rendered it possible to

establish if, and if so, to what extent, turpentine had promoted

chemotaxis and stimulated the phagocytes.

The second method consisted in 0.3 cc. of turpentine being injected

under the breast skin of some rabbits ; it was then determined if a

greater amount of leucocytes had entered the capillary tubes with

coli-extract, than if the same rabbits had been injected with 0.3 cc.

of NaCl-solution instead of 0.3 cc. of turpentine.

Before stating the results obtained on the effect of turpentine we
shall communicate a series of experiments which were made to

ascertain the degree of accuracy of the method. In four rabbits

capillary tubes are placed right and left under the skin of the leg.

These tubes are filled with the same extract of coli-bacteria in NaCl

0,9 7„.

The following table will require no further explanation.

TABLE I.

Effect of extract of Coli-bacteria on chemotaxis.

Left leg. Rigtit leg.

Extract of Colibac- Extract of Coli bac-

teria ill 0.9% NaCl teria in O.QOo NaCl

Rabbit 1

„ 2

» 3

4

Total of 4 leucocyte-

columns after

2 hours

4. 1 mm

6.3 „

5.6 „

5.6 ..

4.5 mm

5.5 „

5.5 „

5.2 „

+ 0.4

— 0.8

— 0.1

— 0.4

This table shows that the greatest deviation amounts to 0.8, whilst

the deviation in all 4 rabbits together only comes to 0,9 mm.

First method.

Under these circumstances it could be established now, to what

extent an addition of turpentine to an extract of B. Coli in NaCl-

solution would affect the degree of chemotaxis. ^)

1) The technical details were about the same as those we described in Virchow's

Archiv B. CLVI p. 821), 1899 and in "Physik. Chemische Untersuchungcn über

Pliagozylen". Bergmann 1912. p. 9i foil. Only instead of coi'k paiaffin was used

to keep the capillary tubes in their places.
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For lliis purpose we used capillary tubes whh extract ofbacteria-

coli in XaCl 0,9 "/o' i" ^'^'liicli 1 : 100.000 tui-pentiuc had been dissolved.

Ill each rabbit 4 capillary tubes witli and 4 without turpentine

were placed on one side under the skin of the leg. After 20 hours

they were taken away, and the lengths of the leucocyte-columns

were measured.

Table II gives the results of this experiment.

TABLE II.

Effect of extract of Coli-bacteria on chemotaxis.

Left lee i

^'^ht leg.

Coli-bacteria^xtract'
Coli-bacteria extract

in 0.900 NaCl
l+i/i^oc^^oo^^tu'ïp^ntinel

Rabbit 5

„ 6

1

8

9

„ 10

.. 11

Total of 4 leucocyte-

1

columns after

20 hours

4,8 mm

3.2 ,

4.- „

4.8 „

4.1 „

6.9 „

2.2 „

4.6 mm

4.8 „

5.1 „

6.4 „

5.2 „

7.1 „

3.1 ..

— 0.2

-} 1.6

+ 1-1

-f- 1.6

+ 1-1

+ 0.2

+ 0.9

In 6 of the 7 cases, therefore, the turpentine in a concentration

of 1 : 100.000 has stimulated the chemotaxis.

In order to investigate if rabbit 5 made .an exception to the rule,

or if a mistake had been made in the experiment, the experiment

was repeated with the same rabbit in the same places. It was found

then that the values became 5,1 and 6.8 respectively. In this case

too an increased chemotaxis has, therefore, been established.

We subjoin an experiment with a weaker turpentine-solution viz.

with turpentine 1 : 500.000. Cf. table III.

T/iede results show that an addition of turpentine 1 .-500.000 lias

had a much more favourable efeet still on the chemotaxis than

turpentine 1 : 100.000.

Elsewhere ') a more detailed account of the experiments will be

published.

1) hi the dissertation (Bern) of Mr- J. Buitenhuis.
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TABLE III.

Effect of coli-bacteria-extract on chemotaxis.

Left lee ^'S^t leg.

iExtractofcoliLcteria,E^'7„^*°^QS°l';j!f^le"^
in OQiV. Nan '" ^'^ ^^^'

I
inU.y/oNaU +1:500.000 turpentine

Rabbit 12
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TABLE IV.

Effect of the subcutaneous injection of turpentine on cliemotaxis.

Length of 4 1 e u oocyte co 1 u m ns

L^^* ^^S- Right lee
Before the injection

^flg^ the injection ofO.Scc
ot NaU or ot

Qf turpentine or NaCi 0.9%
turpentine ^ "

Difference

Rabbit
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a muco'JS one, it becomes evident what deslrnction the tnr[)ontine

has cansed there.

We investigated therefore whether llie chemotaxis could not like-

wise be stimulated by injecting subcutaneously a solution of' turpen-

tine in NaCl 0.9 7o '" '^ concentraton of i : 10.000, instead of pure

turpentine.

Provisional experiments have indeed shown that this has a favour-

able effect on chemotaxis. It was not considerable however.

Probably this must be attributed to tiie ineffective manner in

which the experiments were carried, out. In the first place too little

was injected viz. only 5 times 5 cc. of a turpentine solution of

1:10.000, which means only a total amount of 0.0025 cc. of turpen-

tine. But especially too much time elapsed between the injections

so that the turpentine injected, had ample opportunity to be secreted

in large quantities by the kidneys, whilst the method of injection

adopted by Fochier creates a reserve of turpentine, from whence

turpentine is continually yielded to the circulation.

In subsequent experiments, which, owing to lack of time, could

not be carried out as yet, the above-mentioned consideration will

be taken into account.

As the technical difficulties attending turpentine-injections are being-

removed, it will be possible to make use of these injections much

more frequently in human [)athology ; meanwhile it may now be

concluded already from the foregoing experiments that turpentine

also stimulates chemotaxis in remote places. Further we may infer

from the greater mobility of the phagocytes, which is indeed also

the foundation of an increased chemotaxis, that in those places the

phagocytosis will be stimulated likewise.

Groningen, November 1913. Pkyslo logical Laboratory.

Botany. — ''Adjustment to light in oats" By W. H. Arisz. (C(un-

municated by Prof. Went).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 29, 1918).

§ 1. Introduction.

In this preliminary communication there will be considered a

number of phenomena which are generally grouped as adjustment

phenomena (German : "Stimmung"). By functional adjustment is

usually meant the state of an organ which determines the effect

with which the latter reacts to a stimulus of a certain strength.
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A change in adjustment is therefore made evident by a change in

the reaction to a stimulus of the same intensity. Thus it has been

known for a long time that plants grown in tlie light do not show

the same sensitiveness to unilateral illumination as etiolated ones.

Pringsheim ^), in a series of investigations, has attempted to obtain

a more detailed knowledge of these processes and quite recently

there appeared a paper by Clark ^) which, as an extension of

Pkingsheim's work, possesses in many ways points of contact with

the results about to be described. Clark's conclusions and my own

differ on a fundamental point, namely the validity of the energy

law for negative reactions.

There are also striking differences with regard to our observations

on the influence of omnilateral preliminary and after-illumination.

Since Clark's paper fortunately appeared before the close of the

present investigation, I have been able to test his results by control

experiments, which, at least with regard to the influence of omnilateral

after-illumination, have sufficiently explained the divergence in our

results. For a further explanation and for theoretical considerations

I must, however, refer to the detailed account of my investigations,

about to be published elsewhere.

§ 2. Method.

My method is in principle the same as that of Pringsheim and of

Clark. These investigators obtained the omnilateral illumination by

causing pots with seedlings to rotate on a clinostat round a vertical

axis in front of the source of light. The objections to this method

are that owing to the excentric position of most of the plants, the

latter do not receive equal quantities of light on all sides, while

moreover, on account of the large numbers of plants in each pot,

they are continually getting into each other's shadow. Owing to the

kindness of Prof. Went I was able to use an apparatus specially built

for these experiments. It is a kind of multiclinostat, in which 20

pots can rotate simultaneously each on its own axis. The arrangement

is such, that when the source of light is one metre from the instrument,

the possibility is excluded of the plants getting into each other's

shadow. The time for a revolution varies from 4 seconds to 4 minutes,

whilst a brake with an electrical contact makes it possible to

illuminate during an integral number of revolutions. Since the plants

rotate round their own axis, it is possible to use fairly large velocities

1) Gohn's Beitrage Bd. 9. 1909. Bd. 10. 1910.

2) Zeitschr. f. Bot. Bd. 5. H. 10. 1913.



without fear of oeutrifiigal force. Tii the series of experiments now

published, tlic rotation velocity was always 5 sec. The source of

light was a Nkknst projectionhinip fed by a curi-cnt maintained

constant. Tlie light from the hxmp, which was placed outside the

dark room, passed through a cooling apparatus with rnnning water

and then through a diaphragm into the dark room. By interposing

plates of frosted and of milk glass the intensity of the light could

be changed in a few seconds. A greater intensity than 450 candles-

metre was not obtainable with this lamp at the distance at w^hich

the multiclinostat was placed. The experiments described below,

with unilateral illumination at greater intensities w^re carried out

with the aid of a projection arc lamp which gave at 1 metre an

intensity of 4600 candle-metre power. The numbers referring to the

latter illuminations have no claim to great accuracy.

The experiments were carried out in a small dark room in the

experimental hothouse of the laboratory. This small space could be

maintained at 23^ C. by means of an electric heating apparatus and

regulator.

§ 3. OmnUaternl fore-iUumination folloired by

unUatevdl after-ilium ination

In order to determine the state of sensitiveness of a plant at a

given moment, the plant must be exposed to unilateral illumination

at this moment and the resultant reaction must be observed. In the

course of the investigation it was found desirable to make a rule

of following the process of curvature, for the first two hours. A
longer period was not required for after two hours no further photo-

tropic phenomena became visible. The investigation aimed at observing

how a plant behaves towards unilateral illumination of various

intensities, after previous exposures of varying duration and intensity.

In order to determine the state of sensitiveness exactly at the end

of the preliminary illumination it is necessary to supply the quantity

of energy of the unilateral afler-illuniination in as short a time as

possible. How desirable this is will be seen especially from a con-

sideration of the processes discussed below, affecting the returu of

sensitiveness. In contradistinction to Pringsheim and to Clark, I did

therefore not always use the same intensity for the unilateral after-

illumination as had been employed when the plants were rotating.

On the contrary, an attempt was made to supply the plants in

as short a time as possible with a definite amount of energy, which

attempt was only limited at the higher amounts by the available



supply of light. I have investigated tiic influence of omnilateral

fore-illninination by allowing the plants to rotate for various periods

of time at 5 diifcrent intensities, of 5.5, 12.1, 25, 100 and 450
candle metre power. The i-esults of the first four series ai-e summa-
rized in tables. Without going into points of agreement and difïerence,

which would require detailed discussion, I here only wish to remark,

that Table I is comparable with the investigation of Pringsheim

(second paper IV) and that my table !II shows agreement with

Clark's figure 2.

It is especially by a consideration of table I, where the preliminary

illumijialion is weakest, namely 5.5 candle metre power, that we
can most readily obtain some idea of the influence of omnilateral

fore-illumination. A survey of the first six vertical columns of this

table, in which the unilateral after-illumination was 22—1000 CM. S.,

reveals that a fore-illumination of 100 seconds already requires an

after-illumination of 60 C. M. S. to bring about a curvature, whereas

after 10 seconds 22 C. M. S. were able to do this. After still longer

preliminary illumination not much more energy need be supplied

and 120 C. M. S. always gives a definite positive curvature. We
may therefore conclude that the sensitiveness has been diminished

by the fore-illumination.

A second phenomenon is observed when the amonnt of the energy

of the after-illumination is increased (the last three columns of

table I). As I have previously^) shown these large amounts of energy

(more than 4000 C M. S.) bring about negative curvatures. Even

after brief fore-illumination these negative curvatures occur after

large amounts of energy, but now the phenomenon is observed, that

after preliminary exposures of 5 minutes or longer, these negative

curvatures become feebler, and already after 20 minutes they are

no longer obtainable. Then positive curvatures occur, which are

extremely feeble at 27000 C. M. S. and become more clearly visible

at 13500 and 4500 C. M. S. After 1 hour's fore-illumination the

positive curvature is even very marked at 4500 C. M. S.

This second phenomenon, which, as will be explained more fully

at the end of this paper, I wish to consider as the typical "adjustment

phenomenon'' must therefore be formulated as the fact, that after a

certain duration of the preliminary exposure, it is no longer possible

to obtain negative curvatures at a certain intensitj' of unilateral

after-illumination.

If w^e compare with this the other tables we find that also at

^) Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Amsterdam Sept. 1913.



Explanation of signs.
-\- all plants show definite positive curvature.

-\-\- all plants show strong positive curvature.

no plants curved.

— all plants show definite negative curvature.

+ ? a few plants show slight positive curvature.

— ? a few plants show slight negative curvature.

Two different signs placed in the same space e.g. + means that the reaction

after about 1 hour was according to the first of these, after about 2 hours according

to the second.

No previous illumination.

No previous

illumination

Energy of the unilateral illumination in C. M. S.

22 44
I

60

++ ! ++

120

++

500

++

1000
I

4500

++ +

13.500 27.000

c
o

o £^

TABLE I.

Intensity of the omnilateral fore-illumination 5.5 CM.

Energy of the unilateral after-illumination in C. M. S.

"Sc= 4X5-58X5-5 5X12 lOX 12 5X 100 10X 100 10X450|30X450i60 X 450

Q o oj
. 22

o
44 60 120 500 1000 4500 13.500 27.000

10 sec.

100 sec.

3 min.

5 min.

20 mirr.

1 hour

++
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TABLE III.

Intensity of the omnilateral fore-illumination 25 C. M.

Duration of

omnilateral fore-

Energy of the unilateral after-illumination in C. M. S.

illumination 22 44 60 ' 120 500 1000 4500 13.500 27.000

10 sec.

36 sec.

100 sec.

3 min.

5 min.

20 min.

1 hour.
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illuiiiina^ion, tluil llie strongest uniltiteral arier-illimiiiiiilioiis no lungei'

bring about negative curvatures. While at 5.5 C. M. the positive

curvatures only occur after a fore-illuniinalion of 20 niinules, we
see that with more intense fore-illuniination strong positive curva-

tures already occur in j)lants which had only 5 minutes fore-illu-

minatioji.

Tables 11 and 111 show a furtiier feature to this extent, that

with more prolonged fore-illumination smaller quantities of energy

suffice • to give again a positive reaction, i. e. the plants become as

it were more sensitive. The four tables show gradual transition and

present a concordant picture. AH tables demonsti-ate the existence

side by side of at least two different processes.

In the first place after any preliminary illumination a larger

amount of energy is required to bring about a positive reaction.

Secondly after a certain duration of the preliminary illumination the

capacity of giving negative curvatures is lost more or less completely
;

after more prolonged fore-illuminations only positive curvatures occur.

This second process, the adjustment phenomenon, recalls the phenomena
which are known to occur with unilateral illumination of greater

duration. In that case also the capacity of giving negative curvatures

is lost and after })rolonged illumination only positive curvatures appear.

Let us therefore first consider unilateral illuminations of great

duration.

§ 4. Unilateral lllmninations of (jrcat daration.

A preliminary idea may be obtained from the following table of

intensities from 1 .4 to about 20000 candle metre power.

TABLE V.

Unilateral illummation.

Intensity in candle metre power.
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Unilateral illumination according to Clark.
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certainty witli regard to the oeciirreiice of a negative photolropic

ciirxature. We iiave thus to consider the fact that at small intensities

no negative curvatures were observed, whereas at greater intensities,

as ijideed Clakk also found, after stimulation with a definite amount

of energy the plants curve negatively. Clark's observations were

entirely at variance with the energy law. The question now arises,

whether the facts, as above set forth, necessitate a limitation of the

energy law to smaller amounts of energy. It seems to me that from

the data obtained for negative cui-vatures we may not draw the

conclusion that the energy law is invalid for small intensities and a

long duration of the stimulus. There are so many facts in favour of

the general validity of this law that it is safer to assume tliat the

occurrence of negative curvature is not entirely dependent on a

definite quantity of energy. It is necessary that this quantity should

be supplied withiji a certain time, for otherwise, owing to piocesses

to be discussed below, the effect is so much diminished, that the

excitation, which is required for the negative curvature, is no longei-

reached.

In place of the negative curvature there arises again at all inten-

sities employed a positive one, when the illumination is continued

for a longer period. For this second positi\-e curvature also there is

a striking discre})ancy between Clakk's figures and my own. My
figures (as indeed those of Clark) shov.' convincingly, that the occur-

rence of the second positive curvature is not dependent on a definite

quantity of energy.

If we take into consideration the well-known fact, that it is not

even necessary to supply this energy unilaterally, but that the latter

as Pringsheim has shown, may be partially replaced by an illumi-

nation from the opposite side, then the hypothesis presents itself to

us that this second positive curvature arises through a process which
is independent of the direction of illumination. This process results

in a lowering of the excitation. In this train of thought there is

therefore no essential difference between the Jirst and the second

positive curvature. On further consideration of the tables an additional

conclusion may be drawn. We see that the duration of stimulus,

i.e. the time during which illumination was necessary to induce the

second positive curvature, decreases continuously at greater intensities,

that is to say, that tlie intensity of the process, throuqli. which the

excitation diminishes is greater according as the qaantiti/ of energu

supplied per unit of time increases. We see therefore in unilateral

illumination the same process which we have studied as adjustment

phenomenon with omnilateral fore-illumiuatiou. In that case also

40*
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Hie tU'tioii of this process becaine evident aftei- a certain period of

pi'eliininarj illumination by the disappearance of the possibility of

inducing negative curvatures and the exclusive appearance of positive

ones.

§ 5, The f(idliu) phenomenon {"Abklingen").

Onmilateral preliminary illuminations render possible the closer

study of a |)henonienon, which is generally called fading of

an excitation. By omidlateral stimulation of a plant for a longer

or shorter time we obtain as response a certain insensitiveness. We

TABLE VI.

Fading of an omnilateral preliminary illumination.

Time between
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can then see how this insensitiveness gradually disappears again

;

for this purpose the plant must be left in the dark for some time

and the slight residual sensitiveness which remains at that moment
must be determined by observing the magnitude of the reaction to

a given stimulus. In tables VI and VII (he values are given relating

to a preliminary illumination of 25 candle-meter power during

100 sees, and 20 mins. respectively (see also table III).

From table VI we see that the possibility of obtaining positive

curvatures has returned after only one minute has elapsed between

the end of the omnilateral illumination and the beginning of the

after-illumination. After 1 hour the original sensitiveness for the

positive reaction has returned more or less completely. It is however

remarkable that at 4500 C. M. S. after an intervalof 5 mins. between

fore- and after-illumination no negative curvature occurs again, but

instead a strong positive one. We see that here also through the

omnilateral illumination during 100 sees, the adjustment process has

been put into action, which process has continued in the dark and

resulted in the large quantity of energy giving not a negative but

a positive curvature. But the intensity of this process also diminishes

in the long run, so that after 60 minutes the negative reaction again

beo-ins to be evident.

In table VII we see the return of the sensitiveness for positive

curvature as well as the possibility of a negative reaction. In this

case, however, neither the original sensitiveness for positive curvatures,

nor that for negative ones is completely reestablished after 1 houi-.

§ 6. Omnilateval after-illuinination.

Following PiUNGSHEiM, I investigated together with omnilateral

fore-illumination, the influence of an omnilatei-al after-illumiualion.

The simplest case imaginable, with two successive illuminations, is

that of a brief illumination from one side followed by one of equal

strength from the opposite side. Then the result is that the [)lant

remains straight. If there is an interval between the two exposures

even of only 2 minutes, the curvatures occur separately, so that

there is first a curvature in the direction of the first exposure and

then in that of the second.

TABLE VIII

105 C. M.S. (7X15) immediately afterwards in the opposite direction 105 CMS (7X15).
No curvature.

1 min. „ No curvature

2 min. „ apex curves first one way, then the other way

4 min. „ first one way, then slightly the other way

8 min, „ first one way then strongly the other way
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Ci.AKK also paid attcnlioii lo bikiteral illuniiiiatioii and since his

results differ fi'oni my own, I made a series of observations, collected

here in table IX, for special comparison with his figure 7. This

table refers to successive illumination from two sides with an intensitj

of 16 candle metre power. After the first exposure the plants were

turned throngh 180° and illuminaled from the opposite side. It is

found that as long as a certain interval elapses between the beginning

of the two stimuli, each is expressed independently. If for instance

T A B L E IX.

Successive illumination from tivo sides.

Duration of the

first

exposure.

Duration of tlie second exposure

10 sec. 30 sec. 60 sec.
\

90 sec. 180 sec. 600 sec.

30 sec.
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side, the two curvatures occur scparntdi/ one after the other. Clark
makes no mention of the lirst occurrence of the curvature in the

direction of the first illumination, and this deprives the phenomenon
of its surprising feature.

Let us finally consider table X for an omnilateml after-illumi-

nation. Although carried out with a somewhat weaker intensity, it

may very well be compared with Clark's fig. 4. In this case also

Clark makes no mention of the positive curvature which occurs

first and only gives the negative values. Had the after-illumination

here not been omnilateral, no new result would ha\'e been obtained,

but since all sides were afterwards exposed to an equal amount of

energy, the phenomenon is somewhat more complicated. We must

come to the very plausible conclusion, that after-illumination has

not the same effect on ail sides, but has a different effect on the

side which had already been illuminated unilaterally. This results

in a sepai-ate production of the curvatures, first in the direction of

the first illumination and then in the opposite one. There is not the

slightest reason to call a curvature, in a direction opposite to the

first illumination, negative.

§ 7. Summary.

In conclusion a few results of this investigation may be considered

in Iheir mutual relationship.

The observations with bilateral illumination ((able VIII) show, that

when we apply to a plant two stimuli by illuminating first one side

and then the opposite side, each stimulus results in a visible ipsi-

lateral curvature, as long as a certain time intervenes between the

two exposures. This is very marked when the interval between the

two inductions is long and less so with progressively shoi'ter inter-

vals until, when the interval is very short, only very slight a[»ical

curvatures are seen. This suggests that also when the two sides are

illuminated simultaneously, both stimuli would produce a tendency

to curve, which tendencies are not expressed because they are

simultaneous, equal and opposite, and therefore annul each other.

The phenomena of omnilateral illumination are in complete agree-

ment with this. Here also, under certain conditions, there may occur

a curvature towards that side, which has had no preliminary unilateral

illumination. An omnilateral illumination must therefore be regarded

as the summation of unilateral ones.

A series of experiments, which are not described here, has shown

me, that when a plant is illuminated simultaneously from two opposite
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sides willi the saino iiiteiisilv, and when the illiiiniiialioii is tlien

C'oiiliiuied oil one side, resulls are ohlaiiied coiiipletely analogous to

tliose \vith oinnilateral instead of bilateral fore-illumination. It need

cause no surprise, that with a bilateral illumination, the excess

which must he given on one of the sides, to obtain an ipsilateral

curvature, must be greater, in proportion as the tendency to cur-

vature on the other side is stronger. This is the same phenomenon,

which we have observed after an omnilateral fore-illumination. The

quantity of energy, which had to be given in one direction, in order

to obtain a positive curvature, was greater in proportion as the

previous illumination was more intense.

There is no reason to regard this so-called smaller sensitiveness

of a previously illuminated plant, which only depends on the necessity

of overcoming a tendency to curve, as an adjustment phenomenon.

Rather shouhl this name be reserved for the process which we

have here ahvays called adjustment [)rocess. We have been able to

observe liow it is affected both by unilateral and by omnilateral

illumination.

Bilateral illumination can also give some explanation of the fading

phenomenon (§ 5).

We saw that, as the intervals between the two opposite illumina-

tions become longer, the curvatures show better. This gives us

a new point of view with regard to the fading process, which the

omnilateral illumination enabled ns to study.

Here, with the time which elapses between the first stimulation

(omnilateral fore-illumination) and the second one (unilateral after-

illumination), the i)Ower of the latter of becoming visible increases.

This manifests itself in the phenomenon that, the longer the interval

has lasted, the smaller is the amonnt of energy required to produce

a visible curvalnre. We must therefore assume that the gradual

return of the original sensitiveness is the result of the fact that a

tendency to curvature can express itself more strongly when a longer

period has elapsed since the last stimulation.

Utrecht, Botanical Laboratory.

Chemistry. — ''7Vie Allofropi/ of Copper' I. By Prof. Ernst

Cohen and ^Tr. W. D. Het.dkrman.

- 1. In studying the earlier literature on copper we found certain

indications which justilied tlie presumption that this metal is capable

of existing in different allotropic modifications. This presumption had

been strengthened by the results of our investigations on tin, bismuth,

cadmium and zinc.
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W(' \\\\\ discuss jlio iiidicalioiis rcl'ci'rcil jo ;il)0\'0 iii oiir delaiJed

paper in tlic ZtMtsclifit'l tïir plivsikalisclio (lluMnio; 1km(> only two

points may bc sj)ecially ineulioiiod -. 1. Matthiksskn and von P)Osk ')

found as eai-ly as tifty years ago, thai wires of cleelroly tie co|)pei' had

elianged their electric condncti\'ity (at 0° C'.) after having been lieated

for some time at 100° (J. Table J illustrates this phenomenon.
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the pyciioineter was continually falling at constant temperature. The

same phenomenon was observed when the experiment was repeated.

This indicates that the metal undergoes some change at this temperature.

3. By manipulating very quickly we succeeded in determining the

density at 25 .0 We found in two independent experiments :

25°.0
d 8.889 and 8.890.

4°

Our thermometers had been compared with a standard of the

Phys. Techn. Reichsanstalt at Charlottenburg-Berliu.

After having healed the metal during 24 hours at 100° in a

solution of coppersulpliate no change of density was observed. Re-

peating this experiment at 2ö°, we found

25°.0
d 8.899 and 8 900

4°

These experiments prove that there is a transition temperature

between 25° and 100° C.

4. In order to tix this temperature more closely we carried out

a determination with the dilatometer. using 300 grams of our chilled

metal. The dilatometer (bore of the capillai-y tube 1 mm.) was filled

with paralKinoil, which had been heated for some hours in contact

with finelv divided copper, until there was no more evolution of

gasbubbles.

The dilatometer was now kept at different, but constant temperatures.
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We used llie elcclrically Iicalud tlieniiostal, iiieiilioiied in our [)jii)(M-

on the allo(ro|)\' of cadiMiiiin ').

Tlie results are given in Tal)le 2. (Zie ]). 630).

5. This table shows tliat there is a transitionpoiiit at 71°.7 C.

From this we conclude that there exist two allotropic(enantiotroj)ic)

modifications of coi)i)cr. Tiie phenomena may be described by the

equation

:

71°.7

Cu{a) ^ C>i{,^)

6. It may be pointed out that the change in tlie dilatometer has

taken j»lacc with great velocity notwithstanding the fact that the

copper used in this experiment had not been in contact with a

solution of coppersulpliate. On the othei- hand there was a large

quantity of finely divided metal present. Here, as in the case of

bismuth, tin etc, the presence of this powder suffices to accelerate

the transition velocity very strongly.

7. The following experiment proves that the velocity of the

reaction ,?-copper-^ rt-copper decreases enormously when this powder

is not present.

We took 200 grams of electrolytic copper, melted it in an electric

furnace and poured the metal into a melting-spoon, where a series

of thin rods was formed. These rods were chilled in water and put

into a dilatometer which was tilled with paraffinoil. The apparatus

was kej)t during 14 days and nights in a thermostat at 25° C.

Practically no change occurred. The traiisition velocity of /:?-copper

into «-copper is several thousand times smaller than if the finely

divided metal is present.

This phenomenon exj)lains the fact that obj'^cts made of copper

disintegrate so slowly in daily life. It is exactly the retardatiou

observed in the experiment described above, which makes |)OSsible

the use of copper in daily life. We meet here with the same

phenomena which have been described already in the case of tin,

bismuth, cadmium and zinc.

8. Our experiments prove that we have to consider copper as a

metastahle system ('< -j- ,^ copper), which (below 71°. 7 C.) is continu-

ously changing into the stable modification (rt-copper). The very

strongly marked retardations have concealed the allotropic change

from the physicists and chemists who have studied this metal in

different directions.

9. Dr. Ch. M. van Dfcventi^r has been so kind as to call our

') Proceedings 16, 485 (1913).
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altei'.tioii to the following curious historical peculiarity: TheophrasT

(a pupil of Aristotle) says in his book rrfcii rrr^r'^ ; yMxriTs^oi^ ycQ

(f((C\ y.ui (i<').i[i(fov r^d^ T«x»*r«t êv rtö TIóvTVi cxilyov ymI y^8i[iüjroq

ovToq vsaviyoi^ ya7.Y,ov (U Qay^vca. (It is told that tin and lead

melted sometimes in the Pontos when it was very cold in a strong

winter and that copper was disintegrated).

10. The properties of copper a and ^ as well as some problems

relating to the technical use of copper will be discussed shortly.

VAN 't HoFï-Labomtori/.

Utredit, December 1913.

Chemistry. — ''The metastability of the metals in consequence of

allotropy and its significance for Chemistry, Physics and

Technics.'' By Prof. Ernst Cohen.

1. The research which 1 have carried out during tliese last few

monllis in collaboration with A. L. Th. Moesveld and W. D. Helderman,

has proxed that several metals which until now were onlj' known

in one modification are ca|)able of existing in two (or more) allotropic

forms. The continuation of these investigations will show if all

metals have this property, but we may even already conjecture that

this will be the case. A great many observations described in the earlier

literature afford evidence in this direction.

2. We wei-e also able to state the fact that the pure metals as we
have known them until now are metastahle systems consisting of two

(or more) allotropic forms. This is a consequence of the very strongly

marked retardation which accompajiies the reversible change of these

allotropic modifications both below and aiove their transitionpoints.

Employing certain devices (using the metals in a very finely divided

state, adding an electrolyte) it is })0ssible to increase the transition-

velocity in such a degree, that the change of the metastable to the

stable form occurs within a short time.

As such changes are very often accompanied by marked changes

of volume, the material is generally disintegrated.

3. As until now, chemists and physicists have always dealt with

the a- and ji-form togetlier, cdl the physical constants of metals, which

have been determined, i-efer to the complicated metastable systems.

These are entirely undefined as the quantities of the «- and (?-modifi-

cations they contain aie not known.

Now it is known that a special physical property of any substance

at a definite temperature and pressure depends on its allotropic
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condition. H. F. Wkbku ^) tbniid the spccilic lical ofcarhon (at UrC.)

0.1128 ill tliü form of dicinioiul

0.1604 ,, , ,, ,, graphite

0.1653 ,, ,, ,, ,, charcoal

Ernst Cohen and E. Goldschmidt ') found (hat the density oi' trhite

tin is 7.28, that of gray tin 5.8 (at (he same temperature) wiiile

KÓTARÓ Honda ^) has stated that (he specific magnetic susceptibility

(X X 10') of white tin is -f- 0.025, while that of (/raj/ tin is — O.'SÏ

at the same temperature. Here even the sign is changed. The existing

data on the physical constants of metals known until now are thus

to be considered as entirely fortuitous values which depend on the

previous thermal history of the material used. Those i)liysical constants,

which refer to a well defined condition of the metal are so far

unknown. In order to determine these, and only these have a definite

signification and are reproducible, we shall have to carry out in the

future all measurements for the pure ct,^,y.... modifications of the

metals.

4. Considering for instance the important part which the specific

heats of the metals have played in chemistry and physics during

the last few years, it is evident that a revision of these constants is

wanted.

5. What has been said abont the specific heat holds evidently for

every other physical constant. In our paper on the allotropy of

bismuth ^) we pointed out, that numerous phenomena which had been

observed in the study of density, electric conductivity (also under

pressure) conductivity for heat, melting point, thermoelectric foi'ce,

the HALL-effect etc. and which had not been explained, may find

their explanation if the facts recently found are taken into account.

6. In this way a new field of research for chemists as well as

for physicists presents itself. Whilst it will be the task of the chemist

to prepare the pure modifications and study their physico-chemical

properties, the physicist will require to turn his attention to the

determination of their physical constants.

7. From a physico-chemical standpoint it will be very important

to study the electromotive behaviour of the allotropic modifications

mentioned above. The (ransitioncell of the sixth kind which I

1) Pogg. Ann. 154, 367, 553 (1875).

2) Zeitschrift fur physik. Chemie. 50, 225 (1905)

3) Ann. d. Physik 32, 1027 (1910) ;
The Science Reports of tlie Tölioku Imp. Univ.,

Sendai, Japan. 1, 1 (1912).

t) Zeit&chr. f. physik. Chemie 85, 419 (1913).
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described several years ago'; may lie used for this purpose. In tliis

way il will not only be possible to determine the heat of' transfor-

mation of the moditicalions, but also to study tiie equilibrium between

the different foiins. Several interesting problems may find their solu-

tion in this way. I have carried out some preliminary experiments in

this direction (with cadmium) in collaboration with Mr. W. D.

Helderman.

8. The same may be said if w^e consider the numerous alloys

which have an industrial as well as a scientific interest.

The melting point curves have to be revised, taking into account

the allotropy of the components. Quite recently the important part

played by the previous thermal history of alloys has lieen discovered.

Dippel') has proved that the specific heat of certain alloys is different

according as they are chilled or cooled slowly.

In explaining this fact, Dippel has not been able to take into

account the allotropy of the components of the alloys he experi-

mented with, as our papers on this subject could not at that time

be known to him.

9. I hope to report shortly on the problems which have been

indicated here. We will then discu.ss also several phenomena which

are observed in industry, the corrosion of metals in contact with

water, rusting of iron, the decay of aluminium objects etc.

Utrecht. December i9J3. van 't WoYY-Laboratonj.

Anatomy. — ''On pteric suture.^ and pl.'ric bones in the human

skull". By Prof. A. J. P. v. d. Bkoek. (Communicated l)y

Prof. L. BoLK).

It is w^ell known that the pteric region of the skull shows different

relations in form and extension of the adjacent sutures as well as

in the existence of separate bones, the so called pteric bones, ossa

epipterica.

In most of the human skulls the parietal and the ala magna of

the sphenoid touch in a more or less extensive spheno-parietal suture.

In some skulls the frontal is reached by the temporal bone, then

a fronto-temporal suture is formed. In this case we speak of a

processus frontalis ossis temporalis.

The configuration of the pteric region can be influenced by the

number, foi-m, extension and situation of the pteric bones.

i; Zeitschr. f. pliysik. Chem. 30, G23 (1899).

'-) Anu. d. Physik 42, 889 (1913).
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All examiiicxtioii of (lie skulls of papuaiis, broiiglit home by the

LoRKNTz' expedition from Dnteh South Nevv-Giiiiiea, augmented with

a number of papuan skulls, sent to me by the military-surgeon

DE KocK from Ihe same district, showed such relations in the pleric

region, that made a closer examination necessary.

A study of the concerning literature teaches, that the different

investigations on tlie proc. frontalis as well as on the pteric bones

are nearly all of a statistical nature, and do not reckon with the

condition of the two opposite sides of the same skull. As a conse-

quence of this way of investigation, the dillerent forms of processus

frontalis are always explained in the same way. Only Gkubek ^)

mentions two forms of a fronto-temporal suture.

The examination of 114 papuan skulls drew my attention to three

questions, viz. 1 that several forms of proc. frontalis must be dis-

cerned. 2 that for the judging of the character of a processus fron-

talis the two opposite sides of the same skull must be mutually

compared and 3 that the processus frontalis and the pteric bones

must be compared with each other.

Regarding the first point I observe that (wo forms of proc. frontalis

ossis temporalis must be distinguished. I call these two forms of

proc. frontalis type 1 and type II.

Type I shows a projecting part at the upper border of the squama

temporalis, as is seen in figure 1. By prolonging the suture between

temporale and the alisphenoid in upward direction, as is done in

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

^) Gruber W.Über die Verbintlung der Schlafenbeinschuppe mit dem Stirnbeine. 1874.
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figure 1 by a dotted line, it leuelies the parietal (vide figure 1).

This is Gruber's "mittelbare Verbindung". Type II shows a regular

enlargement of tiie whole squamosal in the direction of the frontal,

so, that a fronto-temporal suture is formed. This is Gruber's 'unmit-

telbare Verbijidung". A junction of the second type can be cond»iiied

with a frontal process of the first type.

The number of examined skulls is 114: in 47 I found a fronto-

temporal sntui-e i. e. in 41,14 7o-

The skulls of the two diffei-ent kinds are divided as follows.

In 34 cases we have a frontal process of the first type. In 13

cases the two sides of the skull are symmetrical. In 21 the frontal

process is only present at one side. 5 of the 13 skulls wiih i^ym me-

trical frontal process show a combination of the first and the second

type, so that from the fust ty[)e 8 are found with the frontal process

on both sides, to 21 with the front. })i-oc. on one side ; which means

that the unilateral presence is much more frequent than the bilateral.

In 13 skulls the second lype was found. Of no less than 12 skulls

the two sides were symmetrial and only once I found a unilateral

enlargement of the squamosal, which |)roves that the bilateral presence

is much more frequent than the unilateral.

In the unilateral presence of a frontal process of the first type

I found this process 13 times on the left side of the skull against

6 times on the right one- so the left half of the skull surpasses

strongly the right one in this respect.

An investigation of the pteric region of the side of the skull

opposite to a frontal process of the first type led to the following

facts

:

I. Processus frontalis at the left side.

A spheno-parietal suture at the right side in 6 skulls.

An OS epiptericum typicum ,, „ ,, ,, ,, 3

Several ossa epipterica ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 1 skull.

A temporal proc. at the frontal ,, ,, ,, ,, 1

II. Processus frontalis + os e[»iptericura at the left side.

An OS epiptericum-typicum at the right side in 2 skulls.

II Processus frontalis at the right side.

A spheno-parietal suture at the left side in 2 skulls.

An OS epiptericum typicum ,, ,, ,, ,, „ 2

Several ossa epipterica ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 2

A spheno-parietal suture is mostly found at the side opposite to

the frontal process (in 8 of 19 cases). This suture is not always

situated in the same place. Usually it lies at the level of the siitura
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squamosa, so that tlie region of tlie frontal process is included in

the alisphenoïd.

Sometimes tlie spheno-parietal suture lies at the level of the lower

border of the frontal process; so that the region of this process is

included in the parietal. The region of the frontal process of one

side can be included in the frontal, as is proved by a skull, which

presents at the left side a frontal process of the temporal and at

the right side a symmetrical temporal process of the frontal.

If at the side opposite to the frontal process one or more ossa

epipterica are found, the situation and extension of these bones are

equal to those of the frontal process.

We find other relations in the skulls with frontal processus of the

second type. Here the enlargernent of the squamosal is nearly always

absolutely symmetrical.

Only once did I find a second type of frontal process at one side

and an os epiptericum typicum at the other one.

I suppose that the question after genesis and significance of the

above mentioned two types of frontal processus must be answered

as follows.

The proc. frontalis of the first type is to be considered as the

homologon of an os epiptericum typicum. Following arguments led

me to this opinion.

In the first place it is possible that the region of a unilateral

proc. frontalis can be included at the opposite side in one of the

surrounding bones (sphenoid, frontal, parietal).

In the second place it must be remembered that the ossa epipterica,

which are present at the side opposite to the frontal process, corre-

spond in their extension and situation to this process.

When we find a frontal process together with an os epipte-

ricum at the opposite side, these two correspond with the frontal

process.

At last I have to mentioji the great variability in form and

extension of the proc. frontalis. As 1 will explain further on, we
can find that in a skull with a unilateral os epiptericum or ossa

epipterica the opposite side sliows the same conditions as in a skull

with a unilateral processns frontalis of the first type.

The frontal process of the second type, the enlargement of the

whole squamosal, could be due to two causes. In the first place we
can suppose that merely an enlargement of the squamosal is cause

of the exclusion of the alisphenoid from the frontal, in the second

place we can imagine that this enlargement is due to the opposition

to the squamosal of that part of the alisphenoid which is not

4i

Proceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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cartilagineons preformed, viz. the os iiitertemporale from Ranke ^).

Perhaps both ways of enlargement of the temporal in forward

direction occnr; only ontogenetical and comparative anatomical

investigations conld make out this question.

Ossa epipterica.

I have brought the ossa epipterica to the following types.

I. Os epiptericum bordering to four bones (frontal, parietal,

temporal, alisphenoid) : os epiptericum typicum.

II. Os epiptericum, bordering to three bones.

a: frontal, parietal, alisphenoid: os epipt. anterius.

/> : parietal, temporal, alisphenoid : os epipt. posterius

c: frontal, parietal, temporal: os epipt. superiiis

d : frontal, temporal, alisphenoid : os epipt. inferius.

III. Os epiptericum, bordering to two bones; i.e. presenting itself

as a siitural bone.

IV. Several ossa epipterica.

Thirty times I found an os epiptericum typicum

in 4 skulls on both sides

,, 15 ,, ,, the right side

,, 11 ,, ,, the left side.

If an OS epiptericum typicum is present on both sides of the

skull, the two bones are symmetrical in situation and extension.

If an OS epiptericum is only present at one side of the skull we

find, when examining the other side of the same skull the follow-

ing cases:

I. Os epiptericum typicum at the right side

a frontal process at the left side in 4 skulls.

a spheno-parietal suture ,, ,, ,, ,. ,, 5 ,,

a frontal process and an os epiptericum ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 3 ,,

Several ossa epipterica ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,2

II. Os epiptericum at the left side

a frontal process at the right side in 2 skulls,

a spheno-parietal suture ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 6 ,,

Several ossa epipterica ,, ,, ,, ,, „ 1 ,,

This survey proves that the side of the skull, opposite to an os

1) Ranke. -1. Ueber den Slirnforlsalz dei' Schlafenschiii)pe l)ei den Primaten,

öilzungsber. bayi'. Akad. d. Wissenscli 18Ü8.
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epiptericmn tj|>i('um can sliow just (he same condition as a siiiill

with a unilateral processus frontalis of the tirst type.

Tiiat in case of a unilateral os epiplericuni typicuni the right

side is predominant to the left one is due to the predominance of

the fi'ontal process of the first type on the left side.

If at the side of the skull, opposite to an os epiptericura typicum

a spheno-parietal suture is found, then the same I'ules hold for the

sitnation of this suture as by a unilateral frontal process; that part

of the skull that lies symmetrical to the pteric bone can be included

as well in the alisphenoid as in the frontal or parietal bone.

II. I found an os epiptericum of the second type in 7 skulls; in

one on both sides and symmetrical, in 5 on the right and in one

on the left side. This pteric bone was always combined with a

frontal process of the tirst type. For the composition of the pteric

region of the opposite side of the skull in a unilateral occurrence

of such a pteric bone can be referred to the description of the

frontal process.

III. An OS epiptericum of this type I found only once in a skull

as a little sutural bone in a fronto-teraporal suture.

IV. Several ossa epipterica I observed in '4 skulls; always two

bone-pieces were present. In 3 skulls they were on the right ; in one

on the left side.

For the behaviour of the side of the skulls opposite to those

with two pteric bones, I refer to the descriptions before mentioned.

All in all I found pteric bones in 42 skulls, or 36.8 "/o Hi'^t is

to say in 5 on both sides, in 23 on the right and in 14 skulls

on the left side.

This enumeration proves that pteric bones are more often found

on the right than on the left side, on the contrary the fusion of

the bone pieces in the pteric region with one of the surrounding-

bones, specially the squamosal, happens more frequently on the left

than on the right side.

It is impossible to decide by this study the meaning of the

pteric bones.

The frequent occurrence of these separate bone-pieces in papuan-

skulls is not favourable for Ranke's theory, saying they ought to

be considered pathological.

Ontogenetical and comparative anatomical researches will be

necessary to explain this question of the anatomy of human skull.

41*
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Physiology. — "On the formation of antibodies after injection oj

.sensitized antigensT By Tj. K. Wolff. (Communicated by

Prof. C. EiJKMAN.) (First Communication).

In 1902 Besredka ^) communicated about a new way of rendering-

trial animals immune against pest, cholera, and typhus. This way

of immunizing consisted in injecting the animals with the bacilli in

question (either dead or alive), the latter being first treated with an

antiserum specially prepared for them, and afterwards being again

freed from the superfluous serum.

It appeared that by this treatment the animals became immune

much sooner than after being injected witli nontreated bacilli, that

their state of immunity lasted as long, and besides that by this

treatment the bacilli had lost their toxical qualities. Since then

Besredka's method has been applied to a great many other bacteria,

and according to many authoi-s.. mostly with good results.

In a report about his method^) in 1910 Bksredka finishes, saying

that it has been shown that sensitizing procures the bacteria with

new qualities, so that now they become first class vaccins, vaccins

with a reliable, quick, innocuous, and lasting effect.

In defiance of this seem to be experiments by Neisser and

LuBowsKi ^), VON Düngern *) and Sachs '") ").

Neisser and Lubowski examined upon rabbits the pi-oduction of

agglutinins against typhusbacilli, which were loaded with agglutinins

on one side, and by injection of nontreated bacilli on the other side.

They found that the former had much less effect than the latter.

It must be remarked that their treated bacilli were saturated to

a maximum ^vith agglutinins and were then washed out again

several times ').

1) C. R. de 1'Académie des Sciences, 2 June 1902.

2) Bulletin de flnstitut Pasteur, 1910, p. 241.

3) Centr. f. Bakteriologie I, vol. 30, p. 4&3.

4; Munch, Med. Woch. Schr. 1900, No. 20.

5) Genlr. f. Bakteriologie I, vol. 30, p. 491.

^) I do not here wish to speak about immunizing by means of foxin-antitoxin

mixtures, which have again been brought to the fore by the latest investigations

of VON Behrikg as to the way of fighting diptheria. For this consult Kretz

(Zeitschr. f. Heilkunde 1901, Heft 4) and J.Rehns (G.R. de la Soc. de Biol. 1901,

février), who could not bring about immunisalion by compensated mixtures, con-

trary to Babes, who could, and further von Behring's communications (D. Med.

Woch. 1913), who found that a mixture reacting neutrally for one kind of animal,

could shll be toxical for another.

') J. Rehns (G. R. de la Soc. de Biol. 1900, p. 1058) did not find a difference

in innnunisation power between agglutinated and nontreated bacilli.
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Von Düngkrn lias described a single cxperinieiu about llic immii-

iiisation power of red corpuscles of the ox, loaded with amboceptor,

upon the rabbit. In his experimenting he found as good as no am-
boceptor formation.

Sachs has extended these experiments, and he found that the

amboceptorformation was a less good one, but that it certainly did

exist. He too communicates but one series of experiments with corpus-

cles saturated to a maximum.

I here do not wish to show the differences between Besrkdka's

experiments and those of the Germans; this I will do in a following

communication. But for me (his controversj' was enough reason to

get some more insight into this question by more extensive experi-

ments. Besides, one argument caused me not to consider of general

^alue the result which the German investigators drew from their

experiments, viz. that antigens loaded with antibodies possess no or

very little immunisation power.

For it is a wellkuown fact that, in order to get an immuneserum
with a high titre, one must inject antigen in question more than

once. The second and following injections are generally given to

an animal that already possesses a certain quantity of antibody,

even more than is necessary, to saturate the quantity of antigen

which is being injected. Now there is not so very much ditference

between treating an animal for the second time, and injecting antigen -}-

antibody at the same time into a non treated animal. And from the

fact that a second injection of a previousl}^ treated animal does

possess immunisation power, I considered the opinion of v. Düngern

c.s. improbable.

Suchlike experiments have been made by Dj'. TmELE according to

a communication given by him during a discussion in the bactereo-

logical section of the international congress in London. Then my
experiments were already in progress.

1 started studying the origin of antibodies in rabbits after the

injection of heterogeneons red corpuscles loaded more or less with

amboceptor. I have especially taken care also to use red corpuscles,

loaded with little amboceptor, because it was possible that this would

furnish a clue to solve the difference.

As to the technic of the experiments see below

:

A great number of rabbits (15—18) were always injected with

foreign red corpuscles at the same time. The rabbits had never been

treated with the kind of blood in question before. With my later

experiments the animals were always first weighed and injected in
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pro port ion to their weight. The coipiiseles had always been freed

from sernni by cenfrifuging and washing them with a saltsobition.

After that they were digested for at least half an hour with the

antiserum which was beforehand heated to 56°. As, except for a

single exception, homologous (rabbits) serums were always used for

this aim, the washing away of the antiserum was not necessary

in my experiments, and consequently this was not done. Attention

was always paid to all the amboceptor being also absorbed.

In order to find out all about the rapidity of the production of the

amboceptors, the rabbits were bled fiom the earveins every two or

three days. (Always little, Va ccm. at the utmosil The serum which

was in this way obtained, was heated to 56° for iialf an hour.

Tliat is how no allowance was made for the appearance of thermo-

labile amboceptors.^) However, as appears from Thiele and Embleton's

wiiting, these are never verj- numerous, and they soon disappear.

The rate of the amboceptor of the various rabbitserums of one

day was always defined wirli the same Guinea pigserum so that

the numbers are mutually to be compared. As unity of amboceptor

a serum was taken, 1 ccm. of Avhich together with Vio ccm. com-

plement (fresh guineapigserum) was able to solve 1 ccm. of a 5 7^,

suspension of the corpuscles in question, in half an hour at a tem-

perature of 37°.

In the following list the ^.-rabbits have been injected with non-

sensitized, the .fi.-rabbits witli weakly sensitized, the C.-rabbits with

strongly sensitized red cells. The bloodquantity is unthinned blood;

so for 1 ccm. 20 unities amboceptor are equal to 1 dose.

I.

Subcutaneous injection of sheepblood IV2 ccm. per k.g. weight.

A nonsensilized

B sensilized with 6.6 dose
|

Strength of the sensitized serum: Vsooo-

C , „ 100 „
(

With C all was also absorbent.

A
rabbit after 5 days after 7 days after 10 days after 12 days after 14 days

121 Vio Vioo Vsoi ^'soo ^'5 nearly

122

123

124

125 Vsn nearly '/ann '/«no ^.inn "/500

Vio
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B
12G
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tlian willi llioso of series II and (\ The condiict of llie .1 i'abbits

is niiK'li more regular too; with B and C' there are much more

individual difFereuces.

III.

Intravenous injection of oxblood 1.6 c.c.m.
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IV.

Intravenous injection Vi c.c.ni. per k.g. slieepbloocl.

A nonsensitized.

B sensitized with 4 unities

. 20 ,C

A

rabbit

dogserum, so heterogeneous serum

Strength: Vi,„.

Before the injection

(The trialserums after 3 days after 5 days after 7 days after 10 days
were not heated)

100
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rabbit

A after 2 days after 5 days after 7 days after 10 days

8 I'l, weak 1/50 Viou Vsu.

X < Vio Vin weak i/ion weak i/^jo

9 Vi(. weak i/io Vsuo weak

17 Vio ,

C

12 <Viu
R < Vio

D
21 Vio

33 Vio w'eak

24 1/10 weak

18 Vio .

M Vio weak

22 Vio

25 Vio

14 < Viu

H
16 Vio

15 Vio weak

As far as results are to be drawn from this series — for the

rabbits have not been exactly' injected in proportion to the weight

of their body—there does not seem to exist a great difference betw^een

the various rabbits. The final result is somewhat better with A and

B than with the others ; but the differences are small. The strongly

sensitized red cells (150 doses !) also had immunisation powei'.

At last I have made two more series of experiments, upon which

I will not dwell at length ; with those the rate of amboceptor with

all the animals remained too low to be exactly measured, probably

by injecting too little blood : in one series no differences Vere to be

found, in the other the nonsensitized blood immunized a little better,

but the differences were small.

The final conclusion to be drawn from these series of experiments

may now follow :

In general one also succeeds in rousing amboceptors with sensitized

V50

Vio
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corpuscles. The slrongly sensitized red cells mostly 'work less (|niekly
;

the scrum of the rabbits oets a lower titre ! But on a whole the

difference is not great, generally smaller than was found by Sachs

and VON Düngkrn.

The weakly sensitized red cells are generally not inferior to tho

nonsensitized as to immunisation power (in one series they even

worked somewhat more quickly); the final result is either the same

or a little less. In one series, with the treatment with red cells of

ox appeared the danger of intravenous injection of sensitized cor-

puscles : a number of rabbits died of anaphylaxis. As a rule however,

they could well stand the injections. I made one series of experi-

ments with injection (intraperitoneal) of sensitized and non sensitized

red cells of ox into rabbits, which a fortnight ago had alread}'

had a first injection of red cells of ox, and which now all had an

equal titre (Vsoo)- The rabbits that were injected with strongly sensi-

tized corpuscles all five died of anaphylaxis ; of those that were

injected with weakly and nonsensitized corpuscles three died of five

resp. two of five of anaphylaxis.

So I did not continue those experiments.

December 1913. Laboratory of Patk. Anatomy, Amsterdam.

M Physiology. — "On the relation between the qiiantity of brain

and the size of the body in Vertebrates". By Prof. Eugene

Dubois. (Communicated by Prof. H. Zwaakdemakerj.

(Communicated in the meeting of November 29, 1913).

It is obviouf^ that, in general, in different species of animals,

the relative quantity of brain must be a measure for the degree of

the organisation of the nervous system. There are however still

other factors influencing the quantity of brain. In the first place

the size of the body, but especially also the age and the individual

deviations, further possible deviations caused by the living of the

animal out of the state of nature.

Of these factors the three last mentioned ones can easily be

excluded, the age, by choosing only full grown animals for compa-

rison, the individual deviations, liy taking averages, or (which in

some cases may be preferred) by choosing individuals representing

the norm. Then remains still the factor of the size of the body.

Its influence cannot be appreciated by simply calculating the relative

quantity of brain. For a long time it has been known already that
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in tliis wa}' the required measure for the organisation of t!ie

nervous system cannot be found, but on tiie contraiy false relations

are obtained. Then Man is indeed not only inferior to some small

Monkeys but even to the Mouse. The latter would then be four

times better provided with brain than the Brown Rat, and the Cat

five times better than the Tiger or the Lion.

In general we find, not only in Mammals, but in all Verte-

brates, that the smaller species of closely allied animals, relatively

to the weight of their bodies, have a great quantity of brain.

If we exclude, however, as much as possible, the above mentioned

factors which, besides the size of the body, influence the quantity of

brain, if we thus compare animals taken in the state of nature,

which are as near as possible to one another, systematically, in their

manner of life and in the shape of their bodies, but differ as much

as possible in the size of their bodies, then it must be possible,

to discover at least, if it is not a simple proportion, some relation

existing between the quantity or mass of brain and the size, the

weight of the body.

About twenty years ago the necessary, trustworthy evidences,

chosen and explained with critical discernment, were very rare.

Thankfully it may be remembered here that it was Max Weber, who,

'by procuring them, was one of the first that prepared the way for

the treatment of this problem, at least in so far as regards Mammals ^).

At all events the size of the body remains a very important

factor amongst those determining the quantity of brain, for the Lion

e.g. possesses absolutely 7 limes as much brain as the Cat, the

Brown Rat 6 times as much as the Mouse. Evidently the weight of

the brain is, after all, a (mathematical) function of the weight of the

body. If the quantity of brain does not increase proportionally to the

volume of the body, expressed by the weight, it might be that this

is really the case with regard to the superficial dimensions, as being

proportional with the receptive sensitive surfaces and with the sections

of the muscles, thus measuring the passive and active relations of

the animal to the outer world, for which in this way the quantity

of brain can be a measure. Then, in animals equal in organisation

and shape, but not in size, the quantities of brain must increase as

the — power or the power 0.66.. of the weights of the bodies.

In those comparable Vertebrates of different sizes the longitu-

dinal dimension might likewise be the measure of the quantity of

1) Especially in his "Vorstudien über das Hirngewichl der Saugethiere". Fest-

schrift ftlr Carl Gegenbaur. Leipzig 1896.
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brain, on acconnt of the segmental structure, and the nio\enient by

the contraction of muscle-fibres, working- on levers proportional (o

the length of the body in Ihis tribe of animals.

Again, the extension or the specification of some definite receptive

surface (of sense) may likewise determine the quantify of brain. As

the foj-mer in its turn must be a (mathema(ical) function of the size

of the bodies of animals that are equal in shape and organisation,

it must, according to some (arithmetical) power-proportion of the

weight of the body, be one of the factors determining the ([uantity

of brain.

However insolvable, at first sight, the problem indicated by the

title of this communication may seem to be — as no organ is more

complicated of structure and in its physiology more obscure than

the brain — in this way it must be possible to make it fit

for solution. It must, at all events, be possible, likewise for

groups of animals of different grades of organisation, to repre-

sent the cephalLsaflon by figures, and thus to compare them.

Be r the required exponent of correlation (iudicaling the corre-

lation of the brain quantity to the mass of the body), be e (ence-

phalon) the weight of the brain, .s (soma) the weight of the body of

the smaller animal, E and >S the weight of the brain and the

weight of the body of the larger animal and k (kephalisation) the

coefficient of cephalisation, equal for both, then we have the following

equations

:

E : e =^ k S'' : ks''

E:e — S'-. s'-

'S\- _ E
e

logE-log e

log S' log s

, = E = i
S'- s'-

When working these equations by evidences contributed by Mw
Weber and others I found in 1897 ^) at a seven times repeated

1) The proportion of the weight of the brain to llie size of the body in Mammals.

Verhandelingen der Kon. Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam. Volume

5. No. 10. Amsterdam 1897.

Also in French and German text : Sur le rapport du poids de Tencépbale

avec la grandeur du corps cliez les Mammifères. Bulletins de la Sociélé dAn-
thropologie de Paris 1897. p. 337-37G.

Ueber die Abhangigkeit des Hirngewiclites von der Körpergrösse bei den

Sangetliieren. Archiv lür Anlhropologie. IJaiid 2.j. Helt 1 und 2. Braunschweig

J897, p. 1—28.
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calculation for each tiirie two Mammals of differeiit orders: Primafes,

Ruminants, (Carnivores, Rodents, always only values varyin»; mntuallv

5
between 0.54 and 0.58, with an averaoe of 0.56 or about - = 0.55 . . .

9

Arranging accordijig to k calculated in this way, we see indeed

the great confusion prevailing in the arrangement of Mammals accord-

ing to the relative weights of their brains, give place, in a generally

satisfactory manner, to an arrangement that is pretty well in con-

formity with the natural system. A few deviations coutinue to exist,

the Elephant e. g. takes his place between Man and the Anthropoid

Apes, f he Rodents deviate mutually very strongly. On the other

hand the different behaviour of Macrochiropteres and Microchiropteres

indicates rightly theii' different origin.

In 19(J5 the above-mentioned method of investigation was applied

to Birds by Louis Lapicque and Pierre Girahd ^). Ky 5 comparisons

(Hooded Crow—Jay, Carrion Crow— Jay, Wild Duck—Summer Teal,

Silvery Gull— Sea Swallow, Buzzard— Kestrel) they obtained for r

a value that was so near the one I found for Mammals, that

their conclusion, that for Birds the same exponent of correlation

may be accepted, was entirely justified. According to the value of

the coefiicient of cephalisation calculated by this method, Birds,

though not entii'ely after the natural system, yet with regard to the

nearest affined ones, may be classified in a natural way. Parrots, the

Monkeys among Birds, stand highest in the list '^).

Afterwards a few other comparisons (Swan—Summer Teal, Eagle-

Kestrel, Parrot— Parrakeet, which species showed greater differences

in the sizes of their bodies), could be added by Lapicque ^) to the

first 5 comparisons ; in this way still better results were obtained.

The 5 most thrustworthy comparisons gave now an average r=0. 558.

This constant returning of "cette puissance étrange" 0.56, the

meaning of which is absolutely incomprehensible according to

Lapicque "), likewise in Birds, where the anatomical composition

of the brain is certainly very different from that of Mammals, must

indeed be called exceedingly striking.

Under these circumstances it was of great interest to investigate

^) Gomptes rendus des seances de TAcademie des Sciences. Paris J 905, 1 , Tome

140, p. 1057—1059.

2) Bulletins du Muséum d'histoire naturelle. Paris 1909. p. 40S—412.

8j Revue du Mols, Paris. 10 Avril 1908.

^) Revue du Mois. Avril 1908. p. 445. Furtlier : Bulletins et Mémoires de la

Société d' Anthropologie de Paris. Seance du 2 Mai 1907. 5me Série, Tome 8,

fasc. 3. Paris 1907, p. 261.
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llie relation between (jnanlity of brain and size of (lie body likewise

for the lower elasses of V^erlebrates. This is connected here with

greater difticnlties, for wiiereas in Birds the relative weight of

the brain is still of the same order of amount as in Mammals,

it descends in the inferior classes, both absolutely and relativelj',

as low as to the order of magnitude of about Vio ^^ that of the two

highest classes. The quantities of brain we have to deal with are

thus absolutely little, and we can only make use of those rare

cases of the usually very scarce evidences about these classes, in

which the weights of the bodies show great differences. A few

accurate evidences are found in Welcker's "Gewichtswerthe der

Körperorgane bei dem Menschen und den Tliieren", published after

the author's death by A. Bkaisdt ^). Further L. Lapjcque and H. Laugier")

gave in 1908 some trustworthy determinations of weight, and lately

G. Watkrlot, who had made himself conversant with the technical

method in the Laboratory of IjAPICQUE, published a great number of

weights of brains and bodies of Vertebrates, among which also

Reptiles and Amphibia, determined in Dahomey ').

As early as 1855 and 1856 E. Crisp gave trustworthy evidences

concerning a Reptile and a Fish '').

Among Waterlot's Reptiles were a Monitor and a Gecko, belonging

both to the same sub-order of the Lacertilia as likewise the Emerald-

Lizard, of which Laugier and Tjapicque communicated the weight.

All were full-grown animals, the Monitor (Varanus niloticus) was

a subject of mean size; four individuals of the little Gecko (Hemi-

dactylus Brooki) were weighed and consequently average weights

can be calculated. The weight of the body of the Varanus is 1600

times that of the Gecko and almost 450 times that of the Emerald

Lizard. Under these circumstances trustworthy results may be expected.

A third good comparison of Reptiles affords a Viper (Vipera berus),

of which Crisp weighed 7 individuals, with a Cobra (Naja melano-

leuca) of Dahomey, weighing almost 28 times as much. A few other

Reptiles have been inserted into the following table. The values of

k calculated with r = 0.56 are likewise indicated in it, as well as

the average diameter of the eye-ball of some species °).

1) Archiv fur Anthropologie. Vol. 28 (Braunschweig 1902), p.p. 55—61.

2) Gomptes renlus. Soc. de Biologie. Paris 1908, Vol. 64. p. 1108.

3) Bulletins du Muséum d'Histoire naturelle. Paris 1912, p. 491.

*) E. Crisp, Proceed. Zool. Soc. London. Part. 23. (1855), p. 191. Ibid. Part 24.

(1856), p. 106.

5) NO. 7, 2 and 4 have been borrowed from Wateblot (I.e.), 3 and 8 from

Lapicque (I.e.) 5 from Crisp I.e. (1855), 6, 7 and 9 from Welcker— Brakdt d-c).

—

An Alligator mississippiensis from Hrdlicka, cited by Lapicque (Bull, et Mém. Soc.
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I

Average
diameter

k ofthe eye
ball, in

m.m.

/. Monitor (Varanus niloticus) (1)

2. Little Gecko (Hemidactylus Brooki) (4)

^. Emerald Lizard (Lacerta viridis) (aver.)

4. Cobra (Naja melanoleuca) (1)

J".
Common Viper (Vipera berus) (7)

6. Common Lizard (Lacerta agilis) (2)

7. Slow Worm (Anguis fragilis)

"• » 1) I) »

9. Greek Tortoise (Testudo graeca)

jlöOO. G. 2.440 G.' 0.0165 12.5

4.7 0.043

16.8 0.093

IhTO.O
!
0.646

64.2
j
0.105

12.507 0.076

16.252 0.039
I

18.9
1

0.037

993.58 0.360

0.0181

0.0191

0.0098

0.0102

0.0185

0.0082

0.0071

0.0075

4.1

5.8

7.0

2.8

Herewith the following values for r are obtained. By comparison

of 1 with 2:0.5476, of 1 with 3:0.5355, 4 with 5:0.5478. The

average for the examined Reptiles is 0.5436.

All these valnes are again so near to 0.55 . .. or Vo, that there

is no doubt but the same exponent of correlation may be accepted

for the three highest classes of Vertebrates. Here already I point to

the low value of k both of the Slow Worm (Anguis fragilis) and of

the Snakes in contradistinction to the Lizards.

Regarding Amphibia I have not been able to obtain entirely satis-

factory data for the calculation of r. The giants among these, as the

American Bullfrog ^Rana mugiens or Caiesbyana) and the Indian

Tiger-spotted Frog (Rana tigrina), reach only 5 times the size of the

nearest related species to be compared with. For the Bullfrog I have

calculated of Donaldson's^) 6 largest individuals the value of .>.' 244.4 G.

and of e 0.204 G. A comparison of the latter with our Waterfrog

(Rana esculenta), according to Lapicque's averages for s and e, gives

only an exponent of correlation of 0.3843. Compared with Lapicque's

Rana fusca (aver.) r becomes on the contiary = 0.5501. It seems

that the Bullfrog, at least in the organisation of the nervous system,

d'Anthrop, I.e. p. 263), with s= 11.34 KGM affords, as not full-grown, probably

too high a /c (0.0268). For a "Crocodile" mentioned by Manouvrier ("Sur l'interpré-

talion de la quanlilé dans rencéphale". Mémoires de la Société d' Anthropologic.

Paris 1885. 2me Série, Tome 3, 2me fase. p. 167) of about 70 KGM body weight,

we find k = 0.0290.

») Decennia! Publications. University of Chicago. Vol. X. (1902), p. 7 and Journal

ÜI Comparative Neurology. Vol. 8 (1898), p. 830.
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is more closely allied with tiie European F^andfrog than with the

Waterfrog. The similarity in the modus of living with the latter has

no iiifliience in this respect. The following calculations of/; for some
Aniphibia prove indeed that other factors are predominant there.

Valuable evidence for the calculation of the exponent of correlation

for this class might be obtained from the Japanese or the American

Gigantic Salamander (Megalobatrachus maximns and Cryptobranchus

Alleghaniensis). The former is certainly more than 100 times heavier

than the Spotted Landsalamander, and surpasses the Crested or Great

Newt more than 400 times in weight. But, as far as I know, this

evidence does not exist.

If we admit for Amphibia the same exponent of correlation as

for the three highest classes of Vertebrates, then we tind the following

values for k.

S

1. Waterfrog (Rana esculenta) (aver.)

2. Leopard Frog (Rana virescens) (5)

J. Bullfrog (Rana Catesbyana) (6)

4. Landfrog (Rana fusca) (aver.)

/. Common Toad (Bufo vulgaris) (aver.)

6. Shackletoad (Alytes obstetricans) (aver.)

7. Treefrog (Hyla arborea) (aver.)

5. Spotted Landsalamander (Salamandra maculosa) (1)

9. Great Water-Newt (Triton cristatus) (2) •)

44.5 G.

73.35

244.4

53.0

44.5

7.7

4.8

24.88

7.46

0.106 G.

0.153

0.204

0.088

0.073

0.041

0.043

0.047

0.019

0.0127

0.0138

0.0094

0.0095

0.0087

0.0131

0.0179

0.0078

0.0062

The comparatively high value of k in the two first mentioned

species, likewise in Alytes obstetricans and especially in the

Treefrog, has evidently some relation with a higher organisation of

the nervous system, and not with the surroundings in which the

animals live. Rana Catesbyana lives, as likewise R. esculenta and

R. virescens, in water, ranks however near to R. fusca, the Landfrog.

The deviation of k in this respect is in the latter analogous with

^) N'. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 are borrowed from Lapicque and Laugier (I.e.) ; 2 and 3
from Donaldson (Journal of Comparative Neurology. Vol. 10. (1900), p. 121 [the

5 largest Rana virescens ('^)], Journal of Comparative Neurology. Vol. 8. (1898)

p. .330. Decennial Publications. Chicago. Vol. 10. (1902), p. 7 [the G largest Raua
Catesbyana]

; 8 and 9 from Welcker-Brandt (I.e., p. 57 and 58).

42
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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that of Salamanders and Newts, where the latter, which live

in water, have however lower cephalisation than the Landsala-

mander. In general the vahie of k does not differ much from that

of Reptiles.

If now we find in the lowest class of Vertebrates, the Fishes,

for r the same value as for the three highest classes, then it is

certain that also in (he Amphibia, which rank between them, the

same relation exists between weight of the body and weight of the brain.

Of the following evidence regarding Fishes the greater part has

been borrowed from Welcker-Brandt ^).

5
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in the Snakes and the snake-sliaped Slow Worm, but the deviation

is here still greater on account of a second cause.

The results obtained in this way seem to prove with certainty

the existence of a law that can be applied to all Vertebrates, indi-

cating the relation between quantity of brain and size of body.

In species of Vertebrates that are equal in organisation {si/ste-

matically), in their modus of living and in shape, the iveights of the

brains are proportional to the '"'/o power of the toeights of the bodies.

Before we try to discover the meaning of this law, it is

important to determine the value of the exponent of correlation for

the brainweight of large and small individujxls in one and the same

species. The differences of size of the body are, in most cases, com-

paratively much less here than those between the species mutually,

and we are generally obliged to take averages of a great number

of individuals, to make the ei'rors attending each special observation

balance as much as possible against one another. With the exception

of such species as the Dog, having many races of very different

sizes, the best evidences can consequently be found for Man.

The result 1 obtained in this respect for Man, in 1898, was com-

pletely contradictory to what I found for different species of Mammals.^)

The exponent of correlation proved to be an entirely different one.

For obvious reasons we cannot dispose, with regard to Man, for this

calculation of sufficient evidence, relating to normal weights of the

body belonging individually to the weights of the brain. In order

to be able to compare these quantities, we may follow two

indirect ways. In the first place it is possible to calculate the weight

of the brain of living Man. According to (he method of Welcker,

which has proved to be very trustworthy, I calculated the weights

of the brains of four groups, each of 10 strong, healthy, and not fat

young men, from the dimensions and shapes of their heads, which

evidences Otto Ammon had been kind enough to provide me with.

It had been ascertained for those 40 men that they did not grow

any more. They were all small farmers and day-labourers from

Baden. In this way I found an exponent of correlation of about

0.25, the value 0.245 (of two of the six combinations possible) is

probably more correct.

Taking the second way I calculated r from the directly determined

weights of the brains of Englishmen (Londoners) with average

weights of bodies of men of the same social class, according to the

1) Ueber die Abhangigkeit des Hirngewichles von der Körpergrösse beim Mensclien.

Arcliiv fur Aniliropologie. 4'. Bd i2ö. Het'l 4. BiMuuschvvcig 1898, p. 423-441.

42*



tinsurpassed data of John M\rshalt/). Here the value of 0.219 was

found for ?'.

I tried to explain that strongly deviating behaviour of individuals of

Man, differing in size, in comparison with species of Mammals of

different sizes, by the uncomparatively great supremacy of the brain

over other organs and parts of the skull in Man. The inferior augmen-

tation of the brain with the size of the body might be a consequence,

in my opinion then, of an exceptionally strong pi-ogressing folding of

the grey cortex, going hand in hand with that augmentation of the

brain as a whole. At the present state of our knowledge, now that

we know that in all Vertebrates in general, independently of

its shape and structure, the augmentation of the brain is equal for

all species that are of a similar organisation, the interpretation

then given, that can only be applied to Man, must be entirely

abandoned. I should certainly immediately have rejected ii, if I had

known that, a few months previously in 1898, Lapicque, when

applying the relation I had found for Mammals, to dogs of different

sizes, according to evidences borrowed from a series of Richet, had

obtained the same result, as 1 now found for Man. That result had,

moreover, only been communicated by Lapicque in a report of the

proceedings of the meeting of the Société de Biologie on the IS^'»

of January 1898, in hardly a single page of printing^) together with

the announcement of my memoir on Mammals.

His conclusion ran: "Tout ce que je veux établir aujourd'hui,

c'est que la puissance de P (the weight of the body), suivant laquelle

varie i'encéphale d'espèce a espèce étant 0.55, dans Tespèce chien

cette puissance est 0.25, c'est a dire extremement différent". Simul-

taneously with my paper on Man of 1898, in the "Archiv fur An-

thropologic", Lapicque published with Dhere another article^), in

which the authors communicate as briefly the result for the Dog,

mentioned above, and, on account of an examination of the chemical

composition of the bi*ain, try to find an explanation of the exponent

found for this species in the relative amount of white and grey

1) On the relations between the weight of the brain and its parts, and the

stature and mass of the body. Journal of Anatomy and Physiology. Vol 26. London

1892. p. 445. There the weights of the bodies of living men, according to

John Beddoe (Memoirs. Anlhrop. Soc. London. Vol. III. 1870, p. 533).

~) "Sur la relation du poids de Tencéphale au poids du corps" in "Gomptes

lendus hebdomadaires des seances de la Sociélé de Biologie". Paris 1898. N*^. 2

(21 Janvier 1898), p. 63.

•5) "Sur le rapport enlre la grandeur du corps et le développement de I'encé-

phale". in "Archives de Physiologic normale et pathologique", N^. 4. Oclobre 1898.

Paris, p. 768—773.
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substance varying with the size. They ask tiieniselves the question,

if tlie h\w found for the Dog may in general also be applied to

other species, and give a negative answer to it. '^1 priori, on doit

estimer que non, et nous avons soin de dire que notre étude porte

sur un cas particulier." (p. 765). In conclusion they say : "II y a

done, en passant des petits aux grands chiens, une difference sensible

de la composition chimique, et, par suite, l'unilé de poids ne repré-

sente pas pour les uns et pour les autres des valeurs physiologiques

identiques", fp. 773).

It is clear, that by Lapicque and by me, independently of each

other and unprejudiced, an identical result has been obtained for

two very different species of Mammals. If this circumstance increases

considerably the importance of this result, then it appears at the

same time that neither of us surmised he had found an interindi-

vidual exponent of correlation equal for all species.

Calculating the value of r for the dog found by Lapicque,

proportional to the number of obser\ ations used for each comparison,

afterwards^) communicated by him, I find it to be := 0.235. When
he repeated the investigation applied to Man, which had caused me
to find the two above mentioned values of r 0.245 and 0.219, with

other evidences, according to the second method, he found for Man

0.23 and for Woman 0.224. \ comparison of the averages of 7

larger with 7 smaller individuals of an American Squirrel (Sciurus

carolinensis), which 14 individuals with a smaller American species

(Sciurus carolinensis) (6 individuals) had furnished an exponent of

correlation of 0.56, gave an interindividual exponent of 0.20 ^).

With two groups of 5 female Moles of Manouvrier I find 0.234 ').

The average of these seven observations is 0,228.

A number of other comparisons, with less good e\idences, however,

constantly furnished values that do not differ much from the average

found in this way. When I compare the above-mentioned weights

of the six largest Bullfrogs of Donaldson (1. c.) with the six next in

size of the same species, T find an exponent of correlation of 0,2516.

1) "Le poids encéphalique en fonction du poids corporel entre individiis d'une

même espèce". Bulletin et Mémoires de la Société d'Anthropologie de Paris. Seance

du 6 juin 1907. 5™^ Série, Tome 8, fase. 4. Paris 1908, p. 315.

") Lapicque, "Le poids encéphalique en fonction du poids corporel entre individus

d'une même espèce", 1. c p. 327.

3) There must be errors in Manouvhier's statements (Mémoires Soc. d'Anthrop.

Paris 188b, p. 213 and p. 297) concerning two groups, each of 7,cf moles, as the heavy

individuals should on an average only possess 1 m g. more brain than the lighter

ones: the average likewise points to these errors. Consequently these groups are

useless for the calculation of the interindividual r.
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Taking into consideration that the certainly still more correct lines

of Donaldson') give to r a value of 0.2316, we may call this result

very satisfactory. On grounds to be discussed afterwards we may

admit that indeed tlie exponent of correlation luithm the same species

of all Vertebrates is 0,22. . .

In my previous communication of the result for Mammals I had

borrowed, on behalf of a provisional comparison with Man, for the

calculation of k available evidences from the 2"<^ edition (of 1893)

of Vierordt's "Daten und Tabellen". Calculating with the general

exponent of correlation 0,56 I found then a somewdiat diiferent value

of k for Man and for Woman. If I had made use of more accurate

evidences, the cephalisation would have been found identical for the

two sexes, as has indeed been proved by Lapicqie ') in 1907, and

at the same time it would have been proved that between Man and

Woman of different size the same exponent of correlation obtains as

between species that are equivalent with regard to the organisation

of the nervous system, but differ in the size of the body.

I can now affirm this by two more series of evidences. Placing

namely the four groups of English men of average size, borrowed

from Marshafj-, used for my calculation of the exponent of corre-

lation for Man, beside the four groups of average English women

of his Table XVIII (I.e., p. 498) we find 63685 G. and 54432 G. for

the average weight of the bodies and 1353.7 G. and 1233.2 G for the

average weight of the brain. The result of the calculation is r = 0,594.

For the average weights of the brain of English and Scottish men

and women we obtain 1J^75 G. and 1235 G., according to seven different

observers, cited in the new edition of Vierordt's "Daten und Tabellen".^)

The weights of the body for full-grown men and women of that

nationality, according to Roberts, cited there, are 63010 G. and 52170

G. (deduction made for what Roiberts indicates for the weight of

the clothes). With this value r can be calculated at 0,568.

Calculating with the weights of the body according to Roberts

and the weights of the brain according to Marshall we find 0,498.

The average of these three results is 0.553.

There are no sufficient evidences at hand for testing this sexual

difference in species of animals. Kohlbrugge^) gives the weights of

^) For these comparisons E and e were borrowed from the graphical repre-

sentation in Donaldson's publication of 1898 (1. c. p. 322).

~) "Le poids encephalique en fonction du poids corporel entre individus d'line

même espèce". 1. c. p. 344.

3) Dritte Aufl. Jena 1906, p. 23—24, 75—76.

*) Zeitschr. f. Anatomie und Morphologic. Bd. II (1900), p. 51—55.
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tlie body of the Javanese Biideng- (Semiu)[)itlieciis maiinis and

pyn-lius) relating to IJ female and 7 male individuals and the

weights of the brain of 4 female and 3 male individuals. It is

a great pity that a few errors mnst have slipped into these precious

statements of the weights of the bodies ^). It is, however, possible to

calculate 0.553 or 0.586 for the intersexual exponent of correlation,

either when correcting the presumable errors or when omitting

these erronical weights of the body.

What has been stated for Man, considered in connection witli the

rational meaning of the exponent of correlation 0.55 still to be dis-

cussed, gives ns already a right to admit that for Vertebrates in

general the following law exists : The sexe.i dijjerliig in size of one

species are in the quantity of brain proportional to each other as two

different species loith identical organisation of the nervous system.

The attention may here be called to the fact that this law is in

accordance with the result of the latest investigations about the

hereditary transmission of sex '^), as with those of Dumbar on the

sero-biological behaviour of the sexes in plants and animals.

Further I want to point out that there is a connection between

the relation of the two sexes found and the non-existence of the

disproportion in the relative length and thickness of the bones,

which is so striking a feature between the large and the small

individuals of one species. ^) Both sexes behave, in this respect too,

as nearly related species of very different sizes.

*) The uniformity of the correlation found between quantity of

brain and size of body in all classes of Vertebrates, however

striking, cannot, [troperly, surprise ns, as we did eliminate a priori

all other important intluences on the quantity of the brain, save

the size of the body. That uniformity affords proof that indeed we
succeeded in eliminating those other influences and, moreover, that the

size of the body influences the quantity of the brain in the same

way in all classes.

One may, however, consider it strange that the well known in-

crease of the relative amount of white substance (composed chiefly

of medullated fibres) contrary to the grey substance (containing the

1) It seems indeed that in three cases pounds are written erroneously for kilos.

~) G. GoRRENS and A. Goldsmidt, Die Vererbung und Bestimmung des Geschlechtes.

Berlin 191R.

'^) Species with a relatively slight difference of size (as e.g. Hylobales syndactylus

and H. leuciscus) show a disproportion in a reverted sense: between species of

very different size this is scarcely perceptible.

^) The passage between brackets is added in the English translation.
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bodies of nerve cells), an increase going on, sj'stematieall}', with

increasing quantity of the entire brain, does not appreciably corrupt

those results.

It was this consideration that induced Dhéké and Lapicque to

investigate the chemical composition of the brain in large and small

dogs. ^) From their results it is obvious that the real disproportion

between the two constituents in large and small brains of nearly

related animals, though existing, is insignificant when compared

with what it seems to be on sections of those brains and from super-

ficial mathematical reflection. We may infer that the seemingly very

striking disproportion is, to a very large amount, corrected by other

variations going hand in hand with augmentation of the quantity

of brain, namely increasing thickness and folding of the cortex and

less rounded form (i.e. relatively more extended surfaces) of the

larger brain, these three processes (or two in the brains without

folding) tending to increase the relative amount of grey substance.

The positive knowledge, obtained in this way, of the relation

between quantity of brain and size of tlie body, in species and indi-

viduals, gives now a meaning to that "puissance étrange" 0.55.. and

at the same time 0.?2.. by which those relations are determined.

Referring to the arguments in my memoir of 1897 on the peculiar

relation of the eye to the size of the body, and continuing the

analysis of the exponent 0.56 or 0.55,., I believe that it will be

easy to prove its rational character, as well as that of the exponent

0.22 .. In this way the correlations we found are raised to the

rank of real biological laws.

In the memoir of 1897 I had already pointed out that the factor

that expresses the deviation from the simple relation between weight

of the brain and superficial dimension of the body is the cube-root

of the linear dimension of the body.

^0.55... (.^:^n be analysed as follows:

2 1 - + -
^. ,SO-66— 0.11 — ^T ~"¥

B. aS0 22 + 0.33 — ^9 9

The relations found above can then be described as follows:

1. In species of Vertebrates that are alike in the organisation

Ï) "Sur le rapport entre la grandeur du corps et la développement de l'éncé-

phole." I.e. (1898).
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of their nervous system and their sha]H% but (hner in si/e, and also

in the two sexes of one and tlie same species, the quantity of

brain increases

:

A. as tiie quotient of the superticial dimension and the cube-root

of the longitudinal dimension.

B. as the product of the longitudinal dimension and the square

of its cube-root.

II. In individuals of one and the same species and of the same

sex, differing in size, the quantity of brain increases as the S(iuare

of the cube-root of the longitudinal dimension of the body.

Consequently we tind between the exponents 0.22.. and 0.55.. a

relation of a simple nature.
2

Moreover the factor S^-'^^ or L^ in ^ is the square of the deno-

minator in A.

The fact that, in different species, a factor determining the

quantity of brain is to be found in the superficial dimension of the

body, which is the measui-e of the sensitive surfaces as well as of

the muscular force, was discussed at lar^e in my memoir of 1897.

It is neither incomprehensible, that individuals of different size in

one and the same species distinguish themselves from, for the rest

closely resembling species differing in size, because only in the latter

case an increase of the quantity of brain proportional to the longitudinal

dimension takes place, as a consequence of segmental growth, in-

crease of sensu-motorical unities in segmentically constituted species

of animals.

From the investigations of I. Hardesty ^) it appears that in the

Elephant, which is 180000 times heavier than the Mouse, and in

Man, who is 3628 times heavier than the Mouse, the masses of

certain nerve-cells of the spinal-cord are proportional as the imagi-

nary longitudinal dimensions of the mentioned species.

If we admit that to every nerve-fibre a definite central cell-mass

answers, then these masses must increase with the number of nerve-

fibres, in segmentically constituted animals indeed as the longi-

tudinal dimension.
1

But what is then the meaning of L^?
The answer to this question was likewise pre|)ared in my memoir

of 1897. It is to be found in the very special relation between the

size of the eye and the body in animals of different sizes. The

longitudinal dimensions of the body and the eye of these animals

1) Journal of Comparative Neurology. Vol. 12 (1902), p. 125—182.
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are not proportional to each otlier, neither are tliev absolutely equal;

in other terms, the smaller animal has, in proportion to its body, a

large eye, yet it is absolntely surpassed by that of the larger animal.

We find here evidently a similar relation as between the weight of

the brain and that of the body, and can try to fix this relation in a

similar way, by calculating an exponent of correlation.

Most fit for this comparative investigation are again species that

differ as much as possible in size, and have at the same time

absolutely large eyes. Instead of the simple diameter of the eye-ball

(which in its shape and in the thickness of the sclerotica is variable) it

is preferable to compare the linear sizes of the images on the retina. More

than twenty years ago Matthiessen ^) made exact measurements

of the sizes of the images on the retina, amongst others in Whales,

which together wdth others were already formerly discussed by

me. He does not indeed indicate the sizes of the animals them-

selves, but if we admit for them the averages of the full grown

species, then the error resulting from this insutïïcient information

cannot be very great.

Let us thus compare the largest of the four examined species of

Whalebone-Whales, Sibbald's Fin-Whale, with the smallest, the

Humpback Whale, and calculate according to what exponent of

correlation of the length of the body proportionality with tlie size

of the image is obtained '').

Proportion of

linear sizes of the lengths of the body (/)

'images (in Millimeters) (in Meters)

Larger Fin-Whale

(Balaenoptera Sibbaldi)

and

Humpback-Whale
(Megaptera Boops)

39.78

30.23

30

15

We find then that on an average the lengths of ihe body must be

involved to the power 0.3964 to become pi-oportional to the lengths

1) L Matthiessen. Die neueren Fortschritte unserer Kentnis von dem optischen

Baue des Auges der Wirbelthiere. Festschrift fur H. von Helmholtz 1891, p. 62-63.

^) The Porpoise (mentioned by Matthiessen as "Delpliinus communis") and the

Whalebone-Whales belong to phylogenetically different orders, Ondontoceles and

Mysticetes, which differ greatly both in the relative size of the eye and in the

ephalisalion (this in reverted proportion). Therefore they cannot be compared here.
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.3 9 TT)

of tlie images, i.e. ahnost \/ 1 o\'\/ S=- S'^'^^\ coi-reclly >S'*^'''^- or \ S.

In the interesting essay of August Putter ^) I find, in te.xt and

in figures, statements both of the retina-surface and of the size

of the body of full-grown individuals of Hyperoodon rostratus,

the Bottienose-Whale, and of Phocaena communis, the Por[)oise,

both Odontocetes. The lengths of the bodies are proportional as 6 : 1,

and the diameters of the retina as 2:1. From this follows, that
/^ NO. I.33.. j7.5/^>

those diameters increase as - I = \X -.

In my memoir of J 897 a Lion was also compared with a Cat for

the calculation of the exponent of correlation. The exponent of

correlation 1 found was 0.5466. The coefficient of cephalisation,

calculated with 0.55 . .
,

gives therefore a different result for them.

In order to obtain equality, the S of the Lion must only be a little

diminished (according to the proportion that presumably existed

between the two individuals examined by Matthiessen). Then the

proportion of lengths of the images in the eyes, measured for both

18.95 i'-^/S^
species, = -, is exactly equal to

11.80 V s

An equal relation is found between the Sea-eagle and the Hawk.

The general validity of this relation is especially obvious when

comparing little animals with enormously large ones. The shapes of

the bodies can then even be greatly different, if only there is no

great deviation in the coefficient of cephalisation. Among the animals

of which Matthiessen has measured the lengths of the images, are

also the Fox, the Oat and the Rabbit. The weights of the bodies of

these animals and also of that of Sibbald's Fin-Whale, (of which

several individuals ha\'e been examined) are approximately known.

Between these the following relations are found:

/ 5 \0.133

I— I in Kilograms
Proportion of the

lengths of the
images (in MilHm.)

Sibbald's Fin-Whale and Fox

n n I)
^ai

„ „ „ Rabbit

Average

/ 10000 \0i33 _

100000 \0133

3.643

3.995
/ 100000 \

/ 100000 \ 0-1 33/_iwuuuj
=4.381

39.78

9.42

39.78

11.80

39.78

9.19

4.006

4.223

= 3.371

= 4.329

3.974

') Zoologische Jahrbüclier. Ablheilung fur Anatomie und Onlogenie der Thiere.

Jena 1903. p. 240, 243, 278 and 280.
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Lapicque has measured the diameters of the eyeballs of a number

of Vertebrates and found for Mammals an e:siponent of correlation

first of — , afterwards of — ^). For the examined Mammals the
8 ' '

measurement of the diameter of the ej'e-ball was generall}' sufficient in

order to ascertain the size of the retina. He concludes then, as was

to be expected from what could be shown already in 1897, that

in most cases the size of the eye runs parallel with the weight of

the brain.

Those meritorious measurements of the eye-ball by IjAPICQUE thus

furnish a welcome affirmation of the results obtained here with regard

to the images on the retina. We may admit that the linear dimen-
7.5

sions of the images vary as \/ S or ^S'*^-'^^* •
.

9 1
If the result had been |,/>Sor /S'*^'" •• ^ L^, then we should have

here the same factor as in the coefficients for the brain, and we should

immediately be convinced of its rational character. Now it can, again,

not be by chance only that even in apparently absurd compari-

sons (as those of Sibbald's Fin-Whale with species of little land-

animals) that same exponent '/7.5 constantly returns. What is the meaning

of this fact?

The answer to this question too is not difficult, for 9:7.5=:

0.66 . . : 0.55 ... If now we consider that, in accordance with the

augmentation of the brain with the size of the species of animal, the

sensitive surfaces must increase in the same proportion to the superficial

dimension of the body, then it becomes comprehensible that the receptive

sense-elements in the retina do not remain entirely equally thick

with the larger animal as with the smaller one, but become thicker

and less closely placed "), in the .same proportion. For this reason

the niunher of the nerve-elements in the retina increases only linearly

1 2
9 _L 9 Jl

as VS or L^ , in the superficial dimension as V^ S- ^=^ S ^ oyS^-^^--

2

In this way a connection has been established between the expo-

nent of correlation for the eye and the exponent of correlation for

1) "La grandeur relative de Toeil et l'appréciation du poids encépbalique". Gomptes

rendus de FAcadémie des Sciences. Paris, Tome 147, (1908), 2, p. 209. "Relation du

poids encéphalique a la surface rétinienne dans quelques ordres de Mammifères". Ibid.

Tome 151, (1910), 2, p. 1393. On lower Vertebrates: L. Lapicque el H. Laugiea

in Gomptes rendus de la Société de Biologie. Tome 04, (1908), p. 1108.

2) Gompare the data in A. Putter, Organologie des Auges. 2nd Ed. Leipzig 1912.



the brain with the iiuiss ot the body, within one species, as well as

from species to s|)ecies.

Still it remains, however, an open ipiestion why tlie lengths of the

images, as measured by tiie iinmber of sense-eiemetits, increase
1

exactly as L^ = TJ^-^^-.

In order to find an answer to it, we must consider, that the eye

distinguishes itself fiom the other senses by giving at a distance a

representation of the exact place of the (^nergy-source that acts as a

stimulus. Consequently it orientates about the direction from which

that stimulus comes. Object and image, that is the place of the

stimulated sense-elements, answer to each other.

Under these circumstances the distance to the objects must

exactly stand in the mentioned relation to the linear dimension of the

body. Indeed the receptive nerve-elements of the retina placed in the

linear dimension of the image, increase then numerically in the propor-

tion of L*^^^- in the larger animal, their mass in the linear dimension

as L, their mass for the surface of the image as />^ But that mass

determines the amount of the transition of energy that is connected

with the stimulation of the sense-elements.

It appears now that the long since known intimate coimection of

the organ of vision, as exquisite sense of room finding its principal

function in governing the movements, can be expressed in a definite

measure^). As in the movements of animals, differing in the size of

their bodies, the mass that is to be removed, increases in the pro-

portion of /v^ the muscle-power however only as U, an L-foId

sensu-motorical stimulation is required for it. And as all senses are

more or less, as the optical sense is absolutely, organs of room,

their receptive elements must; in the aggregate, increase in mass in
1

that proportion of L, that is in linear dimension as X^ in super-

i 2

ficial dimension as L^ , or S^ . But the nerve-fibres, the peripherical

extremities of which are connected with sense-elements in the retina

and also in all other sensitive surfaces, and the corresponding cell

o
9 JL

masses in the brain must increase as VS- = S"^ = S^-^--.

The denominator of the coefficient —- can thus be explained as

a relative reduction of the brain of the larger animal i)roportional

1) In a slfiking way this cüiineclion is demonstrated by Putter (1. c. p.p. 85 et

seq, and p.p. 402 el seq ).
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to tlie relative reduction of the sizes of its images, a diminution of

tlie distance from the ol)jecls of his sphere of feeling and acting

and a diminution of the rapidity of movement in proportion to the

lengths of the bodies.

The conclusions we have thus obtained gixe an explanation of a

number of otherwise incomprehensible deviations in the value of the

coefficient of cei)halisation.

For Bats I calculated in 1897 a (mutual) exponent of correlation

of 0.66... It ai)pears that it can be applied both to Macro- and to

Microchiropteres. A very lai-ge insectivorous Bat from Dahomey

(Scotophilus gigas) supplies a welcome control and affirmation of

my former results. In Bats the influence of the eye is almost

entirely excluded. The senses of touch and hearing determine the

quantity of brain and the factor S^-^' or 7> disappears. Calculated

with their own exponent of correlation the coefficient of cephalisation

still diminishes for the two phylogcnetically different groups, of which

the Microchiropteres are lowest.

Rodents deviate mutually considerably in the values of their

cephalisation. This cannot be explained, as Lapicque surmises, by

different size of the eye, though it may play in some cases an in-

ferior part. It is the other senses especially, which, by taking the lead

in the nervous life of the animal, determine here the cpiantity of

brain. According to numerous evidences the cephalisation of the

Brown Rat and the Black Rat and likewise that of the Housemouse

is half that of Hares (and Rabbits) and only a third part of that of

Squirrels. In the Hares the sense of hearing, in the Squirrels, the

Desert Jerboa (Dipus) and the Garden Dormouse (Eliomys) especially the

organ of touch, on account of its high specification (in the hand), has

caused the increase of the brain.

The value of k falling very low in Shrews, is trebled with the

aflined East-Indian Tupaja, which lives like the Squirrel.

Canides have about twice as high a cephalisation as Mustelides,

on account of the greater development of their senses of hearing

and of smell. Among the last-mentioned family. Otters are hand-

animals, and, for that reason, they surpass very considerably the

other Mustelides in their cephalisation. They reach the rank of Canides.

The Elephant surpasses the other Hoofed Mammals three times in ce-

phalisation. He ranks even much higher than the Anthropoid Apes. He

owes this to his trunk, which has become a prehensile and touch

hand, with high "specilic energies", and possesses the same combina-

tion with a chemical organ (here of smell) as the feelers of Ants.
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Some of the American Monkeys (Ateles), wliich are higher cephalised

tliaii the Monkeys of the Old Woi'hl, doI e.vcepted tJw Antliropoid

Apes, obtained a third prehensile and tonch hand in their tail.

Man certainly likewise owes his iiigh rank to his hand ; his

cephalisation is almost equal to nearly four times that of Anthropoid

Apes, consequently he has risen still higher above the latter, than the

Squirrel above the Rat, or the Ele[)hant above the other Hoofed Mammals.

Even in the Amphibia we see the cephalisation of the Treefrog,

which uses its fore-feet as hands, increasing considerably.

Among Birds, Owls have a high cephalisation, not so much on

account of their large night-eyes, which cause only an enlargement

of the images on the retina (in comparison with the Day-Birds of

Prey), without augmentation of central nerve-cell mass, but on account

of the extremely developed sense of touch in the skin and their

very quick ear. The touch-corpuscles at the base of the feathers are

incredibly numerous. ^)

The Parrots owe the high value of their /• to their handlike paw
and pincerlike beak.

In all these cases greater influence of the factor S'^-^^- by speci-

fication of the organ of touch occurs.

The comparatively high cephalisation of Sea-Mammals, usually

represented exaggerately (as few full-grown animals have been

examined), and that of the Hippotamus, however low in the general

organisation of the nervous system, can now easily be explained.

According to the evidence now available, the coefficient of cepha-

lisation of Seals can be computed at 0.6, that of Toothed Whales

(Odontocetes) at 0.7 and that of Whalebone Whales (Mysticetes) at

0.4. Seals owe their high cephalisation certainly partly to the

specitically high dev'elopment of their sense of touch. But Odontocetes,

whose cephalisation is equal to that of Anthropoid Apes, lack

certainly a similar high development of the organ of touch. They

distinguish tliemselves from the plankton-eating Whalebone Whales

by seeking their subsistence at usually greater depth, even to where

perfect darkness prevails. In coimectio]i with this fact their eye is

smaller than that of Mysticetes, but they possess a still more developed

sense of hearing than the latter; in the quiet water of the great

deep this organ can function perfectly as a sense of room. In

all these Water-Mammals, but mostly in the Odontocetes amongst them,

the ear is the most important organ ^). It is doubtless the crepuscular

1) E. KiisTER, Morphol. Jahrb. Bd. 34. (1905), p. 126.

'-) G. BoENNiNGHAUs. Das Olir ties Zahnwales. Zoologisciie Jaiubüclier. BJ. 19

1904). p. 338—339, — Compare 0. Abel, Palaeobiologie. Stuttgart 1912, p. 458.



light prevcailiiig in the water (hat makes other senses than the optical

one predominate in these Manuiials, as likewise in the Fishes, and

probably in the Crocodiles (hearing very quick), in comparison with

Amphibia and most Reptiles. In the Fishes also the olfactory organ

and especially the sense-lines are predominant. This has caused

augmentation of the quantity of brain, because the surfaces of the

mentioned predominating organs of sense (in opposition to the eye,

which forms defnute images) increase simply proportional to the super-

ficial dimension of the animal (consequently with the exponent of

correlation 0.66. . .). So in these animals a vei-y considerable

increase of the quantity of brain does not signify a high degree

of organisalion. Calculated by means of the exponent of correlation

0.66...) /• becomes for Whalebone-Whales 0.07. for Toothed Whales

0.20 and for Seals 0.18.

In the Snakes and the Slow Worm and likewise in the Eels, on

the contrary, the great length of the body is the cause of the low

value of k, though this does not therefore indicate an inferior degree

of organisation. In proportion to the weight of the body the not

specialised segmental sensu-motorical unities are too equivalent for

a representation in the brain, proportional to that of other Reptiles

and Fishes. The body becomes thereby, as it were, to a certain

amount, a ballast for the brain. This is in a more literal sense the

case in the Tortoises. In the shell-bearing Vertebrates and also in the

elongated animals the influence of the factor S^-^^ in the analysis i^

has thus diminished. In the Eels a second cause of diminution of the

quaniity of brain exists moreover, in their life as animals of darkness,

by the disappearance for the greater part of the eye-factor >S^--^ in

(he analysis B and at the same time of the eye-factor in the analysis

.4 (as in the Bats). On account of the latter circumstance their r

becomes :r= 0.66.

The influence of the not segmentally constituted eye in itself

remains in all cases restricted, from the nature of the factor S^-^'^

which depends on it, and is thus less capable of increase. Even the

Horse, which possesses an absolutely larger (day-) eye than the

Elephant, rises still little above the average level of k for Mammals.

On the other hand can the other factor .S*'33, the segmental factor

in analysis B, grow, as it were, endlessly with the development of

"specific sense-energies" in the different segments. The tactile organs

have therefore always the lead with the higher organisation of the

nervous system. 25 November 1913.
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Physics. — "On the qw'stlon lohether at the absolute zero entropy

c/inn(jes on nn,vin<i." By Dr. W. H. Keksom. Supplement N". 33

to the Coinmmiicatiorjs IVoiri the Physical Laboratory at Leiden.

(Communicated by Prof. H. Kamkrlingh Onnes).

§ 1. The formula for the entropy of the "gramme-molecide" of

a mixture of ideal, not reacting gases, for each of which pV=^RT
is valid, contains the expression

— R2c,\vic,, . ....... (1)

if Ci represents the number of gramme-molecules of the tirst com-
ponent, c, that of the second component etc., which are present in

the gramme-molecule of the mixture. 2 will indicate in this paper

a summation over the different components.

The expression (1) passes unchanged into the formula for the

entropy of the mixture, when this is transferred from an ideal gas

condition as considered above into other conditions.

Accoi'ding to Planck's version of the Neknst heat theorem the

entropy of a one-component substance in a condensed state approaches

to a tinite value, which is independent of the pressure and of the

special state of aggregation, when the absolute temperature approaches

to 0. That value may be taken as a suitable zei'o point for the

entropy of that substance in tlie condensed state.

As it is not immediately evident, how the other terms which

occur in the expressioji for tlie entropy of a mixture, can on ap-

proaching to 7'=0 furnish a compensation of the term written

above, it might be imagined, that for a mixture on approaching to

2'=^0 the entropy might not become 0, notwithstanding this is the

case for the components.

In that case, however, at a temperature which differs little from

the absolute zero, any reversible isothermal change of the compo-

nents, in a condensed state, individually would be connected with

a development or absorption of heat, which approaches more rapidly

to than the temperature. The reversible mixing of those components,

on the other hand, would be accompanied by a heat-effect, which

approaches to as rapidly as (eventually more slowly than) the

temperature. In other words the mixing heat would be of a different

order of magnitude from the heat of each reversible isothermal

process performed with the components individually.

It seems to me that it is more natural to assume, that also fora
mixture the entropy at the absolute zero point is equal to 0, if this

is the case for the components by the choice of this point as a

zero point for the corresponding entropies.

43
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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Probably even the compensation lefei-red to above already takes

place in tlie ideal gas state, at least if the volume of the mixtnre

is not increased at too rapid a rate to oo as the temperature de-

creases to 0.

In accordance with a remark by Nernst ^) we are practically

forced to assume that for the molecular translatory motion of a

gas on approaching to T=n:0 at last the equipartition laws are no

more valid. For the determinalion of the temperature one can then

no more rely u])on the gasthermometer. A method for the deter-

mination of the temperature, which is then suitable in theory, is

this that one derives the temperature from the energy density of the

radiation which is in eqnilibrium with it.

We shall consider tlie e(|uilibrium between the molecular translatory

motion of the gas and the radiation subsequently at two temperatures

Tand T-{-dT. The most obvious assumption is that to an increase

of the energy density of the gas an increase of the energy density

of the radiation corresponds which is in a finite ratio to the first,

in other words that

dU=yT'dT, (2)

where y has a finite, and at sufficiently low temperature a constant

value. In this equation U may represent the energy of the gramme-

molecule of the gas. The molecular volume is supposed not to

become oo on approaching to T^O.
From (2) follows that')

f- ^='
^ ijfjr' <''

The equation (2) has the same form as the corresponding relation

for a solid. Indeed it could hardly be assumed that the equilibrium

between the molecular motion of the gas molecules in colliding

against a solid and the radiation w^ould be governed by quite a

different law from the equilibrium between the molecular motion in

a solid and the radiation.

From (2) and

^=1?. >«

') W. Nernst, Physik. Z.S. 13 (1912), p. 1066. Gf. also H. Kamerlfngh Onnes

and W. H. Keesom, Math. Enz. V 10, Leiden Gomm. Suppl. N». 23, note 517.

') It will be noticed lliat for the validity of (3) a decrease of I ^, I proportion-

ally to T^, as is indicated by (2), is not required, but that a derrease proportionally

to 2' would be sufficient.
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which relation remains valid, follows for T =:

if 5 represents the entropy.

If we now calculate the change of entropy which occurs on mixing

two ideal gases (i.e. gases, in whose equation of state no members

occur which depend on the volume and the mutual attraction of

the molecules) by supposing this mixing to take place in a reversible

way at constant temperature, it follows from the last mentioned

relation that at the absolute zero the entropy change on mixing is

equal to 0.

§ 2. The theorem indicated in the former § may be further

elucidated by means of relations for the equation of state of an

ideal gas which I deduced in Suppl. N". 30? (May '13). It seemed,

however, desirable to me as the foundations of the considerations

of § 1 not to make more assumptions than are strictly necessary.

For against several of the special assumptions of Suppl. N°. 30a,

particularly against the use of Debije's method in the way as is

done there for an ideal gas, more or less serious objections can be

made. All the same the deviations from the equipartition laws, which

will become apparent in the equation of state of an ideal monatomic

gas, are presumably given rightly in a qualitative sense by those

relations. Further it seems to me that one may expect with some

contidence that the order of magnitude of those deviations will agree

with that of the deviations given by the relations mentioned. For

this reason it seems to me to be not quite superfluous to indicate

here what may be derived for the entropy of an ideal mixture from

those relations.

a. From equation (1) of Suppl. W. 30a with (2), (3), and (5) of

that paper follows for a one-component gas, if molecular rotations

and intramolecular motions are left out of account ^),

/(v

f"maxJ \T !^ \ )\
(6)

,kT_\

With

') This expression was already given by H. TEfROUK, Pliysik. Z.S. 14 (1918),

p. 212.

43*
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and integrating partially as regards the second term under the

integral* sign, (6) changes into

5 = SNl'
4 r §»(/§

^— I In— ln(l—^-•^)

For large values of a; this gives

S= ^Nk : - 3,r :S e-'"
15 .f' „=i

14 8 8_ J 1 \

I *> 9 '

r. a ' 4 4
n.v n'x 11 X n X

for small values of x

^ ^ 3 8^52! 74!^

(8)

(y)

.(10)

if ^1, B^ . . . . denote the Bernouillian coeflicients.

«. Loio temperatures. If of the development (9) we write down
n

the first term only, we may put '^^ = ^ with 6^ according to Suppl.

No. 30a equation (18a) or (186). This gives

S — aMWT\ (11)

if M denotes the molecular weight, and « a constant which depends

on Planck's constants A and h and on the Avogadro number.

According to (11), the volume being kept constant, the entropy

approaches to for 7'=0. It does so proportionally to T\ which

is in agreemeiit with (2). The latter would not have been the case

if (see Suppl. No. 'èOa § 4c) the zero-point energy had not been

introduced in the theory, cf. H. Tetrode, Physik. ZS. 14 (1913); p. 214.

^. Hkjii temperatures. Retaining in the development for high tem-

peratures only the first term which gives a deviation from theequi-

partition laws, we obtain :

5 =
2 3 T 1575 T-

or

S =m
jY In /? MTV'h + 4 +^ (/? MTV'ky^-

(13)

(14)

where /? is a constant depending on //, k, and N-
3

The additive constant Nk{-^ -{- -Ur^M), with which the '^cliemi-

eal constant" is connected, agrees with the expression obtained for

it by Tetrode I.e. without the assumption of a zero-point energy.

b. From (11) and (14) the entropy of the molecular quantity ot
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an ideal inidare, agjiiii leaving- molecular lolcitions and iiitiainolecular

motions out of account, may be easily dei'ived it' Gjbbs' theorem,
according to which the entropy of such a mixture is obtained by
calculating the entropy for each component as if it were present by
itself in the volume occupied by the mixture and adding the values

so obtained, is supposed to remain valid \vlie)i the equipartition

laws no longer hold. We then obtain

:

«. for loiv temperatures

S=:ccT'V :S -^, (16)

(?. for /u(j/i temperatures, retaining the first term which gives a

deviation from the equipartition laws:

13
3

;i^(^TF^/3)-2.^.V/.J/,-2| (17)

If at constant volume the temperature continually decreases, at

sufficiently low temperatures (for densities of the order of magnitude

of the normal density at extremely low temperatures, cf. Suppl.

N". SOa § 5^) a positive deviation from the equipartition value begins

to develop itself. This deviation finally causes the entropy for a

mixture also to approach to proportionally to 7'' as shown by

(16) instead of becoming — oo.

Physics. — ''Further experiments with liquid helium. H. On the

electrical resistance etc. {continued). VII [. The sudden disappear-

ance of the ordinary resistance of tin, and the super-conductive

state of lead." By Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 31, 1913).

§ 13 ^). First observation of the phenomena, a. Passing from the

investigation of the super-conductive state of mercury to that of the

change in the resistance of various other metals when they are

cooled to helium temperatures, although I hoped to find more super-

conductors, I did not think it likely, judging from our experiences

^) The §§, tables and figures are numbered successively to those of Comm. VII

of this series. (These Proceedings May and June 1913).
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with gold and platinum (see Comm. N". 119, III and Comm. N". 120,

IV of this series) that we should be able to get more than a systematic

survey of different cases of additive admixture-resistance (see Comm.

VII of this series § lOj. Very soon, however, the surprising results

with iiji and lead were obtained, which we mentioned in Comm.

VII § 1 and § 12.

In the first place on Dec. 3"^ 1912 we investigated a wire of

pure tin, and perceived that this metal too, at helium temperatures

became super-conducting.

The tin was of the specially pure kind supplied by KahlbaUxM.

It was melted in a vacuum and poured into a glass capillary U-tube.

The capillary tube had tin branches at either end, by which the

conducting wires and the measuring wires were attached. The

resistance at the ordinary temperature, 290° K., was 0.27 ii.

We foinid that at the boiling point of helium a small ordinary

resistance l.S.lO-'^ii remained. At 3° K. this had disappeared

[^ 10-6 ^) and when the field of temperature between 4°.25 and

3° K. was gradually gone through, we found that the disappearance

took place suddenly at 3°. 78 K.

In order to be better able to judge of the micro-residual resistance,

we tried to make a tin wire of greater resistance, in the same way

in which we had formerly succeeded in making a long thin lead

wire '). A steel core was covered with a substantial layer of pure

tin, and turned down on the lathe. Then with a razorshaped chisel

a thin spiral shaving was cut off'). This method, which seemed

preferable to drawing (comp. § 14a) by which the metal might

undergo a greater change, yields without difficulty wires of 0,01 mm^
section. Several of these wires were then joined into one long wire

by melting them on to eachother, during w^hich it was necessary to

carefully avoid the possibility of oxide being introduced into the

surfaces to be united. The tin wires, one of which 1.75 m. long

had a resistance of 19.2 <2, and the other 1.5 m. long a resistance

of 6,7 52, w^ere wound upon glass cylinders, between a spiral of

silk thread which separated the windings of the tin thread from

each other. Leading wires of tin fastened to the up turned ends of

the w4re, were led downwards through the liquid and attached to

copper wires. With these resistances immersed in liquid helium the

1) Kameelingh Onnes and Bengt Beckman. Comm N". 132c. Dec. 1912.

2} A few of the tin wires first made did not become super-conducting; the inferior

method of working the metal had perhaps caused additive admixture resistance, or

more probably very insufficient continuity of material.
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sudden disapparaiice was observed wlieii (he leiiii)era(in-e fell (o

3°,806 K. (boiling under 47 cm. mercury pressure). At 3°.82 K.

the resistance of one was still 0.0J83 S2, of the other 0.00584, at

3°.785 K. of both < 10-^ ^y, in this case too the highest limit for

a possible micro-residual resistance was thus very low. We may put

w
-i!:iA<io-7.

^27S0K.

Besides the sudden disappearance of the resistance of the wire,

we also observed, as in the mercury thread, that for each tempe-

rature below the vanishing point a threshold value for the current

density ^) determined by this temperature, fin the case of the last

mentioned wire the threshold current was 0.28 amp. at 3°.785 K.)

could be fixed, below which the current passes without any perceptible

fall of potential, and above which it is accompanied by potential

phenomena, which (see § 14) increase rapidly with the increase of

the excess of the current above the threshold value. In a word, the

tin wire behaves below the vanishing temperature of the tin, 3°.8 K.,

qualitatively precisely the same as a thread of mercury below the

vanishing point of that metal.

/I Lead of Kahlbaum, made into a wire in the same way as the

tin, 1.5 m. long and 10.8 S2 resistance at ordinary temperature,

when it w^as immersed in liquid helium appeared to be super-

conducting, without the necessity of reducing the pressure at which

the helium boiled. When the temperature was raised as far as the

cryostat permitted, that is to 4°. 29 K. (the pressure was raised 11 cm.

mercury above 76 cm.) the lead remained super-conducting. The

temperature at which the ordinary resistance of the lead disappears

will probably, as indicated in § 15, not be far above the boiling

point of helium.

Whether this disappearance, as with mercury and tin, also takes

place suddenly, has yet to be investigated. For temperatures below

14° K., where lead has still a relatively high ordinary resistance,

and above 4°.3 K. where it has disappeared, we do not yet possess

a satisfactory cryostat. At the temperature just mentioned of 4°.29 K.

we found that the threshold value of the current was not yet reached

at 1.3 amp.

1) Concerning the dependence of the Ihi-esliold value upon the dimensions of

the wire and the conditions under which the heal is given off, further investi-

gation is needed.
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y. Besides lead and tin, amalgamated

tin foil was investigated. We examined a

lajei' of it spread out on a mirror glass,

in wliicli layer grooves were made in the

manner shown in tig. 8. In helium boiling

at atmospheric pressure, it appeared to

have lost the ordinary resistance (2.3 i2

at 290° K.). At 4°.29 K. we found 0.12 amp.

for the threshold value of the current, and

a potential of J.3. 10-<^ volt, at 0.30 amp.

19.8. 10- e volt, and at 0.363 amp. 34.6.

10-f' volt.

It is worth noticing that tliis amalgamated

tinfoil becomes more easily superconducting

than either tin or mercury. Pei'haps the soft

tin-amalgam, though a solid solution (of

mercury in tin), has this property. This

Fig- 8 ^\- 9 would only need to become a continuous

whole in order to provide a nonresisting path for the current beside

that of the free mercury ^comp. (§ 9) or tin lliat might be present

in the tin foil.

HJI

bM,

§ 14. Further investigation of tin. The further investigation of tin

and lead does not form by any means a complete whole yet. Several

of the measurements we had in view were failures, so that the

results attained are very disconnected ; nevertheless, in connection

with our experiments with mercury, I think them worth communicating.

a. Methods of working the tin. In tlie previous ^ we said that

working the tin into a spiral shaving did not interfere with the

sudden disappearance of the resistance. What is of even more

importance is that the rolling out of the wire to a thickness of

0.01 mm. has not any intluence upon the super-conducting state

either, so that we may feel confident that a very thin nonresisting

tinfoil could be made ^).

We must remark that in working tin, heating must be avoided.

The increase of hardness which is caused in the drawing of metals

by the compression and stretching, which is accompanied by an

1) The resistance of commercial tin foil, pasted on glass and cut out as in

fig. 9, appeared not to become zero.
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increase of resistance iiiul decrease of tlie temperature coefticieiit, is

removed in gold and platinum for instance, by heating. With tin,

on the other hand, heating is injurious, it causes the resistance to

increase '), moreover, it causes thin wires to go into angular forms -').

The threads we used were, therefore, not heated after being worked,

and showed regular curvatures when bent.

ff Potential phejiomena in the super-conducting state. The following

observations allow us to judge of the highest limit of the possible

micro-residual resistance, and of the potential differences above the

threshold value of the current density just below the vanishing point.

They were made with a branching tin wire exactly like the one

used in the experiments with mercury of Table IV and V in Comni.

VI of this series, § 6 and 7. The resistance consisted of a principal

wire Wf 4 m. long, and mainly 0.0097 mnr. section ') with two

^) According to Tammann and his school, the crystals are shattered by wire

drawing, and arranged in such a way that in the cases meant the resistance

increases. By heating, larger crystals are again formed, and the resistance resumes

its original value, hi the investigations of Kamsrlingh Onnes and Clay, (Gomm.

N". 996 § 4, June 1907), it is pointed out that the additive resistance of platinum

and gold wires is always found greater by continued drawing even after heating

to glowing. We attributed this to the acquiring of admixtures through the drawing.

In gold it is possible to test for such small quantities of admixture as are here of

importance. In gold wires carefully drawn by Heraeus (Comm. N'. 99c § 2, June

1907), under repeated treatment with acids, larger quantities of admixtures were

found in proportion as the resistance fell less at reduction to hydrogen tempera-

tures. At the same time it is possible that the drawing itself has an influence.

Henning (Ann. d. Phys. 1913j, thinking as we do, attributes the difference found

with his platinum thermometers in the temperature coefficient from that found by

us, to a larger amount of admixtures in our thermometer. The difference becomes

greater still, when we consider that Henning's wire (0.05 mm.) was drawn out

further than ours (0.1 mm.) (which is of importance in the application to thermo-

metry). As mentioned above and as we found confirmed in comparing the wires

Ptj (0,1 mm.) and Pt^ (0,05 mm.), thinner wires fall less in resistance, a result

by which we also explained, 1. c, why Holeorn's thick wires (0.2 mm.) showed

a greater fall than ours. Our wires were at the time most carefully drawn by

Heraeus from the purest platinum supplied by him. The platinum obtained by

Heraeus later on may have been even purer. Improvement may also have been

made in the method of drawing the wires.

^) Where broken, tin wires exhibit comparatively large crystals. See also

§ 15 note 1.

*) In this investigation the section is deduced from the length of the wire and
the resistance at ordinary temperature. We only ascertained, whether this agreed

approximately with the result of direct measurement. The values given are there-

ore only to be considered as rough mean values.
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sentinel wires Wsa ^^nd Wsb^) of 0.8 in. length and about 0.02 mm^
section, wound round a glass tube and insulated with silk. We found,

(Febr. 1913)^):
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y. Experiments concerning the influence of the contact with an

ordinary conductor of a metal which can become super-conducting,

upon its super-conducting properties, were in continuation of tliose

of § 10 made with tin in two different ways, first witli a german

silver tube, which was tinned, and through the layer of tin of

which a spiral was cut, and second with a constantin wire which

w^as tinned. In the first experiment the resistance did not disappear,

in the second, as already said in § 10, it did ; from which we

conclude that the continuity of the layer of tin in the first case was

not sufficient. In the second experiment the threshold value was,

however, also very low, even at the lowest temperature l.°6 K. it

remained below 0.095 amp. for the bare wire immersed in liquid

helium. It is simplest to assume iu the mean time, that the layer

of tin becomes super-conducting, but that the section of it, which

was, deduced from the resistance, 0,0125 mm'., according to measure-

ments down to 0,1 mm'., was very small here and there. There

was in this case no reason to suppose a want of contact between

tin and constantin, as in the corresponding experiment with mercury

between it and the steel.

§ 15. Farther examination of lead. In the fii-st place we will

mention a few experiments on the heating of a wire which was at

a temperature below the vanishing point, which correspond to those
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in Table VI for ineicuiy. The lead resistances were arranged exactly

like the tin resistances described in § 14, the bare wires were wound

upon glass between silk. With a wire of 0.025 rnnl^ section

(10.8 Si resistance at ordinary temperature) containing six joints,

which were made with a miniature hydrogen flame, we ascertained

that joints do not interfere with the experiments. The results (Febr.

1913) with one of the wires (92 52 at ordinary temperature) are con-

tained in Table X (the observations were confirmed later on repetition).

A similar experiment with the wire containing six joints at less

low temperature gave
;

TABLE XI.

Threshold value of current
density for bare lead wire of

section 0.025 mm2.
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1000 windings (resistance at ordinary temperature, 290° K., 773 £^)

insulated bv silk soaked in liqnid helinm. We found: (See table XII

p. 681).

Judging by this we may perhaps estimate that the lower limit of

-4

P

Q

\^
h S M 10 20 3Ö

Fig. 10. -Pig- li-

the threshold value at 4°.25 K. given above cannot be raised much,

and that the vanishing point for lead lies at about 6° K.
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Further, iTieasureirieiits were made with lead wires phiced in a

vacuum, (he object of whicli is obvious by § 12. The apparatus

wliich served for (his consists (see fig. 10 and fig. 11, face view and

diagram of d with detail figures) of a glass reservoir immersed in

liquid helium, carried by a long narrow glass tube fixed into the

lid of the cryostat. The resei-voir d can be evacuated through the

tube 6' (the tap a allows it then to be connected to a tube filled

with charcoal which is immersed in liquid air) ; through the indicator

gauge b we can make suie that the apparatus is not cracked in

cooling.

In the apparatus shown in the fig. there are two lead wires (see

diagram); we were only able to do the measurements with one.

Four short tubes are blown into the upper part of the reservoir

to receive the lead wires (see detail figures) ; upon these tubes after

platinizing and copperplating caps are soldered with tin into which

the thicker top ends of the wires are soldered with WooD-metal ^).

Rolled out lead wires are fastened to the wires that project from

the covers, and run down along the reservoir, insulated from each

other with silk and then up again through the liquid helium.

We found with a part of the wire of Table XI

:

TABLE XIII.

Threshold value of current
density of a lead wire in vacuo;

section '/to nim2.
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all metals, or at least a class of tliem, if ihey can be procured

snflicientiy pure, pass into the super-conducting state when reduced

to a low enough temperatui-e. Perhaps in all it wc-uhl also be

suddeidy. But the additive admixture-resistance which can be caused

by mere traces of admixtures, will in general make the detection

of the phenomena a difticuit one.

[3. A number of experiments with resistance-free conductors of

which several suggest themselves at once, now that we can use the

easily workable super-conductors tin and lead, can be undertaken

with good prospect of success^).

In this way the preparing of nonresisting coils of wire, with a

great number of windings in a small space, changes from a theo-

retical possibility into a practical one. We come to new difticulties

when we want not only to make a nonresisting coil, but to supply

it as a magnetic coil with a strong current *}.

I have been engaged for some time making a preliminary estima-

tion of these difticulties'').

The coils mentioned in § 14 and ^ 15 were made chiefly for

this purpose. The first of tin wire insulated with picëin, contained

on 1 cm. length in a layer of 7 mm. thickness 300 windings of

7j„ mm\ section (the resistance at ordinary temp, was 79 £i ).

While a current of 8 amp. could be sent through the wire before

it was wound when immersed in liquid helium, without reaching

the threshold value of current density (see § 14) the coil came to

the threshold value at J .0 amp. The number of ampere windings

per cm', of a section through the axis was about 400. The second

coil was wound of lead wire of V70 mm\ section, and contained in

a length of 1 cm. 1000 windings in a layer of 1 cm. thickness.

The resistance at ordinary temperature was 773 i2. The insulation

of the wires in each layer was obtained by silk threads, between

the different layers a thin piece of silk was placed. I thought that

the liquid helium penetrating into the coil through this texture would

cause the heat to be given off more easily all over the coil, while

i) In our first paper about the disappearance of the resistance of mercury we

mentioned that this opened a new field of experiment. That mercury is liquid at

ordinary temperature was, however, a serious hindrance to entering it.

3) A coil of this kind one would wish to place in the interferrum of a very

large electromagnet of Weiss, in the same way as the auxiliary coils contemplated

by him, in order to further raise the field. The field that is added by the coil

would in that case have to be greater than what would be sacrified by enlarging

the interferrum to make room for the cooling appliances.

8) A possible difficulty was pointed out in note 2 § 4.
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it was not certain (conip. the remarks about niej'curj in glass in

§ 7 and § 1 1 Conim. VII of' this series) that the picëin remained

adherent lo the tin wire everywhere. Tlirongh this coil a current of

0.8 amp. (see § 15) could be sent, without the threshold value being

reached. The number of ampere windings per cm^ was then about

800. If tiie disturbing potential phenomena had not been greater

than with the shorter wire of the same section which was washed
by liquid helium over its entire surface, and if the difficuKy mentioned

in note 2 §4 does not come into play, it would have been possible

to supply this coil with up to 9000 ampere windings per cm'. If,

therefore, the potential phenomena which frustrated this iji the

experiment reported, in accordance with the opinion expressed in

Comm. N". VII of this series, particularly in § 11, may be ascribed

to ''bad places" in the wire, and if we may therefore be confident

that they can be remoxed (for instance by fractionising the wire)

and if moreover the magnetic field of the coil itself does not produce

any disturbance (note 2 § 4) then this miniature coil may be the

prototype of magnetic coils without iron, by which in future much
stronger magnetic fields may be realised than are at present reached

in the interferrum of the strongest electromagnets ').

^) J. PfiRRiN (Soc d. phys. 19 Avril 1907) made the suggestion of a field of

100000 gauss being produced over a fairly large space, by coils without iron,

cooled in liquid air. Ch. Fabry (Journ. d. Phyy H'évr. 1910) woi'ked out this idea.

He finds that the energy absorbed in such a coil, in watts is represented by the

formula

where a is a length in centrimetres, vdiich determines the size of the coil, for a

cylindrical one the radius of the internal space, y the latio of the metallic area in

a section through the coil at right angles to the windings to the area of this

section, K a purely numerical coefficient, which depends upon the form of the

coil, and which in cylindrical coils with wire of equal section does not differ mucli

from 0,18, : the specific resistance of the metal of the windings in ohms, centi-

metre, H the magnetic field in gauss.

In order to get the desired field of 100000 gauss in a coil with an internal

space of 1 cm. radius, with copper as metal, and cooling by liquid air 100 kilo-

watt would be necessary, pulling K at 0.20 and '^ at 1,5 (which last number

might well be 6 times as large). The electric energy supply, as Fabry remarks,

would give no real difficulty, but it would arise from the development of Joulb

heat in the small volume of the coil to the amount of 25 kilogramme calories per

sec. which in order to be carried off by evaporation of liquid air would require

about 0,4 litre per second, let uo say about 1500 litres per hour.

We may add to Fabry's objection that the preparation of 1 litre of liquid air

per hour is at present to be reckoned as requiring nol much less than '/o K VV.

According to this standard, 7 times as much work would be necessary for the

44
Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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y. Certainty that the potential phenomena observed are due to

such inipeifections in the vviie would be of no less value for ajiotlier

tempting group of experiments. As soon as the super-conductivity of

mei-cury was established, the question forced itself upon me, in

connection with the great value which according to the electron

theoiy of metals is ascribed to the free path of the electrons^) (comp.

§ '12
/?), whether electrons moving at speeds by which they cannot

penetrate a thin plate, e.g. a Lp:nard's window of solid mercury, at

temperatures near the ordinary temperature^), or at least not without a

change of direction, would be able to do this better if the foil were

cooling than for the current. By a judicious use of the cold of the vapours this

number can be reduced, but the proportion will remain unfavourable.

Moreover, as Fabry shows, the dimensions determined by a, to make it pos-

sible for the heat to be carried off, would need to be much larger, by which at

the same lime the amount of liquid gas used becomes greater. The cost of

carrying out Perrin'c plan even with liquid air might be about comparable to

that of building a cruiser!

If we calculate in the same way the cooling witli liquid hydrogen in the case

of silver and if we assume that the resistance of silver (according to Kamerlingh

Onnes and Clay) at the boiling point of hydrogen is 0,009 of that at the ordinary

temperature, we arrive at a more favourable figure, namely, that at a = 1 cm.,

700 Hters of liquid hydrogen would be needed per hour, but the ratio of cooling

work and electric work becomes more unfavourable yet, putting the preparation

of a litre of liquid hydrogen in the same way as above at l^/g K. W. But the

figure for liquid hydrogen would also on the ground mentioned above have to be

considerably increased. Although an installation which will give as much liquid

hydrogen as is necessary for the cooUng could be made after the pattern of the

present Leiden plant, it would be of such an extraordinary size that with liquid

hydrogen also, the method described perhaps involves more difficulties than a

further increase of the size of the coil, in order to be able to cool with running

Wiiter (as introduced by Weiss) while this method also has its advantages with

a view to Ihe use of the field.

The possibility of using the super-conductors tin an I lead, gives a new depar-

ture to the idea of Perrin of procuring a stronger magnetic field by the use

of coils without iron. With super-conductors no Joule heat needs to be carried

off (or at any rate only lO'-* times less than with ordinary conductors) and thus

with currents below the threshold value the difficulties mentioned above disappear.

If the conditions mentioned in the text can be fulfilled, then even a coil of 25 cm.

dian:eter of lead wire, constructed as the one in § 15, immersed in helium, could

give a field of 100000 gauss, without perceptible het being developed in the

coll. Some such apparatus could be made at Leiden if a relatively modeS(_

financial support were obtained. In the mean time this remark may serve to put

the problem of very strong magnetic fields which are becoming indispensable for

various investigations in new form.

1) Comp. note 3 p. 1113. Leiden. Comm. N'>. 119. Febr. 1911.

~) Whether the same electron passes through, or whether the movement is

carried from the one to the other, does not affect the experimental question.
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superconductive. Now that super-conducting plates of tin and lead can
be made, the experiments on this subject are made practicable, and
the plan of making- these has assumed a promising form, since I

have obtained the prospect of doing it with Leïjard himself, which
I highly value. If the potential phenomena are caused by local

disturbances, we may expect that in experiments with thin plates,

by a correct choice of the places to be experimented upon, they will

be of little importance. If, as might be imagined according to § 4,

the potential phenomena are connected with peculiarities in the

movements of the electrons, then they would be of prime impor-

tance in phenomena such as we have here under consideration.

(f. The correspondence of the potential phenomena in tin and lead

to those in mercury is very striking. As regards tin, it was stated

already in § 13a, and further investigation has confirmed it and also

extended to lead. All the considerations with regard to them for the

case of mercury can thus immediately be applied to tin and lead.

On the other hand the latter may serve to elucidate the doubtful

points in mercury.

With the bare tin wires at 4°. 25 K. measurements were made
which acquaint us with the amount of heat, given otï to the liquid

helium above the vanishing point; whether it is proportional to the

surface of the wire, as is to be expected, when the heat is mainly

given off to the liquid, could not be settled yet. With (he rolled

out tin wire, with which the various measurements were successful,

it was great, which corresponds to the fact that here tJie ratio

between the heat-conveying surface and the heat developed is very

favourable. It was estimated at 0.5 watt per 1 degree difference of

temperature. Still at i°.6 K., 1.4 microwatt caused a local rise of

temperature to the vanishing point. As in § 11 we deduce from

this that the whole development of heat is local. The hypothesis

that in this way "bad places" show themselves is confirmed by the

fact that through a wire like this at the boiling point of helium,

therefore above the vanishing point, a current of 9 amp. could be

sent, and all the Joui.e heat was absorbed by the liquid helium,

whUe with a current only a little stronger the wire gave way
(presumably by the forming round the wire of a vapour bubble in

the helium, which caused calefaction in the wire).

The different threshold values for the bare lead wire and the

lead coil § 15, and for the bare tin wire and the tin coil § 14,

may throw light upon the influence of more or less easy conditions

of heat loss. The phenomena at the disappearance of the resistance

with the bare tin wire with sentinel wires make the hypothesis

44*
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followed out in ^12 improbable, namely that the mercury below

the vanisliing poiut comes away from the i>lass or at least does not

i>,ive oil" heat to it at a difference of temperature. The correspond-

ence of the disappearance of the resistance in the tin wire with

sentinel wires and in the mercury thread is explained most simply

by assuming a local rise of temperature in both, while for both

below the vanishing point the same opportunity i-emains for giving

off heat, but does not take place owing to absence of rise of

temperature.

Here, therefore, the "bad places" mentioned in § 11 ^comp. § 12«,

note 1 p. I'JS) would again remain as the sole explanation. It is

how^ever suspicious that in the coil of lead wire at 1°.6 K. 56

amp./mm', was found as the threshold value, while with lead in

a vacuum 270 amp./mnr. at 4°. 26 K. was reached without a trace

of potential phenomena.

Finally we point out that the threshold values of current density

far below the vanishing point in the wires of the three different

metals differ very little. We found for the highest limit of the

possible micro-residual resistance determined by the threshold value

in proportion to that at the ordinai'y temperature

with mercury —^ <^ 2.10— i o

2730 A

w
tin -J--^< 6.10-10

2730 A

lead ^1^< 0.5 10-10
w
2730 A

In view of so much correspondence and such regularity of the

character of all the potential phenomena, it still remains doubtful

v;hether besides the distui'bances which we have adduced to explain

them, there may not be at the bottom of them peculiarities in the

movement of the electrons, which may be more clearly revealed by

the experiments indicated in y.

Having completed the series H of my experiments with liquid

helium I wish to express my thanks to Mr. G. Holst, assistant at

the Physical Laboratory, for the devotion with which he has helped

me, and to Mr. G. J. Flim, chief of the technical department of the

ci-yogenic laboratory, and Mr. 0. Kessrt,ring, glassblower to the

laboratory, for their important help in the arrangement of the

experiments and manufactuiing of the apparatus.
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Physics. — "Max/Witte reHeardtes. X. Apparatus for tlui (jenend

cnjomagnetlc investigation of substances of small suscepiihiUti/."

By Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes av.d Dr. Albert Perrier.

Communication N". 139r? from the Physical Laboratory at

Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 25, 1913).

§ 1. Introduction. This paper contains tlie full description of the

apparatus used in the investigation of Communication III (Comm.
N". 122a, continued in IV, Coram. N". 124^?) of this series (Proceed-

ings of May 1911). Various circumstances have retarded the extensive

description which was pi-omised there instead of the rough sketch.

The construction of the apparatus to be described forms part of a

more general scheme to gradually obtain the necessary appliances

for the investigation of weak magnetisation at low temperature. In

doing this we did not contine our attention to special measurements,

but intended to enlarge with as many appliances as possible the

almost completely unknown "technique" of investigations in this field.

On the one hand the measurement of magnetic forces, on the

other that of magnetic couples suggest themselves. The ballistic

method (measurement of flux) is only applied in the study of ferro-

magnetism ^).

The method of couples is speciallj' suitable for crystals and for

isotropic bodies, which by their shape are seemingly magnetically

anisotropic (e. g. ellipsoids). The apparatus with which our first

measurements on the susceptibility of liquid and solid oxygen were

made (Comm. N". 116, Proceedings April 19J0) is based on this method.-)

In a modified form this piece of apparatus will, we hope, be soon

utilized in the cryomagnetic investigation of crystals.

In measuring forces a non-homogeneous field is used. Two cases

have to be distinguished here.

For an object of small dimensions (the volume of which is v and

the volume-susceptibility K) placed in the plane of symmetry between

the poles of a magnet the force in the direction of the middle of

the interferrum is given by

dBF—vKH--
dy

where H indicates the intensity of the field and y the coordinate at

right angles to the field.

^) In some cases wliich we will not dwell upon here this method might be

resorted to.

'-) The apparatus used by Weiss and Kamerlingh Onnes for the investigation of

lerromagnetisra at low temperature (Comm. No. 114) belongs to the same type.
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For an object in the shape of a rod of uniform section s, the axis

of which is in the plane of sjmmetry of the poles and passes through

the middle of the interferrum, the relation is

if H" and H' are the values of the field-strength at the ends of the

rod. When dealing with bodies of small dimensions by the method of

Faraday, the spherical object is placed where H--~, therefore the
dy

force is a maximum. This is the method of procedure specially used

by Curie in his classical researches.

The rod-method, though applied long ago for measuring the suscep-

tibility of liquids by Quincke's method, was hardly used at all in

investigations on solids until 1910, when Pascal adopted it in his

important series of magneto-chemical researches ').

This is certainly curious, as the principle of the method is very

simple and direct, but even more so as the disposition itself offers

imporiant advantages over the other methods. If one end of the rod

is placed in the middle of the interferrum and care is taken that

the other end is as far removed tVom it as possible, H" obtains a

maximum value and H' remains a quantity which may be neglected

or need only be taken into account as a correction.

The susceptibility is thus given by a single field-strength which

is much more easily determined than the product H —, which has

to be derived from several values of H, not to mention the fact,

that the measurement itself of H in the middle of the interferrum,

where the field is most nearly uniform, can be carried out much

more accurately than at the point where the field is least uniform.

An absolute measurement by this method can therefore lead to a

much more trustworthy result. Moreover in using a rod a much

higher sensibility can be obtained, on the one hand because a larger

quantity of the substance can be utilized, on the other hand because

the intensity of the field in the middle of the interferrum can be

raised to a much higher \alue without any objection, which is not

by any means the case in the other method. Finally, as the field

near the middle of the interferrum can usually be made approxi-

mately homogeneous over a space of 1 cc, it is of no great import-

ance at what point exactly within that space the end of the rod

1) P. Pascal, C R. 150, p. 1054. 1910. The priority of this application belongs

to GouY. G.R. 109, p. 935. 1889.
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iiiide)' investigation is placed, so that as regards this a rougli adjust-

ment will be sufficient ; the exact opposite holds when it is desired

to place a body at the place of maximum action.

There are cases, however, in which only the method of maximum
attraction can be applied, e.g. when the susceptibility depends on

the field or when the available quantity of the substance is limited

(e.g. on account of its rarity).

On the ground of the above considerations we have made it our

object to construct a piece of apparatus lohich in the first place is

suitable for measurements loith objects in the shape of an elonqated

cylinder, which may further, without important change, be adapted'

to the study of small objects placed at the point of maximum-attraction

and finally, in addition to being suitable for solids, may also be

used for the investigation of liquids, either by enclosing them in the

movable part of the apparatus or by surrounding it as a bath.

The ease with which our apparatus may be adapted to the various

requirements has shown itself a great advantage in our experiments ^).

§ 2. General arrangement of the apparatus (comp. figure and

perspective drawing). The main part of the apparatus is a carrier

movably suspended along the axis of an enclosure which has the

shape of a body of revolution. This enclosure is closed airtiglit,

seeing that it must be capable of being exhausted and that it must

be possible to maintain throughout the apparatus any pressure below

atmospheric. This requirement from the side of ciyogenics has its

influence on the choice of most other parts.

The carrier the motion of which is guided along the vertical, carries

at its lower end the experimental object which is placed between

the poles of an electro-magnet with horizontal axis. The magnetic

attraction or repulsion acts along the vertical and is measured by

compensating it by means of the electromagnetic attraction of two

co-axial magnetic coils, one of which is attached to the carrier while

the other one is fixed. The force between the two coils is given by

1) We may here recapilulale the various apparatus which in the mean time

form the complete scheme planned by us :

depending on the use of i a. apparatus with ellipsoid (Comm. N*^. 116)

couples ' b. ,, for crystals (to be constructed)

„ / c. hydrostatic apparatus (Comm. N". 116)
dependme on tlie use oi \ ,

"^
. /. . • i • lu i, c^ ^ I d. apparatus for objects in the shape or

( spheres or cylinders (this Comm.)

a. has been used for liquid and solid oxygen, c. for liquid gases, d. for liquified

or solidified gases and various solids.
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/'^ = ciiu If, vvliere /,„ and if i'e|)reseiil llic ciirroiils in llic inoNuhlc

and fixed coils and c i.s a constant whicli is determined once for all

b}' using known forces (weights) ^).

The electromagnetic compensalioji has for its sole object making
a balance with the forces to be measured : the weight of the carrier

itself is balanced Jiydrostatically bj' means of two floats immersed
in mercury; the principle is therefore similar to that of a constant-

volume hydrometer.

§ 3. The various parts of tlie apparatus.

a. Ihe enclosure of the cri/ostat. The space inside tl»e enclosure

A of the apparatus is divided by screens E, which prevent exchange

of lieat between the two parts. The cryogenic part below the screens

contains everything connected with the establishment of low tem-

peratures, in the chamber above the screens which remains practi-

cally at constant temperature, all the delicate parts for the measure-

ment of the forces are bi-ought together.

The wall of the cryogenic space below E is of german silver. It

is joined airtight by means of the india-rubber ring A^ to the

vacuum glass A^ which contains the bath of liquid gas. The liquid

gas is supplied by the german silver tube Ar,, the vapours are

carried off bj^ A^. The steel capillary of a heliumthermometer Tli.

is soldered through the wall of the cap.

The upper part of the vacuum-glass is comparatively wide (6 cms),

so that the liquid level falls very slowly during the evaporation,

which as we shall see is of importance. By means of the copjier

ring A^ and the rods A^ the vacuumglass is firmly connected to

the cap, that the considerable forces arising from changes of internal

pressure may not change its position.

1) For keeping in equilibrium an apparatus of the general type under consider-

ation a;ny kind of force may be used which can be changed gradually without

touching the carrier. We can thus work equally well with a given compensating

force (definite weights) and changing field (regulating the current through the

electromagnet) as with a given field and changing electromagnetic compensating

force. When our apparatus was first constructed we did not possess the necessary

appliances for accurate field-measurements, and in examining the dependence of

the phenomena on the temperature we had to make ourselves independent of the

change of the field by confining ourselves to the investigation of the magnetisation at

different temperatures at a few field-stenglhs chosen beforehand and kept constant

each time during the experiments

For a modification in which the electromagnetic compensation is replaced by

a compensation by weights we refer to a forthcoming description of the appa-

ratus which was used in their investigations by Kamerlingh Onnes and Oosterhuis

(Comm. nO. 1296 etc.).
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The prti-t of tlie enclosure above the screens E is entirely of brass

with the exception of tube A,, which is glass.

At A^ and at the joint with the upper part of the enclosure

above ^3, A^, (the letter is omitted in the figure,) the parts fit each

other with friction, which is of great convenience in the building

up of the apparatus.

At the upper end the enclosure A is enlarged to a wide chamber

containing the parts which serve to keep the carrier afloat. It is

closed by an arched cover A^^, which again fits on the w^all with

friction. To this part of the enclosure is attached the german silver

tube B^B^ which narrows down towards the bottom and to which

is fastened at B^ the spring which guides the movable carrier in a

vertical direction and the two stopping pins B^, which prevent the

carrier from moving too far up or down. ')

The enclosure further serves to suspend the entire apparatus from

two hoi'izontal beams; by means of the ball socket C\6\ the direc-

tion of the axis of the apparatus may be changed, without altering

its height. The plate C, bears with three adjusting screws (7, on

the ground plate 6\, which in its turn is fixed to the beams, and

may be shifted in a horizontal plane in two directions at right

angles to each other by means of the screws Cj. With the adjusting

screws the apparatus may be moved 8 cms up or down; this is

necessary in using Faraday's method in order to find the maximum
force by displacing the apparatus with respect to the electromagnet.

b. The movable carrier with adjuncts. In the figure the carrier

is indicated by M. It consists of a long thinwalled tube of brass,

at the same time light and firm, lengthened by a narrow german

silver tube which at its end carries a thread JJ^. The experimental

objects are also fitted with german silver top-pieces, which may be

screwed on to M^. They are thus easily attached to and detached

from the carrier. At convenient heights the brass tube is provided

with the following parts : the springs R^ and R^ which guide the

rnotion, the marks M^ for the purpose of reading the position of

the carrier, a stopping ring 63 for confining the motion between

the pins, the electromagnetic coil M^ moving with the carrier, the

carriers F^ of the floats and a scale M^. As regards these various

parts the following may be added.

1) The german silver tube might without disadvantage have been replaced by

a simpler arrangement ; in the design experiments were contemplated which were

not carried out. If due care is taken, the stopping pins may also be dispensed

with.
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c. Vertical (juldance of the carrier. The space between Hie

experimental objects and the inner wail of the vacnum-glass can

sometimes not be more than a few tenths of a millimetre when
measurements with strong fields are to be made; with the slightest

movement of the axis of the carrier from its original position owing
to a small asymmetry in the action of the electromagnet or any

other cause the carrier would not be able to move up and down
freely. This difticulty was quite satisfactorily overcome by guiding

the carrier in its up and dowqi motion by the aid of tw^o flattened

spiral springs '). The outer end of both is fastened to the stationary

part of the apparatus, the inner end to the carrier and the plane

of the springs is placed at right angles to the axis of the carrier.

By the device of using flat springs a movement of the middle in

the plane of each of the spirals is ahiiost completely prevented.

Usually the upper spring R^ attached to the carrier remains the

same, while each separate experimental object is provided with its

own spring, which is remo^'ed from the apparatus with the object.

cl. The liydrometric equilibrium. To keep the carrier afloat on

mercury the upper chamber of the apparatus is provided with a

ring-shaped trough Q (in our experiments of glass, later on of china)

which is centred on the axis of the carrier. The latter is fitted with

a horizontal arm F^, in which at both ends are fixed the tubes of

the floats F^, glass bulbs, the shape of which is not unlike a flattened

ellipsoid. The tubes of these bulbs which are of very small section

are the only part that projects above the mercury. The section has

to be small in order rhat the upward pressure of the mercury shall

vary very little, if the apparatus is to be sensitive to a very small

change of the vertical force acting on it. But the size cannot fall

below a certain limit, because the tubes must also serve to com-

pensate the diminution in upward pressure in the bath on the ex-

perimental object, owing to evaporation.

This compensation is effected by raising the level of the mercury.

For this purpose use is made of a plunger D.^, a small glass flask

of a shape corresponding to that of the trough which is moved up

and down by means of a rod D^ with thread and milled head D^

passing through a stuffing box Dg. This contrivance, which was found

1) Springs of that kind are made by cutting on the lathe a spiral groove 0.2

to 0..3 m.m wide in a plate of german silver (comp. perspective figures R^E^).

By giving different widths to the spiral strip for a given diameter springs may be

obtained of any desired degree of sensibility. The inner end is soldered to a small

tube, the outer end is fixed in a clamping screw.
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Aery serviceable supplies the advantage that at the beginning the

lijdrostatic pressure of the bath need only be approximately com-

pensated, which is done by placing a weight about equal to the

pressure on the scale Mj ; the accurate adjustment is made afterwards

by regulating the level of the mercury.

e. The electromagnetic compensation. The tixed coil A\ consists of

J 275 turns of insulated copper wire, wound on a brass frame,

sliding closely over the outside of the enclosure; the coil rests on

the ring N^ and is fixed at the top by the screw N^. The movable

coil M^ has on the one hand to be as light as possible, on the other

it has to produce as great a force as possible; account was therefore

taken of the fact that for a given weight it is an advantage to

make the radius of the coil large and ihe number of turns small.

The coil contains 248 turns ((;/=0.7mm.) in two layers, wound on

a thin-walled ebonite tube, which is held between two supporting

brass rings J/jiVy in the shape of wheels, which may be clamped

to the carrier at the desii-ed height.

The wire which carries the current to the movable coil passes

through and is insulated from the cover G^ and is connected to the

clamping screw G^ of the upper spiral spring; the current passes

through this spring to the ring by which it is attached and which

is insulated with ebonite, along the wire 6^3 to the coil and back

through the carrier itself, the rod of the floats, a platinum wire

dipping in the mercury, the mercuiy and finally a second platinum

wire, which carries the current to the cover.

The electromagnetic system is calibrated once for all by fixing

to the lower end instead of the experimental object a small scale,

on which definite weights are placed, and regulating the current

until the balance is obtained.

The level at which the carrier tloats, is read on a glass plate M^

with a scale division in tenths of a millimetre, which is focussed

with a microscope L^ magnifying about 40 times. For this purpose

a window of thick plane-parallel glass is sealed on to an opening

in the glass tube A.. On the side opposite to the microscope behind

the tube an electric glowlamp is placed in such a position that the

scale divisions are seen light on a half-dark background : in this

manner it may be very sharply determined when the cross fibre of

the microscope exactly coincides with the division.

§ 4. The experimental tubes. The substances investigated by us

(salts, powdered metal) are all enclosed in glass tubes, concerning

which the following may be mentioned.
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It is desirable, (hat tlie ui>ward pressure due to tlic l;atli t-lianges

as little as possible wheji llie liquid level falls tlii-oiigli evaporation;

for this reason the tubes end at the t(>|) in tliiji glass rods M^ of

2to 2.5 mm. diameter. The lower spiral spring R., and the thread

by means of which the tube is screwed to the carrier are sealed to

this rod with some Kiiotinsky glue. As regards the shape of the tube

we have used different forms. Tubes as shown at 5, are used for

substances of high susceptibility, for which (he magnetic action on the

glass or on the bath plays a subordinate part, co that for them it may
be entirely neglected or else a correction may be easily applied. The
tube is filled with the substance, when it is still open, at the bottom
putting in small quantities at the time, which are evenly compressed

in order to obtain a tight filling and at (he same time a uniform

density throughout the whole tube; the substance is then closed in

with a small plug of glass wool to prevent its being heated during

the sealing of the tube and the tube is sealed ofT at the air-pump.

The smaller the susceptibility of the substance the greater influence

the susceptibility of the air would have and the morene cessary it is

to be assured of a good vacuum; a high vacuum, however, is

obviously unnecessar3\

In cases where account has to be taken of the susceptibility of

the glass, which may give rise to fairly strong forces '), tubes of

type S^ are used, the lower half of which, separated from the upper

half by a glass partition, is exhausted. When this partition is placed

on the level of the axis of the poles, the correction for the glass

disappears, as it is divided symmetrically with respect to the axis;

the susceptibility of the substance is in that case directly compared
with that of the vacuum. Type S^, which does not require further

explanation is meant for the measurement of the susceptibility of

the liquid in the bath.

§ 5. Additional apparatus. The electromagnet is a copy of Weiss's

electromagnet which was used in previous reseaj-ches of this series.

The yoke is, however, placed hoi-izontally this time, in order to

leave the space below the apparatus compleiely free (comp. per-

spective drawing). Usuallj poles were used of the shape shown,

the flat end-faces of which had a diameler of 40 mms. At a polar

distance of 15 to 20 mms. the topographical inequality of the field

about the middle of the interferrum was not above 0.1 "/o within a

Tl,e susceplibilily of glass at low temperature was delermined by us in

Comm. No. 124a, p. 6.
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distance of 1 cm. The field-strengths were measured with a CottoN-

balance of tiie nana! pattern by W. C. Wkbeh of Zurich.

The circuits of tlie fixed and movable coils are entirely independ-

ent of each other : each of them contains an accurate ammeter, a

commutator and rheostats, in which the current is reversed on com-

mutation, in order to neutralise any magnetic influence on the ammeters.

They are within reach of the observer seated in front of the microscope.

The field-strenglh of the electi'omagnet is given by the current

flowing through it; the field was not adjusted until the magnetising

current had been^seveial times reversed.

If the evaporation of the bath in the apparatus as described is

too strong, as is the case when liquid hydrogen is used, it is dimi-

nished by surrounding the bottom half of the vacuum-glass with a

vacuum-glass with liquid air.

§ 6. Method of observation. Passing by certain simplifications

which were often possible we proceeded as follows.

The enclosure and the carrier (without experimental tube) are

first adjusted so that the common axis is vertical and passes through

the centre of the interferrum. When lliis position is arrived at, the

apparatus is not moved sideways any more.

The experimental tube is then screwed to the carrier and its

spring clamped. By means of the weight on scale M^ the carrier is

made to float on the mercury approximately at the desired level

and care is taken that the movable coil has the correct position

relatively to the fixed coil. The apparatus as a whole is then moved

in a vertical direction until the lower end of the experimental cylinder

falls about in the line of the axis of the poles, after which the

cyhnder is adjusted more accurately by turning the apparatus about

the ball socket 6\. When finally the poles have been brought at the

right distance, everything is ready for the observations at ordinary

temperature.

In changing to low temperatures as much weight is added to the

scale as agrees approximately with the upward pressure of the bath

to be expected and the cover is fastened to the apparatus air-tight

by means of the india-rubber ring ; after drawing out the poles, the

vacuum-glass is placed carefully round the experimental tube, con-

nected airtight and centred in a manner similar to that used in the

apparatus of Weiss and Kamerlingh Onnes. After having made sure

that everything is airtight, the liquid gas is admitted to the vacuum-

glass, the poles are brought back to their position, and the carrier

is adjusted to its zero by means of the plunger; the currents in the
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large electromagnci /,. and in llie fixed coil y are adjusted to suitable

whole numbers and (he current 4 (in Ihe movable coil) regnlated

by a gradual change of the resistance until the carrier has come back

to the zero. The current /,„ is then noted down and the operations are

repeated for the 4 possible combiiuxlions of the currents 4, if and

/,, . Before and after each observation Ihe zero-position of the carrier

is observed or again adjusted ; when the change amounts to only a

few tenths of a millimetre, there is no objection to do this, more
simplj than by means of the plunger, by shifting the microscope

a little.

{To be continued).

Chemistry. — "The application of the tlieory of allotropy to electro-

motive equilibria." By. Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by

Prof. J. D. VAN DÈR Waals.)

1. I communicated already before ^) that the investigation for

testing the theory of allotropy witli different elements and anorganic

as well as organic compounds was in progrese. The investigation of

the metals, which had been started with tin and mercury, was

somewhat delayed, because all the time had to be devoted to the

study of phosphorus and rnei-cury-iodide, so that only comparatively

shortly ago the metals could be taken in hand again.

As may be supposed as known, the theory of allotropy rests on

this fundamental a.'isumption that every phase of a system that

behaves as a unary one is at the least built up of two kinds of

molecules which are in internal e(piilibrium, and must necessarily

be taken as the components of a pseudo-system. This theory com-

prises, therefore, all possible states of aggregation of a substance, and on

account of the importance of its conclusions its principial interest lies

in the region that has been least investigated up to now, viz. that

of the solid state.

Now it is clear that the experiments which are carried out to

test this theory are undertaken in the first place to prove that the

different states of aggregation and particularly the solid j)hases of a

substance which presents the phenomenon of allotropy, are really

mixtures, and in internal ecjuilibrium, for every time that this

succeeds a confirmation of the said theory has been found. In the

second place an attempt may be made by a continuation of the in-

1) These Proceedings, April 26, 1912, XIV, p. 119y.
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vestigation to find sometliing about the type of the pseudo-system,

wliieli is, of course, a far nioie difficult problem.

2. The test may now take i)lace in different ways:

a. by an inquiry into the influence of the previous treatment on

the poini of solidification, resp. melting point, point of transition etc.

h. by an inquiry into the influence of the previous treatment on

the solubility.

c. by an inquiry into ihe influence of the previous treatment on

the specific gravity, the viscosity, the index of refraction, the specific

heat, and further on every other property of the substance.

(/. by the study of any temperature function, in which a con-

firmation of the said theory may follow from the way in which

this function varies with temperature.

Besides in this way the theory of allotro[)y can probably also be

tested in another way, by the fact that as I observed already before^)

it may be expected that the different kinds of molecules of a same

substance will in general differ in reactive power.

On that occasion I already pointed out that by means of this the

passivity of the metals might be explained, hence also the permanent

or periodic changes in the potential difference between metal and

electrolyte, in the solution of some metals by an electrolytic way,

so that when this view should prove correct, a new means would

have been found to prove the complexity of the metals in the

study of the phenomenon of passivity brought about by a purely

chemical or by an electrolytic way.

As I am of opinion that the experiment really shows the validity

of the above mentioned supposition, I will expound here further

how the electrolytic deposition and solution of metals must be con-

sidered in the light of the theory of allotropy, and at what conclu-

sions we then arrive.

3. When we have a metal that shows the phenomenon of allotropy,

different kinds of molecules will be present in this metal. To simplify

the matter as much as possible, let us assume that molecules M^
occur by the side of mon-atomic molecuhis M. When this metal is

immersed in an electrolyte and emits ions, two different kinds of

ions will be emitted; if the metal as ion, carries three positive charges

per atom they will be the ions M" and M^-'- on the supposition made.

Up to now it has always been assumed that a metal emits only

one kind of ions, now the theory, however, states that when one

of the coexisting phases is in internal equilibrium, the other must

^) These Proceedings, May 3i, 1913, XVi, p. 191.
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also be in internal equilibrium, so that when in the metal the molecules

M and M^ are in equilibrium, there will be equilibrium between the

ions M" and M^-' in the electrolyte. So the sini|)le.st assumption

is this that the difFerent ions are emitted hy the metal, though this

need not take place in the ratio in which they are present as molecules

in the metal. In this way we then arrive at the result that the unary

electromotive equilibrium may be considered as a special equilibrium

in the series of electromotive equilibria of homogeneous mixed crystals,

which we may imagine as being built up of the molecules M
and M^ in different ratio.

Let us now suppose that tig. i ^) for a definite T,P and a definite

total metal-ion concentration indicates the potential difference L
between electrolyte and metal as function of the concentration.

The point a denotes the potei^tial of a solution of an J/-salt of

definite metal-ion concentration containing exclusively iV/ "-ions, with

1, Gf. Reindeks. Zeitschr. f. Phys. Ghem. 42, 225 (1902).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI,

45
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regard to a metal merged in this solution, which is thought to be

entirely built up of J/-molecules.

The point b denotes the same thing for a solution of the same

metal-ion concentration as the just-mentioned solution, but containing

exclusively il/j'-'-ions, a metal being immersed in this solution which

consists exclusively of il^V^^olecules. The metal M is here supposed

to be a base state, and M^ to be a noble state of the same metal.

Now it has been assumed in fig 1 that the metals M and M^ are

miscible to a limited degree in the solid state with the assumed T
and P. The two branches of the interrupted series of mixing are

indicated by the lines ad and eh, the solutions which can be in

electromotive equihbrium with these metal phases being indicated by

ac and cb. The line cde denotes the three-phase electromotive equili-

brium. In general this three-phase equilibrium can also lie above the

potential difference of the two metals, but this case is not considered

here, because we shall no doubt always have to do with association

in metals, in which it is to be expected that the metal phase will

contain more of the most composite pseudo-component than the coexist-

ing solution.

The phases coexisting in case of electromotive equilibrium of

course lie on a horizontal line, which, the A,,r-figure being given,

and the potential difference being known, immediately enables us to

know the concentration of the coexisting phases.

Now we may of course apply Van Laar's ') formula for the

potential difference between mixed crystals of two metals and electrolyte

also to the case supposed here. Considering that for electromotive

equilibrium

+ 4-

VMS VMS
(1)

in which hm and (im^ are the mol.-potentials of the 31" and M,'-''

ions in the electrol} te, and hm and ^im^ those of the molecules

AI and M^ in the metal, v^ and rj/, representing the number of

charges of the different metal-ions, we arrive at the following relation

for the potential difference

RT Km{1-^v) RT Km,xA= In = "* "TT-T ^^>

It follows from this formula, in which as I showed before, Km

1) Chem. Weekbl. 41, 1905.

Lehrbuch der Theoretischen Elektrochemie.
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and /v^j/, indicalc llie .sadinilioii coiiccjilratioiis of the iiietal-ioiis

M" anc( Af^-'-'-'}, that

1 1

c
and as in the case supposed here

V3I., = 2VM (4)

we get

:

K\yi- - = Ku,-^ (5)

4. The A, ,1' figure!, drawn here, holds for the case that tiie two

kinds of molecules and the two kinds of ions cannot be converted

into each other. If, however, an internal equilibrium is established,

only electromotive equilibrium is possible, when the coexisting phases

are both in internal equilibrium. This is immediately seen in the

following way. Equation 1 runs

+ +

Now

SO that

+ +

or

+ +
2nM — [iM^ =z 2/xji — n^J.^ ...... (6)

from which follows that when in case of electromotive equilibrium

internal equilibrium prevails in the electrolyte between the metal-

ions, for which

:

+ +

a consequence of this is that

:

2fij/ = fxj/j,

or in words that internal equilibrium must then also prevail in the

metal, and vice versa. As is directly to be seen, the same conclusion

follows from equation y5),. when we assume the validity of the law

of the chemical mass-action also in this case. As said before the

A,A'-tigure holds for a definite T, P and total metal-ion concentration.

The internal equilibrium in the metal phase is perfectly defined

for definite T and P. The internal metal-ion equilibrium in the

1) These Proc. May D 190(5. IX p. 2.
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electrolyte, however, is dependent on the coneeiitnitioii ; 6jy resp. 6^.1/2

varies witli tlie total concentration, and together witii it accoi'ding

to equation (2) also the potential difference A. If, therefore, also the

total metal-ion concentration has been fixed, everj- thing is perfectly

dete rminate.

Let us put that for given T, P and total metal-ion concentration,

for which our Fig. 1 holds, the internal equilibrium between the

metal-ions is indicated by the point Z, it follows from the A, .r- figure

that for unarj^ electromotive equilibrium the solution L will coexist

with the metal pha^e S for a potential difference indicated by the

situation of the line LS. It has been said that the internal equilibrium

in the metal phase is solely determined by T and P, i.e. the point

y, but the situation of S in the A, .v-figure depends of course on the

total metal-ion concentration in the electrolyte.

We see, however, that when we prolong the lines ac and nd

metastable, the same solution Z can be in unary electromotive

equilibrium with another metal phase for a higher potential difference,

viz. with the phase S' . This second unary electromotive equilibiium

is, however, metastable, whereas the first is stable.

If we first of all assume that we have always to do with internal

equilibrium we may question what will happen when the solution

Z is electrolysed, while the total metal-ion concentration is kept

constant. It is clear that for the separation of a metal phase, in

which another internal equilibrium prevails than in the electrolyte,

a molecular transformation will be necessary, which in our case

consists of the reaction 2M^^f^. We now see from Fig. 1 that

the metastable phase S' lies much closer to the liquid L' than the

stable phase S to the liquid phase L. It follows from this that the

deposition of the metastable metal S' requires a much smaller internal

transformation than that of S, ami the consequence of this luill

be that lühen electrolytic metal depositions is carried out at tempera-

tures at which the velocity of transformation of the metastable modi-

fcation to the stable modification is small, the metastable state is

deposited.

It is, therefore, seen from tiiis that for so far as Ostwald's ''6rV5^fo

der Umvmndlungsstufen'" holds also here, the explanation is quite

analogous to that given by me for the succession in the appearance

of different allotropic states of the same substance in the cases in

which the deposition was not effected by the supply of electric

energy ^). On that occasion I already pointed out that Ostwald's rule

1) Zeitschr. f. phys. Ghem. 84, 385 (1U13).
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need not necessarily abvays be valid, and here loo exceptions may
be expected, when viz. the nietastal)le and stable solid phases dilfer

only little in concentration.

5. We have discussed the phenomenon of electrolysis here on

the sup[)Osition that the internal equilibrium in both phases sets in

with so great a velocity that at any moment internal equilibrium

prevails, but this is a limiting case, and it is certain that the setting

in of the internal equilibrium at least at the ordinary temperature,

requires an appreciable space of time. It is therefore of importance

to ascertain what the phenomena will be when (he setting in of the

internal equilibrium cannot keep pace with the changes of concen-

tration caused by the electrolytic process.

For this purpose it is simplest first of all to assume the other

limiting case, viz. that the internal transformations are ^/i^/r^-A/ wanting

during the experiment. We think two rods of the same metal .1/,

which have somehow assumed internal equilibrium at the temperature

and the pressure for which Fig, 1 holds. These rods are used as

electrodes, and placed in some salt solution of the same metal, and

of a concentration, for which Fig. 1 also holds. Suppose internal

equilibriuui also to exist in the solution, then both metal electrodes

are in electromotive equilibrium with the solution and the coexisting

phases are indicated in Fig. 1 by the points S and L. Then we
think a negative catalyst to be added, after which there can be no

question any more of the setting in of internal equilibrium.

Fig. 2 represents the potential differences, which exist between

the two electrodes and the electrolvte. The distance c/>= rAnndicates

cc L n /V\% 2.

the |)otential of the solution with respect to the metal electrodes.

So the situation of cd agrees with the potential of the electrolyte,

and that of the lines ab and e./ with the potentials of the two metal

electrodes 1 and II. So the potential of the electrolyte is here positive

with respect to that of the metal electrodes.

Let us now connect the two metal electrodes with the poles of a

battery ; let us put 1 to be the positive, and II the negative pole,

then electrode 1 ^vill be dissolved, whereas metal fi'om the elecli-olyle

deposits on the electrode II. If we again imagine ihe total metal ion
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concentration kept artificially constant, Fig. I can account to us for

what will happen.

If positive electricity is applied to electrode I, the electromotive

equilibrium is bioken for a moment, and a new electromotive

equilibrium sets in, in consequence of molecules of the metal I being

dissolved as positive ions. If the ions il/ " and J/,-- entered the

solution in the same ratio as tliey were present as njolecules in the

metal, the composition of the metal would not change while the

electrolyte gets richer in ^l/,"--ions. It is clear that as we now

exclude internal transformations, in this way there cannot be question

any more of a renewed setting in of the clectromotixe equilibrium.

If the metal-ions entered. the solution exactly in the same ratio in

which they are already present in the electrolyte, the concentration

of the metal phase would change, whereas that of the electrolyte

remained the same, which could not lead to a renewed setting in

of the electromotive equilibrium either.

Thus we see that the metal phase will emit M" and J/,"--ions

in a ratio lying between L and S, in consequence of which both

phases become richer in M^, and two phases can therefore form

again, which can be in electromotive equilibrium with each other.

On supply of positive electricity to the electrode I the potential

difference A will, therefore, have to descend, and when the dotted

line pq in Fig. 1 indicates the potential difference zero, it is even

possible that the potential difference A at electrode I becomes negative.

What will take place at the other electrode II? At this electrode

metal will be deposited, and it is easy to see that assuming that at

first the stable phase S separates, the different metal-ions will be

discharged in a ratio lying between L and S, because only in this

way a renewed setting in of the electromotive equilibrium is possible.

Hence the coexisting phases will become richer in M on the side

of the metal-deposition, and the potential difference will become

greater positive. For a definite potential difference indicated by the

line ce another metal phase d will arise by the side of the metal

phase e, and when the electric current continues to pass through,

the potential difference remains constant till the metal ions in the

electrolyte depositing on the metal phase e, have converted this

latter phase, at least superficially, into the metal phase d. Then the

potential difference can increase again, and the metal phase moves

along the line da and the electrolyte along ca.

So we may conclude from the foregoing that when the current

has continued to pass for some time, figure 2 of the potential differences

may have been changed into figure 3.



Thoiujli at first there did not e.rist a potmtinJ diff'i'rence between

I and 11, this iri/I, indeed, he the case after some time, hecause in

a ^—^
^-
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In this connection it niaj be pointed out that explosive antinwm/

is probably a metal phase which is far removed from the stale of

internal equilibi-inm, and in which the internal transfoiinations are

impeded by the dissolved antimony-chloride.

7. In connection with the foregoing it is desirable to draw attention

to this that according to these considerations the contact tnltli the

solution of a salt of the metal must liave an accdleratin/j injiuence on

the setting in of the internal equilibrium of the metal.

In general we shall namely be no doubt justified in assnming

that the internal metal-ion equilibrium establishes itself pretty rapidly

in the electrolyte at the ordinary tem[)erature and pressure, whei-eas

under the same circumstances the metal probably will not get in

equilibrium or exceedingly slowly, if we imagine the case that at

the ordinary tem])erature and i)i'essure a metal is immersed into the

solution of a salt of this metal, then, assuming the same case as

represented in figure 1, the metal will contain too many molecules >lf

or too many molecules .1/,. The electrolyte, which indeed is

thought to be in internal equilibrium cannot be in electromotive

equilibrium with this metal, and the consequence of this is that both the

electrolyte and the metal will tend to reach this electromotive equi-

librium. Put that the mstal contains too many JA molecules, then

M^'-- ions will deposit from the electrolyte on (he metal, and M
molecules will be sent as ions in solution by the metal. In the

electrolyte the ion concentration no\v remains constant in consequence

of internal transformations, but the concentration in the surface of

the metal changes in such a way that it finally agrees with the

internal equilibrium. So the surface of the metal has reached inte^-nal

equilibrium by means of the electrolj'te, and now the possibility is

given that also the layers that lie deeper will assume intei-nal

equilibrium by self-grafting.

If the temperature is that of the trajisition point, (he electrolyte

lies exactly in c (Fig. 1) with internal equilibrium, and above this

temperature on the line ac. At the point of transition the electrolyte

will greatly promote the internal equilibrium both in the metal

phase e, and in the metal phase <l for the Just-meniioned reasons.

8. In conclusion I will direct attention to another circumstance

which ma}' be expected with great probability on the ground ot

the considerations of the theory of allotropy.

If for the sake of simplicity we retain (he case of a metal con-
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sistino- of molecules M and ,1/^, then it is clear that as we have

assigned tliret'. positive charges to every atom as ion, the molecules

M Ch and M^Cig will be formed on solution of this metal in hy-

drochloric acid. The solid salt which may be separated from this

solution will also contain both kinds of molecules, and in the state

of internal equilibrium in a ratio which is entirely determined by

7^ and P. Let us now suppose that this salt is reduced with hydrogen

at a temperature as low as possible, then when the temperature is

too low for the setting in of the internal equilibrium of the mole-

cules M and M^, a metal will form, which as far as internal con-

centration is concerned, may differ very much from the metal as

we know it. If the obtained metal relatively contains more simple

molecules than in the state of internal equilibrium, it will contain

a greater reactive [)Ower, because probably an association will be

generally attended with a decrease of chemical activity.

In this way perhaps the pyrophoric phenomenon will have to be

explained, which has already been observed for different metals, and

which disappears again when the metal is heated at higher temperature.

I have now briefly indicated the different directions in which for

some time the metals have been studied in my laboratory.

SUMMARY.

In this paper the theory of allotropy was applied to the electro-

motive equilibrium between metal and electrolyte, in which it appeared

that a metal exhibiting the phenomenon of allotropy, and consequently

composed of different kinds of molecules (different in degree of asso-

ciation), immersed in an electrolyte, will emit different kinds of ions.

By means of this it could be demonstrated that the unary electro-

motive equilibrium belongs to the A,.i'-figure of a pseudo-system,

which system might be realized foi' the case that the different kinds

of metal molecules and ions could not be transformed into each other

e.g. by the presence of a negative catalyst.

The application of this new view to the phenomenon of electrolysis

led to the following results.

In the first place it could be made clear that and why with electro-

lytic metal deposition in many cases not the stable hut the metastalde

phase will be obtained. In the second place the theory showed that

when the internal transformations under negative catalytic influences

fail to appear or are impeded, the metal that is made to dissolve
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bv ail electrolytic way, will get nobler superficially ^), whereas the

newly deposited metal will be baser ^) than what went into solution.

In the third place it was made probable that also the periodic

oscillations in the potential difference, which point to a periodic

enobling of the metal surface may be accounted for from the same

point of view.

In the fourth place it was demonstrated why the contact of a

metal with the solution of one of its salts must exert an accelerating

influence on the setting in of the internal equilibrium of the metal.

Finally attention was drawn to the possibility that on reduction

of metal compounds at low temperatures metal masses are obtained

which are far from the state of internal equilibrium, and can exhibit

an abnormally great chemical activity. This will be the case when

they differ from the ordinary metal states by a greater content of the

more simply composed kinds of molecules. The pyroi)lioric states

observed for some metals are possibly to be explai ned in this way.

Anory. chemie, laboratory

Amsterdam, Dec. 20, 1913. of the University.

^) This may also mean: becomes less base.

(January 29, 1914).
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Chemistry. — "Pseudoternarij systems of acid anhydrides and

iDater. 1. Phthalic anhydride.'' By Dr. H. R. Kruyt. (Com-

municated by Prof. Ernst Cohen).

(Communicated in the meeting of December 27, 1913).

F'or reasons, which will be further explained in a following treatise

of this series, the knowledge of the heterogeneous equilibria in

systems of acid anhydrides and water seemed to me of importance.

The only quantitative investigation that lias been made on this

subject is found in the dissertation of E. van de Stadt ^) and relates

to phthalic- and succinic anhydride. The results thereof may be

summarised as follows: If we shake the acid with water at a

definite temperature we soon attain an equilibrium; if, however, we
shake the anhydride with water, we notice a continuous rise of the

total-solubility-) at which values are attained far above the solubility

of the acid; then follows a period of fall quite as regular as the

previous rise, no discontinuity occurs, in this process; finally we
again arrive, at the solubility of the acid. These results suggest the

following inter[)retation: the anhydride has a greater solubility than

the acid, hence occurs the provisional high total concentration, but

Mr

FiK. 1.

1) Amsterdam 1901. Also Zeitschr. f. physik. Ghem. 31, 250 (1899) and 41,

353 (1902).

-) By this is meant the acid concentration as found by titration wliich represents

the sum of the acid- and anhydride molecules.
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gradually the anhydride disappears by conversion into the acid and

so we again finish with the acid-sohibility.

This exj)Ianati()n, howeN-cr cannot bo satisfactory, for it is assumed

herein that the })hase equilibria set in while the reaction equilibrium

is modifying the condition in the homogeneous solution. Thus we
have a pseudoternary system: water-an hydride-acid (W-A-Z). In

fig. 1 has been drawn the solubility-isotherm, the equilibrium line

will about coincide with the axis WZ. The position of a and b is

given by the assumed ditference in solubility between the acid and

the anhydride. If now we shake water and anhydride the solution

will about follow the lines Wh and Ac; in c the solubility of the

phthalic acid has been attained and if then a fall occurs in the

total solubility this means to say that solid phthalic acid huf^ depoaiteó.

But then the equilibrium is non-variant (p,t) and hence a fall cannot

take place immediately after a rise; no continuous maximum can

follow, but a long stop at the highest concentration must occur. A'ow

this was not observed by van de Stadt ; on repeating the experiment

at 20° I also noticed that the concentration of a solution when shaken

with phthalic anhydride in a rotating llask did not come to a

standstill, but passed continuously through a maximum value.

In Table I this frequently repeated experiment is indicated. ^V/IO

sodium hydroxide was used for the titration with phenolphthalein

as indicator.

TABLE 1.

3.17 gr. Phtalicanhydride + 90 cc. water.
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It should be noticed that in the interval between experiments 3

and 4 a finely divided solid mass had deposited (which verv much

impedes the tiltration through cotton wool) ; indeed the experiments

following have really been carried out with the two solid phases,

anhydride and acid; even after experiment 6 a few long needles of

anhydride were still readily visible.

Afterwards the shaking bottle was provided with acid as well as

with anhydride so as to determine the position of point c. Now
indeed a composition was attained that remained fairly constant for

a longer time (see the first two columns of table II). But it seems

peculiar that 1. the value found lies but little above the solubility

of the [)hthalic acid and 2. that the value was found to differ in

different experimental series. In the dissertation of van de Stadt we

also find in the second table on page 49 an extremely smooth maximum
as the progress of the solubility in the presence of the two solid phases.

Perhaps an explanation may be found here owing to a peculiar

relation between the xelocities of attainment of the homogeneous

and heterogeneous equilibria. As this necessitates the knowledge of

the proportion of anhydride to acid in the various solutions this

proportion was detei-mined. The chemical method applied by Lumiere

and Barbiek ^) in the study of the equilibrium in the homogeneous

system acetic-anhydride-water proved impracticable here, but the

electric conductivity power previously applied by Voerman") and by

Rivett and Sidgavick ^) in the study of the progressive change of the

reaction in homogeneous systems, seemed to furnish a better method.")

In order to render unnecessary the repeated withdrawal of large

volumes of liquid a small plunging electrode was constructed with

a capacity that just required suitable resistances for liquids used in

these experiments.

We made use of de Haen's phthalic anhydride (m.p. 130°.6 in

VAN Eijk's apparatus'!
;
phthalic acid was prepared from that anhydride

by complete hydratation ; titre and conductivity j)Ower of the saturated

solution appeared to be independent of the quantity of solid phase,

hence foreign substances were absent. By numerous determinations

with concordant results we found for the solution saturated with

phthalic acid :

1) Bull. Soc. Glieni. de France [3] 33, 783 (1905).

2) Diss. Gi-oningen 1903, Rec. d. Trav. Chim. d. Pays-Bas 23, 265 (1904).

3) Journ. Ghem. Soc. 97, 732 and 1677 (1910).

'^) The method also has been applied by Boëseken and his collaboralors, of.

Rec. d. Ti-av. Ghim. d. Pays Bas 1912 and these Proceedings. (Note added in the

English translation).
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35.2 niilliinol. p. litre spec, t'oml. [)0\ver 0.001952.

If we lake (i^ for 20° on 0.333, Ostwald'« law of tliliitioii llien

yields /= 0.117, which result was \)u{ to the test in a miinbcr of

solutions. The acid concentration may now he calculated from the

specific conductivity power ').

The experiments were carried out by rotating a small Mask in

the usual manner in a thermostat. The conductivity vessel was
furnished with a trebly perforated stopper. Through the stopper was
put the plunging electrode, also a little tube leading to the cotton-

wool filter and another one to which suction could be applied.

Immediately after 11 cc. of the li([uid had been withdrawji the

resistance was measured in the usual manner (Wheatstonk bridge,

alternating current and telephone)
; 10 cc. were then pipetted off

and titrated.

In Table 2 is found the complete composition of the solutions which
are shaken with the two solid phases. We notice that although a

totally stationary maximum value was not found, it is very surprising

to find how remarkably little anhydride is contained in the solutions

which during about two hours still change but httle in composition.
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w
Fia. 2-

a lies at a greater concentration than b, the solution c contains more

acid than a. Looking at the presumably \evy slight solubility of the

anhydride and the fairly lai-ge reaction velocity of the hydratation

(four times greater^) than that of acetic and succinic anhydride) it

will be understood why in different experimental series were found

maximum values which mutually slightly differed. (Some tritration

values from different series: 41,4 — 41,4,44,0 — 44,3— 44,5). Three

processes are taking place continuously : solution of anhydride,

hydratation thereof and crystallisation of phthalic acid. The latter

will no doubt take place spontaneously as a large quantity of finely

divided solid phase is present: the second takes place fairly rapidly

and the first is evidently not rapid enough to maintain the condition

of the point c. That appears from table 3 where this last reaction
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was promoted by adding a large quantily of finely powdered anhydride.

If we compare these results with those of Tabic 2, we notice

that now indeed the anhydride-concentration has risen : as the acid

concentration also lies higher this is evidently also promoted by the

concentration increase of the other pseudo-component.

It now still remained to be seen whether the internal composition

of the liquids which are shaken with anhydride oidy, agrees with

the conclusions drawn from the above experiments.

In Table IV is shown the result of a measurement.

TABLE IV.

3.11 gr. anhydride + 90 cc. water.
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Tlie |)rogi-essive change of the solubility is also characterised by

the fact that afler about 25 minutes, when the solubility ofphthalic

acid (35.2 millimol. per litre) has not yet been attained, the condition

is already such that the solution contains a preponderance of acid.

The idoa that phthalic anhydride should be readily soluble is, therefore,

without any foundation; the anhydride concentration can, moreover,

not be calculated bj simply deducting the solubility of the acid in

water from the total solubility.

This last experimental series therefore also confirms our contention :

the anhydride passes into solution as such and then becomes hydrated

and this so rapidly in comparison with its solubility velocity that

the non-variant {p,t) equilibrium is not attained, or at least not

permanently so. The anhydride, if we will not credit it with an

ahnormaUy small solubility velocity (for which there exists no reason,

just the contrary), has a much smaller solubility than the acid.

No measurements have as yet been carried out with succinic

anhydride, but looking at the parallel behaviour of the two acid

anhj'drides similar relations may be expected there also.

Owing to the peculiar relations between the homogeneous and the

heterogeneous reaction velocities in this kind of systems, we are

here at the limitation wliere we may still speak of actual pseudo

ternary systems. In connection therewith and other correlated questions

the investigation of different systems is being continued.

Utrecht, Dec. 1913. van 't UoFF-Lahoratori/.

Chemistry. — "The mechanism of the acid formation of aliphatic

acid anhydrides in an excess of water". By Prof. J. Böeskkkn

and P. E. Verkade. (Communicated by Prof. Holleman).

(Communicated in the meeting of December 27, 1913).

The communication of Wii.sdon and Sidgwick ^) on the hydratation

of some acid anhydrides induces us to give a short résumé of the

results obtained by us when investigating the hydratation of the

aliphatic acid anhydrides.

This investigation ") has already been announced by one of us

some time ago. He had found that the hydratation constant of the

cyclic acid anhydrides was connected with the dissociation constant

of the acids formed thereof. As it was his intention to get to know

^) Soc. 103, 1959 (1913).

2) Recueil 31, 90 (1912).
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something about tlie ring tension eventually occui-ring in those acid

anhydrides, it iiad to be decided whether the dissociation constant

of the acids was the only or principal factor which, besides that

ring tension, could exert an intlnence on the hydratation velocity.

The hydratation of the anhydrides of the fatty acids seemed to him the

most appropriate one, because in this the factor of the ring tension

is excluded, whilst that of the dissociation constant can be readily

applied. Moreover, the values of the dissociation constants of the

fatty acids do not diverge much, so that other factors can exert

their influence distinctly. While the detailed account of this invest-

igation will be published in another form '), we give here a short

summary of the results obtained.

The hydratation velocity of the acid anhydrides was determined

in the manner indicated by Voi-^rman '^), namely by measuring the

conductivity of the aqueous solutions in which it is assumed that

only the acid determines the conductivity and that this is not

modified by the anhydride still present.

The conductivity of the acids and the dissociation constant to be

deduced therefrom had to be accurately known, because from the

conductivity found in the hydratation the concentration of the acid

formed (and consequently that of the anhydride consumed) had to

be calculated. As the values given in the literature for the diss,

const, often differ considerably, we judged it necessary to make
new determinations thereof.

They were carried out in the usual manner already frequently

described by us.

A correction for the conductivity of the water itself (1—1.5 X lO-**)

was not applied, because this conductivity is caused in the carefully

Dissociation-constants of the fatty acids.
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cleaned Jena vessels by carbon dioxide and the dissociation thereof

is practically repelled by the fatty acids.

The constant given above for^wopropylacetic acid (= 1.68) has

been found equal for both the commercial and synthetic product.

As the former is contaminated with methylethylacetic acid and as

the constant thereof does not differ much from that of the pure

2.9övalerianic acid ^), this was to be expected.

The measurements of the hydratation velocity were executed in

the same manner as those described previously. ^) The anhydride

Propionicanhydride 0°.
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was shaken with previously warmed (cooled) condnctivit}^ water

and then fdtered ra[»idly into the resistance vessel.

As O-point was taken the moment that tlie irregular initial reaction

was over and tlie bridge readings could take place accurately.

Subjoined are found some of these measurements. (See p. 720).

In this manner the following constants were obtained for different

acid anhydrides.

Hydratation-constants of the fatty anhydrides.
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h. For Iso and n butyric acid the proportion of tlie hjdratation

constants =1:1,04, and J : 1,07 respectively; that of the dissocia-

tion constants 1 :1,01, and 1:1,02 respectively. Tlie branching of

a saturated group, appears therefore to exert but little intluence on

the velocity of hydratatiou. This is in accordance with the fact that

the hydratation constants of the two isomerics- diuiethylsuccinic an-

hydrides are proportional to the dissociation constants of the correlated

acids. ^)

c. If now we assume provisional!}' that, other influences being

ecpial, the hydratation constant is proportional to the dissociation

constant, the specific intluence of the saturated group may then bo

expressed in figures.

Therefore we have only got to divide the hydratation constants

by the dissociation constants; we tiien obtain, for the intluence of

this group, for instance at 25°:

For acetic acid 3.92 X 10-3

For propionic „ 2.89 X 10-3

„ u butyric „ 1.65 X 10-3

„ isobutyric „ 1.58 X 10-3

Proportion

1.36

1.75

From the corresponding values for butyric acid and isobutyric

anhydride follows that the influence of the configuration of the group

in regard to other influences must be trifling (see b).

The influence of the mass must be, however, ^'ery great as the

retardation that occurs by the introduction of two methyl groups in

the acetic anhydride (^1.36) is less than that observed by intro-

ducing those same groups into the propionic anhydride (= 1.75).

This stronger retarding influence of the ethyl than that of the

methyl group also appears from what has been found in the case

of the mixed acetic propionic anhydride. The constant thereof lies

between the two constants of the acetic and propionic anhydride,

but slightly more towards the constant of propionic anhydride.

In the case of the isovaleric anhydride we have met with very

great difficulties; the solubility of this substance in water is exceed-

ingly small so that we could not get solutions containing more

than 0,005 raol. V».

Owing, however, to the very small velocity with which the

hydratation took place and the fairly great conductivity of the iso-

valeric acid the process could be traced very accurately.

1) Rec. 31, 80 (1912).
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Here it appeared that there was no question of a constant; the

calculated constant decreased, but so regularly and (after elimination

of all possible disturbinij; influences) so very concordantly, that we
were able to conclude that this decrease might be traced to a very

definite cause.

The subjoined table shows one of the many measurements.

Isovaleric anhydride at 25"' .0.

;,
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In consequence of Voerman's observations (1. c.) we first believed

tluit the anhydride might be polymerised and that a succession of

depolymerisation and hydratation was measured. As, however, the

anhydride did not give the least indications of polymerisation even

in strongly associating liquids, CgH^ and C^H^NO^, we gave up this

idea in favour of the following assumption.

We can imagine the j)rocey8 to be divided into two j)hases: the

first is the union with water or the hydratation i)ro})er ; the second

is the splitting of the hydrate into two molecules of acid.

Now in the case of the lower acid anhydrides the first process

will take place very i-apidiy causing the second one to be measured

only; hence, the reaction exhibits the form of the simple unimole-

cular change.

If the velocity of the fii'st in regard to the second is no longer

practically infinite, we are then dealing with the succession of two

unimolecular processes occurring in the same direction and the uni-

molecular-calculated constant will exhibit a reguhu- change ^).

We give here three of these observation series obtained with very

carefully purified synthetic /.vcvaleric anhydride.

FalUng constant of the hydratation of the isovaleric anhydride.

Constant

X106
2000

1800

1600

1400

1200

1000 L
0-point 0-point 0-point time 2/3 mm. = 1'.

1st Series 2nd Series 3rd Series

The further discussion of these observations in connection with the

1) OsTWALD. Lehrbuch Allg. Gh. II, 2, 285.
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relation applying to the unimolecular follow reactions will be

given elsewhere; we call, however, already now the attention to

the fact that Benratii ') has fonnd thai in glacial acelic acid (he

reaction between equivalent qnantities of water and acetic anhydride

proceeds nnimolecnlarly, which can only be explained by assuming

that in glacial acetic acid they are dissolved Jointly as hydrate (in

fact that the hydration proceeds exceedingly rapidly) and tiiat this

hydrate splits np into the acid molecules ').

Farther, we have also succeeded in demons! i-ating the formation

of other additional com[)Ounds with the acid anhydrides of which

those with isovaleric anhydride exhibit a greater stability than those

with the lower acid aidiydrides.

Thus we conld isolate the additive products of hydroferricyanic

acid with wovaleric and heptylic anhydride in a crystalline condition

and analyse the same whereas these two gave with 70 7o perchloric

acid colorations that pointed to additi\e action.

With great probability we may conclude already now that the

conversion of acid anhydrides into acids proceeds in two phases;

presumably there first takes place a linking of the anhydride to the

watermolecu les which occurs very rapidly with the lower terms;

this is then succeeded by the splitting reaction which takes place

more slowly.

The analogy existing between the acid anhydrides, the esters, and

the ethers and between the acid formation, the saponification and

the alcohol formation causes the elucidation of the first reaction to

become of a more general significance.

If, on further working out the results obtained, it appears that

the process studied by us proves with certainty the linking of water

followed by hydrolysis, we may expect this to be also the case with

the other processes mentioned.

Like in so many other chemical transformations we again get here

the impression that the reaction proper is preceded by a previous

stage, namely the mutual influence of the molecules.

This is often shown by the formation of an additive product, but

here, as in the case of the catalytic phenomena, the reaction proper

will proceed more rapidly when this additive product forms more

quickly and possesses less stability.

1) Z. Ph. Gh. 67. 501 (1909).

~) Benrath measures the density of a mixture of acetic anhydride, glacial acelic

acid and water during the hydration; he finds a cliange in density of about one

unit in the second decimal.
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SUMMARY.

1. We determined llie progressive change of (he acid formation

from some aliphatic saturated acid anhydrides in presence

of an excess of water at 0° and 25°.

2. In the case of the lower acid anhydrides including the butyric

acids this proved to be a unimolecular reaction with a relative

small temperature coefficient.

3. As from previous investigations it had appeared that the

reaction constant is closely connected with the dissociation

constant of the acids forming, it could be deduced, by elimi-

nating this intluence, that the hydratation constant decreases

as the mass of the saturated group increases, and that the

branching of the saturated carbon chain has little influence

on this constant.

4. From the fall of the "constant" for the acid formation from

/.sovaleric anhydride it was deduced tliat the formation of acid

usually takes place in two |)hases : a. Absor[)iion of water,

h. splitting of the hydrate; that with t lie lower acid anhydrides

the first reaction occm-s very i-apidly so that only the last

unimolecular reaction gets measured ; that in the case of the

/.s'ovaleric anhydride the first reaction no longer takes place

infinitely in regard to the second so that we must get the

image of a follow-reactioii witii unequal reaction constants.

Delft, December 1913.

Lab. Org. Chem. Techn. Univ., Delft.

Mathematics. — "Bilinear congruences and complexes oj plane

algebraic curves.'' By Prof. Jan ue Vries.

1. We shall consider a doubly infinite system of plane curves

of order n, consequently a congruence [y"]. We suppose that through

an arbitrary point o\\\y one qwvxq passes, and that an arbitrary

straight line is cut in n points by only one cur\'e. The congruence

is in that case of the first order, and of the first class ; we shall

call it for the sake of brevity a Inlinear congruence.

As a y" of the congruence is determined by a straight line r of

its plane (f, all planes (f must pass through a fixed point F, which

we shall call the pole.

A ra}^ ƒ passing through F {polar ray) bears co^ planes (f; the

curves y" lying in it form a surface ^ of order {n-\-V), for any

point of ƒ lies on only one curve y".
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We consider now the surfaces S"+\ belonging to the rays /and
/'

; they have in common the y" lying in the plane iff), and intersect

further along a curve o of order (?i'-l-n+r;, which passes through i^').

Through a point S. of n pass two curves y", the planes of which
contain successively the straight lines ƒ and ƒ'. S is therefore a

singular point and lies consequently in oo^ curves y". The planes of

these y" form the pencil with axis FS; the curves themselves lie

on a ^"+1. which has a node in S; for a straight line passing

through S meets -5'"4-J in (??,—1) points situated outside S.

Let /" be an arbitrary ray through F, s = FS a bisecant of the

curve (J; y" in the plane (/".v) passes through S. The surface 2
belonging to ƒ" contains therefore the curve o and the latter is

base-curve of the net which is formed by the oo^ surfaces 2. The
y" which is determined by an arbitrary point P, forms with a the

base of a pencil belonging to the net.

A y" can meet an arbitrary surface 2^"+\ in singular points S
only ; consequently it rests in ?i (;n -f- 1) points on the singular curve

ö«*+"+', while its plane cuts 0^ still in the pole F.

A bilinear congruence [y] consists of the curves y", which cut a

twisted curve of the order {n^ -\- n -{-1) in (n -j- 1) points, and send

their planes through a fixed point of that curve'').

The curve o may be represented by

X
6»
X

^x yx

=0,

hence the [^"+1] by

fyi

x X
= 0,

«X ^x yx

and the congruence [y] by the relations

= 0.

2. The surface ^ formed by tJie y", which rest in a singular

1) 0- is of the rank n (^n~ -\-
n -\- 1) and the genus ^n{n—l)(2w + l); it sends

I n2 in" + 1) bisecants through one point.

2) For' n = 2 this lias been pointed out by Montesano ("Su di un sistema lineare

di coniche nello spazio'\ Attl di Torino, XXVII, p. 660—690). Godeaux arrived

at the congruence [7'*] by inquiring into linear congruences of y» of the genus

V2 (w — 1) (>i— 2), which possess one singular curve, on which the >« rest each

in w (w + 1) points. ("Sulle congrucnze lineari di. curve piane dotate di una sola

curva singolare", Rend, di Palermo, XXXIV, p. 288—300).

47

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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point S on (J, is out in (n + 1) points by an arbiirary straight

line /; consequently <J is an {?i -}- l)-fold curve on the sui-face A of

the curves y", wiiich are cut by /. As two surfaces A apart from

Ö can only have in common a number of y", which agrees with

the order of yi, we have foi- the determination of that order -v the relation

w' = nx -f {7i + 1)' {n' + ?< + !);

from which ensues .x = {n -\- l)^

The y^ restimj on a straight line I form a surface of order

[ji _[_ \y on ichich the 7", of ivhlch the plane passes through I, is an

n-fold curve ; the singular curve is (w -}- l)-fold.

A is cut n{n-\-'\)" times hy an arbitrary y" of the congruence;

from this appears again tliat y" rests in n in -f- 1) i^oints on 0.

Two arbitrary straight lines are cut by [n -J- I)"' curves of the

congruence.

A plane
(f^

passing throug[\ / intersects yi moreover along a curve,

which is apparently cut n {n — 1) times on / by the y", of which

the plane passes through /; in each of the remaining {n -{- ly— 1—
71 (n— 1) = 'Sn points (/ is touched by a y".

The curves y", lohich touch a given plane have their points of

contact on a curve of order 3/i, ivhich possesses {if-{-'n-^l) double points.

Tlie last mentioned observation ensues from the fact that the

surface JS'«+", which has a node in a singular point aS, is cut by

f/j along a curve with node S ; (f is therefore touched in *S by two y".

Tlie curve (/^" found just now is the locus of tlie coincidences of

the involution formed from collinear sets of 71 points in which (f is

cut by [y"].

3. The surface J belonging to an arbitrary straight line, not

lying in </), has apart from the {n" -\- n -\- i) points S S7i{n-{-iy—
2 (7i+l) {n'^n^l) = {n-i-l) (n'-\-7i—2) = (?i-[-2) {n'—l) points in

common with ip^'K

'There are {71 -{- 2) {n" — 1) curves in [y], lohich touch a given

pla7ie, a7id at tlie same time cut a given .straight liiie.

We can arrive at the last mentioned result in an other way yet.

The surface ^"+', which contains the y", the planes of which

pass through a polar ray ƒ, is cut by a straight line /in {71 -\- 1l)

points ; so the planes of (?i + 1) curves y" pass through ƒ, which

curves rest on /. Consequently the planes of the y" lying on ^ envelop

a cone of class (n ~{-l).

A plane ff> cuts ^"+' along a curve r/"+i, which passes through

the point of intersection of/, and sends {7i-\-l)n—2 = {n-\-2) {7i—1)
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tangents Ihroiigh lluil point. From (his follows that the planes of

the V", louc'hing (f, envelop a cone of class ((n-^'2){n—J).

Each conimon tangent plane of the two cones, contains a y", which

cuts / and touches (f ; for the number of those curves we tind there-

fore again {n-\-1){ii''—1).

The two cones of class [n-^-IXn—1), which are enveloped bj the

planes of the y", which touch two given planes have (?i-|-2)* {n— 1)

tangent planes in common. As many curves y" consequentli/ touch

tioo given planes.

4. A surface ^"+^ belonging to the polar ray ƒ, contains a

number of y" with a node ; such a y" is the intersection of 2 with

a tangent plane passing through ƒ.

In order to determine the number of those planes, we consider

the points which 2 outside ƒ, has in conimon with the polar surfaces

«" and /i" of two points A and B lying on ƒ. A plane ^ passing

through ƒ cuts these surfaces along two curves a"~^ and è""~^ which

cut ƒ in two groups of {n—1) points At and Bk- If <p is made to

revolve round ƒ, these sets of {n—1) points describe two projective

involutions so that a correspondence [n—l,?z—1) arises on/. In

each coincidence C, ƒ is cut by two curves a"~"', l>"~^ lying in the

same plane (f ; there «" and /?" have therefore the same tangent

plane which contains at the same time the tangent of the curve

ff of the order {n^—1), which r«" and /i" have in common, apart from ƒ.

The 2('/z
—

-1) points C are at the same time the coincidences of

the involution of the ?i*'' degree, which is determined on ƒ by the

curve y", out of which ^ is built up ; in each point C, ^ is there-

fore touched by the plane fp and moreover by the curve y. Conse-

quently Q has on ƒ 4(n—1) points in common with S ; the number

of intersecting points of <fi
and 2 lying outside /" amounts therefore

to (n'—l){7i-{-l) — Mn=zl) = {n—lYin-i-3). ')

Through each polar ray ƒ pass consequently the planes of

{n—l)^(n-|-3) nodal curves y"o.

The planes of the nodal curves y''^; envelop a cone of class

{n—l)-[n-{-S); the ])lanes of the ;/", which rest on a straight line /,

envelop a cone of class (ii-{-l). From this folloivs that the nodal

curves y",: form a surface A of order (^i+3) {n-\-'i) {n—1)^

On a straight line ƒ lie n (n—1)^ (n-|-3) points of the nodal curves

y"o-, of wdiich the planes pass through f; in the [)ole F the surface

A is cut by ƒ in (?z+3) {n—1)' points.

1) For w + 1 = 3, we duly (ind the live paii.s of lines wliich rest on a straight

line of a cubic surface.

47*
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Let ;S be a point of the singular curve 6; the ray FS is cut in 5

5y the (?z+3)(?z--l)' curves yc", of which the planes pass through i^>S.

In connection with what was mentioned above we may therefore

conclude that the singular curve ö is (?ï4-3) (7Z— l)'-fold on the

surface A.

5. If all y" pass through the pole F, so that the latter is a

fundamental point of the congruence, then all surfaces ^" + i have

a node in F. Two surfat^es have four points in F in common in

that case; one of tliem belongs to the y", which forms part of the

intersection, consequently the lingular curve o has now a triple point

in F. In an arbitrary plane (p passing through F the two 2 have

{ii-\--\y — 4 points in common, apart from F, {n—1) of those

points lie on the common y", the remaining (yi'-l-?z— 2) on o.

In those points o is cut by the curve of the congruence lying in

(f. The curves y" consequently pass through the triple point of the

singular curve, and rest moreover in (n+2)(?z~l) other points on it.

Any plane passing through a tangent tk in i^ to ö contains a y»,

which touches tk in F. In the plane passing through two of those

tangents lies therefore a yj", wiiich has a node in F. Each of the

three bitangent planes of «J which are determined by the three

tangents in 7^^ contains therefore a yo^" with node F.

The quadric cones of contact in F of the surfaces of the net

[^"+^J form apparently a net which has as base edges the three

tangents of the singular curve o. To that net belongs the figure

consisting of the plane tk ti with an arbitrary plane passing through

t,n; so the net [^"+ i] contains three systems of surfaces, which

have a biplanar point in F; the edge of the pair of planes into

which the cone of contact degenerates lies in one of the three

planes tk ti .

6. We shall now consider a triply infinite system of plane algebraic

curves y«, which form a bilinear complex |y"| '). In an arbitrary

plane lies therefore one y", and the curves y", which pass through

a point F, lie in the planes of a peiicil (cone of the first class)

;

the axis p of that pencil we shall call for the sake of brevity, the

axis of P.

The curves of |y"|, of which the planes pass through an arbitrary

straight line r form apparently a surface of order {n~\-\), which we

1) The bilinear complexes of conies have been fully treated by D. Montesano

("1 complessi bilineari di coniclic nello spazio", Atti R. Ace. NapoH, XV, ser.

2a, nO. 8).
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shall indicate by ^,"+ '. Tlirongli a point P of /• i)as,ses only one

y", namely the curve lying in the plane {pr).

The surface -S'/+ > belonging to an axis p has a node in P; for

a line / passing through P cuts the y" of the i)lane {pi) in (?z— 1)

points lying outside P.

If r is made to i-evolve in a plane (p around a point then

-2"/'+ ! describes a pencil. In order to determine the surface -S" which

passes through an arbitrary point P, we have only to find the ray

?', which cuts the axis p of P. The base of this pencil consists of

the curve y" lying in (r and a twisted curve r/)'''+"+i, which cuts

y" in n{n-{-l) points.

Any point P of this curve lies on oo^ curves /" ; its axes /; must

meet all the rays of the pencil {0, <p), consequently pass through 0.

To the net of rays of the straight lines r, lying in (f, corresponds

a net of surfaces -^/+ '. Through two arbitrary points P, P' passes

the surface belonging to the straight line r, which cuts the axis p,^9'.

7. Let us now consider the surfaces of this net belonging to

three straight lines, r, r' , r" of y, Avhich do not pass through one

point. The curve (>""+"+•, which two of these surfaces have in com-

mon, cuts the third surface in {n-{-l) {n--\-n-\-l) points. To these

points belong n (n-|-l) points of the y" lying in (p.

Let H he, one of the remaining {n-\-l){n''-\-n-\-l) — {ii-\-\.)n =
{n-\-l){n^ -\-l) intersections. Through H pass the curves y" lying in

the three planes which connect // with r,r',r\; these planes do not

belong to a pencil, consequently H bears co^ curves y" and is therefore

a cardinal point (fundamental point) of the complex |y"|. Any straight

line through H is apparently an axis and determines by means of

its intersection with 7-, a pencil (2'"+^), consequently a curve rj"Hn+i.

The complex |y"| has {n-\-'i){ii^ -\-l) cardinal points; they are at

the same time cardinal points of the complex of rays \p\ and of the

complex of curves |9"^+"+'|.

The cardinal points are apparently base points of the net 1-2" +'1

belonging to the plane (p, or, more exactly expressed, ofall the nets

which are indicated by the planes <f
in space.

8. Let us now consider the curves of {y"| which send their planes

through an arbitrar} point F. Through a point P passes the y" of

the plane {Fp); through a straight line r passes the plane {Fr) and

this plane contains one y". So we have set apart out of the complex

a bilinear congruence [y"] which has F as pole. Its polar rays are

the axes p of the points P of the singular curve <>'•'+"+'
; they
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project this curve out of tlie pole F Ijing on i(, consequently form

a cone of order n{n-\-i). From tliis follows that thea.vesof\)'"\fonn

a complex of rays of order ?z(?i+l).

In iiny plane passing through a cardinal point H lies a y", which

passes through H. The oo^ y" passing through H form therefore a

special congruence [/"], which has i/ as fundcimental point; the

singular curve o of this congruence has therefore a triple point in

7/ (§ 5) ; it is the ö's which has Hk as pole.

Each point H is triple point of a singular curve o, tahich passes

through the remaining cardinal points.

This curve is base curve of a net of surfaces 2E, which have all

a node in H.

The planes of the nodal curves y",; envelop a surface of class

(/z— 1)^(714-3), for this is the number of tangent planes of — ^''+'5

which pass through a straight lijie r (§ 4).

The curves y".; form apparently a congruence of which the order

and class are [n— 'iy{n-];-Z).

a'^x il"x
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In order to dcterniine llie surface ^"+1 l)eIonj!,ing- lo llie strai<>ht

line wliicii joins (lie points ï and Z, one lias to eliminate ((,i^,y,(f

out of ^ «yj = 0, ^ «jj = 0, ^ a.i\ = and -2" a(V\ = ; then one

finds

I 1/ z .7' n'* I
—

,71 ^'l '^-l "j. ^>

while the straight line VZ is indicated by

II /A = 0.

Through the point A' pass the axes of the points )', for which

we have

a»

11

c"
y

= and y^ c"

y

= 0.

These surfaces of order {n-\-l) have the curve

//. ^" ^•"

y

y

=
c'/s -y -8

in common, which is of order n, but is not situated on the two

other surfaces of order {n-\-A), which are indicated by

1

1 11. a" X, 11=0
II y II

The last mentioned relations determine therefore a curve of order

(/i^ -\- n -{- 1) as locus of the points Y. From this ensues again that

the axes form a complex of rays of order n [n -\-l).

Mathematics. — ''A bilinear congruence of twisted quartics of the

first species" ]iy Prof. Jan de Vries.

1. As we know, we distinguish with congruences of algebraic

twisted curves two characteristic numbers, called order and class.

The order indicates how many curves pass through an arbitrary

point, the class the number of curves which have an arbitrarily

chosen straight line as a bisecant. If both numbers are one the

congruence is called bilinear. In volume XVI of the Rend, del Circ.

mat. di Palermo (p. 210) E. Veneroni has proved that there exist

principally two kinds of bilinear congruences of twisted cubics. An

analogous inquiry concerning congruences of twisted quartics of the

first species, q\ has not been made till now. ^)

1) The bilinear congruences of conies have been treated by Montesano (Atti di

Torino XXVII p. GGO).
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In a commiinicadoji which appeared in Volume XIY of these

Proceedimjs, I have (p. 255) considered the bihnear congruence [i>^],

which arises if the quadrics of two pencils are made to intersect. ^)

It is not difHicult to understand that no bilinear congruences

of curves of a higher order can be produced by two pencils of

surfaces. For, if these pencils are of the degrees m and n, they

intersect an arbitrary line in two involutions of the degrees m and

11 and these have in common k=z[m—1) (yi—1) pairs; so we find

a congruence [(>'""] of the tirst order, and the class {m—l){n—1) ;

only for m = ?z = 2 we find k=zl.

2. In order to arrive at another group of bilinear congruences,

I consider a net of cubic surfaces [<ï*']. Through an arbitrary point

P pass 00^ surfaces 'f>^ which form a pencil included in the net,

of which pencil the base curve in the general case will be a twisted

curve Q^ of ,i»;enus JO. All the curves (/ included in the net conse-

quently form a congruence of order one. On an arbitrary line the

net determines a cubic involution of the second i-ank; the latter

possesses as we know a neutral pair iV,, N^; all the q^ through

iV"i pass through N^ as well, consequently the congruence is also

of the first clas.^, therefore bilinear.

If all the <?»' have a curve in common, the curves (>' degenerate

into an invariable and a variable part, and a bilinear congruence of

curves of a lower order is found. We shall now consider the case

in which we have to do with a congruence [9"].

3. Let Q^ be a twisted curve of order five, and let the genus be

2, so the remaining section of a «f»^ and a ^/>'-, which have a straight

line in common. Any surface «f»^ passing through 14 points of (>*

contains this curve '^); consequently the 0" passing through q^ and

three arbitrarily chosen points H,, H^, H^, form a net. Two of these

surfaces have besides q\ a 9" of the 1^^ species in common, which

intersects q^ in eiglit points^). With a third ?>', ('•* has 12 points in

common, of which 8 lie on o% the other four, and to them belong

of course H^, H^ and H^ lie apparently on all '/>\ therefore on

all q\

1) If the bases of the two pencils have a straight line in cominon, one of the

two congruences [o*^] found by Veneroni arises.

-) R. Sturm, Synthetische Untersuchungen über Flachen dritter Ordnung

(1867, p 234\ P. H. Schcute, La courbe d' intersection de deux surfaces

cubiques et ses degenerations (Archives Teyler 1901, t. VII. p. 219). M. Stuyvaert,

Cinq études de geometrie analytique (Mem. Soc. Liége, 1907, t, VII, p. 40).

3) Schoute, (1. c. p. 241), Stuyvaert, (1. c. p. 41).
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Plere we have eonse(]iiently a bilinear congruence [(/] with four
cardinal points B^ and a singular curve (^/ ; i.e. all (>* pass through

the four cardinal points and rest in 8 points on (>* ^).

4. Let t be a triseeant of q' ; the pencil of net surfaces determined

by a point of t has for base the complex of (/,t and a plane cubic

y\ which has a point T with t in common, and 5 points with q'\

This v' must contain the four cardinal points H; consequently the

cardinal points are situated in a plane <(

.

Any curve y' connects the 4 cardinal points and the 5 points 74,

in which q^ cuts the plane (p, with the intersecting- point 7' of the

triseeant belonging to it. As the trisecants form the quadratic ruled

surface <P\ on which (>' lies, the points R, together with T may
be connected by a conic r^

The curves y'' form a pencil with base {Rk, Hk) ; any y" intersects

x" in the point 2\ through which the straight line t passes, which,

considered together with f belongs to the congruence \j^*'\ ').

The locus of the degenerate figures (y"' -\- t) is apparently the com-

plex of *P^ and (p, and consequently belongs to the net [r/»'].

5. Let b be one of the four bisecanis of (>', which pass through

the cardinal point Hie. All the ^P"^ which contain b, have moreover

a Q^ in common, which has /; as bisecant and rests in 6 points on ^*.

Consequently there are sixteen figures (9^ -f- b) in
[(»^J.

A third group of complex figures is formed by pairs of conies

(«^ /i^). Let «^ be a conic passing through i/j, H^, intersecting ^'^ in

4 points, the </*" passing through cr and q^ have an other conic pMn
common, which intersects «^ in 2 points, q"" in 4 points and passes

through //a, H^

The number of <r we deduce using the law of permanency of the

number. We replace q^ by the complex of a 0^ and a 0*, which

have three points in common ; through a point P pass consequently

3 straight lines, which rest on 0^ and 0'^
; with the bisecant of 0'

they form the 4 straight lines which replace the 4 bisecants of 9*
;

consequently (0^ -\- 0^) is to be considered as a degeneration of (>^

In any plane passing through H^ and H^ lies a conic (f"^ connecting

these points with 3 points of 0^
; as the straight line H^H^ cannot

1) If the base of the net consists of a curve p*', of genus 3, antl a cardinal

point H, the second bilinear congruence [o^] is formed.

-) That the figure (y^ 4. ^) is a special case of a ^'^ appears from the fact that

through an arbitrarily chosen point F, two straight linos may be drawn which

intersect ,
^ and t ; they replace the bisecants which ;,.

•• sends out through P.
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apparently be a part of a degenerate 7', the r/' form a quadric.

This is cut by 0^ in 4 points ; among them are tiie 3 common points

of 0=* and G- ; through the fourth intersecting point passes a (f\

which has four points in common with the figure (0' + 0').

From this we conchide that one conic «' can be drawn through H^

and i/3. As each «' is coupled with a /5' (which passes in that case

through Hs and H,), [(>'] contains three jigures («' + ^').

6. Through a point S of the singular curve (/ pass 00^ curves ^\

They cut the plane (f in the points H. To this system of f/ belongs,

however, also the figure consisting of the trisecant t passing through

S and a y'' lying in fp. From this ensues that the locus of the q^

meeting in S, is a cubic surface 2\ passing through o' and the

points H, and consequently belongs to the net [<!>'].

An arbitrary line passing through S, is a bisecant of 07ie q\

and so intersects :S\ apart from 5 in one point. Consequently 2'

has a double point in S. Through 5 pass 6 straight lines of 2\
one of them is of course the t mentioned before ; each of the remaining

5 is a bisecant p of oc' curves q\ so a singular bisecant

All the q' intersecting p twice pass through S; so they determine

on ;; a parabolic involution, of which all pairs have the point Sin

common ; we shall call p a .singular bisecant of the first species.

Through each point of q' pass therefore five singular bisecants of

the first species.

Any line h passing through a cardinal point H is as well a

singular bisecant of the first species.

The monoids -S' having two points of q' as double points, inter-

sect apart from q' in a q\ Through any two points S passes

therefore only one curve of the congruence.

7. Let q be a bisecant of a (/, and at the same time a secant

of i)\ Tiie surface <f>' passing through q' and q' and a point of q

contains q, and belongs to the net [0'J. Consequently all <P' passing

through a point Q of q will cut this straight line moreover in a

second point Q' . Consequently q is a bisecant of oo' curves q\ and

the pairs of the intersections Q,Q' form an involution. We call q a

singular bisecant of the second species.

In order to find the number of lines q that pass through a point

F, we consider the cubic cone k\ which out of F projects the q*

containing F, and the cone t which has F as vertex and q' as

curve of direction. To the 15 common generatrices belong the lines

drawn to the eight intersecting points of (/ and q\ The remaining
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7 are bisccants of <^)' iiitersecting o*, therefore lines r/. Coiise(|iieiilly

the lines q form a coiu/nience of order seven.

We can also arrive at this result in another way. A straight line

passing through P is generally speaking, a bisecant of one </ ; we
call /?, R' its intersections with r/ and consider the surface .t, which

is the locus uf the pairs R, R' . Oji any generatrix of the cone /;'

one of those points lies in P, hence .t has in P a triple [)oint with

k^ as tangent cone; .t is consequently a surface of order 5. It passes

through q\ and has nodes in the four cardinal points. For an arbi-

trary ()' has in common with .-r the intersections with the bisecants

which it sends through P, and in 8 poinis of ()\ so twice in each

point H.

Now ji^ and k^ have in common the q' which ))asses through P,

further they can, by reason of the definition of rr, only have lines

in common which contain oo^ pairs R, R' each. Therefore eleven

singular bisecants pass through P. To these the four straight lines

hk^ PHi, belong; for through aiiy point of PHt passes •aq\ which

meets this straight line again in the cardinal point Hi^, so that PH^ is

a singular straight line of the first species (which, however, does

not rest on ^% and consequently may not be interchanged with a

straight line /;). The remaining 7 singular bisecants passing through

P are therefore straight lines q.

¥ov a point S of q^ the surface n^ degenerates, and consists of

the monoid 0^ with node S and a quadratic cone, formed by the

straight lines q, which intersect q^ in S.

In an arbitrary plane lie five points of 9^ consequently 10 straight

lines q ; they belong therefore to a congruence of rags of class ten.

The singular bisecants of the second species form a congruence

(7, 10), lüldch lias q^ as a singular curve.

The section of n^ with a plane passing through P is a curve

with a triple point, consequently of class 14, of its tangents 8 pass

through P. Therefore the tangents of the curves q^ form a complex

of order eight.

8. The 9^ which [intersect a given line /, form a surface A, of

which we intend to determine the order x. Any monoid 0' contains

three q\ which intersect /, and rest in the vertex aS on ^* ; conse-

quently ^^ is a ti'iple curve of A.

The surfaces J, A' belonging to two lines /, /' have, besides the

threefold curve o'' only the x curves o'' in common, i-es(ing on /

and /'. So we have the i-elalion x'-^ z= -ix -\- 3'-.5, hence x = 9.

On J" lies one trisecant t\ for the curve y'', which intersects /,
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determines on t' the point T of the trisecant with which it forms

a degenerate q'^
(§ 4).

The curve (i\, which has / as a bisecant belongs to two points

of /, and is consequently a twofold carve of A\

The locus of the 9" intersected by / is ihevQÏOYQ Si surface 0/ order

nine with a twofold curve q*i, a triple curve q^ and two straight

lines / and t.

9. A plane through / intersects A' in a curve X^ ; the latter has

the two intersections of qU and six points B in common with /; in

each point R, X is touched by a q\

The points in which a plane is touched by curves q^ lie therefore

on a curve y" ; it is the curve of coincidences of the quadruple

involution Q\ in which the plane ). is intersected b) the congruences

The five intersections St of q^ with A ai-e apparently singular

points of Q^ ; to aS^ are namely conjugated 00' triplets of points,

lying on the cubic curve ö\-, with double point Sk, in which the

monoid 4*' (with vertex Sk) is intersected by A. In Sk X is therefore

touched by two (>'^ ; the curve of coincidences y" has consequently

nodes in each of the five points St, and in Sk the same tangents

as (7^^

Any point D of the conic (P through Sk is the intersection of a

trisecant t, consequently determines a quadruple, of which the

remaining three points are produced by the intersection of the curve

y^ coupled with t. On the section / of (p we have therefore a cubic

involution i^\ of which the groups are completed into quadruples

of Q" by the points D. It is evident that Q\ as long as A remains

an arbiti'ary plane, cannot possess any other coUinear triplets.

In each of the points of intersection 1\, T^ of ƒ with t' (^ 4) a

t is cu-t by a y% consequently these points are coincidences of the

Q\ The remaining coincidences, lying on ƒ, belong to the involution

i^«, from this appears again that the order of the curve of coinci-

dences is six.

As the singular point S^ lies on 6' and therefore may be considered

as a point D, the curve o^^ is intersected by ƒ in a triplet of the

cubic involution /l^ of which the groups are completed into quad-

ruples of Q" by *Si. As Yi" cannot possess a second collinear

triplet, it is not a central involution ; so it can be determined in

00' ways by a pencil of conies of which the base points are /S\,

an arbitrary point of o^\ and moreover two points of the line ƒ.
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10. Any coincidence of llie Q^ is completed into a f|iiadrnple

by two complementanj points. The locus rf of those points which

we shall call the complementary curve has apparently quadruple

voints in Sk ; foi' /«' has four coincidences. Of the four coincidences

of jP^ four of the complementary points lie on rf
; with this conic

the curve ö has therefore 4 -]- 5 X 4 = 24 points in common.

Consequently the complemeniary curve is of order 12.

The curves q\ which touch the plane ). in the points of the

curve of coincidences y\ intersect X moreover on the complementary

curve d"; so they form a surface of order 24, which passes eight

times through the curve (/^

This surface is intersected by a plane A' along a curve of order

24 with 5 octuple points Sk- As the curve of coincidences y'" lying

in A' has double points in Sk the two curves outside Sk have

24x6

—

5x8X2 = 64 points in common. Consequently there are

64 curves 9% touching two given planes.

The surface A^ belonging to the straight line / intei-sects an

arbitrary plane (p along a curve (f^, which has 5 triple points on

q\ As the curve of coincidences 7:* lying in (p has 5 nodes on q^,

it intersects (f^ moreover in 9x6 — 5X3x2 = 24 points. From
this appears once more that the curves ()\ which touch a given

plane, form a surface of order 24. At the same time, the fact that

the complementary curve is of order 12, is confirmed.

Chemistry. — "Equilibria in ternary systems". XII. By Prof.

SCHREINEMAKERS.

We have seen in the previous communication that the saturation-

curve under its own \apour-pressure of the temperature 7^n (the

point of maximumtemperature of the binary system F -{- L -^ G)

is either a point [fig. 5 (XI)J or a curve [fig. 6 (XI)]. We shall now

examine this case more in detail.

dii

If we calculate — for this curve in the point II from (6) and (7)
d.v

(XI), then we tind an infinitely great value. The curve going through

H in fig. 6 (XI) and the curve disappearing in H of tigure 5 (XI)

come in contact, therefore, in H with the side BC. Now we take

a temperature somewhat lower than T//. The saturationcurve under

its own vapour-pressure terminates then in two points n and h

situated on different sides of and very close to H. [n and h in fig.

4—6 (XI) may be imagined very close to ^.j As the saturationcurve
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under its own vapour-pressure touolies BC in H, the tangent in

n and the tangent in h to the curve, going thi-ongh these points,

Avill yet be almost parallel BC.

Because the equilibria T'^-j- ^'Quid «
-f- vapour ??i and i^'+ liquid

A + '^'^pourAj ditfer but \ery little from one another, the perspective

concentrations aS' and S^ (see the previous communication) will be,

on addition of a third substance, also approximately equal. Therefore,

when in the one equilibrium Sy> S^, this is also the case in the

other. Of couise the same applies to *S<>Si. Now we distinguish,

according as the substance expands or contracts on melting, two
principal cases.

1. F expands on melting {V^v). The point H is theji situ-

ated with respect to F as in fig. 4—6 (XI) viz. between F and C,

but close to F ,
A V is negative between F and H, positive in the

other points of BC From the situation of n and // with respect to

F, it follows that .S and S^ are both positive. We distinguish /S> >Si

and >S <[ S^

.

a. S^S^. As hV is positive in h and negative in n, it follows

from our previous communication that the pressure decreases from

h along the saturationcurve under its own vapour-pressure and it

increases from n. In which direction shall ihis curve now proceed

from h? As the tangent in h coincides almost with BC, the curve

must go from h either almost in the direction towards 7i or almost

in opposite direction. We tind the first iji fig. 5, the second in

fig. 6 [XI). Ill order to determine this direction, it is to be consi-

dered that the region L— G shifts on decrease of pressure from h

towards 7i, so that the pressure decreases in this direction. As

the pressure along the saturationcurve under its own vapour-pressure

must also decrease from h, this curve must therefore, also go from

h almost in the direction towards n. It has, therefore, from h a

direction as in fig. 5 (XI). As the tangent in n coincides almost

with BC, the curve must go from n either almost in the direction

towards h or almost in opposite direction. Considering that the region

L—G shifts on increase of pressure from n towards h, so that the

pressure increases from n towards h and further that the pressure

along the saturationcurve under its own vapour-pressure must also

increase from n, we see that this curve must go, therefore, also

from n almost in the direction towards //.

The saturationcurve under its own vapour-pressure has, therefore,

a form as curve h n in fig. 5 (XI) ; it is situated, therefore, close to

the side BC and it disappears at 7// in the point H.

b. S <^ Sy In a similar way as above we find that the pressure
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along the satnrationeurve under its own vapour-pressure increases

from h and decreases from n. Further we find Ihat lliis curve must

have in tlie vicinity of n and Ji a direction as in fig. (XI). As

further tiie pressure in k is greater than in n, tlierefore on this

curve as well a point of maximum- as a point of niiniinumpressure

must be situated. Consequently, we obtain a curve A ?ï, as in fig. 6 (XI),

this does not disappear at tlie tempeiature 7//, hut it forms a curve,

touching tlie side BC in H.

2. F melts with decrease of volume {V <iv). Now the points

H and H^ are no more situated, as in the previous case, between

F and C. From the binary equiUbrium F -\- L -\- G it follows that

H is situated between F and B, the point H^ may be imagined as

well between F and C as between F and 7i. In the last case //j

should be situated between F and H and tlierefore very close to H;
the region L—G should then be very narrow in the vicinity of the

side BC, which is only possible in very exceptional cases. Therefore

we consider only the first case: /^ is situated between 7'^ and B,

and H^ between F and C.

If we take two points n and h close to H and the corre-

sponding points ?ii and li^ close to H^ then we see that /S and S^

have an opposite sign. If further we keep in mind that A F is

negative between F and H and positive in the other points of BC,

then it follows, in a similar way as above, tliat curve nh must have

a form as in fig. 5 (XI). Therefore, it disappears at Tu in the i)oint H.

Consequently, we obtain a diagram as in fig. 5 (XI), but with this

difference, that H is situated now between F and B.

Contemplating the boilingpointcurves of ?^, we obtain diagrams

as fig. 5 and 6 (XI), the arrows must then however, indicate in

opposite direction. Further we must imagine the point of maximum
temperature H to be replaced by the point of maximum pressure

Q of the binary equilibrium F -{- L -\- G. A IF is negative between

F and Q, positive in the other points of BC. From the position of

Q and Q^ with respect to F, it follows that S and S^ are both

positive. We distinguish two cases.

a. S^ S^. We find that the boilingpointcurve hii has a form as

in fig. 5 (XI) ; the arrows must, howexer, indicate in opposite direction.

Therefore, this curve disappears under the pressure 7^q in the point (2'

/;. S<^S^. The boilingpointcurve hu has a form as in fig. 6 (XI)

;

the arrows must, however, indicate in opposite direction. Therefore

the curve does not disappear in Q under the pressure P^.

If we sum together the results obtained above, we have :
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1. F melts with increase of volume. Tlie saturatioiicurve undei*

its own vapour-pressure disappears, when is raised the temperature

in // [fig. 4 (XI)] when the concentration of the new substance is

greater in the liquid than in the vapour. It does not disappear in

H [fig. 6 (XI)] when the concentration of the new substance is

smaller in the liquid than in the vapour.

2. F melts with decrease of volume. The saturationcurve under

its own vapour-pressure disappears, when is raised the temperature

in H [Fig. 5 fXI), wherein however H must be situated between

F and B]

3. The boilingpoiiitcurve disappears, on increase of P in Q
[fig. 5 (XI)], when the concentration of the new substance is greater

in the liquid than in the vapour. It does not disappear in Q [fig, 6

(XI)] when the concentration of the new substance is smaller in the

liquid than in the vapour. We mean of course, with ''concentration"

above "perspective concentration".

Now we will deduce in another way the relations in the vicinity

of the point H or Q. The saturationcurve under its own vapour-

pressure is fixed by the equations (1) (II), when we put therein «=
and when we keep 1 constant. As ^-,t— , etc. become infinitely

great for .v = 0, we shall put

Z=U -\- RTxhgx (I)

so that all differential quotients of U with respect to ,r, remain finite.

We put in the same way :

Z, — l\ + RTx^ log.v, (2)

so that the same applies to L\. Then we have :

dZ dU dZ dU dZ dU= ^ RT {I + lor, x)
; ^=^ ; ^=:— =.F. (3)

ox ox oy oy oP oP

and similar relations for Z^ and U.^.

The equations J (II) then become :

hU dU
.t-— + (i/-|?)— +i^7;.-t7+S=0 .... (4)
Ox Oy

dx, dy,

dU dU,— + i?r (1 + loy x) =^M ^T (1 -[- log x,) ... (6)

0^/ ~Ö3/,
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In the points H and H, of figs. 4—6 (XI), tlie pressure is equal

to Ph, ci' = () and .r, ==0; further we put y = {i/)o
and i/, = {,/^)^.

For a point in the vicinity of 7i 6' on this saturationcurve under i(s own
vapour-pressure, the pressure is Pii-\-(lP, a;=è, a;^ = ^„ y= (y)^-\-v,

and y^ = {y,)^ + i^^.

In the points ifand H^ themselves the binary equilibrium F~\- L-\-G
exists ; to this applies :

(y~l^)^ U+^= ^=^ ... (8)

wherein the pressure is equal to Ph, y = (y)„, y, = (y,), and U
and f/j are independent of .v and v^.

We now take the condition (6), from this it follow^s :

X, dU dU,

X d.v d.v

Therefore, we obtain for very small values of .r and .v^ :

, §, 1 . fdU Of/A

or

ê^=Kê (11)

wherein K is determined in (10).

We now take the condition (7) ; in this we put the pressure

P equal to Pn+dP, .x'= 5, a\ = l^, y— {^i/)^-{-ii and y, = {y,)„-\-^^^.

If we expand both terms of (7) inio a series and consider that

in the point H (8) is satisfied, then we find:

dV ds dt d'V ds

oy o.v oy oyoP a.vdy

(12)

d' U d' U Ö' U
Herein r = -c— s=:~—- ^ = ,—- ; these values must be kept, as

O.v^ oxoy oy^
^

they are in the point H. The second member of (12) is indicated by

[]j; this means that we deduce the second membei- from tiie first by

substituting $i, ij^, s^, t^ etc. for |, i], s, t etc. Now we expand (4)

into a series; if we keep in mind, that in the point H (8) is again

satisfied, and that x and o\ must be put equal to zero, then we

find a series, which we write in the following form

:

/2T ^ + 1 tif - {V-v) dP - i {^^-^ dP^ + R f (;/-/?) L= () (13)

In A^ only terms occur, which are infinitely small with respect
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to those, which are ah-eady written down, viz. |', $ii, etc. ^dP

and ndP are wanting. L represents the first term of (12). For the

sake of simpHfication {y,) has been replaced by y.

If we expand (5) into a series, we find:

i2rg,+ if,tj,^-(F,-.)^P-è(^^ -^)^^^+^.+ (2/.-^)^>.=0 (14)

Herein R^ contains only terms, infinitely small with respect to

those preceding, L, represents the second term of (12); (i/,), has

been replaced by y^.

Now, in the point H the denominator of (8) (XI) is equal to zero,

therefore

:

(2/:
-

i5)
v+{y- y.) V + (/? - .V) v,^o.

We write this condition in the form

:

V-v V-v V-V= -= = (u (15)

Now we have the four relations (11), (12), (13) and (14) between

the five variables. If we multiply (13) with y,—^ and (14) with

{y—(S) then follows:

iii-^
/ OF dv . _

-t

(y-i3)

/OF dc ,

. (16)

+

These equations may be satistied when we take § and S,^ of the

order dP' and ii and ii, of the order dP. From ri2), f 13) and (14)

then follow^s:

OF OF,
tii-^^dP=t,v^+^dP

dy dy,

f ÖF\

^^ii = ft dP

(17)

(18)

(19)

These last three equations are, as is seen immediately, dependent

on one another. Substituting i\ from (18) and i]^ from (19) in ^16

we find :

2 RT {y.-?)-{y-i^)
el'

^= a.dP' (20)

Herein §i : § is fixed by (11) ; further is
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From (18) now follows

:

2RT __

From (22) it follows that the saturationcurve under its own
vapour-pressure under consideration is in the vicinity of the point

H [fig. 4—6 (XI)] a parabola, which touches the side BC in //.

From (18) and (20) follows the change of ^ and i] along this curve

at a small change of pressure dP.

We can find the meaning of a (22) in the following way.

We represent the length of Cp or Cq [fig. 1 (XI)] by Y, the

length of the part, which is cut off by the liquid curve of the

region L — G from CB by y. Then we have

:

^'dP~ r—/?
~ or "' *dF~~y^^ ^' *'dP~ y^i~J^^

^'"^^^

Herein t^ and V^ refer to the point of intersection of the satura-

tioncurve with BC. Now we put

:

Y-y = l

dl dH
and we calculate — and . For this it may be considered that

dP dP^

Vq depends on P and Y, V on P and y and V^ on P and y^.

If now the saturationcurve of F and the liquid-curve of the region

L — G go both through the point H, then (15) is satisfied; also at

the same time Fq becomes =rz V and t^ = t. Then we find :

• < dl -

"^ ""
'"

dH— = and a = t{y-^){>i,-y)-^ .... (24)

Substituting this value of a in (20), we find after deduction with

the aid of (13) ^XI) and (11)

/ S\ dH
2RT.K\l-~^U = t{y-if,)^^.dP^ . . . (25)

and

/ S\ ^ t'i'j-y,) dH
2ijr.if(^l_-j| = ^i^.^.,f. . . (26)

["-fj
wherein ^^0; that there may be agreement with our figures, wo

take y — y^ ^ 0.

We now distinguish two cases.

48*
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S dH
1. J and have the same smn. rrom (26) it follows

S, dP'
^ '

that I is positive, so that the parabola touches BC in H and is

further situated within the triangle [fig. 6 (XI)J. This is apparent

also jet from (25), as % becomes positive as well for dP positive

as negative.

*S dH
2. 1 — — and —^ have an opposite sign. From (26) it follows

that è is negative. Therefore the parabola touches BC in H, but is

further situated outside the triangle. Therefore a similar parabola

may be imagined in fig. 5 (XI). Then only its j^oint H represents a

liquid, its other points have no meaning.

dl dH
From our deduction of — and in the point H, follows :

dP dP' ^

dHY—y = h. . dP\
^ ' dp'

Now, in the point H of fig. 4—6 (XI) Y— y, therefore also

dl^—
- becomes positive, as well on increase as on decrease of pressure.

dP^

When, however, the point H is situated on the other side of F,

dH
tiien 1 — ?/ and therefore also becomes negative.

We now consider some cases.

dH
1. F melts with increase of volume (V^v). —~^^- -SandASi

positive.

a. S'^Si- From (26j follows: the saturationcurve under its

own vapourpressure is a parabola, which touches BC in H, but is

situated further outside the triangle [fig. 5 (XI)].

b. S<^S^. From (26) follows: the saturationcurve under its

own vapourpressure is a parabola, which touches BC in H, but is

further situated within the triangle, [fig. 6 (XI)].

dH
2. P' melts with decrease of volume ( K <[ v). --— <^ 0.

We take again S and S^ with opposite sign.

As sub l.a. In fig. 5 (XI) the point H must be imagined on the

other side of F, therefore, between F and B and B^ between F
and C.

From (18) it follows that t] changes sign with dP, as in the

point IP the coefficient of dP is negative, ij and dP must have the

opposite sign. Therefore, the pressure increases in the direction in
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which 1^ deci-eiises anil reversally. We see that this is in agreenieut

with the direction of the arrows in fig. 5 and 6 (XI).

If it is desired to know the influence of a small change of 7'

on the position of the saturationcnrve under its own vapour pressure

going through H, we must also include terms with clT in the

previous expansions into a series. Now Ü=Z— It 7]vlo(/.v iUerefore,
A IT

—-= — H — Rv log X, therefore in the point H {x = 0) itself

dT
dH

In the right member of (12), therefore, must be added — dT
dij

and terms with S^dT and ijdT; in the left member
^' dT.

In (13) must be added {H—ii„)dT; in (14) [H—iy)dT; in order

to distinguish the coordinate % the entropy of the solid substance

F is indicated by t]v

In the first member of (16) must be added: (y,—^) {H—ii,)dT;

in the second member {y—^) [H^—^.).

From (13) follows :

'" = ("-?)'''+•••

from (14)

/ dV;\

As we must substitute these values in (16), it is apparent that

we may neglect the other terms. As

(i?-^:) H + {y-y) lu + iu-^) H, = (y-^)^
we obtain

:

AW
% = a.dr-+{y-^).-^.dT2ET\y-^-{y-^)^-^^

or, after deduction :

/ ^\ dH A IF
2Rr.K\^--j%= t{y-y,)^^.dP^ ~ dT . . (27)

and:

/ 5\ t^iy-y,) dH LW
2RT.K[\ 1^= ^/^^. .ir .dT . (28)

dF\«VP»

From (28j it follows that not only the saturationcurve under its
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own vapour-pressure, going through H, but also those which are

situated in the vicinity of H are parabolas.

In tiie point H of figs. 5—6 (XT) L W is negative, when // is

situated on the other side of F, A W is positive. From (28) it now

follows

:

when the curve, touching in H is situated outside the triangle

[fig. 5 (XI)], it shifts on decrease of T, within the triangle [curve

lin in fig. 5 (XT)]

when the curve, touching in H is situated within the triangle

[fig. 6 (XT)], it shifts on increase of T" within the triangle [the

closed curve in fig. 6 (XT)] and on decrease of T partly outside

the triangle. Therefore, curve hn of fig. 6 (XI) must be imagined

to l)e closed by a part hn situated outside the triangle; this part,

however, has no physical meaning.

Ill fig. 1 three curves are drawn through F ; Fl is the liquid-

curvi o'" the region L—G at the temperature Tp and under the

press... V. Pf, therefore at the minimummeliingpoint of F\ FK is

the boilingpointcurve and Fs the saturationcurve under its own
vapourpressure. The two first curves are but partly drawn. We
now construe in F a tangent to each of these curves. With the

aid of the formulas from the ]n-evious communication, we find

:

for the tangent to the liquidcurve (7^/) of the region LG:

^'1=-^^:^^ I-
. . . . (29)

for the tangent {FZ^) to the boilingpointcurve (I^K) :

(-l-l\RT + {y,-^)s-RT-
'1) =-^ ^ -- ^^r^U^.-— (30)
dxjk~ (i/i— /5)^ \dxji B {y^—^)t

and for the tangent {FZ^) to the saturationcurve under its own
vapourpressure {Fs) :

C
(^-l-l^RT + {y-^)s-RT-

+ ^-7 -1^. (31)
dxjs (.Vi— ^)* \dxji A iy,—l^)t

Now we take again the most probable case that BC—AD is

positive (communication IT). That there may be agreement with the

figs. 5 and 6 (XI) and fig. 1, we take V^v therefore A positive.

As further y^—/? is negative, we can deduce

:

n>(i)>(ji- *-)
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The curves Fl, Fk and Fs must, tlierefore, be fiidialcd with

respect to one anotlier as in fig. 1.

When V<^v, therefore A is negative, thou it follows:

(33)

The point H and therefore also the point 6*, must be imagined,

however in this case, also in fig. 1 on the otiier side of F. In

agreement with (33j Fl comes then between the two other curves.

Now we shall consider the solutionpath consisting of a straight line

of F under its own vapourpressure or in short the solutionpath of 7*^.

We take viz. the system F" -\- L -\- G, but we take care that the

quantity of vapour is always very small. On change of 7'theli(piid

traces a straight line going through F, which we have called the

solution- or cristallisationpath of F\ In fig. I three similar solution-

paths i^^if, FZ^, and FZ^ are drawn.

Let us consider now the binary equilibrium F -\- L-\- (r. In tig. 2

its P, T-curve is represented by EFU, Q is the point of maximum-
pressure, H the point of maximumlemperature; F^ is the minimum-

meltingpoint, K the point of maximumsublimation of the compound.

aK is the sublimation-, Fd the meltingcurve. Curve FFÜ touches

Fd in F and aK in K. It is apparent from the direction of the

meltingcurve that we assume V^v in agreement with fig. 1.

p
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towards FE, its corresponding P,T-cnv\e must therefore change

from UKF into EHF. Now we shall examine this more in detail.

The saturationcurves under their own vapourpressure have, in the

vicinity of H either a form as in fig. 5 (XI) or as in fig. 6 (XI)

;

we assume that they have a form as in tig. 5 (XI). In fig. 1 the curve

surrounded by Fs, and Fs, itself represent saturationcurves under

their own vapourpressure; the arrows indicate the direction of

increasing pressure.

The boilingpoint curves have also a position as in fig. 5 (XI)

;

we must consider, however, that H is replaced by the point ot

maximumpressure Q and that the arrows point in opposite direc-

tion. Two of these curves are drawn in fig. 1, one in the vicinity

of Q and curve Fk; the latter is indicated for a part only.

Now we imagine in fig. 1 a solutionpath between FE and FZ^y

Imagining in this figure still many other saturation-curves under

their ow i vapourpressure to be drawn, then we see that some of

these aro not intersected by this path, other ones twice, and others

again once. Further we see that one of these curves touches this

path; we call that point of contact H'

.

From this it follows: at tlrst the temperature increases along this

solutio; 'i from F up to H' and after that it decreases. Further

it follox.o: Th' is lower than Th-
Imagining yet many other boilingpoint-curves to be drawn in

fig. 1, then we see that one of these touches the solutionpath in

a point that we shall call Q' . Now we deduce: the pressure in-

creases along this solutionpath from F up to Q' and after that it

decreases. Further it follows: Fq; is smaller than Pq.

Now it follows from this all that the P,T-curve belonging to this

solutionpath has a form in fig. 2 as curve bF with a point of

maximumpressure in Q and a point of maximumtemperature in H'

.

As long as the solutionpath in fig. 1 is situated between FE and

FZ.^, the P, T-curves retain a form as bF in fig. 2; according as

the path, however, approaches closer to FZ^, the points Q' and H'
come closer to F. When the path coincides with FZ^, H' coincides

with F and the P, T'-curve has a form as Z^F in fig. 2 with a

point of maximumpressure Q" . The tangent in F stands vertically.

To see this, it must be considered that the line FZ^ touches in

F the saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure going through P
{Fs in fig. 1). Going from P, along an infinitely small distance, along

curve Fs and therefore also along the tangent PZ^, the pressure

increases while the temperature remains constant. As dP, therefore,

is positive, and dT is zero, the P, P-curve therefore, in fig. 2, along
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a small distance, must point vcrticallj^ upwards, so tliat it lias there

a vertical tangent. Considering the satnrationcurvcs under their own
vapourpressure, we see that FZ^ intersects only curves of tempe-

ratures lower than Tn, so that the temperature decreases along

FZ, from F.

Considering the boilingpointcurvcs, we see that the same still

applies to these as to a solutionpath, situated between FE and FZ^.

The pressure, therefore, increases at first from F and after that it

decreases. From all this it follows that the /^.y^-curve has, therefore,

a form as curve bF in fig. 2.

Let us now take a solutionpath between FZ^ and FZ,. Tt is easy

to see that the P, 7^-curve retains a form as FZ^ in fig. 2, with

this ditlference, however, that the tangent in F stands no longer

vertically. The curve proceeds viz. from F immediately towards

higher pressures and lower temperatures. According as the solution-

path in fig. 1 comes closer to FZ^, in fig. 2 the point of maxi-

mumpressure Q" approaches closer to F. When the solutionpath

coincides with FZ^, Q" coincides with F, and in figure 2 the

P,T-cnvve obtains a form as Z^F with a horizontal tangent in F.

Jn order to see this, we consider the solutionpath FZ^ which

touches the boilingpointcurve FK in F. {Cig. 1). Going from P along

an infinitely small distance along curve FK and, therefore, also

along the tangent FZ^, the temperature decreases, while the pres-

sure remains constant. As (IT, therefore, is negative and dP is zevo,

the P, T-curve must, therefore, from F over a small distance point

horizontally towards the left; consequently it has a horizontal tangent

in F.

We now^ take a solutionpath FZ, situated between FLJ and

F Z^. It follows from a consideration of the saturationcurves under

their own vapourpressure and the boilingpointcurves in the vicinit}'

of F, that pressure and temperature decrease from F. The /-*, 7-

curve is represented in fig. 2 by F Z, it proceeds from F towards

lower temperatures and pressures.

At the deduction of fig. 2 it is assumed that the saturationcurves

under their own vapourpressure and the boilingpointcurves have a

form as in fig. 1. Curve Fs and Fk are drawn herein in the

vicinity of F, concave towards H. When in AMhey turn their convex

side towards H, then curve Fs will intersect its tangent FZ^ still

in another point and curve FK its tangent FZ^. Although then in

fig. 2 the tangent in F to Z^ F remains horizontal and the tangent

to Z^F vertical, all curves will obtain a somewhat ditferent

form in the vicinity of F (we may also con)pare the previously
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treated P, T diagrams for the case that F is a ternary compound).

After the previous considerations, the reader can easily deduce

the P, 1 diagr-am for the solutionpaths of F, when the curves are

situated as in fig. 6 (XI).

Formerly [5 (IV)] we have deduced for a solutionpath

ff BU-BN
dT CM-AN

now, as « = 0, herein is

:

M = x' r+ 2 w (//-/?) s-\-{y-^Y t

N= X {x, -x) r + \_x iy,-y) + {x, -x) (//—/?)J
s + {y,-y) (y-^) t

In the point F becomes .x' = and y =^ i^, therefore M=0 and

jY = 0. Let us now contemplate a solution path and let us call the

angle, which it forms with the A'-axis, (f . If we imagine for the

sake of simplicity that the coordinatesystem is rectangular, then it

follows: cotg. ((j = x: (y—^). We then obtain:

M X r cotg (f-\-2xs-\- (y—/?) t

N^ix,- x) r cotg (p + [{y^ - y) cotg ip + x,—x'] s -\- {y,-y)t

In the point F becomes x = and ij = |? therefore

:

M RT
N fx

{^^-\\hT-\{y-^){.^ttgi{)
(35)

Tiie question now arises, what P, Tcurve touches the meltingline

Fd in F. For this must, according to (34):

DM—BN B
CM—AN ~ A

therefore, M : N =^0. It is apparent from (35) that this is only the

case when tg (f is infinitely great, consequently for (p = 90° and

fp = 270°. Then the solutionpath coincides either with FF or with

F(J (fig. 1). Therefore, both the binary solutionpaths EF and UF
only touch in F the meltingline Fd; the ternary paths do not touch

this meltingline.

In order that the tangent to the P, T curve of a solutionpath may

be vertical in F we have, according to (34) CM—AN^^O. As M.N
is fixed by (35), it follows that this is the case, when

0^-i\rT + {y-^)s-RT^

From (31) it follows that in F this solutionpath must touch the

saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure going through the
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point F [curve F.s- fig. 1], the required so nlionpath is, therefore, i^^,.

If we require a solutionpalli, whose r,i curve has a liorizontal

tangent in F, we must, as follows from 34) put DM—BN ^ 0.

From this now follows

:

tgcf=-
^'' ^

-, ^- .... (37)

From this it follows, in connection with (30) that in F the

solutionpath must touch the boilingpointcurve going through the point

F [curve Fh in fig. 1]; the wanted solutionpath is, therefore, FZ^.

Now it follows from the previous considerations: in the P,7\lia-

graiTi' (fig. 2), none of the ternary solutionpaths touches the meltingline

Fd in F\ the solutionpath, touching in F in the concentration-

diagram (fig. 1) the saturationcurve under its own vapour-pressure

going through F, has in the P, 7'diagram a vertical tangent in F\

the .solutionpath, in the concentrationdiagram touching the boiling-

pointcurve going through F, has a horizontal tangent in F in the

P,T diagram.

It is evident that the above-mentioned rules apply quite generally

no matter whether the. relations of fig. 5 (XI) or 6 (XI) occur or

the curves in F are concave or convex towards H.

In fig. 1 Fl represents the liquidcurve of a region LG, now we
imagine a solutionpath, touching curve Fl in F. The direction of

dP
this solutionpath is, therefore, fixed by (29). In order to find —
in the point F of this path, we must, therefore, substitute the second

term of (29) in (35) for tgi^. We then find an infinitely great value

for (35). From (34) now follows :

.P B ^.-^+(^-..)J
-T—c- —é ^''^

The latter part of (38) indicates the direction of the PjP-curve

of the evaporationline of the liquid F. This line is traced, when
we melt the substance F and when we regulate after that the

temperature and the pressure in such a way that the liquid remains

in equilibrium with an infinitely small quantity of vapour. Therefore

the liquid retains the composition F during tiiis. This curve is

represented in fig. 3 (III) by Fe, the pressure and the temperalure

increase from F along this curve.

Consequently we find : the solutioiipath, touching in F in the
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con cenl ration-diagram the liquid curve of the region L-G (curve Fl

in fig. 1) going through F, has in the P,J'-diagram the same tangent

in F as the evaporationline of the liquid F starting from F.

If we compare the P,T-diagram of the solutionpaths of a binary

compound F (fig. 2) with those of a ternarj^ compound P [fig. 4 (IV)

and 1-3 (V)], then we see very great differences in the vicinitj-

of the point F. We find these differences also in the concentration

-

diagrams. When viz. in fig. 1. in the point F we construct tangents

to the curves Fl, Fk and Fs going through the point F, three

different tangents arise. If P is a ternary compound, as e. g. in

fig. 1 (IV), then these curves touch one another in F and the three

tangents coincide in the line XFY.
All this is based on the following. When P is a binary compound,

a new substance must be added, in order to trace a ternary solution-

path from F. When, however, F is a ternary compound, we add no

new substance in order to trace a solutionpath, from F, but substances,

which are already present in the melted F.

{To he continued).

Physics. "An apparatus for the determination of gas isotherms up

to about 3000 aims." Van dkr WAALs-fund researches N". 5.

By Prof. Ph. Kohnstamm and K. W.Walstra. (Communicated

by Prof. VAN der Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of December 27, 1913).

As is known the material for testing the theory of the equation

of state at very high pressures consists almost exclusively of what

Amagat has published in his famous papers. It seems desirable for

different reasons to extend this material. Quite apart from the desirability

to get to know the behaviour of other gases than those examined

by Amagat — we think in the first place of the mon-atomic gases —
Amagat's work itself gives rise to different questions, which can

only be decided l)y means of new experiments.

First of all it is known that Amagat does not give the direct

results of his observations; he only publishes the results of a graphical

interpolation between these observations. The question i-ises how
great the deviations are between the interpolated and the real

observations, and whether another way of interpolation had been

possible. Nor can the probable experimental error of Amagat's

observations be inferred from his experiments. And it has finally
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appeared that there are discrepancies between some of Amagat's

results inter se, as well as between Ama(jat'k observalions on hydrogen

at high pressures on one side, anrl Sciialkwuk's very accurate

observations for low pressures on the otiier side ^).

For all these reasons it seemed desirable to construct an apparatus

with which gas-isotherms might be measured up to the highest

attainable pressures. And as it is self-evident that the cost of sucli

a set of apparatus could not be defrayed from the ordinary means
of a laboratory, the board of the van der WAALS-fund resolved

ab-eady in 1904 to grant money for tiiis purpose. It is owing
to the strong support given by the van vvai WAALs-fund all these

years that we are now able to communicate the first results. Our
cordial thanks are due to the board of the van der WAALS-fund,

and further to all who helped to support the fund.

Tn the following pages we shall of course not give an account of

all the difficulties that confronted us, and the way in which they

were finally surmounted. We shall confine

ourselves to a description of the arrangement

in its present form, and only mention in a

few words now and then what considerations

have led to this final form. We shall suc-

cessively discuss the measurement of the

pressure, the volume, and the temperature.

B

C-^

A

SIZ

\/

A. Measurement of the Pressure.

The measurement of the pressure in abso-

. . lute measure takes place by means of SciiAFFER

TTJ -hri and Budenberg's pressure balance. In principle

^^ " this apparatus consists of a steel piece A
(fig. 1} with cyiindric boring, which at

about half the height passes into a wider

cyiindric boring. A differential piston B
fits in this boring, which piston is ground

into the two cylindres with the utmost care.

By means of a side tube the cavity C can

be connected with the space where the

pressure is to be measured. This side tube

and the space under the piston are filled

with machine oil. By means of a mould,

1) Brinkman, Thesis for the Doctorate, Amslerdam p. 34.

Schalkwijk. Thesis for llie Doctorale, Leiden 1908, p. 120 et. seq.

Keesom. Thesis for the Doctorate, 1904, p. 57.

Fig. 1.
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which has been prepared and measured with tlie utmost care, the

two apertures in the steel piece A and the two sections of the

cjiindre B are ground in such a way that the difference between

the larger and the smaller section has a definite size, e.g. 1 cm^
If we now suppose a pressure e.g. of 800 kg. per cm'' to prevail

in the space C, and no friction to be present, the piston B would

be forced upwards with a force of 800 kg. If on the plate D,
which is connected with B by means of the socket joint E we
put so many weights that they together with B, D, E and the

joining-rod E weigh exactly 800 kg., the whole apparatus is exactly

in equilibrium. If the total weight amounts to 801 kg. — we
still suppose absence of friction — the piston descends till the

liquid in C and the space in conneclion with it is compressed so

much that there [)re\'ails a pressure of 801 kg. per cm'' in C.

If the total weight amounts to 799 kg., the piston rises till the

pressure in C has fallen to 799 kg. per cm'. On account of the

strong friction of the })iston very tightly fitting in the cylindre

nothing, however, is to be observed of these movements. In fact

the plate D can easily be loaded with 10 or 20 kg. too much or

too little without any movement being perceived on a manometer

connected with C'. If, howe\er, the piston B with the plate 1) and

all the weights lying on it are made to rotate round their axis, it

appears that this rotation has practically annihilated all the friction.

It will appear from the description of our experiments that the

remaining friction will lie far below 10 gr. at low pressures, and

that it can certainly not be so much as 50 gr. for pressures of

2500 kg.

We cannot account for this most remarkable property, though it

is of course clear that the fact that C is filled with machine oil,

and that tliis oil penetrates between piston and cylindre wall plays

an important part in this. It is known that also in Amagat's mano-

meter the great decrease of friction when the piston moves w^ith

respect to the cylindre wall is utilized. But in Amagat's mano-

meter ^) the piston must be moved to the left and the right by hand,

also during the measurement. The mode of construction of Schaffer

and Budenberg's pressure balance evades this by making the whole

mass of the weights, for the large model up to 1250 kg., for the

small one up to 250 kg. rotate with the piston B. After these

1) This manometer is generally called after Desqoffe ; according to Amagat,

however, the first idea came from Gally—Gazalat. And we owe to Amagat the

great improvement, which rendered the instrument for the first time adapted for

really accurate measurements, nl. the free movability of the pistons.
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way, the apparatus may be left to itself. The kinetic energy of the

rotation is so great tliat the apparatus continues rotating for a

considerable time, at any rate long enough to perform a pressure

measurement. Only on account of this circumstance it is possible

fully to avail oneself of the absence of friction in consequence of

the rotation, for it appears that any, also the lightest, touch of the

apparatus brings about increase or decrease of the pressure in C,

as it is not possible in doing so not to exert a force on the piston

B in vertical direction. If the space C is connected with a sensible

manoscope (and the volumenietei' itself served as such in our expe-

riments) every touching of the piston, also the slightest, betrays

itself immediately by a deviation of the manoscope. Measurements
may, therefore, only be made when the apparatus is in rotation, and
entirely left to itself.

A second circumstance, on account of which in our opinion

ScHAFFER and Budenberg's pressure balance may claim to be considered

as an improvement compared with Amagat's manometer, is this that

the differential piston as well as the cylindre consist of one piece,

and can therefore be completely finished as a whole on the lathe.

As is known Amagat's manometer makes use of two pistons of

different section, which are connected with each other. In the vessel

where the great pressure which is to be measured, pre\'ails, there is

a small piston, accurately ground in, and the force with which it

is expelled is transmitted to a large piston, which can move in a

second vessel ; the pressure in this latter vessel is measured by

means of mercury. In this construction it is, however, not to be

avoided that the cixes of the two pistons are not entirely each other's

prolongation, which must give rise to wrenchings and frictions. To
prevent these the pistons must, of course, not be so tightly ground

in as would otherwise be possible. It is known that Amagat there-

fore uses molasses as transmission liquid in his manometer, because

else the transmission liquid would flow away too quickly, whereas

in ScHAFFER and Budenberg's pressure balance thin machine oil sufHices.

On the other hand Schaffer and Budenberg's pressure bahxnce

shares a drawback with Amagat's manometer, which as far as I

know, Wagner ^) was the first to point out in his investigation of

an Amagat manometer. Amagat himself took as effective area of

the piston, i. e. as area on which the pressure acts to the outside,

simply the section of the piston itself. Wagner, however, points out

that the liquid which is pressed through between piston and cylindre

1) Thesis for the Doctorate. Müiichen i90i. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 15, p. 906.
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wall exerts a friction force on the cylindrical surface of the piston,

and that in consequence of this the force which drives the piston

out must really be greater than the amount which can be calculated

from the section of the piston and the pressure. Or in other words

the effective area of the piston must be greater than the real section.

By means of hydro-dynamic considerations Wagner now comes to

the conclusion that the difference will depend on the width of the

cylindre in which the piston moves. Half the difference between

piston and cylindre section will namely have to be added to the

piston section to determine the true effective area. Hence Wagner

did not only very accurately determine the piston section, as Amagat

did, but also the cylindre diameters (at least for the two small steel

pistons which he used). The difference between the two diameters

amounted to about 0,01 mm. ; it is therefore by no means insigni-

ficant for a total amount of about 5 mm.

Wagner has, however, also determined the effective area by a

direct experimental way, by namely ascertaining with what weights

the pistons must be loaded to balance a pressure which is directly

measured by means of a mercury column. And he then arrives at

a very remarkable result. For whereas the measurement yielded

5,128 resp. 4,076 mm. for the piston diameters, 5,138 resp. 4,088

for the cylindre diameters, which according to the above would give

5,133 resp. 4,082 for the effective area, the direct experimental

equation yielded 5,127 resp. 4,076, i.e. exactly the sections of the

pistons without any correction. Evidently Wagner has not pointed

this out, because in his first investigation the direct experimental

determination of the effective area of the large piston of the Amagat-

manometer yielded 40,189, whereas the section of the piston itself

amounted only to 40.176.'). Tn a later investigation, however, which

was undertaken in collaboration with P. P. Koch'), Wagner repeated

these determinations. He now finds in measurements which he con-

siders more accurate than the earlier ones again 5,128 for the

effective area of the small piston, but 40.164 for that of the large

one, i. e. even a little less than the real section. Accordingly these

determinations cannot give support to the theory of the increase of

the effective area in consequence of the friction on the cylindrical

surface derived hydrodynamically. ';

1) I.e. p. 919.

2) Ann. d. Phys. (4) 31, p. 48.

^) Some particulars in Bridgman's interesting experiments (Proc. Amer. Acad.

XLIV p. 201) seem to point in the same direction, but whether this supposition is

true cannot be inferred from the communication with certainty. We shall, therefore,

not enter any further into this.
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This qiieslion whicli is of fundamental importance for all absolute

pressure measurcnienl, cannot be considered as decided as yet. Nor

can our experiments at this moment give a decision, because we
have not yet been able to compare one of our pressure balances

directly w^ith an open manometer with transmission for sufficiently

high pressures (60 to 100 atm.). The indirect comparison obtained

by the very close agreement of our hydrogen-isotherm with that of

ScHAT-KwiJK, seems to point in the same direction as Wauner's

experiments, that namely actually effective and real area coincide.

Nevertheless a direct comparison remains, of course, a matter of

the highest importance for all our measurements and we greatly

hope, therefore, to be able to carry out a comparison before long.

In what precedes we have discussed the principle of Schaffer

and Budenberg's pressure balances. We should now discuss for a

moment the execution of it in practice. For the lower pressures —
up to 250 atni. — this is very simple indeed. The cylindre A (fig. 2)

rests on a heavy cast tripod, whicli again is supported on a stand,
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which can be put in the required position by means of adjusting

screws. On the ph\te D an iron weight is placed, weighing with B, E,
F, and D together exactly 25 kg. Then plale-shaped weights of 25,

10 etc. to 1 kg. and lower are put on it with a slit, which enables
them to slide round the rod F. The whole apparatus is set rotating

by hand.

For higher pressures the gauge cannot be worked solely by the

hand. The "head" of the pressure balance (the piece A with the

piston B, tig. 1) is mounted here on an iron stand 2 m. high,

which by accurate levelling has been adjusted, and rests on a
separate heavy stone foundation. Weights of 100 kg. lie round the

rod F (fig. 3) in rings, on which they rest. These rings are connected
by means of two bars G and the distances between the rino-s are

taken so that between two weights there always remains a space

of 2 cm.

The rods Q are provided at their upper ends with screw thread,

and are in this way carried by the nuts H (fig. Za) ^), which rest

on the top plate of the iron stand, and are fixed by bent pieces L.
The nuts H are provided on the outside with teeth, in which a

worm K catches. By means of this the nuts H can be turned, and
in this way the rods G and all the rings attached to them can be

adjusted higher or lower. When the rods are turned down, first the

lowest weight will get to lie on the plate D, this weight has been

taken so that together with the plate D, the rods F and E, and
the piston it weighs exactly 100 kg. If the rods G are turned still

lower down, another weight of exactly 100 kg. will rest on this

weight etc. In this way the pi&ton can in all be loaded with 1150kg.

If the worm is turned in the opposite direction, the rijig-system rises,

and lifts up the weights one after another, which relieves D. By
means of a transmission with two loose pulleys and a fast pulley

the worm is driven from a siiaft, which in its turn is set going by

an electromotor of J H.P. Two belts run over the loose pulleys, a

crossed one and a straight one. By a simple adjusting apparatus

either the one or the other can be transferred to the inteijacent fast

pulley, by which weights are put on or taken off. Smaller weights are put

on by the hand on the plate D' , which is fastened on the rod F.

In the second place it is necessary to get a mechanical arrange-

ment to set the pressure balance rotating. For this purpose a toothed

wheel M "*) (Fig. 3/;) has been fixed on the rod F, which engages

1) Fig. 3a gives a view from below, omitting llie plate on which everything

rests, hi Fig. 3 the nuts H are hidden behind the worm K and the rod on which
it is fastened.

2) In Fig. 3 M is hidden behind N.

49*
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a second toothed wheel JSf. M is about 32 mm. high, K only

23 mm. This is necessary because the toothed wheel A' is rigidly

adjusted at a fixed height, whereas M moves up and down with

the rod F, and therefore with the piston B in the cylindre A, for

so far as the cylindre A leaves room for it, i e. about 27^ cm. The

toothed wheels M and N must be able to engage each other at

every position made possible by the space left.

By the plate turning round P, N can now be put in two

positions: so that its teeth catch in ^^, and so that the two toothed

wheels are clear of each other. When once the weights have been

well set rotating, N is placed in the latter position, and fixed, so

that the toothed wheels no longer catch into each other, and the piston B
therefore with the weights attached to it rotates perfectly freely,

Fig. 3?;.

and no other foj'ces act on it than gravity and the pressure of the

licpiid. N is driven by the worm R. The latter receives its motion

by means of a transmission with fast and loose pulleys from the

shaft, which is set going by the electromotor. To prevent the toothed

wheels from breaking, or connections from being strained when the

belt should be transferred from the fast to the loose pulley, the

toothed wheels catching into each other and the weights being in

strong rotation, iV^ is provided with a free-wheel S, as is also in use

for bicycles. It is therefore possible by setting the worm in motion,

to make JS' and with it M and the weights rotate, but a rotation

of M only sets N , and not the worm going.

It is self-evident that the pressure indicated by the pressure balance,
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is the pressure at C (fig. 1). The pressure at (he phice wliei-e one
wants to know it, in casn at the place where the isotherm measure-
ments talte place, must be derived from that in C by means of a
correction for the hydrostatic pressure dilference in C and the first-

mentioned place.

The measurement of the pressures above J 250 kg. takes place in

exactly the same way, only (hen the ''head" A is exchanged for another
cylindre and piston whose effective area is only 7^ cm."' instead of 1 q\\\\

Wiih this "head" therefore pressures of 5000 Kg. per cm" might bo
attained. The firm Sch\ffer and BroENBERG, however, informed us
in 1906 when they prepared the apparatus, that already at about
4000 atm. a permanent change of form of the cylindre A was to

be feared in consequence of a transgression of the limit of elasticity

of the steel, so that this pressure could not be exceeded for the

pressure balance. Since then Bridgman has succeeded in far exceeding
this limit of pressure by means of apparatus of newer kinds of steel.

The question, however, remains ' whether his apparatus could be

modified for the determination of gas isotherms. Apart from the

much greater complexity and dimension of tiie apparatus also the

question of a transmission liquid which could be used in the absohite

pressure gauge, is to be considered. Tlie machine oils, which we
always used as transmission liquid in the following investigations,

because they best remove the fricfiou between the cylindre and piston,

begin to be so viscous already at room temperature and 3000 atm.,

that the pressure gauge begins to be slow in its indications, and
also the transmission of the pressure in the narrow channels becomes
highly uncertain. For this reason we have for the present confined

ourselves to pressures below 3000 atm.

The very great value of the \iscosity of the mineral oils at high

pressures is ascribed by Tammann and Bridgman to the solidification

of these substances. With the apparatus, however, described in N". 4
of these communications (These Proc. XV p. 1021) nothing is to

be perceived of a deposition of solid substance at these pressures.

The oil remains as transparent v/hen this pressure is ai)proache(l as

it was at first, nor is anything to be oliserved of crystallisation. We
have, therefore, only to do with a very viscous fiuid, possibly a

continuous transition into an amorphous solid phase.

B. The volume measurement.

For the measurement of volume we have made use of a some-

what modified method of the electric contacts. Just as with Amagat,
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plaliniim wires about 1 inm. thick were originally sealed into a

glass tube. It appeared, however, that such sealing places were no

longer to be trusted after the tube had been compressed to e. g.

2500 atra. Sometimes they lasted some time longer, often however

they already came forth cracked from the pressure apparatus, and

in any case the reliability was exceedingly slight. Amagat too

complains of the great fragility of his tubes. An investigation under-

taken specially for this end showed that the cau.se of the phenomenon

will be found in the ditïerence of compressibility between enamel

glass and platinum, in consequence of which the connection between

the wire and the glass is lost at high pressures.

This gave an indication of the way in which improvement was

to be expected. If only the platinum wires are taken exceedingly

thin, the change of volume cannot be so great that detaching is to

be feared. Glass tubes in which capillary wires o*' 0.0356 mm. of

Hartmann and Brain were sealed, appeared really not to lose anything

of their strength, not even when they had been kept at 3000 atm.

for a long time. It is, however, not possible to seal in these wires

in such a way that the mercury forms contact against a loose point

of them ; it is self-evident that they are too limp for this. This

difficulty can be overcome by not letting a bit of wire stick out in

the lube, but by sealing in the wii-e at both its extremities. The

whole tube is therefore made as follows. A thick-walled capillary

tube of Jena enamel glass is blown out to small reservoirs in 15

or 20 places. At the top there is a somewhat larger reservoir, above

which the tube is drawn out to a very narrow capillary. Under the

said widening there are a number of very small reser\'oirs, which

pass into reservoirs that become gradually larger, to distribute the

points as uniformly as possible over the isotherm that is to be

determined. Now the tube is cut through at the places between the

reservoirs, which have kept their normal thickness of wall; a

platinum wire of the said strength is laid between the two ends, so

that the wire projects outside on either side, and then the glass is

fused together again. In this the wire is bent downward in a point

to get a sharper contact with the mercury. Then the projecting ends

are connected with a spiral of the same platinum wire, wdiich is

attached to the tube by means of "zapon"-lac and gelatin. (See B'ig. 4.

For clearness' sake the wire is drawn beside the tube. P'ig. 5 gives

the real position). If the mercury is Ciuite at the bottom of the

tube, the resistance between the two leads is the total amount

of the platinum spiral, e. g. 150 Ohms. As soon, however, as the

mercurj' has risen to the second contact B, the resistance AB e. g.
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10 Ohms, is short-c'ifciiiled, and so on at every following contact.

If we place the whole of the platinnm wire in a Wheatslone

bridge, it is clear that when the gas is compressed, so when the

mercury in the tube rises, the resistance will be subjected to abrupt

changes. This is observed by replacing the galvanometer needle of

the bridge at zero, whenever a part of the platinum resistance has

been vshunted out by the mercury. At the outset of the experiment,

when the measuring tube is still entirely filled with gas, the resistance

of the whole platinum wire, which we shall call the volume wire,

is in the bridge. Whenever a reservoir has been filled with mercury,

the part of the volume wire wi-apped round that reservoir, is short

circuited.

The resistances of the different parts of which the volume wire

consists, are known by the gauging of the measuring tubes. We
shall now proceed to a discussion of this gauging.

An exceedingly narrow capillary CD is sealed to the measuring

tube. This capillary has the same length as the measuring tube and

is bent somewhat further round. The measuring tube is still open

at the top, and has a prolongation E, to which a rubber tube can

be fastened. An accurate scale-division G is attached to the narrow

capillary. The capillary is drawn out thin at the top and bent.

If the end D is put in a vessel with mercury, the tubes will be

filled with mercury, when the air is sucked off at E. When the

mercury in the measuring tube is close to a point of contact, the

mercury can be made to move to and fro past it by suction or pres-

sure with two pumps ^) connected with E by means of a three-way

cock. The volume wire is then again inserted into a Wheatstone

bridge. The galvanometer needle deviates whenever the place ot

contact is passed. At the same time the mercury in the narrow

capillary tube passes up and down along the scale. After some

practice it is not difficult to read the position of the mercury in

the latter tube at the moment that the galvanometer needle deviates.

The best waj^ to do this is of course when the mercury in the

measuring tul)e rises, because the meniscus has then the same position

as during the measurements.

If this has been done at a place of contact, the mercury may be

pressed from the reservoir under it by increase of pressure of E,

and the quantity that flows out at D may be received in a weighing

bottle; then the level of the mercur}' in the capillary tube is again

observed at the moment that the galvanometer deviates. It is clear

^) Two cycle pumps, in one of wliich the leather valve has been put reversed.
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that in the meantime the resistance has elianged, and (he resistance

in the resistance box must also be changed.

It is simple lo determine the volume that was occupied by (he

mercury between the two i)laces of contact. Let G be the weight

of the expelled mercury, S^ and S^ the scalar heights which have

been read, and ƒ the weight of one scalar division of mercury, then

\G + ('Sj— aSJ/I : A is equal to the required volume. (A is the specific

weight at the temperature used). In this way the great advantage

is reached that in the measurement any cocks and other movable

parts are avoided.

Thus the difFei'ent reservoirs arc calibrated. The ii[)most reservoir

is in an exceptional case. First of all tliere is no place of contact in

it. It would not be practicable to make one there. Besides, to clean

the tube after contamination the upmost point mirst be knocked off.

In order to enable us yet to accurately know the volume of the

upmost reservoir every time, the tube is drawn out very thin at the

top On this narrow part lines are etched at some millimeters' dis-

tance. When the tube is quite filled with mercury, the positions of

the mercury at the etched lines can every time be compared with

the position of the mercury along the scale. Thus the volumes can

be expressed and calculated from line to line in scalar divisions,

and also those from one of these lines to the upmost contact, after

a quantity of mercury has been expelled.

To determine the weight of a scalar division of mercury, we
make use of one of the places of contact. When the deviation of the

galvanometer needle has been compared with the level of the mei'cury

along the scale, we press out a drop of mercury, and again compare

the mercury level with the same place of contact. The decrease of

height agrees with the expelled drop of mercury, which is weighed,

and then the scale is at least partially gauged. This can be done

for different parts of the scale. Care can further be taken always

to work within a certain, pretty small part of the scale. And the

tube being very narrow, the difTerences of position are only to be

taken into account as a correction.

During the measurements the whole tube is of course placed in a

tiiermostat. On account of the length of the tube the thermostat is thus

constructed. A glass tube of -t 6 cm. diameter passes at the bottom into

a narrower tube, which is connected by a rubber tube with a large

copper tnixing vessel, where the water is kept at the desired temperature

by means of a toluol-lhernioregulator, slii-rer, and burner. The glass

tube is placed so high with respect to the liquid level in the mixijig

vessel that the measuring tube which is to be gauged, is quite
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iiniïiei'sed in the water; only the bent point D, in wiiich there is

no mercury during the measurements, projects above the water. By

means of a water-jet air pump the water from the glass tube is

sucked up, and conveyed to the mixing vessel, in the same w^ay as

the mercury is sucked up and thrown over (by air being sucked

up at the same time) in the well-known Kahlbaum air pump. The

water from the mixing vessel flows or its own accord to the thermo-

stat through the connection at the bottom, which secures a strong

water current. Thus the required accuracy, at the utmost 0°.l,

is easily obtained. Eventual variations in temperature can be taken

into account, when the weight of the total quantity of mercury in

the two tubes is known. This quantity is every time determined by

pressing the remaining mercury from the tubes and weighing it

when the last reservoir has been gauged. As a rule the temperature

variations were not worth mentioning, and it was not necessary to

apply temperature corrections.

When a measuring tube must be cleaned on account of conta-

minations, a piece may every time be knocked off at the top. After

the cleaning the tube is fused to at the next line. This can be done

so accurately, and the capillary is so narrow here, that it may be

assumed that the volume of the tube is diminished by the known
volume between the lines.

It is unnecessary to apply more than ten lines. After so many
cleanings, the volume wire is damaged as a rule, if the tube was

not broken before, and to repair the volume wire is very difficult. A
newly wrapped tube is, indeed, always rubbed with zapon lac, but

in the long run this measure is no safeguard for the thin volume wire.

That in this way an exceedingly accurate calibration is obtained,

may ajipear from the following example. The values give the total

volumes from the upper end of the tube to the different places of

contact at two different calibrations.

7.0561

7.4276

8.0137

8.8849

11.5623

14.9740

7.0554

7.4281

8.0121

8.8843

11.5595

14.9709

20.0667

25.0062

34.5016

43.7536

85.4267

87.5029

90.3264

20.0590

25.0078

34.5005

43.7516

85.4287

87.5008

90.3269
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The difTei-ences are at most '/looo of the values themselves, mostly

however much smaller, and for tlie large volumes they are even of

the order of i to iOO.OOO. The mean error may safely be put at no

more than one to 10.000, an accuracy which is certainly not reached

for other sources of error in these measurements. Of course the values

directly give only the volumes at the temperature and the pressure

of the gauging. For other temperatures and pressures corrections must

be applied, which we shall discuss in one of the following papers.

Amsterdam. Physical Laboratori/ of the Univeraity.

Geology. — "ElepJias antiquum Falc. from the river Waal near

yi/meyen."* By Dr. L. Rutten. (Communicated by Prof. Dr.

A. Wichmaisn).

The dredging-works in the river Waal in the neighbourhood of

Nijmegen have brought to light already many a finding of diluvial

mammals.

By much (he greater part of the bones found belong — as indeed

nearly all remains of mammals dredged from our rivers — either

to animals of the mammoth fauna^) or to animals of the postglacial

fauna.

An exception to this rule is the fragment of a molar of Elep/ias

mericUonalis from the river Waal near Nijmegen, -) and this finding

proved that in the sub-soil of the neighbourhood of Nijmegen also

pliocene deposits must be found.

Mr. G. M. Kam of Nijmegen, who collects with laudable ardour

all remains of mammals that are found in the neighbourhood of

this town, showed me a short time ago a number of newly found

t3'pical molars of Elephas primigenius Blum, aiid moreover a molar

belonging doubtlessly to El. aiitiquus Falc, and which had been

dredged from the river Waal, as were likewise the mammoth teeth.

Though the great stratigraphical vabie formerly ascribed to Elephas

antiquiis, has somewhat depreciated, because it is supposed from later

discoveries that the antiquiis-ïuwwsi and the primiyenius-fuHna, differ

more facially than stratigraphically from each other, ') it seems

however that, for our country, the rare fossils that are known of

the antiguus-ïnuna are older than the remains of the primi</e?iii(s-

fauna.

') L. Rutten. Die diluvialeii Saugelicre der Niederlande. Diss. Utrecht, 1909.

^) L. Rutten. ibid., p. 15—16.

3) A.o. W. SoERGEL. Elephas trogontliciii Pohl. und Elephas autiquiis Falc.

Palaeontographica. LX. 1912.
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The newly found molar is most likely a third genuine molar of

the left lower-jaw. It is much worn out by mastication, so that at

the frontal side a few lamillas

have already disappeared. Extant

are still —\i,l2,v at 221X^8
X 1^7 mm. During the wearing-

out mastication there are formed

F^B- ^- on each lamina first a median,

tape-shaped and two lateral, I'ing-shaped figures, which remain a

long time separated, but finally fuse into a distinctly rhombic figure,

so that the mastication-figures of two succeeding lamellas touch

each other in the middle, (fig. 1). The enamel is 2^^— 3 mm. thick

and strongly plaited. The mentioned dimensions and characteristics

are all extremely typical for Elephas antiquus Falc.

The molar was not much worn out and between the laminas it

contained still a little ferruginous quartz-sand and some small pebbels

of quartzite.

Much less typical is the remnant of mastication of another molar,

belonging likewise most likely to El. antiquus. (fig. 2).

It contains still 4 laminae of 55 X ^^ mm.

and is most likely a fragment of a first genuine

molar of the upper-jaw^ The very strongly plaited

enamel is 2—27-2 nim. thick. The figures of

maslication can hardly be called rhombic; we

must however take into consideration that these

Fig. 2. figures lose their typical character in the same

measure as a molar is w^orn out by mastication. This fossil can-

not possibly belong to El. primic/enius ; on account of its narrowness

the molar shows the gi-eatest affinity with El. atiquus.

Chemistry. — "On the nitration of metln/lurea." By Dr. H. J.

Backer. (Communicated by Prof. Franchimont).

The behaviour of methylurea and of ethylurea on nitration is

considered as a remarkable instance of the different influence which

the methyl and ethyl group can exert on the properties of a compound.^)

Degner and von Pechmann ') have stated that with methylurea the

nitration takes place at the ///^mo-nitrogen atom, whereas according

1) Degner and von Pechmann, B. 30, 654 (1897). Also conipare V. Meyer

and Jacobson's Lehrb. d. Org. Chemie l^, 1394 (11)13).

2) B. 30, 652 (1897).
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lo Thiele and Lachman ^) et/ti/Iurea is nitrated at llic ^^//^mo-iiitrogen

atom. The nitration products thus should bc :

a, a-methylnitro-urea, CH3-N(N0,)-C0-NH„

a, />aetlivhiitro-nrea, C.H^-NH-CO-NH-NO,.

It has now been found that the idea as to the ' nitration of

methyl urea is not correct.

D. and v. P. carried out tlic reaction by treating the sulphuric

acid solution of methylurea at a low temperature with the theore-

tical quaijtitj' of ethyl nitrate. As products, they obtained methyl-

nitramine and a methylnitro-urea melting with decomposition at

156—157°.

I have carried out the nitration in vai-ious ways, namely with the

theoretical quantity of ethyl nitrate or absolute nitric acid in sul-

phuric acid solution, and also by introducing the nitric acid compound

of methylurea into sulphuric acid. Tnvariably, a compound was obtained

decomposing between 90 and 100° with evolution ot gas and having

the composition of methylnitro-urea; methylnitramine was not formed.

If this product is dissolved in cold aqueous ammonia and then

mixed with dilute sulphuric acid, methylnitro-urea is precipitated,

melting with decomposition against 159°.

D. and v. P. state that this compound is decomposed by ammonia

at 100° and then yields methylnitramine ; from this they conclude

that it consists of «,a-methylnitro-urea.

It has now appeared, however, that this compound m.p. 159° is

the fl!, ^-methylnitro-urea ; I have proved this structure tirstly by

reduction to the corresponding semicarbazide and further by studying

the behaviour towards ditferent bases.

a. Reduction. This was carried out electrochemically, because

also in the non-substituted urea the electrical reduction gives far

better results than the chemical one ^). The operation took place in

dilute sulphuric acid with a cathode of tinned copper gauze.

The generated product witii benzaldehyde gave a semicarbazone

m.p. 166°. From the latter was formed, on heating with dilute sul-

phuric acid, the free melhylsemicarbazide m.p. 118°. This compound

when decomposed by alkalis gave the non-substituted hydrazine

NjH^, and, hence, cannot be anything else but the hydrazinoformic-

methylamide NH^-NH-CO-NH-CH,. Consequently the nitrocompound

was the rf, /^-methyl-nitro-urea NHfNOj-CO-NH-CH,.

In order to further conlirm this conclusion the melhylsemicarbazide

1) A. 288, 285 (1895).

2) R. 31, 25 (1912).
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was also prepared synthetically from methyU'^'ocyaiiate and hydrazine:

NH,-NH, 4- 00 : N-CH3 = NH,-NH-CO-NH-CH,.

The product m.p. 118° proved to be identical with the methyl-

semicarbazide obtained by reduction. The above-mentioned conden-

sation product with benzaldehyde (m.p. 166°) and the semicarbazones

formed with other aldehydes were also identical.

b. D e c m p s i t i oji b y bases. The reaction with bases

affords a suitable means of deciding wiiether we are dealing with a

primary nitramine or with an alkylnilramide. A primary ipitramide

Ac-NH-NO.3 will, on hydrolysis, yield nitramide NH,N02, from which

is formed on subsequent decomposition nitrous oxide N^O, but an

alkylnitramide Ac-N(N02)R gives the monoalkylnitramine RNHNO,.
Hence, the reaction of the a,a- and the (7,^;-metliylnitro-urea will

be expressed by the following equations :

a,a — . CH3-N(N0,)-C0-NH, + 3K0H =
= CH3-N-N0,K -f K,C03 + NH3 + H,0. ... (I)

a,b — . CH3-NH-C0-NHN0,-f 2 KOH =
= CH3-NH,4-K,C03 + N,0 + H,0 (II)

The methylnitro-urea m.p. 159'' on heating wi(h bases gives one

mol. of nitrous oxide; in addition methylamine is formed but no

melhylnitramine. These observations all agree with equation II, but

they all are opposed to equation I.

The reaction of primary nitramides and alkylnitraraides with

ammonia differs somewhat from that with alkalis, but is still qnite

as nseful for distinguishing the two classes. The decomposition of

the two isomers by ammonia is represented by the following equations :

a,a — . CH3-N(N0,)-C0-NH, + 2 NH3 =
== CHg-N-NO.NH, -h NH,-CO-NH, . . (Ill)

a,h — . CH3-NH-CO-NH-NO, + NH3 =
= CH3-NH-CO-NH, + N,0 + H,0 . . (IV)

The compound m.p. 159° gives on decomposition by ammonia

methylurea (identified in the form of its nitroso-derivative) and no

methylnitramine is formed. This tallies with equation IV", but not

with equation III.

The reactions with alkalis and ammonia therefore prove that the

methylnitro-urea m.p. J 59° is, indeed, the ^/,(^?-compound.

Further, 1 have investigated the crude nitration product before

it was treated with ammonia.

This product which melts very unsharply (at about 90°—100°)
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with evolution of gas, has the empirical composition of methyhiitro-

iirea and yet on purifying with ammonia, wc obtain only about

half the weight of r<,/;-metliylnitro-urea. Hence the j>resumplion that

the admixture consists of the isomere, c/,rif-methyliülro-urea.

As a matter of fact, on treating this crude product with alkalis

or ammonia, methylnitramine is formed which I was able to show

by the melting point and other properlies. On decomposing with

baryta water a quantity of methylnitramine was obtained, pointing

to the presence of 40''/n a, cz-methylnitro-urea.

The quantity of nitrous oxide formed on iieating with potassium

hydroxide indicated 55''/„ of rt,6-compound in the mixture.

Summary of the results.

1. On nitrating methylurea in sulphuric acid solution a mixture

is formed of the two isomeric mononitro-derivatives.

2. On treating this mixture with cold ammonia solution, the a, a-

methylnitro-urea is decomposed, whilst the a, ('^-compound is converted

into its ammonium salt and is obtained in a pure condition by

addition of an acid.

The structure of this a, 6-metliylnitro-urea is proved

:

a. by reduction: hydrazino-formic-methylamide NH.^-NH-CO-NH-CH,

is formed, the composition of which is proved analytically (formation

of hydrazine on heating with alkalis) and synthetically (preparation

from N,H, and CONCH,).

h. by the decomposition with alkalis and ammonia, which agrees

in all respects with the formula of the a, 6-corapound and is opposed

to the formula of the a, cz-compound.

3. The mixture of the isomers found in one of the nitration

experiments contained about 55 7o of ^he a, i-niethylnitro-urea and,

as appears from the decomposition with bases, fully 40 7» of the

a, a-compound.

4. The essential difference in the behaviour of methylurea and

ethylurea towards nitration agents, as accepted up to the present,

is herewith annulled.

The experimental details and the new compounds obtained in

this study will be described elsewhere.
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Botany. — "The priimiry photo-groiothreaction and the cause of the

positive phototropism in Pliycomyces nitens." By Dr. A. H.

Blaauw. (Communicated by Prof. F. A. F. 0. Went.)

(Communicated in the meeting of December 27, 1918).

Tliere are niimerouü investigations of the curvature movements,

which plants execute, when energy is supplied unilaterally in the form

of light or warmth, or when the organs of plants are displaced from

the positiou, which they Jiaturally occupy with resj)H't to gravity.

The investigation of these "tropistic" movements, has proceeded

especially in recent years with greater precision, after it was found,

in 1908, that for the understanding of these curvature-phenomena it

is necessary to observe the effect of definite quantities of energy. But

whilst in this way more and more data have been collected, concerning

the curving of organs as a result of a unilateral action of energy, there

lagged behind all the more the study of the effect of energy, when

applied to the oi'gans not asymmetrically but radially. The occurrence

of curvatures as a result of asymmetrical forces, is a phenomenon

so striking, that it is easy to understand that much more attention

has been paid to the study of curvatures than to phenomena, which

occui- when the quantities of energy are supplied radially symmetric-

ally to the organs of the plant. Yet it is as a matter of fact more

natural to investigate first the influence exercised on an organ by

energy, such as light or warmth, when its action is distributed uni-

formly on all sides of that organ, and only afterwards to consider

as a special case what happens, when the energy reaches the plant

not equilaterally, but from one definite side.

Now since it is a very important and well-known phenomenon,

that the plant reacts to this asymmetric energy in a striking manner

controlled by fixed laws, it was hardly conceivable that the plant

would not also react distinctly in the more general case in wiiich

the energy cicts radially symmetrically. With this equilateral action a

marked curvature was no longer to be expected, but it was possible

that any reaction taking place might not be limited to certain che-

mical changes in the cells, difficult to demonstrate, but might express

itself more clearly in a change in the rate of growth, which change

might be susceptible of measurement.

After earlier investigations with light applied unilaterally, it seemed

to me desirable in consequence of the above considerations to pass

no further judgment as to the value and essence of curvature

reactions, until a further inquiry had been made into the way in

which a growing organ reacts when light, warmth or centrifugal force
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acts in definite quantity on that organ uniformly from all sides.

The first results of such an inquirv with i-espcct to liftht will now
be described.

For various reasons I have chosen in the (irst place the sporan-

giophores of Phycoinyces as objects for investigation. The most im-

portant of these reasons was, that it was obviously desirable first to

trace the influence of light on a single cell and only then to in-

vestigate it in multicellular organs such as the stem and the root

of higher plants.

I have postponed for later more detailed description an account

of the arrangement for securing a constant temperature, of the method

of cultivation and of other details. I will here only mention, (hat

the fungus was grown at the same constant temperature at which

the experiment was afterwards carried out. During the experiments

the temperature remained constant within ^l^° C. I found that a

rapid rise of temperature of, for example, only 7in° ^^ «lay exercise

a considerable influence on the rate of growth of the sporangio-

phores, if it be only for a few minutes.

It can be noticed, that with the small, but sudden rise of Vio° C.

the rate of growth may for a short time decrease by as much as

257o, and then only rise again to the normal. In this case it is

perhaps not the temperature itself, which directly affects growth,

but a brief change in the degree of humidity of" the atmosphere

round the plant. I hope to deal with this more in detail. The chief

point here is to show, how important it is to attain a high degree

of constancy in experiments of this nature.

In the experiments sporangiophores are used, which are three to

four cm. high. It is known from Errera's investigation {Bot. Zeitum/

42^'' Jahrg. 1884) that they are then in a condition, in which they

possess a maximal and practically constant growth.

The sporangiophore employed, is placed in the centre of a box,

which remains therefore at a very constant temperature and in which

the atmosphere has a rather high degree of humidity, which throughout

the experiment remains quite constant. The growth is observed through

a double plate of thick glass, by means of a telescope placed outside

the box and magnifying 40 times. The light for the observation was

obtained from a weak, red lamp, which was switched on only during

the observation, for as short a time ag possible; its feeble light, also

passing through a double glass plate, forms a silhouette of the plant

on a red background. The illumination of the i)lant, placed in a

central position, is carried out by allowing light to fall from above

through a double plate of glass. Whilst the plant is prevented from

50

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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being illuminated directly from above, the light first falls on 8 little

mirrors, which are arranged in a circle at equal distances round the

central sporangiophore at an angle of 45° with respect to the incident

rays. In this way the sporangiophore receives radially symmetricall}'

the same illumination on 8 sides. For various reasons — to be later

dealt with in greater detail — this arrangement was the more

satisfactory.

The growth of the sporangiophore is always determined before

illumination by several observations at intervals of 5 to 10 min.

Whilst the variation in growth of ditFerent sporangiophores is consi-

derable, the growth of any individual one in successive minutes is

very uniform, especially when it is remembered with regard to the

figures found, (hat with observations at short intervals the error of

observation may be fairly lai'ge, because with weak, red light the

measurement must always be made fairly rapidly. The figures of

growth in the dark agree very well with those of Ekrera. In the

first series of experiments with 8-si(led illumination at 22° C. figures

were mostly found, which fell below the maximal growth according

to EiuiKRA, in the later experiments with unilateral illumination at

18°.3 C, after the method of culture had been somewhat modified,

a value was general!}' found which agreed with the values found

by Errera during maximal growth. The eventual relative variations

in the rate of growth caused by the intluence of light were however

more important than the absolute rate.

In the first experiments the plant was illuminated via the mirrors

on eacJi of the 8 sides with 14 metre candle power during 15 sec,

that is. eight tinier the quantity, which, given by one mirror only,

would have effected a decided curvature. When a growing cell

receives this amount of illumination, a very striking reaction of the

growth takes place. This reaction is all the more marked, the closer

the observations after illumination follow each other; for this reason

observations were made as far as possible every two minutes after

illumination. We then notice

:

1. that immediately after illumination growth still remains the same

for about 3 min.

2. that after about 3 min. growth at once markedly increases to

reach a maximum 4l^I^ to 8 min. after illumination; with this

quantity of light the maximiun is usually not less than 2 or 3 times

the normal rate of growth.

3. that afterwards the i-ate of growth again diminishes to its normal

value which is reached about 7—16 rain, after illumination.

4. that often however the rate sinks to 10 to 307o below its
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normal value for some minutes, and then later becomes quite normal

again.

This is a sliort résumé of the reaction, which these growing cells

execute after illumination by the above-mentioned definite quantity

of light and there was among the dozens of cells, which I investigated

in this manner not a single one which did not clearly show this

i-emarkably strong reaction. Moreover the phenomenon equally occurred

both in slow-growing and in rapidly growing cells.

Of this series of experiments, only a few examples will for the

sake of brevity, be given in tables T, U, and III, of which the third

is also represented graphically in fig. 1. If observations are not made

every two minutes but at long intervals, the reaction then does not

appear to be so striking, whilst with observations made at still

shorter intervals than two minutes, for a very short time perhaps a

still higher figure for the maximum growth might be found, than

has here been noted in observations taken every two minutes.

If the cell is illuminated with the same intensity of light for a

4 times shortei- period, there likewise always occurs a distinct

acceleiation of growth, but the latter reaches a somewhat lower

value, about IV2 to 2 times the normal ; if the illumination is 4 times

as strong and 4 times as long, that is to say 16 times as great,

then growth increases not nearly so much as with the lesser illumination

and reaches a value of IV3 to V/^ times the normal.

Whilst these experiments are being continued in greater detail and

more accurately in order to determine on the one hand, with how

small a quantity of light a measurable reaction still occurs and to

trace, on the other hand, what happens further after giving a much

greater C[nantity of light, my immediate purpose is to report the fact,

that the growth of the cells responds with a sharply accentuated

reaction to illumination with a certain quantity of light, a reaction

which shows the typical character of what hitherto has been called

in botanical literature a stimulus- reaction. This reaction of growth

to light I should like to name photo-gro^oth-reaclion, but considering,

that many as yet unanalysed phenomena in which light has an

influence on growth or form, may also be included under this general

name, I will in order to prevent confusion, distinguish this reaction

as primary photo-growth-reaction. In the case of an accelaration

of growth we can then speak of a positive, in the case of retardation

of a negative photo-growth-reaction.

With regard to the existence of a sharply-defined reaction of this

kind, practically nothing can be deduced from the literature-references,

at least the general opinion about the infiuence of light on growth

50*
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is completely at variance with these facts. In the tirst place so far

as concerns the positive or negative inflnence of light. The general

conception, supported by numerous facts, is that light in general

exercises a retarding intluence on growtii. In Pfeffkr's Pflanzen-

[}hysioJogiè (2e Aufl. 1904, Bd. II. biz. 108) as a result of facts then

known this conception is thus formulated : "Innerhalb der zuUissigen

Lichtgrenzen wird, so weit bekannt, in der phototonischen Ptlanze

durch Verminderung der Beleuchtung eine gewisse Beschleuniging,

durch Zunahme der Helligkeit eine gewisse Verlangsamung der

Zuwachsbewegung bewirkt".

In particular this was also deduced from the experiments of Vines

{Arh. WUrzbuni Tl, 1878), who observed the growtii of the sporangio-

pliores of Phycomyces every hour or half hour in daylight and in

the dark and found a slightly smaller growth in the light period

than in the dark. In this investigation, as in that of others, too hxrge

and too indetinite quantities of light were used ; moreover most

investigators, including Vines, used intermittent stimulation, for

which reason the intlueiice of illumination made itself felt as an

after effect also in the dark periods and conversely. Further in Vines'

experiments the temperature is very variable, in some it changed

for example from 227,° C\-26° C.

Whilst nearly all earlier investigators found a smaller growth

in the light than in the dark, Helene Jacobi {Sitzunysber. cL K. Ak.

(I IF. z. Wien, Abt. I, Bd. 120, 1911^ made the statement that,

for example, plants of Tritlcum and Pha.^eohis, which had been

illuminated 24 hours before for a fairly short time, had become

slightly larger, than the non-illuminated controls. In this investigation,

however, the growth was not measured until 24 hours later and

then only with the naked eye, whilst the humidity and the tempe-

rature varied very greatly during many experiments. In comparison

with this Vines' investigation of 1878 may almost be called modern,

for he worked with a telesco[)e, ensured a fairly constant humidity

and did not wait for 24 hours before taking his readings.

Further more the representation in the literature of the nature of

the growth reaction induced by light is at variance with the above

facts. The current conception of this nature is summarised by Peeffer

as follows (biz. 109): "Selbst bei dem Uebergang von einer hellen

Beleuchtung zu voller Finsterniss, oder umgekehrt, wird die Wachs-

thumsschnelligkeit gewöhnlich nur um 5—30 7o» selten um 50 7o

oder mehr beschleunigt, resp. verlangsamt, und bei schwacherem

Beleuchtungswechsel liisst sich eine Reaktion nicht immer nach-

weisen". Pfeffer further indicates, that a change in the rate of
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growth does not occur rapidly Imt gradually, and concludes:

"Neben dieser allnialilichen Verscliicbiuig- der WachstlHunsschnelligkeit

scheint durcli einen plötzliclien lieleiiclilLingsweclisel der Regel nacli

keine aufTallige transitorisclie Reaktion vcranlassi zii werden".

Tiiese conceptions, which contrast with the pholo-growtii-reaction

now demonstrated in Pkycomijces, are caused by various facts

:

that very large quantities of light were used, which greatly exceeded

the optimum
;
that the illumination was very prolonged, so that the

plant partly adjusted itself again to the light; that the illumination

was frequently intermittent, so that the phenomenon was not analysed,

but became more complex ; and because observations were nuide

at too great intervals, so that the values for a possibly accentuated

reaction were lost in a more average value.

TABLE IV.

From 1.1 '2 p.m. to 1.2' 2 p.m. unilateral.

Illumination with 14 metre candle power for 60 sec.
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After the completion of these experiments with Phycomyces I hope

to study the behaviour of the stem and the root in higher plants.

After tiie phenomenon described above had been established qua-

litativel}', I was naturally cui-ions as to how far this photo-growth-

reaction was related to the well-known phototropism of Phycomyces.

In order to investigate this, the plant was illnminated unilaterally

with, for example, 14 metre candle power during 60 sec. and at

the same time the growth and the occurrence of a curvature were

watched tiirough a telescope.

It was then found that — excluding the special case, which is

described below — a positive curvature never appears, unless the

above-described acceleration of groivth has previously taken place. The

positive photo-growth-reaction occurs in the usual manner after

about 3 min. — this time of reaction can with the weakest illumi-

nations rise to 7 min. — it reaches its maximum, then the rate ot

growth diminishes again, and from this moment does the positive

phototropic curvature become visible, which, according to the con-

ditions of illumination becomes more or less strong. A few examples

are given in tables IV and V.
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When one considers that the rajs, which i)racticcilly rnn paiallel,

fall on the sporangiopliores, as on a cylindrical lens, then the conrse

of the rays in the body of the cell can be conceived as in fig. '2.

It will be seen that the illumination of the front and of the back

of the cell necessarily must, differ

I'ather widely. There passes indeed

as much light through the front-

half as through the back lialf,

but by far the greater part of

the posterior wall the peripheral

proto[)lasm is more strongly illu-

Fig. 2. minated than that of the anterior

wall ; in the middle of the posterior wall about twice as strongly

as in the middle of the anterior wall. With illumination which is

neither too strong nor too weak, the photo-growth reaction of both

sides commences at the same moment after about 3 min., but this

acceleration of growth continues at the end of the reaction somewhat

longer at the back than at the front and consequently after the cell

has shown a certain acceleration of growth, a curvature arises by

the action from that side, which is most strongly illuminated.

The experiments concerning the absence of positive curvature and

occurrence of a negative one with large quantities of light, will be

continued in connection with results, to be obtained with the photo-

growth-reaction after omnilateral strong illumination. But in my
opinion the explanation of the positive phototropism in Phycomyces

has already been given b}" the above, and moreover I found in the

following facts new supports for this conclusion.

I subsequently investigated what happens, when the unilateral

illumination is made weaker so that the lower limit of phototropism

is approached. We may now expect, according to the course of the

rays (see fig. 2) that a quantity of light would finally be reached,

which is too small to effect an increased stretching of the cell-wall

on the anterior side, but in consequence of refraction is just sufficient

to cause acceleration of growth on the posterior side. And that is

indeed what is found ! Table VI gives an example of the different

cases of this kind which I observed.

In this way acceleration of growth was no longer observed ; at

the moment at which it would otherwise occur — that is after a

reaction-time of 5—7 min. with this very weak illumination —
the growth of the most strongly illuminated part of the cell-wall

only is accelerated and the only result is a curvature, which is weak

and often disappears again after a few minutes.
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sufticient (o cause a slight acceleration of urowtli in the anterior

wall. Since the posterior side is .somewhat more strongly illuminated

than the anterior one, which only just reacts, the posterior side

therefore begins to react sooner: after 4 to 5 min. a very slight

curvature occurs, after about 7 uiin. the anterior wall also reacts,

the very slight curvature does not continue or n:\ay even disappear,

but a distinct acceleration of growth of the entire cell can be observed

and as this passes off, there again occurs also a very slight curvature,

since the rather more strongly illuminated posterior wall not only

begins to react earlier, but continues to r^act somewhat longer

than the anterior wall, which falls just within the reach of a growth

acceleration. The phototropic curvature is thus divided here into
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become very much the same and the curvature — and that is the

definitive phototropic curvatui-e of Phycomyces — only appears after

the maximum of the acceleration of growth, because the growth-

reaction of the less illuminated anterior wall diminishes somewhat

more rapidly than that of the posterior wall.

To be on the safe side I will not extend the scope of these facts

further than to the positive phototropism of Phycomyces, but of this

phenomenon I think, that proof has now been furnished, that the

appearance of these curvatures is the result of an asymmetrical modl-

ücation of the growth of different sides of the cell, caused by the

asymmetrical illumination of these sides; that for this case therefore

UE Candoi.le'6' simple and ancient theory — more particularly in

contradiction to the later conception of Sachs — is reestablished and

with this a theory of a perception of the light-directio7i itself is

superfluous.

In the meantime I do not wish to generalize, but only to await

the results of further investigations, which are being continued in

various directions, on Phycomyces and on the root and stem of higher

plants. Only, in my opinion, for no single one of these cases can

any decisive proof in the literature be found against de Candolle's

theory.

Finally I desire to express my great indebtedness for the facilities

afforded me in the Laboratory of the Teyler Foundation, for carrying

out these experiments — and it is no mere formality, that I tender

my thanks especially to the conservator, Jhr. Dr. G. Elias, for his

assistance and interest in the arrangements for this investigation.

Haarlem, Dec. 1013.

Physics. — ''Magnetic researches. X. Apparatus for the general

cryomagnetic investigation of substances of small susceptibility."

By H. Kamerlingh Onnes and Albert Perkier. Communication

NM39rt from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden. (Continued).

(Communicated by Prof H. Kamerlingh Onnes.)

§ 7. Sources of error. Sensibility. Accuracy. Disturbing magnetic

influences. The action of the magnet upon the carrier without the

experimental tube appeared to be negligible, even when the lower

end of the carrier was reduced to the temperature of liquid hydrogen.

The action upon the coil of the carrier was also imperceptible even

when a much stronger current /,„ was passed through this coil than
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was used in onr experiments^). Moreover, even if i( should be of

any importance, it would be eliminated by the above indicated

method of observation. The influence of the stationary coil upon the

higher conducting spring is probably not negligible, but it cannot

cause any errors, as neither in the calibration nor in the observations

is anything changed in this spring.

It may also be mentioned that by the manner in vvhicii the con-

ductors are arranged, in connection with the order in which

readings are taken , any influence of the electro-magnet or the

rheostats upon the ammeters or of these upon each other, are elimi-

nated. These influences are moreover very small.

Capillary action. At first we were rather uneasy about the capillary

action between the rods of the floats and the mercury surface, and

between the carriers of the experimental tube and the surface of

the liquid in the bath. The regular return of the carriers to the

same zero, proved that no disturbances from these causes occurred

in our experiments. We had always given great care to keeping the

mercury surface as pure as possible.

Vibrations. Vibrations of the ground have a very injurious effect

upon the observations, as they are reproduced in the apparatus,

greatly magnified, and are likely to cause troublesome swinging of

the floating carrier. Vibrations in the microscope caused by the

vibration of the ground, which troubled us at first, could be avoided

by fixing the microscope more firmly.

The carrier is moved by every change of the forces that act

upon it, which causes vertical oscillations of great amplitude. To

damp these, glass wings are attached to the floats, so that after 2

or 3 swings they come to rest. Finally, the vapour bubbles

that constantly rise in the bath, cause small vertical movements of

the carrier, which are more marked, the greater the density of the

liquid gas is. Against these vibrations the comparatively large inert

mass — about 200 grams — of the carrier combined with the

damping just mentioned, proved to be the best expedient. The

damping could as a matter of fact ha\'e been made much greater,

without any difficulty. But it was better not to go any further, as it

would have made the movements of the apparatus aperiodic, and

a few swings were very useful to bring the influence of the capil-

lary action upon the carriers each time to the same value.

1) When the axis of the coil falls exactly in the plane of symmetry of the poles

and goes through the middle of the interferrum this force is strictly zero.



Sources of error in the experimental objects themselves.

For the calculation of' the specific magnetisation,we need to know

the mass per unit of hnxjtli of" the substance with vvhicii the ex-

perimental tube is filled The total mass which the tube contains

can be ascertained as accurately as we wish, but the length over

which it is spread in the tube, owing to the irregularity of the

extremities cannot be determined more accurately than within

0.2 to 0.3 m.m.

Fnither, it is assumed in tlie calculation that it is evenly distri-

buted over the wiiole tube which cannot be strictly accurate, owing

to sliglit differences in diameter and slight differences in the degree

of closeness which is attained in filling to different heights, but this

error is certainly small, and only influences the absolute value of

the calculated susceptibility ; if the same experimental tube is used

in the same position at the various temperatures, this error has no

effect upon the relative results, which are the principle object of

our research.

The relative results may however become inaccurate, if between

two expei'imenfs at different temperatures, some anisotropic grains,

which together form an isotropic mass, each take a different direction,

e. g. so that the line of greatest susceptibility in them approaches

the direction of the lines of force, since I he mean susceptibility of

the group will thereby be changed. We can avoid that this happens

unnoticed, by taking the observations at low temperature between

two observations at ordinary temperature. To answer the more

general question in how far an apparent isotropy can be obtained

with substances which are in reality anisotropic, by pressing them

in a more or less finely granulated condition into tubes of 5 to 8 m.m.

we can, without changing the' conditions in any other respect, repeat

the experiments after having brought the experimental tube into

another direction relatively to the lines of force, by turning it on

its axis. In doubtful cases we applied this method.

Numerical data: The coils described, can carry currents of

6 amp. {if) and 1,5 amp. {im) respectively, for a quarter of an hour
;

the force which they then exert upon each other is about 25 grams.

Tn ihe given arrangement this may therefore be regarded as the

limit of the force which can be measured with the apparatus. Under

favourable circumstances (little vibration) a change of 0,001 gram

in the force acting upon the carrier can be observed. Generally

speaking, the para-magnetic substances examined caused attractions

of a few grams, sometimes even more. The accuracy of the results
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is therefore more limited by the accuracy of the ammeters, than by

that of the apparatus itself. With two of tlie ammclers, in eacii of

which we constantly adjusted on one of the scale divisions, it was

possible to bring the relative sensibiHty to within a thousandth. The

third was almost equally accurate. In the relative measurements of

the susceptibility calculated, we can thus rely in general upon an

accuracy of 0,2 to 0,3 7o- '^he absolute accuracy suffers somewhat

from the fact that we are not certain of the homogeneity of the

experimental object (see above); but it is principally limited by the

accuracy of the determination of the magnetic ticld, the square of

which occurs in the formula for the susceptibility, and not by that

of the apparatus.

There is one more important factor to be considered, viz. the

constancy of the temperature of the bath. Disturbances in this will

have a different effect with different substances, as the change in

the susceptibility with the temperature is very unequal for different

substances, especially when we approach the absolute zero.

In our experiments in general we did not observe any disturbances

from irregularity of temperature. Only in the case of gadolinium

sulphate, the susceptibility of which changes most with the temperature

(1 7o for 0,2 degrees at 20° K.) the measurements in different fields

(at different moments therefore) did not agree so well with each other

as might have been expected if we only considered the accui-acy

of the magnetic determinations.

(February 26, 1914).
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Mineralogy. — "BönUienpaüems! of Boracite, obtained ahove and

below its inversion-tentperature". By Prof. H. Haga and Prof.

F. M. Jaeger.

(Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914).

§ 1. Comparison of numerous pliotogriiphic diffraction-patterns,

obtained by the method of Laue, Knipping, and Friedrich, i.e. by the

transmission of RöNTGEN-rays through planparallel crystalplates, has

led with increasing evidence to the conviction, that the symmetry

of those patterns agrees with that of the • space-lattice, whicli presents

itself as the very fundament of the molecular arrangement of

the investigated crystal. On this assumption, the new method of

research will be in future a very important manner to elucidate the

question, if with polymorphic changes, and principall}' in cases of

enantiotropic inversions in the neighbourhood of the critical inversion-

temperature, a change of the molecular arrangement takes place, or

if the cause of polymorphism must be attributed to a change only

of the crystalmolecules themselves.

This problem seemed to us of high importance, especially in the

case of those remarkable reversible inversions, which are found in

a class of crystals, whose optical behaviour does not agree with

the symmetry of their external form, of their cohesion, etc., or

generally speaking : with their total crystallographic character ; so

that it has been a custom already from an early date, to discern these

cases as thote of "optically anomalous" crystals. Of this class of

mimetic crystals the minerals boracite: Mg^ B^^ O^^ Cl^, and leucite :

KjAljSi^Oi, may, after the investigations of Mallard, Klein, etc.,

be considered to be typical representatives.

The boracite crystallizes in forms, which by no means can be

discerned from real hexakistetraëdrical ones ; even by the most

accurate goniometrical measurements it appeared to be impossible

to iind any deviation of the external torm from (hose possessing the

above mentioned symmetry. On the other hand, however, the

optical investigations, and also those concerning the corrosion-pheno-

mena, have shown with perfect evidence, that the crystals of boracite

possess no regular symmetry in the common way ; they must be

considered as composed by a very complicated system of birefringent

lamellae, which according to their optical properties, cannot have

any higher symmetry than that of rhombic crystals ; these lamellae

have intergrown in such a way, that their conglomerate corresponds,

with respect to its external form, very exactly with a true regular

crystal. More particularly the individuals of boracite seem to represent



H. HAGA and F. M. JAEGER. Röntgen-Patterns of Boracite below and
above its inversion-temperature.

Fig 2.
-

Boracite 18° C. Distance: 42.5 mM.

Fig. 3.

Boracite 300° C. Distance: 61 mM.

Fig. 4.

Boracite 18° C. Distance: 61 inM.
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a polysyntlietic twinformalion of six hemimoi-phic i-liomhic ci-yslals.

whose twiniiiiio-plaiies are those of tlio appareiil rhomheiidodecahechoii.

ï^orraal to every plane of this I'onii, the iiilerfereriee-iina^e of a

biaxial crystal can he observed in converi-ent polarised li,i>-ht, the

plane of the optical axes being- parallel to the longer diagonal of

each face of the psendo-rhombendodecahe(h'on. At tcniperatnres between
260° and 280° C., the boracite snddenly becomes optically isotropons;

then it has got perfectly i-egnlar, and its optical properties ai-e now
in complete agreement with its extei-nal form. On cooling, the

original birefringence returns as snddenly, as it has gone : the crystal

represents afterwards again the case of an optically anomalons one.

These general considerations will he sufficieni here for our juir-

pose ; therefore we will now begin the description of oni- cxpei-iments.

§ 2. Tke heaümi-apjiaratiLs. To fuHil the condition, that the

RöNTGEN-rays might be transmitted as well at higher as at lower

temperatnres, a fnrnace of the form described here in detail, was

constrncted.

A box with donble walls was made of polished l)rass ; it

incloses the whole fnrnace like a screen, and is kept, at a constant

temperature by means of a circulating stream of cold water. The

hollow box is composed of two se[)arate parts : one of them C^,

bears a tube R, which can be connected wnth the IvihNTGEN-apparatus;

further it has a cylindrical hole z, serving as a canal for the thin

bundle of RoNTGEN-rays. Cold water enters the box at / ; after cir-

culation it goes by V and B to the hollow cover Q.^, and leaves

the apparatus at U. The cover Q^ is fixed in position on Q^ by

means of three equidistant screws *S'. Q^ possesses at /' an oblicpie

perforation, which serves for the adjustment of the thermoelement 77/.

The heating-coil I) consists of platinum-wire, 0,4 m. in. in diameter
;

it enters the furnace at P, where it is insulated from the brass box

by means of a porcelain-tube, and leaves the apparatus in the same

way by a second hole of this kind. The heating coil is wound

round a core of copper A ^), from which it is insulated by means

of a thin layer of asbestos-paper ; the coil needs to be applied oidy

in a single layer. The metal core A is held in a central position

by means of six pieces of carbon ; all intervening space is filled

up with disks of heavy asbestos, cut in suitable dimensions.

-) For higher temperatures it must be recommended, to prepare this central

part of the furnace from nickel, or to coat it heavily willi gold ; for the highest

temperatures (up to IGOO (^\),alandum-covesoï{\ïel^ortonCompuriij\n Worct'sttr

(Mass.) U. S. A., are an excelleiit material.

51*
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full size

Fig. U
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The core A possesses a somewhat (hiiiuoi- wall at (/. and is conical

excavated on the lathe, as indicated in the iignre J, with the purpose

to give the rather strongly deviating R(")NT(iKN-rays an opportunity

to reach the photogra[)hic plate without an interposing obstacle. The

furnace-chamber must be kepi at a constant temperature however
;

therefore it is necessary, to shut it at ^f, and like-wise the cover

Q^, to protect the photogra})hic plate from heat-radiation, at N^

by means of a thin plate of aluminium, which can be (ixed or

removed by means of a copper-ring. In this way the heat is

sufficiently kept in the chamber, while the aluminium-screens do not

interpose any appi-eciable obstacle in the way of the RöNTGKN-rays.

The aluminium screens have, at o, only a hole to introduce the

thermoelement Th into the furnace. The crystal-plate p to be inves-

tigated, is fixed in positioii on a removable support, which can be

adjusted in the furnace-chamber l^y means of the buttons m^ and

m^, and a bayonet-joint under the screws .Vi and s,, The crystal

is fixed on the support l\y means of the two metal springs ^j and y.^.

The furnace-coil can bear a maximum current of 5,5 Amperes ; with

this intensity a temperature of 800° C. or somewhat higher, can be

reached.

The connection of the furnace with the RöNTGEN-apparatus was

made in the following way. A brass plate was fixed in a xertical

position on a long horizontal rail ; against the vertical end of the

plate a heavy lead-screen was fixed. In the brass plate a long brass

tube of about 7 cm. is fixed, and adjusted in a horizontal position;

this tube bears at the side where the furnace stands, (i. e. at this

side of the lead screen), a brass flange, which is turned off on the

lathe in such a way, that the plane of its border is accurately adjusted

perpendicularly to the direction of the emerging RöNTGEN-rays. The

tube R of the furnace just encircles the border of this flange. In

the brass tube two cylinders of lead, about 5 m.m. long, are arranged

at both terminals ; they are fixed in such a way, that no rays can

escape otherwise, than through the 1 m.m. broad central canals,

which are pierced along the axes of the lead cylinders. As they are

accurately adjusted so, that the axes of the two cylinders are

lying in the same straight line, the direction of the bundle of Röntgen-

rays fabout 1 m.m. in diameter) is wholly determined, as it were

by means of a visor. Everywhere thick lead-i)lates are ari-anged so

as to prevent the RöNTGEN-ways from escaping otherwise, than

through the narrow canal.

The furnace, with its axis in horizontal position, is now connected

with the RöNTGEN-apparatus, by pushing the lube R over the liange;
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]\v a semi-evliiidrical sii|)|X)rt, attached to the horizontal part of the

brass |)late, it is borne up from beneath, while a copperwire, wrapped

i-oiiiid the double-walled cylinder of the furnace, helps to keep the

apparatus in its position. It is necessary- of course, to adjust the

horizontal axis of the furnace exactly in the same level as the small

canal for the emerging rays. The whole arrangement of the Röntgen-

tube, the lead screen, etc., corresponds principally with that described

formerly by one of us.^)

\N 3. 7'ke iimteridl. The boracite, used in this investigation, was

from Sehnde, in Hannover. It crystallized in clear, pale blue-green

large crystals, showing the form |110|. Two planeparallel plates were

cut from a crystal, one perpendicular to a binary, the other one

perpendicular to a ternary axis of the apparent regular form.

Oui' experiments were only made with a plate, cut perpendicular

to a binary axis; at the same time such a plate must be perpendi-

cular to a quaternary axis of the Bravais' space-lattice, if the crystal

is really of the regular system.

By microscopic investigation the strong birefrijigence of the crystal-

plate was easily demonstrated. It showed a typical polysynthetic

structure ; between crossed nicols it was in uo position totally dark,

hut only locally. The composing lamellae showed high interference-

colours ; in convergent j)olarized light an interference-image of a biaxial

crystal, almost perpendicular to an optical axis, was visible, with a

dispersion, which would be in agreement with rhombic symmetiy.

When the crystal-plate was heated in the microscope-furnace, al-

ready described by one of us, — in which furnace the crystal rests

on the hot junction of the used thermoelement, — the polarisation-

colours between crossed nicols change gradually from violet to yellow,

blue and grey; then the held of the microscope gets dark suddenly

at 266° C. On cooling the birefringence returns as suddenly as it

disappeared; it is an extremely remarkable fact, that^ahiiost the same

lamellae return on that occasion, ivhich were present already before

heating.

The experiment can be repeated arbitrarily ; thus we are quite

sure, that in our experiments at fully 300° C. the optically isotropous

form has always been present, while the birefrinyent one must have

returned always after cooling to room-temperature.

§ 4. Our experiments now were made in such a way, that first

a RöNTGEN-photograph was taken, when the crystal-plate was out

1) H. Haga, Ann. d. Physik (4). 23. 439, 440. (1907).
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of the fiinuice. Tlioii tlio plate was fixed into the furnace, this was
heated to fully 300° C. and left at this temperature duriup: one hour ;

only after that time, the second photograph was taken. When the

furnace had cooled down to room-temperature, a third photog-raph was
taken, while the j)late remained in the furnace and in the same
position, as dui-ino- the heatiuf»- of it. The time of transmission

of the R{)NTGEN-rays was 2 or 3 hours; this was shown to be suffi-

cient, if a phosphorescent screen behind the photographic |)late

was used. The temperature of the furnace was under continuous

control by means of the thei-moeleinent Th. The obtained results

were as follows.

Let us study first fig. 3'); it represents the image, obtained at

300° 0. The crystal-plate was 1 m.m. thick, and was fixed at a

distance of 61 m.m. from the photographic plate. Notwithstanding

the fact, that the normal of the crystal-pUite did not coincide abso-

lutely with the normal on the face of the hexahedron, one can conclude

from it, that the diffraction -pattern possesses a quateimy axis of

symmetry, — just what might be expected in each of the three possible

Bravais' space-lattices of the regular system.

In fig. 4 the pattern is reproduced, obtained after the furiuice

has cooled down to room-temperature. The image is analogous to

that of fig. 3 in a misleading way ; however it doubtless differs from it.

Especially the following facts may be brought more into the fore-

ground : 1. in the quadrants to the right above and to the left

below, in the first row of spots from the centre, there are found

three small spots in close vicinity to each other; while at the same

place in the opposite
,

quadrants only two of these are present; 2.

especially in fig. 2 it is very evident, that in both the rows, which

are most elongated from the centre, there are onlyƒvt; spots between

the two dark limiting ones, if the rows are situated at the opposite

ends of a vertical diameter of the plate; but in the corresponding

rows at the opposite ends of a horizontal diameter of the pattern,

there are about nine spots between the two darker ones, while the

spot in the midst of the row is darker than the others, and on both

sides accompanied by a feebler spot. On the original negative of

fig. 4 these differences could already be seen easily ; but much better

in the fig. 2, which represents the pattern obtained from a boracife-

plate, 1,8 m.m. thick, but at a distance of only 42,5 m.m. from the

photographic plate. Notwithstanding the fact, that this plate was not

cut absolutely parallel to the face of the hexahedron; however, the

') We regret that tlic flguies ai'e nnly poor reproductions of the original röntgeno-

grams, so that some details cannot be distinguished on Ihem.
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above mentioned differences can easily be stated. Anotiier point of

divergence of the tigs. 3 and 4, which however does not relate

immediately to the difference in period of the symmetry -axis. — is

the fact, that in the fig. 4 (also in fig. 2), there are always two

spots in the third row from the centre, which spots are missing

wholly in fig. 3. We must conclnde from this, that, notwithstanding

the misleading analogy of figs. 2 and 4, with respect to fig. 3, the

former two do not possess more than a öinnri/ axis of symmetry
;

with respect to the fact, that most observers contribute rhombic

symmetry to the composing lamellae, it miisi be considered as highly

probable, that this binary axis of symmetry corresponds really with

a molecular an-angement of rhombic symmetry. In any case with

a space-lattice, which is relatively close to a regular arrangement : for,

as already mentioned, it was impossible till now, to state goniome-

trically any deviation of the \mve regular crystal-form. However,

the Röntgenogram shows this deviation with certainty, may it be

only by small differences, while a misleading similarity or analogy

with true regular symmetry reninins present. This fact proves, that

in problems of this kind, in many cases the method of the Röntgen-

patterns will be of higher value, than the different methods used

up to this date.

§ 5. The described experiments have thus demonstrated the fact,

that by healing to 266° C, simultaneously with its optical isotropy,

the boracite shows a slight molecular re-arrangement. The question,

if the dimorphism of the boracite is connected with a change in its

molecular an-angement, must, after what is found here, doubtlessly be

answered in the atïirmative. ')

It makes only little difference or none in this (piestion, whether the

obtained images correspond perhaps only to the exclusive action of

one single kind of the atoms, constituting the chemical molecule of

boracite. For every kind of atoms of the molecule must be the

structure-unit of an individual space-lattice, and all Üio^e intergrown

space-lattices must be either congruent, or equal with respect to

1) Remarkable is also the granular charactei- of the central spot on these

photographs: experiment taught us, that this fad is connected with the presence

of the two aluminium-screens M and N in the way of the RöNTUEN-rays. Especially

remarkable is the more or less regular hexagonal of hexaradiant shape of these

spots. Such an hexagonal image was also obtained by means of a thin alumi-

niumplate alone, about 1,55 mm. thick. It is not improbable, that this fact is

connected in some respect with the octahedral crystalform of the aluminium:

perhaps the hexagonal image corresponds to six octahedron- faces as direchons of

preference for the RöNTGEN-rays.
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their symmetry, and at least in conformity with each otlier, with

rational proportions of their linear distances; and they innst also

remain so, if their aggregation shall be erystallographically a possible

one. For that reason the changes in symmetry of one of these space-

lattices, nuist be connected with the same changes in the other ones;

it can hardly be hazardons, to conclnde from the changes in the

Röntgenograni of one of them, with regard to the changes of the

other space-lattices. Besides it will seem somewhat improbable with

respect to the relatively slight change in molecular arrangement, thai

at the same time no further change should accompany it, which

takes place within the domain of the composing molecules themselves.

For the birefringence is, even just a little below the inv'^ersion-

temperature, again very strong, but disappears at 266° C. quite

suddenly. It is difticidt to believe, that so great a change could

only be attributed to the apparently not very great change in the

molecular arrangement. The conception, that the optical properties

partly, if not greatly, must be caused by the anisotropy of the

composing molecules themselves, more than by the structure of their

molecular aggregation, is often defended, just because it is able to

give a clear idea of the nature of optically-anomalous crystals. It

is true, our experiments have once more proved, that doubtlessly

the intluencte of the molecular arrangement is present; but perhaps

it is in this direction of research, that the cases are to be found,

which will allow a delinitive conclusion with respect to the one or

the other of those views.

Experiments with leucite, in which the difficulties will be even

greater, because of the higher inversion-temperature and the much

slower transformation, are at present being made in our laboratories.

Groningen, January 1914.

Mineralogy. — ''On temperature-measurements of anisotropaus

bodies by means of radiation-pyrometers.'' By Prof. Dr. F. M.

Jaeger and I)i-. Ant, Simek. (Communicated l)y Prof. Haga).

(Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914).

§ i. In the study of the optical behaviour of white-hot silicates, it

accidentally happens that the temperature of the investigated objects

is measured by means of the now generally used radiation-pyrometers

of Wanner or of PIolborn—Kurlbalm.

The temperature of the body, as determined in this way, generally

cannot coincide with its real temperature; for the mentioned pyro-
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meters \vill indicate only that temperature, whieli an tibsoliitely black

body should possess, to show the same emission, that really is

observed by means of the pyrometer. Just because different objects

difïer from the absolutely black state in an unequal degree, they will

seem to possess different radiation-temperatures, when heated to the

same temperature of f C.

If the radiating object, as in the case of birefringent crystals, is

anisotropous with respect to its absorption for radiant energy, it must

be also anisotropous with respect to its emission, in accordance with

Kirchhoff's fundamental law. Such a radiant anisotropous body will

behave therefore as if it had different temperatures in different

directions of vibration; its apparent radiation-temperature will not

be the same for different vibration-directions of its emitted radiation.

§ 2. Although this conclusion from Kirchhoff's law of radiation,

has been tested already occasionally by means of experiment ^),

— as we learned however just after this investigation was finished, —
all those experiments were made at a time, when the construction

of radiationpyrometers, founded on the law of Kirchhoff, and on

those of WiEN and Planck formulated since that date, had not yet

taken place : We thought it interesting, to demonstrate the said

phenomenon once more by means of a radiationpyrometer, as it is

used now in a very perfectly de vel loped form in all laboratories for

high temperature work, and thus to show at the same time again

the validity of Kirchhoff's law, in qualitative respects, by means of

a striking experiment.

§ 3. Our experiments were made in the following way.

From a crystal of dark green turmaline of Brasil, two small flat

cylinders of about I mm. thickness were prepared ; one of them had its

axis parallel to the crystallographical axis of the trigonal mineral,

the other one perpendicular to it. The form of a cylinder was chosen.

1) Kirchhoff himself (Pogg. Ann. 109, 299. (I860)), has already drawn this

conclusion from liis tiieory, and tried to demonstrate it by experimenting with a

heated turmalinecrystal. The same experiment was repeated later on by Balfour

Stewart (Phil. Mag. (4). 2, 391. (1861)). Although both experiments can be

considered as proving the fact, they are not adapted to make a strong impression.

In 1902 however the law of Kirchhoff for this case was demonstrated in a

convincing and quantitative manner by Pflüger (Ann. d. Physik (4). 7, 106 (19U2) ),

who measured by means oi a spectrophotometer, as well the difference in absorption

for the ordinary and extraordinary lightwaves, as the difference in emission of

white-hot turmaline tor vibrations in the direction of the crystallographical axis,

and for those perpendicular to it.
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lo make the lieat-ti-aiisport between it aii<l llic walls of (lie I'liriiaco

as s^'inmetrical as possihle. The eyliiiders, which had a diameter

of about 2 or 3 inin., wei-e carefully polished, and they were fixed

in the sinall resistance-furnace B i^Fig. 1) by means of a fine platinum-

wire, wrai)ped round fheir curved surfaces; the furnace was of the

type, used in this laboratory for microscopical purposes, and described

more in detail by one of us on another occasion ^).

By means of the tine platinum-wire the small cylinder was fixed

Just above the junction of the thermoelement E, made of i<latiuum-

platinumrhodium, and used in this furnace as the crystalsupport

;

^

icr
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lliis tlieniioelement was connected with a sensitive direct-reading;

galvanometer G. The fnrnace had an inside-winding of platinum-wire;

it was surrounded by a iiollow mantle M, in which continually a

stream of cold water was circulating. It was heated with direct

current of 220 Volt and 3—5 Amperes; the temperature was regulated

by means of a rheostate in such a way, as to be kept constant

at will at every height. The cylinder was fixed in such position,

that it remained at all sides equidistant from the furnace-walls, and that

it was situated in the very short part of the furnace, where no consider-

able fall of temperature along its axis, could be detected. Above the

furnace a movable diaphragm D was present, to make an entrance

to the measuring-apparatus possible only foi- the rays, coming from a

very small part of (he surface of the glowing cylinder ; a plane-convex

lense L, arranged above the furnace, allowed to observe a sharp image of

every chosen part of the glowing cylinder-surface, by means of the

telescope of the radiationpyrometer P.

This pyrometer P was of the HoLBORN-KuRLBAUM-type, which is to be

preferred to the about equally accurate pyrometer of Wanner, because of

its giving an opportunity to obeerve the objects themselves in the hot

furnace sufliciently well. Before the objective of the pyrometer, a total-

retlecting prism (45°) ;S was fixed, whose hy pot henuse-side was heavily

coated with silver; it' was fixed in an innerlyjblackened tube, which at

the same time bore the rotating Nicol-prism lY. This prism N could

eventually be removed in an easy way, and, if necessary, be substituted

by another prism X' , to be fixed this time however at the opposite

end of the telescope, before the ocular. The telescope contained the

accurately calibrated incandescent-lamp //, which was lighted by

the current of two storage-cells A. In the same circuit were pi-esent

two easily adjustable rheostates W, and W^, and a milliampère-

meter L provided with pointer and scale.

The calibration of the incandescent-lamp H between 600° and

1000° C. gave the following results:

Temperature in ° C.
Intensity of current

in milli-ampères:

Number of milli-ampères,

corresponding with a

temperature-rise of 1° C.

:

600°

700°

800°

900°

1000°

318

356

396

440

484

0.38

0.40

0.44

0.44
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For temperatures under 800° C it makes

evidently no diltcrence lor the adjustment of

(hepjrometer, if a monochromatic red p;lass

is |)hiced before the ocular, or not. The

way, in which the wire of the incandes-

cent-lamp and the image of the heated

cylinder could be observed after the

diaphragm /) was removed, is visible from

tig. 2 ; the hot crystal there is indicated by

Fig- 2. p^ while d represents the wire of the lamp.

§ 4. In first instance it was tried to find out, in what way this

apparatus would show the properties of an isotropous radiator.

For the purpose to be as much as possible in analogous conditions

as were present in the study of the expected phenomenon, these

experiments were made with a turmaline-cylinder, with its flat end

cut perpendicularly to the optical axis of the crystal. It could be

proved easily, that this crystalsection, which was investigated at tem-

peratures ranging from 800° to 1000° C. showed in all directions

of vibration the same radiation-temperature: on rotating the nicol iV,

the iiitensity of the radiation was the same at every moment. This

observation proves also, that no disturbing polarisation-phenomena

were caused by the reflection of the light at the prism S; the obser-

vations to be described further-on are thus proved to be quite inde-

pendent of the presence of this reflecting prism.

The object appeared, after removal of the nicol ^V, to possess con-

siderably lower temperature, than the thermoelement indicated; the

differences between 700° and 800^ are about 12°—16° C, between

800° and 900° about 3°—12° C, between 900° and 1000° about

5° 0. The indications of the galvanometer are therefore diminished

by these amounts, to find the true temperature of the object. Those

lower temperatures are probably partially caused by the fact, that

the small, but relatively thick cjjinder was fixed at some distance

above the hot junction of the thermoelement, while a considerable

heat-conduction took place along the suspension-wires. The turmaline-

plate, cut perpendicularly to the optical axis, got soon opaque at a

temperature of 900° or J 000° ('.
; the cylinder iiowever, which was

cut parallel to this axis, remained transparent at 1000° C. for a

long time, so that it was possible to see the hot junction of the

thermoelement through it, although only very feebly. Finally however

also this section got opaque: the investigations with Haidingkk's di-

chroscope e.g., are made all with such an opaque cylinder. Because
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of the very steep temperature-fall in these small furnaces, the parts

of the furnace before and behind the radiating' object were for the

greater part considerably cooler than the tnrnialine-plate itself.

§ 5. After it was demonstrated in this way, that the chosen appa-

ratus was really suitable, to make accurate temperature-readings,

the other cylindei-, cut parallel to the crvstallographical axis, was

tixed into tlie furnace in (piite the same way. By a prelimiuary

optical investigation the direction of maximum liglit-absorption was

fixed, which direction we will discern as A*,„. The emitted light is

elliptically polarised ; the intensity of the radiation foi- vibrations in

the two principal directions could be studied easily by rotating the

iiicol N.

a) In the field of the telescope, R„i 'iiay be in a vertical position.

The polarisator had its plane of vibration parallel to /^«; reading at

739° C. : 350 M.A. If the polarisator .V is rotated over 90°, the intensity

of the current in the incandescent-lamp is only 344 M.A. at 739° C.

When the nicol is rotated over 360°, the following readings were

made in the four principal situations: 350 M A.; 344 M.A.; 351M.A.;

346 M. A. ; finally once more. 351 M.A.

The apparent temperature of the small cylinder with respect to

vibrations in the direction of maximum absorption thus seems to be

clearly higher for 14° or 15° C, than in a direction perpendicular

to the first.

b) Now R„, was in a horizontal position; the plane of vibration of

the prism ^V is vertical. At 751° C. the readings were now: 351M. A.,

and after A^ being rotated over 90^, — 356 M. A.

c) R,n is replaced as in a); the polarisator has its plane of vibration

parallel with R,n. Readings : at 756' C, first 358 M.A., and after

rotating y over 90°: 352 M.A.

cl) R,„ is again horizontal. At 815° C. the readings of the milli-

ampèremeter are : 376 M.A. and 381 M.A., according to the plane

of vibration of N being perpendicular to, or parallel with R,n.

e) R,n is now in a vertical position. Readings at 826° C. : 388 M.A.

and 383 M.A. If the nicol is removed, then the reading is in all

directions ; 402 M.A. ; the apparent increase of temperature is of course

explained by the light-absorption of nicol-, and prism-system. There-

fore all numbers of M.A., as they are found, need to be augmented

with 20 M.A., to get the true radiation-temperatures (Table).

/) The experiments mentioned d and e were now repeated, with
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(he use of a red, almost monocliioinalio jj;lass on the ooulai'. As the

same readings were maiU' as Ijcfoi-e, there seems to be noditïerence

of any appreciable amount l)el\veen the two modes of observation.

g) If all nicols are removed, as well before as behind the p^^ro-

meter, the readings remain the same, if the furnace is turned over

some angle by means of the table of the microscope. Once more

thus the reflection at tlie prism -S is dcmonsl rated to have no real

effect on the results.

h) A nicol N' is adjusted behind the pyrometer, and while /t,„

has a fixed position, it is tuined over 0°, 45°, and 90° respectively.

The readings at 850° C. were :

Rotation of N' over :

Oo

45°

90°

31illi-Ampères

415

413

409

i). Finally the nicol A"^ was placed again before the pyrometer and

of course the other one was removed. At 898° C. the readings were now

:

418 M. A. and 410 M. A.; at 963° C in the same way : 441 IVl.A.

and 447 M. A.

We can thus conclude from it

:

True tempe-
rature of the
body in ° C :

Readings in M. A as
Radiation-temperatures

they would be without
, forvibrationsin thetwo

the absorption by the
j^^j j directions:

nicol

:

F F

Differences

:

739°

751

756

815

826

850

890

898

969

f^?n '
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§ 6. It needs to be remarked, that from the individual differences

in sensitiveness of the human eye, evidently there i-esult greater or

smaller values, than those given in column 4, if different observers

trv to determine at the same time the apparent temperature-differences

between R,„ and the direction perpendicular to it. So one of us

always found somewhat qreater values, than the mean value of

column 4. Hut the difference itself as a real phenomenon remains without

any donbt.

§ 7. Finally we made also an exjieriment, in which the apparent

colder and hotter parts of the turmaline made the impression of being

in immediate contact with each other, and therefore could be com-

pared immediately, so (hat the phenomenon gets in this way

exceedingly striking.

The funiace was now fixed in a liorizontal |)osition, with its

central axis in the direction of the optical axis of the telescope; the

total reflecting prism can be removed in this case. Before the objective

of the pyrometer, instead of the nicol N, a Haidinger dichroscope-

ocular was adjusted in such a way, that two images, an ordinary

and an extraordinary one, of a small part of the crystal-surface,

were obtained: the object made thei-eforc the impression of being

divided into two halves.

If all the circumstances of the experiment, e.g. the reversing effect of

the telescope, etc., were considered, it could be demonstrated, that

in the upper field only light was transmitted with a horizontal

vibration-plane, in the lower one only that wilii a vertical plane

of vibratiou ; the last appeared to be the light of the extraordinary

waves. In the fig. 3 these vibration-directions are indicated by the

shadowing of the fields.

The temperature-measurements in both

images, — which could be performed in

an easy way, because the image of the

lampwire, on moving the eye before the

ocular, was seen by parataxis now in the

upper, now in the lower field, — demon-

strated, that at 769^ C. the lower field

appeared to have a radiationtemperature of

pjg 3 757° C, the upper one however of 769° C.

In concordance with the well-known fact, that a turmaline-plate,

if parallel with the crystallographical axis, principally transmits

only the light of the extraordinary waves, which are vibrating in the

priiicipal optical section of the crystal, — thus the direction of
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tlie hori/.ontal vibrations (i.e.- of the ordinary waves), is at the

same time the direction of niaxinium lif>iit-ahsorp(ion.

As the field A corresponds thus with that direction of vibration,

wherein the maximum absorption of the radiant energy talves place,

so the apparent temperature must also seem higher in that held,

— quite in accordance with the law of Kirch hoff.

Groningen. Laboratory for Inorganic and
Physical Chemistry of the University.

Chemistry. — "Allotropy and electrooiotioe EqiuUbrium." By Prof.

Ernst Cohen.

(Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914).

In the address on allotropy which I delivered on May 16^'' 1904
at the opening of the van 't HoFF-Laboratory at Utrecht (this adress

has been published as a pamphlet and also in the "Cheraisch Weelc-

blad" ^)) I called the attention of my audience to the importance of

a systematic study of this phenomenon. I also gave an outline of

the way to be followed in continuing the researches I had carried

out with my collaborators in this direction since the year 189y.

Since that time Mr. Smits at Amsterdam has also chosen allotropy

as a field of work. Into that matter I shall not enter further at

present.

However attention may be called to the form which chamcterizes

Mr. A. Smits' publications and which may give rise to a misunder-

standing.

This is strikingly shown in his paper in these Proceedings Vol. 16,

p. 708 (^meeting of Dec. 27, 1913) where he says:

"In connection with the foi-egoing it is desirable to draw attention

to this that according to these considerations the contact with die

solution of a salt of the metal must have an accelerating injiuence

on the setting in of the internal equilibrium of the metal."

Mr. A. Smits has written these words in italics; he has however

forgotten to mention in the text or in a footnote thai this fact was
discovered and published 15 years ago by Ernst Cohen and C. van

Eyk in their researches on the allotropy of tin *).

Moreover he forgets to point out that an explanation of this

^) Ghem. Weekbl. 1, 481 (1903/04).

2) Zeitschr. f. physik. Ghem. 30, 601 (1899).

52

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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phenomenon which is common knowledge now-a-dajs (and which

is mentioned even in elementary textbooks) was given by me 15

years ago ^) and that I myself and my collaborators made nse of

it in our recent researches on the allotropy of bismuth, cadmium,

copper and zinc.

The quotation reproduced above is so striking that discussion of

the other instances of the same kind is unnecessary.

T have always intended to abstain from any remarks on this point.

But as many colleagues both at home and abroad have taken

increasing umbrage at the procedure of Mr. A. Smits, I feel myself

reluctantly compelled to draw atttention to the matter.

Utrecht, van 't HoFF-Laboratory.

January 1914.

Physics. — "A new relation between the critical quantities, and on

the unity of all the substances in their thermic behaviour."

By J. J. VAN Laar. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914).

1. In my latest paper '") I have treated some relations — also

derived by van der Waals — in which a perfectly accurate form

was substituted for the approximate one ; 1 have proved that not

any factor 6 =i f\v) by the side of "/t,2, so not the factor (1— Va'^')%

added to it on account of the so-called quasi-association either, is

able to account for the course of the function «/
=:'

.
'- in

/I— 1 d^d^

the neighbourhood of the critical temperature (§ 3) ; 1 think I have

demonstrated that either a, or b, or both must be functions of the

temperature (§ 4), and I have made a few more remarks about the

form of the reduced equation of state (,§ 5). Now I wish to make

some remarks on the form of the dependence of the quantity b of

the volume v.

The temperature dependence will be considered in a subsequent

paper. I may, however, state already now that I have come to the

conclusion that this dependence too must be exclusively looked for in /;,

whereas a is assumed to be independent of the temperature. Van

DEK Waals seems finally also to have come to this conclusion, at

1) Zeitschr. f. physik. Ghem. 30, 6i23 (1899).

2) These Proc. of Sept. 3, 1913, p. 44-5'J.
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least I infer from an abstract in tlie Chern. Weekblad of Jan. 3,

1914, p. 29 of his most recent publication "Weiteres zur Zustands-

gleicliung" (summary of his latest Papers in these Proceedings of

Nov. and Dec 1912, .Ian. and P>br. 1913), that he has adopted

this opinion.

Thus the quantity /; would control the whole thermic behaviour

of the ditferent substances, and the variability of this quantity in

dependence on v, and also on T would be the cause that this actual

behaviour deviates from that which would conform to van der Waals'
ideal equation of state with a and b constant.

Further it seems to appear more and more that all the causes

devised up to now, which were to account for the variability of b,

yet jointly find their expression in one comparatively simple equation.

When the former supposition of perfectly hard and elastic spheres

is abandoned for that of a (jradual exchange of the energy during

the collisions, in which at bottom the kinetic energy of the moving

and colliding molecules may be thought transferred to the interjacent

medium, which transition determines the external pressure — part

of the foundation of the before assumed correction on account of

apparent diminution is no longer valid, at least in its old form.

When the molecules are considered as pretty stable systems, the

volume of which varies only slightly in consequence of the increase

of the internal and the external pressure, a great part of the correction

introduced later on account of the real diminution, must no longer

be applied. We are led to this view when we consider how exceed-

ingly slight the influence of the temperature is just at higher tem-

peratures (we shall come back to this presently), so that it seems

that the molecule systems are only slightly modified in volume even

by the influence of the thermal motion (which will certainly be

more intense than that of the pressure). The rise of temperature

seems chiefly to have this influence that some molecules (the number

of which is indicated by the wellknown thermodynamic relations)

suddenly break up into simpler ones or the reverse), when the strong-

chemical bond is broken for these molecules in consequence of the

too great intensity of the internal motions. Then in the "dissociating"

substance there are simply two kinds of molecules, e.g. for N^O^ the

molecules N^O^ and NO^, but — as long as they exist individually —
both seem to be pretty insensible to changes of volume by tempera-

ture or pressure.

And finally — when the so-called quasi-association is considered

as a phenomenon inherent in the nature of things : 1 mean in this

sense that temporary molecule aggregations are naturally formed

52*
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without any special cause, in consequence of collisions, and of the

temporarily acting strengthened attractive forces, or bj other accidental

circumstances — so that this state of quasi-association ') for every

substance is quite determined by the value of the (reduced) tempe-

rature and of the volume — we are naturally led to combine all

the influences mentioned into one equation h^f{v,T), of which at

present we only know the general form, without being able to define

it more closely. It seems to me that the tinal decision — as regards

the derivation of the equation in question — will be given again

by the radiation theory and the theory of quanta.

2. Before giving the new relation between the critical quantities,

found by me some time ago, we may briefly state the results of

the foregoing paper, as far as the relations existing between the

critical quantities are concerned.

When b=/{v) is assumed, and f— j and (t~A is indicated by

b'k and b"k, putting Vk:bh = r, it follows from the equation of state

RT a

P =
V— b v'

(a)

in the first place, by putting T^j and f^j =0 (loc. cit. p. 45

et seq.)

:

-1 2 \-Vk
(1)

(2)

3 1-V,A
when ^"k = vkb"ic'.{l-b'i).

Further

8 a , ^.
, ^

27(r--ir 2

^^' =^
27 ^^ 6", '

^" '"^^^'^^ ^'^ = T ~"^ T^-TY-

1 a 27 p-l 2
.

In this ;, and A, are never far from 1; for substances that deviate

most from those which would correspond to the ideal van der

Waals 's equation of state — the latter will henceforth be called

"ideal substances" for shortness — )^^ and A, are both =0,98.

For the so-called critical coefficient s=RTk:pkOk is found:

.^'i-, (3)
Aj r

in which A^ : A, may always be put = 1.

1) Which according to this view lias therefore nothing to do with real associa-

tion, as for NOo and H.O, which is of enlirely chemical nature.
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Tf p pL = f
, T : Tic = ))}., V : vj. = n, I) : Vk = j? may be pul, the

lediiced equation of state, in consequence of the mentioned relations,

becomes :

M + ~—\{n—^)=sm (6)

Another set of equations is found by tlie introduction of the

critical pressure coefficient /={-—]. But in this the dependence
\pdljk

on the temperature of the quantity b must be taken into account.

We easily find (see p. 56—57 loc. cit.)

:

Pk{vk—h) \ vk—hk

when ^'t represents —
( v~ I

• Hence this becomes

:

r / r

r— 1 \^ r—

1

r
If now the temperature-correction ^'t is represented by 7-, and

r—

1

r
if we bear in mind that s would be the value of f, when b

r—

1

*^

(or a) were no function of the temperature, which value we shall

henceforth denote by f', we have the relation

:

in which

^'=^^7, <^)

In this / is therefore the quantity (
—

) determinable experiment-
\dmjk

ally, which, however, will not appear as such in the different

relations. In them f' occurs systematically, which is connected with

ƒ by the relation (5). Fortunately, however, (f is always very small,

so that in a first approximation ƒ may be substituted for /'. But

for the sake of accuracy we ha\e everywhere in what follows not

identified f' with ƒ.

When ph-\- "lüi}
is substituted for R2\:{v/,— b/c)

1 27 _ X, 27

follows from /' = RTici pic {vie —bi), so that we have also the relations

f-'=TV-l^ü' («>
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f— I

1/

(()«)

3

while now the reduced equation of state may be written :

in which f' will always be sUylUly smaller than /.

3. If we assume for an "onllnarij substance'' (which is therefore

farthest froui tiie above mentioned "ideal substance") a-= 3,77^),

hence '/s^ 0,2653, then the value 2,12 corresponds to this for?',

with Aj : Aj = 1 accoi'ding to (3).

Then the value 7,136 is found for/' from (4) with r: (r—11=1,893.

Since / will have to be somewhat greater than ƒ', as in (5) <i
is

positive at any rate, but as foi- / experimentally a value is found

which for the said substances if not very near 7,14, yet lies only

little higher, we see conlirmed here what I observed already above

(see also loc. cit. p. 57), that q will be exceedingly small at the

critical temperature, and that therefore /"' and ƒ will differ very little.

Further follows fromƒ — 1 = 27 : ;i, r\ with 27 : r' = 27 :
4^,494=

= 6,008, for ;.^ the value 0,979 = 0,98.

And from ƒ = (/,: ;.J X (8 : (^'—1)) the value 0,999 = 1 for

Aj : ^, is then properly found back with 8 : (r— 1) = 7,143, after

which 0,98 is also found for Aj.

The quantities P., and ;.., will varj': between 0,98 and 1, according

as one descends from "ordinary substances" to "ideal substances"

through the whole region of substances. In this r will at the same

time vary from 2,12 to 3 ;
ó- from 3,77 to 2,67, and ƒ from 7 to 4.

We further find for the relation for X^ indicated in (2) :

1 - b'lc = U,9085
; b'f, = 0,0915 .

The value of ^"l may be calculated from (1). We then find :

^"/, = rtb\. : (1 — b'i,) = — 0,4398 ; vi^k = — 0,3996 .

In the above we only apparently started from one fundamental

quantity, viz. s, from which we have calculated r=2,12. For we

then made use of the circumstance that k^ . ).^=zl may be put.

Strictly speaking we ought to have assumed tiuo quantities, viz.

^) Mean of the values 3,766 for w-Penlane, 3,735 for J-Pentane, 8,796 for

Fluorbenzene.
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s and r, from which all the otlior quantities can then be calculated.

For r we could then have assumed 2,12, and we had then found

X^ : ^^ = 1. But it is better to start from two quantities, which are

experimentally determinable. And for the present s and ƒ' seem the

most suitable, even though s depends on the accurate determination

of the critical density (which is often very difficult, and generally

takes place through the strictly speaking unpermissible prolongation

of the so called "straight diameter" — unpermissible, because this

straight diameter exhibits a perceptible curvature close to the critical

point), and though the determination of f' (supposing we may put

ƒ' ^/) is from the nature of the thing always connected with not

very accurate calculations of pressure and temperature differences

close to the critical point.

We might e.g. have assumed .s^ := 3,77 and ƒ= 7, and we had

then also found ^^ = a„ r= 0,98. And the equality of A^ and X^

would also have become clear for other substances, as Oxygen,

Argon etc., where another set of values for s and ƒ had been

started from.^

We shall, however, immediately see thai in consequence of the

new relation found by me instead of f' and .s- another quantity can

be introduced, which in contrast with the two mentioned ones is

experimentally pretty sharply definable. We mean the direction of

the straight diameter, which can be determined very accurately from

observations even far below the critical temperature, and is at any

rate not affected by any uncertainty in the observations close to the

critical temperature. T^ and Vk will, indeed, of course be of influence

in the determination of the "reduced" coefficient of direction.

If, as said, we take, however, for the present f' and s, we find

easily from the above relations :

Further from ƒ — 1 = 27 : A, r' and ƒ = {X, -. x,) X (8 : (r— 1))

:

X,=

through which

27 s / s\
,

27 / s\

Aj s

(y)

Finally we shall find :

l—b'k ——-^
r-

In this particularly the last relation, viz. for /3'V-, is remarkably

2s(f'—l) vkh"k /'—

4
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simple, the more so as there occurs only one quanlity, viz. /"', in it.

For ƒ'=:ƒ= 4 we have ,3' ^. = 0, as we should have.

4. If we may really put X^ : 1^ = 1, .v is perfectly determined

by /' through the relation fy), and only one quantity either s or ƒ'

suffices. Then we have only to put :

8/' 8.
01'

./ = Ö
—

8+/'

everywhere in the above. Further in (3) rs simply becomes = 8

and in (4) ƒ ' will become = 8 : (r—1).

Hence if we express everything in ƒ', we have:

\7f'"- I= I 4- T., ; ^-
= ^r., —.

, (7)

8f_ =^±11^X4-^ A=—5^^—
3+/' ' ' ƒ' ^f'

' (/'_l)(8+/')^

16(/'— 1) „ /'—

4

/'(8+/')
^

ƒ'

by the side of which we mention a few more earlier relations in

the new form :

27 27 1

rs = S ; f'{r—l) = S ; ^ (ƒ ' — 1) =: — == — .s^
' y V /

' vy ''

r^ 64
, (8)

r — 3 : l/A (ƒ' — 1) : 3 ; s = V, V^X (ƒ' — 1) : 3 I

when
;.i
= A.^ is represented by A. We once more point out. that all

the foregoing relations hold quite generally and perfectly accurately,

but that the relations (7) and (8) will be dependent on the assumption

AjiA, = 1. But this latter relation may be considered as perfectly

accurate.

Now
8 a 1 , a

27 bk
^

27 bk''

is simply found for RTk and pk, so that we can calculate the quan-

tities a and bk very accurately from the observed critical pressure

and temperature.

As for the quantity ;., it is =r 49 : 50 = 0,98 for f = 7 ; for

ƒ = 6 we find 243 : 245 = 0,992 ; for / :=: 5 we have ;. =
675: 676 = 0,9985, and for/ =:4the value 1 is found. So whereas

Aj : A^ is pretty accurately =1, Arr^Aj^/^ will in the utmost case

only deviate 2 7o fi'om unity, and will approach more and more to

1 for substances with lower values for ƒ'.

Let us now proceed to give the new relation and at the same

time introduce the reduced coetllicient of direction of the straight

diameter y.
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5. A new relation.

1 found, namely, that remarkably enough, there always exists a

simple relation between the quantities r = Vk : hk and z = />/; -. Vg.

Not the approximate equality of s and s' =-• vj^ : i\, brought forward

by VAN DER Waals, but another accurate relation. For though .?

differs little from s'
,

yet the difference can amount to Vs o^ the

value, whereas the relation found by me seems perfectly accurate

;

the value of.y: 5' can be calculated from it for every value of the

chosen independent parameter.

We know that according to the property of the "straight diameter"

i {d, + d,)~l
1— ?n

when d^ and d^ represent the reduced densities of liquid and vapour.

When d^ may be neglected with respect to d^, we have simply:

id,=^l 4. y(l_„,),

which for m = would pass into ^ d^^l -\- y or

d, = —=2{l+r).

Here v^ is therefore the fictitious extrapolated liquid volume at

the absolute zero-point ; this volume can of course not be realized

for liquids, but in this ideal limiting case we may write ^o for it —
by bg we must, therefore, understand the same thing as is understood

by Vq, i.e. the smallest volume that a number of molecules lying

closely together, so that they are all in contact with each otliei-,

can occupy.

So if in futui-e we represent the relation v^ : v^ by s\ and the

relation bk : ^0 by z, we have

:

^A:
,

„ ,, , ,
bk s' 2 (1 -f 7)- = .' = 2(1+;/); -=z=- =^ ^

, . . (9)
6„ 60 r r

because r=:vk-bk. So far these equations do not contain anything

new; the last may serve to calculate z, when y and r are known,
in which r may be calculated from one of tha equations (7), viz.

r = I -j- (8 : ƒ'). Thus z = 1,8 e.g. for an ordinary substance (/ =0,9,
r = 2,12); z= l,5 for argon (;- == 0,75, r=: 2,33); 2 = 1 for an

ideal substance (/ = 0,5, r = 3).

But now I found that always:

'= -^ (10)

for the most different substances. In this form the relation was first

discovered by me. Thus among others:
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For an ordinary substance {f =:= 7,2)

„ Argon (ƒ = 6)

,, ideal substance (/'' = 4)

1,8 =

1,5 =

1,11

2

1,33

2

==1,^

= 1,5

= 1

in which the value of z in the first member was calculated from

(9), i. e. from z = 2 (1 + y) : r.

The relation (10) seems, therefore, to hold very accurately. It

comes to this that r — 1 = 2 : z, or

vk - h 2 b.

hk

hence

Vk

hk

hk = 2 h. (11)

If, namely, only for ideal substances we find vk — bi, = 2bi,-, so

that then ?;/, becomes 3 ^^^ — now this property appears to continue

to hold for all substances, if only in the second member 2 b^ is

substituted for 2 bk (in which b, is therefore always the volume i\

at T=0 extrapolated from the equation of the straight diameter).

As therefore

Vk hk= 2 or
h. b.

2 (11a)

and as vi, : ^o = 2 (1 + v) according to (9'), we also have simply :

hk
^ — _ — 2 V

6„
(12)

x\nd this is wdiat the new-found relation really comes to. In this

waj^ we have for

Ordinary substance

Argon

Ideal substance

r = 0,9

r = 0,75

r = 0,5

z = l,S

s = l,5

z = l

For an ideal substance we take y = 0,5, because there just as

for the other substances the coefficient of direction has been taken

of the straight line which connects the critical point with the point

d^ at m = 0. The always slightly deviating direction of the locus

1
(J^ _j_

(/
J— ƒ (m) close to the critical point would be = 0,4. (Cora-

pare my earlier papers of 22 Nov. 1911, p. 438 et seq , of 24 Jan.

1912, p. 563 et seq. and 574, and of 25 April 1912, p. 1091 1096).

That the so-called "straight diameter" really exhibits a slight curvature

at the last moment in tiie immediate neighbourhood of the critical



' = 3,8
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r^^^ (14)
r

Then trom (3), viz. rs = 8 X 0^, '^,), when A^ : A, = 1 is put,

8y

1+r
follows for s, whereas from s'^2{l-\-y), (see (9)), follows:

s' (i+yr--=^^ (16)

8
From ƒ' = 8ó'

: (8

—

s) (see a little above (7)), or also from/' =
r—

1

according to (4) we derive

:

/ = 8y> (IV)

an exceedingly simple relation, which states that the critical coeffi-

cient of pressure f' ^) will always be equal to eight times the reduced

coefficient of direction of the straight diameter.

From (7} follows for y:

27 y*
A = (18)

(l+y)^(8y-l) ^ ^

Further according to (7) we have

8y—

1

l-h'k = -^
; b\

4y(l+y)

Then also according to v7)

1 7' - ^^-iL K' - (^y-^)\ ^v- _ (2y-i)-
.,^.

^-''-^^yY ''-4y(H-y)' l-h'k" 8y-l "

^'^^

vkb"i. f'— 4 2y—

1

l—bjc ƒ 2y

Thus we arrive, substituting bk : b^ for 2y according to (12), at

the exceedingly simple relations at the critical point:

(bk—b,y ,
bk—b,

b/cVk bk

From this we can already get an insight into the probable values

of b' and p" also outside the critical point, and try to derive the

relation b=f{v) by integration. But this will be discussed later.

If we now finally summarize what has been found, in a table

in which some principal types of known substances have been

inserted, we get the following instructive summary, from which it

may be seen how the ivhole behaviour of the substance can be

deduced from one fundamental quantity — here the quantity y (also

=zy^(bk-b,)), the reduced coefficient of direction of the straight dia-

meter according to 7^ id^ -{-d^) — 1 = y (1

—

in). We may further

avail ourselves of the following table for the prediction of still un-

1) In which f'
is properly speaking =ƒ:(! + :?), see (5). But f' always differs

exceedingly little from f.
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known values (for helium and hydrogen e.g.) or for the correction

of already determined values (among others for oxygen).
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of the function h=f{v), and so the particular form of this last

function is after all the deeper cause that both ).^ = P.,, and the

new relations found by me, viz. Vk — f)k = 2/?^ and hh : b^ = 2y are

satisfied.

I further draw attention to the fact that the above relations only

remain valid as long as the law of eqnipartition continues to' hold

at very low temperatures. I have convinced myself for argon that

the departures from this law even at the lowest temperatures, at

which vapour-pressure determinations etc. have still been made

below the critical temperature — among others at 90° K. — are

still so slight that they remain entirely below the errors of observation.

But this will be treated more fully in a following communication.

Whether this is the case at the critical temperatures of hydrogen

and helium, 1 have not yet examined. It is, however, very well

possible that for such exceedingly low absolute temperatures the

deviations are large enough to give rise to more or less considerable

deviations in the formulae. This can particularly affect the quantity

y, as the straight diameter extends to still lower temperatures than

the critical temperatures.

Finally a few remarks on the way in which /> depends on the

temperature. It has appeared to me that this variability is exceedingly

slight at higher temperatures, so that even at the critical temperature

of ordinary substances — is still negligible (See § 1 and 2). This is

in agreement with what I found before for //, '). For 0°, 100°, and

200° C. I found, namely, h,, constant = 917 X 10"*^
(P-

^"6, 580

and 582 loc. cit.). But />„ varied greatly. That b, varied and even

apparently increased according to the relation b,, — b^z=\/yT was

entirely owing to the form of the chosen function b =f{v), viz. the

wellknown "equation of state of the molecule" of van der Waals.

It has, however, become clear to me that this equation does not

hold, and is in contradiction to the above given accurate values b'k

and ^'k. The fact is this that b decreases at all temperatures, but the

more as the temperature is lower. Finally b,, will have become — b,

at the absolute zero ; hence no variation of b with the volume will then

be possible any more. For at a given temperature b moves between

b,j (for v = <x>) and b„ (for v—v,). Now bg is a temperature function,

and it moves from b^ (for T large) to b, (for T=0). Hence in a

6,?;-diagram at high temperatures the curve b=/{v) will have a

pretty steep inclination from b(, = about 1,9 bo (for ordinary substances)

1) These Proc. of 24 April 1903, p. 573—589.
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to h^. But at low temperatures tliis curve will approach the straight

line b = bo more and more, mo^'ing from />, to /;„.

Now as lias been said, the decrease of br/ with T is so slow at

first that b,, = b^ at 7' very great is not very different from b,/ at

Tk, when namely 7\ is comparatively high, as for all "ordinary"

substances. Only at k)wer temperatures b,, decreases rapidly to b^.

In consequence ot this —, will, therefore, be comparatively very small

in the neighbourhood of Tk, but —— will assume a much greater

value.

So this accounts for the fact that for substances with low critical

temperatures, as 0^, Argon, H^ and Helium the ratio bic-.b^ becomes

smaller and smaller (see the table), which will cause the type to

approach more and more to that of the so-called ideal substance,

where van der Waals' ideal equation of state with constant b will

hold. For once more: at lower temperatures b,j approaches bg more

and more, and the distance between b,^ and b^ disappears.

But that this is nol the onh/ cause of the change of type, so that

e.g. Xenon with a comparatively high critical temperature (-[- 16°,6 C.)

is identical in its behaviour with 0^, where Tk= — 119°C. — this is

perhaps owing to this that a second circumstance can be of influence

v
on the course of b as function of v, namely that the relation —

,

which will probably depend on the structure of the molecule (com-

pound or simple as for argon, helium etc.), need not always be

= 1. This too will be discussed later.

Both the varying value of b;j with decrease of temperature, and

the variable value of v^ b^ according to the nature of the different

substances: these are the principal causes of the preservation of the

individuality of the great majority of substances sdso in their reduced

equation of state, so that these substances may be divided into diffe-

rent classes, ranging from the class of the "limiting substance" with

high molecular weight, and of the ordinary substances, to that of

the "ideal" substance with extremely low critical temperature, for

which would hold ƒ=4, r = S and s = ^/^. But even helium (see

the table) is still a long way from this.

In a following paper we shall treat the form of the function

b=f{v), and test the found expressions by the values of b which

I have calculated for Argon.

I will communicate already here, that of the many expressions

which satisfy the relations (21), i.e. which at jfit give the values of
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h'k for [fk indicated there, only some tj^pes lead to simple results^),

among others also (with some restriction, see later on) the exponen-

tial type proposed already before by Kamerlingii Onnes :

— « {v— X\)
h = b,, — {h,,—b^\p

Already in 1901 (Archives Teyler (2) T. VII, Troisième partie) I

tested (see p. 14 et seq.) the values of h for H^ and CO^ by this

equation ^), and found a good agreement. But that I then found

de\'iations with respect to the critical quantities is simply owing to

this that I at the time did not take h,, variable with the tempera-

ture, and that therefore observations of H^ at 0° C. can by no means

give a final decision about the quantities at — 241° C.

It is of course only of formal importance, when in the above

relation and others at last b,, and ?;„ are replaced hy critical quanti-

ties, so that the relations (21) are satisfied. But this will be discussed

in a subsequent paper.

Fontanivent sur Clarens, January 1914.

Physics. — "An apparatus for the determination of gas isotherms

up to about 3000 Atm." {Continuation.) Van der WAALS-fund

researches N". 6. By Prof. Ph. Kohnstamm and K. W. Walstka.

(Communicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waaes.)

(Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914).

B, The volume measurement. {Continuation).

Conveyance of the gas into the measuring tube.

In the previous communication the question was answered how

the volume is determined of a quantity of gas which is in the

measuring tube, above mercury. Now we shall have to describe how

we get the gas quantit} that is to be measured, in this position.

For this the most intricate part of the apparatus is required.

As is known Amagat's measuring tubes consisted of piezometers

1) Also V. D. Waals' relation in the general form ~ = /
V— h

^
. b-h.

^—^0/ _i

with bo constant gives perfectly impossible results, among others n varying between

8 and 3Ü.

2) It is easy to see that the relation used there, viz.

r

b=b^ {l— (9e~'^'(^)

by the application of suitable substitutions for 6 and (3 is identical wiih the above

relation.
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of the well-known Caillktkt form. The quantity of gas ismeasnred
at low pressure, tlie piezometei- is placed in a steel vessel tilled for

the greater part with incrcurv and further with a transmission

liquid; and by then forcing u|) Ihis li(|uid by means of a hydrostatic

press we expel the gas from the piezometer reservoir, and convey
it to the calibrated stem. Through this way of procedure, however,
we are compelled to continc ourselves (o a comparatively small

quantity of gas. For if we should want to start from e.g. 1 /. of

gas under normal circumstances, the steel pressure vessel must itself

have at least a capacity of 2 /. And (o construct a vessel of such

a capacity, which can be perfectly closed, and does not leak at

3000 atm., is, if feasible, so expensive that its execution is entirely

out of the question. Yet it is very desirable not to work with small

quantities that the volumes may not become too small at high

pressure. To enable us to work with a quantity- of gas of 1 /.

without the parts of the apparatus exposed to high pressures becoming

of too large dimensions, an apparatus was constructed which allows

us to compress the quantity of gas to be measured tirst to from

50 to 100 atm., and then convey it to the measuring tube proper.

A tirst requirement is that throughout the experiment the measuring

tube must be continually exposed to the same pressure outside and inside,

because else the thin glass tube of course at once gives way. Originally

it was the intention to convey the quantity of gas quantitatively into the

measuring tube, after its normal volume had been determined. Owing

to unforeseen difficulties, to which we shall revert further on, we
have not yet succeeded in realizing this quantitative transferrence,

so that in the experiments which will be described in what follows,

the quantity of gas which was worked with, has been only deter-

mined by a measurement of its volume e.g. at 100 atm., the com-

pressibility between 1 and 100 atm. haxing to appear from separate

determinations. We shall discuss this more extensively later on in

the description of the experiments, and shall now first pi'oceed to

give a description of the apparatus, used for the conveyance of the

gas into the measuring tube.

It consists of three pressure stages : an (unprotected) glass part

for the pressures below two atmospheres ; a part that serves to

compress the gas from 2 to 50 or 100 atm.; and the measuring

part proper. The glass pai't consists of a vessel A of a capacity of

+ 1 /. ^), placed in a copper thermostat with glass windows (repre-

') As we have not made use of the accurate capacity of this vessel for the

experiments which will first be describerl. we shall not enter into a description of

its calibration as yet.

53

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVi.
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sented scliematically in fig. 6). At its bottom the vessel A passes

into a tube B, which is in connection by means of a side tube with

a GAEDE-airpump and other auxiliary apparatus to be used in the

fdling. The tube B passes through the bottom of the thermostat,

and is connected with a large pear-shaped mercury bulb by means

of a rubber tube.

Fig. 6.
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At the top of the glass vessel there is a cock a, which, opened,

gives access to the glass tubing he, which leads to the steel high

pressure cock C. This cock has been specially constructed for the

quantitative transferrence of gases, as was described in these Pro-

ceedings already before. ')

With this cock we reach the second " pi-essure stage". It

consists chiefly of a large cast-iron vessel J) of more than 2 /.

capacity, which can be closed at the top v/ith a heavy iron piece

E with bayonet joint and leather packing. This piece E is bored

through and a heavy glass tube F, of more than barometer height,

has been cemented in it. On its bottom this tube F is attached to

a glass jar G, of about 1 /. capacity ; at its top it passes with a

sealing-wax joint into a steel capillary, which gives a connection

with the high-pressare-cock H, which can shut off the third "pressure

stage".

The said cock C is fastened to the bottom of the iron vessel D,
the vertical opening is in connection with a thin glass tube F' , of

a length of at least 80 cm. When the piece E with the glass jar G
is placed into the iron vessel, the tube F' gets inside F, as is shown

in the figure. Through an aperture i' the vessel D is further in

connection with a steel tube ƒ, which connects D with the high

pressure-three-way-cock P, where the third pressure stage begins again.

The tube ƒ is again connected with D by means of a steel-to-steel

closure, as was already described in this series of communications^).

On the steel tube ƒ, the end-piece of which is ground conical, a

double steel cone g is screwed, w^hich is in its turn pressed against

D by means of a flange plate h, with bolts, fastened in the iron

vessel D' and nuts. (Cf. fig. 7). The closure of F \n Z) is

elucidated by fig. la and lb. A steel ring E^ is pressed into a

leather ring E^, which is F-shaped in section by means of a plate

E^ fastened with screws on E (see the figure). The leather ring

extends through the pressure, presses therefore against E and D,

and effects in this way the closure. E is held in its place by a

piece D^ with bayonet joint. When the projecting sectors D., are

rotated so that they get before the opening D^ of the rim D^ (see

fig. lb), the piece D^ can be taken out, and with it the piece E
and G.

The highest pressure stage consists in the lirst place of the obser-

vation vessel proper L, a heavy steel tube of ± 1 m. length and

1) These Proc. XI, p. 915.

«) These Proc. XV, p. 1024 and fig. 2.

53*
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1,65 cm. bore, which is calculated to resist a pressure of4000atm

and is suspended on the ceiling bj means of rods. At the bottom

Fig. la.

L is closed by a shutter piece M, the construction of which we

shall discuss presently. Jf is bored through, and this boring terminates

in a steel tube ^V (fig. 11), to which the glass observation tube iIS

Fig. lb. Fig. 8. Cock H.
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fastened. The other side of (he channel in tlic siiulter piece At is

connected through a cone and nut /v ^) with a steel capillary tul)e

0, which leads to the before mentioned cock H. The construction

of this cock appears from (ig. 8. The tube always remains in

communication witli the righthand side opening, which opens again

into a steel tube Q' , which leads further to the mercury vessel R.

By opening or closing the cock H we can, however, bring in

connection with, resp. shut off from the glass jar G in the iron

vessel D. The mercury vessel R is by means of a steel tube S.^ in

communication with a high pressure cock T, which can etfect or

prevent the communication with the steel tube S^. And finally this

tube /Sj again leads to the before mentioned high pressure three-

way cock P. The construction of this cock appears from fig. 9.

The stopper t only serves to shut off an opening, through which

at the end of an experiment when one wants to lead back the gas

into the jar G, oil can escape. It is seen that S^ is always in

communication with a third tube S^, but that a communication can

be made or broken off of S^ and S, with the tube ƒ and so with

the second pressure stage by the opening or the closure of P. *S,

terminates in a T-piece U, which on one side is in communication

through the tube S^ with the upper side of the observation vessel

L in entirely the same way as the tube with the bottom side,

Fig, 9. Cock P.

on the other side through S, with the hydrostatic press, which

causes the pressure.

1) Gf. the description of these conueclions lower down.
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By the aid of this arrangement it is now possible to fill the

measuring tube, which is fastened at JV on the piece M with the

gas that is to be measui-ed, this glass tube being always subjected

to the same pressure on tlie inside and on the outside.

After the whole system of tubes and all the cocks etc. have been

cleaned, the mercury vessel R is filled entirel}^ and the vessel D
half with mercury. By the application of a slight pressure the

mercury in Q rises, and tills the whole tube Q up to the cock H.

Then the cock T is closed, so that the mercury in Q cannot move

up and down any longer. Wiien this |)ressure is applied, the vessel

L outside the glass tube has tilled with the oil, which is used as

pressure transmission liquid. Now all the cocks except T'are opened,

and the whole system A abc F'FON is exhausted by means of the

GAEDE-pump. Then the mercury from D rises in the jar (r and

reaches barometric height between F and F' . Now the apparatus

may be rinsed once or twice with gas by admitting gas at B by

means of the mercury reservoir, and then making a vacuum with

the GAEDK-pump. If we now want to bring a definite measured

quantity of gas into the measuring tube, we close a, and admit a

quantity of gas into A. When the mercury reservoir is then raised,

a quantity of gas is isolated in A, the pressure, the volume, and the

temperature of which can be determined. If now the glass cock a

is opened, the gas flows into the exhausted space cF'. Now the

mercury in F falls, and by raising the mercury reservoir which is

in communication with B, we can now expel the gas from A to

D. If we want to do this quantitatively, we must raise the mercury

reservoir so much that the mercury overflows at b, and fills the

whole tube, be, and that at last it becomes visible at the upper end

of F. C is then closed. The gas is then under a pressure of about

one atmosphere in the jar D, and further in FON and in the

measuring tube.

By the hydrostatic pr^ss, resp. through the way S, US^ P/e we

now increase the pressure. The mercury in D then descends outside

the jar G and rises inside it, and expels the gas more and more

from the jar towards F. The pressure in the measuring tube then

rises, of course. But U being in communication with L through S^,

the pressure inside and outside the measuring tube is always the

same. If we want to convey quantitatively, the pressure must be

raised so high that the gas has been entirely expelled by mercury

from G and F, and the mercury has reached the steel capillary

above F and finally H. Then H is closed. Now the communication

between the inside and the outside of the measuring tube is broken.
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We should, therefore, take cave that in tliis condition no great

variations of pressure can take place, which might make the measur-

ing tube burst. This is controlled by a spring manometer, which

is in connection with the hydrostatic press. In the operation it appears,

however, that a few atmospheres' difference of pressure is not yet

dangerous to the measuring tube. The dimensions of the measuring

tube must be so chosen in proportion to the jar G that all the gas

has been expelled from G and F by mercury before 80 to 100 atm.

have been reached, as the unprotected glass tube F cannot resist a

higher pressure. Now P is closed. This separates the high pressure

division, in which the measurements take place, entirely from the

second pressure stage, D etc. For i/lias already been closed (see above).

Now T is opened. This opens again the communication (by tiio

way Si U Ss P S^ TS^ RQHO) between the inside and the outside

of the measuring tube. If we now continue to raise the pressure by

the hydrostatic press, the mercury rises in H resp. 0, and pushes

the gas further and further above it, till at last the mercury readies

the tube N and then the measuring tube. Still further increase of

pressure then brings the mercury into contact with the platinum

contacts in the measuring tube one after another. All through the

measuring tube remains constantly exposed to the same pressure

on the inside and on the outside. When we want to suspend the

measurements temporarily, this continues to be the case. For then

a cock in the hydrostatic press is closed which shuts the

conduit iSj. The closure of the apparatus is so perfect that

when this cock is closed the high pressure stage {LHRTFU, and

the connecting system of tubes) can be left at a few hundreds

of atm.'s pressure for weeks, without a trace of leakage being

observed.

This perfect closure is obtained by the application of steel-to-

steel closure everywhere. Only in the cock T it is inevitable that

liquid under high pressure is in contact with packing material. (In

the cocks F and H there is of course also packing material, but

this packing material belongs to the second "pressure stage").

All the couplings are again of the system indicated in fig. 7 and 8,

of course modified according to circumstances at the different places.

Thus the couplings for the cock F are represented by tig. 9. A
steel cone <j is always found, which is then pressed against the piece

with which it is to be connected by a nut K or the flange plate h.

Jn the former case the thread of the screw is left-handed, so that

when the nuts K are turned on, the cone is screwed tighter, instead

of being unscrewed. This precaution is unnecessary in case of a
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flange plate (fig-. 7 and 9;. The llani^e plate is pressed tiglit bv bolts

and nuts.

We must discuss the piece J/, on which the glass measuring tube

is fastened, somewhat more fully. This fastening seemed an insuperable

difficulty for a long time. We have said up to now that the pressure

inside and outside the measuring tube was the same; this is true,

however, only by approximation. For the way R Q AfN is filled

^vith mercury, the way RS^S^S^S^ with oil, and the difference of

height of rhe measuring tube and R certainly amounting to 1.5 m.,

there prevails a pressure inside the measuring lube of about 2 atm.

less than outside it. The different kinds of cement w^hich we used

to fasten the measuring tube on ^'^(Caillktkt cement, with or without

shellac, sealing wax, also packing material put between, such as

ivory) were always cracked l>y ilie pressure, even though sometimes

only invisible cracks arose. On account of the excess of pressure

outside, oil then entered the tube from the outside, and rendered the

measurements impossible by contamination of the mercury.

At last it was resolved to platinize the measuring tube over some

centimeters' distance on the bottom side, to coat this with copper,

and then to solder it to the copper tube k fastened on the steel piece

N (Fig. 10). Now it seemed that a soliïtion was found, but a new

difficulty i)resented itself. When pressure brought the meirury into

the tube, it could come in contact with the tin when it passed the

place of soldei'ing, and the amalgam formed contaminated the

measuring tube. To prevent this the tube was lengthened at the

bottom by a conical piece /, which litted in a conical part of the

steel pi[)e X. Though it was tried, besides, to improve this closure

with zapon lac, the place of soldering was not yet sufficiently

protected. We then drew out the measuring tube some centimeters

into a point m. When the gas is compressed in the tube, part of it will

be enclosed in the small space n outside the drawn-out point. We must

then for the present give np the thought of a tiuantitative transferrence

of a quantity of gas. Besides, care should always be taken that

during the measurement of isotherms the mercury does not get below

the drawn-out point in, because then the quantity of gas in the

measuring tube might change. But that the soldering place now

remains separated from the mercury by gas up to high pressures,

is at present an indispensable advantage.

In the steel piece J/ there are four passages /;, and thro.ugh each

of them passes an insulated wire. The passages end at the top in a

conical widening. In this fits a conical ivoi-y ring r, and in this a

copper cone q. The wire insulated by the passage is soldered to the
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bottom side of the cone. The upper side of two of tlieso rones is

connected witli beginnini»' and end point of the vohinie wire. Only

Fig. 10.

the npper side is under pressure, and everything is close fitting on

account of the conical form, so that now we have an insulated elec-

trical connection with the measuring tube.

A glass tube closed at the top, on which a platinum wire is

wound bifilarly is hung on the measuring tube. The ends of the

wire are connected with the two other copper cones.

We shall come back to this in the description of the temperature

measurement.
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The kydrostatic press.

The pressure is furnished by a Schaffer and BudeiNberg hydro-

static press of the known construction, only heavier" than usual

according to the circumstances. This press is provided witli 4 cocks

to the pressure balanct

to the apparatus

to the fore pump

Fig. 11.

(fig. Jl). The tube S^ is in connection with one of them V^, and

it is tliis cock that is turned off when in the evening tlie work is

suspended after the measuring tube has been tilled with gas. (cf.

above p. 829). V^ can open, i-esp. break off tlie communication

with tlie large pressure t)alance. Here the tube ends, which joins

the pump with the "head" A and the space C {iig. 1) of the

pressure balance. All the couplings are effected steel to steel as

above. V^ is the exit-valve,. V^ bars the way to the fore pump.

This fore pump is an ordinary oil suction- and forcing pump, which

can carry the pressure up to 800 atm. So when the whole space

beyond V^ has been tilled up to that pressure, V^ is closed, and

the pressure is fui'ther increased by means of the large wheel of

the press. On the way between V^ and the fore pump there is still

a j_-piece. The branch way which is formed here, may be shut

off by a high-pressure cock of ordinary construction. This branch
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way leads on one side to llie "hciid" of (lie lillle pressure hjihiiice,

on the other side to iin iiecnrate spring-nuinonieter, vvhicii Ccin

indicate up to 300 atm. As has been said above, during tlie

time that there is no communication between inside and outside of

tiie measuring tube tiie pressure is regulated witli tiie aid of this

spring manometer.

On the large press stands a large spring manometer of Scmakfkk

and BuDENBERG, wliich can be used up to 5000 atm. ; it serves for

a preliminary orientation about the [)revailing pressure.

0. The temperature measurement.

It was originally the intention to measure the temperature im-

mediately by the side of the measuring tube, so inside the vessel L.

The third and fourth insulated wires in the [)iece M were at first

destined for this purpose. But an accurate preliminary investigation,

directed to this end, showed that no accurate temperature n'leasure-

ment could thus be attained. For as Liselt. and Lussana have already

demonstrated, the resistance of a metal wire does not only change

in consequence of the temperature, but also through the pressure.

And this latter variation appeared to be by no means regular. After

increase of pressure a wire sometimes returned to its original re-

sistance at atmospheric, pressure, sometimes [)ermanent changes of

resistance appeared. Besides it would have to be ascertained empiri-

cally separately for every wire, how much the change of the resist-

ance with the pressure is, for these changes are by no means equal

for wires of seemingly the same material. It is, however, required

for such a gauging of the resistance wire that the wire can be

placed under different pressures in the pressure apparatus, the tem-

perature being left constant. This can practically not be achieved in

another way than by enclosing the whole pressure apparatus in a

thermostat, and by taking, under the necessary i)recautions, the tem-

perature of the thermostat for the temperature of the resistance wiie

under pressure. But then it is much sim{)ler to ap[)ly the same thing

directly in the measurements, and assume then too the temperature

of the vessel L and its contents to be equal to that of the surround-

ing thermostat.

A t/iennoscope inside L is, however, indispensable then. In conse-

quence of the compression, resp. dilatation heat of the gas in the

measuring tube, namely, variations of temperature of the magnitude

of one de^a'ee occur inside L. If there is no thcrmoscope inside L,

much time may be needlessly lost in making sure that the stationary
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state has returned in L. The bifilarly wound wire now, placed on

the top of the measuring tube (cf. p. 83ij supplies the want of such

a thermoscope. This resistance is led outside by the third and fourth

insulated wires of the piece M, and brought in connection with a

Wheatstone bridge. The galvanometer of this combination indicates

if the stationary state has set in.

Separate experiments made at atmospheric pressure, so that a

resistance thermometer can be put in the space inside L, and moved

to and fro, have proved that when the stationary state in L has

set in, the same temperature prevails exerywhere in L ; at least for

the temperature at the top and the bottom of L (making use of the

thermostat which is to be described presently) no difference of 0°,01

could be demonstrated.

It also appeared that the temperature measured within L and in

the thermostat that surrounds L, agreed to within the same amount.

This was, however, not the case until not only the whole piece L,

but also the closing pieces M, projecting at the top and at the bottom,

and a part of the adjoining tubes had been enclosed in the thermostat.

In a smaller apparatus constructed first, in which the extremities of

L projected outside the thermostat, differences of the order of

magnitude of i° could be demonstrated inside L.

The arrangement of the thermostat can be sketched in a few

words. Round L on a steel cable If, which runs over pulleys

fastened to the ceiling, hangs a plate-iron cylindre jacket Z balanced

by counterpoises ; it can be slid up and down a few d. m. On the

tube 0, which leads from the cock H to M is placed oiltight by

by means of a packing box an iron circular plate A', whose section

is a little larger than that of the cylindre. At its bottom the cylindre

carries a flange, which can be fastened by bolts and nuts on the

plate, when the closing piece M and the tube have been sufficiently

screwed tight by means of the nut K belonging to it. A leather

packing between flange and plate renders this closure oiltight. The

cylindre jacket remains open at the top. An oil pump worked by

the repeatedly mentioned transmission shaft then fills the whole

thermostat with oil from the large iron stoi-e reservoir. By means

of a stop-cock fastened in the plate .Y (not dra\vn) and a hard lead

tubing connected with it, the oil can again be collected in this store

reservoir. In a fixed position attached to the cylindre jacket, and

therefore moving up and down with it is a stirrer, which when it

has been put in its place can again be set going by the transmission

shaft. Inside the cylindre a large toluol thermoregulator is suspended,

which is in connection with a gas flame which plays against the
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plate-iron cjlindre jackt;t. Bj its aid the leinperaiiii'c can be easily

kept constant to within 0°.0].

The teniperatnre is determined by a platijiuni resistance thermo-

meter, which is inserted in a Wheatstone bridge formed by a

IIartmann and Braun resistance box. The galvanometer is a Hartmann

and Braun mirror galvanometer. The image of the incandescent rod

of a NERNST-lamp is thrown l)y a mirror and a lens on a large

scale fastened on the wall. The sensitiveness of the instrument is

such that a deviation of 0°.01 corresponds with a deviation of about

6 cm. on the scale. So it can be seen all through the room whether

the temperature remains constant, resp. how much it changes. The

indication of the thermoscope inside L is thi'own on this screen i]i

the same way (only the NERNST-burner has here two incandescent

rods to distinguish it). Accordingly the observer, who is engaged

with the pressure balance or some other part of the apparatus, can

ascertain from far whether the stationary state has set in.

The resistance thermometer is gauged with the same leads and

in the same bridge arrangement as that with which the measurements

take place. For this purpose it is placed by the side of the chief-

temperature-normal of the laboratory in a tube flUed with oil in the

thermostat which surrounds the vessel .1; the temperature is here

kept constant in the ordinary way.

Amsterdam. Physical Lab. of the University.

Botany. — ''Experiments on Hybridisation with Canna indica."

By J. A. Honing. (Communicated by Prof. F. A. F. C. Went.)

(Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914).

Among the plants which my Javanese gardener planted in the

beginning of 1910 in order to make the empty space round the

house look somewhat like a garden, there were two varieties of

Canna, which occurred as escapes on the high bank of the Deli river.

One of them had leaves entirely green, greeji bracts, a green stem,

small red flowers, with yellowish labellum and fruits, which in an

unripe condition are green. This variety completely corresponds to

the plants, grown fi-om seeds, which I received as Canna indica

fi'om the Botanic gardens of Buitenzorg. The other had somewhat

darker leaves with a red edge and the flowers were also of a some-

what darker red. Further the stem was dark red as were the conical

papillae on the unripe fruits.
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If Bauer's "Einführung in die experimentelle Vererbungslehre"

had jit that time already appeared, I should probably have chosen

two other forms, differing in more characters, in order to be able

to investigate whether there exists a connection between reduction-

division and Mendelian segregation, as Bauer considers possible.

Since there ai-e only 3 chromosomes in the reproductive-cells of

Canna indica, only three characters can independently segregate

according to Mendel if the hybrid-segregation is based on the division

of the chromosomes of the parents.

The chance that two varieties, which only differ outwardly by

the possession and absence of a red colour in almost all their aerial

organs, might differ in more than three characters, is at first sight

small. Yet this must be the case here, because from the proportions

in which the self-pollinated ''red" plants segregate as well as from

those of the second generation of hybrids it is seen that even for

the red edge of the leaves alone the cooperation of three factors is

necessary, whilst the colour of the fruits requires at least one additional

factor. For this reason the hybridisations have from a theoretical

standpoint become of greater importance than I at first suspected.

The Canna indica without the red colouring matter has remained

constant to the fourth generation. I have had in all 165 specimens,

descendants of 14 mother-plants. All are descended from a single

"green" GVi.

The "red" Canna on sowing was seen to be a hybrid. Only

from two specimens, R 4 and R 13 did I obtain seeds by self-

pollination, from most of the others only a little seed after free-

pollination. This fact makes it probable that these plants were

homozygotically "red", because later I very often got few seeds or

none from the pure "red" individuals and a sufficient number from

the hybrids. Seeds were obtained after self-pollination from 20 des-

cendants of R 4 and from 25 of R 13 and although in many

cases the proportions, by reason of the small number of specimens,

were not wholly certain, yet it was established that segregation

occurs in three different ways:

a. In the proportion 3 : 1 (e.g. 27 red and 10 green ; 44 red and

15 green; 69 red and 19 green; 24 red and 8 green).

/>. In the proportion 9:7 (e.g. 146 red and 123 green [theoreti-

cally 151.3 red and 117.7 green]; 53 red and 38 green [theoreti-

cally 51.2 red and 39.8 green]; 31 red and 24 green [theor. 30.9

and 24.1]; 41 red and 29 green [theor. 39.4 and 30.6J).

c. As 27:37 (7 red and 10 green
|
theor. 7.2 and 9.8j ; 11 red

and 15 green [theor. 11.0 and 15.0].
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Tliese proportions suggest segregation according to three Mendelian

factors and this is also completely conlirnied by the proportion of

the second generation of' hybrids. By means of tlie character of the

red leaf-edge the "red" Cmma can therefore be represented as

AABBCC and the pnre green 6^ 11 as aahhcc.

Since 7^4 (9 red and 4 green), 7^ 4—1 (27 red and 10 green),

7? 4—1—1 (19 red and 7 green) and also the 4*'' generation

7^4—1—1—1 (10 red and 3 green) segregate according to 3:1,

R 4 must, at least if it is assumed that the three factors are inde-
pendent of one another, be heterozygotic for one of these three

and homozygotic for the other two, e.g. AaBBCC, which in the

following generation gives 1 AABBCC: 2 AaBBCCA aaBBCC. But

in that case descendants of 7? 4 must segregate according to 3:1
in so far as they are not pure "red" or "green". However 7^ 4—1—11
segregated as 9 : 7 (146 red and 123 green) and 7? 4—1—14 likewise

(53 red and 38 green) These can therefore be represented for example

as AaBbCC or AaBBCc, because they are clearly heterogyzotic for

two factors instead of for one. Since now ^4«56C6' cannot be directly

derixed from AaBBCC, we know that the representation AaBBCC
for 7^ 4 is incorrect and that R 4 also must have been heterozygotic

for at least two factors, but behaved as if this was so for only one

factor and that therefore in their Mendelian behaviour these t w o

factors were not independent of each other.
If we apply this same reasoning to R 13— 1, which in like

manner segregates as 8:1 (namely 20 red and 9 green), whilst

R 13—J—13 separates in the proportion 27 : 37 (7 red and 10 green)

then we come to the conchision that R 13—1 must have been

heterozygotic for three factors, therefore Aa Bh Cc, and nevertheless

behaved as a hybrid with only one lialf-representative factor, in

other words, the three facto r s were not independent
but correlated as if there were only the one.

This is established by the second generation of crossing of "pure

red" with "pure green". All the specimens of F^ correspond to the

formula Aa Bb Cc. Yet segregation took place in 7^2, as was also

the case with the self-pollinated offspring of R-^ and 7^13, not only

according to 27 : 37, but also in the proportions 3 : 1 and 9 : 7,

a3 the following table shows.

Probably it is no great error to say when considering all the

cases with more "green" than "red" individuals that they segregate

in the proportion of 27 red to 37 green, those with slightly more

"red" than "green" ones as belonging to those which segregate as

9 : 7 and thirdly, the cases with more than twice as many "red"
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TABLE.
Segregation in the second generation of hybrids after crossing of green with

pure red-edged specimens.

First generation

Second generation

Num-
ber

red green

Agrees with

the proportion

Theoretically

red
j

green

(Gll-5)X(^13-4)/?l

/?4

(/? 13-4) X(G 11-6) /?i

R2

(/? 4-7) X(G 11-5)/? 1

R2

R3

R4

R5

/?6

Rl

(R4-7)X(/?4-4green)/?l

R3

Rb

R6

Rl

31

51

25

52

39

222

23

18

195

58

62

77

18

17

13

16

38

14

29

12

28

21

95

10

8

83

28

45

36

7

8

9

10

18

17

22

13

24

18

127

13

10

112

30

17

41

11

9

4

6

20

27 : 37

9 : 7

27 : 37?

9 : 7

9 : 7

27 : 37

27 : 37

27 : 37?

27 : 37

27 : 37 ?

3 : 1

27 : 37

27 : 37 ?

27 : 37?

3:1?

9 : 7?

27 : 37?

13.1

28.7

29.25

21.9

93.6

9.7

82.3

24.5

46.5

32.5

17.9

22.3

22.75

17.1

128.3

13.3

112.7

33.5

15.5

44.5

as "green" as belonging to the category of those segregative as 3:1.

When the figures of these tliree groups are added, the agreement of

the totals with the figures is, I think, complete :

Nature

of segregation

According to 3 : 1

9:7

27 : 37

Found

red
j

green

54

319

21

70

403

Calculated

red
I

green

56.25 18.75

88.9

304.6

69.1

417.4

Parents which have a hybrid nature for three factors, can there-

fore distribute these three factors to their off-spring in different ways
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and in such a manner that the proportional figures sliow that either

all three segregate independently of one another, or that two are

correlated and the third remains free or that all three arc correlated.

On Baur's hypothesis this phenomenon is easily explained. The

factors A, B, and C may be distributed over the three chromosomes

as follows:

1. A, B, and C all in 1 chromosome, e.g. m I.

2. A and B together in one chromosome, e.g. in I and C in

another, e.g, //.

,
3. A, B, and C in three different chromosomes e.g. A in /, B in

//, and C in ///.

By substitution all other possible combinations can be found, which,

however, give no other proportional figures than the examples given,

which can be represented, as on page 148 of this book Baur repre-

sents them, e.g. by black for the chromosomes of the "red" plants

and white for the "green" ones. The formulae of the reproductive

cells appear theji as follows

:

Figure
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In the first case there arise only germ-cells of the constitutioh

ABC and abc. With self-pollination therefore segregation of 3 "red"

to 1 "green" must follow. In the second case there are four kinds

of pollen-grains and four kinds of ova, whereby F^ will segregate

in the proportion of 9 "red" to 7 "green". In the third case there

are eight different reproductive cells and segregation takes place in

the proportion of 27 "red" to 37 "green".

Baur's hypothetical example of Cannas, which differ in 3 char-

acters, refers to one leaf-, one stem-, and one floral character, which

should show independent Mendelian behaviour. We now find that,

if we hold to the existing ideas, three leaf characters, which one

might perhaps be inclined to assume were in one chromosome,

behave, as though they might be distributed over two or three

chromosomes, which would be an argument for the dissolution and

mixing-up of the chromosomes in the synapsis-stage.

The 17 green examples from (A' 4—7) X (6^ 11— 5) A'G have all

been planted out, most of them however died and only 6 grew

large enough to ascertain definitely that their leaf-edge completely

corresponded with the pure "green" descendants of 6^ 11. They may

therefore indeed be represented as aahbcc. With respect to the fruits

however they differ. Whilst those from G 11 and their offspring

possess at most a hardly noticeable red apex on some of the little

cones of the fruit wall, the ovaries of one of the "green" examples

of (i^4

—

l)y:i{(r'\\—5)71*6 were clearly red, as was the case in

some of the examples, which had no red at all in the leaf-margin,

from (A*4

—

l)y^{Gll—5) Aj. A sister-specimen had, however, green

ovaries, so that for the factor red in the fruits the segregation indeed

occurs, independently therefore of the three leaf-edge factors, which

remain associated.

The great variability of the red in the fruits, even in one and

the same plant, is the reason for my failure to determine with

certainty the number of factors for it. I can only say that at least

one of them can behave as if it wqyq independent of the three leaf-

edge factors.

So far the segregation of "red" and "green" has been spoken of

as if all "green" individuals were alike. In reality however this is

not so. With sowings, not older than 1 to 2 months, no distinction

can be made other than that between red-edged and green,

because nothing more can then be seen. If however "green"

specimens are planted out, tlien a few months later it is found that

some oidy are wholly green, as G\l, but other specimens show a

narrow red edge on the upper half of the leaf, most distinctly at
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the apex oi' the young' rolled-up leaves. Tliis is the onl,y one of the

three factors whieli becomes se[)arately visible. When il is present

heterozjgotically, segregation takes plac'c in the proportion of 3 with

and 1 without, for example, from II 4— 2 (green) — 3 I obtained

46 large plants, of which 35 had the narrow red edge and 11 were

without it. In the same way out of 35 specimens from /t 13— 1—

1

(^green) 27 had it and 8 were without it.

In jP2 of the crosses this segregation is also seen. Of 125 "green"

examples of {R4:—l)y^{Gll— D)Rl I obtained only 51 in bloom,

the others died by the continuous rain. With segregation in the

proportion of 27 : 37 (see the table) 37—16 =: 21 j^lants must occur,

which show the nai-row red edge, as against 16 real '"green" ones.

Calculated according to the proportion the number of those with

the narrow red edge is 28.94 and of "green" ones 22.05. The

figures found were 30 and 21, certainly a sufficient agreement. It

is perhaps not urmecessary to add that the 6 specimens which

remained from the 16 "green" ones from (7^4—7 X (^ ^—^) ^^^^

were really "green", without the narrow red edge on the leaves.

New crossings of the same two forms but of different origin

have in the meantime been made, as also the crossing of 7^13—4—

3

with C a n n a g 1 a u c a, which differ in at least ten characters and

probably in still more. The whole i'^l gener-ation is however up

to the present only one specimen, of which the fertility is still

doubtful. The leaf shape is intermediate between that of the parents;

the leaves have still sometliing of the wax-like appearance of the

mother and the red edge of the father.

Mexlan [Sumatra), January 1914.

Chemistry. — ''Equilibria In ternary systems." XII1. By Prof. F.

A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS.

Now we consider the case, that the substance F is one of the

components ; it is evident that we can deduce then the saturation-

curves under their own vapourpressure and the boilingpointcurves

in the same way as is done in the previous comnmnications for a

ternary and a binary compound.

We take the component B as solid substance and now we choose

a T and P in such a way, that no vapour is formed and the

isotherm consists only of the saturatioucurve y.v of fig. 1. On decrease

of pressure anywhere a gasregion and the region L(t occur. These

regions may arise in different points ; in tig. 1 the region L(J, the

54*
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liquidcurve of which is indicated by ed, may be imagined arisen in

C. Also two or more of these regions can be formed in different

points of the triangle and the}' can later disappear and come together

in different ways.

We may now distinguish several principal cases, according to the

appearances in the binary systems BC and BA.

I. Neither in the binary system BC nor in the binary system BA
the equilibrium liquid—gas shows a point of maximum- or of

minimumpressure.

II. In the binary system BC or in the binary system AB or in

both these systems the equilibrium licpiid— gas shows a point of

maximum- or minimum pressure. We only consider the first case,

so that a region LG intersects only once as well the side BC as

the side BA. We may distinguish the following cases :

V. on decrease of pressure or increase of T the region Z-ór shifts

with its liqwidline ahead along CB from C to B, and along AB
from A to B.

2". On decrease of pressure or increase of T the region LG shifts

with its liquidcurve ahead along BC from B to C, and along BA
from B to A. Consequently the movement is opposite to that sub 1°.

3". On decrease of pressure or increase of T the region LG shifts

with its liquidcurve ahead firstly along CB from C to B, and after

this along BA from B to A or reversally from A along B to C.

-jj In tiie case mentioned sub 1".

it is to be imagined e.g., that the

gasregion arises on decrease of

pressure in C (tig. J), expands

then across the triangle, and attains

at last the point B. The one

extremity of the region LG shifts

then on decrease of pressure with

its liquid line ahead from CtoB,
J A the other firstly from C to A and

^ ^1 ^ -^ subsequently from A to B. This

^^a- ^- case may also be imagined when
the gasregion arises in A or in a point of CA or anywhere within

the triangle. This case may yet also be imagined, when different

gas regions arise, e.g. in A and C, which coincide afterwards.

In the case sub 2° it is to be imagined, that the gasregion arises

in B on decrease of pressure
; fg (fig. 1) may then represent the
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liquidciirve of a I'cgioii IJt , the doKod ciii-vc siliialed in (lu' vicinily

is the vapoiircurve. On decrease of pressure tliis region L(i shifts

along BC from B to C and along BA from B to A.

In the case sub 3" we may imagine e. g. that on decrease of

pressure the region LG arises in C and disappears in A. On decrease

of pressure this region shifts with its liquidcurve ahead along BC
from C to B and along 6V1 from C to A. When the one extremity

is in B, the other is still somewhere on CA-. in fig. 1 Bu is the

liquidcurve and Bu^ is the vapourcurve of a similar region. On
further decrease of pressure this region shifts towards point A ; as

soon as the one extremity has left point B, it obtains of course again

a certain breadth.

Let us at first consider the equilibrium B -{• L -{- (i of the binary

system BC. If we represent the quantity of C in the liquid by y
and in the vapour by y^ we ha\e :

T—= ^ (1)

wherein

:

^ y y

Under a lower P and at a lower T ^Wn and A T^y are positive.

Under a lower P and at a lower T the P7^-curve will therefore

consist of an ascendant part. The question is whether this curve

will show in its subsequent course a point of maximum pressure

and a point of maximum temperature.

We shall call, as B is the solid substance, C the solvent, y, <^y
means then, that the concentration of the solvent is smaller in the

vapour than in the liquid; or also (as 1— y^ ^ 1

—

y) that the con-

centration of the solid substance in the vapour is greater than in

the liquid. We shall express this in the following way : the solvent

is less volatile than the solid substance, y^^y means then: tlie

solvent is more volatile than the solid substance. We now distinguish

two cases.

.Vi <C y- As ^\ — "*.' ^s greater than H—ij and l\— v > V—v,

A W,/ and A Vi, can never become zero or negative. Therefore the

P, T-Quvve consists only of a part ascending with the temperature,

without a point of maximum pressure or of maximum temjierature

;

it has its highest P and T in the minimum mellingpoint of the

solid substance.

Vi'^y- When y^-.y is greater than 1, this quotient can yet be

smaller than {H\— i]) : [H— i]), so that in the P, 7'-curve the point

of maximum pressure and of maximum temperature are wanting.
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Wlien liowever //, ij/ becomes greater than (//,— ï^) : (A/— »/), while

it remains smaller than (F,

—

v) : {V—v), only AW,, can become

:= and conseqnently only a point of maximnm pressnre occurs.

In order that A T% may also become =0, V — f^ and

as Fj

—

V is ordinarily ten thousand times as great as V— v, y^ : y
mnst obtain a \'ery great value. As L W,, and A V,i may become

= 0, the P, 7^-curve has then a point of maximum pressure and of

maximnm tempeiatnre. Therefore we find : the P, J'-curve of the

binary equilibrium B -\- L -\- G is a curve ascending with the tem-

perature, when the solvent is less volatile or only a little more

volatile than the solid substance; it may show a point of maximum

pressure when the solvent is much more volatile than the solid sub-

stance; it may have, besides a point of maximum pressure, also a

point of maximum temperature, when the solvent is a thousand

times more volatile than the solid substance and this melts with

increase of volume. ^)

Let us now consider the saturationcurves under (heir own vapour-

pressure of B. For this we take firstly the case sub 1. We now

choose the P and T in such a way, that the saturationcurve of B
is represented by r.v and the liquidcurve of the region LG by e d

in fig. 1. On decrease of pressure e d approaches to ?'.s'. We assume

that the first common point arises by the coincidence of r and s.

This point is represented in fig. 2 by //. In the same way as for

the case that the solid substance is a binary compound we can

prove, that e d and /• .v do not touch one another in h and that

although Pi, is the highest pressure, under which the system

p J^ L -\- G occurs, the point A is yet not a point of maximum

pressure of the saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure. The

vapour corresponding with li is indicated in fig. 2 by h^.

Lowering the pressure still

more, the intersectingpoint of

e d and r s of fig. 1, shifts

within the triangle; in fig. 2

a similar intersecting point is

represented by a and the cor-

responding vapourpoint by a^.

From the manner in which the

three phase triangle arises, it

follows, that this must turn its

side solid-gas {Ba^) towards BC.

When on further decrease of piessure the curves ed and rs of

Fig. 2.

^) See also Ph. Kohnstamm; these communications 15, (1907).
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fig. 1 continue to intersect one another only in one point, under a

pressure 1\ the points .s' and d of fig. J coincide in a point n of

fig. 2; curve ed is then situated coniplctelj within tlie sector B r s.

Now the saturationcurve under its own vapourpressure is represented

in fig. 2 by hn and tlie corresponding vapourcurve by Ii^n\ ; the presBuro

increases in the direction of the arrows, therefore from n towards

h. Consequently Ph is tiie highest and P,, the lowest pressure, under

which the equilibrium F -\- L -\- G occurs, h not being however a

point of maximum- and n a point of minimum pressure of the curve.

Further we see, that on change of pressure, the turning of the

threephase triangles Baa^ and Bhh^ is in accordance with the

rules formerly deduced.

We have assumed when deducing the above, that the curves ed

and rs of fig. 1 intersect one another only in one point under every

pressure. It is also possible, however, to imagine that after the forma-

tion of the first point of intersection, a second arises by the

coincidence of d and .s' (fig. 1). The li'quidcurve of the region L(r

proceeds then in fig. 1 from .s- firstly outside and afterwards within

the sector Brs.On further decrease of pressure the two points of

intersection shift towards one another and coincide under a pressure

P,n in a point iii not drawn in the figure ; the corresponding vapour-

point ?7?i is then situated on a straight line with m and B. The

pressure P„j is the lowest pressure under which the equilibrium

B -\- L -{- G may yet occur; m and m^ are points of minimum

pressure of the curves hn and h^n.^.

It is evident from the manner in w^hich arises the threephase

triangle Bbb^ in the vicinity oï BA. that this now must have another

position than in fig. 2 ; its conjugation line solid-gas therefore Bb^

must be situated between Bb and BA. Two three-phase triangles

situated on both sides of the point of minimum pressure turn there-

fore towards one another their sides solid-liquid.

Tn the two previous cases we have assumed, that the first common

point of ed and rs arises by the coincidence of ^ and r. We now

assume, that both the curves touch one another in a point M
situated within the triangle; the corresponding vapour point M^ is

then situated on a straight line with M and /)'. The pressure Pm'is

the lowest pressure under which the equilibrium B -\- L -\- G occurs.

On decrease of pressure two points of intersection of ed and ?'.s"

now arise; the one disappears, when r and e, the other when d

and s coincide. We then obtain again a saturationcurve under

its own vapourpressure as hn and a corresponding vapourcurve as

hji^ in tig. 2 ; the points, M and M^ , which are not drawn, are
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points of maximumpressin'e. It is evident, that in tliis case we mnst

imagine in tig. 2 the side Ba of the three phase triangle Baa^

between Ba^ and BC.

When we consider in a similar way as above also the cases

snb 2" and 3", we find:

the satnrationcnrves under their own vapourpressure have a

terminating point on BC and one on BA (curve hn in fig. 2j. On

this curve either a point of maximum or of minimum pressure occurs

or there occurs none. Tlie cor-responding vapourcurve is situated with

respect to hn in the case sub 1" as /i,?z,, in the case sub 2" as h^n^

and in the case sub 3" as h^n^ (or h^n^).

Previousl}- we have seen, that the saturationcurves under their own

vapourpressure of a ternary and a binary substance F become

exphased at temperatures above the minimum melting point of

F. At the deduction of these curves for the binary compound F
we have seen, that the point of maximum temperature of the binary

system F-\-L-\-G takes a prominent position and that these curves

occur in the vicinity of this point [point H in fig. 4—6 (XI)].

The same applies also to the saturation curves under their own

vapourpressure of the component B\ we shall not discuss these

here more in detail as similar appearances occur in the case of the

boilingpoint curve.

Let us now consider the boilingpoint curves of the component B;

firstly we take these curves under pressures lower than the pressure

in the minimum meltingpoint of B; we then find: the boilingpoint

curves have a terminating point on BC and one on BA (curve

hn in fig. 2); on this curve, either a point of maximum- or minimum

temperature occurs or there is none. The corresponding vapourcurve is

situated with respect to hn, in the case sub 1" as h^n^, in the case

2" as li^n^ and in the case sub 3° as h^n^ (or h^n^). If it is desired

that in fig. 2 the three phase triangles Baa^ and Bbb^ retain their

position, the arrows must indicate in opposite direction and the

temperature increases, therefore, from h towards n.

It follows from the previous deductions, in what direction the

threephase triangles solid-liquid-gas turn on change of pressure

(at constant T), or on change of temperature (under constant P).

From this also follows the intluence of a third substance on the

pressure (at constant T) or on the temperature (under constant P)

of the binary equilibrium B -\- L -\- G.

We may also deduce these results in the following way. We
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represent tlie quantity of .1 of a phase by .i; (or .r,), llio quanlit^- of

C by
1/

(or yi), and the quantity of B by '1

—

.c—//
(or l —

.<'i -//,).

We put, tlierefore, the origin of our coordinatesystein in the angle

point B, the A'- axis along the side BA, and the F-axis along (he

side BC of the triangle. To the saturationcurvc under its own
vapourpressure of B then applies

:

{.vr rf r/s) dx + {.vs + ijt) dy = AdP (3)

\{x, - x) T + {y^ - y) .] dx -f \{x^ - x) s + (//, - //) t\ dy =z CdP (4)

In order to have the boilingpoint curves, we must replace in (3)

AdP by —BdT and CdP by — DdT.
In the terminating point of both these curves on the side BC,

X = 0. We then find :

fi _ Zi h ^'h

RTydxJ,,=o LVy ^" R'n' \dx ).,^(, LWy '
^^^

In the terminating point of both these curves on the side BA,

y :=0. We then tlnd

:

(^)

^1 '^'l
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S=-^ and S^ = ~—-
,i'+ y '^i+ 2/i

Siibslituling from this the values of y and i/^, in (5), we find

1 /JP\ _ 1 ^1 /" 'S

jurI ; .... (7)

1

RT'

As *S and ^S', are very small we have equated, (J—»S'j) : (1

—

aS) = J.

When the binary equilibrium B -[- L -\- (t is situated on the side

BA {i/=0) we tind from (6)

RT- \dy)y=o AF, ' y\ S,

and v. . . . (8)

' ('^\
f(-I)Rr \dy Jy^Q WL,

We see that (7) and (8) are in accordance with (14) and (15) (XI);

we may deduce from this for the addition of a new substance to

the binary equilibrium B -\- L -\- G the same rules as was done in

communication XI for the equilibrium F -\- L -{- G. It is however

to be considered with this that now ;S and *S'i are positive. We see

that the position of the threephase triangles in fig. 2 is in accordance

with these rules.

In communication XII we have deduced in different ways form

and position of the saturationcurves under their own vapourpressure

in the vicinity of the point of maximum temperature and of the

boilingpoinfc curves in the vicinity of the point of maximum pressure

of the binary equilibrium F -\- L -\- G.

All this applies also when the solid substance is one of the com-

ponents. We must keep in mind that in the binary system B -^ L -\- G
there occurs not always a maximum of pressure and temperature,

w^iicli is indeed the case in the binary system i^-f- -^4" '^- For that

reason we shall express these rules now in the following way.

Let in fig. 5 and 6 (XI) H be a point of maximum tempera-

ture of the binary equilibrium B -\- L -\- G. The saturationcurve

undpr its own vapourpressure of B disappears on increase of T in

H [fig. 5 (XI)], when the concentration of the new substance in the

liquid is greater than in the vapour; it does not disappear in H
[fig. 6 (XI)], when the concentration of the new substance is smaller

in the liquid than in the vapour.

If we imagine in fig. 5 and 6 (XI) H to be replaced by the
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point of maxiniiun pressure Q of (he eqiiilibritiiii B -\- L -\- (I and

the uri-ows in opposite direction, then \ve liave : on increase of P
the boilingpoint curve disappears in Q [fig. 5 (XI)J, when the con-

centration of the new substance is greater in the liquid than in the

vapour; it does not disappear in Q [tig. 6 (XT)], when the concen-

tration of the new substance is smaller in the liquid than in the vapour.

Of course we have meant above with concenti'ation the perspective

concentration.

From the m^-aning of the perspective concentrations aS and >Si of

a new substance, it follows immediate!}'

:

for equilibria in the vicinity of the side BC {x = 0) :

when aS^aSi then also
i/i'-

y'^ x^: x and reversally,

when>S<AS, „ „ in:y<^-r.,:x „

for equilibria in the vicinity of the side BA {y = 0) :

when >S^ *Si then also x^ : x ^ y^ -. y and reversally,

when S< *S\ „ „ X, : x > y, : y „

On increase of pressure the boilingpointcurve hn of fig. 2 changes

its position and form in order to disappear at last. This may take

place in different ways which we shall consider now. We have seen

at the deduction of the boilingpointcurves of the binary compound F,

that the point of maximum pressure Q of the binary system F-\- L -f- (r

takes a prominent position, it is evident that this is also the case

with the boilingpoint curves of the substance B.

We saw before that we may distinguish the three cases men-

tioned sub 1", 2", and 3" with regard to the movement of the

region LG on decrease of F or increase of T. In the case mentioned

sub 1" as well the solvent C as A is more volatile than the solid

substance B. Therefore a point of maximum pressure of the binary

equilibrium B -\- L -\- G can be" situated either on BC or not; the

same applies to the side BA.
In the case sub 2" both the solvents A and C are less volatile

than the substance B; therefore neither on BA nor on BC can a

point of maximum pressure be situated.

In the case mentioned sub 3° C is more volatile, A however less

volatile than the substance B ; therefore on j5C either a point of maxi-

mum pressure occurs or it does not; this is however not possible on BA.
With regard to the occurrence of a point of maximum pressure in

both the binary systems B -{- L -\- G, we may, therefore, distinguish

three cases

:

a. no point of maximum pressure occurs.

fj- one

c. two points „ „ „ occur.
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lil the case sub a the pressure of the binarj equilibrium ^-|"^~l~^^

increases from C along CB and from A along AB up to B (fig. 2).

On increase of pressure the points /i and n shift therefore towards

B -. under Pb (the pressure of the minimum meltingpoint of B) the

boilingpointcurve disappears in B.

In the case snb h one of the binary equilibria B-{-L-\-G has a

maximum pressure^ represented in fig. 3 by the point Q. Consequently

the pressure increases from C along BC up to Q and from A firstly

along AB and afterwards along BC up to Q. Under pressures lower

tlian P/j the boilingpointcurves have therefore one extremity on AB
and one on BC between C and Q;

under pressures between Pjj and

pQ the one terminating point is situ-

ated 'on BQ and the other on CQ.

In the vicinity of the point Q the

boilingpointcurves may have two

kinds of form. In fig. 3 we have

assumed that they disappear in Q
on increase of pressure. In the other

case, which the reader may draw

easily himself, there is one touching

the side BC in Q and they disappear in a point within the triangle.

A part of these curves has then necessaiily a point of maximum-

and one of minimum temperature.

From the position of the boiling point curves in the vicinity of

the point Q it follows that S^S, and therefore also y^:ij^x,'.x

is assumed or in words : if we add to the binary equilibrium B-\-L-\-G

situated on the side B C {x — o) the substance A, its perspective

concentration is greater in the liquid than in the vapour. If we consider

that A Wy is positive between Q and C, and negative between

Q and W, then it follows from (5) or (7), that on the boiling point

curves in the vicinity of Q the temperature must increase in the

direction of the arrows.

In the case sub c both the binary equilibria B -{ L -\- G have a

point of maximum pressure, represented in fig. 4—6 by the points

(I and Q' . We distinguish three types

:

1. in the vicinity of the one point of maximum pressure [Q fig- 4]

SyS,; in the vicinity of the other [Q'fig^] S<CS,.

2. in the vicinity of both the points Q and Q' , S <i S, (fig. 5).

3. in the vicinity of both the points Q and Q' S> S, (fig. 6).

In each of these diagrams the pressure increases therefore along

BC from B and C to Q and along BA from B and A to Q'
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Under pressures lower than Pj}, the boiling point curve cojisists

therefore of one single branch with the one extremity on CQ and

the other on AQ' ; on this curve either a point of maximum (fig. 6)

or a point of minimum temperature (fig. 5) occurs or neither of

these points (fig. 4).

Under the pressure Pb now also the point B itself occurs, Pyjis

viz, the pressure of the minimum melting point or in this case as

B is one of the components, therefore also the pressure in the

triplepoint of the substance B ; under this pressure exists the unary

equilibrium solid B -\- liquid B -\- vapour B. Consequently the

boilingpointcurve of the pressure Pb consists of a branch with

Fig. 6.
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the one extremity on CQ and the otlier on AQ' and of the isolated

point B (fig. 4— 6).

On further increase of P boiiingpointcurves now arise, consisting

of two branches separated from one another. In the vicinity of B
a new branch is viz. formed with the one end on BQ and the

other on BQ' (fig. 4— 6). On further increase of 7^ botii the branches

stiift towards one another and under a definite pressnre Px both

the branches come together in a point X. This point X is situated

1". on one of the sides BA or BC, 2". within the triangle; in the

first case A' coincides with Q or (/. Iji fig. 4 and 5 the two branches

come together in Q' , in fig. 6 in a poijit X within the triangle.

Ill tig. 4 and 5 the boilingpointcnrve of the pressure Pq forms,

therefore, a single branch. From our previous considerations it follows

that this is curved as a parabola in (2' and touches the side BA in

this point. The temi)erature must increase in the direction of the

arrows along this curve in the vicinity of Q'

.

On lurther increas3 of pressure the boilingpointcnrve shifts from

point Q' (fig. 4 and 5) into the triangle and we may distinguish

two cases. Either it disappears in the point Q on the side 56' (fig. 4)

or it tonches the side BC in the point Q (fig. 5). In the latter case

it shifts on further increase of pressure from the point Q into the

triangle, so that a closed cnrve arises, whicii disappears in 7^ some-

where within the triangle.

In fig. 6 the point X in which the two branches of the boiling-

pointcnrve come together, is situated within tlie triangle. Here we

have a case as was treated formerly in communication A^ (fig. 5). On

further increase of pressure again two branches are formed, separated

from one another, which are situated now quite different than at first

and on which the points of maximumpressnre are wanting. On further

increase of pressure the one disappears in Q and the other in Q'

.

Besides the diagrams drawn in figs. 4-6, several others may be

imagined. For instance we may assume that the two branches of

the boilingpointcnrve do not disappear in Q and Q' as in fig. 6,

but tliat they touch in these points the sides of the triangle. The

boilingpointcurves then consist of two branches separated from one

another, which are both closed, and of which the one disappears

in a point between Q and A' and the other in a point between

Q' and A^

We may consider now more in detail the boilingpointcurves in

the vicinity of the point B, as in this point x becomes = and

y — 0, we put :
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^ r= U -\- HT{x log X -\- y log y)diïi& Z^z= U
^

\- RT {x^ log x^ -f y^ log y^)

We tfien find for the equilibrium B -\- L -\- (r in the vicinity of

the point B when we put x = _^ .^•, -rrz §^ y z= i^ y^ = t^^ F z= Pn ^ dP

and Tz=Tb + dT -.

RTl + RT"i\ —
(
V-.v) dF 4- (/ƒ— rj6) dT=() . (9)

RTl + RTii^ - (r,-r) (ii> + {ll,-nb) dT=0 \

Herein, in order to distinguish' the coordinate r], the entropy of

the solid substance B is represented by i]t,-

In order to examine the influence of tlie pressure on the position

of tiie boilingpointcurves, we ehminate from (9) c^?'. We then obtain:

BC—ADgLW^+ riLW,, = dP .... (10)

wherein BC — ADy^. (See Comm. 11).

Wlien we put in (10) dP = 0, we obtain :

%LW,-\-^LW,i= (11)

the boilingpointcurve going tiirough the point B.

At tirst we take Air^ and Air^ negative, so that the case treated

sub c occurs (fig. 4—6). From (IJ) it follows that | and ^^ have the

opposite sign ; the boilingpointcurve of the pressure Pb is situated,

therefore, excepted in the point B itself, completely outside the

triangle.

In figs 4 —6 a similar curve going through the point B is dotted

and a curve situated in the vicinity of B is extended outside the

triangle ; these parts situated outside the triangle have of course no

meaning for us. The direction of the boilingpointcurve going through

x^ y^
the point B, is fixed by L W^; and A W,^ ; if accidentally —= — , therefore,

X y

also ATFjzzzATr/y, then this curve runs parallel to AC.

We now take a pressure somewhat higher than Pb, therefore dP
positive; the second term of (10) is, therefore, negative. From this

it follows that the curve cuts off" a positive part i] from the 1^-axis

{BC) and a positive part ê fi'om the A-axis {BA), the curve is

situated, therefore, partly within the triangle as in figs 4—6 the

curve in the vicinity of B, partly drawn and partly dotted. In

accordance with what was treated sub c (figs. 4—6) we find, there-

fore, that the boilingpoint curve shifts on increase of P from the

point B into the triangle.

In the same w^ay it is apparent from (10) that under a pressure,

somewhat lower than Pb, therefore for dP negative, the curve cuts oifa
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negative part t^ from the F-axis and also a negative part | from

the A-axis. The boilingpointciirve is, tiierefore, situated completely

outside the triangle. Considering only the stable parts, therefore the

parts of these curves situated within the triangle, we can say :

On decrease of P the boilingpointcurve disappears m B;-

On increase of P it ai-ises in B and shifts from this point into

the triangle.

The direction of the boilingpointcurve in the vicinity of B is

determined according to (10) by A W^ and A TF,,. If we put — > —
y ^

then it follows in absolute value A IF,/ > A 11".,. If we call the part,

which the curve cuts off from the A'-axis {BA) §„ and the part

which it cuts off from the )^-axis {BC) ti^- tlien follows from (10)

— is the ratio of the quantity of C in the vapour and in the

y

liquid, when we add a little C to the unary system solid B +
liquid B + vapour B; we shall call this ratio the limit-ratio of C
in the equilibrium solid B -\- liquid B -\- vapour B. The same

applies to— on addition of A. We may now express what precedes

in such a way : when in the equilibrium solid B -{- liquid B -{-

vapour B the limit ratio of C is greater than that of A, the boil-

ingpointcurve cuts off a smaller part from the side BC than from

the side BA.
The above-mentioned rule applies only when AWx and APF^are

both negative, therefore, when the P, 2 -curve of each of the two

binary systems B -\- L -\- (t proceeds from B towards higher

pressures.

In tigs. 4—6 in B is assumed — > — in accordance with this

.'/ «''''

the boilingpointcurve, situated in the vicinity of B cuts off from

BC a smaller part than from BA.

When we take A TFx and ATF,, positive, we have the case sub a.

From (10) and (11) it follows that the boilingpointcurves in the

vicinity of B have the sanie position as in the case sub c; on change

of F they move, however, in opposite direction. On decrease of F
they shift viz. from B into the triangle and on increase of F they

disappear in B.

When we take also here —>-, it follows that ATFy<ATFr; we
y -''

now tind : when in the equilibrium solid B + liquid B ~\- vapour B the
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limit-ratio of C is greator than that of A, the boilingpointcAirve

outs off a greater part from tlie side BC than tVoin tlie side 11A.

In the end A W,, and L W^ may have an opposite sign, so tiiat

the case sub h occurs. That there may be accordance with fig. 3, we
take A1K,>() and hW,, <^Q. From (11) it now follows that j^

and 1] have the same sign, so that the boiling|)ointcnrve going through

B must be situated within the triangle. We see that this is in

accordance with fig. 3.

If the pressure is a little raised, so that dP is positive, it follows

from (10) that the boilingpointcnrve cuts off a positive part i] from

the F-axis {BC) and a negative part ;^ from the A'-axis {BA).

If the pressure is lowered, so that dP is negative, then we find that

the curve cuts off a negative part >/ from the I'-axis {BC) and a

positive part 5 from the .V-axis {BA). If we imagine in fig. 3 some
boilingpointcurves still to be drawn in the vicinity of that going

through B and these extended outside the triangle as the sides AB
and CB, then we see that all this is in accordance with the previous

results. Considering oidy the parts of the curves, situated within the

triangle, it follows: the terminatingpoint of the boilingpointcnrve

going through the point B sliifts on decrease of /'* tVom B on the

side BA and on increase of P from B on the side BC.
No\v we shall still examine how the temperature changes along a

boilingpointcnrve in the vicinity of the point B. ¥o\' this we choose

a boilingpointcnrve of a definite pressure Fjj -\- dl\ so that we must

assign a definite constant value to dP in (9). We then find

:

A W,, . dT= E-n r^^ -'"A^^ T . LV,, . dP . . (12)

A W, . dT = RT T'^ —yAy^j^T.LV^.dP. . (13)

As in (9) the temperature is put equal to Tjj -f dT, dP is,

therefore calculated from the point B. Desiring to proceed from

the terminatingpoint of the boilingpointcnrve on the }"-axis {BC),

we put dT:= dT';/ -\- dT,,; herein dT',f is the change of 7', wanted

to come from the point B in the terminatingpoint of the boiling-

pointcnrve on the F-axis and dT the change of temperature

from this terminatingpoint along the curve. We now have :

A W-, . dT'y = T .
A V„ . dP. Substituting in (12; dT^ dT',, + dT,,,

we obtain :

A W,, . dT,j = RT (yi-'^\% (U)

When we represent the change of temperature along the boiling-

55
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pointctirve from its terminatingpoiiil on the .V-axis (^^4) by clTjc,

we find from (13) :

LW, . dT,= RT'l^-'^]i] (15)

V ^' y J

Let us firstk consider fis- 3, in the vicinity of the point i? of this

Wrxu'Q is A W,, < and L W,- > 0, therefore — >- . From (14)

and (15) it now follows that OT,, and (17^ are both negative. This

means that on a boilingpointcurve, situated in the vicinity of B,

the temperature decreases from the levminatingi)oint situated in the

vicinity of B. This is in accordance with fig. 3.

In fig. 4—6 we will assume --> -Mn order to remain in accord-

y •^

ance with the direction of the boilingpointcurves, situated in the

vicinity of B. As A W,^ and Zl W.r are both negative, it follows from

(14) and (15) that (H\<^0 and r/7'r>0. On a boiiingpointcurve

situated in the vicinity of B the pressure, therefore, increases from

the terminatingpoint on BA ((/7'r > 0) and it decreases from the

terminatingpoint on BC (r/J[y<0). In conjunction with the length

of the parts, cut off by the curves from the sides BA and BC, we

may express this also in the following way : along a boiffngpoint-

curve situated in the vicinity of B the temperature increases in that

direction, in which this curve comes nearer to B (fig. 4—6).

In the case sub a A ir^ and L IV;/ are both positive, we now

find the same rule as above foi" the change of temperature along a

boiiingpointcurve situated in the vicinity of B.

We may give a short resume of some of the pi-evious results in

the following way. For this we assume that in the equilibrium

golid 5 -|- liquid /j -f vapour Z? the limit-ratio of 6' is greater than

that of A.

a) The two binary 7^, ^-curves proceed from the point B towaixls

lower pressures ; consequently no point of maximumpressure occurs

\L ir.,>0 and A IF,, >0,; case sub r/]. A boiiingpointcurve situated

in the vicinity of B cuts off from the side BC a greater part than

from the side BA. The curve comes on decrease of F within the triangle.

6) One of the two binary P, 7'-curves proceeds from B towards lower

pressures and one towards higher pressures, consequently one j)oint

of maximumpressure occurs [A TF^ > and A TFy<0; case sub /;.

fig. 3]. The boiling[)ointcurve cuts off under pressures, somewhat

higher than Pb, ^ P'^i't fVom BC, under pressures, somewhat lower
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than Pb, a part from ^.1. The curve remains, therefore, within the

triangle as well on increase as on decrease of P.

c) Both the binary I\ 7-curves proceed from the point B towards

higher pressures; consequently two points of maximumpressure occur

[ TFx <^ 0, A fI",/<^0; case sub c; fig. 4—6]. A boilingpointcurve

situated in the vicinity of B cuts off from the side JiC a smaller

part than from the side BA. The (;urve comes, on increase of P,

within the triangle.

In each of the cases, mentioned sub a, b, c, the temperature along

a boilingpointcurve situated in the vicinity of B, increases in that

direction in which this curve comes nearer to B (tigs. 3—6).

(76» be continued).

Chemistry. — -'Studies in the Field of Silicn/.e-C/ieinistn/ : 1. On

Compounds of Lithiumo.vide and Silica. By Pi-of. Dr. F. M.

Jaeger and Dr. H. S. van Klooster. (Communicated by Prof.

P. VAN ROMBURGH.)

§ 1. In connection with a series of investigations going on in

this laboratory, on natural and synthetical lithiumaiuminiumsilicates,

it seemed to us of importance once more to take up the study of

the binary systeiTi : lithiumoxide-silica, by means of the equipment

and methods, which are now at our disposal ; only in this way it

seemed to us possible, to obtain thermical data, which are reliable

and reducible to the nitrogen gasthermometer. At the same time

we hoped to get information on the origin of in some resi)ects rather

strongly deviating results of earlier investigators, who have occupied

themselves also with the study of these lithiumsilicates.

The two-componentsystem : LijO—SiOj has alread}' sevei-al times

been an object of research ; thus some time ago by one of us '),

using the method, already so often successfully employed upon metal-

alloys, of the crystallization phenomena on cooling, which will show

themselves in such binary mi.xtures of varying composition. Later it

was studied in the same way by Endell and Rieke '), who of course in

general also came to the same results, but who were not able finally to

answer the question, if a third compound, the lithiuml)isilicate, could

separate from molten mixtures, like the oitho-, oi- meta-silicate.

1) H. S. VAN Klooster, Dissertatie Grüniiigen (1910); Zeits. f. anorg. Choinio

69, 136 (1910).

-) K Endell und R. Rieke, Spreclisaal, 44. Nu 46 (1910); 45. No 6 (1911).

55*
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Again another problem originated from a publication of G. Fbiedel^),

who gave the description of a second modification of the metasilicate;

this new modification was jie\'er obtained either by Wallace ^), or

b}' Endell and Rieke, or b}- ourselves from a molten mass. On
the occasion of a renewed meltingpointdetermination, made by the tirst

of us') in 1910 at the Geophysical Laboratory in Washingto?i,3i new
indication of an eventually appeiiring inversion was not found; at the

same time it was once more demonstrated b}' this study, that even

in this relatively favorable case, where the liquid was highly movable

and the crystallization-velocity of the silicate could be considered as

exceptionally great, the "coolingmethod" was by no means adopted,

to give reliable and reproducible results. Other factors in the earlier

determinations, e.g. the use of crucibles and tubes of porous carbon,

and the insufiicient control of the variations in chemical composition

of the studied mixtures, caused by the volatility of the lithium-oxide,

and tinallj the impossibility to reduce the existing thermical data

to the scale of the nitrogengasthermometer, — seemed to us a series

of reasons, to take up a new study of this binary system by means

of the gradually developed exact methods ").

§ 2. The necessary binary mixtures were prepared froui the

purest lithiumcarbonate and frcun pure, ground quartz of American

origin. The lithiumcarbonate was dried at 100° C ; there was a loss

of weight of only 0,057o- Only sodium could be detected spectros-

copically ; the quantity was however so small, that it could not be

determined by weight, using the amylalcohol-meihod. A trace of

iron was found also, but scarcely sufficient to give a reaction with

potassiumsulfocyanide as a pale pink colouring of the solution. The

lithium was weighed as lithiumsulphate; determined: 18,72*/o Li,

calculated: 18,797o Li.

The quartz lost on heating on the blast no more than 0,01 7o ;

a small trace of iron, less than OjOS^/g, appeared to be the single

impurity. On evaporating with hydrofluoric acid in a platinum-dish,

no residue was left; the used quai'tz therefore can be considered as

pure SiOj. ')

1) G. Friedel, Bull, de la Soc. Miner. 24, 14L (1801); Hautefeuille et Mar-

GOTTET, GompU Rend. 93, 6S6 (1881).

2) R. C. Wallace, Zeils. f. anorg. Chemie, 63, 1 (1909).

») F. M. Jaeger, Journ. of the Wash. Acad, of Sciences, 1, 49 (1911).

*) F. M. Jaeger, Eine Anleitung zur Ausfiihrung exakter physiko-chemischer

Messungen bei liöheron Temperaturen. Groningen, 1913.

^) Those preparations were supplied by Baker and Adamson; the used material

is the same as ui the Geophysical Laboratory in Washington, and employed for

standardizing purposes.
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According (o llii^ liigli (lo,i2,rec of [mrily of llie coiiipoiiciits, all

the binary mixtures, eni|)loyc(l in this rcsearcli, wei'o al)s()liilely

white. They were obtained by heating weighed ({uantilies of both

oxides in a finely divided state in platinum or nickel crucibles ; this

manipulation was done in small resistance-furnaces, at temperatures

ranging from 900^ to 1000° C, and every contact with a reducing

atmosphere was carefully avoided. After grinding down the masses

and sifting, they were treated in just the same way, etc., till the

whole preparation was shown to have a homogeneous composition.

Mixtures between ortho-, and meta-silicate were prepared from both

these compounds in quite the same way. The preparations were

analysed after Hillebkand's indications'), and always in duplo.

Every admixture of formed nickel-oxide was carefully avoided
;

mixtures rich in lithiumoxide however, needed to be heated in platinum

crucibles, because they would dissolve otherwise tinely divided nickel,

which coloured the preparation wilh a beautiful \iolet hue. For

instance the orthosilicate could be obtained in this way, as a splendid,

intensively coloured, violet product. The study of mixtures, richer

in lithiumoxide, corresponding with the comj)osition of the ortho-

silicate was not possible in the usual way, both because of the vola-

tility of the oxide at the prevailing temperatures, and by the fact,

that the lithiumperoxide LijO^, generated at higher temperatures, will

very quickl}' attack the platinum and the wires of the thermoelements;

the platinum is superlicially coated with a dull olive-green or greenish-

fellow layer, and every accurate temperature-measurement thus gets

practically impossible. Experiments, made in hermetically closed

platinum-vessels however, ha\e given many good results, as will be

described further on, in § 12 of this paper.

§ 3. The temperatures of equilibrium were determined in the

way always used in this laboratory. A WoLFF-potenliometer ij-esis-

tance : 83 Ohm) with three decades, and with a constant resistance of

the galvanometer-circuit (White—Diesseliiorst), was employed, in

connection with a sensitive AYRTON-MATHEH-movingcoilgalvanometer,

with high resistance, and short period, to compensate the momenta-

neons electromotive force of the thermoelement ; the galvanometer

was calibrated and adjusted in such a way, that one microvolt

corresponded with a millimeter on the scale. The observations, made
with our thermoelements I and 11 (platinum and platinumrhodium

(]07o)-alloy) could be compared immediately with the nitrogengas-

thermometer, by means of calibration with a standardelement, cali-

VV. F. HiLLEBRAND. Analysis oi Silicate and Carbonate Rocks, 2nd. Edit. 1910.
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brated in Washington, and by determination of' the melting-points of

y'hSO, (884° C), Li.SiO, (1201° (J.), syntlietieai diopside (1391° C),

and synthetical anorthite (1552° C), with each of the three mentioned

thermoelements successively. The potentiometer-current was kept

constant at 0,002 Amperes ; two WESTOTs-cells, connected in series,

and a Wolff auxiliary-rheostate, served as standard-electromotive

force ; the WF.sTON-cells were constructed and controlled several

times at the Physical Laboratory of the University. The furnaces

used were platinnm-resistance-furnaces with the heating-coil inside
;

they had the usual type, and their regulation was executed by means

of a decade-rheostate of manganin-wire. The heating-current was

direct current of 110 Volts and 20 or 30 Ampères.

§ 4. The components.

With respect to the components themselves, the following data

may be given. The relation between the three modifications of the

silicumdioxide : 810.^, can be esteemed established in general lines

after the recent, most accurate research of C. N. Fknner (Amer.

Journal of Science, 36. 331 (1913)).

The inversiontemperature for /^quartz^ tridymite lies at 870°

±10° C. ; in the same way thai for tridymite ^ cristobalite is deter-

mined at 1470° =b 10° C. The three modifications are enantiotropic

forms, but the transformation-velocity^ is very small, and retardation-

phenomena, even in an enormously high degree, are almost always

present. This is the reason, why i]i nature some modifications of

SiO.^ often occur within the stability-field of other forms.

Then there is at 575° C. an inversiontemperature for «—^ ,?-quartz;

at 117" C. one for f<- -» j?-tridymite, at 163° C. one for (3- -» y-tridy-

mite ; these inversions occur relatively fast. Probably the «-, and in-

forms of cristobalite are in less or more stable equilibrium with each

other at temperatures, situated between 198° and 274° C. The relations

of those modifications to each other are very complicated, but of no

direct interest for the present study.

The meltingpoint of cristobalite is very close to 1625° C; the

liquid is a very viscous mass, which b}' rapid cooling changes into

the wellknown "glass".

Quartz is optically easy to discriminate from both the other forms,

by the great differences of the refractive indices ; the discrimination

between tridymite and cristobalite however is rather difficult.

The refractive indices of quartz are: ?2e = 1.553 and no =^ 1.544;

those for tridymite are: r2;< =1 1 .469, 7iv =^ 1.473, while the trlie
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angle of (lie oj)lic'al axes 2F=iabout 357,°- tor cristobalite theso

values arc: //^zz= 1,484, and 7iy = 1,487.

The Uthiumoxide : LiJ) is only sparely known up to llii.s dale,

A description of it is to be found in an instructive paper of L.

Troost '), whose data we in general could confirni. lie obtained (lie

oxide from lithiumcarbonate, by healing it at a high temperature in

the presence of coal in a platinum-crucible, and also by heating the

nitrate of lithium in silver crucibles at a i-ed heat. The burning of

lithium in oxygen gave only partial results, as the [)rotoxide: LiJ)^

was formed. The presence of this peroxide causes the yellow colour

of the product. Troost describes the IJ^O as a white compound,

with cristalline rupture. We prepared the pure oxide after the method

of De Forcrand -), l\y heating lithiumcarbonate in a platinum vessel

at 830°— 900° C, while a current of dry hydrogen is run over it

continuously. We obtained in this way an absolutely white, cristal-

line product, which makes the impression of having been melted.

This however is not the case, as the aspect is caused by the melting

of the carbonate itself before its decomposition. For, as we found,

the oxide does not melt under these circumstances, but can sublime

already under 1000° 0.

We were able to contirm Troost's observation, that pure. LiJ)
does not attack the platinum, even at very high temperatures, but

that the metal is attacked however, as soon as the oxide is heated

with it in an oxidizing atmosphere. The cause of this phenomenon

is the resulting peroxide, which attacks the platinum most intensily,

and gave to it the yellow or olive-green colour, which we have also

observed, whenever the lithiumorthosilicate was heated with

the metal. The view of the French author, that in absence of oxygen,

the hi^O can be heated to a very \\v^\\Q\\\\)^v\\X\\vQ,iintho at melting,

is also quite right. We have made some experiments, to determine

its raeltingpoint by means of the use of the "hollow thermoelement",

— a method to be described further on, in the study of the

orthosilicate and the mixtures, rich in Li^O. It was found then, that

a heating to 1570° 0. (about 16400 M.V.) caused only a baking

together of the powder to a very hard mass, which was coloured

slightly yellowish by a trace of Li^O.,, formed from FaJ) and the

small quantity of air, present in the platinum-bulb; however even

now the mass was probably not yet molten, nor at 1625° C, as we

found afterwai'ds. Because the platinum is very soft at these tempe-

1) L. Troost. Ann. de Chim. et do Phys. (3). 51. 144, (1857).

-) De Forcrand. Compt. rend. 144. 1402, (1007).
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ratnres, the platinum bulb was iulkited to a balloon, however with-

out bursting.

Further we were able to determine tiie refractive indices and the

specific gravity of the pure oxide. Under the microscope the com-

pound appears as cristalline, irregularly shai)ed scales, with \ery

weak birefringence. Often they seem to be wdiolly isotropous, as if

they were glass. It may be, that the substance is finally yet of regu-

lar symmetry, for the weak bir-efringence often makes the impres-

sion of being only localised by tensions in the mass, more than of

a real crystallographical anisotropy ; and w^e found neither in any

case an interference-image in convergent polarised light, able to

prove that the compound belongs to one of the uniaxial classes.

Once some trigonally shaped j)lates were observed, which looked

like flat tetrahedrons or trigondodecaliedrons ; but it was impossible

to prove this view more exactly. The refractive index was found by

immersion: yi^= 1,644 ± 0,{)()2 ; so the refraction is relatively high,

this giving some evidence of the fact, why a gi'eat many lithiumalumi-

nosilicates, which are rich in IaJJ, show higher refractive indices,

if they are richer in the oxide.

The specific gravity was determined by means of a })ycnometer,

with ortho-chlorotoluene as a liquid; before it was found, that the

oxide does )»ot attack tiiis licpiid in any appreciable way. As the

most probable value (from three determinations), we found: d^o=:

2,013 ±0,015, at 25°,i C.

The oxide dissolves slowly into water, wilhout giving a great

heat-effect. The solution shows very strong alkaline reaction; it

tastes lixivial and at the same time somewhat bitter. With acids no

development of CO., was observed; so the product may be declared

free from carbonate.

§ 5. We have now given in the foUovv^ing table the obtained

results with mixtures of different composition ; the numbers in the

7^^' ,
8^'^

,
9'^*^ and 10^'' columns are reduced on the gasthermometerscale

of Day and Sosman ^), this being at the moment the most accurate one.

The composition of each mixture was determined after each experiment

by direct analysis, according to Hili.ebrand's '') indications for the

determination of the silicic acid. The thermoelements used, were

1 in the furnace, II in the mass; they were read alternately every

half minute. Even with masses of hardly 1,5 gram, the heat-

1) A. L. Day and R. B. Sosman, Carnegie-Publication No. 157 (1912).

-) W. F. HiLLEBRAND, loCO cUatO.
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effects could be fixed on the temperciture-time-curves very acciinilely ;

and if* the furnace was run at a higher speed, a,i;ain these tenipcratuivs

Avere reproducible within ca. 1°C; they therefore can be considered

as temperatures of true equilibrium.

Meltingpointdiagram of the Binary System: Z./2O—5/09.

(Thermoelement II placed in the mass).

o c

^ X

••
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Fig. 1.

Temperatuur = Temperature. (Jristobaliet = Cristobalite. Tridymiet = Tridymitc.

Bisilikaat = Bisilicate. Vaste oplossing van Bisilikaat in Metasilikaat = Solid solutions

of Bisilicate in Metasilicate. /Ï-Kwarts = /^-Quartz. Samenstelling in Molekuul-

procenten = Composition in Molecule-procents. Orthosilikaat = Orthosilicate.

of 0.47o C'Oiild be stated. We finally obtained a temperatnre-time-

curve, in which the euteetio effect had disappeared, starting with

a mixture, which showed a small excess of the lithiumoxide ; the

meltingpoint was now at 12598 M.V. (corr.) corresponding with

1255°,5 C. This temperature we must consider as being the true

meltingpoint of the orthosilicate, with an uncertainty of about
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± 3° C, caused by Uic variability in elieniical composition as a

result of the extraoi'diiuiry volatility of the lilhiimioxidc, which

will sublime already at temperatures, much lower than this melting-

temperature. Further below we will give the determinations of the

meltingpoint of the orthosilicate by means of a closed crucible and

a new method of observation ; we shall see, that the true melting-

point does not differ appreciably from the here given 'value.

In tig. I, we have composed these numbei-s graphically in

the usual way. At the same time also the results, of our expei'iments,

concerning the determination of the field, in which the bisilicate can

exist in contact with the liquid, are indicated in this ligure. The

last mentioned determinations have given us much tiouble, because

great difficulties were connected with the limitation of this very

narrow field of stability of the compound. We have only succeeded

by numerous quenching-experiments : preparations, heated during a

long time on known and constant temperatures, were momentaneously

chilled, and investigated in all details by means of the microscope;

Only in this way the place of the bisilicate in the series could be

fixed with sufficient accuracy ; the expenraents on this subject are

described afterwards.

As a general result, we can thus say, that there are three com-

pounds : L/\SiO^,Li^SiO^ and LLSi^Or,; the compound Li^SiO^,

proposed by Niggli on a very weak argumentation in no case

exists in contact with a molten mass; while the compound L/^ /SV2 O5

has evidently no real meltingpoint, but only a transformationtempe-

rature at 1032° C, at which it decom|)oses with deposition of some

metasilicate, or of a solid solution of a little of the bisilicate in an

excess of metasilicate ^). We think we are right in this last view,

because the refractive indices of the needles of Ll^ Si 0^. which are

deposited at this temperature, have evidently somewhat lower values

(1.57 instead of l.o85 etc.), than the pure metasilicate.

The composition of both the eutectic mixtures E^ and E.^, can be

indicated by :

E, (1022° 0.) : 55 Proc. of Weight S/'JJ, = 37.7 Mol. Proc.

of Si 0,.

E, (1027° C): 82,1 Proc. of Weight SiO, = 69.4 Mol. Proc.

of .SV 0,.

§ 6. The Utkiuiiimetasiticate crystallizes from the thin molten mass

very rapidly ; for this reason we succeeded in obtaining a "glass"

') P. Niggli, Journ. of' Amer. Chem. Soc. (19t3) ; Zeits. f. anorg. Ghem. 84-,

2G3. (1913). In fig. 1 is wrongly written 1034° C, instead of 1032° G
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of this substaiife only bv cooling very small quantities of the oom-
poLind. The cristallized liquid consists of long, opaque, porcelain-like

looking needles, which show a principal and very complete cleavage

in the direction of their elongation; heavier individuals therefore

w^ill decay very easily in a number of thin, felty needles, showing
normally orientated extinction. In the zone of the longer axis we
could measure some angles between 59° and 61°; this form of the

silicate seems to be the same as that, described by Hautefeuille and
Margottet as rhombic, with pseudo-hexagonal symmetry. Doubtless

the silicate is biaxial, and probably raonoclinic ; the plane of the

optical axes parallel to the elongation of the needles, and perhaps

almost perpendicular to the formes |100| or jOOlj.

The silicate used was the

same, as formerly described by

oue of us ^). Its analysis gay e

the following values :

Sio, 66.6ü7o
Li,0
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Li,SiO„ can be indicated thus at 11944 ± 12 M. V. or 1201° C.

+ 1°. The nieltingpoint can be localised so sharply on the heating-

curves, that the coniponnd can be used vvitli success for calibration

purposes; the temperatuie of equilibrium is here really ^dependent

of the speed of healing-, in very wide limits.

Uy means of the method of immersion, the retractive indices for

sodiumlight were determined on :

;?x> = 1,609 + 0,004, for vibrations parallel to the direction ot

elongation of the needles,

nj) :r= 1^584 + 0.002, for vibrations, orientated perpendicularly

to the first direction.

The birefringence is strong and of positive character, l)eing about

0,025. The specific gravity at 25° C. was : d, = 2,520. Tn fig. 2

a microjihotograph of the crystallized nieta-silicate between crossed

nicols is given while this is immersed in a liquid of about (he same

refractive index.

With the aid of the method of quenching, used in this laboratory

with substances, heated at a constant temperature during a long

time, we were able to ger some glass of the metasilicate. As the

compound crystallizes extraordinarily rapidly, it was only possible to

succeed by using very small quantities of the silicate, about 0,05

to 0,1 gram, wrapped in platinum-folium, and suddenly chilling

them by means of cold mercury. The refractive index of this glass was

found to be : nn - 1,548 Hi 0,002 at 25° C; thus it appears to be

appreciably less than the smallest index of the crystallised substance.

The specific gravity of the glass was determined at : d^ = 2,330, thus

being at 25° C. also much lower than for the crystallized substance.

§ 7. We found no indication whatever of an inversion tempera-

ture in heating and cooling our preparation; also in the microscopical

work we were not able to find any other modification of the meta-

silicate than the one just described.

However G. Friedel ^) described in 1901 another form of lithi-

ummetasilicate, which he claimed to be trigonal and, strangely enough,

to be homeomorphous with phenakite. He obtained this form ot' Li^SiO^

by heating the product, obtained by the reaction between Li.JJ,

SiO^, and rauscovite in solution at 540° C under pressure. His

results do not agree with those of Margottet and Haltefeuilek -),

who used LiSi as a flux, and obtained needles, to which they

attribute rhombic symmetry, with [)seudo-hexagonal character.

n G. Friedel, Bull, de la Soc. Miner, dc France. 24, 147 (1901).

-) Hautefeuille and Margottet, ibid. 4, 241 (1881); Gompl. leud., loco cit.
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Just because neither we, nor our predecessoi's, ever found any

indication of another form of the metasilicate, than the mentioned

biaxial one, we wrote to Mr. Fkiedel, asking him to send us a

sample of his modification. We wish to offer this mineralogist our

best thanks once more, for his aid and the trouble he has given

himself, to help to elucidate the complicated problem of those form-

deviations.

The preparation sent to us, soon appeared to be an aggregation

of flat needles, often radiail)^ ordered, loJiich. were however duuhtles.s

hlaxial. As was indicated on (he label, they were obtained from

molten LICI, showed a pale pijik tinge, and an extinction, directed

perpendicularl}' and parallel to their elongation ; the refraciive index

for vibrations parallel to their dii-ection of elongation, was:

njj = 1,585 + 0,003, (being thus identical with that of our needles, per-

pendicularly to their elojigatioii), while the refractive index for vibrations

orientated perpendicularly to the above, was: /z^; =z 1,563 + 0,002,

from which there results a birefringence of about : 0,022, being thus only

sH"htly less than for puie metasilicate. The flat needles showed at

their to})-, and base-cud, two small faces, making with the longer

edge of the crystals angles of respectively : 114°. 126°, and 120°.

In an experiment, where finely (^rushed Li^>SiO ^ was healed during

eif^ht hours with molten Li(J at 900° C. no other ci'ystals were

obtained than the oidinary. I)ia>:ial needle-shaped form, which we

described already.

For another preparation of Mr. Frikdel, (wiih the number IVj, also

obtained from mollen LiCL which preparation contained some metallic

copper M, and some LiCl, we found : ilj = 1.584 ± 0.002, and

njj = 1.574 =b 0.002, the directions of the vibrations corresponding

with those, given earlier. The birefringence is thus now : 0.010 or

0.012 ; evidently the refractive index for vibrations in the elongation-

direction of the needles, seems to be variable. We think it not im-

probable, that a slight admixture in solid solution, of the bisilicate

:

Li^Si^Ch with its lower refractive index : ca 1.54, must be supposed,

to be the cause of this variability.

^ 8. After having received the account of these experiments, Mr.

Friedel was so kind as to repeat his experiments of 1901. Further

he succeeded in finding again a preparation o'" llie year 1898 (C

;

exp. 1, 1898), prepared by heating a solution of 2,5 grams of dried

SiO.^ and 0.65 gram of LLO, with 6 grams of muscovite at 540° C.

') From the lining of the steelbomb, used in this and other experiments.
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diinng 27 hours in a steelbomb lined wilii [)la(innni. Of lliis preparation,

looking also like radial bundles of needles with trigonal symmetry,

we obtained some sections, normal lo the axis of the needles. In

convergent polarized light it was in reality possible to observe an inter-

ference-image, closely similar to that of an optically uniaxial crystal of

positive character; however, on moving the section and rotating the

table of the microscope, the image did not remain unaltered, but the

black cross opened its branches somewhat, and it was immediately

evident, that a huLn'ml crystal, however with a

very small axial angle, was [)resent. Of yet higher

importance however seemed the fact, that the

crystalplate showed itself in parallel polarized light,

to he coin/)Osed of a nuiaher of sectors (tig. 3) ; in

every sector the black cross between crossed nicols

seems to open itself somewhat. It is hardly to be

f^'B- ^- doubted, that a pseudo-symmetric aggregation is

present here, with noticeable optical anomalies.

The repeated experiments of Mr. Friedel gave, as he wrote us,

no other crystals whatever, than biiuial ones, with very small axial

angles, amounting occasionally to about 27°. The experiments were

made in these cases, by heating 2,68 grams of dry SiO^ and 0.885 grams

of Li^O (as hydroxyde) in solution, with a known quantity of tiucly

divided muscovite, at 545° oi' 550° C. during 30 hours. Also without

addition of mica, and at lower as well as at higher temperatures, the

same results were (obtained. {A and 7i, experiment XI, 1913).

Although all conditions of the earlier experiment I, 1898) were as

much as possible fulfilled, the obtained needles appeared however,

always to he hiaxial : a form oï comph'te trigonal symmetry was

never produced in any of these cases.

The birefringence of the pseudo-trigonal needles ot preparation

(I, 1898) was about -. 0.021 ; that of the crystals from molten LlCl

was: 0,023 values do not differ noticeably from that, obtained by

us formerly with the biaxial silicate.

The preparations A and B, and XI, J 913, were investigated in

convergent and in parallel polarized light. Some sections, perpendicular

to the axis of the needles, are reproduced in lig. 4. Doubtless it must

result from this, that very complicated individuals and polysynthetic

twins of lamellae, crossing under 60°, are present ; the pseudo-

trigonal habitus is caused thus by i)olysyjithetic twinning.

The composing lamellae are all biaxial, the axial angle is very

small, and rarely exceeds, as said already, 27^ By means

of the immersion-method we were able to determine with some of
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these needles the following valnes for the refractive indices :

no = 1.600 ± 0.003 for vibrations parallel to the longer axis of

a.

the needles, and: n^ = \.b84: ± 0.002 for vibrations, perpendicular

to the first named.

The question, whether the composing lamellae must be considered,

in agreement with Hautefeuillk and Margottet, as rhombic, is in

our mijid, very doubtful. As already the French author himself

suggested, it is nioi-e probable to suppose inonocUnlc sjmnietrv, and

a pseudo-trigonal aggiegation of these monoclinic individuals. Indeed,

by such a polysynthethic tw information, no \)seudo-tri(/o?ial, but a

pseu(\o-he.vago7ial aggregation woult result, because the original axes

of binary period would involve a symmetry-axis of the whole struc-

ture, having a period of 60°.

The specific gravity of the modilication (1, 1898) being: {d^^o =
= 2,529, is in complete agreement with that of our biaxial metasi-

licate, which had : ((74^ = 2.520 at 25° (.).

Summarizing all these data, we must conclude from our experience

in this matter, that the so-called pseudo-trigonal modification of the

metasilicate can be no neiv modification of Li^SiO^, but only a

polysynthetic twinformation of the original biaxial form, imitating

verj' closely a true trigonal individual.

This form with its apparent symmeiry, must in questions ofther-

modynamical equilibria be considered as the .same pha.se of the

compound, which is deposited from the molten mass ordinarily as

long, truly biaxial needles. In accordance with experience, brought

up to this date by the study of such mimetic crystals, it is just

quite clear, that no appreciable thermic effect, indicating some

noticeable, sudden difference in the total energy of the system, could

be detected in our experiments.

§ 9. The lithiumhisilicate \ Lz^/S/jOj crystallizes from molten binary
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FiK. 5. Li'.liiumbisilicate; cleavagedireclioii.s

(enlargement 500 X)-

mixtures of llie same chemical composition, in (he form of llie great, Hal

crystals, which are characterised by their tabular sha|)e and their

peculiar aspect. Often they are recognisable (Fig. 5) by a system of

cleavage-direct ions, crossing each

other almost normally in three

directions of S|)ace ; the plates,

as if co\ercd with a line nel-

woik, are llius often bordered

by right angles. The syniinelry

seems lo be rhombic, or pio-

biibly moiiocliiiic ; the ci'ystals

are biaxial, with posili\e charac-

ter of their birefringejice, which

is about 0,020, — beijig slightly

less than for the metasilicate.

The ai)parent axial angle is

|)robably rather great ; more or

less complicated twins are pre-

sent. The figures 6 and 7 may
give some representation of the habitus of this compound, as it

looks between crossed nicols. The refractive indices are about :

'J.545 and 1.525; it is very difficult to determine them accurately,

because the crystals are intergrown with fine, felty needles of tridy-

mite, or in some preparation with those of the metasilicate. The

peculiar cleavage-directions are in every ease most typical for this

compound.

The specific gravity of the bisilicale was pycnometrically deter-

mined on : c/,o=2,454 at 25°.l C.

It was a difficult thing to fix the borders of the stability-lield

of this compound, in contact with a binary liquid. We succeeded,

by heating preparations of different com|)osition. inclosed in thin

platinum-folium, at a constant temperature during a time ranging

from 20 to 60 minutes, in a (juenching-furnace, and chilling (he

preparations then suddenly in cold mercury; in this way the momen-

tary state of the mixture is fixed, and can be studied by accurate

microscopical investigation.

The residts of those experiments were the following:

Preparation N». 3. Analysis: Weight Proc oi'SiO.^ (= 74.2 Mol. Proc).

Temperaiwe

in M. V. :

8890 Wholly crystalline; much bisilicate, very hltle tridyuiite.

56

- Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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Fig. 6< Litliiumbisilicate. (chavage-dii'cctions; Fig. 7. Litliiumbisilicate. (Enlarg. 50 times),

enlarsement: 50 times).

Temperature

in M.V.
9920 Little bisilicate; mostly feebly birefringent aggregates of

tridymite.

9930 Idem.

10370 Much glass, in w liich imbedded extremely feebly birefringent

needles.

10970 Idem.

11570 Idem.

11770 Idem.

Preparation N°. 4. Analysis: 82.17„ SIO^ (=69.4 Mol. Proc).

Temperature

in M.V.:

9910 Crystalline, principally bisilicate, no tridymile in any appre-

ciable quantity.

9930 Very little bisilicate, many feebly birefringent aggregates; a

little glass.

9970 All glass.

Preparation W. 5. Analysis: 79.9% Sl(\ (=66.6 Mol. Proc).

Temperature

in if. F.

9930 Bisilicate in typical form, often nndnlatory extinction, and

finely intergrown with needles of impure mefasilicate

njr, = J.56 or 1.57.).
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Temperature

in M. V.

9950 Idem.

9962 About 10 7„ glass; further as mentioned above.

9985 About 50 "/„ glass; imbedded bisilioate and needles.

9990 About 70—807n glass; needles ofap|)areii(lv impure metasilicate

ni)= 1.57;.

10005 About 90 V„ glass; needles with 77£,= 1.56 or 1.57.

10040 Almost all glass (n = 1.536); locally a tew needles.

Preparation N". 6. Analysis: 75.7 7,, ,SV(A, (=60.7 Mol. Proc).

Temperature

in M.V.:

9930 Felty aggregations of metasilicate, intergrown with much
bisilicate.

9990 About 5 7„ glass; metasilicate with ??/)=1.57.

10030 About 80 7„ glass ; felty birefringent needles.

We are of opinion, that in accordance with these results, the field,

in which the bisilicate can exist in colitact with a binary li(piid,

can be indicated as done in fig. 1 ; the compound must melt at

1032° C. under dissociation into metasilicate, and give a binary liquid

of slightly varied composition. However, it seems, that no pure

metasilicate is deposited, but a very dilute solid solution of the

bisilicate in it; this we may conclude from the fact, that the refractive

indices of the needles are always somew^hat less than those of the

pure compound.

§ 10. The third possible compound, existing in contact with its

binary liquid, the ortkosilicate : Li^SiO^, was prepared in quite the

same way by heating of the finely divided, thoroughly mixed

components. Although the mixture, in composition identical with

the compound, could also in this case be melted with a blast, if in

small quantity, it was necessary to keep the molten mass at 1500° C
for some time, to be sure, that practically all carbondioxide is

expelled. Rut then some Li^O volatilizes, and thus the chemical

composition must be corrected again and again, till the required com-

position is reached. If, as is the case in the Flffcher-invuncv, thci-e

is some watervapour present, the mass obtains afterwards a very

disagreeable odour of silicohjdrogens. It seems, that the llame-gasea

56-
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generate platinum-silicides, which afterwards are decomposed by

watervapoiir under generation of silico-hydrogencompounds. The

platinumcrucibles are strongly attacked by the Li^O^, which forms

from the orthosilicate, when melted in the air; the platinum is

coloured greenish or yellow, while the mass itself often looks

pale-pink.

The fact of the attacking of the platinum by the lithiumperoxide,

made it impossible to obtain reliable measurements with mixtures,

richer in Li/) than the orthosilicate, because the thermoelements are

spoiled in the same way as the crucibles, and are thus losing their

calibration. This fact must be kept in mind also, when meltingpoint

determinations of the orthosilicate are made.

The ortliosilicate, if brought into cold water, is momentaneously

hydrolised by it ; the solution shows a strong alkaline reaction.

Analogous decomposition tinds place by the carbon dioxide and the

humidity of the atmosphere.

The heating of the orthosilicate in nickel crucibles, as already

mentioned, causes an intensive lilac colouring of the mass, probably

by diffusion of metallic nickel from the walls into the central part

of the substance. Tlie colour is the same, as many nickel compounds

with complex ions show; it is not improbable, that the nickel is

present in these products in the colloidal form, as observed e.g. by

LoRENZ ^), in the electrolysis of some molten salts.

Microscopical investigation taught us, that the lilac product shows

the same polygonal or almost i-ound, very thin scales as the pure

orthosilicate ; however, they were now tinged homogeneously violet,

and also often locally darker than in other places. These coloured

crystals are noticeable dichroUic, as is often observed in crystals,

which take some dyes in solid solution.

The refractive indices of this lilac substance did not differ appre-

ciably from those of the pure compound. By means of the immersion-

method, we found : n = 1,595 + 0,005 and n, = 1,610 ± 0,005

;

the birefringence is fairly strong, and aliout : 0,015 to 0,020. Often

a twinning is present, which reminds of that of albite. The specific

gravity was determine dpycnometrically, in toluene, to be : (/40 = 2,392

at 25,°1 C. ; the coloured product showed a value slightly higher :

f/40 = 2,415 at 25°,1 C. Figure 8 may give a representation of

the compound between crossed nicols ; some twins are also shown

in it.

1) Cf. among others Lorenz, Eleklrolyse der geschm. Salze II. S, 40. (1905);

Gedenkboek Van Bemmei.en. (1910). p. 395.
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Fig. 8. Lilhiumorthosilicate. (Enlargem.

50 times; in immersion-liquid).

§ 11. Tlie analysis of our

product tlms obtained, <;ave

5(),87„ SiO, and 49;27„ Li,0,

while one calculates : 50,237o

SIO, and 49,777o Li.O. So there

was an excess of 0,577o Si(K„

causing the small eutectic heat-

efTect at 1020*=* 0. on the heating-

curve. The nieltingpoint of this

sul)stance, measured four times

with the element S^, was found

successive!}" (without correction)

to be : 12463 M.V. ; 12408 M.V.;

12399 M.V.; 12373 M.V.

The nieltingpoint is thus con-

tinually lowered, which is caused

by the fact, that more and more Li^O evaporates, and some Li^O,

is generated at the same time. On cooling, retardation of the crys-

tallization was observed to about 12280 M. V., depending upon the

speed of cooling ; then, a sudden rise of temperature, caused by the

solidification of the mass was observed to 12320 M. V.

To find the true nieltingpoint, we started therefore with mixtures,

which had a slight excess of Lt\0 ; the experiment showed, tliat

already after one single determination, a loss of 0,4 Li^O could be

[)roved, while a eutectic effect at 9775 M.V. became noticeable.

Finally some heatingcurves were obtained, showing no eutectic elfect

;

the crystallized product gave, on analysing, 50,0" /„ LiO,. With

thermoelement II the nieltingpoint was now 12590 M.V. (corr.),

corresponding with 1255°,5 0. ± 3°.

By means of the method of the "hollow thermoelement" (vid. § 12),

we determined the nieltingpoint to be: 1256° C; as to the fact, that

this temperature could eventually rather correspond to a three-phase-

equilibrium, cf. § 12 and §13 /.

The refractive indices of the scale-shaped crystals weie measured

by means of the immersion-method, and found to be ;z£)= 1,614+0,003

and nz) = 1,594 + 0,003. The birefringence therefore was fairly

strong: about 0,020, perhaps somewhat less than for the metasilicate;

the same albite-like twinning as with the lilac crystals was also

observed, in this colourless product.

The finely divided powder of the orthosilicate, like that of IMHI,

stimulates intensively to sneezing.
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^12. We have tried to gain some more data on the thei-mic

behavionr of mixtures, whose composition was lying between that

of L/\Si(\ and LiJ), and more partionhirly, with the aid of a

method, which possibly may open an important way in future, to get

results in those cases, where one of the com})onents is liighly volatile,

or changes in contact with the air. Therefore we shall describe it

shortly. The method is this, that crucibles are made tVom the purest

stock of platinum, like that used in drawing the wires of the thermo-

elements, which crucibles have the

shape and size, i-eproduced in fig 9a.

rt rt-Rhü A platinumrhodiumwire of athermo-

element, about 0,6 m.m. thick, is

soldered to it at the bottom b}'

means of the oxygenflame ; then

the crucible is filled with the finely

powdered material, with the aid of

the small fumiel and hollow stem;

after cleaning it very well, a thick

platinumwire of the same diameter

as the stem is introduced into it,

and the crucible is melted off then

o
j^

at the top. The platinumwire of the

Fig. 9. used thermoelement, also 0.6 m.m.

tldck, is soldered then with the oxygenflame at the top of the

crucible, and the other wire is bent as shown in the fig. 9/a Both

wires are isolated by means of porcelain capillary-tubes, and the

whole apparatus then fixed in a MvRQUAHDT-tube and hung in the

furnace. The crucible must be in the region of the furnace, where

no appreciable temperature-gradient is present. In the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the crucible a second thermoelement is fixed in position;

then the meltingpoint of the substance can be determined in the

usual manner, by reading both thermoelements alternately every

half minute.

8ome experiments with Li„ Si O^ iniinediately proved the method to he

completely adaptedfor our purposes -. we found the meltingpoint not only

as sharp as formerly, but also the undercooling- and solidification-

phenomena gave perfectly analogous results, as in the case, where

open crucibles were used. The meltingpoint of L^ ^i 0,, determined

in this way, -was found at an E.M.F. of 11968 M.V. ; as the cor-

rection of the thermoelement however was determined to be

—26 M.V., thus the temperature i.e. lies at 11942 M.V. or 1201° C.

We now tried first of all, to determine the meltingpoint of pure
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///jO in flus way, if free fVom pei-oxide. AUliouo-li the Icinperalure was
increased up to 'i6"25° (J. llii^ lime, we were not able to tiiid any

heat-effect. The crucible was intUited like a balloon, but did not

crack. After being opened, we found the powder baked together,

however ??(>/ molten. An unimportant trace of peroxide only was formed.

Therefore we must conclude, that as Troost already pointed out, the

melting-point lies very high, — higher than can be determined by

means of our i)latinumresistance-furnaces and thermoelements. Probably

the meltingpoint will be in the neighbourhood of 1700° C.

Tiiirdly we determined the meltingpoint of the IJ^ Si O^ quite in

the same way, and found it (without any correction), in several

determinations; at an E.M.F. of 12640 M.V., if the thick thermo-

element (0,6 m.ra.) wTis used. As the cori-ection of it was —35 ?*I.V.

foj- this temperature, the true meltingpoint is 1256'" C. (G. Th.), thus

not ditfering appreciably from the formerly obtained value. The
heat-eflfect was not large; but if the thermoelement is fixed in a

suitable way at the bottom, which must be bent a little inwardly,

the lieat-efFect is clearly localised on the heating-curves. On cooling,

we found a cr^^stallization at 1249° C.

It is of course possible, that this temperature of 1256° C. indeed

corresponds to a steep and not very extended maximiuu in the cnrve.

However we made some more experiments, to find out the form of

the curve for mixtures, which are still richer in LiJ), by means

of the described new method. With a mixture, corresponding to 54

weight-procents Li^O (or 71 Mol. proc. Li^O), we found a good

observable heat-effect at 1405° C. ; then the bulb cracked by the

enormous vapour-tension. Thus it can be, judging from this, that the

temperature of 1256° C. must be considered rather as a temperature

of "transformation", at which the orthosilicate melts under dissocia-

tion into Li^O, and into a liquid, whose composition is very close

to that of the pure compound.

§ 13. Microscopical investigations. All preparations were micros-

copically investigated, and the results were in every case compared

with those of the thermical determinations. It is an agreeable task to us,

to express our thanks once more to Dr. F. E. Wright in Washington

for his kindness and readiness to look over our preparations again,

and for the information he has given us in some doubtfnl cases.

In general we can say, that the results of these investigations by

means of the microscopical method agree fairly well in all respects,

with the conclusions drawn from our thermical work. The prepara-
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lions are ranged in tlie following, in series of increasing (inantities

of SiO,.

a, 91.8 Weight Proc. SiO, (= 84.7 Mol. Proc).

This preparation showed two components: tirstly a snbstance of

weak birefringence and a refractive index of about 1.480. It is

present in irregular felty needles, spread through the other component,

or in corns of indefinite boundaries. This substance seems to be no

other than «-trid3inite.

Another snbstance of stronger birefringence and of a positive

character, with a refractive index of about 1.545 is seen accompa-

nying it. The birefringence is about : 0.020, thu^ being a little less than

for the metasilicate. This com[)oncnt is the bisilicate: Li^Si.^O^. Solid

solutions between this compound and SiO,, which we were inclined

to suppose, seem after Dr. Wkight's jndgment not to be present.

h. 89''/o SiO, (= 80 Mol. Proc). This preparation is in all respects

analogous to the former one.

Kig. K». 89 Weighl rruc. SiO.

(Enlaigement : 50 X'- Fio'. 11. 8:.,2\, SiU... (Eiilaigement: 50 X)-

r. 85.3»
„ SiO, (=74.2 Mol. Proc).

The cpiantitj of tridymite is considerably diminished; it is only

present in exceedingly small needles. The bisilicate presents itself in

tabular crystals, intergrow^i with tridymite. In convergent polarised

light, the substance is shown to be biaxial; however the axial angle

seems to be too large, to observe a complete interference-image.

Sometimes the crystals have the aspect as if subjected to torsion.

d. 82.17o SiO^ {= 69.4 Mol. Proc). This preparation is almost homo-

geneous, and consists of tabular crystals; the macroscopical aspect
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of the prepai'ation gives already immediately (lie same impression.

Most chai'actei'istic', is the syslem of eleavage-direclions which seem

to cover the plates as with a fine net-work of lines in three direc-

tions, arranged [)erpendicnlar]y lo each oilier in space. The lioundaries

of the tables are often I'ectangidai-; they show normal extinction.

The refractive indices are: 1.545 |)arallel lo the axis of elongation

of the crystals, and 1.525 poi'|)endicnlarly to it. The birefi'inüence

is of positive character and about : 0.020.

Often twins or very complicated iniergrowths occnr.

e. 79.67„ SiO, [= 66.0 Mol. Proc.j.

The preparation is again fairly homogeneous. Oidy some line

needles are found locally on the table-shaped crystals, probably

representing the metasilicate. This fact would prove, that the bisilicate

will dissociate on melting. The birefringence is positive and about:

0.020; the refractive indices are fonnd to be about : 1 .545 and 1.530.

Many parallel intergrowths, and poly synthetical twins seem to be

present; the tine lines, indicating the system of cleavage-directions,

are here most typical. Locally the preparation shows a little (piantily

of glass.

ƒ. 75.7"/,, SiO, (= 60.7 iMol. Proc).

riiis preparation is inliomo-

geucous; longshaped needles,

with II -=z 1.585 and uoruial

exiiiicliou are intei'growi» wiili

the giains and |)lales of I he

bisilicate. The refraclixe indices

of ihc needles are somewhat

less than those for pure Ll.,Slü^\

we fonnd e.g. : 1.595 and 1.5(it)

ill the same individuals.

<j). 71.17,, 'S/VA, (=-- 54.9 Mol.

Proc).

The quantity of the metasili-

cate is considerably increased ;

Fig. 1 ïi. 78,8 Weight Proc. SiO,. (Enlarg. 5UX). for the remaining part Just as ƒ.

li). 66.7V„ SiO, (=49.7 Mol. Proc).

Homogeneons. It is the Li,SiO^, with all properties, formerly in-

dicated. The axial angle seems to be rather small.

i). 63.97o Si(K ^=:46.7 Mol. Proc)- In general lines this pre|)aration

resembles the former; locally small grains of the orthosilicate,

with its weaker birefringence, but stronger refraction, are visible.
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The following preparations are then analogous to i; the qnantity

of the metasilicate diminishes gradually, compared witii the closely

intermixed orthosilicate, which presents itself in round or polygonal

corns, often twinned in a particular way. The preparations, which

are in gross composition very close to Li^SiO^, show the crystals of

the orthosilicate often in a highly altered condition ; the immersion-

liquids also seem to he attacked by the expelled alkali, and measure-

ment is often impeded by it.

The fact, that the crystals of the orthosilicate appear often more

or less attacked under the microscope, could make more probable

the view, according to whii;h the temperature of 1256° C. were rather a

"transfbrmation"-temperature than an ordinary melting-point; the

compound would be converted thus into a liquid, with partial dissociation.

In the principal outlines we may say, that the binary diagram

Qf SiO.,— LLJJ is known now. It will doubtlessly prove for the

present impossible, to investigate the behaviour of the components

at concentrations between orthosilicate and lithiunioxide in their

complete details, because of the enormous volatility of this oxide

at these extreme temperatures.

Laboratory of Inoryanic and

Groningen, February 1914. /'/u/sical Ch>'niistri/ of the University.

Physics. — -'The ro/ume of molecules ami the volume of the com-

ponent atoms." By Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

(Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914).

1 think 1 may assume as known that for normal substances the

\olume of the molecules expressed in parts of the gas volume at

0° and 1 atmosphere pressure may be calculated in a simple way

bv means of the critical quantities. When it is not yet taken into

account that the quantity b of the equation of state decreases with

V we find

:

J\_ 8 X 273 ^

''%,.~(l+a)(l-è)
'

in which b represents 4 times the volume of the molecules. If we do

take into account that this factor 4 diminishes when the volume, as

is the case for the critical state, has decreased to almost 2b, we find

by approximation:

pj,
— {l-Ya){l-h)

'^
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Aiul if lliis facloi- 7 was re;illv eqiiallv i^roat for all snlislaiicGs,

'/'/,— would be aliiiosi i)i'üi)orli()iial (o the si/e ol' llie molecules. As
pk
it is not my purpose in Ihis communication to calculate the exact

numerical value of the size of the molecules, and in connection

with this the perfectly exact numerical value of the component atom

volumes, which perhaps is not yet feasible, amon{[^ others on account

of the imperfect knowledge of the accurate value of 7/. and />/., and

as this communication more bears the character of a i)reliminary

exploration of the territory, I shall assume the (iuantitj ' as a
Pk

numerical value, which is really, at least by approximation, pro-

portional to the size of the molecules and by the aid of this value

I will investigate what follows for the size of the component atoms

from this size of the molecules. The quantities 7\- and />/: ai'e borrowed

from the excellent Recneil des Constantes physiques by Messrs.

Abraham and Sacerdote.

As I expected the simplest relations for the saturated hydrocarbons,

I began with them, and
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The inexplicably small ariiomil for Propane is not able to take

away the impression that for these satnrate hydrocarbons the volnine

increases reguhirly and equally whenever J atom of C and 2 atoms

of H enter the molecule, and when we consider the almost perfect
rp

equality of — for Pentane and Isopentane, we come to the con-
Pk

elusion that at least in these cases a rearrangement of the atoms

is no influence of importance. U for the mean of the above values

(with the exclusion of 2,37) 2,76 is ciiosen, the volumes would be

as the calculated values of the preceding table indicate. It is seen

that except for Propane, the differences are small, and the question

suggests itself whether for this substance there is a cause of error

in the determination of the critical quantities, e.g. a certain degree

of impurity.

If in what follows the volume of the carbon atom is represented

by 0, and the volume of the hydrogen atom by H, we have the

following two equations for the determination of these two quantities:

C + 4 H =z 3,483

-h 2 H = 2.76 ')

723
or H = —^— = (),36i5 and C = 2,037.

Some other determinations which will be discussed presently, have

led me to consider C below 2 as possible. With C = l,9, retaining

Clf, = 3,483, II would be equal to 0.396. Then CH, woidd have

fallen to 2,691, so it has changed only little. But whether one

assumes H^ 0,3615 or 11 = 0,396, it appears that there is a great

difference with the \'olume of H or H.^ as it would follow from the

critical data of hydrogen. With 7\. = 32 and /;/, = 19,4 we find

rn

— 1=1,65. And if we should assume the formula H^ for the molecule

as I also did at first, H ^ 0,825 would follow from this, a value

which is certainly not in harmony with the above calculated value.

And the difference is so great that I was already again on the verge

of concluding, as I had often supposed before, that it would be

impossible to get in this way to the knowledge of the size of the

1) From methylethylelhylene(iso) which, the structure being disregarded, lias

C5H10 = 5 (GHo) as formula, we find ^ = i3,69, which would lead to GH^ = 2,73S.

Ph
But from ethylene, which has 2 (GH2) as formula, we should find a somewhat

too great value, viz. : 2 (GHo) = 5,7 or GH^ = 2,85. Is this substance somewhat

associating ?
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atoms. Now however 1 bethought myself' that I had determined the

size of the hydrogen molecule already before, and (hat this size was

even the first molecide size that 1 had at least estiuiated. From
Regnault's observations, in \n hieli the volume under I meter pressure

was assumed as unity of volume, 1 had obtained values lying between

0,0005 and 0,0008, which for our unity of voluuie corres|)onds to

0,00038, and 0,00(^01), from which for — a value would follow lyini»'

Pk

between 0,95 and L,5. And a value lying near 0,95 seems by far

more probable to me than the value which would follow from the

critical data, and leads me to conclude that at these low temperatures

hydrogen associates to double mole(;ules for the greater i)art.

But nevertheless the value of the volume of the atom H reuiaius

decidedly smaller when it is bound to 74 P^^i"^ of the atom C, than

when it is bound to a second atom H. And this is a result which

has always appeared correct to me, viz. that the size of the

volume of an atom is not only determined by its owu nature, but

also by the nature of the atom to which it is bound. This is of

course in flat contradiction with the assumption that an atom is a

perfectly invariable corpuscle, not to be changed by any forces, not

by atuimc forces either. With the molecules as wholes it must,

indeed, have the property in common of being invariable to forces

of collision of heat and of pressure. But when uniting with other

atoms, in which forces of higher order come into play, they behave,

I would almost say, as soft bodies, which can vary both with

regard to shape and to size. And the conception that an atom is an

oi-bii of electrons round a rigid centre formed by a point in which

the atomic weight is concentrated, or when the atom is bi-, tri- or

1 1 1

tetravalent by 2, 3 or 4 orbits round centres in which — ,- oi- -
•^

2 3 4

of the atomic weight is concentrated — a conception called into

existence by the study of light phenomena^) — can give an explanation

of this. We have only to assume the velocity in the orbits large

with respect to the velocity of the thermal motion to account for

the apparent hardness, and only to assume rotation of the molecules

round one or more axes to convert orbits and planes to an apparent

volume. When we have two similar atoms which have united,

we have two ojbits of electrons lying in the same plane, and

rotating in opposite direction. Where they aie in contact or almost

in contact, the directions are in the same sense, hence we have

1) Cf. among others Dr. Bohu, I'hil. Mag. 1913.
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attraction,, just as this is the case with electric currents in the

same direction. But when ojie of the atoms is replaced by one

of another nature, e.g-. of greater atomic weight, the size of the

alom that has not been replaced, changes, because a stronger current

acls on it, i.e. this atom becomes smaller, whereas the second atom

becomes larger tlian it woidd bo if it had continued to be united

with one of its own nature, and ihe residt can be that the new'

molecule is either greater, or smaller than, or has happened to remain

e(iual to half the volumes of Ihe two molecides. Ihe atoms of which

have been exchanged. But we do not \ct know the degree of the

variability

.

But let us aftei- these speculative considerations return to the

investigation whether also other observations about the critical circum-

stances are in agreement with the values of C and H, which we

have calculated above for the case of mutual binding.

It had already drawn my attention that for isopentane had
Pk

been found somewhat smaller than for normal pentane, and that,

if this should also be the case for other iso-compounds, the earlier

calculations, in which these differences were not found, could not

be quite accurate. And strictly speaking already in the earlier calcu-

lation it can be pointed out that there are dilferences which have

been neglected in this calculation. The volume for all atoms C e.g.

was put equal, though there always exist 2, viz. the outmost of the

chain, which are bound to 3 atoms H and 1 atom C, whereas there

ai-e n— 2 atoms C, which are bound to 2 atoms H and 2 atoms C,

and which will accordingly be smallei- than the 2 outmost. For the

iso-compounds the case may even present itself that an atom is bound

to 1 atom of H and 3 atoms of C, and perhaps even that one atom

of would be bound to 4 atoms of C. I was therefore glad that

for a few iso-compounds the quantities Tk and jtk are determined

through investigations by Sydney Young — viz. for di-isopropyl

and di-isolutyl. For the former substance, for which, if the construc-

tion is disregarded, the composition is the same as that of Hexane,

T
—^^ = 16.3, and for the latter, the composition of which would be

equal to that of Octane, — is equal to 22.4. For normal compounds
pk

the values are 17,06 and 23,1 in the above list. Also for these

compounds the case occurs that the volume is smaller than for

noiinal ones, and even not inconsiderably.

But on account of the incertainties as to in what way and to
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what degree tlie differences in size of (lie volume of tlie different C
atoms would have to be taken into account, I shall not attempt as

ve^ to calculate the found di(!ereuces iu size, at least not for the

piesenl. For isohiilyl, uioreoNcr, (lie dillereuce in size auionuls only

to .'i percent, and it always remains ijie ((ucstion how far the accu-

lacy of the deleruiiiuitiou of 7/, and fii- has l>een carried, and \n how

far the absolute purity of the sid»stancc and the e(piality of the factor

7 X '-273

can be relied on. I shall there(oi-o tor flif present be
(1+ a) (!—(./

satisfied with the a})proximative calculations, which 1 have used above.

For the methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-couipounds etc. there is a whole

series of determinations of Tk and pi which can be of use for the

calculation of CH.^. Then a new kind of atom, or a new groiiji

of atoms, which we do not know as yet, is indeed added, but

when the new group of atoms is bound in these compounds in the

same way, the difference in — , e.g. for the methyl- and ethyl-series,
Pk

can then enable us to determine the value of CHj. Thus we find the

following values :

Tk Pk ^ CH,
Pk

Methyloxide 127,1+273 53 7,55| 5,57 _
Ethyloxide 193,8 -f 273 35,6 13,12) ~2 ~ ^''^^

Methyl and ethyloxide 1(37,6 + 273 46,27 9,5

The value 2.78 coming so near the previous determination, I do

Tk
not hesitate to call the value — for the third substance too small.

Pk

There the value 10.25 is to be expected instead of 9.5. If one should

assign the before given value also to the other H and C atoms,
7'

(> = 1,3 woidd follow^ from Üiis, whereas ().^ ^ 3 follows from -.

Pk
Thus we find for :
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uiality of acetic acid has disappeared in these compounds; of

these compounds and otliers examined by me the group CO, would

ahnost give the value which follows from Tk and pk for CO^ , viz. 4,14.

I choose three of the compounds of CI, and C and H to see in

how far the others by means of the values calculated from these,

can be derived.

?"rom the values of Tk and pj, follows:

Chloric ethyl C,H,C1 = 8,485

and C,H,C1,= 10,61

and CHCl, =r 10.

We liud from this CI—H = 2,175, which means ihat if in these

compounds a hydrogen atom is substitnled for the rhlorino atom,

the vohime increases by 2,175, a \ahic wliicli was found otpuil to

from 2,18 to 2.2 anotliei- time; a second c(|iiatiou is:

CI,—H, = 1).8D.

From these two equations follows CI = 2,52 and 11 iz=: 0,345 and

we find further C = 2,095, a value ahnost equal to that found before.

For carbon tetrachloride wc lind 12,175 for with these calcuhited

values of CI, H. and C, wdiereas the value found directly would be

equal to 12.4. But for CCIH, there is no suflicient agreement between

observation and calculation, and like other substances which have

been derived from CH^ this substance yields a too large value and is

evidently associating. I am even astonished that the derivatives that

contain more chlorine behave evidently so normally. When we

compare the value found for CI witli that of the molecule, viz.

4.48, it appears that the binding of C' with CI makes the atom CI

larger than is the case with the binding of CI w4th CI. With the

values calculated from chlorine compounds we should find:

CH, = 3.475

CH., = 2.785

When these are comj)ared with those found before:

CH, = 3.483

and CH, = 2.76

there is reason for us to wonder that the entering of CI into these

compounds hardly changes the values of C and H, if at all.

1 shall now proceed to the amine compounds.

Tic

We tind for the ethvl amine compounds the values of —

:

pk
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tri-ethylamine di-etliylamine and ethylaniino

17.7 12.25 6.818

When tlie volmne of C bound to N is lepresentcd by C\ and

tlial of C bound to C by U, wc have tlio (hree foUowing- equations:

N + 3 (Cv + H, + a + Hj ==: 17.73

N + H + 2 (Ca- + H, + CV + H,) = 12.25

N + 2 H + (Cv + M. + a + H,).= 6.818

or — H + (Cv 4- H, + C,. + 11,) = 5.483

— 2 H -f 2 (Cv + H, + a + 11,) = 10.915

and so C,v+ H,*-f C, + H, = 5.483 of 5.457.

If we take the mean of these values, and il' we take into consi-

deration that for C< -[- 2 H has been found before 2.76, we determine:

C^v + 2H:=2.71.

Hence the volume of C bound to N may be equated to that of

C bound to C.

If we do so, and calculate with it the value of the group (NHJ,
the radical of the amine-compounds, we lind :

(NHj = 1.3 aboul.

This value is much smaller than for NH^ , which we call ammonia.

With 7"== 132.3 and y^/^. = 109.6 we calculate this value at aboul

3.7. So there the question rises what difiference there will be between

these two atom-groups. Perhaps it will have to be looked for in ihe

situation of the orbits of the electrons, which would then have lo

lie in the equator plane of the trivalcnt nitrogen atom for ammonia,

and for amine in the meridian plane.

For j)ropylamine we should find a slightly too high \alue, xiz,.

Tk
2.84, for the value ol CH., from — with (NH,) = 1.3, whereas we

pi-

found a somewhat too small value before for propane. 1 do not,

therefore, consider these differences as really existing. For dipropyl-

amine the value 1,3 -|- 16,56 ^ 17.86 might be calculated with

1.3 -[- GCH, , whereas 17.47 follows from — . Allowing for tiie

PIc

approximate character of our equations this may be considered as equal.

But the methylainines all yield a too high value, wiiich I consider

as a conse<pience of association, viz. 10.575 instead of 9.58, 7.43

instead of 6.82, and 5.944 instead of 4.06. With monometiiylamine

there is, therefore, a high degree of association ; about half the mole

cules are double molecules.

57

Proceedings Roy.il Acad. Amsletdam. Vol. XVi.



I shall now pi-oceed to discuss the substances in which the cjclic

bond of benzene occurs.

For benzene itself we find — =11,73, and for ail the substances

in which this cyclic bond occurs, CgHg is smaller than would follow

from the saturate hydrocarbons. Of the substances in wdiich the

grouping of C and H occurs, as this is the case for hydrocarbons,

6 C alone would already have a value exceeding 12 or close to it.

So the question again rises for what special reasons the cyclic bond

of the 6 carbon atoms makes them smaller. Perhaps the closed

chain, the ends of which coincide, is the cause of this through the

mutual attraction of these ends.

That the binding of C to C with 3 valencies could account for

this, may be doubted for the present.

But whatever the cause may be — we shall assume CgHg =11,73
for the cyclic binding, and take the former value for the atoms

further entering the molecule, wliicli are grouped as in the saturate

hydrocarbons.

Ti
For diphenyl we find — = 24,17 ; it is, compared with benzene,

Pk

a little too great, or perhaps benzene is a little too small. By adding

2,76 to diphenyl we should get 26,93 for diphenyl methane whereas

27,3 would follow trom — . Whether these differences are the con-
Pi-

sequence of our auproximate calculation, or whether they have a

real signification, 1 dare not decide. By the addition of Cff, to ben-

Tk
zene 11,73 + 2.76 = 14,49 follows for toluine. whereas — vields 14.27.

Pk
"

We find further:

Xylene (o) for — the value 17,1, calculated from benzene
Pk s -,7 25

'

17
'

(m) „ „ ,, „ 17,64, „ „ „ i

(p) ,> jj J? J, 17, 2o, ,, ,, ,,

'T"

Mesitylene for — tlie vahie 19,3 , cak'ulared from benzene 20,01

Durene „ „ „ „ 23,62, „ „ „ 22,77

Cumene „ „ „ „ 19,74, „ „ ,, 20,01

Oymene „ „ „ „ 22,78, „ „ ., 22,77

From Cresol (0) =15,67 follows for - H + (0,H) the value 1,17.

If the two H cancel each other, we should have =: 1,17, whereas
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we calculated 0=:1,3 from he ethyl-oxides. Tf we had a priori

assumed ()=l.o, we should have calculated Crcsol = J5,79.

1 might add other examples to these, but those given here suffice

ill my opinion to draw the following conclusions:

1. The volume of the molecules of normal substances may be

found from the critical circumstances.

2. The volume of the molecules is equal to the sum of the volumes

of the atoms contained in it.

3. The volume of an atom is not constant, but depends also on

the atoms to which it is bound, and the way in which it is bound

to others.

4. By normal substances we understand such as do not associate

or dissociate. For acetic acid 10.415 is found foi- —^ whereas C^H^Oj
Pk

would lead to 7,823 at the most.

5. The view that the volume of an atom is determined by the

size of the orbits of the electrons holds out the prospect to determine

the modification of the size in case of mutual binding.

I had just commenced this investigation on the size of l>, when I

received the copies of nine treatises by Albert P. Mathkws on the

value of a, in which very remarkable results ha\e been obtained.

They appeared in the "Journal of Physical Chemistry" of 1913.

APPENDIX.

The comparison of Benzene with Naphthaline has given me the

conviction that the smallness of CgH,, as was indeed to be expected,

must not be ascribed to the H-atoms, but to the C-atoms. For

naphthaline —- is equal to 18.91. Now naphthaline is equal to twice

Pk

2 5— benzene + 2 C or — benzene 2 H. We have, therefore, the
3

'

3

equations

:

18.91 ^ ^Xil-73 + -iO
o

and 18.91= |xii-73 — 2H

or 18.91 = 15.64 + 2C

and 18.91 = 19.55 — 2H,

57*
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from whifli C = 1.635 and H = 0.32 is calculated. The value of

H is of the former order of magnitude. But C has decreased to 0.8

of its former value. This appears still more clearly when benzene

is compared with hexamethjlene or cyclohexane. With this latter

substance we have also the cyclic binding of 6 carbon atoms; only

the coincidence of two xalencies for carbon has disappeared. The
T

formijla is C^Hj, and — =13.9. Hence the comparison with benzene

gives the two following equations:

6C'+12H = 13.9

and 6C+ 6 H = 11.73

or H = 0.3616

and = 1.593

I will still give a few values calculated in the meantime, viz.

propylbenzene, calculated with benzene and CH2:=2.76, equal to

Tk
20.01, — being equal to 19.772, and chlorobenzene with CI—H :^

I'k

2.185 calculated at 13.915 and found 14.18.

But all the nitriles appear to give much too high values of

Tk— , and so for />. and are associating in a high degree. Even benzo -

nitril, but this nitril in a less degree than the others.

Astronomy. — "Investigation of the inequalities of approximately

monthly period in the longitude of the moon according to the

meridian ohservations at (rree/niuch". Addendum, ^y J. E.

DE Vos VAN Steenam-JK. (Communicated by Prof. E. F. v. d.

Sande Bakhuyzen).

Professor Battermann and Prof. Ernkst Brown have both been

so kind as to point out to me, in letters to Prof. Bakhuyzkn, that

Brown's theoretical value, quoted by me, for the motion of the

moon's perigee (p. 140), which was taken froui Monthl. Not. 64

532, does not quite agree with his final result, which was published

by him in Memoir.^ R. A. -S'. 59, 94 (couip. also Monthl. Not. 70,

3). If we use the value assumed by me for the ellipticity of the

earth 1 : 297.5, then the theoretical result for the sidereal motion

in a Julian year for 1850 becomes 146435''16, so that my result

iVom the observations 146435"31 is now only 0"I5 greater, against

0"26 formerly.
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We a[»i)i'oacIi, lliei-efoi-c, llic limils williiii wliicli (liis (lifrerenco

iiiiglit be ascribed to llie errors ol' obsorvulioii. However, I now
tliiiik, that (lie difrereiice which was foiiiid, small as it is, still

deserves closer consideration, and this especially with regard to

the xalne which Nkwcomb has dednced for this motion from the

long series of observed occnltations discussed by him in his lately

published posthumous paper Researches on the mution, of tJie moon.

He found (p. 225) 146435"29 ± 0"02, a result which appears

to be very accurate and which agrees almost exactly with mine.

This induced me to consider in how far the small difTerence

might be ascribed to imicctiracies in the values, deduced from

observations, on which the theoretical calculations are founded. Such

inaccuracies might occur in those parts of the motion of the perigee

which depend upon the figure of the earth and of the moon. The

latter part is very small, but probably also very uncertain. It must

be calculated from the libration-phenomena and Brown deduced

foi" it, from Hayn's results, 0"03.

Much greater (6"4) is the influence of the ellipticity of the earth, or

more exactly of the difFei-ence between its [)olar and equatorial

moment of inertia, which can be deduced both from the results of

gravity determinations and from measured teri-estrial arcs, by means

of relations that are connected with Olairaut's theorem. However,

these deductions are open to criticism, as Battermann also pointed

out. Still we see that, when the ellipticity of the earth is calculated

from the most reliable results, recently deduced from both classes

of observations the results agree well with each other, and this

makes it appear probable, that also the values deduced for the

difference of the moments of inertia and thereby for the constant

of the lunar perturbations would be fairly accurate.

From the graxity determinations Helmert deduced 1 : 298.3 a

few yeai-s ago, and recently Hayford and Bowie deduced fi-om deter-

minations in the United States 1 : 298.4 ^). On the other hand,

Hayford, from his discussion of all the measured arcs in the united

States found 1 : 297.0, while in Europe, from the Russio-Scandi-

luivian arc of meridian, 1 : 298.6 was deduced. In the American

calculations reductions for isostatic compensation were applied.

According to these results the value adopted by me 1 : 297.5

would a|)pear to l)e too large rather than too small. But now it

is remarkable, that all lunar perturbations which are caused by the

1) A divi;5ion of the 8^) stations into 2 groups, an eastern and a western, led

to 1 : 297.8 and 1 : 299.6 respectively ; the addition to llie 89 stations of 10 stations

in Alaska gave, liowever, as the result from ail I : 3UU.4.
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tigiire of tlie earth wonlil iiidiL-iitc ii greater value tor (ho ellipticily.

Amongst these perturbations tliere are four which have a somewhat

considerable coefficient :

1. a motion of the perigee;

2. a motion of the nodes;

3. a periodic inequality in the longitude;

4. a periodic ineciuality in the latitude.

The first of these, according to our results, would lead to 1 : 294.3,

according to Newcomb's to 1 : 294.6 ; the second, according to Neavcomb's

results, would yield 1:294.3 and the 4f'\, according to Newcomb,

1 : 293.7, while the 3"^ which has a period of 18 years cannot be

used for our purpose on account of the unexplained inequalities of

long period in the mean longitude. Are these differences to be

regarded as real and woukl therefore the measurements made on

the surface of the earth not lead to an accurate determination of

the difference in the moments of inertia ?

On account of the possibility that other circumstances may

exercise an influence upon the motions of the perigee and node, the

periodic inequality in the latitude, which has a monthly period,

would certainly be the most likely to yield a decisive answer to

this question, if it were not that an error in the assumed obliquity

of the ecliptic has precfsely the same influence upon the declination

of the moon as the inequality in the latitude. (See also Newcomb's

very interesting Addendum to Chapter XI, p. 226).

Physics. — "Magnetic researches. XI. Modification in the cri/omagnetic

apparatus of Kamerlingh Onnes and Perkier." By Dr. E.

OosTERHUis. Communication N°. 139/> from the Physical Labo-

ratory at Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh

Onnes).

{Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914.)

In the researches on paramagnetism at low temperatures, described

in N^^VI, VII, and VIII of this series (Comm. NM29^ 132^ 134'0>

an apparatus was used, in the main the same as that constructed

by Kamerlingh Onnes and Perriek, of which a complete description

is found in Comm. N". 139".

In one particular, however, a change was made in the apparatus.

The apparatus so changed, which was briefly indicated in § 1 of

Comm. N°. 129'', is here more fully described. The force acting
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upon the experimcnlii! siibslaiu'e in tlic tube, when it is phu'cd in

an inhoniogeneons nuignetic tield, was lueasureil in Kameklingii Onnes

and Perrier's apparatus by electro-nuignetic compensation. This can

be rei)hiced with advantage by a connpen sat ion by means of weights, an

op[)ortunity for wliich is given by the scale Q [)Uiced upon the carrier ^).

The hook S serves to move tlie weights on and otf the scale, while

the apparatus remains air-tight; it can be moved from the outside,

through the opening 0. The rubber tube V is hei-metically attached

to the rim of the opening 0, and also to the extremity of the hook

;

in this way, the tube and the hook together can be moved sufiiciently ")

to be able to lift the weights from the wall table IF and place

them on the scale, or vice versa. The glass plate Z enables these

manipulations to be watched from the outside. To prevent the rubber

tube collapsing when there is a partial vacuum in the apparatus,

it is supported on the inside by a flexible spiral of steel wire. We
further refer to the ligures, in which the upper portion of the apparatus,

1) In the apparatus described in Comm. N''. 189» there was also a scale fixed

at the top of the carrier; the weights placed upon it did not however serve to

measure the force, but only to obtain an approximate equilibrium against the

upward pressure of the liquid. (See § Sf' Comm. N'\ 139«).

~) Compare the similar arrangement for stirring in cryostats, Comm. N . 88 g 4.
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as it appears after our inoditiration. is shown in section and seen

from above. The lower part remained nnehanged ').

The arranorement here described has some advantages over that

with the electro-magnetic compensation. In tiie first place, a much

greater foi'ce S can be measured by it, and moreover the method

of working is simpler, as now only one current (that of the electro-

magnet) has to be read, in the earlier arrangement three. On the

other hand, while in the former arrangement the current through

the electro-magnet was adjusted to certain tixed values, for which

the corresponding strengths of field were accurately measured, in

the modified arrangement it is best to place a cei-tain weight upon

the scale, and to regulate the current through the electro-magnet,

until this weight is exactly compensated by the force exerted upon

the experimental substance by the magnetic field. As the strength

of field corresponding to this current must now be found by (graphic)

inlerpolation, it can now only be as accurately ktiown as by the

method' described in Comm. N". 139", if the field has been determined

for a great number of current strengths. Naturally in the method

of compensation by weights we could also work with a few accurately

measured magnetic fields, if we had a sufficient number of snuill

weights at our disposal inside the apparatus; but working in this

way would greatly decrease the simplicity of the method. For this

reasoii in these investigations by the method of compensation with

weights, the field for the Weiss electro-magnet for different strengths

of current, was very minutely studied.

Physics. — "Magnetic researches. XII. The susce[)tlblllty of solid

oxygen in two forms'. By Albert Perkier r^t/ic/ H. Kamerj.ingh

Onnes. Communication N" i39c from the Physical Laboratory

at Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes.
j

(Communicated in the meeting of January ol, 1914:.)

§ 1. Introduction. A former investigation '') had led us to the

conclusion that the susceptibility «of oxygen suddenly becomes consid-

erably smaller when this substance changes into the solid state.

1) The sectional drawing of the upper portion of the apparatus is drawn on

the same scale as the fig., in Comm N*^. 139a, and gives therefore, if placed upon

that, the complete drawing of the apparatus as used in the researches of Comm.
N*J. 129Ö, 132e and Void.

~ H. Kamerlingh Onnes and Albert Perrier, Leiden Comm. N'. lL6andr24a.
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How great llio ,iimi|) niiiLi,lil Ik\ was iincortaiii, owing lo tlie absence

of a batli which would keep liie (einperalure constant at wiiich tliis

cliange takes place. We wore therefore obliged to draw our conclnsions

from what we observed during a gradual heating, at which the

temperature can be only im[)erfectly estimated. A further investigation

was therefore necessary. Moreover, in repeating our determinations,

we encountered the difdcult}', that we found a different value for

the susceptibility of solid oxygen at the temperature of liquid hydiogen,

than in our lirst experiments, which were conducteil according to a

different method. Although we thought we were justified (Comm. N".

124) in considering that we had obtained reliable results only by

the second method, and that in the meantime we need not attach

any value to those obtained previously, it was still very desirable to

confirm tiie more recent value for the jump by new measurements.

Finally, in our experiments we came upon another problem that

recpiired to be solved. We had noticed (see Comm N". 122a May
1911) as Wahi/j also observed later, that solid oxygen, besides

appearing in the blue-grey opaque form that it usually presents, also

occurs in a transparent vitreous form. This modification can optically

be very clearly distinguished from the liquid state. We conjectured

that the transition from the transparent condition to the other one

might be accompanied by a second jump in the magnetic condition,

followirg on that which took place on freezing. We wished to

ascertain the truth of this also.

§ 2. Armmienient of the e.vperiinents. For the magnetic determi-

nations, as in previous investigations, we made use of the method

of measuring the attraction which the magnetic field e.>:erls upon a

rod of the experimental substance placed at right angles to the field

in the interferrum of an electro-magnet, and held suspended there

by a carrier with hydrometer-arrangement.

More specially the arrangen»ent of the apparatus was in the main

the same as that used for our investigations of the liquid mixtures

of oxygen and nitrogen, of which we shall give a complete description

in the next paper i^Comm. N". J39</). We do not give it here,

because the investigation treated in this paper, is of a much more

preliminary character than our investigation of mixtures, confining

ourselves here in the main to that wiiich is peculiar to our experiments

on solid oxygen. At the outset it should be mentioned that the way

in which the temporary connection was made between the carrier

') Zeitschrift fur physikal. Chemie. Bd. 8-t (1913).
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and tlie apparatus which in trod need llie oxygen from outride, was

the same as in the experiments with mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen.

Fia. 1
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In the further description we shall assume thai Ihe drawing of the

apparatus as it is given in this paper will be eonbulted as a niodid-

cation together with that of the Jiext paper (N". 139J). The develop-

ment of the apparatus there described, from onr original apparatus

and the modification due to Oosterhuis (Comni. N". i'S^h) will bo

obvious on comparison vvitli Comm. N". 'J39^^

In tlio cryogenic [)art, we encountered in the first place a difficulty,

which so far had not been provided for. Measurements had to be

made at the temperatures between the melting-point of oxygen and

the boiling-point of hydrogen, as well as at the temperatures of

liquid and solid hydrogen. In order to be able to do this an arrange-

ment was made which permitted us to work both in a bath of liquid

hydrogen evaporating under various pressures, and in a bath of

hydrogen gas, the temperature of which can be regulated.

The arrangement consists principally in a circulation of hydrogen.

The hydrogen, after having been cooled to the boiling point, before

it comes in contact with the experimental object, passes over a

heating-spiral, in which Joule heat is generated, and is thereby

heated to the desired temperature. The whole hydrogen circulation

is carefully shut off from the outside air. The gas streams from a

supply-cylinder in which it is kept under pressure, through a copper

spiral AB, the glass tube CBL, which from CE is double-walled,

and silvered, and at E is widened, to the experimental space in the

cryostat. It enters this through the twice bent double-walled tube

FG, which forms the downward continuation of the vacuum-vessel

of the cryostat. On the way down the gas is cooled by liquid air

at A (copper spiralj, and is further cooled first by hydi-ogen vapour

and then by liquid hydrogen at B (glass spiral). At E the gas

passes along a resistance thermometer ; at F is the heating wire, at

G in the lower part of the experimental space a resistance thermo-

meter.

By means of regulating resistances the current through the heating-

wires is so regulated as to obtain the desired temperature in the

experimental space. In the upper part of this there is a helium

thermometer with a steel capillary, which forms part of our cryo-

magnetic apparatus in its usual form (Comm. N°. 139a). The gas

then rises further in the vacuum-vessel, and escapes through aS into the

gasometer or the air-punq). The tubes K and L serve for leading

off hydrogen.

Of the various auxiliary apparatns we must further mention tlie

thick-walled copper tube J/, which surrounds Ihe experimental tube,

and which serves to keep the temperature of the gas which sur-
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voiiiids it even all over. Of course liquid lijilrogeii can he iutrodu-

ced into the cryostai in the ordinary way, to immerse the experi-

mental tube in a bath of liquid hydrogen.

We had a good deal of difficulty in })rocuring a rod of solid

oxygen of about 5 or 6 cm. length that was completehj homogeneous.

As in freezing the volnme of the oxygen diminishes by about ^j^

there is a great tendency to form hollows. A homogeneous rod can

onh' be obtained by allowing the liquid in the cylindrical mould lo

gradnall}' freeze from t/ie bottom upwards. As soon as solid matter

settles in the neck of the tube, hollows must arise in the experimen-

tal mass, as the entrance of liquid oxygen is cut off ^). The diffi-

cnlty of procuring an homogeneous cylinder was increased by the

fact that in our experiments the freezing had to take place inside

a silvered vacuum glass, and could therefore not be followed by

the eye.

In order to come a step nearer to the solntion of this problem,

which still presents difficulties, we made nse of the possibility of

regulating at pleasnre the heal conducting power of a double-walled

vacuum glass. The experimental tube in which the oxygen was frozen

was made double-walled (not silvered) ; as much hydrogen was put

in between the walls that the (small) pressure had exactly such a value,

that according to preliminary expei'iments in a transparent bath

the freezing took place under the most favourable circumstances.

It appeared to be favourable to this that in the upper part of the

tube latent heat was developed by the condensation of the gaseous

oxygen which was admitted during the freezing. When a once for-

med stick partially melted, it was difficult to get it back into a

dense condition. The double wall of the experimental tube is there-

fore also of use to eliminate temporary irregularities in the temperature

of the surrounding bath (vapour or liquid). It was found that the

temperature-range of the ti-ansparent modification did not extend

more than 5 or 6 degrees below the melting point.

§ 3. Residt.s. The figures in the following table are averages. To

be able to express the results in absolute measure, the ftelds are

measured in absolute measure, and the dimensions of the tubes

carefully determined. The .tubes were of the sj^m metrical type (see

Comm. N". 139r? § 4), the lower part was evacuated, so that no

-) We sliJill return later to the freezing of oxygen and the change from the

transparent to the opaque mass. When the acces.'; of gaseous oxygen is cut ofif,

a long shaped hollow usually forms which as it increases assumes the shape of

a worm fantastically coiled up in a confined space.
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t'orivclion was needed i'ov the magnetism of the hadi or of the wall.

The ox\gen nsed contained nol more than (),()()1 foi-eign admixtnres.

The immediate resnlt of the observations is the snsceptihilitj A' per

unit of volume; to calcMdate the value of "/, the specific siisceplihility

(or specific magnetisation coefticienlj, we must know tiie densit}- o.

We have taken 1.44 for this, on the ground of our determinations

in 1910, and from a new one recently made, hut neitlier determi-

nation can lay claim to great accuracy, so that the values of /(and

also of K for the opaque modification if it should prove that in this

innumerable little splits are present) will have to be recalculated

when o is better i^nown.

The four results refer to one freezing.

TABLE I.

Susceptibility
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niodilicalioii of oxv^eii to llie ()|):i(|iie, which lakes phice at iiboul

— 225° C, is nol (((•(•nmi>an,i.i'<l Inj niui conspicuous nHU/nclic inodi/i-

Ciition., so Ihnl il probably does nol iii\()l\(» any iiiiporlaiil change

in inolecnUir sli-nclni-e. Fnrtlier, that in Iho wiiolc range IVoni the

free/.ing point of oxygen down to al)ont - 240° (J. Ihe snsce|)tibility

is markedly less than in the li(piid stale. In this region it changes

little Avilli the leinpn at lu'c, in lad increases slightly on cooling.

This does not seem to agree with Ihe ninch smaller valne which

the table gives foi' 253° (J. bnt lieic a pli(;nomcnon intervenes

vvliich has not been ob.served before, vi/. that at about — 240° C.

the susci'plihililii swhh'nlji j'olls to ulioiil liolj' its value. The exact

value of the temperatnre must still be more accnrately determined;

it is also not settled whether the transition is actually discontinnons

or is completed in a very small range of temperature ^1 or 2 degrees).

The susceptibility falls in this iran-^ition to about the values that are

found in li(pii(l hydrogen.

It will be seen that these last values agree with the values of

J9T1, within the limits of accuracy of the latter. The results of

'J 1)10 arc thereby, as we expected, condennKMl, and the cause to

which wc altribnl(Ml the discrepancy between tlu^se residls and

those of J910. gains in probability at the same lime.

As regards the change in the susceptibility below - 252° C. with

the leni|)eralure, although, it is slight, yet il allows no doubt that

it is a decrease. 'V\\v obserxations permit Ihe compai'ison of the

susceptil)ility at dilferent temperatures at constant density without

the intervention of any correction. We have here, therefore, a

new example of a sui)stancc ihal follows Ci'rik's law at a higher

temperature, and on ap|uoachiniz the absolute zero completely

deviates from il. As the ratio of the susceptil)dities observed above

and below the transformation point is

115.8
X, = - = 2.10,

54.2

it becomes jirobable that the exact value of the jump is precise!}'

2. For above 20° K, the magnetisation must still inci-ease dislinctl}'.

Kor the ratio of the susceptibility of litpiid oxygen and solid

oxygen at — 230° C. we find

3i3.3

115.3

This value is less certain than that of X^, for it contains the

uncertainty concerning the density of solid oxygen and that of the

change of susceptibility between — 220° C. and — 230° C.

Fi'om our j)revious investigations we had inferred a sudden change



ill the susceptibility to a fiflii or sixth pari of its value between the

li(ini(l state and the solid state at liydrogeii temperatures. It now

appears that a sudden ('lianne of this amount i-eally exists, but takes

place in two parts, namely, once to '/« ^^tJVeezing, and subsequently,

3i:

300

:so

1J0
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neiglibourliood of the boiling point or tlie Ireezing point of liydrogen,

they deviate from tlie hiw in various degrees'^), Init n/inn/s in the

direction of decrease of the susceptihiJitij.

We thinlv it advisable to recall here in a few words some of the

views and hypotheses which guided ns in the above-mentioned

researches, in order to make clear the connection of the former ex-

periments to each othei-, and to the determinations we shall here

deal will), and to elucidate the object of these last.

When we began our magnetic investigations at low temperature

(in 1908) we wished, amongst other things, to test Langevin's recently

published theory of paramagnetism which leads to Curie's law, at

low tempeiatures.

On this account (and on others, see Comm. N". 116, § 1) it was

natura", we should begin witli oxygen. The deviations that we fonnd

in oxygen together with what we observed \\\ other substances,

gave us ground to suppose phenomenologically that there would be

a law of corresponding conditions for the deviations from Curie's

law. This again gave rise to the question of how L.\>gevin's theory

would have to be supplemented in view of the new phenouiena.

Our tirst idea was" the possibility of polymerisation, which might

take the form of association in oxygen. As the degree of association

of liquid oxygen if diluted wiih a non-active substance, would be

changed, and as dianiagnetic nitrogen could serve as such a substance,

we thought (see Comm. N". 116, § 5) that by experiments on mix-

tures with this substance we should be able to ascertain whether it

WAS, a case of polymerisation or not.

An experiment made with a less satisfactory apparatus than that

which we now use, gave an indecisive result, and even led us to

a wrong conclusion, as it seemed to support our assumption of the

same change with temperature in the specific susceptibility of oxygen

independent of the distance that separated the molecules from

each other. In other woi-ds it still appeared possible to us that the

specific susceptibility of oxygen vapour at the boiling-point might

be the snme as that of liquid oxygen, and that therefore gaseous

oxygen at this temperature would de\iate from Curie's law to the

same extent as liquid oxygen. Our intention soon to make further

measurements on mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen, came to nothing,

as one of us left Leiden. It was a considerable time before we were

able to continue our experiments.

In the mean time, Kameri.ingh Onnes and Oosterhuts's investiga-

'*) Kamerllngh OiNNEs and Perrikr, Comm. Nos. 116, 122a, 124a.
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tioiis again raised tlie idea that the distance of" the molecules in a

paramagnetic substance certainly has an influence upon the deviations

from Curik's law. Theii- investigation of oxygen of more than 10(»

times the normal density (Coram. N". 134r/ April 1913) demonstrated

more specially that the susceptibility foi' gaseous oxygen can be

represented down to — 130° C. with Curie's constant, which holds

for the ordinary temperature, which indicated the possibility that

this might still be the case at — 183° C. This gave fresh support

to what they added at the end of tiieir paper of Jan. 1913 (Comm.
N". 132g), showing the desirability of experiments upon the question,

whether the bringing of the molecules (or atoms) of a paramagnetic

substance to a greater distance from each other, influences in itself

the deviations from Curie's law, and pointing out the importance

of the continuation of our experiments with li(|ui(l mixtures of oxygen

and nitrogen. ^)

Before we could at last begin these experiments in 1913 the

importance of them was increased by yet another circumstance.

Besides the hypotheses considered in the above mentioned article,

hypotheses of- another kind arose '").

With the former hypotheses, we do not interfere with the law of

equi partition, but assume either polymerisation, as in the above case,

or a subsiduary potential energy, a '•molecular" lield, the magnitude

of which is determined, not only by the lield, but also by the amount

of one-sidedness of the direction of the molecular magnetic axes

(Weiss and Foï;x, Kamerlingh Onnes and Oosterhuis) ''). In the new

type (Oosterhuis, Kehisom) on the other hand a distribution of energy

^) Recently, Weiss {0. R. Dec. 1913) in deducing the distance law for the

molecular field in feiromagnelic substances (comp. § 4 this Comm.) points out the

importance of investigations of the same miterial at different densities. See also

G. FoËx, Arch. d. Sc. phys. et natur. Geneve (4) XXXV. 1913.

~) As had been partly the case with tlie hypotheses of tfie first l\ind, so also

those of tlic new Icind were partly suggested by our former magnetic investigations.

3) The tiypotliesis, that tlie resultant magnetic moment of the molecufe changes,

can be introduced in two different ways. In the first place, by assuming polyme-

risation, as mentioned above. In the second place by supposing that the change

takes place exclusively within the molecule itself. By continuous change of this

sort of course every deviation from Curie's law may be explained, in that case

there can be no question of decision between the above mentioned types of theory.

The supposition referred to seems less acceptable also for this reason that in the

cases in which Weiss was led to assume a change in the molecular moment, this

was always a discontinuous alteration (l)y changes in the number of magnetons)

and one wliich took place in all the molecules at once, while for the rest the

moment within a definite temperature zone did not undergo any change.

5«

I'roctHd.i.gs Royal Acad. AiLsleruaui Vol. XVI
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is supposed, which is determined according to the quantum-theory.

In the extreme form of this type no other suppositions are intro-

duced than those of the quantum-theory. There is naturally room for

transitional forms between this extreme form and the other type of

hypothesis. These are got by assuming polymerisations or a mole-

cular tield besides the quantum-theory.

It is now of importance, not only for magnetism, but also for the

law of molecular activity in general, to decide between these two

different types of hypothesis, by experiment. The most important for

this purpose are experiments in which the paramagnetic molecules

are brought to different distances from each other. For if the above

mentioned question should be answered in the negative and it should

be proved that the susceptibility per molecule remained the same

at whatever distance they are from each other, then all hypo-

theses of the first sort (mutual influences) would of course fall to

the ground. The measurements which shoidd demonstrate this woidd

be an experimentum crucis.

The determination of the susceptibility of liquid mixtures of oxygen

and nitrogen claims the first place in experiments upon the influence

of the distance of the molecules upon the deviations from Curie's

law\ The liquid (paramagnetic) oxygen exercises no chemical influence

whatever upon the liquid (diamagnetic) nitrogen; the two substances

can be mixed in any proportions, so that the distance of the para-

magnetic oxygen molecules can be increased at pleasure : the mixtures

remain moreover liquid down to a \ery low temperature, which is

of particular importance, if the theory of quanta is to be applied.

Experiments with these mixtures promised therefore a more distinct

and more immediate decision than those with crystals and solutions

of chemical compounds in different degrees of dilution '). In the

investigation now completed we have not been able to do more

than make a first survey of the difficult tei-ritory.

We here offer our sincere thanks to Dr. Oosterhuts, who has con-

tributed greatly to the success of our work, by very carefully measuring

out the field that served for our experiments, and by repeating certain

susceptibility determinations which were doubtful. His measurements

enabled us to introduce important corrections in our results.

1) With regard to these we may remark that the important investigations by

Cabrera and Moles (Arch. d. Geneve (4) XXXV, May 1913) of solutions of iron

salts are of a chemical nature and assum.e the validity of Curie's law. Their object

is therefore quite different from ours, in wliich the point is to investigate the influence

of the distance of the molecules of a chemical element dissolved in another element,

upon a function of the temperature.
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§ 2. Method. The measurements were made hy the attraction

Hictliod, with a vertical cylinder of the substance to be investigated.

One of the extremities of tlie cylindei' is phiced in the middle of the

interferrum of an electromagnet. As ii! the apparatus previously

constructed by us') the cylinder was attached to a vertically running

carrier, and the forces were measured by a zero-method ; in this

the moditication introduced by OosTKiuiris'} wos made use of, viz.

the current through the electro-magnet was regulated, and therefore

the field adjusted, until there was equilibrium with marked weights.

While thus the magnetic pari of the expoii-imeuls is about the

same as that of the previous ones, the arrangement of the actual

experimental object demands a number of special apparatus and

precautions. A homogeneous mixture must be prepared of known
proportion, and in a proportion chosen at will, of two substances,

which are gaseous at ordinary temperature, and whicli are condensed

in the experimental tube.

In the first place a communication must be made through the

closed outer cover of the cryomagnetic apparatus (see desciiption

loc. cit.) with the apparatus for mixing and measuring the gases.

For this purpose, the glass tube A (see tig. J), which forms the

central part of the carrier, is bent round three times rectangularly

at B ; further it beai'S a horizontal tap (', and terminates in a

horizontal ground joint D, in which fits the ground extremity of

the tube E, which protrudes outside. This tube is enclosed in a thick

but elastic india-rubber covering, and can be pulled back about

2 centimetres, from outside, and made fast in this new position
;

in this way the coimection with the carrier, can be made ; or the

latter can be left quite free, without the cover being opened. In the

same way the tap C can be mani|)ulated from the outside by

means of a similar arrangement F.

The necessity of the mixture being homogeneous, entails vigorous

stirring inside the experimental tube (the cylinder A*, at the lower

end of the carriei-). Even when the mixture is homogeneous in the

gaseous form, the oxygen which condenses more easily, will tend

to collect at the bottom in the carrier ; this difHieuity is overcome

by using a stirrer consisting of a very long thin glass capillary tube

G, terminating in a small disk // (the actual stirrer), which carries

a little piece of iron {[{) at the top ; the whole of which can be

moved up and down through a distance equal to the height of the

experimental tube. This movement is set in motion by the atliaction

1) See H. Kamerlinoh Onnes and Alb. Perbier, Comm. No. 139a.

^) E. OosTEBHUis, Comm. N'^. 1396.

58*
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of an electromagnet f upon the piece of iron A'; tlie electro-magnet

is moved from outside tlie apparatus by means of two bronze strips

L, vvliicl) I'un over tlie puUies N and pass througli the walls without

friction, terminating in two elastic enclosures similar to F and ?j.

These suspension-strips, which also serve as conductors for the

electro-magnet, are moved by hand.

The carrier is provided at B with a small stopper serving as a

safety valve, to guard against a casual excess of pressure in the

carrier during the measurements, when the tap is closed, bursting

the carrier.

The preparations for a series of measurements took place in I he

following oi-der : when the enclosure is found to be air-tight, a

sufficient weight is placed upon the plate Q to bring the carrier

to its lowest position; the connection with the tube E can then be

made, the tap C is then opened, and any gases that may be con-

tained in the carrier, are pumped out. Then the cryogen bath (of

pure liquid nitrogen) is made ready, and the temperature reduced

to a few degrees below the boiling-point by reduction of the pressure.

Finally the desired amount of pure oxygen, which has been previously

measured in a volumenometer resembling a TöPL?:R-pump, can be

condensed in the carrier, and then by means of the same instrument,

the quantity of pure nitrogen required to completely till the experi-

mental tube R. After this C is shut, D is disconnected, the gas

supply tube is pulled back and the overweight taken away ; the

carrier is then free, and completely closed against the vapour of the

bath. While the bath is being brought to atmospheric pressure, and

to an even temperature, which is greatlj^ promoted by the pump-stirrer

P '^), which causes a vertical circulation in the whole bath, the

electro-magnet which serves as stirrer for the mixture, is put in

motion, until the magnetic attraction, which is measured from time

to time, reaches a constant value.

The question of what the composition of the mixture is deserves

particular attention. A given weight of oxygen is introduced into

the tube, which spreads over a given volume, known by the cali-

bration of the experimental tube. The weight of oxygen per cm'.,

i. e. the concentration, is thus given by immediate experiment,

which quantity is also the most important from the magnetic point

of view, as the measurements in the first place give the suscepti-

bility of the mixture, and the concentration enables us to deduce

from it the specific magnetism which can be ascribed to the oxygen

1) See H. Kamerlingh Onnes, Comm. No. Ii23, § 2.
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alone. To compensate the vacuinn caused bv the contraction of the

mixtnre by each decrease of temperature, we have each time added

pure 7iitro(/tm (stirring of course eacii time) ; our object was the

inv^estigation of the influence of the mean distance of the paramag-

netic molecules upon the magnetisation, and the process described

above apparently comes to the determination of the changes in the

magnetisation with the temperature, for every mixture at constant,

distance of the oxygen molecules.

After the measurements the ^apo^r products were collected, and

analysed with pyrogallic acid. This analysis is a useful check, but

cannot lay claim to great accuracy, as the comparison with the

synthesis assumes the knowledge of the total (juantity of condensed

nitrogen (including the amount added during the measnrements), which

quantity is for various reasons somewhat uncertain. Moreover it is

necessary that the vapour products should be very completely col-

lected, as a considerable weight attaches to what is vaporised last,

as being almost pure oxygen. On the other hand we may remark

that the deduction of the concentration (see above) trom the

synthesis presumes oidy an accurate knowledge of the loeujlit of
oxyyen and not that of the nitrogen, and therefore can claim a

greater degree of accuracy.

The susceptibilities are expressed in absolute units by comparison

with that of pure liquid oxygen, which are previously measured in

absolute value by the method of rise ^); this calibration comes simply

to this, that a series of measurements are made under the same

conditions as the former, but with pure oxygen instead of with the

mixtures. Moreover, a calculation of the absolute values based upon

the values of the field according to the measurements made by Dr.

OosTERHUis in Leiden after the measurements, lead to results which

agreed with the experiments previously obtained, well within the

limits of experimental accuracy. Further the magnetic corrections

were applied for the glass of the carrier and for the nitrogen of the

bath as well as of the mixture ^).

§ 3. Conclusions and experimental results. The mean numerical

data of the measurements are given in table I, where •/ signifies the

magnetisation of 1 gram of oxygen in eacli of the mixtures or in

(he pure oxygen; for the latter the \'alues are calculated on the

^) Kamerlingh Onnes and Perrif.r, Comm. No. 116. Cf. note 1, p. 912.

-) These corrections must be made even in a purely relative measurement, as

they are by no means proportional to the susceptibility of the experimental object

taken as a whole.
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basis of our measurements in 1910 (Comm. N". 116); q is in each

case the weight of oxygen per cm'', (concentration), A the approxinjato

ratio between this weigiit and tlie corres|)on(iing one in the pure

liquid; I indicates to some extent the dihition (only approximately,

because with the method followed A changes with the temperature) ^).

TABLE I.

Magnetisation-coefficients for oxygen. (17. °4 K—64.°2 K)
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portion as the concentration (liminislie.s, i. e. the additive rule is />//

no means foUoioed in ini.vtures of o.ci/(/en and ni.tro</en. From a

somewhat more careful inspection, and tlie comparison with the

last row of the table, it appears further that with increasing dilution

the magnetisation coefjicient approaches to the values which satisfy

the inverse proportiojialiti/ irith the absolute temperature, starting fi-om

the number lately obtained bv Wfjss and Piccard lov gaseous oxygen

(see also Fig. 3).

Without anticipating in any way the theoreti<'tjl interpretation of

these results, which will be treated in the next paragraph, we can

phenomenologically express iheni as follows:

The deviations from Cirie-Langevin'.v law. shoiim bij pure oxygen

at low temperature, are not an immediate consequence of the change

of temperature, but are caused by the increase of the density or by

the distance between die molecules becoming smaller.

Finally, let us examine more closely the thermal cltange for each

concentration, by plotting ^'y as a function of T (Fig. 2). We see at

once that the points obtained lie upon parallel straight lines; the

change with the temperature can therefore be represented ^) within

the limits of accuracy of the observations, by a relation of the form

^) As was found by Kamerli.ngh Onnes and Oosterhuis for liquid oxygen; Gomm.
W. 132e.
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X{r+A) = const.,

in which onl}' tlie j)araiiietei' A changes from one conceiitratiou to

the other. Table II shows this

:

TABLE II.

Mixture
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1,00

3S0
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which agrees with the law following from Table IT, if we assume

that L or ^\'() decreases nnth the densUij.

This being established, the experiments further permit, and this

gives them an additional significance, to account for the uxuj in

which the molecidar field changes mith the density or icith the distance

of the molecules.

We remark in the first place, that the accurate calculation of the

molecular fields rests upon the knowledge of the deviations from
Curie'.s' laiu, and not upon that of the susceptibilities themselves

[formula (1)]. It would therefore be necessary to know the specific

magnetisations in absolute value down to at least 0.1 7o i^^ order to

be able to deduce the fields from them with sufficient certainty

;

this is especially the case for the great dilutions where the deviations

are extremely small. A determination of this degree of accuracy

demands in itself a long and difficult special investigation with

perfected apparatus.

The solution, if not completely found, may yet be brought within

narrow limits. The first question that then arises is, whether the

field is equal to a particular power of the distance of the molecules

i.e. of the density. If we suppose ^=ao", then the molecular field

is n'(>"+^ At constant temperature \/y_^=f{Q) is then a parabola of

the degree n -\- 1, with the axis vertical and the top on the axis of

ordinates. For n = 0, Vz is represented by a straight line.

HOOO
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bilt flie deviations are not much greater tlian the errors of observation,

except for the most diluted mixture. Moreover the slight curvature

is in the opposite sense to all the pdrahohe for ivhich n ^ 0. The

observations at concentrations smaller than 0.1 indicate that the

molecular field then begins to change more quickly, but tiiey do

not justify the assertion that this is actually the case. It is therefore

not probable that the results can be represented by means of a

positive n (except for very great dilutions, for which we have not

a single indication); in order to elucidate this point we have also

constructed the curve 7^ =ƒ(<,-)' which with the same extremities

corresponds to » = 1, i.e. to the law that the molecular field would

be proportional to the square of the density or lo the inverse sixth

power of the mean distance of the molecules; it is obvious that this

bears no resemblance to the experimental curve.

We assume therefore that the molecular field of oxygen changes

about proportionallg to the density^).

This law, in the case of the appearance of a negative field

(assuming that this exists) for oxygen, differs totally from that at

which Weiss arrived, in the case of the positive molecular field with

alloys of ferromagnetic metals, for the dependence of X upon tiie

density, and from which he inferred an infiuence according to the

inverse sixth power of the distance, which for that reason we have

just referred to. fFrom our law, in tiie same way, an intluence

according to the inverse third power of the distance would follow).

At present, we need not see any contradiction between these two

results, as the conditions for which the two laws of distance hold

good, are quite diiferent. This applies both to the nature of the

substances and to the state of aggregation in which they were

examined. Moreover it must be particularly borne in mind that the

sign for tlie molecular field is different in both cases. The part of

the curves referring to the change of X with the concentration,

which Weiss makes use of in his theory, lies entirely in positive

fields, the transition to negative fields is curved. We are in complete

ignorance as to the origin of the mysterious influences which cause

the phenomena ascribed to the molecular field. There is no ground

therefore to expect that the two fields are subject to the same law.

Should it be confirmed that the two kinds of molecular field de[)end

upon the distance of the molecules according to different laws, we

Ï) Gf. the next paper l)y Kamerlingh Onnes and Oosterhuis, in which the

idea of the dependence of A on the concentration is extended to the ''atomic

concentration" of the paramagnetic component in crystallized compounds, in the

first place in those containing water of crystaUization.
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might even see in this a proof that in the two cases influences are at

work which are the effect of different causes ^).

If we continue the idea tiiat the deviations from Curie's law are

to be attributed to a negative field, we come with the value 0,03152

which we deduce for Curie's constant, to 14.11 magnetons per

molecule of 2 rigidly connected atoms, while Weiss and Piccard,

from their determination of the constant for gaseous oxygen arrive

at exactly 14. An error of 0.2 degrees in the lowest temperature

at which we made observations would explain this difference. So

there is no reason to take this observation as at variance with

the law of magnetons. [At the end of § 4 we have drawn attention

to a circumstance that would possibly explain the difference. (Added

in the translation)].

Although the hypothesis of the negative molecular field is sufficient

to describe the phenomena, it is not devoid of interest to consider

in how far the other hypotheses can be reconciled to the observations.

As regards the polymerisation-hypothesis, it is not probable that

the association decreases as rapidly with the density at constant

temperature as would have to be the case if the experiments were

to be explained by it, nor that the result of a given form of the

hypothesis, which might give this change, would lead to the set of

parallel straight lines in fig. 2.

OosTERHUis's hypothesis, that the energy of rotation should take

the form of

hv hv

must he supplemented by a further hypothesis. It is in the line

of the deduction to accept that the moment of inertia of the molecule

changes considerably by dilution, and increases to very great values.

Even in accepting this hypothesis it appears from calculations by

Dr. Oosterhuis that the deviations of the curves calculated from the

set of the parallel straight lines in fig. 2 are too large to be explained

by experimental errors ^).

1) The function pVx, which was given in a preliminary note (Soc. Suisse de

physique, Frauenfeld 1913) was ha^ed upon data which later appeared to have

been insufficient in number, and before some subsequently calculated corrections

had been applied. The function may be correct for a range of weak concentrations.

~) In these calculations Oosterhuis started from the values of i. which were

deduced immediately from the experiments according t(j Table II, which in partic-

ular gives the most probable slope of the straight lines accepted to be parallel.



Finall}' we may remark that the supposition

V,=../(7') + iVo (3)

combines the various hypotheses which we have explained above

(except that ot" polymerisation"), and agrees with our experiments

if f{T) is independent of the density, and A' of the temperature ^).

It accounts for all phenomena which are expressed by a })arallel

displacement whatever value is ascribed to f{T). if only it remains

independent of the density.

[One can imagine tliat ƒ (7') is in reality of such a form that in

the temperature-raiige of our experiments it gives for x of the oxygen

in the li(pu(l mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen a value which, while

being small for the large densities of -oxygen, increases in passing

to more and more high dilutions, and approaches in the limit to a

value qreater than that which with Cukik's Uiw is obtained from

Weiss and Piccard's experiments. If furthei" experiments which may

be undertaken with a view to throwing light upon this point should

give a positive result, one could explain without relying upon expe-

rimental error the slope of our lines for ^jy^ being a little small

(given by 6'= 0,0315, see tig. 2). it would then be of interest to

compare that result with what the investigation by Kameri.ingh Onnks

and OosTERHUis on the susceptibility of gaseous oxygen at low tempe-

ratures will teach when extended to lower temperatures. It is not

entirely excluded that the nitrogen plays a different part from a

vacuum. Added in the translation.] (Of. iiote 1 p. 91 5. Added in

going to press).

Since then Dr. Keesom has communicated to us that by calculating the values of a

in giving to f <,T) [see formula (3)] either Oosterhujs's form, or the form wh'cli

Keesom has developed in Suppl. N\ 32a, whereby the values of L are a little

changed, one obtains a satisfactory representation. The values of a are then in

agreement with the function ',.-/j for large values of c, which he arrives at (see a

paper of his to be published shortly). In his calculations Keesom accepted the

number o( magnetons of Weiss and Piccard. His theory explains also that the

curve i/V. ~fi) of lig. 4 does not pass through the origin. [Note added in

going to press.]

1) f{T) represents^the energy of rotation as a function of the temperature. (3)

is only applicable to the range where the magnetisation is strictly parallel to the

field. Formula (3) includes inter alia the vanishing of the Curie point in ferro-

magnetic substances caused by zero energy deduced by Keesom (Leid. Com. Suppl.

N'. 32 a and & (1913).

[Regarding the influence of the density on f {T) in Keesom's theory see his next

paper, cf. also note 2 p. ü of Suppl. W. 32a. Added in going to press.]
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Physics. — ''Magnetic researches. XIV. On paramagnetism at loio

temperatures \ (Continuation of VII). By H. Kamerlingfi Onnes

and E. Oostkkhuis. (Jommunication N". 13iK^ from the Piiysical

Laboratory at Leiden. Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh

Onnes.

§ 15. Ferrous sulphate. (Continuation of III § 2). The measurements

of the susceptibility of pai-ama^iietic substances at low temperatures

were continued according to the method previously described.

Crystallized ferrous sul|)hate, which had been already investigated

by Kamerlingh Onnes and Perriek (Comm. N". 122a), was once

more very carefully prepared, by precipitating it out of its aqueous

solution with alcohol. The values of the susceptibility found do iu)t

entirely correspond to the previous ones, but the dependence on the

temperature is precisely the same, as is shown by the following

table, when compared with table II of Comm. N". \22a,

TABLE XII.

Crystallized ferrous sulphate FeS04 • "71^20

precipitated with alcohol.

T.
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TABLE XIII.
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TABLE XIV.

Ferric aminoniuinsulfate Fe2(S04)j.
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those of a normal paramagnetic substance. Should this hypothesis be

correct, it would be of importance to take notice of the atomic

concentration, in studying paramagnetic substances. To determine

the number of magnetons in a paramagnetic i.\ >i\\, we should therefore

have to take (complex) compounds, which lulfd this condition of

being sufiiciently "diluted". This condition is fulfilled by many
of the materials which have been used for the calculations about

magnetons ^).

If we arrange the substances according to the value of their

atomic concentration, we see that in genei-al the deviations from

Curie's law at low temperatures seem to appear sooner in substances

with a liigh concentration. Oosterhuis's calculations (Comm. Suppl.

!N". 31) give particulars of the amount of the deviation in different

substances. It will therefore be desirable, if we want to determine

the number of magnetons in an alom at low temperature, to go

down to very small concentrations. This is no difficulty for the

measurement, for, although the specific susceptibility at small

concentration is small, it increases considerably according to Curie's

law for a given concentration with the transition to low temperatures.

We should come upon chemical ground if we were to discuss what

compounds would be suitable for this purpose. Double salts and

complex compounds seem to be particularly suitable, provided we
are able to apply the correction for diamaguetism.

It is very likely that with high atomic concentiations A may rise

to very high values. Something of this sort might be the case with

platinum (see § 12) and willi the ferromagnetic substances the inves-

tigation of which first led Weiss and FoËx to ihe introduction of a

negative magnetic field.

For crystals, a "linear concentration" may have to be introduced.

The value of A for different directions would have to be brought

into connection with this.

In the further study of the deviation from Curie's law, use will

have to be made of the results of Werner's investigation of the

constitution of complex compounds on the one hand, and

on the other hand of the data which experiments upon the diffraction

of Röntgen rays, such as Bragg in particular has made, may yield.

What these can teach concerning the arrangement of the atoms and

the structure of the atomic lattice, is of great importance from the

above point of view. {To he continued).

^) In ferric alum is realised a case of solution of a paramagnetic in a practically

neutral substance, of the same kind as that wliicli Weiss considered by extra-

polation in his discussion of the ferro- magnetic alloys when he was searching for

the law of distance for the molecular field'.
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Geology. — "At lohat time the Indian Archipelago is separated

from the Tethys'. By Prof. K. Martin.

(Communicated in the meeting of January 31, 1914).

(This communication will not be published in these Proceedings'.

(March 26. 1914).
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Physics. — "A new relation hetmeen the critical quantities, and on

the unity of all substances in their thermic behaviour^ (Con-

tinuation.) By J. J. v.o Laar. (Conimuniccited bv Prof. H. A.

LORENTZ.)

(Communicated in the meeting of February 28, 1914).

8. The shape of the function b= /{v). After weliave thus derived

some relations in the preceding paper'), by means of which all the

critical quantities are expressed in the one quantity y, the reduced

coefficient of direction of the so-called "straight diameter", we shall

examine what forms of b=f{v) satisfy the relations found.

These relations, from which the table on p. 829 loc.cit. has been

calculated, are the following. [Cf. also the formulae (14) and (21)

loc.cit. p. 818j.
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which eiiabloy iis to find out sometliing ahout the coiirse of' tlie

fiinetioii l)z=zf [v\ For the sake of accuracy the original v;,, is every-

where written in the above formulae, and not the />„ put equal to

it. The quantity t\ is namely the liquid volume at 7'=0 extra-

polated from the equation of the straight diameter. From 7- t^AH" ^^2)

—

- 1 = 7(1 — m) follows namely, when (^/^ = and m= 0, that the

reduced limit of density [d.^)^, i.e. y/,. : i'o, becomes equal to .s't=2 (l-j-y).

It is this v^ which occurs in the above relations.

In virtue of the fact that when the limiting volume of h corre-

sponding to this limiting volume i\, i.e. h„, is assumed different

from i\, very intricate, if not impossible results are obtained for

h:=:/{v) — whereas the assumption />,, = ?',, leads to couiparativelj

simple results, 1 have been led to identify h^, with i\. So we assume

that at the limiting v^alue of v for 7 =0 (calculated from the formula

of the straight diameter) also ö = v, and so also p = oo. Hence

what we call v;,, and /% in what follows is the same as van der

Waals understands by ?;/;„, and />/,„, •) — with this difference, how-

fdb\
ever, that - is m>t^=\, but always much smaller than i, and

will even appear to be = (at 7 =: V^)- I'hat the latter is really

the case, follows also from this, that in the limiting case 7 = 72

(ideal substances) — where therefore h,j = h„, and the course of the

function h=fiv) is represented by a .straight line parallel to the

v-axis — necessarily />'„ must be := 0.

Let us now proceed to determine the shape of the function

h=z/{v). According to what was observed in § 1 of the foregoing

[)aper, we consider the variation of f) with the volume entirely as

an apparent ckamje, and that chiefly on the ground of the joint

action of two influences, the diminution of the factor 4 in è^= 4/?i

{in = nucleus volume of the molecules) to about 2m at 6„ ^ at

least at the ordinary temperatui'es ; and the simultaneously acting

influence of temporary molecule aggregations (quasi association).

These two influences will make the quantity /> in r—h diminish

from 4??? to about 2ni.

But at very low temperatures, at which />,, will approach more

and more to fj^ (see § 7 loc. cit.) till /),, = /)„ at 7'=ü, this varia-

bility disappears — and the question rises how this is possible.

Does èo = 2//i then rise to hq = 4:rn, or does 6^ = 4?/i descend to

1) These Proc. XV p. 1132 at the top, 1138 and p. 1142 at the top, where,

everywhere vlim = bin,, is assumed. On jj 1138 also vii,u = ro (from the straight

diameter) is put. Our y^ and 6,, are llioreCore exactly the same quantities as

VAN DER Waals' vim and biim.

60*
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h^ = lm. The former is in contradiction with the experimental

result that bg, and so also b decreases with decrease of temperature;

the latter seems in opposition to the theoretical result that for infini-

tel}' large volume b^ must always be = 4/7i, and cannot possibly

therefore assume the value 2m, however low the temperature may be.

Yet the latter is the only possible supposition. We shall return

to this at the close of this paper, and we shall then propose a

supposition which may be alleged as an explication of this appa-

rently so singular behaviour.

9. Let us first consider the forms which present themselves most

readily, but cannot satisfy the equations (24), in connection with

the convergency to /;„ and v^.

When we put generally

:

b — hg-afy^y (a)

in which f{v) is such that this function becomes = for ?; = oo,

and increases with decreasing v, then

hence also

b=b,-{b,-bf,)'^ (b)

An)

when we briefly write ƒ(?') for /'

From this follows :

hence

b,-bk -fivic) j„ b,-bkf"{vk)

^ A^^k) ?' An)

therefoi'e

-b"k^ 1 /"(vk)

b'k ~ ? -f\vk)'

But as according to (24) also

- b"k 1 - b'k

we have necessarily

b'k bk—b,

8^= ....*. ..(c)
1 - b'k -f\vk) ^

^
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In consequence of this we liave:

ha — bi-

hi) —h— b^^
'"

f{vk)

from which follows for the relation {b,, — hi) -. {hk — /;„)

bk b'l .tH)

bk — b, \-b'u{—f\vk)y:f"{vk)

The equation (/;), written in the form :

{d)

bk)

b'l

l-è'A-(-/Wr:/'H)
(')

b-bk = {h„

then becomes :

h — bk= {bk — b,)

in which b'k in given by (24).

First Example.

/(.) = .-'7/3.

Then f\v) = d/[v : ^) : d{v: ^) = — e—"lf, , and ƒ" {v)=e—^'|^^ , so

that we obtain :

b'k

' .-'^//5_ ,—
"A?

h — bk= {bk-b,)
1 — b'l. vklii

as {—f{vk)y:f\vi) = ^—^kl^

Hence we get :

b - bk = (bk - b,)
b'k

1

Vk — V

.bk — b„
(1 - b'k)

(25)
1 - b'k

as /? according to (c) = (bk— b„} : [1 -- b'k)-

But the equation (25) — which in the neighbourhood of the criti-

cal point of course perfectly accurately satislies the conditions : 1)

that at z; = 00 the value of b becomes properly brj in connection

with {(i), and 2) that the equation at vk for b'k and b"k gives tlie

values determined by (24) — is quite deficient in the neighbourhood

0Ï Vg. It has, namely, also to satisfy there for ó'7?i«// values of è^- — /;„,

when y is near Ya (ideal substances). Now in this case with b'k =
=^{l^k — luy -.bkVk (see (24)), and in regard of the circumstance that in

consequence of b'k becoming ^0, unity may be written for 1

—

b'k,

for V =iv^, b =2 ba we get :

Vk — v„

bk-b, {bk-b,y bj^b,
-e

bk — ^0 hkvk
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in which within
[ ] J has been omilted bv the side of the infinitelj

]arge value of the exponential quantity. But now the tirst menibei'

of this equation =1, the second member.becominji; = X ^°^' 1^^"^'^

approaching go. Not until vk— i\ should be of the order bi-
— h„,

hy which the exponential quantit\ could be made of the order

hkVk--{bk—b^Y, could the above equation be satisfied. But then i\

would get into the neighbourhood of Vk, when bk— b^ approaches to

0, i.e. when y appi-oaches to 7-2' ^"^ ^^^^^ '•'' i"ipossible.

It is easy to see from the graphical representation that the indicated

/(y) intersects the r-axis already soon after vk, in consequence of

which b passes to negative values, so that there can be no question

of a convergency to the point i\, b^.

And it is easy to see that this cannot be changed by changes in

the form of the chosen exponential function. Nor can Kamerlingh

Onnes" function satisfy. For this function, viz.

b = b,, — (bg — b,)e-'-''"-^-o)
,

leading after substitution of Vk and bk, through which v„ and b^ are

eliminated, to

b = b, - [b, - bk)e-'-'^'^'k),

is identical with {b). when e "/,s is substituted for /{v), (« satisfy

is then = ^3),. For it would inevitably lead to the rejected

equation (25).

And if this and suchlike functions are made to satisfy at i\, b^

— they will necessarily not satisfy at Vk, b/,, i.e. the values b'k

and b"k will then entirely differ from the theoretic^,! \alues indicated

by (24).

Second example.

As ,? will disappear here, an exponent 6 must still be added to

satisfy the conditions (24), which exponent can then again be deter-

mined from (c), b,j being given by ((/).

We now find :

and hence for {— f {vi^f '• f" {vl) the value

In consequence of this {e) becomes

:



/- ..=(..-..,
'^ '"-'

!)2il

V
(26)

l-b'k 8

in wliieli 6 i« detonnincd tliroiigh (c). (cj now becomes namely :

yielding

ö + 1 =- (1 - h'k) —^- ..... (26a)
^^- —

^-'n

But here too there is no con\'ei-gency for i\ , l>^. For small values

of bic — ^0 (26) namely approaches to

because 1 — b'k and {6 -\- 1) -. 6 then approach to 1, while between

[] again 1 has been omitted by the side of (?;^- : r^)^, which approaches

to infinite. The first member is =1, the second member approaching

to 0X0!°°, hence to oo.

Also when {v — v^)—^ had been assumed, we should have found the

same impossibility; even still intensified, because then (v/^ : ?;„)"/'^'(^''''"~''o)

would have become [(n:—Vo):(^'o—^'o)]^''''~'"-^'^'''''~''"M'>ecause of which

the root of the power would ai)proach x for all the values of 6^- — b^ ^).

In the same way the functions may be tested, in which v : {b—b^)

is written instead of v : ^. The functions —ƒ {v) and f" (v) then

become somewhat more intricate, but the divergency at v^, b„

continues to exist.

And as for van der Waals's equation in the general form

b—b„

V— b bn— b,
(27)

the so-called "equation of state of the molecule" — this leads to

such complicated expressions foi- ƒ and n, in order to satisfy the

relations (24), that no physical significance can possibly be assigned

to these expressions. Also when v—v^ is substituted for v^). We
shall, therefore, enter no further into all these calculations, and

leave their execution to the reader.

Before leaving this kind of functions, which all lead to failures,

I will just point out that if one should want e.g. to derive from the

1) Also the supposition f{v) = i j — I \ leads to the same impos-
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relations (24) by division, llial also oaU'ide the critical point

b" _ h'

"
\~l>'

~ h-h,
'

one would easily tind back (25) after integi-ation of this differential

equation. But we know that this equation does not satisfy. Also

other obvious suppositions about h" and //, which satisfy (24) at the

critical point, lead to such impossible tinal results.

10. We have now come to the forms, which lead to possible,

and at the same time not too intricate results, also as far as the

convergency point I'o. ^o '^ concerned. In all these forms the relation

(6 — ^o) • (^ — ''o)
or also (/> — h^ -. {v —0) occurs by the side of

{.b — bg) : {b,f
— bj. In this respect the general form of van der

Waals's relation (27) is the best that can be assumed. Here every-

thing is reached that can be desired. The rehition (6 — b^) : iv — b)

approaches to a finite limiting value ƒ at u = b =^ i\, when in the

second member b =^ b^, so that the convergency at i\, b^ has been

properly warranted beforehand. Further b becomes b = bg for

v=:c. But as has been said before — in order properly to obtain

the values given by (24) at vk, exceediiighj intricate expressions must

be assi'gned to ƒ and n, in which for the case b =: constant, i.e.

bk — b, or bj — b^ = (7 = \ ,; ƒ approaches to and n to ac.

This is of course in itself nothing particular, as it is e.g. by no

means necessary that, as van der Waals desires, Lim {b — /;„)

:

(y— yj^ is 3r= J or assumes another finite value ; it can very well

become = 0, as for values of r close to v^ (or b) b can long have

assumed a value close to the limiting value b^. This is the more

apparent when we consider the case that A no longer changes at all.

or hardly changes (at 7 = \/J. The xalue of 6 can then be put

about = 60 throughout its course, from ?; = go to r z= v^, so that

the numerator of {b — b„) : {c — v\) approaches much more rapidly

(or infinitely more rapidly! to than the denominator. Xor is a

very large value for n with small values of bk — b^ impossible in

itself.

But it is the exceeding intricacy of the expressions for ƒ and n

that make us reject equation (27) in that form. And these intricate

results remain, so long as the exponent of {b — /;J : {v — b), which

is always =1 in (27), differs from that of ^6 — ^J : (^^ — 60), viz. ?2.

Let us take generally :

h—h. h

1 — (27«)
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and let us then CiilcultXto ƒ and n for given valne of /9. It soon

appears then that sini[)lication is only found ^/;A6?/i 6* = >i. The reader

may be left to ascertain this fact for himself.

Accordingly we shall onlj- treat the case that 6 := ii is put in

(27") from the beginning. But tirst one more remark.

The equation {21a) is a special case of the general assumption :

f{v)
b = b,, — {b.j — 6„)

—

—

in which ƒ (y) approaches to for i; = oo. We may, however, also

write for this :

b-b, = {b, - 6J 1

or still more general :

b~ b. \" f(v)

bg - bj a

when f {v ^) ^^ Lim f iv) is denoted by a for v=zv^. If we now take

for f{v) the special function [(6 — b^) : {v—
'^o)]^''.-

^'^is passes into :

by— bj a yv- vj
which corresponds with (27a), because a means the same thing as

ƒ. We can, therefore, consider van der Waals's form as a special

case of the qnite general form (28), when namely, {b—6j : (y— y^)

is simply taken for f{v), and not this ratio to a certain power,

while also van der Waals substitutes v—b for v— v^.

But whereas van der Waals's form with 7i=:2, 6^ = 1, f z=l

or more, has a physical meaning, being related to the deformation

of the molecule by pressure and temperature (which deformation in

our theory — see § J of the preceding paper — may be considered

negligible, and has, therefore, been left out of account\ our formula

is for the present without such a signiticance, and it must oidy be

considered as an empirical relation — just as many others, e.g. the

equation of the straight <iiameter, that for the vapour pressure, etc.

— to which possibly afterwards a physical meaning can be assigjied,

in relation with the diiferent factors which give rise to a quasi

variation of b.

So we put:

b—b, \> 1 /'b—b.y

Og-bJ a \v-vj

in which a = Lim I
"

) at y = i\ , b = b^; while b. = v. is

assumed.
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If for the sake of brevity we write .i- for (6

—

bj : {v— 1\), tlien

6 — 6„\" ;r"

1
,

a

which with introduction of vjc and hk passes into

(«)

from which b^, can be computed, when a and n are known. Sub-

stitution yields:

( '-]— , ri9a)
\bk—bj a—.'vjc»

in which a is therefore Lim x^". Let us derive from this the \'alues

of b' and b". We find for b'

:

n I'U 1

b' /6-6A"-'
— n

j

bic—b^ \bk—b^_

b-b. b'

-t-

a—.vjc" V {^— b,y ' v—bj'

hence for b'

b"

bk— bo'\bk-t)o

b" /6-6„Y-i {b'r /6-6„V-2
nl I -(- — ;-^^ n (n— 1)

W(W— l).f"-2/ b-b,

,.ii-l

a— A'/-"

6-6,

a— .Tjt"

6'

+

+

{v—b,y v—b,

b"

_ {r-by {v-b,r v-bj

Hence at the critical point aftei- multiplication by bk—^o > ''^sp-

- (bk—b.f :

6V- = ^vk'^-'

''^''~^'^"''^

; - b"k (6,- 6J - (n-1) (6',)^ =
a— A')fc«

_ (n-1) a;k"~- {xk'- b'k ^vkY + ^^k"
'' [2^-^:^—26';^ .rr + b"k jbk—b,) a^k]

~~
a— xk''

The first equation yields at once:

{^)

b'k[\ +

hence b'k (i = '^i-"+' , or

*-A;"

6'a

-(n-l)(6')tr =
The second gives

:

- 6'ï-(6;fc-6„)fl +

{n~\){b'k)\vk'^—2{n—\)b'kxe+''-2,b'k ^^"+' -f (// - \)xk'^+^- + 2.^^:"+-

a—xk^
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hence

:

—b"k{bk-b,)a -(» -l)(67f (« -•ck")={n-l){h'/crxk-' - ^nb'k .oic"+' 4-(n+ l).n-"+-^

As according to (24) — />"^- (bk—O,) = {bk—b,y 'l—b'k) • bk vk, i. e.

=:b'k(l—b'k), we have also:

lb'k-{b'ky\ a = {n-\) {b' k)' a - 27ib' k ^n"+' + (" + 1) 'Vk'^^^

or

Ji {b'kY a— b'k a— 2n b'k .^•yfc"+' + (n-^l) .vk''+- = 0.

After substitution of .i'/fc''+' for b',ka, and division by ./•a"+' , we get:

nb'k — 1 ~ 2u b'k 4- (n + l) .Vk = 0,

or

(?? -f- 1) .rk — tib'k = 1,

from which

l-'Vk
(y)

.vk—b'k

On account of the value found for a, we can now write for (29a)

6 — 6„ \» a;^-« + l —
&'yfc A'"

or also

bk — bj ,v/fc" + i —Vkxh""

1 N '^'^ — ^'^
1

bk—b^ J xk — è'/fc

(30)

in which

^--^0 ^^---^o ,, {bk—b,y \—xk
; Xk = ; b k=-- —7 —

; n = —
, . (30a)

v — b„ Vk— 1\ bkvk 'Vk— b k

while from {a), {^) taken into consideration, follows

:

bk—b,Y ^ b'k .u-" + i

:= 1 ; .»;„" = a = ----
. . . (30^>)

bq—bj xic b'k

11. It is easily seen that the found equation (30) fulfils all con-

ditions. In the first place we get properly

'bf,-b,y_ _-^_
bk—bj , .vk-b'k

'

for y ^ oc (,f = 0), which is in harmony with (30''). Secondly the first

member = 1 for v^=vk {'I'^^vk), the second member {xk —b'k) • {.vk— b'k)

also becoming =1. Thirdly for b ==: h^^, v =: v„ the first member :^ 0,

b'k a
and the numerator of the second member = ,ck , as .'Co"=rö! is

Xk"

put. But b'k a = ,i'/t"+' , hence this numerator is also = i).

liy differentiation of (30), considering that there b'k stands for
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(ji)j. _ /;j2 .

j^j^ ^j.^ which we shall call /3 for a inoment, we find

further

:

which becomes for %:

^k— ^ it

from- which immediately follows b't = (?, ie. the value given b}

(24). And with i-egard to h"k, from

b' /^^-^« Y~^ —_ ^ '^ ^~*- .r«-^ — +

follows after a second differentiation, and substitution of vz=V]c and

b^=hk (see also above):

- b"k {bk - ^oJ - 0* — 1) ^V =

+ .r-t"-! [2 .vk' — 2 6't .VI,' + 6";t (6^ — ^) -c/cj

(n-l).rA;«--('^V-6Wr +

(«-l)(.ri-/?)+2.ri.

yiekling, when i? is written for b'k-

- ^>"/.- (/>/. - ^) f 1 H- -^%1 == ('' - 1) i^' + .'^

or - b"k {bk— b,) Xk =- ^ (-rt — /?) • (/^ + ^ ) ^'i--

Now according to (30"^ (?i+l) (.r^— ,'?)= (1—e^^^-) + (.t^—/?)=! —^;

hence

- h"k {bk -b„) = ^{l^^) = b'k (1 - b'k) ,

and now (24) is again satisfied.

After having thus carried out these control calculations, we return

to equation (30).

The quantity b'^ cannot be computed from the above equation

{a) for b', as the latter gives = for t\, b,. No more could b"

,

be calculated from the general equation for b" . But since in the

neighbourhood of v^.b^:

b—b "

evidently b', = Lim = .?„, and hence according to (306) = \/a.

When we represent {b—b^) : {bk—bo) by é,

b'J'-' = ^

a;k"{^k—^)

r.Ji-1 _̂ _ b\^\

Ö Ö )
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follows from the above equation ((() for //; or also, since 5;" approaches

x^» = a = ^1-"+^ : f>'k, and /? = b'k

xh—h k

Now X—h\ = Vï ^''"0 (^'—^0)' hence :

x]c— b'k 1

(-» Q ul, ^U ,

xk v— v^

or also

xl

Since (/^^— b,) : {V— z;„) = {{bk— b,) : (b— />„)) X ((^ - f>o) (^- Vo)) =
= é-' X ^v

With assumption of (30) the value of b'\ is therefore always =0,
since d approaches to 0. The final course of the curve b=f{v) is

therefore straight, the coefficient of direction being indicated by
V

b\ = |/a.

That for v =: go, in consequence of v — v„ in the numerator oï x,

both b\, and b",f become =: 0, is self-evident.

Let us now examine the values of a and n for different values

of bk — />o
or of 7.

When we substitute in 71 = {1
—

ivk) : {xk— b'h) the values of ,rA: and

b'k, we get:

bk-b.
1

Vk—Vo

vk— Vg bk vie

or also, taking the relations (22) into account, i. e. />/,• : b^ = 2/,

Vk v, = 2 (I + y), in which b, = v,:

2y-1\ ^2y-l (2y-lV
71 = \ \

27+1; V^r+1 4y(y4-.l)^

i. e.

n :=^ 87(y + 1) : (2y-l) [4y{y + 1) - (2y -j- 1) (2y-l)] ,

or

8y(y+l) 2bkvk
(31)

(2y-l)(4y+l) (bk-b,) {2bk -\- b,)

So the exponent n ranges from 375 (when y := 1) to x (when

y= 7ii)- For ordinary substances (y^ü,9) n becomes =46:171=:
= 3,72 ; for Argon (y = 0,75) n = 5,25.
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For the value of a, i. e. the limiting value .r,, of (/;

—

h^ : [v—vj
for V = i\, h := J\, we find fVoni ./„" = a = ,r//'4-i

: ///^. (see 30^)

the value

:

(32)

iji wliicli li possesses tiie value given hy (3J). This limiting valne

j'j,, which is at the same time = //j, (see above) assumes for y=i
the valne :

1 . 3'V 8
: \!^ X 1>*^59 = 0,453; foi- y = 0,9 the value

7. X 1 >'^'^0 = 0,38(5 ; for y = 0.75 the vahu

è y 3

0,8 ,3,:-j/G 84

2,8 2 24

0,5 ,
•^Vi/ó,-.!5

^ ^

oT X , .,r
= V5 X J .314 = 0,263 ; while for 7 = 0,5 it properly op-

proaches (/>— />„ then namely has become continually =0). For x/'yXk-.b'k)

then approaches unity, the factor (2y—1) : (2y4-l) approaching to 0.

Accordingly for all "ordinary substances", where y is about 0,9,

the line h=^f{v\ will approach the point of convergency v^Ji^ at

an angle of about 21° [tg <p = 0,39).

In conclusion we will still discuss the value of /a/ : hi- according

to (30''), viz.

bk — b. n—b'k

The limiting value of this for y =1 isevidentlv
31/

'A:(73-V,s)

1,(3= 1,158, whu-h with />/, : /k
=

'2 leads to />;, -. bk =r 1,079.

For ordinary substances (y = 0,9) we find

3,72

7::(7r-7ss,5)

^171,: 115) = 1,113, leading with />/,:/>„ = 1,8 to h,,:bi,

= 1,050, i. e. the normal value. For Argon (y =z 0,75) the second

'
s : (/A - 7.0member becomes (21 -.16) = 1,053,

which with A/, : />„ = 1,5 for />,; : /;/, yields the value 1,018. Finally

for an ideal substance bf, : bk = 1-

Equation (30) found by us, therefore, yields good results in every

respect, from r =r x to v =^ r„, and that for all values of b/c — //,

or of y. In addition it may once more be stated, that when b 1= b^

in the first member, the second member too must be = 0, hejice

.(jk= b'ic{'Vo : a-i:)", in consequence of which a-^.Tj* assumes the value
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: /// , thus pi-operly the value given by f30''). It is also easy to

see that in the limiting case 7 = \/^, i.e. bk = b^, the e(iuatioii (30)

passes into h =z const. ^=h^. For then //y[==0, and the second member
becomes constantly =: 1, i.e. /> constant = h/, = h^.

12. It is selt-evident that the equation (30) is not the only one

that will satisfy the different conditions. Thus in the second member
of (29) e. g. we might have assumed v — h in the denominator

instead of v—Vo. A calculation quite analogous to that in § 10 would

then again have enabled us to find a set of values for n and a.

But then they would have been less simple than with v — i\. It is

easily seen that the result is obtained by substituting (1 -|-/>V.) : (1 —///,)

in ??, = (l—a?^.) : (.tVc— *'>'/.) for unity, and //a- : (1 —///•) for // M, so that

we then get:

^k : xt — —
; .t'o= i/ a—xk

having

h—b.^lX ,vk—b'k:(\-b'f,)

The equation b=:/(v) itself becomes:

b'k (x

b— b.\" \—b't\.vi.

bk-bj xk-b'k:{\-b\)

But when we now wish to express n in 7 we get, instead of

n = 8y (7 -|- 1) : (27—1) (47 -|- 1) according to (31), the less satisfactoi-y

expression (IO7 + 1) : (27—1) (47+1), in which IO7 + 1 = 5/>/, + b,) -. b^

has a much less simple signification than 87 (7 -|- I) = bk rj- : b„'\

We remind of the fact that a;k is now == (bt -- 60) : {vk—bk), hence

= (27 - 1) : 2.

And there will be no doubt that more such functions are to be found,

which lead to more or less complicated expressions — but we confine

ourselves to the above.

1) For where we found above ^7- = .«/,"—' X (f/j- — b'kxk) ' {<-i — ^X"), a factor

1 — b'k will now occur by the side of xk~, so tliat after division of both members

by 1

—

b'k everywhere b'k has been replaced by t'/j:(l

—

b'k). And in the equation

ïor b"k,[b'k— (b'k)~]a in the first member will be replaced by {ö'^—(6'/.)~) (a+.a"+ '):

(1 — b'k)", when both members are now divided by {1 — h'k)~- On account of this

b'k: {I — b'k) comes everywhere in the second member, where b'k stood before,

while in the first member (//a—(/>'A-)^)X(a+.X(-"+'), is substituted for (ö'/c— (ö'/.)^) «,

the consequence of which is that, after application of entirely the same reductions

as above, ï^b'k — 1 — 2nb'k -\- ('i -f 1) Xk = is replaced by nb'k '• {\ — b'k) —
— (1 -t- b'k) : (1 — b'k) — 'inb'k : (1 — b'k ) + {n-\-\)xk = 0.
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In onr concluding paper something will be said about the tempe-

rature influence, which will manifest itself l\v continual diminution

of bk- ho, at first slowly, then more rapidly, as the absolute zero is

iipproached. Descending from high to low temperatui-es one can

therefore pass through all the types. If the critical region of a substance

lies in the region of low temj)eratures, the critical quantities, and

also the isotherms in the neighbourhood of the critical point, will

present, as far as the course of h is concerned, the little variable

type with slight bt—b^ (y in the neighbourhood of 0,5). But these

same substances will of course show the same variability of b as

the "ordinary" substances at high temperatures. Reversely the ordinary

substances, considered at low temjieratures, will assume the Argon-,

Hydrogen- or Helium-type, with respect to the slight variability of

b at these temperatures. Etc. Etc.

In this concluding paper 1 shall also communicate the />-values

for Ai-gon I have calculated: besides I shall venture to give some

theoretical considerations concerning the diminution of the factor 4

in b,, := 4:m with fall of the temperature.

Fo7itanivent sur Chirens, Februai-y 1914.

Mathematics. — "The envelope of the osculating ellipses, tohick are

described by the representative point of a vibrating mechanism

having tioo degrees of freedom of nearhj equal frequencies.''

By H. .1. E. Beth. (Communicated by Professor D. J. Korteweg).

(Communicated in the meeting of February 28, 1914).

§ 1. In my paper on the small oscillations of mechanisms with

two degrees of freedom ^), Lissajous curves with their envelopes were

discussed, which envelopes form the boundaries of the domain of

motion. In a summarizing ti-eatment of a more general problem ^1

my furthei" inquiries as to these envelopes have also been included.

These inquiries were extended over a system of Lissajous curves,

more general than the system which is of importance for the dynamical

problem. However the envelopes were considered exclusively from

a dynamical point of view, so that purely geometrical properties

together with the shape of the curves outside the domain of motion

remained unknown. Moreover what came to light about the shape

of the envelope remained for the greater part restricted to simple

cases, e.g. in the case, formerly indicated by -.S-— 2, to the symmet-

rical case, as quoted, indicated by /> -)- r/ = , 1= 0.

""if These Proceedings pp. 619-635 and 735—750 (I9l0j.

2) Phil. Mag., sixth series Number 152 (1913).
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In wliat tbllovvs for S=2, the ease of the equality of frequencies,

the envelope will be treated anew and from a more geometrical

point of view.

We shall therefore have to occupy ourselves with the envelope {L)

of the system of ellipses

•'• = l/? cos t
, // = l/ïZr^ cos {t—(fi),

in which $ and if are two variable (pumtities in the most general

case connected by the relation :

(1 - C) cos
<i
=~ ^ / ± \/ p S-' + <fi I r -V- - l\

By elimination of t we tiiid for the ecjuation of the ellipses

{A) (1 - ?) x'-^l \/l{\:^cos if . .vy + ?.;/•- = ; (1—g) sm^ r/.

Let us now determine the reciprocal polar curves of these ellipses

with respect to the circle :

(C) .v^-^f = h
in the circumference of which circle the vertices are situated of the

rectangles, which are circumscribed to the ellipses (^4), and have

their sides parallel with the axes. The envelope {L') of this new
system of ellipses will be the reciprocal polai- curve of the envelo[)e

(L) wanted. (Cf. note p. 943).

The new system of ellipses appears to be given by :

(.4') W' + 2 y/gj^) cos -p . ,vy + (l-?).v'^ = 1.
,

By elimination of <f between this equation and the given relation

between ti and ^ we tind :

^(p^' + q^ -I- r 4- i r^ ^ ,ry-^ :.= |1 - W + /.ft/ - (1 -?) t/T-

This equation contains ? to a no higher order than two. The

equation of the envelope of (.4') may consequently be written down

at once. After some reduction this equation of (/>') becomes :

-(4r ^l''){y''—xy— 4.p(\^lxy—y')' j
4.p{Ar+ l'')x-y-=

=\q\vY' - 4^(1 ^-l^vy-y^){y^ -x').

As [L') is now apparently of the fourth order, the envelope [L)

wanted is of the fourth class.

As {L') in general as we shall see, has no double points or cusps,

it has been determined by this, that (/>) is of the twelfth order.

{L), like (/>'), has the origin as centre.

If we multiply the equation found for [L') by p, (the cases /? =
and /> =rr X we shall consider sepaiatcly in § 9) it appears that it

may be written thus :

61

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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where
s^q^ — p [ir -\- P).

§ 2. It is evident from the equation jnsi found that out of the

origin 4 bitangents may be drawn to {L'}, given by

x^ -2{2p-{- l),v"-y'-\ry' = 0.

The 8 points of contact are lying on the conic

(K) qx'- + 2plxy - (2p + q)y'^ + 2p = 0.

The bitangents are real or imaginary, according to p being positive

or negative. They form two pairs of perpendicular lines, lying sym-

metrically with regard to the axes and with regard to the straight

lines that bisect the angles of the axes.

If {K) has its axes along the axes of coordinates or along the

bisectrices, then {L') and consequently {L) as well will have those

lines as lines of symmetry. The first occurs for 1=0, the second

for p -\- q z= 0. These two suppositions consequently give rise to the

same simplification in the shape of (L). In the formerly amply dis-

cussed case that /=i:0 as well as p-\-q=:0, {K) becomes a circle

with 1/2 as radius.

§ 3. ^Jode.'i of (L). Let us write the equation of {L') found in

§ 1 in tiie shape

in which

^^_ qx' 4 2pla;y - (2p + q)y' + 2p~
)/s

and M and JSf are expressions of the second order, obtained by

separation of the expression x' —'2[2p -\- lyv^i/' -\- y\ then we see,

that {L') is touched in 4 points by each conic of the system,

):-M ^2).U + N=zO,

in which k represents a parameter.

The separation of the expression mentioned, may be executed in

the following ways :

x'-2{2p + l).^•y -f y' = {x' + 2\/p xy-y'){x'-2]/p xy-y')

= {x' -f 2\/p~+lxy + y-){,^--2y^j^lxy + y"-)

= y-{\/2f^\-2V^p{p + \))y^\ \x-^ —
-(1/2^1^1 + 2 Vp.p -t- l))y'\.

The first way of separation leads to the following system of inscribed

conies
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(A'-' + 2 4r ^ + !)''•' + 2 (A* + V^A— l).^v/-(A' +ys s

ys ys

The values of X, other than O or x, for which tliis equation

represents a degeneration, viz. a degeneration into two parallel straight

lines, are determined by the equation :

{r + I i/^ A-1)^ + (;.^ 4- 24;. + !)('= + 2 ?^tJ ;i 4- 1) =: 0.

Each of the straight lines of a degeneration touches (L') in two

points, is therefore a bitangent of {L'). If we write the equation of

such a straight line in the shape

a.v -f- 6v = 1,

then we see easily that we have

a' -f 6' = 1,

i.e. the 4 pairs of parallel bitangents touch (C).

We may observe that the system of conies to which we have

arrived is the system of ellipses {A') itself, which is apparent, if we
replace the parameter ? by X, in such a way that :

4,5. + 4j5 + 4,. + t' = t^^^^l- 1
4jt? \ A

Let us proceed now to tlie second way of separation. The equation

of the second system of inscribed conies and the equation determining

the degenerations may be written down. So we come again to 4

pairs of parallel bitangents of (L') ; they appear to touch the hyperbola :

P + 1

.

In the same way the third method Of separating leads to 4 paii-s

of parallel bitangents of {L'), which touch the hyperbola

-y = -
^,

•

Hence:

Of the 28 bitangents which the envelope (/>'), possesses 4 pass

through 0\ the remaining ones are pairs of parallel lines ; 8 of them

P
touch the circle x' -}- </' = i, 8 the hyperbola x" - -y' = —

,

P + ']

and 8 the hyperbola ,vy = .

We now transfer what we have found to {L) :

61*
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Of the 28 nodes of the envelope [L), 4 are lying at infinity,

8 on the circumference of the circle x^ -\- y"" =i\, 8 on the hy-perbola

x^— y"^ = and 8 on the hyperbola xy = — 2/.

The 4 pairs of parallel asymptotes of {L), which correspond with

the bitangents of {L') passing through 0, touch the conic {K'), which

is the reciprocal polar curve of {K).

The nodes of (L) lying on {C), if they are real, are for the dynam-

ical problem under discussion the vertices of the quadrangular

figures, which as appeared before, may serve as envelopes ; the

branches intersecting in those points meet perpendicularly, as was

proved for a more general case ^).

§ 4. Asymptotes of {L). Besides the 4 pairs of parallel asymp-

totes, {L) has moreover generally speaking 4 asymptotes passing

through 0, which are perpendicular to the asymptotes of {L').

Of {L') two asymptotical directions may coincide.

In this case the corresponding asymptotes do not pass through 0,

but they are removed from at equal distances. In that case on

the straight lines passing through {L) has two cusps in which

the straight line is a tangent. The said straight line is to be consid-

ered to belong to (L) ; consequently (L) is degenerate.

Various shapes of (//).

§ 5. The equation of {L') reads (§ 1)

:

\qx- + 2plxy — (2p -f- q)y' + 2p|^ = s \x^ - 2(2p + 1)^•^V'^ + y'V

where

s = q' —p[4.r + P).

Its shape will in the first place be dependent on the nature of

the bitangents drawn from 0, viz. whether they are imaginary

ip <^ 0), or real {p ]> 0) and touch the curve in real points or are

isolated.

Further on the nature of the conic {K) which may be an ellipsis,

an hyperbola or a degeneration.

Finally on the reality of the asymptotes.

We can prove now, that {L') has as many real asymptotical direc-

tions as it has pairs of real points of intersection iinth {C).

Let {cos a, sin «) be the point of {€) lying on {L'), then we have

:

1) Phil. Mag. 1. c, p. 297.
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15' cos^ a -\- 2pl cos a sin n—(2p -\- q) sbi^ a -{- 2p\' =z ^

=r 6' [cos^ a— 2 {2p -\- 1) cos'' a sin'' a + si)i'^ «}.

If we write this in the form

:

1^ sin^ a— 2pl cos a sin a— (2p + 9) <'<'•?'' f(\^ ==

=. s \sin* a—2 (2p + 1) «^'os' « «<«'' « + <^os^ «j

theji it is evident, that

y =^ — X cotg a

in an asymptotical direction of {L^}.

If (L') touches (C), two asymptotical directions coincide, they are

perpendicular to the line that connects with the points of contact.

^ 6. (K) is- an ellipsis.

1°. p ^ 0, consequently the bitangents from are real. They

cut {K) in real points, in which points they touch {L').

The bitangents divide the plane into 8 angles, in which

n, = x'—2{2p-{- 1) X' ƒ + y'

is alternately positive and negative. (L') lies for positive values of

s = q^-p (4r + I')

in the angles, where H^ is positive.

Let us call the branches of (L'), which are lying in the one pair

of opposite angles, a, those which are situated in the other pair, b.

Let us begin by giving positive values to s and let us first consider

a exclusively.

For 5 =: GO degeneration in two bitangents. For large values of 's,

a consists of one branch with two asymptotes and four points of

inflexion. For decreasing values of s the angle between the asymp-

totes becomes smaller, the apices are removed from each other and

the points of inflexion move towards infinity. For a definite value of 5

the asymptotes are parallel. If there is a further decrease in s, a will

consist of two closed branches in which for another special value

of s points of osculation occur in the sides turned towards 0. Then

two points of inflexion appear in each branch and the branches

contract, till we have for s =: degeneration in the ellipsis {K) ^).

•) The case S = q^—p '4r + /-) = must be inquired into separately. For s =
is the condition that in the second part of the relation between ^ and c (p. 939)

the root may be drawn. In this case (A') represents two jjencils of ellipses.

Consequently the required envelope (L) has now degenerated into 8 straight lines,

which are the polar lines of the base points of those pencils, and in (K'), which

is the polar curve of (X).
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If we allow .V to change tVoui x into 0, b passes through an

equal change of shape. If we consider a and b, however, together,

then the general and special values of s, for which two asympto-

tical directions coincide, and those for which points of osculation

occur, will not be the same for a and b.

If we take into consideration what has been observed in ^ 5 with

respect to the asymptotical directions of (L') and its points of inter-

section with (C), it is evident that we have to distinguish the fol-

lowing cases, which are represented in fig. 1 (with the exception

of the 3'd):

J. a and b both cut (C) ; they have each two intersecting

asymptotes.

2. a touches (C). b cuts {C}; a has two intersecting, /; two paral-

lel asymptotes.

3. a lies outside (C), b cuts {C) ; a has two intersecting asymp-

totes, b consists of closed branches.

4. a lies outside (C), b touches (C); a has two parallel asymp-

totes, b consists of closed branches.

5. a and b lie both outside (C); both consist of closed branches.

In this we have not yet paid attention to the presence or absence

of the points of intlexion in the closed branches; the number of

cases would be increased by this.

It is evident that a value of .v exists, below which points of inflexion

occur both in the closed branches a and />. In that case all the 28

bitangents of {L') are real.

We have now allotted to ^' all positive values, for negative values

of s {L') lies in the other four angles. If we revolve the system of

axes 45°, we shall get the same cases again.

The value of /) determines the situation of the bitangents drawn

from 0. For increasing values of p they move towards the axes,

for decreasing values of p towards the lines that bisect the axes-

angles. We shall have to consider the limit-cases separately.

^ 7. 2". p <i^, consequently the bitangents from are imaginary.

For a very great value of s (which we have always to take posi-

tive here) {L') consists of a small closed branch, given by

x'— l (2p + 1) .ef ^ y' = -^,

symmetrical with regard to the axes and the bisectrices. It possesses
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8 points of iiitlexiou or none, according to p being <^ or

>-\
We shall suppose p^ — 1. This is siifHicient, for it is easy to

prove that {L') for a value of p<^ — 1 by revolving the system of

axes 45° passes into a curve answering to a value of p^ — 1.

\ï s decreases, the closed branch will increase while the symmetry

is lost. For a certain value of a' it touches (C) in two points. Then

it cuts (C) in four points, in consequence of which according to the

observations made in § 5, infinite branches occur. For a smaller

value of s the closed branch which we shall call a, again touches

(C) internally in two points. Then a cuts (C) in 8 points while new
infinite branches appear. If .s- decreases further, then a touches (6^)

externally in two points; two asynijitotes of b become parallel.

Further a cuts (C) moreover in 4 points while two asymptotes of

b have become imaginary. After this external touching occurs again,

after which a has quite passed outside (C). At the same time b has

become a closed branch. All the time a has remained inside {K), b

outside {K), for {L') cannot cut {K) now as H^ cannot become

zero. It is evident, that, if {L' \ has assumed the form of a ring, a

must have lost its points of inflexion if it possessed them. They will

have disappeared with four at a time. After the falling together of

two asymptotical directions, points of inflexion will occur in b so

that the closed branch b may possess 8 points of inflexion. On further

decrease of s these points of inflexion will disappear by four at a

time, while the branches a and b approach each other, in order to

coincide with (A') for 5= 0.

In Fig. 2 {L') is represented for a certain value of p<^0 (viz.

<^— \) for some values of s.

From the equation of {L') appears at once that ïovp=: — 1,{L')

has degenerated into two conies; at the same time (L) has degener-

ated into two conies.

In the figures [K) and (C) have not been drawn as intersecting;

it is easily shown that they cannot intersect each other if {K) is

an elHpsis.

^8. {K) is an hyperbola.

1°. p^i), so the bitangents from are real.

From the equation of [K) we deduce easily that the angle of the

asymptotes is always greater than 90^. Hence {K) will cut at least
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2 of the bitangents from O. Of llie 4 bitangents 0, 1 or 2 are

consequently isolated.

Fio-. 3 i-efers to the case that two of (lie bitangents are isolated.

For a few positive and negative values of s, {L') has been drawn.

Fig. 4 refers to the case that 1 bitangent is isolated.

Fig. 5 to the case that none of the bitangents is isolated; {L')

therefore touches the 4 bitangents drawn from in real points.

2". /^ <^ 0, so the bitangents from are imaginary.

Fig. 6 gives a representation of this (p is supposed > — h).

(In the figures {K) and [C) are represented as intersecting; this

is indeed always the case if {K) is an hyperbola).

{K) is a (le(jent'raüon.

As p =1= is supposed, we have only to consider the case of

degeneration in two parallel lines that touch {C). Generally speaking

we can say that substantially everything is as when (/v) is an

hyperbola. If the bitangents are real they will generally touch {L')

in real points.

§ 9. Special cases p = and p =: cc These cases had to be

considered separately (§ 1).

For p ^0 and q =\= the tirst equation which w^e ha\'e found

in § 1 for {L') passes into

:

+ (4/- + I') iy' — '^y- -f ^' a^' y' + h (1 + % - y") iy" — '^') = ^^

If we write -.

4r+ /- _
4q ~~

then the equation becomes:

I
i,.' + Ivy —{t+l)y' + l

\ iy"-
- x') = qa^y,

{L') has now a node in 0. For the rest various cases may occur

also here, which we are not going to consider separately.

If p = and besides ^ = 0, then we have to consider the problem

separately (cf. note p. 143). It is evident then that (L) consists of two

rectangles ^).

For p = oc and q =|= oo, the first equation of (L') found in § 1

represents two hyperbolae, intersecting in the points (0, + 1) ; p = x
involves, according to the relation between g and cp (§ 1), ? = 0.

There is therefore no question of an envelope (L'). For p = oc

and at the same time ^=00 the envelope must be found again.

It appears that (L) consists of 2 rectangles ').

1) Phil. Mag. p. 315.

2) Phil. Mag. p. 315.
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Various skapes of tlo' envelope (L).

§ 10. The mimber of various shapes which (/>') and consequently

also (L) may assume is, as we have deduced in what precedes,

very great. In order to facilitate the survey of those various forms,

we shall begin with the case that p-\-q=:{\ and at the same time

/=iO. The equation of (/>') runs:

The equations of the 4^'' order in I as mentioned in ^ 3 are now
of a quadratic form. The situation of the double points of iL) may
therefore be determined by means of quadratic equations; of the

double points 8 are lying on the axes, 8 on the bisectrices. The
cases g' := and q=z oc hiive been considered separately (^ 9).

For an arbitrary value of q we have besides the values 5 =
and s = 00, for which {L') degenerates, two more special values of

s, viz. a value for which the asymptotical directions coincide in

pairs and one for which the points of inflexion coincide in pairs.

The asymptotical directions are determined by

:

{q'-s){x^—yy + mq-s)x'rf = 0.

They are real if q^—s and q {q
—s) have different signs.

They coincide in pairs

:

for s = q^[7'^0) with the directions of the axes,

for s = qlr = — {l— q) j with the directions of the bisectrices.

For s = q^ the asymptotes are removed at a distance I
/"

*^ 1

—

q

1
I /^^

from O, tor s = q at a distance ~'\/ —-.
^ 2y l-q

For s = q- (L') touches (6') in 4 points, lying oji the axes, for

s = q in 4 points on the bisectrices {^ 5).

If the points of inflexion coincide in pairs those points are

situated either on the axes or on the bisectrices.

If they are lying on the axes at a distance a from 0, then the

equation should run :

(.r* -f y' -a-y = s' {.c'-a') {y''—a').

From this we deduce :

(1-2^)" '

V '^ (1-2^)7 7-1

The points of inflexion coincide in pairs on the bisectrices for:
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From what was observed in § 7 follows that we have to consider

for q negative values only, and positive, ones smaller than unity.

The asymptotes, parallel to the axes, are real for all these

values of q.

The asymptotes, parallel to the bisectrices, are real for negative

values of q, imaginary for positive ones, smaller than unity.

The points where the points of inflexion coincide on the bisec-

trices, are always real.

The points where the points of inflexion coincide on the axes are

real for all negative values of q, and further for positive values,

1 1

of q, smaller than -. For values of q between — and 1 they are

imaginary. Further we observe that the value of s, for which these

1 1
points occur, is between oo and q, it q lies between —and — ; 5 lies

1

between q and q'', if q lies between and -.

After the deductions made in § 6 and § 7 and this § it will be

superfluous to give an explanation of fig. 7, where {L') is repre-

sented for a negative value of q and some various values of s, and

fig. 8, where {L') is represented for a positive value of q\<C.~]-

^ '11. From the shape of (/>') that of (L) as reciprocal polar

curve may be at once deduced.

Let in the first place q be negative. There are 4 pairs of parallel

1

asymptotes, touching at the circle x^-\-y'' =—. They are parallel

with the bitangents of {L'), passing through 0. Let us now^ consider

various values of s.

s'^q''. (r<^0). Fig. 9. Besides the 8 asymptotes just mentioned

there are 4 more, which pass through 0. The entire curve {L) lies

outside (C) and can therefore not be of any consequence as an

envelope. For on (C) the velocity of the moving point is 0; outside

(C) the vis viva would be negative. In fact q^ is the greatest value

that s can have in the dynamical problem.

.s^ = ^*. (r =: 0). Fig. to. The cusps have coincided in pairs in



the axes, with which the tbui- asymptotes passing- tlu'Ouj>;h O have

now coincided in pairs. (A) touches in 4 points at {€<.

The only forms of motion whicli tlie dynamical problem allows

of are an X-vibration, and a }^-vibration.

quadrilateral domains of motion with vertices on (C) ').

s = -—7.
I

/ = q' -^—^-
.,

) . On the axes 4 [)airs of cusps

have coincided. (L) deviates only a little from the shape indi-

cated in Fig. 11.

occur. (The "stirrups" lying within the domains of motion contribute

indeed to the envelope).

s=0jr=3 — -<7
J.

Fig. 13. Degeneration in 8 asymptotes.

Two domains of motion each bounded by a square.

We now get to the negative values of .v. No iigures have been

drawn for them as they are of exactly the same nature as those

for the positive values of 0^
; we have only to revolve the figures

45°. Consequently :

^ <«<0. -\- ^>.>-^^ .Fig.l2,havmg
(?-2)

revolved 45°.

/ ^,(,-l)(l-~9j

27 \
^

((7—2)'{q-2.f \ {q-2)
. Here we have to take into

consideration that tlie distancre of the special points to is another

one than for

(1-2^)').n\^

1) One domain of motion is bounded by two opposite brandies a. as ftxr as

they are lying inside (C), and the branches b which pass through the points of

intersection of the just mentioned branches a with (C).

2) This Fig. and Fig. 18 we also find in a treatise of F. Klein: "Uber den

Verlauf der ABEL'schen Integrale bei den Curven vierlen Grades". (Math. Ann.

10. Bd, 1876).
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having revolved 45°.

s = q .[r — -{l—q) . ). Fig. 10, Ileaving revolved 45°. The distance
1

4

of the cusps to has changed however.

•^ < 'Z • (
^' > 7 (1—?) )•

Fig- 9, having revolved 45°.

Let us now suppose that q ü- positive and < 1.

«<^-(''>j(l— ?)) • Fig. 14. {L) has no dynamical meaning for

the same reasons as in Fig. 9.

s — q(r^-{l-q)]. Fig. 15. The dynamical problem allows of

two simple vibrations only.

q' f (1—5) 1 \

^Y3^<'<'?-K(T3^<''<4^^-'?))- Fig. 16. Two domains

of motion. ^)

?' ( (l-'7) ^'"^
(1-2^)^ V'^^' (l—25)* J-

^^^ ^"^P^ ^^ ^^^® preceding Fig.

have coincided in pairs now.

'i^<'<
{l^2qr

{^<'< ^"^

{l^~2% ) •
^^'^- ^^' ^"'"^"^ ^''^^'^'^ *^^^

cusps have disappeared.

.^ = q\ (;' = 0). Fig. 17. (L) has 4 points of contact with (C).

In the dynamical problem we are concerned witii an asymptotical

approach to the A^- or )^-vibration. This case should be considered

as the transition between two domains of motion and a single domain

of motion.

9'

<'^<q'\
Jq-^^ <^<^)- Fig. 18. The

"stirrups" contribute to the "envelope". '^)

1) Of the closed branch of (L) 4 parts lie inside (C). Each of the domains of

motion is bounded by 2 opposite parts and by the infinite branches that pass

through their final points.

~) The inner branch serves partly as exterior, partly as interior envelope. The
parts which, seen from the centre, are hollow, touch internally, the rest externally.
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7('7-l)( 1 --^^
4 y\—-— . The ('iisps of Fi"-. 18 have

{q-2f V (?-2)

coincided in pair«.

^ ^ (^-2)-^ \ 4 ^ ^ ^ (^ - 2)'' /

/ l \ 1

s = 0. { ?' = q j
Fig. 20. Degeneration in the circle .r'-f-y^rzr— .

1

We iiave now supposed, that (/ lies between and — . It a lies

between — and— , we have a little chanee. Then the 8 cusps of
4 2

^ '

Fig. 14 would already have disappeared for s = <j.

For q between — and 2 the forms of the envelope, indicated by
z

Fig 16, do not exist.

For q positive and ^ 1 no figures have been drawn for reasons

stated already.

§ 12. Let us now consider the shape of (L) in general, first in

case {K) is an ellipsis.

The symmetry with regard to the axes and the bisectrices does

not exist anymore now. The nodes, which for / = lie on the

axes, lie for positive values of / in the second and the fourth

quadrant (^ 3) ; those which lie for p -{- q = on the bisectrices

have been removed for positive values of into the direction of

P
the P-axis (§ 3\ The changes in form which (A) undergoes in con-

sequence of this are easily understood.

Other forms of (L) are, however, possible.

Let us first suppose p ^ 0. We have to start now from the 5

cases mentioned in § 6.

In case i, (L) has mainly the shape which has been represented

in Fig. 9, in which we have to take into consideration the observa-

tions just mentioned.

In case 5, (L) has, with due observation of these remarks, the

general shape of Fig. 11, or of Fig. 12, or it is a combination of

I) For q = 1 (S) consists of two circles; we have then the well known case

of the conical pendulum.
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those two forms, i.e., the envelope of one systenn of osculating

elli|)ses has 4 cusps, the envelope of the other has none.

Case 2 is to be considered as a combination of Fig. 9 and Fig.

10. a touches (C) in two points, h has two cusps on the line which

connects with the points of contact of ^ with (C). The dynamical

problem allows of a single sim[)le vibration.

Case 3 gives rise to a combination of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 (or

Fig. 12). There is one system of osculating ellipses.

Case 4 to a combination of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 (or Fig. 12).

There is one system of osculating ellipses. Moreover the dynamical

problem allows of a simple vil)ration.

In the Cc\se p <^ we have again in the first place envelopes

corresponding in the main with those represented in the Fig. 14— 20.

We should, however, bear in mind, that in general the cusps do

not disappear by 8 but by 4 at a time. There is for instance a

transitional form possible between Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 in which 4

cusps occur, and in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 4 cusps may have fallen

out. In order to obtain Ihe other forms of the envelope we must

make use of the observation al)ont (/>') in § 7.

If the branch of yL) lying outside (C) touches (6') in two points,

then the dynamical problem allows of o?ie simple vibration. If {L)

cuts (C) in 4 points, then we get one of the two domains of motion

of Fig. 16, etc.

Is (K) an hyperbola or a degeneration then the various shapes of

(L) may be deduced in the same way from tlie Fig. 3—0.

Physiology. — "On the rejiectorical influence of the thoracal auto-

nomical nervou.^ system on the rigor mortis in cold-hlooded

animals." '). B_\ S. dk BotR. (Communicated by Prof. C. A.

Pekelharing.)

(Communicated in tlie meeting of Januai-y 31, 1914).

The rigor mortis that is caused by hardening and shortening of

the muscles begins in warm- and cold-blooded animals after the

circulation of the blood has stopped for some time, in warm-blooded

ones 5—8 hours, in cold-blooded ones 1—2 days. If with a muscle

that has been removed, we make provision for a sufficient supply

of oxygen, it mortifies without stiffening. A special chemical state

') According to experiments made in the physiological laboratory of the Uni-

versity of Amsterdam.
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thai is caused bv a defioienc}' of oxyoen, is consequenlly an indispen-

sable condition for rigor mortis of the muscles, Hermann showed

moreover that the process of rigor mortis is accelerated from the

central nervous system, whereas Ewat-d ascribed this accelerating

intliience to the labyrinth.

Last year 1 established, that, both for warm- and cold-blooded

animals, the tonus of the skeleton-muscles is entertained by impulses

reaching the muscles along the etferent, thoracal autonomical nerve-

tracks ^). I demonstrated this by the section of the Rami communi-

cantes on one side, after which the muscles of the same side become

atonic. In this way 1 could fully ascertain, by a physiological ex-

periment, the double innervation established by Bokkk") on account

of morphological investigations, and, at the same time, I could

establish the signification, which autonomic innervation has on the

transversally striped muscles.

In the many operations that I made on frogs, I was struck by

the fact that, after death, the hind-leg of the operated side was still

supple, when the other hind-leg was already quite stifT. So on

January the 13''' 1 cut the right Rami communicantis and the

sympathetic chain of a frog as high as possible. The next afternoon

at 6 o'clock the frog was no longer very active. On the 15^'' of

January I found it dead, all limbs were supple. Now I laid down
the frog with both hind-legs flexed in the same way. At 4 o'clock

of the afternoon the right fore- and hind-legs are still quite supple.

The left hind-leg however is, both in hip- and knee-joint, stiff in

flexed position with strengthened dorsalflexion in the foot-joint. The

left shoulder- and elbow-joint are also stiffened. The axis of the

body is flexed with the concave side to the left. These particulars

can easily be observed in the photograph.

At half past five the condition is still unchanged.

At half past eight p. m. there is likewise a beginning of rigor

mortis in the right hind-leg and in the right shoulder. At eleven

o'clock the right fore- and hind-legs are also quite stiffened. On the

18''' of January the rigor mortis has entirely ceased. This observa-

tion was made at a temperature of 17° Celsius. Consequently the

rigor mortis began, on the side where the Rami communicantes had

been cut, 7 hours later than on the other side, where the nuiscles

were still connected with the spinalcord by means of the autonomic

nerve-tracks. This observation induced me to a series of intentionally

1) Folio Neurobiologica VII (1913; 378 and 837.

2) Verslag der Wi?.- en Xatuurk. Afd. Kon. Akad. v. Wetcnsch. Amsterdam,

April 1909. Deel XVll, p. 1008-1012.
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Frog of which Ihe right Rr. cornmuriicantes have heen cut through in

tlie beginning stage of rigor mortis. The left shoulder and elbow

are stifïened, the left hind-leg is stiffened in flexed position both in

hip- and knee-joint with strengthened dorsal-flexion of the foot. The

axis of the body is bent with the concavity to the left.

The right fore- and hmd-legs are still quite supple.
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made experimenls in wliich I removed, a? much as possible, incal-

culaUle influences. 1 |)rO('ceded in the foilowiuij,- maimer:

A short time before I hnng the iV(\i>- in tlic damp ease, or occasion-

ally a tew davs previously, I cut, on the right side, the Rami com-

mnnicantes and the right sympathetic cliain al the top. By binding

up the heart I killed the frog, then I passed a thread through the

two jaws, and on these I hung the frog in a closed, glass-case that

was kept damp by a wet sponge and by thoroughly wet filter-paper

on the bottom. The damp case was then placed in a room in which

the temperature was raised as high as 30° to 35° Celsius. The frog

was consecjuently placed in regularly heated damp surroundings.

By this higher temperature the process of rigor mortis is consider-

ably shortened. It could easily be observed in these frogs, that the

right hind-leg hung down suppler than the left one, that consequently

the tonus had disappeared from the 'muscles at the right side.

A short extract from the protocols may follow here:

I. 17 January. All Rami communicantes of the right side are cut.

20 January: After the heart, has been bound up the frog is hung in

the damp case.

4.30. Left hind-leg is drawn up, stiffness in hip, knee-joint and foot.

The left elbow-joint is sliifencd, no dillerence is to be observed in the two

shoulder-joints

Bight elbow and wliole right hind leg are slill supple.

5.30. Silnalion slill the same.

9.30. The two liind-iegs are hanging in sliifencd tense and -dxliirlion

position; the two fore-legs stiffened in flexed position.

22 January, lligor mortis has ceased.

11. 21 Janua/ry. J. 15. The Rr. communicantes are cut through.

1.30. The heart is bound up. The frog is hnng in the case.

5.30. Left shoulder-joint is stiff, other joints are still sup|)le.

7.30. Situation unchanged,

8.30. Beginning of rigor moi'iis of the left hip.

9. Bight shoulder b?gins to become stiff.

10. Left elbow stiffened.

11.30. Left knee begins to stiffen, the hip is quite stiff.

22 January. Stilfened tense and abduction position in all joints of the

hind-legs.

23 January. 9 a. m. The rigor mortis has ceased.

111. 19 January. 11.15 a. m. The Br. communicantes are cut through.

11.30. The frog is hung in the case after the heart has been bound up

4. p. m. Left fore-leg stilfened in the elbow- and shoulder-joints, left

hind-leg is strongly Hexed and stilfened in the hip, doisal llexion and rigor

mortis of the foot-joint.

4.30. Left knee is becoming stiff.

5. p. m. Right elbow-joint, knee and hip begin to become stiff.
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6. p. m. Entire rigor mortis with abiluced and tense liind-leg-s and

expaoded webs.

24 Januari/. 12 a. m. Tlie rigur mortis lias ceased.

IV. 22 January. 11.15. The l\v. communicanles are cut through.

11.30. Tlie frog is hung in the case alter the heart has been bound up.

5. p. m. Beginning of rigor mortis in left elbow and shoulder,

9.30 p. m. Left fore-leg entirely stilTened, right one only in the shoulder-

joint. Left hip and knee entirely stillened in flexed position. Beginning of

rigor mortis of right hip, right knee-joint is still supple. Right foot is still

supple, whilst the left one is entirely stiffened. The entire left hind-leg

hangs with strong flexion in the hip tense foot and expanded webs. The

right hind-leg hangs still in the usual slightly flexed position.

10.15. Situation unchanged.

11.30. The left hind-leg shows stiffened tense position, the riglit liip-joinl

entirely stiffened, beginning of rigor mortis in the right knee and fool.

Temp, is 28° Celsius.

2'S January 9 a. m. Both hind legs are hanging in completely stiffened

tense and abduction position.

24 January. The rigor mortis has ceased.

V. 2S January. 8.45 a. m. The Rr. communicantes are cut through.

9 a. m. The frog is hung in the dunp case after the heart has been

bound up.

1 p. m. Left shoulder and hip show more resistance than right ones.

Left hind-leg drawn up with strong doisal tlexion of the foot.

2 p. m. In left Knee and foot more lesistance than in right ones.

3 p. m. The right hip becomes also stiller.

4 p. m. The two hind-legs are hanging in tense and abduction position,

VI. 24 January. 8.45 a. m. The Rr. communicantes are cut through.

9 a. m The frog is hung in the damp case.

12, Beginning of rigor mortis of left shoulder-joint.

4 p. m. Left hip shows more resistance than right one.

4 30. Left hind-leg stiffened, with strongly flexed hip, knee and foot

6 p. m. Left hindleg still in stiffened Hexed position. The right one is

still quite supple. Both the shoulder-joints are stiffened.

8.30, Beginning of i-:gor mortis in the right hip.

9.30. Right hip entirely stiff, the knee is still supple,

10.30. Right knee also entirely stillened, the right foot is siill supple

26 January. 10 r.. m. Both hind-legs are hanging in stiffened tonse and

abduction position.

26 January 5 p. m. The rigoi- mortis has ceased,

VII. 24 January. 9.15. The Rr. communicantes are cut through.

10 a. m. Frog hung in the case affer the heart has been bound up.

5.30. Left hind-leg more flexed in the hip and with greater dor.sal llexion

of the foot than right one.

0.30. When liffing the left hind-leg greater lesisLancc than in the right one.

9.30. Stronger resistance in the left hip.

10.30, Left hip, knee and foot are stiff in Hexed position, right hip be-

giimiug of ligor mortis; i-ight knee and foot still quite supple.
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26 JaniKiry. Both hiiid-logs arc hanging in stiffened extension- and

abdnclion-porfilion (25 Jan. nol controlled).

26 January. 5 p.m. Rigor mortis has ceased.

Vill. 26 Jamiary. 9.45. The Rr. communicantes are cut through.

jO a. m. Frog hung in the damp case, after the heart has been bound up.

1 p. m. All joints still supple.

6 p. m. Left shoulder and elbow stiffened, sliglit rigor mortis in left hip.

9 p. m. Lett hind-leg completely stiffened in tense position with expanded

webs.

Right shoulder and elbow also stifT, liut less so than left ones. Right hip

still' in flexed-position, but right knee and foot are still supple.

So I have made a series of 20 experiments in wliich I ahways

found retardation of rigor, mortis on that side wliere I had cut tlii'ough

the Rr. oommnnicantcs. The |)rocess of rigor mortis is conse(|neiilly

accelerated, when the muscles are connected with the- central ner-

vous system by means of the efferent autonomic nerve-tracks. In

the first operation, which was performed at i-oomtemperature the

ojierated side stiffened at least 7 hours after the not operated one.

But also in experiments that I made at a temperature of over 30°

Celsius, the difference was even 1 or 2 hours. The experiments men-

tioned hero were made on individuals of Ivaua esculeuta. 1 made
also some experiments on Rana tem[)oraria, iu which the pi'ocessof

rigor mortis went off quickei-. In my opinion the reason of this is

to be found in the iniuMi iJiiiiner limits by which the rclatioii be-

tween \oluiue and surface of the muscles becomes less favourable.

Hereby the mortification-process and the process of rigor mortis is

evidently promoled. The same difference between the operated and

the not operated side I observed here likewise. In all my ex|)cri-

ments it struck me immediately thai of the fore-legs the shoulder, and

of the liind-legs the hip sliffens lirst. 'i'lic knee however was now
stiff before the fool, now the reverse took place. With slight devia-

tions this occm-red thus according lo the law of Nystfa.

Further iu all my experiments the flexors stiffened first and after-

wards the tensors. No excejition was made in this respect for the hind-

legs, so that at the end of each experiment the hind-legs were in

a tense position. Fui-ther 1 must |)oint out that in all my experi-

ments the rigor mortis was accompanied by a shortening of the

muscles, first rigor mortis and shortening of the flexors, then of the

tensors.

Hi'iHMANN, who first |)roved that the process of rigor mortis was

accelerated under Ihe influence of the central nervous System, took

rigor mortis for a last contraction of the muscles. Because, as I have
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just sliown, rigor mortis is inlliicnred by llic central nervous

system along the autonomic nerve tracks, as is likewise the case

with the muscle-touus, 1 am of opinion that rigor mortis is a last

tonical muscle-shortening. This view is also entirely in keeping with

Pekelharing's ^) investigations, who proved that the percentage of

creatine of the muscles increases with rigor mortis, as is likewise

the case with increased tonus.

Xow the question arises : how is rigor mortis brought about ?

Tlie usual explanation is, that through the mortitication of the cen-

tral nervous system the muscles receive stimulants along the nerve-

tracks, and these stimulants accelerate rigor mortis. P]wald was of

opinion that these stimulants originiite in the labvriuth, whilst

Fletcher proved that supply of oxygen makes the muscles mortify

without rigor mortis. I think lean now give a more general explana-

tion, corresponding with the facts that are known.

We know that rigor mortis only begins, when the circulation of

the blood has ceased. We obtain then in all tissues an accumula-

tion of products of metabolism consequently suifocation. And

now it is known that, if we kill an animal by hemorrhage or

sufTocate it by pinching off the trachea, that then, by the influ-

ence of the autonomic nervous system, the body siiows manifold

irritation-situations: through tension of the arrcctores pilorum the

hairs stand erect in the dorsal skin-regions of the trunk and in the

tail ; the bladder empties itself and also the rectum. In an entirely

analogous way the sending of move |>owerful stimulants of the tonus

to the skeleton-muscles takes place. The stimulants running centri-

fugally, which during life-time entertain the muscle-tonus by means of

the thoracal autonomic nervous system, will now, at this increased

irrilabilify, after death cause a last powerful tonical shortening of

the muscles.

When I had established in t!iis way, that the occurrence of rigor

mortis stands under the inlluence of the thoracal autonomic nervous

system the question rose, if, at least in fi-ogs, this influence, just

like the tonus, as P. il- Brondgeest -) has proved, is entertained

by stimulants produced along the posterior roots of the spinal cord.

In this direction I made already 10 experiments. I cut the pos-

terior-roots 8, 9, and H) of a frog at one side. From the doctrine of

segmental anatomy we know, that these posterior roots contain the

sensitive nerve-tracts of the hind-leg.

J) Ontlerzoekingoii van licL Physiolngii-cli Laboratorium to Utrodit .'xle R. XI

pag. I. 1910.

~) P. Q. Brondgeest, Over c|pn tonus der willekeurige ppioron. Diss. Utrecht 1860.
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Oiilv siicli IVugs as coiild still Icup well uflcr llic u[)eraliuii, and

ill wliich fmm tlic lej:^ a( llic operated side no reflexes could be

excited, wliilst it could be done at the oilier side, and that sliovved

the so-called "llebepliaenonicnon" of Hkking were used for my
experiments. 1 add here a few j)rolocols :

la. 6 February. liana esculenta, ol' which posterioi- root 8, Ï), and 10 of the

left side are cut. The frog continues leaping after the operation and makes

good use of the two hind-legs. The left hind-leg shows after the leap a new
elevation of the foot as Hering has observed. Reflexes at the left hind-leg

have ceased, a crossed reflex-movement through strong irritation of the right

hind-foot is observed. The reflexes at the right side are lively.

7 February 9.30. The frog which is in a very good condition is hung at

30° Cels. in the damp case after the heart has been Ijound up.

12.30. The right hind-leg shows increased dorsal flexion in tiie foot-joint.

1.30. The dorsal flexion of the right leg has increased; when lifting the

hind-legs a stronger resistance on the right side than on the left one, likewise

in the knee and the hip. Left hind-leg still supple. Both fore-legs arc likewise

still supple.

2.30. Still the same situation as 1.30.

3.30. In right hind-leg still more resistance, left hind-leg still quite supple.

4 p.m. Right hind-leg is in stiffened tense and abduction position with

expanded webs, foot-joint still supple.

5.30. The right hind-leg is quite stiffened in knee and hip, in the foot-

joint partial rigor mortis. The left hind-leg is supple in all joints. On both

sides there is rigor mortis in shoulder and elbow.

8 February 10 a.m. The frog has been hanging from 5.30 last night in

the damp case at 15° Gels.

The right foot is now likewise stilfened, so that the right hind-leg stands

in entire tense and abduction position with expandeil webs. The left hip is

entirely stilfened, left knee and foot-joint are still n:ovable.

9 February 10 a.m. The left leg is now also stilfened, only the knee

is still somewhat, but very little, less stiff than the right one.

\\a. 10 February. Little Rana esculenta, of which on the Üth of Febr. |)osterior

roots 8, 9, and 10 have been cut, on the leftside. Mobility and reflexes

as with the former frog.

10 a.m. The heart is bound up. The animal is placed in the damp case

at o0° Gels, for the experiment.

1.30 p.m. The dorsal flexion of tiie right loot has increased, likewise the

hip flexion on the right side. Right hip begins to be stilfened, left hind-leg

is still quite supple.

2 p.m. On the right side increase of the phenomena, on the left side still supple.

2.30. Right hind-leg almost (juile stiff in still slightly flexed position, left

hind-leg still supple.

3,30. Right hind-leg in stiffened tense and abduction position, the left

one is stiff in the hip ; knee- and fool-joint of the left leg still supple.

4.-50. Both hind-legs are hanging in stittened tense- and abduclionposition

with exDauded webs. ,
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Ilia Very large Esculent.

10 Febr. 10.45. The right posterior roots 8, 9, and 10 are cut.

11 p.m. After the heart has been bound up, the frog is placed in the

damp case at 30° Cels.

3.30 p.m. Rigor mortis in Die left hip.

4 30. Left hind-fool is enlircly slilTened, only I he fool is slill a lillle

movable. The right hind-leg is slill (|uile supple. Bolh fore-legs are slilf.

Now I remove the case with Ihe frog to a surrounding of 17.5° Cels.

11 Fehr. 10 a.m. Right hind leg is now likewise entirely stiffened, only

the foot is still partly supple.

11 Febr. 5 p.m. The right hind-leg is slill somewhat supple in the fool-joint.

12 Febr, Both hind-legs stilfened in all joints.

IVtt. 10 Febr. The left dorsal roots iS, 1) and 10 of large Esculent are cut.

11 Fehr. 9.80. Hung in damp case at 30° Cels.

11.30. Right hind leg with expanded webs, when lifting it the right leg

shows increased resistance. Left hind-leg still quite supple.

1 p.m. Right hip rather stiff, left one still quite supple.

3 p.m. Right hip rather stiff, right knee drawn up. Left hind-leg still

quite supple.

5 p m. Right hip entirely, knee- and foot-joint partly stiff, much increased

flexion position to the right. Left hind-leg still quite supple, the webs are

here expanded.

5.30. Right hind-leg stilf in flexion-position, only the foot-joint is paitly

stiff; left hind-leg is still supple in all joints. Bolh fore-legs stiffened. Frog

is now placed in a surrounding of 15^ Cels.

12 Febr. 9 a.m. Situation still exactly the same as last night at 5.30.

From this moment temperature at 30° Cels.

12 at noon. Lett himl-leg begins to become stiff in knee and hip ; right

foot-joint still partly stiff.

J.30 p.m. Right hind-leg also' stiffened in the foot-joint, entire tense-

position ; left hind-leg in tense position stiff in knee and hip, left foot is

slill partly supple.

Va. 12 Febr. 9.45 a.m. Right dorsal root 8, 9, and 10 cut through.

10 p.m. The frog is hung in the damp case at 30° Cels.

1 p m. The left leg begins to draw up, the flexion in the hip and the

dorsal flexion of the foot increase.

2 p.m. Left hip strongly flexed ; left foot strongly dorsally flexed, on the

left side increased resistance when lifting. Right leg still su{)ple.

4 p.m. Left hip entirely stiff, knee and foot begin to be stiffened. Right

hind-leg begins to draw up.

6 p.m Right hip and knee now likewise partly stiff, foot is slill supple.

Left hind-leg in tense position with slill partly süp|)le foot, right hind-leg

in flexion-position.

13 Febr. 10 a.m. Both legs are hanging in stiffened tense- and abduction-

position with expanded webs.

From these experiments, which I intend ro continue it appears

clearly, tliat the cutting of the appurtenant dorsal roots causes

retardation of the rigor mortis of the muscles.
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III this wav we luive piitxcd ilial the view of Hermann is iiiour-

reet, iicrurdiiig' (o which the iiilliieiiee of the ceiitriil Jiervoiis system

on the oeciiiTeiu'C of rigor mortis shoiihl he caused Iw the

mortilicatioii of the hi<>her centra by wiiich impulses siioiiid be

driven towartls the muscles. For in mv experiments in which I cut

on one side the posterior roots, the way from the central nei-vous

system 'to the muscle is jiowhere intei-ru|)led ; only the supply of

reMexstimiilants (from the proprioceptores) is prevented. Rigor mortis

is consequently also caused by a reflectoric process.

If we ask now how we arc to understand the tonical innervation

for accelerating rigor mortis, the answer must run, iji my opinion,

[u-etty well as follows.

We know from Fi.etchek and Winteiïstein that the indispensable

cause of rigor mortis is to be found in a chemical state of the

muscles, which is caused by want of. oxygen.

This "cUemical state" will certainly depend on the exislejice of

products of metabolism. It is for the present unknown which are

these products. There are however, I surmise, sufficient reasons to

admit that they are products of partial transmutation, for supply of

oxygen, which certainly encourages transmutation, prevents rigor mortis,

and increase of temperature wd.icli also promotes transmutation,

accelerates rigor mortis.

We can reconcile these two facts in jio other way than by ad-

mitting that in the tirst case the ample supjily of oxygen causes the

processes of metabolism to take their normal cour.ses to the end,

consequently to complete oxydations, dui-ing which then the ol)noxious

intermediate products do not come into existence, or do not continue

to exist. In this \yay it is also comprehensible that increase of

temi)erature promotes rigor mortis so much, because witii the metabolism,

taking place then with still greater rapidity and intensity, the \vant

of oxygen, resp. the deficit of oxygen, is felt so much the stronger.

If now in this i-espect we conijuire the two hindlegs of a frog

of which on one side the reflex-stimulants for the tonus have no

longer access, then the leg with intact reflex-track has muscles that

are in a state of tonus, whilst thf' tonus in the other side has dis-

appeared. The leg with muscles in tonus, requiring for the entertain-

ment of this situation more metabolism will consequently show a

more rapid and intensive accumulation of intermediate products of

metabolism than the atonic leg, which docs notrcquire so much
oxygen on account of less intensive metabolism.
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Consequently the muscles that are in a state of tonus satisfy

better the indispensable condition of rigor mortis, namely sutfocation,

than the atonic ones. The leg with tonus muscles also satisfies

better the 2"'^ condition namely the condition of being influenced

by the nerves.

For these muscles constantly receive indeed stimulants by way

of reflection, whereas the other atonic leg remains without these

stimulants. The conseciuence of both the more intense alteration of

the chemical state and the influence of the reflection is that the leg

of which the tonus-reflection track remains uninjured, stiffens sooner

than the leg of which this reflection-track is interrupted at the

posterior roots or near the llami communicantes. We must thus

consider the rigor mortis of the skeleton muscles as a last vital

demonstration of the muscles under the influence of suffocation,

whilst stimulants running along the ton us-retlection-t rack accelerate

this process. That rigor mortis is a last (tonical) contraction of the

muscles is apparent from the fact that the muscles that have lost

their irritability in an atmosphere of oxygen, can no more stiffen

or shorten under circumstances of suffocation.

Chemistry.' — ''On the rcdactlon of aroniatlc ketones'. II. By

Prof. J. BöEsEKEN and W. D. Cohen. (Communicated by

Prof. A. F. HOLLEMAN).

(Communicated in the Meeting of l*\'biLuiiy 28, 1914).

In our previous communication on this subject 'j we have assumed

that by reduction of the ketones the half pinacone molecule is in all

cases the sole direct reductioji producr.

If, in the position where that partial molecule is formed, there are

practically no OH-ions it polymerises immediately to pinacone.

In the presence of OH', however, there was always found benz-

hydrole and the question arose whether this was caused by direct

reduction or by the transformation of the pre\ iously formed pinacone

into benzophenone and benzhydrole by the OH-ioJis.

These alternatives may be represented by the schemes

(C,H3),CO-^(C,H3),COH-^(C,HJ./JHOH ... (I)

(C«H,),CO -. (C,H,),COH ^ [(C«HJ,COH], ^ (C„H,),CHOH +
+ (CeH3),C() (11^

1) Proc. XVi, 91 (1913).
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If llic latter is tlic case, the pinacoties belonging to tlie ketones

vvliic'h, in a iiciili-al or vcvy faint Iv alkaline medium, gi\e nnicli

hydrole must be (,leeom|)oso(l l)y alkalis iuto a mixtui-e of liydn)le and

ketone nuicli more i'a])i(lly tlian those which in the same circum-

stances yield but little hydi'olc.

It may even l)e expected that the formation of hydrole and the

splitting of the pinacone by alkalis will proceed in a strongly

parallel manner.

This has now indeed proved to be the case. The greater the

decomposition velocity of the pinacone by alkalis, the smaller the

quantities formed in the reiluction with aluminium auialgam.

With this is also
,
proved that at the l)Oundary layer of the amalgam

is present an excess of OlI-jous which is only accessible to the pinacone

in its nascent state. If, for instance, pinacone is exposed to the action

of aluminium amalgam and 807u^'<-'o'i<^'- i^ i"^ P^''^t'b<^*^".V "ot attacked,

moreover the [troportion in which pinacone and hydrole are formed

is nearly independent of the duration of the reduction. (1*^ commu-

nication p. y2).

The proportioJi of the (piantities of pinacone and benzhydrole in

which these are formed during the reduction of thirteen aromatic

ketones with aluminium amalgam has been given in the J"*' com-

munication p. 98.

The decomi)osition velocity of the pinacones was determined by

dissolving quantities of 0.5 gram in a mixture of 75 cc. of ether

and 5 cc. of alcohol diluting this solution to J 05 cc. with alcoholic

solutions of potassium hydroxide of iV/0.42, .V/0.042 and A^O.0042

strength, respectively. The normalities of the solution thus become

0.1, O.OJ, and 0.001.

These mixtures were kept for detinite periods at 25°, then diluted

with cold water, agitated a few times with ether, the ethereal solution

was evai)Orated down rapidly and the residue digested with 807o

alcohol at 25° in the manner described previously (I. c. p. 9) in

order to get to know the quantities of undecom|)Osed [linacone.

The subjoined table and graphic representations give a survey of

the results obtiiined.

The luimbers of the lines in the graphic representations appertain

to the numbers with which the i)inacones are indicated in the table
;

the percentages next to or below those numbers in the graphic

representation indicate the quantities of pinacone formed from the

respective ketones by reduction with alumiiuim amalgam in HOy» alcohol.

From the graphic representation of the pinacone deconq)osiliou,

where, as observed above, are indicated the percentages of pinacone
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which are formed in toe lediiction with ahiniiniinii iimalgani, it

follows that these two pheiioineiia proceed indeed in a coiiipletelv

parallel manner.

Pinacone. approxFmate
Time of action

|

Undecomposed

concentration. '" minutes, pinacone in mgr.

1) pinacone from benzophenone

2) pinacone from 2.chlorubci!zophtn

3) pinacone from S.chlorobenzophen

II

4) pinacone from 4.clilorobcnzophen

5) pinacone from 4.bromobeiizoplien

6) pinacone from 44'chlorobenzophen

7) pinacone fr. 4 metho.xybenzophen

8) pinacone from 4 metliylbenzoplien

9) pinacone fr. 44' dimethylbeuzoph.

10) pinacone fr.2'Cl 4 methylbenzoph.

1
1 ; pinacone fr.4'C14 methylbenzoph.

0.1
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io if
ir IC "''

Percentage of unsplit pinacone

Fi-. 1.

Decomposition of the pinacones in U.Ül n NaOCaHa.

too f" '"

Percentage of unsplit pinacone.

Fig- '^

Decomposition of tlic pinacones in O.üOl ?i NaüCaHj.
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One gets tlie impression tiiat in the reduction of benzophenone

and its derivatives, the oxvgen only is attacked and that on gentle

reduction tiiere talies place au exclusive addition of a hydrogen atom

to the oxygen. Whatevei- happens afterwards has nothing more to

do with that reduction.

If there arc no ()H-lons, j)inacone ^) is formed, hut if these are

present a s|)littiug into hydrole and ketone taUes place and the latter

can be again attacked by the hydrogen. If the hydroxyl-ions are

exclusively present in the boundary layer, we shall obtain a definite

proportion of pinacone and hydrole; if the}' are found also in the

solution in a sufficient concentration all the ketojie is converted

into hydrole.

In the case of a very violent reducliun, lor instance, with zinc amalgara and

strong liydrochloiic acid ~) the oxygen seems al>o to be allacked by preference

and becomes apparently completely detached ; the residual molecular part now,

however, also absorbs hydrogen and is converted into hydrocarbon.

2. The progi'essive change of the gentle reduction is herewith

explained in general traits, at least in so far purely aromatic ketones

are concerned.

The hydrole formation thus depends in the first place on the

facility with which pinacone gets resolved and this is in a high degree

promoted by alkalis.

This action of bases, has meanwhile been much elucidated by the

researches of W. Scuknck, T. Weickki., and A. Th.al (B. 44, ij83

(J91i) and 46, 2840 (1913). There it was shown that pinacones

form with the alkali metals conipouiuls of the trivalent carbon, for

instance (C6H5).^COK; we notice that the central C—C-bond, which in

the ketones is not particularly strong, becomes much looser still

under the influence of these metals so that the half pinacone mole-

cules, under the influence of the metal atom, can indeed lead a

free existence.

In the comparatively faintly alkaline solutions matters will not

proceed so far, but here those central carbon atoms can detach

themselves from each other in consequence of an intramolecular

displacement of atoms :

^C^HJ^ C— H
{C,¥L,\ CO

(C,H,),C-0 H "^ (C«H,),CHOH

in which the mobile H-atoms will play a role.

1) We have exposed a whole series of ketones in absolute alcohol to the action

of light and never obtained a trace of liydrole.

2) E. Clemmensen, B. 46, 1887, (1913).
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iVIoNTAGNK ') foniul soiiic yctirs a.uo llial a number of aromatic

ketones are already I'ethiccd h\ hoiliii^- willi alcoliolic potassium

liydroxide ; it is very well ])ossil)le tliat tlic strongly alkaline reaction

of the medium increases the aftinity of the ketone oxygen for the

livdrogcii of the alcohol luoloculcs, so that also hei'e half |tinacoue

mols. are formed'') as follows:

2 (C«H,), C-0 + CJI„() = C^H.O + 2 (C«HJ, OH etc.

The phase of the entire i)inacone mols. is very rapidly gone through

in this case.

It si)eaks for itself that this jxnverful alllinity influence of the

medium will also make its action felt on other bonds in the molecule,

so that the entire phenylgrouj) may be resolved or halogen atoms

become "activated" as found by Montagnk, an action that ceases, or

becomes less, when the entire C = O-group is saturated with hydrogen.

Conversely, this intluence itself will be modified by the nature of

the groups in the ketone and this the more so as the character of

that grou|) differs more from that of the hydrogen atoms. In fact,

MoNTAGNK has fouud that the aminobenzophenones are absolutely not

affected by strong alcoholic potassium hydroxide.

3. This influence of the substituents on the stability of the central

piuacoue-C—C bond in regard to alkalis can now be readily deduced

from our measurements (see graphic representation .1 and 7iand table).

If we take the ordinary benzpinacone as the starting point, it

appears that the methyl- (9 and 8) and the methoxylgroup (7) in the

para-position lender the molecule stable, on the other hand the

halogen atoms will render the said bond looser and this in the order

para (4), ortho (2), meta (table N". 3). The para-placed bromine atom

(5) joins the chlorine atom ; also in the pinacone from 4.4' dichloro-

benzophenone (6) the bond is considerably looser than in the pinacone

from 4 chlorobenzophenone.

Whereas in the pinacone from 2 CI 4'-methylbenzophenone the two

iiilluences, as might be expecte(l,couuteract each other (10) it ajjpears that

in the pinacone from 4 CI 4'-methyli)enz()|ihen()ne (11) the methylgroup

unexpectedly promotes the loosening action of the chlorine atom.

The method followed bv us thus indicates the wav to iiiutiiallv

1) MoNTAüNE, Recucil 27, 'A'll (1908).

MoüTAGNE anil Moll van Ciiarentk, H. 31, 298 (1012).

-) We may also express lliis; as follows : Iho oxygen aclivalcd by tlio alkali

metal v»'ilhdra\vs tlie hydrogen IVom llie alcohol molecules.



Compare tlie action of diffei-eiit siibstitnents in a molecule on a defi-

nite bond of that same molecule. If we choose the decomposition

velocity of one of the pinacones as unit, the ratio of the velocities

of the other pinacones to this unit is then the. measure of the

relative labilit}'.

Thus we obtain for thé decomposition in N/0.01 sodium etiioxide:

for 4.4.4'.4'. tetramethylpinacone (9)= 0.1

4.4'. dimethylpinacone (S) = 0.18

4.4'. dimethoxylpinacone (7) = 0.45

[pinacone (1) = 1 . ]

2.2'.diC14.4'. dimethyl „ (10) =r 2.5

4,4'. dibromo „ (b) = 2.4

4.4'. dichloro „ (4) = 2.3

Moreover, owing to tiie nature of the measurements we cannot

attach to these (inures more value than to an ap|)ro\iinate deter-

mination.

4. Willi regai-d to the relative i-ednction velocity of the ketones

to j)inacones those experiments tell us nothing. In oi-der to get to

know something about this we mu.st reduce the dillerent ketones

under the same conditions, preferably in such a manner that nothing

but the pinacone is formed.

This now mav be effected by ex[)Osing to liglit a solution of the

ketones in ahsohite alcohol when indeed a i-cady transformation into

pinacone and aldehyde takes place ').

As it concerns here the activation of the C'-O-bond it is to be

expected that the relative extent of the intliience of the substituents

in the benzene nucleus will siiow quite a different order than in

the pinacone resolution. We will refer to this in a future com-

munication.

LaJior. (h'(/. Chem. Tt'cJin. Un/'vo's/'fj/.

Delft, February 1914.

1) This was slated long ago by Ciamician and Silber ; we liave pointed out in

onr previous communication lliat in this neu'.ral, or at most very fainlly acid

medium no transformation of pinacone into hydrole is to be expected and that,

therefore, the absence of hydrole in this case is again a proof that tiie reat-li

proper does not extend furtlier than to llie lialf pinacone molecnle.

ion
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Chemistry. — ''On a m'lr inc/Iiod of prcpurhu/ rai'ho.n/I/'c anJuj'

(lri<l('s\ Hy A. J. van Pkski. (Coimmiiiicjited by Prof. S.

HoO(iKWKlU'K).

(Clomnumicalod in llio inootino; of February i2S, r.lll),

Mki.skns (Aim. 52, p. 270) wiis tlic first to ohlMJii sul|vhoa('elic

acid by the aotioii of snlpliiirio aniiydridc or fmiiiiig sidplinric acid

on acGlic acid at a somewhat elevated temperature.

The same eomi)Oimd was prepared afterwards bv Fkanohimont

from sidplinric acid and acetic anhydride in wiiich case the reaction

takes place also at a higher temperature (Comp. ilend. 92, p. 1054

also this journal 1881 16). In an analogous manner Franchimont

and others prepared some higher sulphoacids such as sulphoj)ro-

pionic and siilpho-isobntyric acid '). With regard to the formation

of sulplioacetic acid according to the last method, it has already

been suggested by Fkancimmont that it was preceded by the for-

mation of acetylsulphuric acid. The correctness of this presumption

was proved by Stillich by his isolation of the acetylsulphate of an

organic base obtained in the acetylation of nitroamidobenzyl-|>nitra-

niline with acetic anhydride and sulphuric acid. (Ber. 38, p. 1241).

I have now succeeded in denioiistrating that when, during the

action of S O^ on acetic acid, the tem[)erature is kept below 0°

primary acetylsulphuric acid is formed, which only at a higher

temperature is transformed into sul|)hoacetic acid. The acetylsulphuric

acid thus prepared is quite identical with that obtained hy mixing

acetic anhydride and sulphuric acid at a temperature below 0°.

Acetylsnlphuric • acid is capable of forming salts, the sodium

compound being jircpared by adding anhydrous sodium acetate to

acetylsulphuric acid, when acetic acid is liberated. During this

reaction the temperature must be kept below 0°. This sodium salt

is insoluble in acetic acid and may theivfore be obtained in a pure

condition by collecting it on a liltei' and washing with, say, dry

ether. If this sodium salt is heated either by itself or suspended in

a liquid such as acetic acid or toluene it decomposes, as shown by

a quantitatixe analysis, into acetic anhydride and sodium jiyrosul-

l)hate according to the e(|uati(ui ;

2 (MI,C()S(),Na = ,(:iL,C()),( ) + Na,S,( I.

If, however, the sodium salt is healed with sodium acetate in jire-

sence of acetic acid, double the amoiinl of acetic anhydride is formed :

CH3C0.S(),Na+ ClI.COONa = ;(;iL,,C()).,() + Na,S(),.

1) Moll v. Charantk Hec. XXIV.
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The anhj'dride formed Ccaii be obtained by distillation, sodium

pyrosnlphate being left behind in the first case and sodium sulphate

in the second case. The so obtained sodium p}'rosulj)hate is very

voluminous and on distillation with acetic acid and sodium acetate

it again produces acetic anhydride. In this case refrigeration is not

necessary when adding together the three components. If, however,

the above pyrosnlphate is first submitted to fusion a considerable

decrease in volume takes place and it is then no longer capable

of forming acetic anhydride, resembling in this respect a pyrosnlphate

prepared in the usual manner.

In the action of sodium chloride on acetylsulphuric acid acetyl

chloride is formed. In a manner analogous to thai of the preparation

of acetylsulphuric acid from acetic acid and SO» , were prepared

butyrylsulphuric acid and benzoylsid])huric acid, from which were

obtained in a corres|)Oudin": maniu'i" butyric- and benzoic anhydride,

respectively.

Chemistry. — "Comir.rirm Itetwcm the ndsorptioii-UotJieriii and the

hi/rs of Proust and Henhv." IJy Dr. W. P. A. Jonkkr. (Com-

municated by Prof. SCHREINEMAKERS).

(Communicated in the meeting of February 28, 1914).

1. The adsorption-isotherm is of great importance for the study

of the colloids. Fi'om various sides efforts have been made <o (iud

a connexion between this law and other laws of physical chemistry.

Starting from the phase rule and the law of mass action which

both can be deduced from the two main laws of thertnody-

uamics, I have tried, in the subjoined lines, to trace the comiexion

between the adsorption-isotherm, (he division ride and the law of

constant proportions.

The question whethei- the phase rule may be ap|)lied unreservedly

to dis|)ersive systems will not be discussed here.

2. Let us imagine three substances A, B, and C. A and C form

two non-mixable phases. C we may call the solvent (^dispersive me-

dium). /> is soluble in 6' and can give a "compound" with yl. (What

kind of compound this is does not mattei-; it may be a chemical

compound or an adsorption coni|)Ound, or an ordinary solution).

When the equilibrium has set in we have F=n^2— r; when

?i nr 3, r = 2 and p and 7' are constant, i'^= 1, therefore, the system

is monovariant (p-Tj. Which variables can occur here?

A and C form two phases between which B can distribute itself.
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Therefore, wc are denliii,?, willi Ihc coiicciilralioiis of />' in llie two

phases. If we call the conccMtralioii of /> in llic (iispei'sixe UK'diimi:

«J'

c' and llial ill the phase /I : (in a<;iveiiieiil with the notation nscd hv
m

Frkundlich in his "Kapillarcheniie") il follows that in ihe inonoN ariani

7;

(/> 7') -system mnsl then be = /'(o).

8. Only in the case where 11 in A yields a coniponnd occiirrin<^-

in a separate phase, the system becomes non-variant ip-T), hence

X = (t (co/istaiif)

m

SO that the "componnd" is independent of the concentiation.

We then speak of a real chemical componnd that confoi-ms to

the "law of Proust". This is in harmony with the idea of Wald,

who for years has been li'jin^ to demonstrate that the constant

composition, with which we credit onr chemical componnds. is caused

b}' the manner in which we generate these componnds. For we

always utilise the occurrence of new phases (distillation, crystal-

lisation, sublimation).

4. As a rule, however, — will be a function of c.

The nature of this function may be determined l)y moans of the

law of mass action.

We now apply the same to the "compound" which /> can form

with A and call the number of <>ram. mols. of .1, /> and the com-

pound m, p and q, respectively.

Let the formula of the compound be A,,, Hi, . then if

9 <i

mA -\- pB-^q A,u Bj,

'/ 7

we get, according to the law of mass action,

"^^'^ = 1. (1)

''''ah

In this only the concentrations in which H appears are

changeable.

.^

If again we call C'.i/; : and T/,- : r- then (1) passes into
in

63

Proceedings Royal Acud. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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CP X —
rz: A- or — = «e y

,

in)

V 1

in which a is constant. If, further, we put -==— the well known
q n

adsorption isotherm

is formed.

«c« .

5. This isotherm is generally a parabolic curved line that runs

through the origin and the point (l(z). From the value

X \ 1

m) 1 /I ^c~
- =: «— .

I
1

dc^ n \n

we notice that the isotherm will turn the convex side towards the

c-axis, when 1^0, and the concave side when 1<^0.
11 n

1

The transition case lies at 1=0.
n

In the subjoined tigure the course of the curve has been drawn

1

for different values of - .

11

j:
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1 .^

6. For — = O, the isotlierm passes into ^= <(, lience into a
n )"

straight line parallel to the 6-axis. This compound is, therefore,

independent of the concentration and consequently a "trne chemical

compound" obeying the law of Procst (3).

1 ./;

7. If — = 1. - = ac becomes a straight line through the origin,
n m

X
which cuts the line — = « in the point (1. a).

tn

The quantity of the substance B that passes into the phase A is

then proportional to the amount of the substance B in the solvent C,

in other words, the law of division (Hknry's law applied to two

liquid phases) is complied with.

In this case, in - =: «c? (4) p must be = ^/, so that the equation
X

m
of equilibrium now passes into

:

)n A ^ q B'^q yl,„ B,

that is to say the substance B has the same number of atoms in

the solvent C and in the phase A. This is also assumed in the law

of division.

Some investigators are accustomed to speak of a "solid solution"

in case the phase A is amorphous-solid. This denomination is likely

to lead to confusion with mixed crystals so that, in my opinion, it

would be better to use the expression "solution" if one does not

like to introduce the word "pseudo-solid".

8. If - ^ 1 the convex side of the curve is turned towards the
n •

C-axis. We obtain such a line when, for instance, we draw the

distribution of acetic acid in water and toluene. In such a case we
never speak of "adsorption", but attribute the deviation from Hknry's

law to "association".

In fact, from the equation of equilibrium

m A -\- p B'^q A,n B 1^,

it appears that the substance B passes into the other phase as

PB ,,,and — being "> I, the number of atoms has increased.

63"
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1

If ^— <^ 1 we obtain those cases which we are accustomed to call
n

"adsorption". Analogous to (8) we ought to attribute here the devia-

tion from Henry's law to "dissociation". But nothing of the kind

has been found experimentally.

JO. Hence, in the above-mentioned matter, I believe I have

demonstrated that Henry's law (law of division) and tlie law of

Proust are si)ecial instances of the adsorption-isotherm. This is in

complete iiarmony with the results of the investigations recently

published by Reinders M and Gkorgievics ^).

Zwolle, February 1914.

Mathematics. — ''Cubic involutions in the plane". By Prof. Jan

DE Vries.

(Communicated in the mcoling of February 28, 1914.)

1. The points of a phxne form a cubic involution (triple involution)

if they are to be arranged in groups of three in such a way, that,

with tlie exception of a finite number of points, each })oint belongs

to one group oidy. Suchlike involutions are for instance determined

by linear congruences of twisted cubics. The best known is produced

by the intersection of the congruence of the twisted cubics, which

may be hdd through five fixed points ; it consists of oo^ polar

triangles of a definite conic (-Reye, Die Geometrie der Lacje, 3^ Au/lage,

2*^ Aldheilung, p. 225). According to Caporali ') it may also be

determined by the common polar triangles of a conic and a cubic.

A quite independent treatment of this involution was given by

Dr W. VAN DER WOUDE ").

In what follows only cubic involutions will be considered posses-

sing the propert}' that an arbitrary line contains one pair only, and

is consequently the side of a single triangle of the involution. The

1) KoUoïd. Zbitschr. 13 9G (1913).

2) Zeltschr. f physik. Ghem. 84 353 (1913).

3) Teoremi sulle curve del terzo ordine (Transunti R. A. dei Lincei, ser. 3a,

vol. 1 (1877) or Memorie di gei»metria, Napoli 18S.S, p. 49). If a\.= and^>2^. =
are those curves, then the involution is determined by ay^aya^ = 0,h^.h =0,

*) The cubic involution of the first rank in the plane. (These Proceedings

volume XII, p. 751—759).
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lilies of the plane arc Ihen moreover arranged in a cubic involution.

It is further supposed that the points of a triplet are never collinear,

the lines of a triplet are never concurrent.

2. If each point P is associated to the opposite side p of the

triangle of involution A which is determined by P, a hiratlonal cor-

respondence {P,p) will arise. Let n be the degree of that correspond-

ence ; then the points F of a line r will correspond to the rays

p of a system with index n, in other words to the tangents of a

rational curve {p)„ of class n; the rays /; of a pencil with centre

R pass into the points P of a rational curve (P)" of order n.

Between the points P of /• and the points P*, where r is cut by

the lines p, exists a correspondence in which each point 7-^ deter-

mines one point P* while a point P* apparently determines n

points P. So i/i -f- I) points Plie on the corresponding line p = P'P".

In that case one of the points P' has coincided in a definite

direction p with P, while p has joined with p'. The coincidences oï

the involution (P^) form therefore a curve of order (n -\- 1), which

will be indicated by 7"+' . In a similar way it is demonstrated that

the coincidences of the involution (p^) envelop a curve of class (^??. -f- !)•

When P describes the line r, the points P' and P" describe a

curve of order (n-[-3); for this curve has in common with r the

two vertices of the triangle of involution, of which one side falls

along r, and the {n -\- 1) coincidences Pz^P', indicated above; we
indicate it by means of the symbol p"+^.

Analogously there belongs to a pencil of rays with its centre

in E a curve of class [n -f- 3), which is enveloped by the lines p and p"

of the triangles A, of which one side p passes through" R.

3. The two curves (p)« and {p)'n belonging to the lines r and r'

have the line p, which has been associated to the point of inter-

section (rr'), as common tangent. Each of the remaining common
tangents b is the side of two triangles A, of w^hich the opposite

vertices are respectively on r and r' ; h therefore bears a quadratic

involution P of pairs {P',P').

The pairs {p',2)"), which form triangles «of involution with a

singular straight line b, envelop a curve (6). If it is of the class (i,

then it has b as {pi—Ij-fold tangent, for through a point b passes

only one line p'. We call b a singular line of order fi. The pairs

{p',p") form a quadratic involution on the rational curve {b). Its

curve of involution /?, i. e. the locus of the point P'=^p'p", is a

curve of order (f*—1) ; for it has with b only in common the points
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ill which this line is cut by the Qx— 1) rays />", with which b^p'
forms i)airs of the quadratic involution.

As ^''^~' has apparently («/— 1) points in common with r, b is a

((Lt—J>fold tangent of the curve (/>)„. Hence b, as common tangent

of the curves {p)n and (/?)'„ must be taken into account (fi—1)- times.

The number of singular lines b satisfies therefore the relation.

:^{ii~iy = n^-i (1)

The singular lines b are apparently fandamental lines of the

birational correspondence {P,p).

The curves (P)" belonging to the pencils that have R and R'

respectively as cent)-es, pass through the point P, which has been

associated to the common ray of those pencils. Each point B, which

they have further in common has been associated to two different

rays p, is consequently a sim/ubn- point of (P') and at the same

time a fundamental point of {P. p).

The [)airs of points (P, /-*'). forming triangles A with B lie on

a curve [B], which has H as {ni—l)-fold point if its order is ni

;

then we call B a singular point of order m. On this yv/Zw/za/ curve,

the pairs (P, P") form a (/uadratic involution, in which B belongs

to (//I—1) pairs; the line p^P F' envelops therefore a curve of

involittion of class {m — J).

From this ensues that />' in the intersection of two curves

(/-*)" must be counted for {ni— 1)'' points, so that the number of

poijits B has to satisfy the equation

^ {m—iy — «'—1 (2)

4. The involution {l^) may also have singular points A, t'ov which

the pairs of points (P, P') form an involution P on a line a; the

latter is then sinijular for the involution (//) and the pairs {p' ,
p")

belong to an involution of rays with A as centre; a and A we

call singular of the first order. The pairs [A, a) are apparently not

fundamental for the correspondence {P, p); we indicate their number

by a. If ;/=l, as for the involution of Reye, (cf. § 1), then there

are only singular points and lines of the first order ; for now ?i^— 1=0.

Let us now consider the curves ^"+^ and ö"+3 belonging to the

lines r and s. A point of intersection P of r with a determines a

triangle of involution of which a second vertex P' lies on s ; P" is

therefore a point of intersection of s with q. The third vertex P
lies therefore on the two curves q and a. They have also in common

the pair of points that forms a triplet of the (P') with the point rs.

The remaining points of intersection of q and a lie in singular
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points ^4 iiiid /), for they belong eucli (o two triangles of in\(»liition,

of which one has a vertex on r, the other a vertex on s.

As the singular curve {B)'" cuts each of the lines r, s in m points,

Q and a have an ?/^fold point in B. The numbers m must therefore

satisfy the relation {n-\-3y = {n-\-'3'j-\-2-\-a -\- ^tn^ or

« + Xm' = (/i-f l)(n |4) (3)

In a similar way we find the relation

«+ Vu^ = (,*+ !) (n+ 4) (4)

From the relations') (1), (2), (3), (4) ensues moreover

^m- = :Vfi- (5)

:^(m-iy ^ ^{(i-iy, , (6)

consequently

^(2m-l)=r V(2^-l) (7)

and

« + ^(27?i— l) = 5(n-i-l) (8)

5. The points P', P", of which the connecting line p {)asses

through E, lie on a curve a*, which has a node in E, and is touched

there by the lines EE', EE".

If JS" is a singular point B then this locus consists apparently

of {By^ and a curve of order (4

—

m). Hence m may be four at

most. If m = 3, s^ degenerates into {By and a singular line.

Through E, six tangents pass to e^ ; each of these lines bears a

coincidence of the involution [P^). Such a line belongs to a group

of the involution {jf), in which p" is connected with //, The

coincidences of (p^) envelop a curve 73 of class three, recipi'ocally

corresponding to the curve 7', which contains the coincidences of (/^^j.

By complementary curve we shall understand the envelope of the

lines p, which form triplets with the coincidences of the (p*). From
what was stated above follows therefore, that the complementarj'

curve of the (p') is of the sixth class.

Analogously we find a complemeniari/ curve of the sixth ordei-,

>:", as locus of the points P, which complete the coincidences of the

(P^) into triplets. It has nodes in all the singular points of (P'),

for each curve (P)'« and each line a bears two coincidences, whicli

form triplets with the corresponding singular points.

As the curve (P)"' has an (m—Ij-fold point in B, the curve of

A) In my paper "A quadruple involution in the plane'' (These Proceedings vol.

XIII, p. 82) I have considered a (P^). which possesses a singular point of tlie

fourth order and six singular points of' the second order. In correspondence to

the formulae mentioned above, w = 4 was found.
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coincidences 7"f passes also [m— 1) times tlirongh B. Consequently

y"+' and >j" liave vet 6(/^-|-J)—1 2£ ( in—-1) points in common
besides the points B, but tliese points must coincide in pairs in

points where the two curves touch, where consequently the three

points of a group of the {P^) have coincided.

Now

2^= Ü(// + l)-2 ^(m— 1) ~ ()(// + l)-:S'(2m-l) + (^,

if /3 indicates the number of points li.

By means of (8) we find further

2rf= (// 4- 1) 4- « V |3.

Let <i rej)resent the number of singular points {o-=n~\-{i), we
have found then, that the involution {P^) is in possession of

rJ = i(« + I + ^; (0)

groups of which the three points P have coincided.

^Apparently this is at the same time the nundjer of groups of

f//), which consist of three coincidod lines.

If the nund)er of singular points of the order / is represented by

Gj. tlien it ensues from (2) and (8), as //? < 4, '

9(5, -f 4(7, + a.^ = n' -\, [U)\

7 (7, -f 5 G, + :\ rx, -|- o, = 5 {n + 1) (11)

By elimination of o, we tind

17 'I, 4- 20 Ö, + 9 ÖJ =: (« 4- i; (52 — 7»). . . . (12)

So that it appears that n amounts at most to skakn.

6. We shall now further consider the case ?i=2. From JS" (?«—1)-

^3 follows at once, that (P') possesses three singulai- ])oints of

the second order /i/, (/.• = i. 2, 3). The curves (7?/,) associated to

them are conies, which contain involutions {P' ,P") ; the lines p on

which those pairs are situated, pass through a point Ci-.

The existence of three singular straight lines of the second order

ensues analogously from ^ (ft— 1)^ = 3; the points P, which with

the pairs on hi- form triangles of involution, lie on a line Ck ; the

sides of those triangles envelop a conic {bicY.

From (8) we further find «=16
-. consequently there are six sin-

gular pairs {A,a).

The correspondence U\p) is quadratic ; J3l are its fundamental

points, bi its fundamental lines.

To an arbitrary line / is associated a curve o% which has 'nodes

in the three points B and in the point associated to r in the

quadratic correspondence. The pairs {P',P") on this quadri?iodaI
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ciu'xe foi'iii tlio only in\oliitioii i>l' pairs that can e\js( on a ciirNC

of gemis liuo ; the straiglit lines y> enveloj) a conic ^).

If r contains a singulai- point A, ()' degenerates into the line a

and a o' ; the hitter will Cnrlhei- degenerate as it must possess four

nodes, consequently is composed of two conies.

On a shujulai- line a lie two coijicidences of the involution

P ^lEi {P' , P") ; they are at (he same time coincidences of tlie (i-").

The curve of coincidences y is of the third order, so a must contain

another coincidence. Let it be Q' ^ Q ;
Q' forms a triangle of

involution A with A and a {)oint Q' oï </. hut moreover a A with

Q and a point Q* lying outside (f. Consequently Q' is a singular

point viz. a point B, for the pairs A,Q'' ^^'kI Q,Q^ tl() "Ot lie on

07ie line.

The cur\'e (/' belonging to o consists lirst of a itself and a conic

{By ; the completing curve must also have arisen from singular

points. No second point B lies on a, for this line would then contain

four points of the curve of coincidences. Hence two more singular

points of the first order lie on a, A*, and ^1**. Each singidar line a

contains therefore tivo jioints A and one point B. If a* cuts the

line a in S, then A* and >S form a pair of the involution lying in

a ; so that AA^^S is a triangle of involution. Hence A is the point

of intersection of the singular lines «*, a**.

7. The connector of two singular points At and Ai is not always

a singular line a. Let A[ lie on *//,., Ai- then forms with Ai and an-

other point Q of eik «^ triangle A, so that A^-Q is the line ai. If

Ai lies on a.k, <ii passes consequently through Ak.

Let us now consider the line that connects the centres of invo-

lution belonging to C'l and C'j. It contains a pair of points forming

a triplet with B^, and a pair that is com))leted into a triplet by 5,

.

Hence it is a sineiular line h ; we call it h^. The axis of involution

Cj belonging to it, is apparently the line />, />'.^ ; the three lines c

form the triangle BJi,^B^.

In the transforuiafion {1\B') c^ corresponds with the figure com-

posed of h^ and the conies (Z>),', {Bj\ With y, it has in common
the coincidences lying in />*, and B.,, its third point of intersection

with y^ lies apparently in h^c^ . The singular line b^ is transformed

by {P,P') into a ligure of the fifth order ; to this belongs /;, itself

and the line c^ twice. As no point Ji lies on A, it must connect

1) The quadrinodal curves -,

''•

I have treated in " Ueber Curven fünfter Ord-

nunrj mit vier Doppelpunktevi" (Sitz. ber. der Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien, vol. CIV,

p. 46-59).
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tv)o points A ; the correponding lines a fuiin the completing figure.

The conic {B,)" has in common with y' the two coincidences of

1' lying on it and the coincidence of the (P') lying on B. As it

cannot apparently contain a coincidence of an other P it must pass

through B^ and ^3, while it 'touches 7' in B^

.

8. k conic is transformed by {P,P' ) into a figure of the tenth

order. For the conic {B,f it consists of twice (^1)' itself, the conies

{B^)\ {BsY and two lines a ; it bears consequently tivo points A,

which we shall indicate by A, and A^. As these points each form

a triangle of involution with B^ and another point of {B^Y, the

lines a, and «j* pass through B^ .

Analogously we shall indicate the singular lines which meet in

B, and in ^3, by a„ a,* and a„ a,*; the points A, and ^/ are

then situated on {B^Y ; A^ and .^3* on {Bj-.

On a^ two more points A are lying; one of them belongs to

{BJ\ the other to (B^Y; we may indicate them by .4,* and A*.

If we act analogously with the remaining points A and lines a,

then the sides a„ a„ a, of the triangle Ji*^,*^3* will pass through

B^, B^, B^, and the same holds good concerning the sides a*, a/% a,*

of the triangle A^A^A^^.

In connection with the symmetry, which is involved by tlie

quadratic correspondence {P,p), the lines />,, h^, b, contain respecti-

vely the pairs A„ J^*; A„ .4/; .4,, .43*. The triangle of the lines

b has C\, C„ C\ as vertices; analogously c„c,,c, are the sides of

B^,B^,B^.

The j^Lc points A, and the ^Art^e points B form with the 6^2.r straight

lines a a conjiguration (9„ 63) B '), the points A with the straight

line a and the straight lines b the reciprocal configuration (63, 9^) B.

9. That the involution (P') discussed above exists, may be proved

as follows.

We consider the congruence formed by the twisted cubics (f\

which pass through tioo given points G, G^ and has as bisecants

three given lines g„g,,g, ') By hkt and A% we indicate the trans-

versals 0Ï gic,gi, which may be drawn out of G and G*.

Let us now consider the net of cubic surfaces ¥'', which pass

1) A configuration (93,63) A consists of two triplets of lines Pi, p^, Ih ; Qi^ Q^^ Qs

and the 9 points {Pj^Qi).

~) This congruence has been inquired into by analytic method by M. Stuyvaert

("Etude de quelques surfaces algébriques ..." Dissertation inaugurale Gand,

Hoste, 1902).
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Uimiigli <I,,<J.„(I.,
in>d (i- aiul luive a node in (1. Tlie luisc ol' this

nel consists of the 6 lines ;/„;/,, iJ,J',,J',,Jh,; tiiey form a aege-

nerate twisted curve of the 6"' order with 7 a|)parent nodes. Every

two V have moreover in common a twisted cubic, wliich passes

through G and (r* and meets each of the lines ^i twice ; these curves

(f^ consequently form the above mentioned congruence.

Through an arbitrary point passes a pencil (¥^), hence ona (/'.

On an arbiti-ary line / the net determines a cubic involution of

the second rank ; through the neutral points of this /% passes a

curve (/\ which has / as bisecant. The congruence [7'] is therefore

bilinear.

Through a point >S' (A' </, pass oo^ curves r/^ they lie on the hyper-

boloid H\ which is determined by S, G, (J^, y„ g,. All the curves

(f^ lying on H\ pass moreover through the point aS''> in which H'

again cuts the line y^.

To f^'] belongs the tigure formed by h^^ and a conic of the

pencil which is determined in the plane [G^'t)^) by the intersections

of y„y,, h,,, and the point G"". There are apparently 5 analogous

pencils of conies besides.

Let us now consider the surface A formed by the ff\ which

meet the line /. Through each of the two points of intersection of

/ and H' passes a (f\ cutting //, in S. From this ensues that the

three lines c/k are double lines of A. The lines hkiJi^^ki he on A,

for / for instance meets a conic of the pencil indicated in the

plane {G^'g^), and this pencil forms with h^.. a (f\

We determine the order of A by seeking for its section with the

plane (%j. To it belong J) the line </,. which counts twice, 2)

the conic in that plane, which rests on / and is completed by A^.,*

into a (j.\ 3) the lines h,., and h^„ which are component parts of

two degenerate (/\ of wliich the conic rests on /• From this ensues

that A is of the sid-t/t order.

10. If the congruence [^7"] is made to intersect with a plane </,

a cubic involution {P') arises, wliich has the intersections of the

lines (/A-, hu, and hi,r as singular points. With the intersection Jh

oi' gk correspond viz. the intersections of the 7 ^ wliich cut </ already

in Ihy, they lie as we saw on the intersection (7i/,)' of the hyperbo-

loid H belonging to B/,. To the iiitei-section A, of A„ corresponds

the 7- on the intersection a, of the plane ((V*</,), originating from

the pencil of conies in that plane, etc.

On {B,y lie the intersections oï <j„ (/,, g„ k,, and h^^, viz. the

points B„B„B„ A, and A,"" ; on the intersection a, of the plane
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{G*i],) we fmd the intersections B„ A^ and A^ o(g„ h,^* and h,,*.

To the points F of the line / lying in ff correspond the pairs of

points P, P" lying on the curve of the fifth order, which ff has

moreover in common with the surface A"; this curve passes through

the points Ak, Ak^' and has the points Bk as nodes."

So ive find a cubic involution possessing the same properties as

the cubic involution (P') considered before.

11. We are now going to consider the case that the plane (p is

laid through a straight line c, resting on g„<u,g^ and cutting these

lines in the points B„ B„ B^. The three hyperboloids //determined

by these points have the line c in common besides a conic (p^ through

G,(P, resting on c,g,,g^ and g^ and forming with c a curve of

the [y']. For the conies passinu- through (V, Cr* and cutting (/i, //,, r/,,

form a surface of the fourth order, cut by c in a point not lying

on one of the lines g. The three hyperboloids mentioned cut (f
along

three lines b„b„b^, meeting in a point C not lying on c, whereof'

intersects the plane (p again.

The curves [r/'] passing through B^, meet (p in the pairs of points

P',F', of an involuticm on b^. So Bk are now^ singular points oH the

first order. C too is a singidar point now ; for the figure (r/*, c) has

all the points of c in common with </, so that each pair of c corre-

sponds to C.

The conic {B^f of tiie general case has been replaced here by the

pair of lines {b^,c); on b^ lie now the singular points A^,A*.

The singular points and lines now form a configuration (10,, lOg),

viz. the well-known configuration of Desargues. For in the lines

b,,b„b„ passing through C\ the triangles .4, .4, .4, and A*A^*A^*

are inscribed, the pairs of corresponding sides a,*, a, ; a,*, a, ; a,*, a,

of which meet in the collinear points B^, B,, B^.

From the curve (/\ which in the general case corresponds to a

line r, the line c falls away ; in connection with this the curve of

coincidences y^ passes into a conic.

On the o' with one node D, now associated to r, exists only o?2e

involution of pairs ; the points P, P", which form triangles of

involution with the points of r, lie therefore on the lines p passing

through £>; consequently n=:l.

This involution differs from the (P') described by Reye only in

this respect that the singular point C does not correspond to the

pairs of an /•' on c, as all the points of c have been associated to C.

12. Another (P') differing in this respect from the involution
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of Reyk, is (oiiiid as follows. We consider two pencils of conies,

which have a coniinon base-point E ; the reniainini-- base-points we

call F„F,,F, and (;„(i,,G,. If each conic throngh 7^, i^'i is brought

into intersection with each conic through E,(h, a {P^) is acquired,

possessing a singular point of the fourth order in E, and singular

points of the second order in FkJh ')

If, however, the points Gk lie on the rays EFi, then the dege-

nerate conies {EF„FJ\) and {EG,, G,G,) have in common the line

h, = F,G, and the point H, = {F,F,, G,G,) ; now H, is a singular

point corresponding to all the points of k, ;
consequently it is in the

same condition as the point C mentioned above. There are now two

more similar points still, H,= {F,F„G,G,) and H, = iF,F„G,G,).

While with an arbitrary situation of the points F and G, a q'

corresponds to a straight line r, which q' passes four times through

E and twice through Fk, Gk, this curve degenerates now into the

three lines hj, = FkGk and a q\ which has a node in the third

vertex D cf the triangle of involution, of which ?• is a side. On this

o\ P' and P" are now again collinear with D, so that ?i= l.

'

If G, is placed on EF, and G, on EF,, a special case ofa(P=^)

is found, where n — 2. The curve q' now loses only the straight

parts /ii and A, , consequently becomes a q' having nodes in E, F,,

G, and D; on this quadrinodal </, {F , F') form again the involu-

tion of pairs, so that n appears to be 2. The singular points of the

second order are E, F^, G„ the singular points of the first order are

F ,F\,G„G^,H„H^; but the last two have respectively been asso-

ciated 'to all the points of h, and h„ while to each of the first four

a quadratic involution cori-esponds.

13. In the case n = 3 we have the relations

2 {m—iy = 8 and « + ^m'- = 28.

The first holds in three ways, for

8 =: 2 X 2-^ = 2^ + 4 X 1' = 8 X 1'.

But the first solution must be put aside at once. For by (P,P') a li"e

r would be transformed into a q'
; for the connector of two singular

points of the 3'^ order q' would have the two corresponding curves

{By as component parts ; but then there would be no figure corre-

sponding to the remaining points of the line in question.

The third solution too must be rejected, as, for 8 singular points

of the second order f« + 8 X 2'^ = 28; so « i= - 4 would be found.

1) See my paper, relerred lo above, in volume XII I of these Proceedings (p.p. 90

and 91). The notation has been altered here.
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For the ftirther iiivesligation tliere remains coiiseqiientl}' the com-

bination of one singular point of llie W^^ order, and four singular

points of the 2"^^ order : we shall indicate them by Cand Bl (^•=1,2,3,4)-

In addition to this we have moreover tlwen singular points of the

first order Ak-

Then there are further three singular lines of the l^t order, ak,

four singular lines of the second order and one singular line of the

third order.

The curve {Cf l)elonging to (J has in C a node, which is at the

same time node of the curve of coincidence y\ The two curves

iiave in (' six points in common ; so also six points outside C; to

them belong the two coincidences of the /'^ lying on {Cy ; the

remaining four can only lie in the points />.

As {Cy forms part of tlie curve fM§ •^). belonging to C, a singular

line a, passes through 6'. With y\ a^ has in common the coincidences

of the [- lying on it, and the two coincidences lying in C ; conse-

(juently a.^ cainiot contain any of the points Z^. By the transformation

[P,P') it is transformed now into a figure of the G''^ order, of which

[Cy and a^ itself form a part ; so the ligure consists further of the

singular lines n., and r/,, belonging to two singular points A^, A^

lying on a^.

The singular line a^ is ti-ansformcd by {/\P') into ^/,^, and a figure

of the 5''' order, arising from singular points on that line. As a,

does not pass through C and as it must contain, besides the

coincidences of the /\ situated on it, (wo more coincidences wiiicli

can only lie in points B. we conclude that it bears two points

7ii, B^ and the point .4^. From this ensues at once, that n^ too

passes through A^, and contains the points B^, B^.

We consider C, B^, B.^, A^ as base-points of a pencil (qp-) of conies

;

C, B^, B^, A^ as base-points of a second pencil (i(''). If each (p" is

made to intersect with each ip\ a {P^} will arise, having singular

jioints in C, Bk, Ak (see § 12). If to each (f' is associated the \p\

which touches it in C, then the pencils rendered projective by it,

generate the ligure {Cy -{^ a^; from this it is evident that [Cy does

not only contain the points Bk< but also the singular point A^ =
= {B,B,, B,B,).

It is easy to see now, that A^B,, A,B^, A^B„ and A^B, are the

singular lines of the 2"^^ order. For the ff' formed by .43^1 and
CB., is cut by (tp') in a /' on A^B^ and a series of points (P) on
CB.,; so CB^ is the axis of the involution (//,//') belonging to Jj^j.
As the axes of the involutions {^p , p"), determined by the four

singular lines of the 2"'^ order pass through one point C, the centres
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of the involutions {P, F') lying on tiio conies {BkY will analogously

be collinear.

The line on which they lie contains four pairs {P', P"), wiiich

form each a triangle of involution with one of the points Bk; from

this we conclude that it is the singular line of 3'-^ order, which (^;')

must have.

14. Let now n = 4. As to a line r a o~ must correspond, no

singular point of the 3'<^ order iS^^^ can occur beside a singular

point of the 4^^ order S^^^ (see ^ 13). A simple investigation shows

that only two cases are possible, viz. {i) one point *SW with sLv

points *S<^2) or (2) three points S^^\ with t/iire points S^~^ and one

point >S(i).

The first case appears on further investigation to be realised

by the (P') mentioned at the beginning of § 12 ^) To the singular

point of the 4'^' order, E, belongs a rational curve {.Ey, which

passes also through the remaining singular points Fk, Gk {k ^= 1, 2, 3).

Singular lines of the 2"^^ order are FjcFi and GjcGr, the axes of

involutions (p', p") belonging to them we find in EFm iiud EG,n.

As these six axes meet in E, the singular line of 4'^^ order will

contain the centres of the involutions /^ on the conies {Fkf,{Gi)'^.

In the second case there are three singular points Ci!<^\ three points

Bk^~\ one point A, and, analogously, three lines C]l^\ three lines

5^•(-\ one line a.

With the curve of coincidences y\ which possesses nodes in

Ck, (Ci)' has in common the 2 coincidences of the P lying on it,

and six points in 6\ ; the remaining 7 points of intersection must lie

in singular points, consequently [C^Y passes also through C^, C^, and Bk-

On (Gt)^ lies therefore a point P, which forms a A with Ck and

B^; hence {B^Y passes througji Ck-

The line a is transformed by (P, P') into itself and a figure of

the G"^'! order, so, either into the three conies [Bk)^ or into two

curves {CkY- Rut the second supposition is to be cancelled, because

a would contain 6 coincidences in that case, two of its /* and four

in the two points C. Consequently the points B^,B.^,B^ lie oji the

singular line a.

Analogously the singular lines h^, h^. h^ meet in A.

Every singular line c^• passes through a point Ck and completes

[CkY into a h\

The curve of the 3'^* class {c^)^ belonging to c^ has c.^, Cg, bk as

tangents (and c^ as bitangent).

1) See also my paper, referred to above, in volume Xlll, p. 90, 91.
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T[ie curve {b^)^ touches llic lliree cj- (jind />,).

To a conic corresponds in tiie correspondence [P, P') a cnrve of

order 14 ; it consists for the conic j:?/' passing throngii C'l, C., C\,

B^, B.^, 0Ï three curves (6V)^ of (^i)', {Bj- and a singular line. As

/?3" is the curve of involution of the involution {j)',p"), which is

determined bv tiiat line, it is a singuiai- line of the 8"^ order, conse-

quently a line c.

15. F'or n = o a further investigation produces only a (P") with

siv singular points of the 3"' order and as many singular lines of

the 3'^^ order. Through each of those points Ci- passes one of those

lines, c^. A combination of the curve {Ckf' with the curve y" makes

it clear that the first curve also passes through the remaining points C.

To the conic y^^ passing through C\, C\, C^, C^, C\ corresponds a

figure of the 16^'' order, composed of the 5 curves {Ck}^, k -\= 6, and

a singular line, (\. So 7/ is the curve of involution belonging to Cg.

This [P^) may be produced by a iwt of cubic curves with base-

points C\: All the curves determined by a point P form a pencil,

of which the missiug base-points form with /* a ti'iplet of the

iuNolution ^).

16. For 71 = Q we tlnd as the only solution of the relations (10)

and (11) <j^ = 'S, öj = 2> ^^ = 4. But this is to be rejected. For a

conic would have to be transformed by {P, P') into a figure of the

18^" order. To the conic passing through 3 points ^(*^ and 2 points

i>'(3) would correspond the figure composed of 3 curves {By and 2

curves {BY, which is already of the 18^'' order.

For n = 7 we find no solution at all.

The results obtained are united in the following table

n
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Prom the relation (9) ensues moreover (f=Q. In all I lie (P') occur

therefore six groups, of vviiich the three points Phave coincided into

one ; in the (jf) belonging to them sir groups with united lines p.

Physics. Further Experiments with Liquid Helium, f. The Hall-

ejfect, and the magnetic cliange in resistance at low tem.pera-

tures. TX. The appearance of galvanic resistance in supra-

conductors, ivhich are hrouglit into a magnetic field, at a

threshold value of the field''. By H. Kamerlingh Onnes. Com-

munication No. 139/' from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden.

(Communicated in l!ie meetii.g i)f February 28, 1914).

§ 1. Introfluction, first e.vperinienis. In my last paper upon the

properties of supra-conductors, and in the summary of my experiments

in that direction which I wrote for the .Tliird International Congress

of Refrigeration in (Chicago (Sept. 1913, Leiden Comm. Suppl.

N°. 34^), I frequently referred to the possibility of resistance being

generated in supra-conductors by the magnetic Held. There were,

however, reasons to suppose that its amount would be small. The

question as to whether the threshold value of the current might be

connected with the magnetic resistance by the field of the current

itself becoming perceptible could be answered in the negative, as

we had then no reason to think of a law of increase of the resist-

ance with tlie field other than proportional to it, or to the square

of it, and the law of increase of the potential differences at currents

above the threshold vahie could not l»e reconciled with either

supposition. A direct proof that in supra-conductors onl}^ an insigni-

ficant resistance was originated by the magnetic field was found in

the fact that a coil with 1000 turns of lead wire wound within a

section of a square centimetre at right angles to the turns round a

space of I cm. in diametei* remained supra-conducting, even when

a current of 0.8 ampère was sent through it. The field of the coil

itself amounted in that case to several hundred gauss, and a great

part of the turns were in a field of this order of magnitude, without

any resistance being observed. The inference was natural, that, even

if we should assume an increase with the squarn of the field, the

resistance would probably still remain of no importance even in fields

of 100 kilogauss. In my publication (see Report, Chicago, Suppl.

N". 34/^) I restricted my conclusion about the resistance in the

magnetic field to a limit of 1000 gauss, and I also remarked that

when it came to making use of the supra-conductors for the con-

struction of strong magnets without iron, it would be necessary in

the first place to investigate what resistance the magnetic field would

64

Pioceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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generate in a supra-conductor, and I immediately prepared experi-

ments in connection with this. Tiiat 1 was firmly convinced that the

action would be only small, is shown by the fact that [ arranged

the apparatus for these experiments as if for a phenomenon that

could only be studied with profit in fields of 10 kilo-gauss, but it

now appears that even then without further preparation, I might

have made the observations described below quite easily with the

field of 2 kilo-gauss that I then had at my disposal.

For our experiments a coil was prepared as described aboAe, but

wound non-inductively. When (17 January 1914) it was brought

into a field of 10 kilo-gauss, it showed a considerable resistance.

We had not been so successful in the construction of this coil as in

the previous one, as it did not become supra-conducting. It was

therefore possible that not much value could be attached to this

experiment. A coil with tin wire prepared in the same way as the

above described non-inductive lead coil also showed a considerable

resistance in a field of 10 kilo-gauss when cooled to 2" K., which

decreased more slowly than proportionally, when the field was

reduced to 5 kilo-gauss. In this case again we had not succeeded

in making the coil so that it would become supra-conducting, but

(always assuming a regular decrease with the field, and supposing

that the fact that the coil did not become supra-conducting only

gives a non-essential disturbance) the results of both experiments did

not seem to be reconcilable with the above mentioned observations,

in which the magnetic field generated no resistance in supra-conductors.

The first thing to do was therefore to repeat the experiments with

the coils of tin and lead, which had become supra-conducting in the

former experiments, notwithstanding that the windings were in a

magnetic field. That these coils were not wound induction-free, was

of no consequence, now that it was a question of such comparatively

large resistances.

§ 2. Further experiments with lead and tin which shoio a sudden

change in the resistance at a threshold value of the magnetic field.

The lead coil of Tal)le XII Comm. N". 133, as it was not wound

induction-free, was placed in the cryostat of the apparatus to be

described in a future paper for magnetic measurements in liquid

helium, so that the plane of the windings coincided with the lines

of force of the magnetic field which is to be applied. This last acts

therefore partly transversely upon the conductor (lines of force at

right angles to the current), partly longitudinally (lines of force in

the direction of the current).

It was first ascertained that the coil was supra-conducting at the
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boiling-point of lieiiurii. Fnrther tliut it remained ,su|)ra-conductiiig

when a current of 0.4 ampere was sent through it ; even tijen tlie

windings were in a not inconsiderable field of their own current.

For fnrther confirmation it was ascertained that the current

actually passed through the windings by bringing a small cardani-

cally suspended magnet (pole seeker} near the cryostat ; it showed the

movements which were to be expected.

Then the mas'iietic field
'tO

iO

V10'

-^
10000 Qm»i.

was applied. With a field of

10 Kilogauss there was a

considerabfe resistance, at 5

Kilo-gauss it was somewhat

less. This made it fairly cer-

tain that the magnetic field

created resistance in supra- h"

conductors at larger intensi- j ^o

ties, and not at smaller ones.

The apj>arent contradiction

that so far liad existed be- o isoo sooo fsoo

tween the different experi- I'^ig- 1-

nients, was hereby solved. Later it appeared that 500 gauss was

below the threshold value, and 700 above it. Further investigation

gave for the resistance (expressed in parts of the resistance at 0° C)

as function of the field, the curve that is given diagrammatically

completed in tig. J. The numerical values, in so far as they are

necessary for the descri|)tion of the phenomenon, can be read from

the figure, so that they need not be separately detailed here.

It will be seen that the Iransilion from the supra-conducting con-

dition to the ordinary conducting condition through the magnetic

field takes place fairly suddenly. The curve, which represents the

change of the resistance with the field is closely analogous to th.at

which represents the change of the i-esistance with the temperature

'comp. / =1 0,004 amp. in fig. 7 in ('omm. N". 133). The resistance

measurements were made with a current of 0,006 ampère. Of the

two curves in fig. 1, one refers to 4°. 25 K, and the other to 2° A".

The sudden change in the resistance moves at low temperatures

towards higher fields; beyond this point the resistance increases at

lower temperatures (2° K.) almost in the same way as at higher ones,

it seems as if the introduction of the mugnetic /ield has the same effect

as heating the conductor.

The tin coil of Comm. N" 133 Table IX was examined in the

same way. With this too we have a resuU in which longitudinal

(34*
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for liis help. A paper on liie subject will be published shortly. It

appears from this that the effect which (see fig. 3, and in detail

fig. 4) changes little with tfje fall from 4°.25 K to 2° K, increases

considerably with the fall from 14° K to 4°,25 K.

It is worthy of notice that the sudden change differs considerably

in magnitude with l^hxii J^nd Pbf\. Possibly there is a difference

in the nature of the lead in the two coils. In fact at 20° K

^^^= 0.0284 and ~^-^ = 0,0274.w w
Amongst the ditfei'ent questions that arise, one is whether a lead

wire n)ight be constructed in which the magnetic resistance, remaining

zero as far as the threshold value of the field, will further gradually

increase with the field from the value upwards.

so

'lO

iO

t

^'
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paths become unstable at a d 'fiiiile tcinparatnre, the magnetic cen-

trifugal force might make tiiere motions one-sidedly unstable at

another temperature.

If the creation of ordinary resistance in supra-conductors with

currents above a certain threshold value, which is fully described

in Coram. N". 133, really is a peculiarity of the supra-conducting

metal, and not due to disturbances, then the new phenomenon might

also be connected with this property. In fact if it were once proved

— to use an image already introduced into my paper for the Con-

gress in (Chicago — that the vibrators which cause the resistance

can only be set in motion when the stream of electrons [)abses them

with sufficient rapidity, then it would not be surprising that the

magnetic resistance does not arise until the rapidity of the circulating

motions of the electi-ons is great enough to cany the atoms with

it and set them in rotation, by which they can then disturb the

regular motion of the electrons.

Finally, it is certain that the phenomenon described is connected

with the laws of magnetisation of supra-conductors which are as

yet unknown.

Before however drawing detinite conclusions from the new phe-

nomenon, it is desirable to gather more experimental information

on the subject.

Physiology. — • /\lectroc(irdm/iriiii.s of .-mi-viviiu/ kunian Embri/os".

By Prof. J. K. A. Wertheim S.\lomonson.

(C40mmimicated in the meeling of February "^.S, 1914).

By the kindness of Dr. H. Tkkub, Professor of Obstetrics and

Gynaecology I was enabled to lecord the electrocardiograms of 3

human embryos, borj» after operation for extrauterine pregnancy etc.

The age of the embryos was given as about 6 weeks, 5 months

and 8 weeks and agreed with the length n-.easurements.

As the operations were performed in the University Institute for

Obstetrics and Gynaecology, the embryo had to be sent to my labo-

ratory in the University hospital about one mile distant, there being

no telecardiographic connection between the two.

The embryo was put into a bottle containing a warm solution of

Ri^ge:?. In the laboratory it was immediately placed in the hot moist

chamber, which 1 had formerly used for my experiments with chicken

embryos. The leads to the EinthovEiN galvanometer were placed on

the upper part of the thorax and on the abdomen.
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The firs! onibrvo gav(> ojily a few rather poor Iracings. t suppose

that its early stage of development, tlie effects of the shaking during

transpoi't and perhaps of a change of teniperatui-e may have been

the cause. From the second and third embryo 1 got a series of

satisfactory tracings.

I may be allowed to show first the tracings from the last embryo,

whicli were obtained on a plate moving 20 mm. a second, an en-

largement of 1100 times, and a string of liigh resistance and sensi-

bility adjusted to a 30 mm. deflection for 1 millivolt.

Looking at the tracings we immediately see that the heart action

was not entirely regular. The interval between two contractions is

not eqnal. The complexes occurring with every heart-beat also

showed a notable difference. In the first tracings we see two different

forms, alternating regularly. A little later an intermediate form

occurs a few times and in the last negatives we see only one of

the first complexes. As a point of interest we note the complete

absence of waves which might be identified as P-waves.

The different complexes bear a decided resemblance to heteroge-

netic complexes occurring after stimulation of the right and left

ventricle. A contraction showing the form of a Z)-complex in which

there is a lesion of the right bundle, is followed each time by a

complex of the ^-type, where the contraction is caused by stimu-

lation of the right bundle or the right ventricle.

Already in the fourth negative we see S-complexes which are

not followed by an ^4-complex. In the 5^^ negative we find for the

last time two complexes slightly resembling ^-types, but with a

much smaller amplitude and a few particulars that cause them to

be considered as intermediate or 6-types. After this we see only B-

complexes with a very slowly decreasing amplitude. The last tracings

become very irregular and show many small anomalous complexes

of different types.

In the second embryo, measuring 26 centimetres, the thorax had

been opened by Prof. ' Treub, who was in doubt if the heart was

still beating. Here the contractions came in groups of 10—20 or

even 2—5 single beats, in the same way as was seen with chicken

embryos.

The curves were traced with a velocity of 25 mm. per second
;

the sensibility was adjusted at 10 mm. per millivolt.

All the contractions showed atypical complexes of the B-fovm

starting witli a descending curve, rising afterwards. Generally the

first contraction in a group was a rather small one, the next ones

being somewhat larger. The groups ended abruptly.
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The first descending part in such a complex was generally inter-

rupted bv a few short waves, after which the descent became

regular. The ascending part was less steep and ended in a blunt

summit. Before this last wave sometimes a small intermediate wave

could be detected.

About 10 minutes later between the regular complexes as described

above, other anomalous ones appeared, of a much longer duration.

The number of these grew, and the form tirst ol)served disappeared

entirely. A\ last the tracing showed merely a series of conti-

nuously changing, very abnormal complexes.

It is difTicult to explain these tracings. We know of course that

they are related to extremely abnormal circumstances. We have

before us a heart, very im|)erfectly developed, the halves of which

freely communicate, the ductus Kotalli still being largely open.

An embryo with such a heart is asphyxiated without the possibility

of a normal large or small circulation, as at the same time the circu-

latory system is entirely void of blood, and the heart cannot pump

any other tluid into the |)lacentary or proper circulatory system. The

consequences are not, even approximately, to be foreseen. We can

only consider one or two points.

The normal stimulub for the heart starts near the right venous

sinus. Hut in the long run this necessitates the presence of blood

in the vessels. If this is and remains absent, the sinus node stops

its work. In «uch a case other parts of the auriculo-ventricular

bundle may temporarily continue the w^ork. In the embryo n". 3

we tind the evidence, that this occurs alternately in the left and right

part of the bundle, and later on only in the left part. The result

is a ventricular automatism. At last the left part of the bundle also

breaks down, but at this moment the overworked muscle contains

so much fatigue-products as to cause a "diathèse de contracture",

and to produce idiogonetic irregular ventricle contractions, originated

in the muscle-substance itself without ths aid of the bundle of His-

Tawara. In the larger second embryo, with the exposed heart these

irregular spasmodic contractions occurring at the same time as the

lengthened complexes could easily be seen.

If the complexes produced by the second embryo may be con-

sidered as to be caused by a temporary ventricular automatism, the

small waves in the commencement of the first descending part of

the wave may be taken as recurrent auricular waves. As these

commence about the same time as the ventricular complexes, the

starting point of the stimulus ought to be situated not in the ven-

tricle itself, but somewhere between the auricle and the ventricle.



In the common well-known alypical complexes of llie B-Wn-iu we
never see this rcciiiTOiil wave and in the rare clinical cases with

recurrent anricle wave it is seen after the /?-wavc. Though this

seeming' discrepancy can be accounted tor, we may perhaps find a

fuller explanation after a continued research.

Geology. -- ''(hi komoeogeneous inchmons of Kaioah Idjen, Goentoer

and Kvakatau and their connection ivith the surrounding erup-

tive roch." By H. A. Brouwer. (Communicated by Prof. G.

A. F. MoLENfiRAAFF.)

(Communicated in the meeting- of b'ehinaiy '28, 1914).

From the study of homoeogeneous inclusions of eruptive rocks it

is apparent which rocks of great depth may crystallize out of the

mothermagma, and to wliich differentiations this magma was subject

during the formation of a certain volcanic complex, even when the

eruptive aequivalents of certain products of differentiation, occurring

among the inclusions, are not known among the volcanic rocks ot

the complex. Further, they show us the conditions of crystallization

of certain minerals, which only under special conditions can be

formed out of a magma of a certain chemical constitution ^). For

the determination of the relative age of rocks of the sarne volcanic

complex the study of inclusions is an important resource, especially

for the Indian volcanoes, which for the greater part are built up from

loose rolled material, natural denudations being of little occurrence.

Kawah Idjen.

The volcanic products of the Kawah Idjen '") consist chiefly of cinders

and stones, which are partly hardened into a conglomerate and are

beautifully denudated in the precipitous walls that surround the lake

of the crater. Somewhat above the locks of the irrigation which

when the level is high unloads the lake, there begins a flow of

lavas that follows the left shore of the drainage. Along the precipi-

tous slope to the locks and in the stream of lavas, during a short

visit in August 1912, some homoeogeneous and enallogeneous inclu-

sions were collected. The enclosing rocks are hypersthene-augite-

andesytes, in which numerous light-coloured phenocrists of plagioclase

form a contrast with the gray to grayish black glassy groundmass.

1) A. Lacroix, Les enclaves ties lochcs volcaniques Macon 1894. Id. La Montagne
Pelée et ses eruptions, Paris. 1904.

2) R. D. M. Verbeek and Fennema, Java en Madoera I. p. 81. Amsterdam 1896.
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Microscopically examined Ihese plagioclases show kernels from labra-

dorite to bjtownite, and a repeated alternation of more basic and

acidic layers ; besides pale green augite which sometimes occurs as

twin crystals according to (100), and hypersthene with a distinct

pleochroisni in pale green and pale brownish-yellow colours, we

occasionally also remark small ore-crystals among the phenocrists.

The glassy base is partly unglassed, and contains edges of plagioclase,

small pillars of both augite and hypersthene, and ore-crystals.

The honioeogeneons inclusions are partly holocrystalline micro-

pyi'oxene diorites, partly they only differ from the surrounding rocks by

the strong increase of the crystals of plagioclase, augite, hypersthene

and ore in the groundmass, whereas the glass only occurs caught

between the crystalline constituents ; they apparently have formed

crystalline parts in the rising magma, their total crystallisation occur-

ring simultaneously with that of the surrounding lavas. The micro-

dioi-ites are partly rather abundant of ore and then appertain to a

cleavage product more basic than the surrounding lavas. Exception-

ally olivine, in a small quantiry, was found among the constituents

of these inclusions while it is wholly absent in the examined samples

of the surrounding pyi-oxene andesites. The occurrence of olivine in-

dicates cleavage products of the common mothermagma in which this

mineral may crystallize, these cleavage products being known to us

from the olivine-containing pyroxene andesites and basalts of volca-

noes of the same complex^). (Merapi, Raoeng, Gd. Pondok, Koekoesan).

Goentoer.

During the ascension of the Goentoer in April 1913 a scattered

vegetation turned out to have reached the very top, whereas Verbeek,

on the smooth cone that has but few incisions even now, did not

meet with a single trace of vegetation above the limit af 1000 m.

The rocks of the Goentoer complex, as far as they have been examined

by LoRiÉ, Behrens, Verbeek, and myself, are chiefly basalts, that

sometimes graduate into olivine-containing andesites, andesites without

olivine also occurring. The products of the youngest point of eruption

(the Goentoer properly speaking) which now only at the northwestern

side shows some vapor of water and SO, rising from it, but which

during the preceding century was frequently very active, consist of

streams of lavas and gravel, or big blocks of often very porous rocks,

which entirely cover the upper part of the streams of lava. As far

as they have been examined, they are all found to be olivine basalts,

1) K. D. M. Verbeek and Fennema, loc. cit.
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usually with lumierotis plieiionisis df [)l;ii>'ioL*l;isc, sometimes besides

green augite also hjpei'sthene occurring among the phenocrists.

The homoeogeneous inclusions have l)een gathered in porous frag-

ments along the slope above the hot spi-ings of Tjipanas, near the

brink of the crater. The} are chietly rather fine-granular olivine

gabbroes, which bv their pale colour distinctly contrast with the

dark lava. The percentage of olivine varies, but is usually rather

high. Some of the inclusions consist of basic [)lagioclase, green augite,

olivine and magnetite; the olivine crystals with more or less rounded

edges are often entirely surrounded by the augites, the latter being

angularly bounded with respect to tlie i)lagioclases. Hypersthene being

among the constituents there arise graduations into particular inclu-

sions in which augite is absent among the constituent minerals, a

strong brownish-black to brownish-yellow pleochroitic amphibole

and hypersthene both occurring in its place. In these inclusions also,

the plagioclase is rather well idiomorphically developed with respect

to amphibole and hypersthene, whereas olivine-crystals with rounded

edges and sometimes irregularly shaped are entirely enclosed by

amphibole and hypersthene. All these rocks represent shapes of

different depths of oli vine-basalts, the amphibole seems to be absent

in the effusive aecjui\ alents and was either not produced, the circum-

stances of crystallization being different, or it was wholly resorbed

after crystallization. On the contrary, the rounded shape of the olivine-

crystals with their spread framing by amphibole, indicates a resorp-

tion of the first-mentioned mineral in the holocrystalline rocks. The

inclusions without augite show a rare combination of minerals by

the absence of monoclinic pyroxene and the presence of olivine, this

mineral generally being absent in am[)hibole gabbroes and similar rocks.

Olivine-free inclusions are the aequivalents of more andesitic rocks,

which we know from othei' parts of the (ioentoer complex. In a similar

inclusion there were recognized : plagioclase, both hypersthene and

augite, and magnetite. As a rule the plagioclases form the bigger

individuals not limited idiomorphically, which in a very large number

poikilitically surround small pyroxene crystals.

Krahitaii

.

During a visit to Krakatau in ilie beginning of May 1913, in

one of the basaltic windings west of the great winding of hyper-

sthene andesite') angular fragments were collected of a light-coloured

fine- to coarser-granular rock, which microscopically examined turned

Ï) R. D. M. Verbeek, Krakatau, II, p. 160. Batavia 1885
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out to contain ninch qnartz. Although acidic hypersthene andesites

mark the tirst and thii-d period that Verbeek distinguishes in the

history of the volcano, tlie quartz has not been able to develop itself

as such, under t!ie circumstances in which these rocks crystallized,

and is found in virtual state in the glass of the groundmass.

The surrounding basalt contains phenocrists of basic plagioclase

and a small quantity of olivine in a glassy mass with crystals of

more acidic plagioclase, augite and ore. The holocrystalline inclusions

of which the largest dimension measures 10 cm. consist of strongly

zonair plagioclases, quartz (a good deal of it üne-granophyrically

grown together with feldspar), worn dark minei'als and ore. In the

fme-granophyrical conglomerations also kali-feldspar may be found.

The SiO, percentage varies, the chemical constitution of one of the

inclusions appearing from the following analysis (analyst F. G.

Mannhardt) :

SiO,
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Various aequivalents of tlie basalts and aeqiiivalents of the andesitic

rocks of the Goentoer in a broader sense were found among the

liomoeogeneous inchisions of tlie youngest eruptive products of the

Goentoer properly speaking.

The quartz-containing inclusions of the basalts of Krakatau illustrate

the presence of virtual ([uartz in the groundmass of the hypersthene

andesites of the first period, and would as well be the only traces of

diflerentiation in the inother-magnia before the basaltic eruptions, if

not, not only the greater par-t, but all traces of the former basic

eruptions had disappeared by a fall-down.

The occurrence of augitefree plagioclase-hypersthene-amphibole-

olivine rocks as liomoeogeneous inclusions in the products of the

Goentoer teaches us that such combinations of minerals may at a

greater depth crystallize out of the basaltic magma.
It appears from the calculation of the norm that also the quartz-

containing inclusions of Krakatau belong to the rare combinations

of minerals because, according to the analyses calculated by Washing-

ton no other rock belongs to the sub-class (II. 3, 4, 3).

Chemistry". — ''On the pyrophovic phenomenon in metals''. By

Prof. A. Smtts, a. Kkttnki?, and A. L. W. de Gee (A pre-

liminary communication). (Communicated by Prof. J. T). van

DER Waals).

.(Gomüiunicated in the meeting oi' February 28, 1914.)

In a previous communication ^) it was pointed out that the

pyrophoric phenomenon would possibly have to be explained by

this that the metals obtained in the reduction of certain compounds

are comparatively far from the state of internal equilibrium and

show an abnormally great |)Ower of reaclioji in consequence of

an abnormally large content of the sinipler kind of molecule.

The exi)lanation for this pheiioiuenon prevalent up to \m\\, which

is of more frequent occurrence than is perhaps supposed (we found

it with Cu, Bi, Pb, Ni, Fe) attributed the great reactive power to

the very finely divided state; so an explanation which is perfectly

analogous to that of the so cr.lled '"chemical tlag" for |)hosphorus

Now the possibility might also be considered that in the liberation

of the metal a pyrophoric admixture is formed, or that the hydrogen

1) Theye Proc. XVI, p. 690.
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dissolves somewhat in llio metal or becomes denser on the surface

and exercises a cataljtic intluence.

It has, however, appeared that p^rophoric iron may be obtained

when different iron compounds are heated for a short time in a

hydrogen current at =b 350°. This succeeds with ferro oxalate, ferro

tartrate, ferro chloi'ide, and with the oxides of iron, from which

follows (hat no common admixture except liydrogen can be pointed

out here, to which the pyropiioric property could be ascribed. Now
it appeared, iiowevei-, that also pyropiioric iron can l)e obtained

when ferro oxalate is heated irithout contact with hydrogen, which

|)ioves that the hydrogen certaiidy does not cause the pyrophoric

plienomenon. ')

To test the supposition expressed l>y one of us, it was examined

in the first place what the influence is of the temperature on the

pyropiioric phenonienon. Sealed to glass tubes with pyrophoric iron

were placed in a thermostat, which was i-egulated at different tem-

[)eratures between 250° and 340°. After a certain time the tubes

were taken from tlie bath and opened to find out if the iron was

still pyi'ophoric. The result is given in the following table :

Duration of the

tieating
Temperature Result

a week
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iron is attended witli a, variation of volume, as in tiiis way an

important support nii^lit l)e given to (lie supposition of an internal

transformation.

In a dilatometer constructed specially for the purpose FejOj was

reduced with hydrogen under such circumstances (temp, and time)

thai on the ground of experiments, previously taken, the iron could

certainly be assumed to be pyrophoric. Then the apparatus was

exhausted and filled with mercury, which had been boiled at the

airpump ^).

In connection with the experiments in sealed to glass tubes it

was to be expected that in case of one or two days' heating nothing

could be observed until the neighbourhood of 300° is reached. In

agreement with this the following was found :

Temperature
Duration of

heating
Change of position of

the mercury meniscus

212°
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Chemistry. — "Answer to Prof. E. Cohen to his ohserüatioiu under

the title of Allotrupi/ and Electromotive Equilibrium" . ') By

Prof. A. Smits. (Coininiinicated by Prof. J. D. vaiN uer Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of Feb. 27, 1914).

Mr. Cohen's attack under the title of "AUotropy and electro-

motive Equilibriiun" induces nie to make tlie following- remarks.

Mr. Cohen seems to think it anytliing but correct tiiat I have

ventured to enter a Held of work, vviiich had been proclaimed his

territory of research in more than one address, treatise, and magazine.

This deed, however unpai'donable it may appear in Mr. Cohen's

eyes, may be very reasonably accounted for. If I had not seen a

chance to throw new^ light on the phenomenon of allotropy, I should

certainly not have occupied myself with it, as it would not have

prompted me so urgently to investigation then, but when a few

years ago I came to the conviction that the phenomenon oï enantio-

tropi/ and monotroj);/ and the allied phenomena might be united

under a "new point of \iew, by the assumption that every phase of

an allotropic substance is built uj» of different kijids of molecules,

I did not hesitate for a moment, but immediately set about to test

the drawn up theory with my pupils. This is the reason that of

late years I have studied the phenomenon of allotropy, and I do

not think that there is anything in the line of conduct followed by

me that can in the least rouse astonishment.

Further Mr. Coniw considers it necessary to point out that the

forui of my pul)lications might give rise to misunderstanding, which

would appear from a passage occurring in my latest paper ^), run-

ning: "In connection with the foregoing it is desirable to draw

attention to this that accoi'ding to these considerations the contact

with the solution of a salt of the metal must have an accelerating

influence on the setting in of the internal e(|uilibrium of the metal."

Mr. Cohen has taken offence at this sentence, because according

to him 1 should have forgotten to mention that already fifteen years

ago this fact was found by him and Van Eyk, and has since been

explained by him.

This remark of Mr. Cohen is very significant, for I do not think

that he could haxe made it apparent in a clearer manner that the

contents of my communication "The application of the theory of

allotropy to electromotive equilibria" have remained perfectly dark

to him.

1) These Pioc. XVI p. 708.
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Messrs. Cohkn and Van Eyk ') found tliat when e. g. white tin

is left *in contact with a tin sohition at a temperature lying under

the ti'ansition point, the conversion of the inetastable white to the

stable grey tin is accelerated. Mr. Cohkn's explanation is this ^) that

when once a trace of grey tin is present, the tin from the solution

will deposit in the grey inodiiication on the grey tin, in consequence

of the dilFerence in "L()sungstension" of white tin and grey tin, the

white tin entering the solution. It is clear that all this refers to the

conversion of one niodilication to another or of one solid phase to

anotlier.

My paper does not deal with the transformation which takes

place between two solid phases of an allotropic substance, but with

the chemical conrersion lokich can occur betuieen the different kinch of
molecules in each of the. .^olid phases according to the iheoi't/ of
allotropy.

In the cited communication 1 namely pointed out that the just-men-

tioned theory states that a metal which presents the phenomenon of

allotropy, will contain different kinds of molecules. To simplify

the case as much as possible 1 assumed that double molecules

J/jj occur by the side of simple molecules M. If the metal is now

to behave as a substance of one component, so in a unary way, it

is necessary that the different kinds of molecules in each of the

phases of the metal are in equilibrium, and as we have to do here

with an equilibrium between the kinds of molecules of one and the

same substance, the word "internal equilibrium" is used here to

distinguish it from other equilibria.

Up to now it has always been assumed that a metal emits only

one kind of ions into solution. In connection with the just-mentioned

internal equilibrium, in the homogeneous metal phase we come,

however, to the conclusion that the metal supposed here immersed

in an electrolyte will emit different ions, which, if the ion per

atom carries e.g. three positive charges, will be the ions M-- and

i¥,:::.

Just as the molecules M and M^ in the homogeneous metal phase

can be in equilibrium, this will also be the case for the ions M'"

and M^.:., and this equilibrium, too, may be called an interna]

equilibrium.

Now 1 have among others pointed out that the metal can be in

unary electromotive equilibrium only when the different kinds of

1) Zeitschr. f. phys. Ghera. 30, 601 (1899).

2) „ „ „ „ 30, 623 (1899). '
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molecules in the metal and llie (lilleieiit kinds of ions in ^he elec-

trolyte each in itself, are in internal eqnilihiiiini.

It is to be expected 'hat at the ordinary temperature the internal

metal ion equilibrium sets in rapitiiy, whereas the metal in itself

at the ordinary tempei'ature does not pass into the state of internal

equilibrium, or only exceedingly slowly.

When, however, the metal is brou<>ht into contact with an electrolyte

which contains the ions of this metal, the surface of the metal, as

I have demonstrated, will assume internal equilibrium in consequence

of this that more of those ions in which the metal is deficient,

deposit as molecule from the electrolyte, or that the metal sends

more of those molecules as ion into solution which have too great

a concentration in the metal. These two processes, which dependent on

the concentration of the metal can also proceed simultaneously, bring

about that the concentration of the surface of the metal becomes

equal to that which corresponds to the internal metal equilibrium

at the given tem|)erature and pi-essure. In the maintaining of this

equilibrium between the molecules M and .1/,, as well as in its

setting in, the electrolyte as connective link, will play an inq)ortant part.

So it appears convincingly tVom what precedes, just as from my

previous communication that the quoted passage refers to the trans-

formations which take phice when a metal phase which is not in

internal equilibrium, passes into the state of (Mpiilibriiim.

Also where 1 mention the transition point. I have said: "At the

point of transition the electrolyte will greatly promote the intei-nal

equilibrium both in the metal e, and in the metal phase d for the

just-mentioned reasons."

The case referred to by Mr. Cohkn, the intliience of an electrolyte

on the conversion of one moditication to another, 1 have theiefore

left entirely out of consUkratlon, and as it is not exactly practical

to mention the names of those who ha\e occupied themselves with

other phenomena, there was no occasion for me lo mention Mr. Cohkn

in my ))receding paper.

This iüill, however, be the case when I shall discuss also the

influence which Mr. Cohen has in view, when u will appear that

a deeper insight is attained just by means of the considerations given

in my preceding communication.

In conclusion in reference to the moti\e of Mr. Cohen's attack,

which according to him is to be found in the fact that more and

more both Dutch and foreign colleagues should have objected to the

line of conduct followed by me, I will only remark that different

Dutch colleagues have expressed their synqiathy with my work to
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me. And as Mr. Cohkn also mentions foreign countries, I m-dy add

that I have, indeed, carried on a controversy with Mr. Tammann,

from which it therefore appears that on that side, as I had, indeed,

expected, 1 meet with opposition; but I may state that on tiie other

hand both before and after tiiis controversy I have received expres-

sions of great sympathy with my views from very competent colleagues

from Germany, Sweden, England, and America, expressed in letters

or publications, which if this should be considered desirable, I shall

be glad to lay before the Committee of this Academy.

Amsterdam, Febr. 1914.

(April 23, 1914 I
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Botany. — "On tlie TicguJation of the trampiration of Viscum

album and Rliipsalls CassytJia'. A contribution to the knowledge

of die antagonism between die guard cells of the stomata

and the adjacent cells of the epidermis. By Z. Kamerling.

(Communicated by Prof. Bkijerinck).

(Communicated in the meeting of Jan. 31, 1914).

In recent years I have conducted numerous experiments to obtain

an insight into the need for water and the consumption of water in

various tropical plants. In continuation of these investigations, carried

out in Java and in Brazil, similar experiments have been undertaken

during the last few months in Holland with native plants. The

method of inquiry was almost always the same : leafy boughs were

cut off and hung up in the laboratory in the shade or exposed to the

sun in the habitat of the plant investigated ; they were weighed

periodically at shorter or longer intervals.

By this method of exj)erinient the extent of transpiration can be

determined when the tissues of the plant still possess their normal

water-content and also the nature of its moditication, when the tissues

of the plant gradually lose water.

These experiments shew that in many plants there is a continuons

and very considerable transpiration from the beginning of the expe-

riment until the leaves of the bough are dried up. In other species

the transpiration is moie or less great at the beginning, but decreases

gradually so that finally it sinl<s to a minimum-value. This decrease

or regulation of transpiration is evidently due to the narrowing or

closing of the stomata, which in the different plants investigated may

occur more or less quickl}^ and more or less extensively.

In some plants I found that in contrast to the normal course

of the regulation, the intensity of transpiration increases distinctly at

the beginning and only afterwards diminishes in the usual way.

Such an irregularity, at least when there is no external influence at

work, such as temperature, illumination or conditions of humidity

or movement of the atmosphere, can hardly be explained otherwise

than by assuming that the aperture of the stornata in these cases first

dilates when the plant begins to wither and only afterwards constricts.

I observed this phenomenon very clearly in Viscum album in a

comparative experiment which T performed on the transpiration of

this plant and of some deciduous and evergreen woody plants.

It is unnecessary to publish here the detailed results. I append
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onlj tlie figures which have reference to the above-mentioned

irregularity in the regulation of transpiration.

The boughs for experiment were arranged at an open window,

where they were not reached by the sun before mid-day, and only

for a short time afterwards.

X)
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later (wlicn the loss hv Iraiispiralioii ol llic boiiglis li;ul risen to IVom G

to 10"
'(,

of their oriij;iiial weigiit) reached a maximum and then

declined again.

Bonghs of Plnis mains and Populiis nigra which were investigated

in the same way at tlie same time as those of Viscum showed no

simihxr phenomena; the intensity of tianspiration was here verj

great and remained almost nnchanged imtil the bonghs had dried

np. In an experiment conducted some days later in precisely the

same way with some evei'greens [Hedera lieiiv, Pinus spec, Abies

spec, etc.) transpiration was at first also great, but gradually declined

nntil a minimum was reached. Therefore these evergreens showed

nothing of the irregularity which was. noticed in Viscum.

The ready conclusion that in the expeiiment with Viscum it was

not a question of one or another disturbing factor, which had been

overlooked, bnt probably of some physiological peculiarity due to

the structure of the slomata, was further confirmed by the fact that

on looking through the protocols of my experiments I found again

very clearly the same irregularity in an experiment conducted in

Brazil with Rhipsalis Cassytha. The structure of the stomata of this

plant agrees in sexeral very obvious characteristics with those of

Viscum album.

For the experiment, of which I give here the results only so far

as they bear upon the phenomenon in question, a large |)lant was

carefully loosened from the tree on which it grew, and hung up in

the laboratory. The weight of this plant was recorded at intervals

for a period of 136 days.

The following diminution in weight was observed

:

during the first

,, „ second

„ third

,, fourth

ith H^'' and 7'''

„ 8"^ and 9^i'

,,
10^'' and 11"'

„ 12"Uo 16"' inclusive

„ 17"' „28"^

„ 29"'
._,
37"^

„ 38"' „ 76"'

„ 77"' „ 104"'

„ 105"^, 136"' „

24 hours 1,36 "/„

2,10 «/„

2,13 V„

1,77 7„

on the average 0,94 7o

„ „ „ 0,9047„

,. „ „ 0,86 »/„

1 01 7

„ ,, ,, 0,88 7o

,, „ „ 0,68 7„

„ „ „ 0,42 7«

), ), )i 0,2o /j

O
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We see here also how th? intensity of transpiration increases

when the plant investigated has lost + i V2 7» of its wei^i-ht and

then later decreases (when the loss by tians[)iration has risen to

+ 6 7o). Simultaneously with this experiment on R/iipsalis Cassytlui

some other plants {Pothos aiireK, PJdlodendron spec, Aechmea spec.,

Vriesea spec, div.) were investigated by the same method, without

showing this peculiar irregularity in the transpiration.

It may dearlj- be assumed that in the case of Viscum album and

Wdpsalis Cassytlui we have to deal, with the antagonism between

the guard-cells of the stomata and the adjacent epidermal cells,

which has been often mentioned in the literature, but nevertheless

remains the subject of controversy. The epidermal cells next to the

stomata are in both plants differentiated from the other epidermal

cells, and are developed as so-called subsidiary cells of the stoma

As my considerations and conclusions are limited to the plants

investigated, it would lead us too far afield to (juote the whole

literature of the mechanism of the stomata; it will be enough to

characterise the current view of the antagonism between the guard-

cells and the adjacent epidermal cells.

MoHL and Leitgeh have assumed, partly on the evidence of expe-

riments with isolated pieces of epidermis, that the stomata are passively

closed through the turgor of the adjacent epidermal-cells.

ScHWENDENF.R and his school on the other hand defended the view

that the subsidiary cells are of little oi- no importance for the sto-

matal mechanism.

Pfeffer ^) in 1897 in a survey of these views pointed out that the

results of these various investigators only differed quantitatively and

that in experiments with isolated pieces of epidermis the different

rate of water-absorption in the various cells may have a great in-

fluence on the phenomena which 'are observed in the stoma.

Benecke *) in 1892 published a special study of the subsidiary

cells of the stomata, and came to the conclusion that the subsidiary

cells have in Succulents the function of eliminating the influence on

the stomata of pressure and tensioji, which in consequence of the

crumpling of the leaves through loss of water, are set up in the

epidermis.

Benecke scarcely touches on the question of the antagonism between

guard-cells and subsidiary cells-. "Wir verfolgen diese StreitfVage

"über die Bedeiitung der Nebenzellen hier nicht weiter sondern

1) Pfeffer, Pflanzenphysiologie. Zweite Auflage 1897, Erster B.ind, S. 173.

2) Benecke, Die Nebenzellen der Spaltöffnungen, Botanische Zeitung 1892.
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''praoisiren iiiir iiorli iinsci'e Slelltiiiosnahnie zii derselben. Es yei

"betont dass wir eiiie iill,ü,eiiieiii «guitige L(")Siiiig dieser Frage iiier

"niclit geben wollen noch kcnmen. Unseiei- Ansielit iiacli ist eben

"die Fragestellimg iiacli der Rolle der Nebenzelleii in dieser Allge-

"meinheit unriehtig, well höchst wahrsclieinlich diese eine von Fall

"zn Fall wechselnde ist. Ini AUgeineinen lielilig wird eine ver-

^'mittelnde Stelhingsnahnie sein: Die OefFnnng des Spaltes wird diircli

"der Turgor der Schliesszellen selbst bewirkt, die angrenzenden E[)i-

"dermiszellen mussen in vielen Fallen ziim Verscliluss niit beiti-agen."

In J899 Westekmaier ^) published an investigation on sloniata

and their accessory apparatus in which he does not deal at all with

the question of the antagonism between guard-cells and adjacent

epidermal cells.

In 1902 CoPELAND ^) published a detailed inquii-y into the mecha-

nism of the stomata in which he takes the view that the turgor of

the adjacent epidermal cells can only play a passive part in bringing

about the movement of the stomata. "In stomata, whose outline changes

"with their movements, and only in these, the turgescence of the

"contiguous cells must be a factor in determining the state of equilibrium,

"open, closed, or intermediate. But because the pore closes with excessive

"transpiration when turgescence in the leaf is least, because the

"contents of the guard-cells furnish a clue to changes in turgor

"which is wanting in the neighbouring cells, because some stomata

"do not change their outline (surface view) in their movements,

"because isolated stomata usually move like those on uninjured

"leaves, and because the forms and structures of the guard-cells are

"explicable and intelligible on this ground only, the conclusion cannot

"be escaped that the turgescence of the neighbouring cells is a

"passive factor, the active one being, as Schwendener and his students

"have maintained, the turgescence of the guard-cells".

Haberlandt^) in the last edition of his handbook hardly says

anything about this question, but also clearly ascribes very little

importance to the turgor of the adjacent cells. The only reference

to the antagonism between the guard-cells and the epidermal cells

is as follows: "Bei einigen Grasern (Oynosurus echinatus, Aira capillita,

"Briza maxima) ist die Zentralspalte auch im turgorlosen Zustande

^'der Schliesszellen, nach Tötung dieser, often. In diesen Fallen miis-

"sen also, sofern die Spaltöftnungen überhaupt noch funktionsfahig

1) Westermaier, üeber Spaltoffnungeii und ihre Nebenapparate. Festschrift fur

ScHWENDENER. Berlin 1899.

2) GopELAND, The Mechanism of Stomata. Annals of Botany XVI 1902.

3) Haberlandt. Physiologische Pflanzenanatoraie. Dritte Auflage 1904.
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"sind, (lic beiden seitlieli gchi.Lj.erlen Xebcnzclleii diiirli iliicii Turgor-

"(Iriu'k den Spaltenverscldnss lierbeifüliren".

JosT ^) in a very recent handbook deals with the question in

the following way: "Die Óffnungsweite der Spalte hangt übrigens

"nicht allein von deni Tnrgordruck der Schliesszellen ab sondern

"aiich von dem Gegendrnck der Nachbarzellen ; wird dieser etwa

"durch Anstecken der Zeilen aufgehoben, so sieht man sofort

"eine starke Spaltenötrnnng in den Schliesszellen eintreten, oline

"dass in diesen der Druck gestiegen ware. Umgekehrt kann aber

"anch eine Druckzunalime in den Nachbarzellen einen passiven

"Verschluss der SpaltöfFnnng herl)eiführen. In wie weit indess die

"Einwirknng der Nachbarzellen /// der Natur eine RoUe spielt, dar-

"über gehen die Meiniingen der Autoren noch weit auseinander;

"ScHWENUENER ') schreibt den Nebenzellen gar keine, Lkitgeb ') eine

"sehi- grosse Wichtigkeit zu, Darwin ^) vermittelt".

It seems to me that the peculiar irregularity in the regulation of

evaporation in Viscuiii album and Rki/)salis CVt-ssi/tha may be simply

and naturally explained by assuming that when these plants begin

to wither the pore of the stoma first widens under tlie influence of

the antagonism of the guard-cells and subsidiary cells and is sub-

sequently constricted.

The stomata of Viscum album are rather large and transverse to

the long axis of the stem and leaves. In order to survey the com-

plicated structure it is necessary to consider sections which have

been cut from the appaiatus in different directions and at different levels.

A section wliich divides the stoma into two halves in a direction

perpendicular to the slit gives a view as represented in Fig. 4. The

thickened ventral side of the epidermal-cells is seen, the thick ridges

which surround the outer porch ("Vorhof") of the stoma, the sub-

sidiary cells which to some extent surround the guard-cells above

and below, and the very thick collenchymatous ridge which surrounds

the inner cavity of the stoma. When a section of the stoma is made

in the same direction, not how^ever through the middle, but close to

one of the extremities, the figure is different.

The lumen of the gnard-cells is then (Fig. 5) seen to continue

upwards in the shape of a wedge. The dividing-wall between the

subsidiary cell and this wedge-shaped continuatioii of the guard-cell

is thickened. In the diagrammatic Fig. 1, the lines a, b, and c

^) JosT. Pflanzenphysiologie. Dritte Auflage 1913. Seite 58.

^) ScHWE.NDENER 1881. Monatsberlchte Berliner Akademie. S. 833.

^) Leitgeb 1886. Mitlheilungen aus dem botanischeu Institut zu Giaz 1.

^) Darwi.n 1898. Philos. Transactions (B) lüO.
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iiidiciite (liree possible levels al which the sloma may be eiit in

seelioiis parallel to the surface; (he lines d and e indicate two

possible ways in which in a transverse section through the leaf a

razor directed more or less parallel to the slit opening of the stoma,

may hit the diflerent parts.

Ill sections roughly corresponding to line a, the slit of the "Vor-

liof" (Fig. 3) is seen to be bounded by two strong, very much

cnticnlarized ridges which continue on both sides as a non-cuticu-

larized strip united to the cell-wall of the adjacent epidermal-cells.

The razor has now passed above the guard-cells without touching

them ; the cells seen in Fig. 3 on both sides of the opening, are

the subsidiary cells. When sncli preparations are treated with iodine

and zinc chloride, the distinction between the cuticnlarised ridge

and the non-cuticularised strip into which the latter passes on both

sides, becomes perfectly clear.

Such preparations snggest the comparison of the non-cuticnlarised

strip to a ligament of articulation. Preparations of this nature^ treated

with iodine zinc chloride show that the guardcells of the stoma,

wherever they border on the slit or on the respiratory cavity, are

covered with a thin cuticle.

When a similar preparation, as is seen in Fig. 3, is treated

with strong sulphuric acid, conditions such as those shown in

Fig. 9 may result. The non-cuticularised "ligaments of articula-

tion" are here dissolved ; but the two cnticularised ridges which

occur in their normal condition in a and h are still seen, but in c

they are separated from one another and have fallen over outward.

The thin cuticle which covers the inner side of the guard-cells

adjoins these edges. The "ligaments of articulation" are simply the

thickened strips of membrane which in Fig. 5 are shown in trans-

verse section between the wedge-shaped continuation of the lumen

of the guard cell and the subsidiary cell.

When in preparations [larallel to the surface, the stoma is cut at

a lower level corresponding roughly with the line I) of Fig. J, that

is to say about in the plane of the "central slit" a view is obtained

like that drawn in Fig. 2. The slit is here short and narrow, the

inner wall of the guard-cell is clearly thickened where it adjoins

the slit. The subsidiaryK'ells at this level surround the guard-cells

like a crescent. A section at a lower level, roughly corresponding

to line (• of Fig 1, passes under the lumina of the guard-cells with-

out touching them. It is then seen, as Fig. (3 represents, that the

inner cavity of the stoma is surrounded by two thick ridges of

cellulose. The cell-cavities which are seen on either side of these
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ridtJ-es are not tliose of the üuanl-cells but of tlie subsidiary cells.

Wlieu a transverse section througli the leaf, somewhere about the

line (/ of F.ig. 1, cuts the ston?a parallel to the long axis, a view

is obtained corresponding with Fig. 7. From above downwards the

much thickened and cuticularised outer-wall, the lumen of the sub-

sidiary cell, the wall dividing the subsidiary cell from the guard-

cell, the lumen of the latter and the thick ridge of cellulose here

follow each other. If on the other hand the razor follows the line ^^

then as in Fig. 8, we see from above dowjiwards the cuticularised

edge which adjoins the "Vorhof", the lumen /)f the guard-cell, the

wall separating the guard-cell from the subsidiary cell, and the lumen

of the subsidiary cell. In similar longitudinal sections through «he

stoma, the subsidiary cell can be seen either above or below the

guard-cell, according to the direction in which the section is made.

In Fig. 8 we may see also the peculiar shape of the guard cell,

somewhat like that of a dumb-bell, which can also be made out

by combining the sections of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

If we now wish to get an understanding of the functions of this

complicated apparatus, we must assume that the outer slit formed by

the ridges of the cuticle can be considerably narrowed and widened.

Perhaps the inner slit, bounded by the thick edges of cellulose

can also be narrowed and widened, though in all probability only

to a slight extent. Variations of turgor in the subsidiary cells, must,

as is at once clear from the structure, exert an influence on the

width of the outer slit.

The central slit (Centralspalte) is doubtless also capable of varia-

tion in width; it seems however that it is never wholly closed, but

that a small opening always remains, as represented in Fig. 2.

As long as the subsidiary cells are turgid, they otfer resistance to

the pressure of the guard-cells ; they cannot curve as strongly and

open the central slit as widely as would be the case if no counter-

pressure were exerted by the subsidiary cells.

When in consequence of transpiration, the turgor of the subsidiary

cells decreases before that of the guard-cells, a stronger curvature of

the latter and widening of the central slit must take place.

It is likely that, when the plant first withers, the turgor indeed

decreases earlier in the subsidiary cells than in the guard-cells, because

the guard-cells are almost completely surrounded by the subsidiary-

cells and the small part of the wall of the guard-cells adjoining the

opening is rather strongly cuticularised. I believe that in the first

place the chlorophyll-containing parenchyma loses water by trans-

piration, that these cells abstract water from the epidermal-cells and
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from the subsidiary cells of (lie stomata, and llial liiially (he subsi-

diary cells (baw water from (lie guard-eells.

The chai'acteristic pecubarity of the stomala in question seems to

me to consist in : 1. That the guard-cells have only a small free

surface, the wall of which is fairly strongly cuticularised and 2. that

they adjoin no epidermal cells other (haii the subsidiary cells so (hat

the influx and efflux of water in the guard-cells is brought about

entirel}' through the medium of the subsidiary cells.

When indeed turgor decreases in the subsidiary cells before it does

in the guard cells there must therefore, when the plant begins to

wither, be a widening of the central slit of the stomata. In this first

stage when turgor in the subsidiary cells is already diminished, but

is still unchanged in the guard-cells, the subsidiary cells tend to

constrict the outer slit, the guard-cells tend to widen it.

When, at a later stage, turgor has also decreased in the guard-

cells, the subsidiary- and guard-cells cooperate to cause the outer

slit to contract and then the central slit also contracts.

In my investigation of the structure of the stomata of Rhipsalis

Cassiitha I had only at my disposal material from a hot-house, since

I had omitted to bring from Brazil spirit material of this plant

The stomata are here, just as in Loranthaceae mostly arranged

transversely to the long axis ^) of the stem.

A median longitudinal section through the stem shows that, as in

Viscum album, the subsidiary cells surround the guard-cells above

and below. Fig. 10 represents such a section perpendicular to the

direction of the slit and approximately through the middle of a stoma

of Ehipsalis Cassytha.

In a transverse section through the stem, longitudinal sections of

the stoma can be obtained as iji Fig. 14 in which the bulging lower

part of the subsidiary cell can be seen under the dumb-bell-shaped

guard-cell and above the latter, in the background, the fold in

the wall of the subsidiary cell, which fold can be recognised in

Fig. 10 and projects above the level of the other epidermal cells.

A section which, parallel to the surface, passes through the plane

of the outer slit above the guard-cells without touching them, is

given in Fig. 12. The two folds of the cell-wall are seen and between

them the narrow outer slit which is bounded at either end by a

small curved foH which is not always equally distinct.

ij This peculiar orientation is somewhat rare. Low found it in Casuarina,

Pfitzer, inter alia, in CoUetia, the present writer observed it also in Cassytha

filiformis.
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The (wo large crescen I -shaped cells which might at first sight be

taken for the guard-cells, are in reality tlie subsidiary cells. When

the stoma is similarly cut parallel to the surface but at a lower

level, at about the depth of the central slit, it may be represented

as in Fig. 11. The section was not completely parallel to the surface

of the stem; on one side (the upper one in the iigui-c) the ordinary

epidermal cells are cut, on the other side (the lower one in the figure)

the section passes through sub-epidermal cells.

If the stoma is cut at a still lower level, a view may be

obtained as lepresented in Fig. 13. Those parts of the walls of the

surrounding parenchymatosis cells which border on the internal air

si)ace are (generally though not ahvays) somewhat considerably

thickened') and in the channel thus formed the two subsidiary cells

are seen, separated by a long and \ery nari-ow slit. Fig. 13 was

drawn from a preparation viewed tVom the inner side.

It appears that in the siomiüao( Jihipsa/i'i Qissi/tha consti'\cüon -dud

dilatation can take place in three places: 1. At the level of the central

slit l)etween the relatively thin parts of the wall of the two guard-

cells, 2. at the level of the outer slit I)etween the thick, strongly

cuticularised edges which bound this outer slit on both sides, 3. in

the plane beneath the guard-cells between the thin-walled i)arts of

the subsidiary cells which bulge out downwards.

The assumption is obvious that in WdimiUs Cassi/t/ia also, at the

first withering of the plant, turgor decreases earlier in the subsidiary

cells than in the guard-cells and that first, as in VLiCUin album,

dilatation of the central slit and increased amount of transi)iration

per unit of time, results from this.

The characteristic peculiarity to which the observed irregularity

in transpiration is due in both plants investigated, lies, I consider,

principally in the manner in which each guard-cell is surrounded

by an e[)idermal-cell which is developed as a subsidiary cell and

separates the guard-cell from the other epidermal cells. It seems to

me probable that in other plants also, whenever the storaata are

constructed in a similar manner, this same irrigularily in the evaporation

will be found. In Lomnthus dichrous ot Brazil this same peculiarity

seems to occur, less clearly than in Viscum album and Rldpsalis

Cassytha, but nevertheless in a very similar manner as the following

figures show.

I) This point was brought out by Vöchting, Beitrage zur Morphologie und

Anatomie der Rhipsalideën Pringsheim's Jahrbücher IX. 1873—74.

Benecke and Westermaier (1. c.) also mention this peculiarity and state their

theory of its probable significance.
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-

Transpiration of two boughs of Loranthus dichrous Mart.

Exposed to the sun.
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proportion of its weight (varying from 1 "/„ to 4 °/J the amount of

transpiration per nnit of time increases and thpn later, when the

loss in weight has increased (varying from 6 to 10 Vo). ^'le trans-

piration decreases again.

We may assume that this increase in the intensity of transpiration

when the plant first withers is caused by the dilatation of the

openings of the stomata, a dilatation which is however only of

comparatively short duration and is later again followed by constriction:

The dilatation of the stomata is i)robal)ly caused by the antagonism

between the guard-cells and the subsidiary cells of the stomata in

such a way that turgor in the subsidiary cells begins to decrease

sooner than in the guard-cells, this phenomenon causing a stronger

curvature of the guard-cells and dilatation of the slit of the stomata.

The subsidiary cells of the stomata, in Viscwn album as in

RJupmlis Cassi/thn, surround the guard-cells in a peculiar manner;

probably it is in this fact that the cause must be sought for the

irregularity of transpiration, with which this paper is concerned.

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES.

All drawings, except the diagrammalic figure 1 and figure 9, relating to a prepa-

ration treated with concentrated sulphuric acid, were made from unstained prepa-

rations of spirit material, cut by hand and treated in the usual way. The drawings

were made by means of a camera lucida.

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic transverse section of a stoma of Viscum album. The lines

a, b, c, cl, an e give the various directions and levels at which the stoma

was cut, line a. corresponds roughly with Fig. 8, h with Fig. 2, c with

Fig. 6, d with Fig. 7, e with Fig. 8.

Fig. 2. Viscum album. From a section parallel to the surface of the leaf. The

level is roughly that of line h in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Viscum album. From a section parallel to the surface of the leaf. The

level is roughly that of line a in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Viscum album. From a longitudinal section through the leaf. The stoma

in transverse section, the guard-cells roughly halved.

Fig. 5. Viscum album. From a longitudinal section through the leaf Stoma cut

transversely, close to the extremity.

Fig. 0. Viscum album. From a section parallel to the surface of the leaf. Level

about that of line c in Fig. 1.

Fig 7. Viscum album. From a transverse section through the leaf. The stoma

is cut parallel to the slit, roughly in the direction of the line d in

Fig. 1.

Fig. 8. Visum album. From a transverse section of the leaf. The stoma is cut

parallel to the slit, in the direction roughly of line e in Fig. 1. The

preparation was in such a position that the opening of the stoma

removed by the razor, would have been found on the upper edge.
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Fig. 9. Visum album. From a section parallel to the surface, treated with

sulphuric acid. The cuticnlar ridges which are seen in Fig. 3 in relation

to the cell-wall net, have been loosened by the action of the sulphuric

acid. The "hgamcnls of articulation" are dissolved in the sulphuric acid

;

a and h are in normal position, at c the ridges have fallen outwards.

Fig. 10. Rhipsalis Gassytha. From a median longitudinal section through the

stem. The stoma in transverse section, the guardcells roughly halved.

The section has been somewhat distorted in cutting and preparing, so

that the slit, especially in the middle and below, is wider than in the

intact plant.

Fig. 11. Rhipsalis Gassylha. From a section parallel to the surface. The level

is that of the central slit.

Fig. 12. Rhipsalis Gassytha. From a section parallel to the surface. The level is

above the guard-cells, the outer slit is seen.

Fig. 13, Rhipsalis Gassytha. From a section parallel to the surface, placed in

an inverted position on the slide. The level is below the guard-cells,

the canal-shaped internal air space is seen, which is closed by the two

subsidiary cells.

Fig. 14. Rhipsalis Gassytha. From a transverse section through the stem. The
stoma in longitudinal section parallel to the slit, in a direction

roughly corresponding to line e in Fig. 1, the preparation is orientated

in a corresponding manner to the preparation of Viscum drawn in Fig. 8.

Leiden, December 1913. Botanical Laboratory.

Botany. — "The explanation of an apparent exception to Mendel's

law of segregation.'' By Miss Tine Tammes. (Communicated

by Prof. J. W. Moll).

(Gommunicated in the meeting of February 28, 1914).

In experiments on hybridisation in recent years various cases liave

been observed in which the numerical proportion of different forms

occurring in the second generation does not agree with what might

be expected according to Mendel's law. Among these there are very

many with respect to which there is no reason to assume that tliis law

does not apply, and in the greater number of these cases it has been

possible to show the causes of the discrepancy. These causes have been

found to be of two kinds. Firstly, there may be deviations which

are only the results of mistakes or wrong hypotiieses on the part

of the observer. Secondly, there are cases in which the deviations

are due to the plant itself. The sources of error belonging to the

first class are chiefly as follows.

1. It may happen that the deviation is the result of making too

few observations.
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2. The observer may liave wrongly estimated the difference in

the number of factors of the P-forms, so that tlie nnmerical pro-

portion he expects, is wrong.

3. Characters have to be dealt with, which cannot be seen at

the same moment in different individuals. If the observations in

such a case are extended over too sliort a period of time, then

wrong results are obtained.

4. In consequence of a strongly thictuating variability of characters

the observer has failed to distinguish the different genotypes with

sufficient sharpness.

The known cases in which the cause of the deviation lies in the

plant itself, are the following.

J. There are fewer gametes of a particular kind formed than

ought to arise. The deviation then already arises in the formation

of the sexual-products.

2. The union of some kinds of gametes comes about with more

difficulty than that of others. The deviation then lies in the fertili-

sation-process.

3. Certain combinations of gametes are less capable of life than

others, so that the young indixiduals die off before the character

can be observed.

4. The different genes may be coupled or may repel one another.

Of all the various phenomena here enumerated examples are

known. B.\t:h ^) and os|)ecially Pi.atf, ^) give a survey of them in

their lextbooks.

The case, which 1 wish lo deal willi here, belongs to the second

group, in which the cause of the deviation lies in the plant itself.

The nature of this cause will be made clear below.

The phenomenon appeared on the crossing of a white- and a blue-

flowering variety- of Litmm usitatis.siinum and related to the colour

of the flower. The blue-flowering form was a variety obtained from

Egypt, and has been described by me'') ])reviously and named

Egyptian flax. The seed of the variety with white flowers was

obtained from Messrs. Vilmorin-Andkikux of Paris. Pure lines

of both varieties were used for the investigation and the i-eciprocal

crossings were carried out in 1908 and in 1911. The whole nuud)er

Ï) E. Baur, Vererbungslebre. 1911, p. 116.

2) L. Plate, Vererbungslehre. 1913, p. 194.

') Der Flachsstengel, eine statistisch anatomische Monographie. Verh. v. d. HoU

Maatsch. d. Wetensch. Haarlem, Verz. 3, Deel VI, Stuk 4, 19Ü7, p. 2!2.

Das Verhalten fluktuierend variierender Merkmale bei der Uastardierung Ree. d.

Trav. bol. Néerl. Vol. 8, 1911, p. 206.
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of crossings amounted to 20 ; the first generation consisted of 30

plants, whicli all had blue flowers. In different years further cultures

of the 2"'^ 3'"'^ ,and 4''^ generation were j^rown. The following table

gives a survey of the observations on both reciprocal crossings, since

the two sets agree. Circumstances prevented the second generation

from being cultivated in 1910; it was obtained for the first time

in 1911.

jwhitelBluel ^^^ Deviation

Fo 1911 134 482 0.871 : 3.129

1912

1913

146 481 0.931 : 3.069

+ 0.129

+ 0.069

18
I

87 : 0.686 : 3.314 '

=F 0.314

69 291 0.767 : 3.233 + 0.233

9 39 0.750 : 3.250 =F 0.250

14 44 0.966 : 3.034 =F 0.034

34 130 0.829 : 3.171 + 0.171

A 1912 113
I

493 0.745 : 3.255 1 =F 0.255
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is always less llian was to be expected, or as we may also consider

it, the number of blue-flowering ones is grealer. Since here however

the former case obtains, as will be shown later, I shall indicate the

deviation in future as a deficiency of white-flowering plants. Further

it is seen from the tabic that the deviations, with the exception of

one small culture, are considerable. For the whole number of

observations on 800 white and 3106 blue ones the deviation calculated

for these figures amounts to +0.181. The mean error for this

number is 0.027 ; the deviation is therefore about 6.3 times greater.

This shows that the deviation from the ratio cannot be ascribed to

chance, but that a definite cause must exist. The question is now
what this cause is. Of the four causes mentioned aboxe, which

result from errors or wrong suppositions, three do not here come

into consideration. With regard to the first, the number of observations

is very great, with regard to the second the flowering of all of the

plants was observed and with regard to the third cause fluctuating

variability plays no role here. The only remaining cause therefore

is a wrong hypothesis as to the number of factors in which the

i^-forms differ. For it is possible that the numerical ratio to be

expected is not 1 : 3, and that therefore we have not to deal

with a monohybrid crossing or with a poly hybrid behaving as a

monohybrid, but that here several factors occur, which cause the

blue colour of the flower. The number of gametes in which the

factors for blue are wholly absent will then be relatively smaller

and white-flowering plants will arise in the second generation in

smaller proportion than in monohybrid crossing. In the case in

which the number of factors for blue amounts to two, each by itself

producing the colour, the proportion of white and blue in F^ is

1 : 15, whilst with three factors for blue the proportion is already

1 : 63. These proportions differ so much from the obser\'ed ones,

that the cause must be different. Also when it is assumed that the

blue colour is caused by still more factors, which separately or in

definite groups can produce this colour, ratios are obtained which

do not in the least agree with that which was observed. If indeed

the existence is assumed of a very great number of factors which

oidy produce blue when combined in a certain way, a ratio may
be arrived at which sufflcientl}' agrees with the given one. Such

an assumption would only liave a reasonable basis, when the

phenomenon could not at all be explained in an other way. I have

found, however, that we are not dealing here with complicated

relations of factors, but that there are two other causes, which

together produce the deficiency of white-floweriiig plants.
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The first concerns the germinating-power of the seed.

I have repeatedly noticed that (lie seed of white-flowering varieties

has a germinating-power inferior to that of the blue ones, i.e. a

relatively smaller number of seeds of the former germinate. This

difference existed also between the two forms which I crossed. The

seed of Egyptian blue tlax, which I used for my cultures, had very

good power of germination; almost all its seed came up, as the

following figures show. Out of 706 seeds 701 germinated and

developed (o plants, thus only 0.71 7o faded. The white-flowering

flax, on the other hand, germinated badly and a number of seedlings

died at a very early stage. 682 seeds yielded 601 plants, that is a

loss of 11.9 7o- Now there are obtained from the 1\ plants and the

heterozygous plants of the following generation both seeds producing

white-flowering plants and seeds producing blue ones. If then a

higher percentage of this seed than of the blue flax does not

germinate, then it may safely be assumed that the loss almost entirely

arises through the failure of the seeds of the white-flowering plants.

I have not traced the proportion between the number of seeds sown

and the numl)er of plants obtained for all the cultures of the whole

3906 plants to be foun<l in the tal)le, but only for about the half. From
these it was found that 1916 seeds yielded 1858 plants. There was

therefore for 1858 plants obtained a loss of 58. That will amount

to 122 for the 8906 plants reckoning all the cultures together.

Since of the 3906 plants 3106 had blue flowers and since we saw

that among the blue y-'-form the 701 plants obtained, 5 seeds did

not germinate, we may assume that in this case out of the 122

seeds which did not germinate, there were 22 which should have

given blue-flowering plants and conse(|uently 100 which should have

given the white-flowering ones. In this it is assumed that heterozygotes

behave as homozygous blues. 1 shall retui-n to this point later.

Now we may inquire whether the number of 100 thus found is

sufficient to explain the whole deficiency of white-flowering plants".

3106 blue-flowei'ing plants were observed, to which belong 22 seeds

which did not germinate. We may therefore assume, that among
the seeds which were sown, there were 3128 of them with a

predisposition towards the blue colour of the flower. Theoretically

Vs of this nund)er, that is 1042 73» o^" hi round number 1043

seeds should have given white-flowering plants.

Onl}^ 800 are found, however. The deficiency amounts therefore to

243. Now we saw that by reason of the inferior germinating-

power of the seed 100 white-flowering plants will be wanting.

This is, however, much less than the observed deficiency, so much
67*
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less that the aberrant ratio of the miiiiber cannot be explained by

this means alone ; some other cause must also be present which

acts in the same direction.

I have indeed succeeded in demonstrating this second cause of

the deficiency of white-flowering plants. It is connected with the

average number of seeds which are formed in the fruit of flax.

The flax-fruit may contain a maximum of ten seeds. The average

number, however is distinctly less, and in the white variety it is,

as I repeatedly observed, in general still smaller than in the blue one.

Now when the average number of seeds in the fruits of the

heterozygotes, which contain both seeds of while- and of blue-flowering

plants, is smaller than in the blue P-i'ovm, then the assumption is

plausible, that this is caused, by the formation of relatively fewer

seeds of white-tlowering plants. If this seed is sown a progeny arises

with a deüciency of white-flowering plants.

The investigation was however not so simple in this case. In

conti-adistinction to the foregoing it was found that in the crossed

varieties the fruits of the white flax had on the average even a

greater numbei' of seeds than those of the blue Egyptian flax. In

330 fruits of the white flax the number of seeds amounted to 2412,

an average of 7.31, while in 219 fruits of the Egyptian flax, there

were 824 seeds, an average of 3.76. In the white variety the average

number of seeds, is therefore almost twice as great as in the blue.

Now the seed of Egyi)tiau flax is, however, ninch larger than that

of the white flax and comparisons of diirerenl varieties had already

convinced nie before that the average number of seeds is closely

connected with the size of the seed and in such a way that in

varieties with large seeds the average nnmber is in general smaller

than in varieties with small seeds. It is therefore possible, that in

the white flax there is indeed a tendency to produce a smaller

mimber of seeds than the average number of the Egyptian flax,

but that this tendency is not revealed at all, because the diiTerence

in size of the seed of the two varieties is accompanied by a much

greater difference in number in the opposite direction. In order

to make tliis out it is necessary therefore to eliminate the influence

of size. This is indeed possible in the case under consideration. My
earlier investigations ^) have shown that the difference in size between

the seed of Egyptian flax and that of Linum angicstifoHum is csiused

by several factors. Consequently there arise in the second generation

forms differing in the size of the seed, intermediate between that of

1) Das Verhalten flukluierend variiereuder Merkiiiale bei der I^astardieiung. Ree.

d. Trav. bol. Néerl. Vul. 8, 1911, p, 212.
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the two /'-forms. The iiiiijorilv lio\vG\ur of (ho F.^ plaiils sliow llio

mean lj])e. This also holds for (he crossing of Egyptian wi(li \vhi(e-

flowering (lax. Here also F^ shows, so far as size of seed is concerned,

a condnnous series of forms in which the mean is most strongly

represented. It was therefore not difficult to find in F^ and F^ a

certain number of plants which agreed in size of seed. Among these

w^ere blue-flowering ones which from investigation of their j^rogeny

were fonnd to be homozygous for the colour of the flower and

in this therefore were equal to the bine P-forms. At the same time

tliere were also white-flowering plants in this lot. These are always

homozygous and did not therefore require to be cultivated further.

Now since the size of the seed in these forms was the same, they

could independently of this point be compared as to their average

number of seeds.

An investigation of these plants gave the following results. 1100

fruits from 94 homozygous blue-fiowering plants of F^ and F^ were

examined. These yielded 6468 seeds, an average of 5.88. 71 white-

flowering plants from F^ and F^ yielded in 800 fruits 4112 seeds,

an average of 5.14. These two mean values are intermediate between

those of the P-fornis, in connection with the size of the seed which

is also intermediate. But it further results that the white-flowering

plants have a smaller number of seeds in the fruits than the blue-

flowering ones, namely as 12.6°/„ less than the blue ones. This

difference cannot, when the large number of the observations is taken

uito account, be ascribetl to chance.

A second cause of the aberrant numerical proportion is in this

way demonstrated. The question now remains to what extent

the deficiency in white-flowering plants can be explained by this

means.

As stated above, out of the whole number of cultures 1043 white-

llowering plants might be expected theoretically. The difference in

the averiige number of seeds formed between the white and the

blue varieties amounted to 12.6"/o, i.e., for every 100 seeds of wdiite-

flowering plants 12.6 will be wanting. For 1043 seeds this would

amount to 10.43 X ^^2.6 ;= 131, from which a corresponding

deficiency in white-flowering plants will arise.

By reason of both these causes together a deficiency of

100 -f" 131 = 231 white-flowering plants can be explained. The

deficiency actually amounts to 243 plants. The difference between

these two values is insignificant. It may therefore be considered

proved that the lesser germinating-power and the lesser number

of seeds per fruit of the white-flowering variety are the causes
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of the aberrant numerical [)ropürlion. Altliongh the deficiency is

not wliollj accounted for by the two causes, jet I do not bebeve

that it is necessary to postulate a third cause for the absence of

white-flowering plants.

In the foregoing it has been assumed in all calculations that the

heterozygous blues behave as homozygous. I came to this conclusion

because of an investigation of the progeny of blue-tlowering F^

individuals. Normally ^
3 of the blue-flowering F^ plants are homo-

zygons and Vs heterozygous. If, however, heterozygotism were to

exercise an influence, it would be noticeable in the number of seeds

and in their germinating-power. In proportion to the seeds which

are Iiomoz}gous blue for the colour of flower there should be from

h\bi-id plants a smaller number of heterozygotes formed and this

seed should moreover have less germiuating-power. The result

would be that in the succeeding generation too few heterozygous

blue-flowering plants occurred, which would be evident fron» the

investigation of the j)rogeny.

This inquiry now showed that out of 41^ 7\ plants, 13 were

homozygous and 30 heterozygous. Instead of a deficiency in hetero-

zygotes this number is even greater than it should be theoretically.

Although the figures are small, nevertheless I think that it may

be concluded, that the heterozygous blue plants behave in the same

way as homozygous ones.

As well as in the crossing l>etween the blue Egyptian flax and

the white flax described above, I observed similar aberrant numerical

proportion in some other crossings between white- and blue-flowernig

varieties. In the crossing between Vilmorin's white flax mentioned

above and the blue flax commonly cultivated in Holland 318 white-

flowering and 1312 blue-flowering plants were obtained in F^, that

is in the proportion 0.78 : 3.22. The deviation here observed.

=F 0.22 is even slightly greater than that found in the previous

crossing. The deviation here must also consist in a deficiency of

white-flowering plants, brought about by the causes mentioned above.

This is clear from the following. In 211 fruits of the common blue

flax the number of seeds amounted to 1851, an average of 8.78;

whilst the average for the white flax was seen to be 7.31. The

blue flax has therefore a higher average number of seeds in the

fruit. These two values are directly comparable because the size of

the seed is about the same. In connection with this, the average

number of seeds in the fruits of F^ lies between these two values

and amounts to 8.38. In these fruits therefore, in proportion a some-

what smaller number of seeds is produced for white-flowering plants
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than for hluc-tlowcriiig' ones. The i4ei'iniii;iliii;j,-|t()\vei' al.so slinws a

difFereiice capable of e\plainiii<>- a deficiency in while-llo\vei'iii<2; plants,

because fhe comnion l)liie flax that was used in my experiments,

{j,ei'minates very well. Less than J"/,, fails, as in the blue Egy|)tian

flax, whilst the white flax, as has been said, shows a loss of 11,5) "/„.

Besides the white flax from the firm of Vilmorin still another white

variety was crossed with the two blue forms mentioned. This was

cultivated as a pure line from a white-flowei'ing form grown in the

province of Friesland.

By crossing this white with the blue Egyptian flax thci-c were

obtained in h\^ 60 white-flowering and 214 blue-flowering plants,

that is in the proportion of 0.876 : 3.124 with a deviation of

+ 0.124.

The crossing between the last mentioned white flax and the common
blue one gave 30 white- and 104 blue- (lowering individuals, a

proportion of 0.895 : 3.105 with a deviation of + 0.105.

lu both cases a deficiency in white-flowering ])lauts appeared in'

F^ . Although the number of observations is not great, I think it

may nevertheless be concluded that we are here dealing with the

same phenomenon, because in comparison with the blue-flowering

varieties this white form also has a lower average number of seeds

and an inferior germinating-power. The differences are however not

so great as with the white flax obtained from Vilmorin.

The question now arises how the lesser luunber of seeds and (he

lesser germinating-power of the seeds of the white-flowering variety

are caused. With respect to the number of seeds it is possiltle that

the cause lies in the number of gametes formed. Normally in Fj^ as

many gametes without t''e factor for blue should be formed as those

possessing this factor. Should there however be fewer gametes formed

in which the factor for blue is absent, then there will be after

fertilisation not only a relatively smaller number of homozygous

whites but also fewer heterozygous ones and F^ will necessarily have

a deficiency in heterozygous blues as well as in whites.

As 1 have shown, this is not the case, there is here no deficiency

in heterozygous plants. Therefore the cause does not lie in a differing

number of the two kinds of gamefes and can only be sought in

phenomena at or afler fertilisation. It may be that the union of two

gametes, both devoid of the factor for blue, happens less easily so

that in some cases no fertilisation takes place. Or it is also possible

that the two gametes do unite and that a zygote is produced, but

that the embryo already dies off in the first stages. In both cases

there will be a deficiency of seed for white-flowering plants. Some-
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tiling óf' lliis kind was obscrvod by Cokrens ^) on crosyiiig' a black

sugar maize Zea yfnis vac. cnendcodnhis KcKe. and a common
white maize "Popcorn", Zea }f(iis var. /eiicoceras Alef. Here a

deficiency of sacchariferoiis granules occuri'ed. Correns showed by

crossing the i'Vliybrid again with the sugar-containing P-form,

that the formation of an unequal number of the different gametes

was not the cause of the phenomenon. He comes therefore to the

conclusion that the deficiency arises because the gametes-combination

of two sacchariferous ones happens less easil}'.

By crossing the varieties of flax a further deficiency was caused

through the seed of the white forms having less germinating-power.

It either does not germinate at all, the embryo has tiien already

died in the seed, or the seedlings die off early. The latter agrees

with the case observed by Baur -) in cultivating the aurea-variety

of Antirrhinuui majus. From this form, which is heterozygous, there

arc produced green- and aurea-plants in the proportion of 1 : 2,

because the yellow individuals formed at the same time die off

very young.

It is clear from the inferior germinating-power of the seed of the

white varieties of flax that the gametes-combination of white with

white has less vitality. This suggests that very probably the smaller

number of seeds is also wholly or partly to be ascribed to the same

cause. I have not been able to ascertain whether seed is wanting

because fertilisation does not take place at all. It can however be

said in general, that the two phenomena, the smaller number ot

seeds and their inferior germinating-power, which in the foregoing

have been always considered separately, are only the result of

a single cause, namely the smaller vitality of the gametes-com-

bination of white with white. Only because the death of certain

individuals as a result of this cause may take place at diflferent

stages of development, two different phenomena can be observed

separately.

I will finally add a few words on a point resulting from these

observations. It is found that the number of seeds and their germi-

nating-power, therefore the vitality of the gametes-combination, is

connected with the colour ot the flowers produced from such seed,

that is with the presence or absence of the factor for that colour.

1) G. Correns, Scheinbare Ausnahmen von der MENDEL'schen Spaltungsregel

fur Bastarde. Ber. d. d. bot. Ges. Bd. XX, 1902, p. 159.

~) E, Baur, Untersuchungen über die Erblichkeitsverhallnisse einer nur in

Bastardform lebensfahigen Sippe von Antirrhinum majus. Ber, d. d, bol. Ges.

Bd. 25, 1907, p. 442.
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Tlic j)rescii('e or al)seii('c of iliis factor is ovi'ii more intiiiialclv con-

nected with the niiinbci' of the seeds and their gerniinating-powcr

than the nature of the mother-plant which produces the seeds. For

seeds with the colour-factor and seeds without it are formed in ]'\

by the same plant, even in the same fruit and yet the number and
the germinating-power of those without the colour-factor is less. We
see therefore that the difference between the white and blue varieties

of flax, so far as concerns the number of seeds and their germina-

ting-power, is unconnected with the difference in nutritional relation-

ships between the plants, hut only with the presence or absence in

the gametes of a factor for the colour of the flower.

The following is a summary of results.

In crossing white- and blue-flowering varieties of Ltnuin u.sitatls-

simum there are formed in the second and following generations

white and blue individuals in numerical proportions which are not

in agreement with those to be expected in accordance with Mekdel's

law of segregation.

In all cases thei'e is according to the proportion 1 : 3 a deticiency

in white-flowering plants.

The deficiericj^ arises from two causes which act in the same
direction: 1. By F^ and by the heterozygotes of the following

generation there is formed a relatively too small number of seeds

which will yield white-flowering plants. 2. The germinating-power

of the seed, thai yields wdiite-flowering plants is less than that of

the seed which produces blue-flowering ones. The smaller number
of seeds which yield white-flowering plants and the inferior germi-

nating-power of these seeds are both the result of the lower vitality

of the combination of two gametes both devoid of the factor for

the blue colour.

The vitality of the gametes-combination and with it the average

number of seeds per fruit and the germinating-power of the seed

are 'more closely connected with the presence or absence in the

gametes of the factor for the floral colour than with the nature of

the plant, which |n'oduces the seed.

Gronitujen, 9 January 1914. Botanical Laboratori/.
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Anatomy. — "The Arramjemcnt of iJie motor roots mid 7i,?icln in

the hniln of Acipenser ruthenus diul Lepidosteus osseus.'^ By

F. Theunissen. (Communicated by Prof. Ij. Bolk).

(Communicated in the meeting of February 28, 1914).

Ill the Folia Neurobiologica of 1912 Droogleever Fortuyn ^) described

the iirningement of the motor roots and nuclei in rhe brain of an

osseous Ganoid: Amia calva.

He came to the conclusion that Amia in many respects resembled

the Selachian type, though few points of analogy with the Teleosts

were found.

Of the other Ganoids as yet no adequate description exists as

far as concerns the motor roots and nuclei. Valuable descriptions

of the nervous system of Ganoids are given by Goronowitsch ') and

Johnston ^) (Acipenser), Kingsbury ') and Ariëns Kappers '") (Amia

calva and Lepido.steus), but these articles contain rather a ceneral

account of the brain, the papers of Johnston and Kingsbury more

specially of the sensory systems.

The Institute for Brainresearch possesses a complete series of the

brain of Acipenser ruthenus, which has enabled me to study the

relations of the motor system of this animal and to compare my
results with those obtained by Droogleever Fortuyn in Amia Calva.

We are greatly indebted to Prof. Minor in Moskow for oui*

material of Acipenser ruthenus.

The results of my researches mapped out topograi)liically after

Kappers's method exhibit a striking resemblance with tiiose obtained

by Droogleever Fortuyn, and provide a new argument for classifying

Amia with the Ganoids.

My series, stained after Weigert-Pal with a contra-stain of para-

carmine and alternaling vv'ith a van Gieson series, enabled me to

1) Droogleever Fortuyn, Notiz iiber den Einlritt der motorischen Nerven-

wurzeln in die Medulla Oblongata und iiber die Lage der motoiischen Kerne bei

Amia Calva, L. Folia Neurobiol. Bnd. VI, S. 27.

2) Goronowitsch Das Gehirn und die Cranialnerven von Acipenser ruthenus.

Morphologisches Jahrbuch. Bnd. 13, 1888.

3) Johnston, The Brain of Acipenser. G. Fischer, Jena, 1001.

*) Kingsbury, The structure and morphology of the Oblongata in Fishes. Journ.

of Comp. Neur. Vol. VII.

5) Ariëns Kappers, Untersuchungen iiber das Gehirn der Ganoïden Amia

Calva und Lepidosteus osseus. Abhandl der Senck. Naturf. Gesellschaft in Frank-

furt a. M. Bnd. 30, 1907.
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trace willi a great ainoiinl of exactness tlie course of the motor

roots and Ihe position of tlieir nuclei, wliicli, hronglir in relation \c,

the sensory systems of this animal, provided new contributions to

the doctrine of nenrobiotaxis.

^

f
M

_.••

S)

In Fig. 1

and one of a

reproductions

I give two reconstructions, one of a Selachian (ScjUium)

Teleost (Tinea), and in Fig. 2 I give the topographical

of the three Ganoïds as yet examined.
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In Acipenser (lie III nerve enters the brain us usual directly behind

the lobi interiores. Its nucleus has a dorsal position, dorso-Uiterally

from and l)et\veen the fasciculi longiludinales dorsales ; but very

few cells reach a somewliat more venti-al position than in scyllium,

thus slightly indicating the jn-ocess which in Teleosts gives rise to

the formatio]! of a real ventro-inedian nucleus. The same was the

case in Amia. The dorso-lateral part of the nucleus extends some

distance in front of the entrance of the III root.

Some distance in front of it, new cells of a much larger tyj)e

appear, belonging to the large reticular type and probably con-

stituting the homologue of Cajals ^) "foco intersticial" in mammals

and birds, also described by dk Langk ") in Reptilia, which sends its

axones in the posterior longitudinal fascicle.

The III nucleus finishes caudallj^ near the |)Osterior limit of its

root entrance.

The IV nucleus lies some distance behind the III, separated

from it by the tractus cerebello-mesencefalicus dorsalis, which ])asses

here from the valvula cerebelli into the mesencephalon.

Such a separation has never yet been found in Selachii, but occurs

rather often in Teleosts. The nucleus is small and its root lies a

good deal farther caudad, as is also the case in Amia.

In the region of the trochlear luicleus large reticular cells are

rarely found, and I get the impression that these large cells in Aci-

penser, as in other animals (v. Höevell) ^), tend to group together

in definite regions.

Also the position of the motor V nucleus shows a great resem-

blance with that of Amia, in so far as in both the nucleus retains

a dorsal position over its entire length. The nucleus has moreover

the same length in the two, though in x\mia it begins a little caudad

from the frontal line of entrance of its root and extends a little

behind the VII root entrance.

Next to the trigeminus nucleus, along the lateral border of the

fasciculus iongitudinalis posterior, we find a great quantity of large

^ El s.islema nervoso del liombre y de los verle brados, Tomo II p. 551, Fig. 505

and Trabajos, Tomo VH: Ganglios de la subslancia reticular del bulbo p 279 Fig. 9.

~) Das Zwischenhirn und das Miltelhirn der Reptilia. Folia Neurobiologica Vol.

VJII p. 134, Fig. 57 and p. 135 Fig. 58.

Gyclostomes these large reticular cells have been found in front of tlie

Oculomotor nucleus (comp. a. others Tuetjakoff Arch. f. mikr. Anal. 1909, End. 74).

3) J. .1. L. Ü. Barun v. Höevkll. Remarks on the reticular cells of the oblon-

gata in dilVerent vertebrates. Proc. of the Kon. Akad. v. VVel. Amsterdam

;

April, 1911.
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reticular cells. Whether these cells are connecfed with secondary

neurones of the desc. V is dit'licnlt to tell. It seems as if several of

their dendrites reach into the region of the sensory V.

It may he remembered that also van Hr)KVKLL found a large

qnantity of reticular cells in the trigeminal and praetrigeminal region

in the classes of vertebrates which he examined.

The VII root of Acipenser enters the bulb directly behind the

molor V nucleus. After having reached Ihe tloor of the fourth

ventricle it |)ursues its course in a median direction and successively

shifts onto Ihe lateral top of the fasciculus longitudinalis dorsalis, as

is also the case in sharks, Teleosls and several Repfilia.

Where the motor VII root makes its caudal curve, that is in the

region of the VIII, a group of large reticular cells is found next

and under the fasciculus longitudinalis posterioi-, corresponding to

VAN Höevkll's nucleus reticularis niedius.

The whole VII nucleus is continuous with the IX and X, with

which it forms the |)OSterior visceral column, as also occurs in

Amia and in Selachii. A partial (Cyprinoïdae, Plenronectidae) or

total (Lophiiis) isolation of the VII nucleus from the posterior

viscero-motor column as is f\)un(i in Teleosts does not occur in

Acipenser.

The posterior viscero-motor colinnn has a dorsal position and

extends a good distance caudad beyond the frontal limit of the spino-

occipital column. It i-eaches farther caudad than in Amia, although

neither hei-e nor there a muse, trapezius is developed (Fürbkinger)').

Consequently we may not consider the caudal i)art of this nucleus

as nucleus accessorius as is the case in sharks.

More vent rally and more medially — near the ventrolateral border

of the fascictdus longitudinalis posterior in and frontally from the

region of the facialis nucleus the abducens-nucleus is found,

which has three rootlets, which leave the brain between the VII and

IX root. Just as in Amia the nucleus does not lie so ventrally as

in Teleosts, nor is there a division into two chief groups as is fairly

constant in bony tishes. The nucleus does not however lie as dorsally

as in sharks.

The glosso|)haryngeus niu'leus is continuous with the VII nucleus

frontad and the X nucleus caudad. All its cells remain near the

ventricle. The vagus nucleus has no special characteristics and resem-

bles in every respect the nucleus of the IX. The spino-occipital

column is the direct continuation of the motor column of the spinal

1) Vergleichende Anatomie der Wirbeltiere mil Beriicksichtigung der Wirbellosen.
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cord. Tlie two frontal rootlets are thin and their cells remain ver}^

dorsal, more as in Selachii than in Teleosls.

On the frontal level of the s[)ino-0('ei|)i(al coltimii a quantity of

large reticular cells is found, which we may compare with the

nucleus reticularis inferior in Rays. (Comp. van H(>EVpn.L). As in these

animals a central inferior rcticulai- nucleus (lyiu"- in the i-aphe, as

occurs in all the higher vertebrates froui Reptiles to Man) hardly

occurs here: the cells keep a lateral position. Considering the differences

which Amia as well as Acipenser exhibits when compared with

Teleosts, we find as the most striking the less ventral position of the

oculomotor and abducens nucleus and the absence of a division of

the latter into two chief cell groups. A frontal isolation or ventral

displacement of the VII nucleus does not occur.

All of these characteristics are easily understood if we compare

the sensory systems and their reflex paths in these animals.

Concerning the less ventral extension or position of the III and

VI nucleus, it may suftice to remark that the ventral tecto-bulbar

tracts are not nearly so well developed in Acipenser (and Aniia) as

in bony fishes. The tectum opticum itself is relatively smaller (com-

pared with the underlying midbrain and thalamus) tiian in most ot

the, bony fishes and reminds us more of the condition found in sharks.

No doubt this smaller development of the ventral tecto-bulbar paths

is the reason of the less ventral migration of the eye muscle-nuclei

mentioned above.

This fact may at the same time explain why the abducens nucleus

keeps a relatively caudal position.

We know that a liypertro[)hy of the ventral tecto-bulbar tracts

is not only correlated with a very ventral abducens nucleus, but

equally causes a more frontal position, at least of its frontal division

as is specially shown in Pleuronèctidae ').

Concerning the position of the facial nucleus in these Ganoïds

and its resemblance in this respect with Selachii the following ex-

planation must be given :

In his excellent paper on Acipenser (I.e. p. 31) Johnston remarks

that from the sensoi'y IX—X lobi (in which also the sensory VII

root finishes) a secondaij ascending fibres-tract runs along the de-

scending V. According to his description, this tract (Mayser's:

"vagotrigeminale Bahn") is still unmyelinated in Acipenser, which

1) Compare Kappers, The migrations of the V, VI, and VII nuclei and the

concomilating changes iu their root fibres. Verb der Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch.

1910, Deel 16, 2de Sectie, and Folia Neurobiol. Erganz. Heft Vol. VI, 1912.
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corresponds to our exj^eiieiice that this tract cannot he traced in

AVeigert-preparatioiis.

In most Teleosts this tract is \er\- considerably developed and

Hekrick has described it tliere in a masterly way under the name

of ascending secondary gustatory tract.

It is this tract which has the gi-eatest M influence on the ventral

shifting and perhaps on the frontal isolation of the Vll nucleus in

Teleosts. It can even be demonstrated that the ventral migration of

that nuclens (as well as of the V nucleus) is more conspicuous and

more complete in those Teleosts, where this gustatory tract is more

developed.

On account of this fact it is not astonishing that in animals where

the ascendim/ gustatory system is only relatively poorly developed

a ventro-frontal migration of the VII nucleus has not yet occurred.

It seems probable to me that in Ganoids as in Selachii the secon-

dary neurones of the sensory VII-IX—X nuclei are partly short

intej-calating neni'ones, while the longer secondary neurones of the

viscerosensory nucleus may ha\e chiefly a descending character.

It seems useful to me to give here also the topographic reconstruc-

tion of a young specimen of Lepidosteus osseus which the Institute

received from Mr. Edw. Phelps Allis in Menton.

I had at my disposition two specimens, of 5 and 10 cm. The

specimen of 5 cm. being better preserved, I shall only give the recon-

struction of this. I may add, however, that the 10 cm. specimen

did not differ in any principal point from this, so that I got the

conviction that the definite arrangemeiu of the motor nuclei is already

present in the 5 c n\. specimen as far as concerns its jtrincipal features.

Also in Lepidosteus the oculomotor nucleus extends a considerable

distance in front of the level of its root. The cells lie on the

dorso-lateral border of the fasciculus longitudinalis, very near the

ventricle. There is a difference in so far that the slight indication

of a ventro-medial nuclens present in the fullgrown Amia and Aci-

penser fails in this young Lepidosteus. Perhaps this diflerence is due

to the young stage of development.

As in the other ganoids there is a considerable gap between the

III and IV nucleus, although the tractus cerebello-mesencefalicus

dorsalis does not run between it. ') The trochlear root lies again a

good deal behind its nucleus.

1) Not the only influence though. Some other tiacts (e. g. an ascending sensory

tract from the cervical region) may also run near the descending V.

'-) Since there is no real valvula cerebelli in Lepidosteus this tract, it present,

takes a more caudal couise.
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Tlie trigeminus nucleus has the same dorsal position and length

as in Acipenser and Amia. Its sagittal topography recalls rather

that in Acipenser than in Amia.

The abdocens leaves the same between the VI 1 and IX roots

with four rootlets as was the case in Amia.

The location of its nucleus could not be stated with exactness,

the position of the cells being too diffuse amongst the reticular cells

of that region. It resembles, however, the position in the other Ganoids

in so far as its cells do not form two well delined groups as occurs

in bony fishes, nor do thev have such a ventral position as in

Teleosts. The |)OSterior viscero-motoi- column has the same position

as in the other ganoids. Its frontal limit is nearly the same, the

caudal extension seems a little shorter, which may be due to the

young stage of development.

It contains the motor VII, IX, and X nuclei, but the cells are not

equally large everywhere : groups of large cells alteinate with groups

of smaller cells, of which the motor character is not so conspicuous.

It may be that this means a little discontinuity in this motor column.

It does not however give us sufficient evidence to speak of isolation

of different nuclei.

The position of the spino-occipital rootlets and cells resembles

very much that found in Amia.

On an average it may be said that Lepidosteus shows principally

the same type in the an-angement of its motor roots and nuclei as

the two other Ganoids.

A few words may be added concerning a structure at the base

of the medulla oblongata near the spino-occipital rootlets : the 7mc/<^wó'

paramedianus or oUva inferior.

In this region the dark aspect of the tegmental part of the bulb

changes for a lighter one in the Weigert-Pal preparations, owing loan

enlargement of the grey matter consisting of small, more or less

spindle-shaped cells and a sort of "gelatinous" substance. The caudal

and frontal limits of this structure are not sharp, but the bulk of it

extends in the places indicated at the base of my topographic schemes

by little crosses.

From this structure a crossed myelinated fibre tract runs along

the lateral border of the oblongata to the region where the cerebel-

lum joins the bulb. Also Johnston (1. c. p. 16) describes such crossed

fibrae arcuatae externae.

The character of this crossed cerebellar connection, the sort of

cells that constitute the nucleus paramedianus and its topographic,

relation, prove that we have to consider it as a pi'imitive oliva inferior.

Go

Proceedings Royal Acad. Ams^loidam. Vol. XVI.
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It seems as if ventral axones coming from the spinal cord end

in it. This caudal tract consists of thin fibres provided with onl}'

a small myeline sheath and makes the impression of being ascending

in character.

Whether thi-s can be a primitive homologue of Hellwig's triangular

tract, which occupies a similar position in the mammalian cord and

oblongata, cannot be said.

It is interesting to see that this structure is already so well devel-

oped in the young Lepidosteus.

Droogleever B^ortuyn has not indicated its limits in his map of

x\mia. It has neither been possible to me to mark its limits with

any amount of exactness in this animal. The structure is so diffuse

and little circumscrij)t in Amia that its exact topography cannot be

given in Weigert or van Gieson preparations. It is certainly smaller

and less pronounced, which is not astonishing since Acipenser and

Lepidosteus are excellent swimmers and Amia leads a more quiet

life, as is also indicated by its name "mudfish". ')

Resuming my results concerning the arrangement of the motor

roots and nuclei in Acipenser and Lepidosteus, and comparing them

with Amia on one side and with Scyllium and Tinea on the other,

I may conclude:

Amia Calva, Acipenser and Lepidosteus osseus resemble each other

closely, and differ as well from the Selachii as specially from the

Teleosts.

They differ from the Teleosts by the very dorsal position of

the motor VII nucleus and by the continuity of the motor

column of the Ml, IX. and X nuclei, by the less ventral position

and more diffuvse structure of the abducens nucleus, the entirely

dorsal position of the V nucleus and the little ventro-medial migra-

tion of the oculomotor nucleus. On an average they resemble much

') I will call altenlion to the possibility that the nucleus paramotlianus of

(islies is i-alhci' the liomologue of the ventio-medial accessory olive than of the

regular oliva inferior (comp. also Kappers, Folia Neurobiologica Sommerergan-

zungsheft, Bnd. VI, 1912) on account of the fact, mentioned by Brouwer (Archiv.

Psych. Bnd. 51), that the ventro-medial accessory oUve lias connections with tlie

vermis cerebelli, not with its hemispheres, and that the cerebellum of sharks and

other fishes is probably the homologue of the vermis.

It is an interesting fact that this ventro-medial accessory olive of mammals

enlarges greatly in cetaceans, where it is again the dominating part of the inferior

olive (comp. Kankeleit, Zur Vergl. Morphologie der unteren Saugetier-olive, Inaug.

Diss. Berlin 1913). Tiiis, and the fact that in fishes it is probably the only part

of the inferior olive that occurs, might lead us to believe that tlie ventro-medial

accessory olive is chiefly related willi the musculature of the trunk and the tail.
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more the selachian type of arrangement from which they only differ

by the constant rap between the oculomotor and trochlear nucleus,

the more dorsal position of the trigeminus nucleus and the less dorsal

extension of the abducens cells and roots.

Physiology. "On esophageal 'niscultation and the recordinq of
esopluKjeal heart sounds". By Dr. C. E. Benjamins. (Commu-
nicated by Prof. Dr. H. Zw.aardkjiaker).

(Coinmuiiicated in the meeting of February 28, 1914).

When performing an esophagoscopy our notice is surprisingly

attracted by distinct considerable pulsations at 32—35 cm. from the

incisor teeth. Here an expansion may lepeatedly be seen to appear

and to disappear rapidly after some complex to-and-fro motions.

Anatomically it has l)een shown that in this very j)lace the left auricle

is located against the esoj)hagus, from which it is separated only by

the pericardium, and, thercfoie, admits of immediate experimentation.

Following the lead of Raitknberg ') and Minkowski "') I availed

myself of this circumstance by taking along this path cardiograms

as illustrated in Fig. 5. The results achieved in this investigation,

which was conducted in a way differing from the method generally

employed, will be given elsewhere. In this paper I propose to publish

my experience about the esophageal heart sounds.

I first wish to give some preliminary details of the technique

of examination. To the extremity of a strong grey india-rubber tube

(75 cm. long; 5 m.m. bore; thickness of the rubber I m.m.), gra-

duated from 20—40 cm., a knob-shaped appendage is fitted. Over

this appendage a rubber finger stall (from which the hard rim has

been removed) is tied so as to leave an elongation of 3—4 cm.
The subject, whose pharynx had, or had not, been sprinkled

beforehand with a spray of a 5 7o cocain solution, to which some
drops of adrenalin had been added, swallows the lubricated tube

without difïiculty, only being aided a little as at the insertion of a

stomach tube. When the tube is inserted as low as + 35 cm. from

the labial curve, it is adjusted by means of a T-piece to the binaural

stethoscope. (The T-piece has to protect the tympanic membranes
the moment the subject displays signs of choking). When he keeps

quiet, the T-piece is closed with the finger, so that we hear distinctly

M Rautenberg. Die Registiiening der Vorliolpiiisation von der Speiseröhre aus.

Deutsches Ardi. f. klin. Mcili.'in lUOT. Bd. !)1. S. -J.Jl.

'^. 0. MiNKuWbKi. Die Kegislrieriing der Herzbewegungen uui linken Vurliul.

Berl. klin. Wochenschr, 1907. No. -21.
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all the süiinds in the chest. In order to examine the heai't sounds

the subject must hold his breath for a few seconds.

It requires some practice to distinguish the heart sounds. At first

a confusion of rustling, blowing, and crackling sounds is heard.

However, the moment the subject holds his breath oidy the well-

marked heart sounds can be made out, and then we become con-

scious of Jour iiiunnurs, not tioo. When first listening to the two

loudest more defined sounds we distinctly hear one long, coarse

sound, and a second which is short and faint: the ordinary type of

the heart sounds over the apex. If we can divert our attention from

these sounds and try to single out the two much softer murmurs,

which seem to come from afar, we become aware that the first of

them commences before the frsi ventricular sound and undouhtedJi/

runs ujy till the latter is heard and, even seems to coincide ?riih it

for a short time. In the pause betiveen the prst and the second

ventricular sound an • additional short and faint nniiinur is noticeable.

Passing the tube lower doum or moving it a little higher up causes

the two faint murmurs to disappear, in order to re-appear again,

whenever contact with the auricle is again effected.

No doubt, we are here dealing with the auricular sounds that

have given rise to so niuch controversy. To raise the plausibility of

this assertion, 1 may add that, with persons subjected to esophagos-

copy, the site of the auricle was ascertained by measurement and that

it was always at this very spot that the auricular sounds occurred.

Besides the four murmurs under consideration one of our subjects

exhibited a tiflh faint murmur, taking place after the second ven-

tricular sountl. It may be typitied as follows: „„Jv^,, ^

It appeared to me essential that these auricular sounds shotdd be

recoi'ded.

The chief obstacle was that, besides the sound vi!)rations impulses

arise from (he movement of the heart, viz. at the apex beat, owing

to the impact against the chest-wall, and along the esophageal path

in consequence of the pressure on the rubber ball. Various methods

lia\e been suggested to preclude the passage of these foreign im-

pulses. EiNTHOVEN ') and his pupils made the tube, connecting the

1) W. EiNTHOVEN and Gkluk. On the recording of heart sounds. ResearcP.es in

the physiol. lab. of I^eyden. Sec. Series 1896.

G. Fahr. On simultaneous records of the heart sounds and the electro-cardiogram.

Heart. Vol. 4. No. ± 1912.

P. J T. A. Battaerd. i'\irther graphical experiments on the acoustic pheno-

mena of the heart.
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Proceedings Koyal Acad. Anislordum. Vol. XVI.
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stethoscope willi (lie recording- upparatiis, to coiiimiiiiicale willi tlu'

jiir of tlje room through a side opening, so that the impulses were

allowed to escape. Gekiiaktz ') points out that, though this conti'i-

vance may enfeeble the sound as well as the extraneous impulses,

it does not eliminate the latter altogether. In the diiïerent heai't-

sound figures he clearly sees indications of the apex-beat.

Still, considering the extremely beautiful curves taken in Eintho-

ven's laboratory, I daresay his method will do for recording heart

sounds through (lie chestwall ; not, however, for registering them
along the esophagus. It soon became evident that the jerky com-
pressions of the rubber-ball could not be excluded from (he curve.

For esophageal records the insertion of a stout stilf membrane serves

our purpose l)et(ei-. Various glass and mica membranes were tried,

but discarded as either -enfeebling the sound or permitting the acci-

dental impulses to be recorded along with the heart sounds. Then

a common phonendoscope on a solid

ebonite plate was inserted ; I chose

this material because it had proved

to transmit heart sounds. The phonen-

doscope P, in leaden case {o), was

attached hermetically to an afferent

tube and had thus been adapted for

a circuit with esophagus tube and

microphone. If the second aperture

was left open, no effect was produced

on the recording apparatus either by

blowing into the tubes or by squeezing

^i yriihi-Ojokon

Fig. 1

tlieni. I( is certain, (herefore, (hat (he ebonite membrane is not

thrown into vibration by the impulsive beats of the air. Our greatest

obstacle was now overcome. It is true, the sounds were consideral)ly

weaker, but what we wanted to hear, was clearly audible. For
furthei- i-ecords we used a micro|)hone (in camera plumbica) and a

small string galvanometer. This combination had in previous reseaiches

proved suitable for recording the low sounds. (P'or the heart sounds
Wkisz') and Gkrhaktz determined the number of vibrations at 50— lOOj.

At the same time the electrocardiogram was taken in lead II by

means of the large string galvanometer, with an arc-ligh( of i(s own.
With (he aid of a screen (he cone of eidier lani[) was iiUercepted,

1) K. Gerhartz. Die Registrierung der Herzschalles. Berlin 1911.

-) 0. Wkisz. Phono-kardiogramme. Gaupp und Nagel's Sammlung No. 7 Jena
1909.
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so that eacli lamp diret-led its light upon one half of the field.

Likewise the esophagogmin was sometimes taken simultaneously.

Fig. 2 (a cardiogram taken from Miss B.) is illustrative of the

slia-ht oscillations of the heart sounds. Because we directed all our

attention to the heart sounds, no notice was taken of the electro-

cardiogram, which accounts for its unsatisfactory record. However,

for the present it serves our purpose. At /y we observe most distinctly

a constant, rather slow vibration of the string, lühicli occurs before

the systolic portion of the electrocardiogram and is, therefore, of

auricular origin. (In the experiments, advisedly arranged, the recording

apparatus exhibited only a scarcely measurable slowing). Here then

we managed to record part of what is perceived by the ear. It

does not amount to much; the second auricular sound is wanting,

but the recording apparatus, on which moreover only weakened

sounds are directed, will ever be inferior to our highly sensitive

ear. It follows, that from these curves we cannot identify the real

commencement and the real termination of the heart sounds, the

initial and the terminal vibrations not having been well represented

in the tracing.

Of the tirst auricular sound only the loudest portion has been

traced. The ventricular sounds, which are much louder, yield much

better tracings and conti rm Einthoven's experiejice with regard to

the form of the heart sounds. They also point to his method being

perfectly reliable for the sounds through the chestwall, since we

gather from them that the first auricular sound is made up of three

phases (a slo\v initial vibration, then the rapid main vibrations and

finally a slower terminal oscillation), whereas the second sound

consists of rapid vibrations only. We found the period of vibration

of the first auricular sound to be rather low, viz. 50 per second.

Further particulars are shown in Fig. 3, taken from subject t. D.

;

however, here also the amplitudes are small, owing to considerable

damping. First of all we observe in one heart-rhythm three well-

defined groups of large vibrations. I and II represent the ordinary

ventricular sounds and commence at the familiar spots, viz. some-

where about /S and at the end of T. The vibrations preceding I

start at a point some way from the foot Q of the /^-peak, and must,

of course, be of ventricular origin. I marked them Iv. A couple of

slight vibrations at .Y indicate the real commencement. It will be

seen that the first sound like the first ventricular sounds is made

lip of ditferent parts, with differing vibration frequency. At the end

of the first ventricular sound we observe a couple of unlooked-for

slo\v vibrations (Ilr) with the shortest possible gap between them.
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Here 1 have been forlmiute eiioii^li lo rec'ür<i the short iind I'liiiit

second auricular sound.

At the auscultation this subject often exhibited clearly Gibson-

Einthovkn's third sound. In accordance with this 1 notice at I a

faint vibration of the string, which for the rest is perfectly quiet.

However the tracing' is not clear enough to convince others.

1 have also endeavoured to record the heart murmurs by taking

a superimposed curve, as suggested by Geuhartz. If, for instance,

we leave the im[)idses to themselves, the recording apparatus will

take a cardiogram in which the more rapid vibrations of the heart

sounds are represented.

The esophagus tube being directly in circuit with the microphone,

with a side opening though, yielded the cardiogram (Fig. 4), taken

from subject P In it we discern all the features of the so-called

complex esophagogram as instanced in Fig. 5 for comparison.

The apex of the auricle is indicated by As; Vs is the ventriculai-

apex; D the diastolic portion of the third elevation.

The systolic apices I, H, and HI, which are so prominent in both

curves, I shall not discuss any further in tiiis communication. The

points 1 to 5 are to be found in both tracings. A wave IV in tiie

diastole, visible only in Fig. 5, I shall revert to later.

Though, for the rest, the string is rather quiet, we observe, especially

witii the aid of a magnifying glass, at tlie site of the lirst and the

second auricular sound, vibrations which have been siq)erinq)osed in

the curve. Moreover at the auricle apex a good many fine oscillations

are discernable together with some bolder am[)litudes. 7%'.se are the.

vibrations of the first auricular sound, which run up to the comnience-

inent of the ventricular contraction. Though less prominent, some

vibrations, originating from the second auricular sound, are notice-

able in the descending limb of peak I.

Now, how are these auricular sounds produced?

It has been generally admitted now, that heart sounds result from

muscle murmurs, from vibrations of membranes (valves or cell-walls)

and from eddies. An explanation for the tirst auricular sound is

soon found. Most likely it is chiefly due to muscular contraction,

but then the auricular contraction must last till tJie ventricular systole,

more particularly till the closure of the atrio-ventricular valves. The

continuance of the auricular systole in the isoelectric portion of the

electrocardiogram, between P and Q, is moreover demonstrated by

the fact that the largest vibrations of the auricular sound fall in this

portion, nay the systole is even prolonged for some time while the

i^-peak is being formed (Fig. 3).
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When scanning t4ie osopluigogiani ! was led lo lliink lliat llie

aiiriculai- systole runs into the ventricnhir systole without a previous

dilatation. This view is borne out hv the auscultatory resnlts and the

record of the auricular sounds.

Indeed, formerly it was taken for granted that only with cold-

blooded animals, e. g. the frog, the ventricular systole commences

only when the auricular systole has been completed, but that with

mammals the relations are more complex.

In Donders' Physiology 2'"^ Edition 1859 |)age 27 I read; "dasz

boi jedem Rhythmus zunachst die beiden stark ausgedehnten Vorhöfe

sich znsammenziehen und gleich darauf die beiden Kammern, ferner

(lie- Vorhöfe sowohl wie die Kaimnern eiiien Augenblick Ini contra-

hirten Zustande verharren". Donders holds that the old theory of

Haller, viz. that the auriculai' contcaction and the ventricular systole

occur alternately, has been disproved. Schikf's experience coincides

with this view. It is remarkable that, in spite of this, Hali.er's

theory has found favour again in physiology. The second auricular

soujul cannot be accounted for so easily; it may be that eddies come

in-to play ; it has also been suggested by D. Gerhardt (cited by

Wenckebach 1. c.j that it may possibly proceed from muscular

movement at the aui'icular diastole.

The foregoing evidence has set the conjectures at rest concerning

the tirst auricular sound, which has long been a snbject of dispute

in the literature. By what has been brought forward here Kreht/s ^)

experience has been confirmed, Hürthle's ') "Vorton' , recorded by

many researchers, has been substantiated; Fahr's ') initial vibrations

have been transferred to the auricular systole; the discoveries of

auricular sounds by Battaere '}, Weisz *) and others have been

sustained, wdiile moreover a second auricular sound has been added.

Finally I wish to return once more to the diastolic sound men-

tioned heretofore. I presume this to be the third sound of Gibson-

EiNTHOvEN. Gibson ') detected in some individuals, with slow hearts,

an additional wave, called "b" in the diastolic portion of the curve

of the jugnlar vein and occasionally he heard a very feeble third

1) L. Krehl. Ueber den Herzmuskelton. Arch. f. (Anat. u ) Physiol. 1889.

~) K. HüRTHLE. Ueber die mechanische Registrierung der Herzlöne. Pflüger's

Arch. Bd. HO S. 263.

3) G. Kahr. 1 c.

i) P. J. T. A. Battaerd. i.e.

5) 0. Weiss. I.e.

6) A. Gibson. The significance of a hitherto undescribed wave in the jugular

pulse. The Lancet, Nov. 16, 1907.
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sound. EiNTFiovKN ') foiiiid tluit third sound in Ins records ;is a faint

vibration, at a distance of 0,13 sec. from the commencement of the

second sound. In our subject, who has a slow heart (from 60 to 70

per minute) I, very often, but not always, noted this third sound

as a faint diastolic murmur, which got more diMinct when the tube

}Das slipped as far down as 38 cm. In fact the \enous pulse of

this person often, though not always, yielded a beautiful Gibson

'7/'-peak in the diastolic portion of the cardiac cycle.

It is evident, therefor:', that it is of ventricidar origin. If we return

again to Fig. 5, the esophagogram of the same subject, and look

at wave IV in the diastole at 0,135 sec. after line 4, the place of

the closure of the semilunar valves, we shall observe that this place

corresponds to the site of Einthoven's third sound.

Frédéricq *) also sometimes found a similar diastolic wave in the

anriculcxr-pressnre tracings.

When putting these facts together, viz. 1 ventricular origin ; 2

inconstancy; 3 wave in the auricular-pressure tracings; 4 wave in

the ssophagogram ; 5 wave in the venous pulse curve; Gibson's

explanation seems to me the most plausible. He ascribes the origin

of this third sound to the fact that, at a high pressure or at a

copious onflow of blood into the veins, the atrio-ventricular valves

will close for some moments just before the diastole, on account of

the blood rushing into the ventricle during the diastole, in conse-

quence of which the membranes are swung up by the eddies. Thsy

produce a short sound and slightly check the blood in its passage

to the ventricles.

The evidence presented in this article will, I hope, support the

view that, together with the esophageal cardiography, the auscul-

tation and the recording of heart sounds through the esophagus

yields results not obtainable through the chestwall.

Physics. — '^1 new relation betioeen the critical quantities, and on

the unity of all the substances in their diermie behaviour.''

(Continued.) By J. J. vam La.\r. (Communicated by Prof.

H. A. LORENTZ.)

(Communicated in the meeling of March 28, 1914).

13. If in the found ') expression h = f{v), viz.

1) W. EiNTHOVEN. A third heart sound. Ned. Tijdschrift voor Geneesk. 1907 Vol. 2

p. 470.

^) L. Frédéricq. La seconde ondulation positive (première ondulation syslolique)

du pouls veineux physiologique cbez le chien. Arch, intern, de Physiol. 1907.

3) These Proc. XVi, p. 924 to be cited as II.
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.oh-oj ^'>^k
— Ok

in which .x= {/>—h„):{v—i\) — and which except i\ and />J=zv,)

only contains critical qnantities which are (directly or indirectly)

experimentally determinable — we introdnce again f>,,— lfo instead

of f>k— />o,
then when (30/>) is taken into acconnt, viz.

C0]'=^'- ' <-*'

(30) passes into

b,-hj xk

Tn this is, also accordin^i- to (30/>)

.. fb—b^\ „_|_i

.r„" z= Lim =r .//, : b /. ,

so that after siibstitiitioji the eqnation (29), i.e.

b—b^\>' /a-V'

br,—bj \xj '

is found hack, from which we had started. In this we have fonnd

for the exponent n [see (30(/) and (31)] :

_ 1 -xk _ 8y (y + 1) _ 2bTcVjc

'' ~
xk - b'k

~
(2y _ 1) (4y + I)

"~
{bk— b,) {2bk + ^)'

"

when for ///,• its valne (hk— h^f-.hki'k is snbstitnted, and further

for A/,. : l\ the value 2y fonnd in I ^) (see § (>, p. 817) and for vi- : i\

the value 2 (y -\- 1). In this i\ is the liquid volume extrapolated

from the eqnation of the strai^rht diameter at jT = 0, y being the

reduced coefficient of direction of the straight diameter.

In the two foregoing Papers the problem with which I have been

continually occupied since 1901, has been brought to a provisional

solution. Already then I expressed (Arch. Teyler (2) A^II, 3*^ partie:

"Sur I'influence des corrections etc.") the critical quantities in the

values of h'^ and h''^ at the critical point (see among others loc. cit.

§ 4), and verified the function b=f{v) proposed by Kameklingh

Onnes for H^ and CO2. We now know that this function does not

fulfil the condition that at Tj, the qnantities b'l- and b"k must have

the values found by me. (See the preceding Paper II.)

In 1905 I went further, and expressed the ditferent critical quan-

tities in two auxiliary quantities « and (i, of which a was in

relation with /', and (i represented 1 : s. (See particularly ^ 2 of

1) These Proc. XVI, p 808 to be cited as 1.
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the artit'lc in the Arcli. Tcyler (2) IX, 3'' [)Hr(io: •'(^)uel(HiC8 Rcmar-

ques snr l'équation d'état").

This is therefore exactly the same as van der Waals continued

years later'), quite independently of the above investigations, and

in which he found several remarkable approximate relations. These

were afterwards bronglit to a more accurate form by me, throngh

the introduction of the (juantities P.j and P..^ into the expressions for

ET]c and p]^, in which it appeared that ).^ =: ).^ for ordinary sub-

stances amounts to about 0,98, and approaches to 1 as the substances

approach more and more to so-called "ideal" substances with J)

little variable or invariable. (See also I).

Thus all the quantities were expressed in ƒ and s. But in con-

sequence of the equalization of
-^i

and /, all of them could also

be expressed in the one quantity ƒ (or rather f' = /: (1 -j- ^/)
—

see I p. 811 and p. 814). This further step was followed by a still

more decisive one in consequence of a new relation being found

(See 1, p 815 et seq.), on account of which everything could be

expressed in the one quantity y")-, the reduced coefficient of direction

of the straight diameter*). For h]^:ir^ appeared to be = 2y (p. 816

loc. cit.). Of special importance is ihe simple relation /'=8y (p. 818).

The table on p. 819 was the result of these new considerations.

And now that we have also an idea of the course of the function

b = f{v) — though of course the found relation (30) or (29) is not

the only one that satisfies all the imposed conditions, but certainly

one of the simplest relations that can be put — now the temperature-

influence neglected np to now, forces itself upon our attention. For

the found expression (29) only holds for one temperature, viz. for the

critical. Here too we shall have to be satisfied for the present with

an em{)irical relation, leaving it to futui-e investigation to give the

found equations h =z f {v) and h =i f [T) a theoretical foundation, in

which then the relations, found in I between hu and ?'„ (/>„), and

those for //^ and />"/., will find a natural explanation.

14. Tlie variabiliti/ ivitli respect to T.

In the expression (30) the quantities bk Z^, c^'^c' ^'^• • ^'o occur besides

in the first member also in the second member because of x/c and

b'l^ and the exponent n. In this bk b^ =z 2y and rk : v^> = 2(y -(-J).

1) These Proc. XIH, p. 118, 1216 el seq.

3) These Proc. XIV, p. 771 et seq.

^) And througli which some approximate relations of v. d. W. (These Proc.

XV. p 'J03,. 971 and 1131) which were based on tlie approximate equality of s

and s' (which quantities can, however, diller more than 12%) could be replaced

by more accurate ones.
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The \i\h\e of ///.:/>„ (and of r^• : ??„), i.e. of y, will depend on the

Aiiinc of llie o-ltical tempcrnture for different substances. Bnt for

oiu' and the .mine substance, considered at different teniperatui-cs,

0^. : />„ (and Vk • Vo) loses of" course its significance outside 7^.. This

is, however, not the case with />,, -. /\, which quantity is in relation

with b/; : ^0 through (30'') at the critical temperature. We have namely :

I
"A; / .rjt

If in this we substitute the value 2/^.— i for (/y^.— /^„) :/>„, the value

(•27/,— J) : (27/,. + 1) for .I't = ih—öo) (vk—Vo) and the value {hk—^Y
4y/. (^y/._|_j) for //^. — see above, and also 1, p. 818 — we find

after some reductions :

^^V(2n-l)|X^^--^-^^^-+^\ . . . (83)

K )k ^
' ^V 4y^-+l

^

in which y//c = 87,i.(7A:H-l):(2y^.—l)(4yi.+J), according to (31) ofTI.

This naturally suggests the idea of making the above considerations

more general by putting />,, : />„ = 27' ; so that not oidy at the critical

temperature the equation (33) holds, in which yj^ represents the

reduced coefficient of direction of the straight diameter in the neigh-

bourhood of Tk — but quite general at any arbitrary temperature

tiie relation

K ^ ^ ^V 47+1

in which, therefore, for an arbitrary substance y varies together

with y', when T changes.

Then outside .7'/ the (juantity y is no longer in relation with any

t)i, : A„ or with the reduced coefficient of direction of the straight

diameter in that point — but yet represents for any arbitraiy tem-

perature : the value of '/., [bk • bj, or of the said coefficient of direction,

for another substance for which the critical temperature would corre-

spond lüith that temperature. Thus also outside T/, something is left

of the original meaning of y.

So passing from 7'=0 to T= cc for 071e and the same substance

all the types will be met with, which are found for different sub-

stances at their critical temperatures. Everi/ substance approaches the

ideal type with constant b, wdien only the temperature is made to

approach to ; every substance approaches the limiting type of the

substances with high molecular weight [yi, = 1), if only the tempe-

rature be taken high enough. This has already been fully explained

in I (see § 7, p. 820—821), and there is no call to repeat the explana-

tion here.
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Uemarh.

Before proceeding (o llic disciissioii of tlio dependence on tlie tem-

pemtiire of y' and y, a i-einark may be made in this context, con-

cerning the necessary conseqnences of the above considerations with

regard to the conrse of the "strriKjht dlameki''\ When namely for a

substance we descend from the ciütical temperature to lower tem-

peratures, h,j— b^, so also y, will continually descend ; so that the

slope of the straight diameter for an arbitrary temperature (which

slope at eveiy temperature will depend on the type of the isotherm

at the considered temperature, determined there by b,,— />J, will also

have to decrease from the value y^- measured at Ti- down to the

lowest value, i. e, y = 7.2- holding for an ideal substance {Tk=:i)).

In other words the straight diameter cannot possibly remain strau/ht,

but will exhibit such a curvature, that the final direction at J'=0
(supposing that liquid volumes could still be realized at these low

temperatures) approach to about 0,5.

It is self-evident that the Imv according to which this decrease

takes place 7ieed not be the same as the law that determines the

decrease of y' or y with the temperature, since for one and the

same substance yk at the critical temperature is, indeed, in direct

relation with the course of the straight diameter there, but this is no

longer the case, of course, below the critical temperature, where

bk : b^ and y have lost theii' original meaning. A .s^é/Mra/é? investigation

will have to decide later on, what the relation is of the real direction

of the straight diameter below 7\-, and the temperature.

That the change of direction for ordinanj substances will ne\'er

be very great, however, at least not in the beginning, follows from

this that according to the law of variability of y to be drawn up

presently — with which the variation of direction of the straight

diameter in any case will run parallel — a decrease of y of any

importance will not take place until ixi lower temperature, i.e. at

temperatures which ai-e considerably lower than the critical. For

substances as Hydrogen and Helium, where the critical temperature

lies so near the absolute zero, a more pronounced curvature of the

straight diameter will of course be expected.

15. A relation betjoeen yk and Tk.

It was then found by me that the quantity yyt at 7\., i. e. the

(reduced) coefficient of direction of the straight diameter, is in a

very simj)le relation to Tk. namely according to the relation

^t^^::=-2y/.-l=0,0:i8l/r^ ..... (85)
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It may appear from the following table with what accuracy the

value of the quantity -/k is oiven by this simple formula.
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be only 1,07 according to fSr)). However ~ at very high tempe-

ratures /;/, : />„ and .so also h,, : h„ will approach (o a limitiiKj value,

so that the coeHicient 0,038 tbi' 1/ 7'/, will probably gradually decrease

at higher temperatures. But as yet nothing is known about this, and
I shall therefore refrain from giving a more general expression derived

from theoretical considerations founded on the calculus of probabili-

ties (statistical mechanics), of which (35) or rather (36) would only

be a special case, holding only for temperatures up to about 600°

absolute. This expression too is characterized by particular sim{)Iicity.

Finally some indications of the sources of the given values of

Tk and yk (found).

Helium. The value of 71=5,2 is tiiat of Kamerlingh Onnes in

Comm. 124 (see also Suppl. N" 21). The earlier value- given in

Comm. 102a, 'J 12, and 119 deviate but little from this tinal value.

The value of y^ (found) follows from that given forƒ in Comm. 124,

viz. 4,46 as lowest limit. If ƒ is ideutitied with ƒ ', which is certainly

permissible here on account of the slight variability of b for Helium,

n — V8/=0.56 would follow from ƒ
' = 4,5. I do not know a

direct determination of y^.

Hydrogen. In Comm. 119 is given 71 — 32,3. From /=:4,83
(see KuENEN, die Zustandsgleichung, p. 142) would follow y/,= 0,604.

I do not know a direct determination of yic either.

Argon. According toComm. 115, 71= - -122,44+273,09=150,65.
By direct observation (Comm. 131) ;'a, = 0,7446 = 0,745') was found

here.

Xenon. Here 1 find given 71= 16,6 -|- 273,1 = 289,7, and further

y^ = 0,813, as the boundary line coincides entirely with that of

0„ where «7: = 0,813.

We may therefore with close approximation di-aw up the formula

2yx: — 1=: 0,038 \^ Tk for substances, the critical temperature of

which lies no higher than =t 600° absolute (330° C), and with

extension to aibitrary temperatures:

2y — 1 = 0,0:^8 y/T (85a)

For {l),i
— h^) :h^=z2y' — 1, also holding wlieii a substance is

considered at arbitrary temperatures, and not only at tlie critical,

we may j)ut

:

^— = 2y'- 1=0,041 1/7' (36)

i) From 8 = 8 y^. :(1 -f 7/,) = 8, t2i (Uuinm. 181) would I'ullow 7^• = U,7i8,

which is in peilecl haimony willi the found value.
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For every value of y we may calculate the corresponding value

of (^2;''— 1) : (2/— 1) from (34), bearing in mind that 7iz=8y {y-\-l)

:

. (2y — 1)(47 + J). We shall then find the mean value 1.08 for that

ratio, so that the factor of I T will get an average value of 0,038

(which also represents a mean value) Xl>^8 = 0,041.

In this it will no (lonl)t follow from the nature of the thing that

the factor 0,041 in the formula for />,, — A„ is the same for all the

substances, luit the factor 0,038 in the formula for hi- — /\, varies

somewhat with ditferent substances, dependent on the value of the

ratio {b,, — f\,) {h— f'„)- For />,, is, so to say, a natiiyal point in

the series of values between the final points />« and h,j — but bk

onlv an accidental point, dependent on the situation of the critical

point. It follows, however, from this that now, for Helium e.g., the

factor for {hjc- b^,) -. />„ will become greater than 0,038, viz. 0,041 :

: 1,004=0,041, because for He the value of (A,;—Aj : (/^jr.—/>J=1,004.

But this does not i)resent any difficulty, for He can very well have

a somewhat greater value of the factor. With 0,041 '2yi,.
— l would

namely become zn 0,093J ; so 7^: = 0,547, oidy little higher therefore

than 0,543, and still smaller ihau 0,56.

For the sake of completeness I shall just give the corrected values

of yk (calculated) for the other substances mentioned in the table.

For H3 Yk would become = 0,615. (Here the reduction factor

Ö ==(/;,-/>„) :(/>/,—A,) = 1,0Ü). P^or Argon we find n- = 0,739 (with

<^= 1,053): for Xenon with <9 = 1,077 we find the value 0,824 —
both almost identical with the values in the original table. CjH,

yields yjt = 0,832 with ^ = 1,084; Isopentane yk = 0,8^7 with

^>==1,11; Fluorbenzene finally gives 7;^. = 0,933 with ^ = 1,12. The

last value of yk is now also equal to the "found" value of 7^-.

16. Calculation of the theoretical b-values.

The values of b can now be calculated from the reduced equation

of state in the form [see I, p. 812, equation (c)] :

[n — i^) = sm . . . . . . (87)

In this ii represents b : vk- The values found thus can then be

compared with those which we can calculate from (30) and (35).

For equation (30) we may write:

h— bo bjc
—hg\" xk \xk

b, ' b„ J i - b'k : xk

I e. with (A,.— 60) : b, = 2y — 1, b'k = (2 7 — Ij^ : 4 7 (7 + 1).
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•n (2r l):(2y + -l), x^{J>~h;):{i.-v,

4y'— 1 fh -b^2>y-\-l\''

h—b,.
~ "

1

2y— 1

4yrr+ l)V'^-ï'o 2y—1

1

4y*— 1

4^-fï)
111 this equation h— />„ occurs botli in the first and in tlie second

member, and cannot be solved from it (in consequence of ??•'' power).

We are tlierefore obbged to sohe v — i\ for the calculation, and

then we lind after some reductions (?'„ =: A„)

:

2y+16-^>„

(38)

2y-l h.
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(A,, - />„) : b^ = 0,8901 ; .r„ ^ 0,3858

(b-bo): 00 = 0.8
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{h;,— b^) : />„ = 0,5266 ; x^ z=z 0,2629

(ö-6o):6o = 0.5
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(^"^:^-- 0,4146 ; .;„ = 0,2152

(6-6o):6o = 0.4
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The final direction is a^iiiii I'CNiclied lor ?; = 0,7 /'/.'

.

e. y = 0,60 . [T— ± 25).

The valne of n is 192:17 = 11,294. In consequeneo ot'this

h—i
11

U !(^>,-/>„) : />„ = 0,2 V/96 : 85 ; .r„ = V„ 1/96

giving :

(A, -/0:/.„z= 0,2022 ; .r„ = 0,1101

(ö-6o):6o=0.2

(u-i^o):vo = 2.2: 1 =2.2

so that for y = 0,60

:

0.1

1.1: 1.2114=10.908

ö:6o

?;:Uo
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And üiiallv for y= 0,50 (7'r=;0), where h is invariable, we should

find />:/>„=! for all values of ??: z-^, (/^—^>i,) : (y--i;J always bein<i- = 0.

Let MS in conclusion review according- to what law or approxi-

mate law the found value of x^ — i.e. of the final direction of the

curve h^f[v) — varies with y or T.

From (38/>) follows ,r„ = (2y-l) X --77 Lx ^^^. We shall

see that here the factor of 2y — 1 is almost constant between

7 = 0,75 and 7 = 0,55.

7 = 0.90 10.75 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.55
]
0.50

.To = 0.386 0.263 0.215 0.164 0.110 0.0543

jrf,:(2>— l) = 0.482l 0.526 0.538 0.547 0.551 0.543 0.5

If 0,482 foi- y = 0,9 and 0,5 for y=0,5 is excepted, the mean

value of the other values is 0,541, and we may therefore write

with some accuracy :

IAm r~^A = 0,54 (2y— 1).

V'—^«y«

Hut seeing that 2y—1 = 0,038 J/T, we have also:

Lira -^^ = 0,02 \/l\ (39)

which according to the above will therefore also hold all alom/ the

final part of the curve b=f{v), from values of r == 0,7 y^.- {ov = Vo.

For Argon at temperatures < Tk only y = 0,75 (T=150) and

7 =z 0,70 (2"= 100) should practically be taken into account, be-

cause the observations have not been carried further than jT = 90

(absolute). If we thus consider an isotherm for Argon below the

critical point, we may assume that (provided it be not too near Tk)

the value of h will practically agree with b,, at the vapour volume,

and that at the ll([uid volume the /;-value will satisfy the above

equation (39).

If (39) is written in the reduced form

and if it is taken into account that h-.Vk^?, v:Vk = n, and

r„ : Vk = «0 = iio = 1 • 2 (1 + 7k), then for Argon :

(^_V.):(n — 7.) = 0,02l/T ,
(n < 0,7) . . (40)

when yjc = 0,75 is taken.
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As 1 — (/? — V,):(n — 7j) also = {n — i3)
: {71
—

'/.), we may
also write:

n — ,i =r (« — 7,) (1 - 0,02 |/r)
, {n < 0,7) . . (40a)

ill which n—/i is determined by the eqiialion of state (37). Equation

(40") may serve among others to determine the de()endence of \\vi

reduced liquid volume on the temperature at low temperatures.

17. Calculation of the b-vahies from the isotlieriiis of Argon.

In order to be able to draw up the reduced equation of state of

Arg'on, we must in the first place accurately know the critical data.

For the critical dcMisity Qk I took the value 0,53078 from Coinm.

Leiden J 31 (Mathias, Kamerlingh Onnes and Crommklin). Abbreviated

therefore 0,531. In this it is assumed that the straight diameter remains

straight up to the critical point. The values of Crommelin in Comm.
115 (r.;r.= 0,509) and Comm. 118' (0^. = 0,496) are both too low.

For T]c has been taken — 122°,44C = 150,65 absolute, and for

/>A- the value 47,996, shortened to 48,0 — both from Comm. 115.

For .s" we assumed the value 6-=3,424 from Comm. 131. In Comm.

120a (Kamerlingh Onnes and Crommelin) a too low value, viz. 3,283,

lias been given (in connection with the too slight critical density).

At last the value of/ We derive from Comm. 120'' ƒ> 2,577 X
X 2,3026, hence ƒ ^ 5,933. (Comm. 115 gives the too low value

5,712). From 5= 8/': (8 + ƒ') — see 1, formula (7)— would follow

ƒ =5,986. And from ƒ =r 8y — see I, formnla (17) — follows with

7 = 0,7446 the value ƒ = 5,957. Now /•= /(l-|-r/) — see I,

formula (5) — hence, as (f is small positi\e, /' sliglitly greater than

/''. We may therefore safely conclude to the value 6,00 for f from

the two values 5,99 and 5,96 for /', which also fulfils the condition

ƒ> 5,93.
^^Comm. 13J gives 0,0026235 Tk -. Qk as reduced coefficient of

direction for the straight diameter, giving with the above given

values of Tk and q^ the value y ^ 0,7446. We saw just now that

this value yields a good value for f'. From .v = 87 : (1 -|- 7) would

follow 7 = 0,748 for 7. The former value from Comm. 120a, viz.

0,003050 7^.:()^•= 0,9027, is much too high, and would be quite in

contradiction with our temperature-relation 27 — 1 =: 0,038 j/J',

which yields 0,738, in good harmony with 0,745, but not in harmony

with 0,903, which high value of 7 would belong to substances of

the Isopentane type with a critical temperature of about 450 absolute,

i.e. three times as high as that of Argon.

We see from this how useful the above table in § 15, in con-
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jniiclioii with tluil in 1, [). Hlll, can he for a fir.sl orientation con-

cerning- I lie critical data.

Now tlic eqnation ol' state (37) passes into (assuming' the value

() also for /')

from whicii may be solved.

_ 3,424w

^ "~ " ~ 7 + 5 ; n'
'

The following values have all been derived from Comm. 1J8'>,

p. 19 et seq. (Kamert.ingh Onn'KS and (^rommklin) and from these

Proceedings of Oct. 1913 p. 477 et seq. (Crommelin). (See also

Comm. 138).

The value i^k follows from r = vk l>k = 1 : th-, hence 3k = 1 : r.

Now r={l-{-y) : 7— see I, formula (14) — so that iik= 7 (l+r)=0,427.

With r = l + 8:/ (see I, (7)) follows with / — 6 for r the Vcilue

2,33, hence for ^k the value '/. ~ 0,429. As further 2y = hk : />„ =
= ^k : i^,, we have ,i, = ih : 2/ = 0,429~1 ,5 = 0,286.

We are not jet ready to carry out the calculations, as the given

volumes must all be changed into "reduced" volumes. Now q = 0,1073

corresponds with (/^= 60,21, (Comm. 118, p. 8), so (> = 0,5308 (the

critical density, corresponding to/z=:l) would correspond toda =297,84,

i. e. to Fj = 1 : 297,84. This is therefore the value of Va at the

critical point. To reduce this to 1 (// = 1), this and all the other

volumes must be multiplied by the factor 297,84.

a. The isotherm of 20°,39 C, i. e. (with~~273,09) 7'= 293,48

absolute. From this folloNvs ni = 293,48 : 1 50,65 — 1,948, so 3,424 m =
= 6,670, so that

n — ^=z G,670 : (f -f 5 : n-).

Now e. g. cLi = 20,499 has been given (for /> = 21,783). So the value

]/,i.is 1:20,499, hence according to the above yi = 297,84 : 20,499.

We must therefore divide 297,84 by all the given values of (Ia-

Thus we calculate the following survey.

p
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From (35) with I ^T -^ I
^'293,5 = 17,13 would follow, y = 0,825,

referriiifj;- to a substance which would have its critical temperature

at 293,5. Then (see above) ,i/,' would be =: ;?„ X 2-/ = 0,471. while

/?,, =z /?„ X 1,708 would be =0,488. [See a. and h. of § 16; 1,708

for y=r 0,825 is the mean vahie of 1,8901 for y = 0,9 and 1,5266

for y = 0,75].

The above found values of /? (which will pi-obably practically

agree with ^,,) are all higher than the value of 3,, calculated from

our formula.

h. The isotherm of — 57°,72
; i.e. r= 215,37, m = 1,430 , and

so 3,424 m = 4,895. From n — |i = 4,895 : (s + 5 : 7i') the following

table is calculated.

p
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= 0,435. The ,'?-valiies from tlie equation of state are still somewhat

too high.

(/. The isotherm of — 11 6°,62 = 156,47 absolute. This yields

111 = 1,039, hence 3,424 m = 3,556.

+ 5 : n2

13.863
I

26.480

37.250
I

90.5631

50.259 I 159.71

54.922 210.02

60.669
;
331.29

0.2888

0.7760

1.0471

1.1442

11.248 il 0.3287 10.824

3.289

1.865

1.418

1.2639 0.8990

I 1.2429

I

2.4992

3.6551

2.867

1.427

0.976

7.5120 ! 0.475

0.424

0.422

0.438

0.442

0.424

Mean ^430^

With 7' =156,5 corresponds y = 0,738, yielding ,% = 0,422,

/?„ = ,:?„ X i>500 = 0,429. As, just as in the above tables, /^ > 1

(the last value is a little smaller), no appreciable diminution of the

limiting value ji,, can be expected for /i yet. Now that we approach

the critical temperature of Argon, however, the mean value 0,48

foiuid in the table (calculated from tlie equation of state; agrees with

tiic theoretical value of ,i; which can be calculated from our formula.

,'. The isotherm of — I2r,21 r= 151,88 absolute, so slightly above

the critical temperature. Here //i = 1.008, hence 3,424 »i becomes

= 3,452.

p
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Chemistry. — ''The reciprocal pairs of sails Kd -\- Xa XO^"^

NaCl -{• KN 0^ and the mamtfacture of conversion saipetre.''

By Prof. W. Reinders. (Coinmiinicated by Prof. F. A. H.

SCHKEINEMAKERS.)

(Communicated in the meeting of February "28, 1914).

As is well known we understand by two reciprocal |)airs of salts,

the two pairs that can be built up from two difïerent cations and

two difTerent anions and can -be converted into each other by doid)le

decomposition.

The instance of tliis mostly quoted is the system :

KCl + NaNO, ;± KNO3 4- NaCl,

known b} the technical application of this transformation in the

manufacture of conversion salpetre.

Notwithstanding- the technical importance of this system, a system-

atic research as to the equilibria occurring therein was still wanting.

Hence was started in 1909 by Miss J. Ph. van Rees and myself

a research of this kind, which on account of the departure of the

first named could not be continued, but has since l)een completed in

cooperation with Mr. R. de Lange. The results of these reseai'ches

will be communicated here briefly.

Meanwhile appeared in 1910 the publication of an investigation

of these equilibria at 25° by Ken.tiro Uyeda ^), to which our attention

was called by a communication thereon by E. Janecke "). His

figures agree very well with our determinations at 25°. Besides at

25°, we have determined the equilibrium also at 5', 50°, and 100°.

We will indicate the composition of the solutions in the manner

proposed by E. Janecke ') according to the scheme:

,vK. (l-A-)iVa, ;/Nn,, (l ->/)CL mfl/)'

in which m is, therefore, the number of grm. mols. of water in

which 1 grm. mol. of salt is dissolved.

The graphic representation of the different solutions then becomes

a figure in space having as ground })lane a quadrangle of the

side =\ of which two sides coincide with the.?' and the ?/-axis. The

four salts then form the apexes of this quadrangle, mixtures of two

salts with homonymous ions are placed at the borders of this quadrangle

1) Memoirs of the College of Science and Engineering, Kyoto Imperial University

1909/1910 II, 245—251.

2) Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chem. 71, 1 (1911).

s) Zeitschr f. anorg Chem. 51, 132 (1908); 71, 1 (1911).
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and iiiixriires containing all foni- ions are represented hy a point

witiiin the quadrangle. If now, in the point indicating the proportion

of salts in the solution, we erect a per|)endicnlar line of the length

m, the composition of this solution will then he fully determined

by the terminal point of the perpendicular line.

The equilibria at 25°.

The solutions saturated with one or more of the solid salts are

indicated in table I.

Fig. J is the horizontal projection of the spacial tigure.

c

0.8 o,cp j^(2

In addition to the lines indicating the equilibrium with two solid

salts are also projected therein the hiohydores, the lines that unite

saturated solutions with equal water contents.

In this figure are encompassed by the lines

AEP^P^HA the region of solutions in equilibrium with solid NaCl

EBFP.E ,. „ „ „ „ „ „ solid KCl

FP,P,GCF ,; „ „ „ „ „ „ solid KNO3

BGP.HD „ „ „ „ „ „ „ solid NaNO,



TABLE I. Solubility at 25^.

NO.



068

The lines of demarcation between these planes: EP^, FP^, GP^,

HP^ and P^P^ indicate the solutions which are in equilibrium with

two solid salts, and the points P, and P.^ the solutions saturated

with three solid salts.

We notice there are no solutions saturated with both KCl and

NaNOg. This pair of salts is, therefore the imstnbh' pair. If to a

solid mixture of these salts we add a little water a solution will

form in which one of the salts disappears and solid KNO^, solid

NaCl or both tliese solid phases are formed.

NaCl and KNO3 are the stahle pair and the line l\P.i indicates

the solutions saturated with these salts.

The point P, which represents the solution saturated with the

three solid salts NaCl. NaNO, and KNO, lies entirely within the

triangle, whose points indicate the com|)Osition of these salts. The

solution is, therefore "congruent-saturated". /\ lies just on the diagonal

NaCl

—

KNO,. Hence, this solution is still just "congruent-saturated".

The equilibrium at 5°, 50°, and 100°.

The result of the determinations at these temperatures is contained

in the tables 2, 3, and 4. In tig. 2 these equilibria are represented

graphically.

TABLE 2. Solubility at 5° C.

NO.;
1



TABLE 3. Solubility at 50° C.

NO.

Pi

Grms. of salt in 100 grms.
of water.

NaCl KCl

36.72

28.35

15.96

20.5

28.4

34.0

12.7

19.2

12.2

59.9

23.09

29.24

42.80

41.39

38.75

13.4

25.4

NaNOa KNO.-,

Solid salt in equilibrium

with the solution.

Sol.:.rK, (1—;r)Na,
>'N03,(l-^)Cl,mH20.

.rK lyNOs

57.89

134.9

114.1

84.8

43.9

104.1

110.7

6.1

NaCl

NaCl + KCl

KCl

KCl + KNO3

KNO3

24.05

52.54

85.10

87.53

90.2 KNOa + NaNOa

NaNOg

NaNOa + NaCl

NaCl

24.3 NaCr+KCl

58.6 KCl + KNO3

27.7 NaCl + NaNOa

82.2 NaCl, NaNOs, KNO3

70.9 NaCl, KCl. KNO3

TABLE 4. Solubility at 100°.

39

0.59

1,00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.56

0.36

0.42

0.81

0.15

0.35

0.48

0.30

0.50

1.00

l.CO

1.00

1.00

0.74

0.51

0.24

0.51

0.82

0.91

0.53

mWoO

8.85

6.99

8.35

9.67

7.00

5.34

6.60

3.59

2.24

4.14

4.12

5.61

5.55

4.88

3.04

2.39

3.80

N<>
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Ncr/STO, KNO^
cD
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eutecticum forms the terminus of the line indicating the change of

the point G with the temperature, the sohition G, at temperatures

somewhat below the eutecticum will contain less water than the

solutions of pure NaNOj or KNO3 saturated at the same temperature.

Uyeda's idea that the increased solubility of NaNO, by addition

of KNO3 would point to the formation of a double salt in solution

is, therefore, not confirmed.

Application to the conversion process.

Let us now see how from the figures obtained may be deduced

the most appropriate process for the preparation of potash salpetre

and let ns calculate the yield of the conversion in the following

methods of working.

I. KCl and NaNOg are mixed in equimolecular quantities (say,

half a gram. mol. of each), dissolved in water and the liquid

evaporated at 100° isotherm. When the water content of the liquid

has sunk to in = 3,5 (point a in tig. 2) solid NaCl begins to deposit.

The composition of the liquid now changes in the direction ah. At

h (point of intersection with the line FP^) the solution is also

saturated with KCl. A further evaporation would then cause KCl to

deposit as wel as NaCl so that the liquid would change its composition

in the direction /^P, (100°). As we only wish to separate NaCl, the

water content may, therefore, not fall below that of solution h. The

solution h has the composition

:

0,59 K , 0,41 Na , 0,59 NO, , 0,41 CI , 2,83 H,() .

The change of liquid a (0,5 NaNO,, 0,5 KCl, 3,50 HO,) to liquid

b and solid NaCl has then taken place according to the following

equation

:

0,5 Na 0,5 K 1 / 0,59 KNO., i

0,5 CI 0,5 NO3 = 0,153 NaCl + 1,10 H,0 + - 0,41 NaCl

3,50 H,0
)

^^
( 2,83 H,0 )

{a) {h)

Let us now imagine the solution h separated from the solid sodium

chloride and cooled to 5°.

This solution lies in the diagram for h° in the region of KNO3

.

It is strongly supersaturated with KNO3 '<^^^ will allow this to

crystallise. Its composition then changes in the direction hac. The
most extreme solution attainable without depositing solid NaCl is

the solution c, the composition of which is 0,235 KNO3, 0>''^65 NaCl,

6,40 H,0.

70
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI
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As a rule, however, in order to attain tliis solution, a withdrawal

or addition of water will be necessary in addition to a withdrawal

of KNO3. The general equation thus becomes:

0,59 KNO3
I

i
0,235 KNO3

)

0,41 NaCl = .V H,() 4- // KKO3 -h - 0,765 NaCl

2,83 H,0 ) ( 6,40 H,0 ^

If from this we calculate the values .x, y, and z, we find

.i- = — 0,600 y = 0,464 ' c = 0,536.

x is negative, that is to say that to the liquid h must be added

water so as to prevent the point c to be surpassed. If this is not

done NaCl will deposit as well as KNO^ and the salpetre obtained

will be impure.

In a continuous process the liquid obtained, c, will be again

converted into the solution b by addition of fresh NaNO, and KCl

in which case separation of NaCl takes place.

The transformations of h to c at 5° and from c to b at 100° now

take place according to the subjoined equations:

^
0,59 KNO,

I I

0,235 KNO,

0,41 NaCl + 0,600 H,0 = 0,464 KNO, + 0,536 0,765 NaCl

2,83 H,0 I
I 6,40 H,0

and

. 0,235 KNO, 1 i 0,59 KNO, 1

0,536 0,765 NaCl + 0,464 KCl + 0,464 NaNO, =- 0,41 NaCl +
I 6,40 H.,0 \ \ 2,83 H,0 )

+ 0,464 NaCl + 0,600 H,0.

Hence, we have reverted to the initial condition, namely 1 gr.

mol. solution b of 100°, being 134,5 grams and during the circulation

process we have converted 0,464 grm. mols of NaNOj or 0,345 grm.

mols. per 100 grams of solution. On cooling, 0,6 mols. = 10,8 grams

of water had to be added to this solution which on raising the

temperature to 100° had again to be evaporated.

II. If we start again from a solution in which equivalent quantities

of NaNOg and KCl are dissolved and allow the evaporation again to

take place at 100°, but the crystallisation of KNO3 at 25°, the final

solution becomes c' (coinciding incidentally with P., at 25°) 0,64

NaCl, 0,36 KNO3, 5,01 H,0.

The reaction taking place when the liquid h is cooled, is then:

,0,59KNOJ iO,64NaCl

^ !o,41 NaCl + 0,321 H,0 = 0,305 KNO, + 0,504 0,36 KNO,

^i2,83H,0 ) (5,01 H,0
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0,305
The yield is now 100 X. 7 7. = ^! 7o •

For the continuous process the transformations at 25° and 100*^

are expressed by the equations:

0,59 KNOJ iO,36KN03

J0,41
NaCl + 0,379 H,0 = 0,359 KNO, + 0,641 0,(U Na^M

2,83 H,0 ) (5,01 H,0

{b) (c')

and
m,3bKN0

j

/0,59KNO3

0,641 0,64 NaCl + 0,359 NaNOa + 0,359 KCl =r 0,41 NaCl
j
+

(5,01 H,0 ] (2,83 H,0 )

(c')
•

(b)

+ 0,359 NaCl -|- 0,379 H,0.

Per 1 grm. mol. of solution b only 0,359 grm. mol. of NaNO,

has now been converted into KNOg or 0.267 grm. mol. per 100

grams of solution.

III. A solution in which KCl and NaNO^ are present in equi-

v^alent quantities suffers from the defect that at the isothermic

evaporation at 100° the saturation with KCl is already attained when

only a comparatively small amount of NaCl has as yet deposited.

The point b lies close to a.

If to the solution is added a small excess of NaNOg much more

NaCl can deposit at 100°. The most favourable proportion is present

in a solution which passes into the liquid P^ (100°) with separation

of NaCl. As the composition of P^ is :

0,38 Na, 0,62 K, 0,20 CI, 0,80 NO3, 1,81 H,0

this solution must contain 0.80 grm. mol. of NaNOg and 0.62 grm. mol.

of KCl. During the isothermic evaporation at 100° it deposits 0.42

mols. of solid NaCl.

If now the solid NaCl is again removed and the liquid P^ cools

to 5°, KNO3 will crystallise out. The composition of the solution

then changes in the direction KNO3

—

P^—d.

If no water is added, KNO3 is deposited to such an extent that

the solution d is attained, afterwards, along the line dP^ (5°) also

NaCl and finally in P^ also NaNOg. The transformation takes [)lace

according to the equation :

0,62 K \ /0,12K

0,38 Na
I

io,88Na

0,80 NO3 > = 0,575 KNO3 + 0,038 NaCl + 0,010 NaNOg + 0,377 1 0,57 NO3
0,20 CI \ / 0,43 CI

1,81 H2O/ U^SOHaO
(P2 100°) (P, 5°)

70*
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If', however, water is aildod, the separation of solid NaCl and

NaNOg oan be avoided and the solution d obtained -is the final

liquid which has the composition 0,J3 K, 0,87 Na, 0,54 NO3 , 0,46 CI,

4,99 H2O. This separation takes place according to the equation

0,62 K \ iO,13K

jO,38 Na
I

\0,87Na

0,80 NO3 4- 0,371 H,0 = 0,563 KNO3 + 0,437 0,54 NO3

1 0,20 CI i i 0,46 CI

'1,81 H,0
'

'4,99H,0

(PJOO) {d)

As the solution P„ can be obtained from 0,80 mol. NaNO, and

0,62 grm. mol. of KCI the yield, in this method of working, is of

0,563 0,563
NaNO, ^ X 100 = 70,47„ and of KCI ~ X 100 z= 90,87o-

' 0,800 0,62

In a continuous process the final solution d must be again converted

into the solution P^ (100°) which necessitates addition of fresh NaNOj

and KCI (in eqnivalent proportions). On heating at 100° these salts

pass into solution and NaCl is deposited. The entire decomposition

takes place according to the equation :

0,13 K ] [0,62 K
I

|0,87Na 0,38 Na [

0.437 0,54 NO3 + 0,563 KCI + 0,563 NaNO, = 0,80 NO3 1 +
'0,46 CI 0,20 CI

4,99 H,o) [l,81H,0)-

{cl) (P, 100)

+ 0,371 H,0 H- 0,563 NaCl.

We now have once more the original liquid P^, namely 1 grm,mol.

or 122.2 gram, whereas during the circulation process 0,563 grm. mols.

NaNOj have been transformed into KNO3. Per 100 gi-ams of the

solution P, (100°) this is 0,461 grm. mols.

IV. If the lowest temperature we work at is not 5° but 25°

the final solution becomes:

d' = 0.29 K, 0.71 Na, 0.627 NO3, 0.373 Cl, 3.87 H,0.

The transformation of P.^ (100°) into d' takes place as follows

:

/0,62K
]

[0,29 K ]

lo,38Na 1 0,71 Na /

0,80 NO3 -f 0,26 H,0 =: 0,465 KNO3 + 0,535 0,627 NO3 > .

]o,20Cl I i 0,373 Cl

[l,81H,ol [3,87 H3O'
(P, 100°) {d')
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Conversely the solution d' obtained will again have to take up

0,465 gTm.mols. of KCl and NaNO^ and deposit the same quantity

of XaCl in order to pass into 1 gram. mol. i^ (J 00). In this method

of working 0,465 grm.mol. of salpetre are converted per grm.mol.

P, 100° (122,2 grams) that is 0,380 grm. mols. per 100 grams of

solution.

If we compare the yields of these four processes, it appears that,

in the continuous process, the transformation per 100 grams of

solutions at J 00° amounts to

0,345 grammolecules in the method of working I

\J,2iX)i ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, II

• 0,461 ,, „ „ „ „ „ III

0,380 „ „ „ „ „ „ IV

Hence, III and IV give the largest transformation.

This is in agreement with the practical experience in the con-

version. 0. Dammer \) states about this, that, nowadays one does

not add together KCl and NaNO^ in exactly equivalent quantities

but uses an excess of NaNO, so as to ensure a complete decomposi-

tion of the KCl.

We further notice that in all four processes, after heating at 100°

and removing the NaCl, an addition of water is necessary to prevent

simultaneous separation of NaCl with the KNOj. In practice, this

seems not to be done. The crude potash salpetre will, therefore,

contain NaCl-crystals which are removed by v/aslting with cold

water.

Finally, I tender my sincere thanks to Miss J. Ph. van Rees and

Mr. R. DE Lange for their assistance and the care with which they

have executed the analyses.

Laboratory for anorganic and physical chemistry

of the Technical High School.

Delft, January 1914.

') Handbuch der chemitclien Teclmologic. I. 8i>7 (I'.l'Jo).
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Physics. — ''On the critical density for associating substances.''*

By Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

For non-associating' substances the critical density is determined

by the relation

:

D), — 0,001293 ^^ s.

28,84 RTu

We then understand by density the number of grams that 1 cni^

weighs, by M the molecular weight, and by .v the factor introduced

by Sydney Young, which denotes how many times the critical volume

is smaller than would be the case if the substance should have

followed the laws of Boyle and Gay-Lussac. So that s corresponds

to the relation:

Vh Vk PoVo
s

or as />„ = 1 and R2\:=zl, io:

PkVk _

If we imagine a quantity of substance present equal to M, then

28,84 « . '

v,, = = 22305, and the üiven eiiuatioji lor Dl- becomes
0,001293

Ö 1

duly :

Dk = -.
vk

The determifiation of Vk is therefore sufficient for the determination

of Dk) and also, when Tk and pk are laken into account, for the

determination of the quantitj' .s\ We owe it chiefly to vSydney Young

that the value of Dk and the corresponding value of s is known
for a great number of substances. If the observations do not allow

the direct determination of Vk, one may avail oneself of other methods

to determine Dk for the calculation of s, but not with the same

certainty, and determine the quantity s by the aid of this value and

the knowledge of M, pk, and Tk according to the above given

formula. Now it is remarkable to how high a degree this quantity

is found the same for alle non-associating substances, and how little

it appears to differ from 3,77. Whether it really has this value for

all normal substances, whether a smaller value will exist particularly

for substances with small molecules, I will not discuss again at
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present, but I will point out that the appreciably larger values of s,

which are given for associating substances by Sydney Young, may
be perfectly accounted for with this value of .? = 3,77.

Sydney Young (Proceedings Physical Society of Londen July 1894)

gives s := o for acetic acid, .v = 4,52 for methyl alcohol, 5 = 4,02

for ethyl alcohol, etc.

For associating substances a modification must be applied in the

formula for Dk, which we have given above, namely in the value

of M. Let there l)e present l—.t'k single molecules, and xjc double

molecules, then the molecular weight present in the critical state

=: il/i (1

—

a:jc)-{-M^Xk and M], being ='2Af^, the molecular weight

:= J/j (1 + xjc). Hence we get

:
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The value of h^ is h , {;\ ~—.t) -\- h .,x ; or as h^ = V),, we find ilie

value l\ ^l+-^') for bx- And the value of üx consists of 3 terms,

viz. 1. «1 (1

—

ocy, the contribution yielded by the single molecules

present. 2. 2 X '^cii^ (1—'^')> ^h® attraction of the single molecules

present exerted on the present double molecules and vice versa, and

3. the term. {^a^xy. Joining these we find :

a^{\—x-\-2xy=a,{\-\-x)\

We can then reduce the equation of state to the following form

:

RT

p =

When we compare this shape of the equation of state of the

associating substance with that of the substance, when it would

contain only single molecules, we see, that with given pressure and

T
temperature = T^ , a volume Vx of the associating substance

corresponds to a volume V^ of the single molecules, which volume

Vx is ('i+.t') times larger, and that over the entire region. Only the

value of .V is variable. And as I may suppose known, another

equation, viz. (
—

)
^ is required for the determination of ,v. But

'Ai the moment we do not require the knowledge of the course of .t'.

A (piantity J/j of a substance, consisting only of single molecules,

is in a volume ï\, and a quantity M^{l-\-x) of an associating

substance is in a volume 2\ {l-\--i;). The density is therefore the same

for given p and in these cases. I had expected this result,

and even pronounced it, though I may only consider this thesis as

proved by the foregoing.

Before proceeding further in the investigation of the value of s

for the associating substance, I will point out some particularities

about the critical circumstances. We find for {RTk)x by approximation :

8 a^il+XkY 8 a

^^'^•^^-
27(^^(1^^) = 27

(^).('^-'^-^^'

and for {i)k)x-

__ 1 a.il^xkY _ 1 a,

^^^^'" 27 {b,)k {l+.'VkY
" 27 {b,%^

'

CTfT \

and for ——^ the value 8 (/vj)/,. (l-|-'a-\ ^I'l^ '^« (''^J/c is smaller than
{Pk)x

{h,)g, about:
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For the quantity — we liiid (see my preceding communication

p. 889, These Proc. Feb. 1914) the value of 10,415 much too large

for —^. Also by comparison of these values (l+.x');) might be deter-

mined, but with less certainty.

The critical temperature of an associating substance is therefore

greater than might be inferred from the molecular size of the single

molecule — but the critical pressure has not changed.

•pv
Let us now return to the determmation of — for the critical

T
pv

circumstances of the associating substance, and compare this with — for

the critical circumstances for permanent single molecules. For the

associating substance this value is equal to (
—^

)
. If we replace

V Tk Jx
the value of (v^•) by {l-\-x)v^ for {pk)x and {2\)x, we have to

determine the value of —— v^ (1 -j- Xj, and if we now substitute

ipki) for {pk).i; and (^-^-i) (1 + -O for (T/,)^., the required value

becomes equal to

:

And now we have still to show that Vi = ivk)i.

If b is variable, the critical volume is, indeed, not 3/a/, but i b,,,

in which / is somewhat smaller than 2, or /' bk, when /' is somewhat

greater than 2, so that {vk)x ^ I b,, {l-\-Xk). On the supposition that

/ has the same value for all substances, at least for substances with

not too small a number of atoms in the molecule, we have shown

by this that

(pkvk\ _ rpjfvk

\Tk Jx V '^k

and that therefore the quantity ,v may be put equal to 3,77 also

for the associating substance.

The foregoing considerations are not confined to cases in which

real association exists, but may also be applied to cases in which

what I have called quasi association is found. This probably occurs

already to an appreciable degree in the critical circumstances for

alcohols. In case of real association there are double and triple
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molecules present, the possibility of the existence of which chemistry

must be able to show by means of the construction of the molecule

;

in case of quasi-association, however, there are local accumulations

of molecules, which may lead to the question if the cause why they

occur in a greater degree for one substance than for another, may

perhaps be found in the form of the molecules. But this question

cannot be answered with any certainty yet. Nor can the question

be answered as yet for real association why for acetic acid and for

aldehydes and perhaps some other substances as nitriles, this asso-

ciation exists

The degree of aggregation for the quasi-association will probably

not be the same for each of these aggregations, but to simplify the

calculation we may assume on an average the value n for it, which

I estimated already before at 8 or 9. It is, however, to be expected

that also the mean \'alue n will vary with pressure and temperature.

But since we have only to examine the influence of the quasi

association on the critical circumstances here, we may confine

ourselves to an invariable value of n. Proceeding here as we did

above, we find for 1 — x non aggregated molecules, and x aggregations

the molecular weight equal to M^ (1 — x -f nx). For hk w^e find

^^ (1 — x-\-nx) and for ni, the value n^\V —x-\-nx\„.

And we may write the equation of state:

RT
\-\-{n— \)x ttj

, p =
1 -i-(n— l).r

-h.
l-\-(n— \)x

Hence with given pressure and temperature -—;——- = 2\ is

'^-- = 1',, if w^e should call i\ the volume which the substance
l+(n-l).r

would occupy at the same pressure and corresponding temperature,

when it were not in quasi-association. The value of z;=rri {l-{-{n— l)^')-

In the tirsl case the density is equal to — in the second to

''1

^—^ — ^, so of the same value. Thus we shall also find:

V

U,U01293
,, „ ,

, ,. , 0«)i

and
{pk)r={pk),

{\kh = {vk)^ li+('*-1)''^-aJ
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And so also:

V TjcJx V ^^- /l

According to the values given by Sydney Young s[l-\-{n—1)^'^.

has the value 4,52 for methyl alcohol, 4,02 for etliyl alcohol, and

also 4,02 for propyl alcohol. With *• ^ 3.77 we found for:

Methyl alcohol 'i -\- {n—1)^'^=:1,2

Ethyl alcohol 1 + (n—1)^1- = 1,0663

Propyl alcohol 1 + {n—l),Vk = 1.0663

Now for these three substances (
^ is respectively e(pial to:

6,52, 8,2 and 10,7.

By the aid of the value of 1 + {n— 1).i'a- for these three substances

we calculate (
—

J
or i^j, and then we find :

\PkJ
5,43, 7,69 and 10,03

The differences are almost equal, viz. 2.26 and 2.34, but they are

smaller than what we have found for CH., in the series of the saturated

hydrocarbons, and this seems inexplicable for the time 'being. Unless

we might assume that an atom C, when bound to 0, is smaller

than when it is bound to H, and that besides it could also impart

this property to other atoms C to which it is bound. The value for

ethyl alcohol calculated here is, however, in perfect agreement with

the value for ether calculated in the preceding communication.

With b for ether equal to 13,12 follows the value 7.60 for

alcohol by subtraction of 2 X 2.76. For methyl ether, for which

we found h = 7.55 before, we could now find 5.43, by putting

CH, =: 2.12. But this is possible, when C bound to should be smaller

than C bound to C. The difference, however, is then greater than

could be expected. So that we are again confronted with the question

whether in case of quasi-association circumstances occur -which we

have not yet duly taken into account in our discussion. This, how-

ever, is quite beside the subject of tbis communication which purposes

to show that we may consider the quantity ,9 as entirely, or almost

entirely of the same value at least for polj'atomic molecules. The

slight difïerences are then entirely subject to the relation given by

s' 64
me before -—- = -— , which, however, only holds unmodified for nor-

ƒ-! 27'

mal substances ; the value of s for associating substances has been

discussed here, and a closer investigation about the value of ƒ for

such substances would also be desirable.
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Physics. — ''On tlie Imv of partition of energij" V. By Prof-

J. D. VAN DKK Waals Jr. (Communicated bv Prof. J. 1). van

UKR Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

§ 10 bis. In ^ 10 of this series of oommunications^) I have drawn

up a formula for the dissociation equilibrium of a di-atomic gas.

This formula, however, requires emendation. In the tirst place, namely,

the Co of the gas woidd not correspond with 5, but witli 7 degrees

of freedom on the suppositions introduced 1. c. And besides the

vibrations of the atom would consist of three equivalent degrees of

freedom, and there was no occasion to ascribe the ordinarj- equi-

partition amount to two of them (together representing a rotation

round the othei- atom), and the amount V of Planck's formula to

the third (the vibration in the direction of the radius vector).

To correct this we shall have to take care that the degrees of

freedom do not remain e(|uivalent. Then it will no longer be permis-

sible to consider one atom as a point which moves in the quasi

elastic region of the other. We shall then introduce the following

sup[)OSitions. Every atom will have a point P, which we shall call

the pole. The line from the centre J/ to the j)ole will be called a.x'W.

There will be a quasi elastic region (t round the pole. Two atoms

will now be bound when they lie with their poles in each other's

regions (i. The potential energy will be minimum when the poles

coincide, and when moreover the axes are one another's continuation.

We shall introduce the following coordinates for the diatomic

molecules :

1. The th)-ee coordinates of the centre of gravity Xz,yz,z~. The
3

kinetic energy corresponding to them will be - 6.

2. The distance of the centres of the atoms, or rather the displace-

ment in the direction M^ 3/, of the points P^ and P^ out of the

state of equUibrium (in which they coincided). This displacement

will be called r ; it will give rise to vibrations with the frequency v,

in which the potential and the kinetic energy are both equal to ~ U.

3. Displacements of P^ and P.^ with respect to each other normal

to il/i M^, or what comes to the same thing rotations of the axes

out of the position M^M^, These coordinates will give rise to rotative

1) These Proc. XVI, p. 88.
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vibrations. In agreement with Rutherford, Pkrrin, and otlieivs T sliall

assume the moment of" inertia of the atom to be very small, even

in comparison with ma'^ {m = mass, a = radius of the atom). Then

the frequency of this rotative vibration will be great compared with

V. In connection with this we shall put the energy of these vibra-

tions equal to zero, a)id entirely disregard possible atomic rotations.

4. The rotation of the molecule. Of this we may assume for all

the cases of equilibrium that have been experimentally investigated

that they represent two degrees of freedom, which present the equi-

partition amount, whereas the rotation round J/j M^ practically has

an energy zero. We shall represent the position of the axis of the

molecule by the aid of the angles a and ^ indicating the longitude

and the latitude.

Instead of equation (19) p. 88 loe. cit. we now find for the

number of dissociated pairs of atoms

:

n^ = N^e \'i dx^di/^dz-^ I m^ i d,v^di/^dc^ X

X dx^dy^dzj niA dx^dif^dz^ =z ). . (19a)

For the number of bound pairs of atoms we find, representing

the moment of inertia of the molecule by M :

nu = N^e ^\e ^ t{i''fv)dxzdijzdzz{iiiy~\-rn^^dtKzdyzdzzyi

m^m^ •
.

• •

X dr dr sin^ adadiMf^dadS. =
m,^m^ \ (19 'a)

= N'e ^ {2jr{7n,-{-m^)<9fl-2 —— X 4 jr X 2^ .I/O»

vh

1 mm.
For f,, depends on r through the term r\ which term

2 m^+m,
we shall call ^^y In connection with this equation (18) loc. cit. must

now be written as follows:
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Cf
y^

^^. ^. jj)
^y. c^T. ;:^:r

m^-\-m^ vh

This gives for the eqiiilibrium constant:

n„ \m,+mj M h 2 |/ 2jr

§ 13. Zero point energy and chemical binding.

In the above given formula Planck's later supposition concerning

the existence of a zero point energy has not been taken into account.

We shall now examine some consequences of this supposition for the

chemical phenomena. In the first place we shall show that according to

this supposition the entropy of a number of particles does not change

at tlie absolute zero joint, when they pass from a binding in which

they can vibrate with a definite period into another combined state,

in which they have another period. For this purpose we shall make

use of Boltzmann's quantity H, which we shall represent as follows

:

/7 ==:
j
Fli F \m\lxdydz dxdydz.:ƒ,.,(.

So we think here again of a three dimensional vibrator with three

equivalent degrees of freedom, though this case probably never

occurs in reality. If we had taken a linear vibrator, this would

have come to the same thing. But then we should have had to

speak besides of vibrations, also of rotations of the molecule, which

would have rendered the question somewhat less simple.

According to Planck's supposition the value of F for 7'=0 is

constant for an energy smaller than v h, equal to zero for a larger

energy. Let us put:

m^ dxdydz dxdydz = do),

and

then for T=

j m^ dxdydz dxdydz =z G

^Fdo> = F fdto = FG = N,

when N represents the total number of panicles, and furtiier

H=l{F) . Crdio = l[F) .N=N \1{N) - 1{G)].

We may write for G

:
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rni-2 r
G =:= —;:r; I dx^ dx^ d,i\ dx. dx. dx

'J
£<v/i

when we- introduce x \/in = a\, y \/m = ,t\, z \/m = x^, x V'^f= x^,

vVf— '^5 and zVf= x„ so that f = x,^ + x^ + x;- + x: + x,^ + x^\

The integral occurring in G, therefore, represents the content of

a sixdimensional sphere with a raduis l/i'A, and is therefore pro-

portional to (r^)^ Bearing- in mind that v = — / '—, we see that
2jr y m

G and with it also H, becomes an absolute constant.

If we assume for a linear vibrator that besides \ibrationy with

a frequency v rotations occur with a frequency v' =
, it

appears here in the same way that G and H become absolute

constants.

Hence we see that on these simple suppositions Planck's supposition

about the zero point energy directly leads to Nernst's heat theorem.

As known Planck formulated Nernst's theorem by assuming that

the entropy remains finite at T= 0, and does not become — go, as

it would have to do according to the older theory. According to

the older theory, e. g. accordii>g to Boltzmann, one would have to

come to the value -- gd, because at 7^= the molecules would all

have a velocity zero, and tliere would, therefore, be only one

possible distribution of the points of velocity in the diagram of

velocity. At every higher temperature there* would be oo many
velocities possible for every molecule ; there would therefore be

infinitely many possible distributions of the points of velocity. The

probability at higher temperature would therefore be oc times as

great as at T=0, which leads to an oo difference of entropy.

It is interesting to observe how the two suppositions introduced

by Planck into physics evade this difficulty and make the entropy

difference finite in the two only ways possible. The infinite entropy

difference could namely be evidently evaded in two ways ; namely

1. by assuming that there is a finite number of distributions of the

points of velocity also at high temperature, and 2. by assuming that

there are infinitely many also at T=0. The former hypothesis is

that of the energy quanta, the second that of the zero point energy.

Each of these two suppositions leads to a finite relation of the number

of possible distributions at T= and at 7'^ 0, and hence to a

finite entropy difference.

Let us now examine the distribution of the energy at higher

temperature. We shall continue to assume that a number of mole-
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cules will possess an energy < vh, and that for them every value

of the energy is equally probable. So in this region the chance that

the energy lies between s and g -{- rf? will be represented bj i'\^r)r/f.

In the region where s > vh I shall continue to assume that the

8

function is represented by e ^ y^{ev) ds '). If we now put

:

1=^ F{ev)dB^ \ e ^yiisv)de (21)

vA

the equilibrium constant of a chemical conversion is represented by:

As

K= e ^ ni . . . . . . . (206)

In this Af represents the difference in potential energy which

would occur when the substances passed from the compounds of

the lefthand member of the reaction equation into those of the

righthand member. In order to obtain the energy amount As then,

it would however be necessary that the atoms in the compounds

always occupied the positions of minimum potential energy, so in

the centres of the quasi elastic regions. Ill represents a fraction with

the product of the quantities /, referring to substances in the lefthand

member in the numerator, and with that in the righthand member

in the denominator. The equation is evidently nothing but a general-

isation of {20a), in which besides the 7's are determined in agreement

with the supposition of the zero point energy.

Now
dlK A? ^ I dl

==H [-2 (22)
dO ^ d-" I dO ^ ^

On the other hand the law of the equilibrium change requires:

T

MK Q ^'+^Jf'^^
(22a)

dd <9^ 6»^

Further we have:

Q^ = {A8 + 2krh) (23)

1) Besides iu my previous communications this function had already been

introduced by Ehrenfest, Ann. d. Phys. IV, 36 p. 91, Ann. 1911, which paper

I have not sufficiently taken into account in my previous considerations ; the same

refers to Poincare's paper, Journal de Physique theor. et appl. V serie II p. 5.

Ann. 1912.
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6' dl.o ai i2 = ::£ hrh +^ c,dT = :s= 2: U . . . . (23a)

In all these summations the quantities must have the sign -|- or

— according as they relate to the righthand or the lefthand member
of the reaction equation. The equations having to hold for every

chemical reaction, independent of the values of the r's, we shall

be allowed to omit the 2 signs in (23r/), and write such an equation

for every coordinate separately.

We
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is reached, and passes therefore to the group for which f^vh,

whereas another part emits all the stored energy. For the chance

of emission we find another value than Planck. This is not astonishing

as we assumed that for e'^vh the function of probabilitj would be

continuous, whereas according to Planck it exhibits new disconti-

nuities at g = 2rA etc. At all events we see that Planck's hypothesis

concerning the zero-point energy can only be reconciled with the

thermodynomic law of the equilibrium change, when the function

of probability shows a discontinuity at s = vh, of entirely the same

nature as had already been assumed by Planck.

In conclusion we will calculate /, as tiiis quantity occurs in the

formula for the equilibrium constant. Integration of (23«) with

vh 1U= -—
1 vh yields

:

vh ' 2 '^

.6>

I =

Ivh

he~"^~^

vh

This expression differs from tlie value whicli we found without

1 vh

9 n
zero-point energy, and which we shall call 1' by the factor t^

'-'

.

Hence we may write (20/>) iji the following form :

Lf: 1 vh

K~e ^ e
^^ ^ nr.

And Q„ being = {Le f -5" - vli), we tind the same expression

as without zero point energy, since then Q^ ^ Lf, and we may,

therefore, always write

:

K=e ^ nr.

Chemistry. — "A ncu- hi/drocarbon from the pinacone of methyU,

ethijlketone'. By Prof. P. van Romburgh and Miss D. W. Wknsink.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

When studying the action of formic acid on this pinacone this

seemed to take a course quite contrary to expectation. Whereas in

this reaction tlie ordinary pinacone is almost completely converted
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into pinacoliri, a considerable quantity of a hydrocarbon is obtained

here in addition to a pinacoiin. A foi-niatc of the pinacone could

not be isolated.

If we treat pinacone from inethylethylketone with an equal weight

of 97 7o fo'''nic acid, the li(iui(l, particularly on warming', tui-ns a

beautiful red colour and after about a (piarter of an hour's heating

in a waterbath, the homogeneous mixture sepai'ates into two layers,

the upper one of which is nearly colourless. The bottom layer which

has a dark red colour gives, when diluted with water, a pale coloured

supernatant layer. The united laj'ers were washed with water and

dried over potassium carbonate. On distilling at the ordinary pres-

sure up to 150° a liquid was obtained which proved to consist

mainly of the pinacoiin (CH3), . CJl- . C . CO . C^H^.

The residue was distilled in vacuo when as main product was

obtained a pale yellow viscous liquid b. p. 130°. By fractionating

over metallic sodium a colourless distillate with an agreeable odour

was finally obtained. (/V'-' = 0.8741; n\-^'' = 1.4864. MRd = 72.3
* 4 J

)

calculated for C,« H,, fr 72.9.

The elementary analysis gave: C 86.96, 87.16; H 13.J7, 12.827„.

Calculated for C,„ H,, : C 87.27, H 12.72 7„.

The determination of the molecular weight (by means of the

lowering of the freezing point of benzene) gave 216.3 and 207;

calculated for C,, H,, 220.

Herschmann ^) found that by the action of concentrated sulphuric

acid at 0° pinacoiin occurs only, but on heating with 5 °\ sulphuric

acid was formed, besides pinacoiin, also a hydrocarbon C^ R^^ b. p.

117°—121°, which, as noticed by us, is converted on heating with

formic acid into a dimeride identical with our hydrocarbon 0,^ H^a-

CH, CH3 CII3 CH,

CH, CH. _oii.,,, CH CH
I

I

' ^
II II

-^(C.H^J,.
HOCH CHOH CH— CHII II

CH3 CH3 CH3 CH

One might imagine the structure of the hydrocarbon C,g H^^ to

be like that of an octomethylcyclo-octadiene

:

1) Monalshefte 14, -238 (1893).

71*
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I I I I

C—CH—CH—

C

II II >

C—CH—CH—

C

CH3CH3 CHj CHj

or in connexion with the researches of Lebedev ^) on polymeric

hydrocarbons, like

:

CH,

I

CHj CHj CHj
C

I I I

CH3-C^\C — C = CH

I I

CH,—HC\/CH—CH,
CH

I

CH,

In order to elucidate the structure we have already made a great

many experiments w Inch, however, have not yet led to definite results.

If the hydrocarbon is treated with bromine there always takes

place, besides the addition, an evolution of hydrogen bromide even

in very strong dilution and cooling to — 40°, and we did not

succeed in isolating a well-defined compound. An effort was made

to reduce the dimeride with sodium and alcohol, but it did not take

up any hydrogen under those conditions. Reduction with hydrogen

under the influence of platinum or palladium was also applied by

us in vain, up to the present.

Oxidation with potassium pei-manganate has also failed to lead to

positive conclusions. Ex})eriment& intended to attain the desired result

with ozone are in progress.

Utrecht. Org. Chem. Lah. University.

Chemistry. — "1:3:5 He.ratricne." By Prof. P. van Romburgh and

Dr. P. Muller.

(Communicated in the meeting of March '^8, 1914).

One of us (v. R.) prepared in 1905, \vith Mr. van Dorssen,

the above hydrocarbon by heating the formate of s-divinylglycol.

From this could be obtained by addition of bromine

:

1. a dibromide CaHgBr2 that proved identical with the s-diviuyl-

ethylene bromide prepared by Grlner. ')

1) Jomn. Ghem. Soc. 104 Abstr. 1285, (1913).

^) Ann. d. Ghimie ot de phys. rG), 26, 367 (1892).
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2. a tetrabromide CsHJir, also already descrilx'd bv Ghinkk of

the formula CH,=CH-CHBr-CHHr-OHBr-CH,Hr.

3. a liexabromide CflHj,Br„ liaxijig llio foi-iuiila of a 1 : 2 : 13 :4r :
5

-. (i

liexabromoliexaue.

Adilition of 6 atoms of hydrogen by the Sabatier and Sendeuens

method gave normal hexane.

AI<lioni>;h it was thus shown \yith certainty that by the process

employed the desired unsaturated hydrocarbon was obtained, there

remained some doubt as to its absolute purity, for instance, because the

physical constants of tiie different preparations did not (juito agree.

1 1 was, tlierefore, desirable to make efforts to get at a method that

could yield this compound, sc important from a tlieoretical point of

view, ill a perfectly pure condition. After many tedious experiments

we have at last succeeded.

First of all we tried to gain our object by modifications in the

old method; after many experiments the following modus operandi

was found to give the best results.

s-divinylglycol is heated with an equal weight of 99°;, formic

acid for half an hour at 105°, the excess of acid is then distilled

off in vacuo at 60° and the mixture of formates is decomposed

rapidly by heating at the ordinary pressure at 160°—220°. The

upper layer of the distillate is washed with water and distilled in

an atmosphere of carbon dioxide or hydrogen, so as to avoid oxida-

tion, up to 110° and the liquid obtained is dried over fused calcium

chloride. Owing to the modifications introduced the yield of hydro-

carbon is considerably larger and amounts to 407o of the glycol

used.

A careful fractionate distillation of the hydrocarbon obtained did

not, however, give even now a product with a constant boiling and

melting point.

Experiments made to purify the preparation by freezing, although

rising the initial fusion range^) could not be continued as the quantity

at disposal was not sufficient. Hence, another method of preparing

had to be looked for.

It was to be expected Ihat by the action of dehydrating agents

on hexadiene 1.5-ol 1.4 the desired hydrocarbon might form. This

alcohol, obtained by Mr. Le Heux'^) according to F'ouhnieu's method,

was treated with potassium pyrosnlphate or phthalic anhydride.

From 80 grams of the alcohol could be obtained by heating with

5—10 grams of potassium pyuosulphate 24 grams, and by heating

1) The initial fusion traject was — 55° to — 47^.5, the final — 47°.5 to— 33°.

2) This Proceedings, Febr. 1913, p. 1184.
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witli the theoretical quant iiv of phthalie anliydride 30 grams of a

profhict boiling below J00°, which, however, on contiiined pnrificalion,

yielded the same amoimt of hexatriene. The boiling point (80°.3—82°)

as well as the melting point (—34°. 5 to —29^} was higher than

that of the hydrocarbon prepared by the first method ; a pnre prodnct

could, however, not l)e obtained from the quantity at disposal.

Hence, we had i-econrse to the preparation from a crystallized

substance namely from the above mentioned dibromide C^H.Br.^

prepared, according to Gkinkr, by the action of i)hospliorus tribromide

on s.-divinylglycol. The bromide purified by rccrystallisation gives,

on treating the boiling alcoholic solution with zinc dust, a good yield

of pure hexatriene. This was placed over fused calcium chloride so

as to remove water and alcohol. xVfter fractionating in an atmosphere

of carbon dioxide or hydrogen a liquid was obtained (b.p. 80°.5—82°

at 765 m.m.) which solidified in a mixtui-e of ice and salt and

melted at —11°.5 to —9°.5
.
d^C' = 0.7355. nd;j.7 ^^ 1.5150.

MRd = 32.82. Calculated for C.H, 3 = 28.5.

For the specific exaltations were found:

i^:s« = 5.ii

E^j9=5.39

^^iS
- ^2a = 1 -26 = 136.57„

E v,^ - E^,, = 2.23 = 1527„

As will be noticed, the specific exaltations of the refraction reach

a remarkably high figure.

Tf we allow bromine to act on a solution of the pure hexatriene

in carbon tetrachlorida or carbon disulphide, s-divinylethylenebromide,

m.p. 87°, is obtained quantitatively.

Hexatriene gets readily polymerised, particularly on warming. As

in the above mentioned preparation of the hydrocarbon a fractional

distillation at the ordinary pressure was applied for the purpose of puri-

fication, there was a chance (hat in this operation the distillate

also might be contaminated with the polymeride.

Therefore, a new supply was prepared which was dried, first

over calcium chloride and then over potassium hydroxide ^) ; it then

exhibited the following constants: m.p. =—11°; b.p. =80°-80°.5

(at 755 mm.)di2 5=:0.7432. n;2.5 =3 1.5183 ; MRd =32.6.

After a distillation in vacuo at which the hydrocarbon passed over

1) If the hydrocarbon is pure, the KOH remains uncoloured. If, liowever, it

contains oxidation products, the latter turns brown at the surface.
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at the tcin|)oratiii'c of llio room and was cooled ii) a mixtm-e ol'solid

carbon dioxide and alcohol it gave the following resnlts: m.p. z=:—^10°,5
;

di''-> = 0.740; n'-^-^^zzi 1.5172; MR,) =32.7.
4 ' D ) w

After standing for a week over potassinm iiydroxide this liquid

was again distilled at the ordinary pressure. Now was found :

ni.p. —11° to— 10°; d'; = 0.7396; !);;»-= 1.5167; Mlli) = 32.7.

BVoni this we notice that the distillation at the ordiuarj' pressure

exerts no influence on the properties of the hydrocarbon so that the

above-cited constants may be really taken to be those of pure

hexatriene. The results mentioned here biiefly, will be communicated

more fully elsewhere.

Utrecht. On/. Cltem. Lab. University.

Chemistry. — "On dichloroaceti/Iene'. (A warning). By Prof. J.

BöESEKKN and J. F. Carrière. (Communicated by Prof. A. F.

Holleman).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1911).

Our object was to prepare di-trichlorovinylketone from thrichloro-

acrylic acid by elimination of carbon dioxide and w^ater.

It was, therefore, tirst attempted to efl'ect this decomposition by

a careful dry distillation of the barium salt

:

(CCl, : CCl.COO), Ba = Ba CO3 + (CCI, : CCl), CO.

In a provisional investigation it appeared however, that a strong

charring took place, whilst the barium was left in the form of chloride.

When the experiment was repeated much carbon dioxide was

evolved and further a gas with a disgustingly sweet odour, which

formed a strong nebula in contact with the air.

This nebula formation was coupled with a decided chemo-lumini-

ferous phenomenon, so that wc sus[)ected that the most simple carbon

chloride dichhroacetylene had formed according to the equation.

(CCL, : CCl.COO), Ba = BaCI., H-2C0, + 2 C.Cl^

As we had to take into account the possibility of dealing with a

very explosive compound, a (piantity of only one gram of the barium

salt was slowly heated in a di-y current of hydrogen. After first

passing the gases through an empty suction tube, in wdiich a fairly

large quantity of bye-product (with high b.p.) was retained, they

passed through a similar tube placed in a Dewar vessel in which

the temperature was brought to — 70*^.

In this remained a little of a colourless, solid substance which

melted below — 50° to a mobile, colourless drop of liquid.
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In order to prove tluit this conhiined C5,Cl2 clilorine was passed

vvitliont opening the apparatus; after this had been able to act for

some time at — 50°, the tube was brought to tiie ordinary' temperature;

CjCln was left behind, which by its odour and sublimation phenomena

was identified with the pure substance from the collection.

If the gas diluted with iiydrogen was allowed to pass through a

layer of water into the air, the same phenomena were noticed as

with liquid hydrogen phosphide ; each bubble coming into contact

with the air forms a nebulous ring.

In a second experiment we started with three grams of barium

trichloroacrylate; in the decomposition a more considerable secondary

reaction took place so that, finally, tlie quantity of C^Clj collected

was estimated not to exceed half a gram.

When, however, the apparatus was removed, this quantity exploded

with the fatal result that one of us (Carriiire) suffered a very serious

injury to the eye.

Hence, dichloroacetylene is decidedly much more dangerous than

dibromoacetylene ^), because it decomposes with explosion by slight

mechanical influences even without exposure to the air.

We have discontinued our researches in this direction and think

we must warn our colleagues against this exceedingly treacherous

compound.

The decomposition of barium trichloroacrylate is in agreement

with that of the /?-halogenates in general where the elimination of

the metallic haloid salt must be considered as the first phase of

the reaction,

It is remarkable that also in the case of chlorine atoms combined

with unsaturated carbon, this tendency to form salts is so great that

an energetic compound such as dichloroacetylene can be formed in

considerable quantities.

Let us summarize the properties of dichloroacetylene :

It is a colourless gas with a disgustingly sweet odour. ^) In a very

diluted condition it exhibits chemo-luminosity ; in a somewhat more

concentrated form in admixture with H2 and a little CO2 it takes

fire in the air.

1) Lemoult C. R. 136, 55 (1903); 137, 1333 (1903).

-) It is probable that Dr. Prins has already observed this substance in the

decomposition of one of the higher condensation products of CH CP with C- Gl'^ H;

there was then also formed from a hydrogen-free carbon chloride compound under

the influence of an alkali, a gas exploding in contact with the air having a

disgustingly sweet odour. (Dissertation H. J. Prins Delft 1912 p. 160---162).
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It niav 1)0 readily coikUmisimI to a (•oloiii'Uvss, very nioltilc li(|iii(l

wliit'h solidifies below — 50°.

Liquid diehloroacetylene rapidly eoirihincs at — 50° with eldorine

tot C,C1,,

The gaseous eompouiul, at least if diluted with H.^ or CO^, does

not seem to be dangerous, but the liquid substance explodes with

extreme violence.

Delfi, 12 March 1914.

Chemistry. — "On (he Isotnorphi/ of the hjthyUu.lphates of the }fet(ils

of the Rare Earths, and on the prohkni of eventual niorpho-

tropic relations of these salts loith analogous salts of Scundian},

Indium and BerijlUwn." By Prof. P. M. Jaeger. (Communi-

cated by Prof. P. VAN Rombukgh.)

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, li)14).

§ 1. In the following paper is given a short review of a comparative

study of crystallographical analogies within the series of the Ethyl-

sulphates of the metals: Yttrinni, Lanthanium, Cerium, Praseodyniiun:,

Neodymium, Samarium, Europium, GadoUnium, Dysprosium, Thu-

lium, Erbium, Neoytterhimn, Beryllium, Scandium, SiU(\ fndium ; and

also of some Acetylacetonates of the three last metals. These investiga-

tions were all executed, during the last two years, by means of

very small quantities (about 100 to 300 m.G.) of the oxides, which

for this purpose were kindly lent to me in the possibly highest

degree of purity, by the scientists: Professor G. Urbain in Paris,

Sir William Crook ES in London, and Professor C. James in Durham.

New Hampshire (U. S. A.). It is an agreeable task to me to thank

the above mentioned chemists here once more for their kind hel])

in this matter. The complete description of these investigations will

be given in a full paper, which I liope to publish elsewhere ') within

a short time, with all the data and necessary figures.

§ 2. This research was started with respect to the question,

if it would be possible, to find out any relation between the changes

of the crystallographical parameters, which are caused by the sub-

stitution of the trivalent atom Me-- in the molecule:

.M^r(SO, .C,H3)« + 18H,0,

by any other atom of the series of elements here considered, an<I

between the changes in molecular weight, which are simultaneously

produced by this substitution. That in general a parallelism of the

1) In the : Recueil des Travaux d. Ghim. des Pays-Bas, (1914).
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morpliotropic inflneiice of a snbslitiiciil and its atomic weiglil or

atomic' volume, may be supposed, is sufficiently proved by tlie

investigations of Mr. Tutton on the similarly constituted salts (sul-

phates, selenates, etc.) of the alcali-metals. Possibly it could be stated

that within the series of the metals of the rare earths, whose atomic

weights difTer from each other much less, a quantitative relation of

this kind would be found more easily than in the case of the

alcali-metals, or in that of other homologous elements of the same

group of the periodic system. Moreover, a more detailed investigation

of the molecular volumes of those crystallized salts would perhaps

give an opportunity to get some information about the parallelism,

— not yet sufficiently proved, but too many times advanced, — between

the changes of the atomic weights and those of the atomic or

molecular volumes of the lare earths or their analogous compounds.

Considerations of this kind are moreover closely connected with the

already often discussed problem, how far the element scanduun so

widely spread, but isolated only in small quantities and studied too

incompletely, must be placed among the metals of the rare earths ^);

finally it could in my opinion hardly be considered superfluous, to

compare the cry stal lographical character of the element heryUium

once more with that of the metals of the rare earths, in connection

with the doubt upon this matter, which has existed during a long

time with some crystallographers and chemists. ^)

§ 3. The chpice of the ethylsulphates for these {uirposes was

suggested by the fact, that notwithstanding a number of tentatives

with other inorganic and organic acids, till now no derivatives of

the above mentioned oxides w^ere obtained, which at the same time

fulfilled tlie following conditions :

a. To have the same number of water-molecules, if hydrated,

through the whole series of metals.

h. Not to be efflorescent in dry air, jiur to be hygroscopical.

c. To give crystals, whose faces enabled very accurate measure-

ments of the angles, and whose angles showed a sufficient constancy

with different individuals of the same salt.

So these conditions are not fullfilled : with the beautifully crystallized

double nitrates of the bivalent metals Zn, Co, Ni, Mn, and Mg,

which always show curved and dull faces, or at least will get them

very fast ; nor with the platinum double-cyanides or with the

1) G. Urbain, .lourn. de Ghim. phys. 4. 32, ^232, 321. (1906); Urbain et

Lacombe, Ghem. News 90. 319. (1904) ; W. Biltz, Zeits. f. anorg. Ghem 82.

438. (1913); R. J. Meyer, Zeits. f. anorg. Ghem. 86, 257. (1914).

~) Debray, Ann. de Ghim. et Phys. (3). 44. 5. (1855) ; Wyrouboff, Bull, de

la Soc. Miner, de France, 19. 219. (1896).
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sulpliales, wliicli differ, like mosi other sails, in (hoii- coiilc^nt of watci-

of' (MTStallisalion with the successive elements of the series ; etc.

Thus my clioice was finall}- fixed on the ethyisulpiiates ; of' these

only the salts of tJinlkmi and of y/(^6'-//^/f^^/7;m;;/. were somewliat difficult

to obtain in a measurable form, because of their iiigh solubility and

their tendency to form supersaturated solutions. However dually also

these salts were obtained in a well developed form.

From the b(MTOvved salts (double nitrates, oxalates, bromates, etc.)

first the pure oxides were prepared, then the sul|)hates, and these

finally decomposed \\\ aqueous solution by jneans of bariumethylsulphate

at a low temperature. To avoid any strong- elevation of temperature

as much as possible, the solution was evaporated in \acuo or at a

strongly diminished pressure on the waterbath, at temperatures of

22° till 'i^° 0; first the solution must stand for a long time to make
the finely divided bariumsulphate precipitate, and to separate it from

the mothei'-liquor by decanting and filtration. Only in this way it

was possible, to avoid an admixture of sulphate to the etliylsulphates,

formed by hydrolysis of these.

§ 4. The specific weights of the crystallized salts were determined

with the utmost care ; 1 gratefully wish to remember here the xaluable

assistance of Mr. M. J. Smit, cand. chem., in this tedious work. As well

by the pycnometrical method, with orthochlorotoluene as an immersion-

liquid, as also by means of heavy liquids (floating-method), we obtained

data, which were in full accordance with each other ; it need hardly

be said, that this was no easy task, regarding the very small quan-

tities of the salts at our disposal.

During this work we found, how far even the purest products

of the rare earths, sold in commerce (de Haën, Dr. Drossbach) for

scientific purposes, are still removed from the spectroscopical purity

of Urbain's preparations and those of the other mentioned scientists.

The following determinations of the specific weight may give an

impression of this :

Element: Specific weight of Spec.weightof thebest

the pure salts: products in commerce:

1,801

1,839

1,848

1,866

1,884

1,905

1,857

Lanthanium
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§ 5. The following values for tiie atomic weights of lliese elements are

adopted in this paper: Yttrmni -. 88,6; Lanihaniiim : 13d, ; Cerium:

140,23; Praseodymium: 140,6; Xeodf/miiun : 144,3; Samarium:

150,4; Europium: 152,0; Gadolinium: 157,3; Dijsprosium : 162,5;

Erbium : 167,7 ; Thulium : 168,5 ; Neoi/tterbium : 172,0; Beryllium :

9,1 ; Indium : 114,8; Scandium : 44,1.

Of each salt as large a number of crystals as possible was inves-

tigated ; as many crystals possess more than seventy faces, the total

number of measurements is a very considerable one.

Highly remarkable is in first place the extraordinary variability of

external aspect of the crystals of these yet strictly isomorphous com-

pounds. Every substituting element seems to give some preference

to a special aspect in most cases, and under apparently the same

circumstances, although eventually all the observed forms can be

present in all cases ; in the paper to be published at a later period

this fact will be discussed in detail.

The crystals are hexagonal; a combination of the predominant

forms and a stereographical projection of them, are reproduced in

fig. 1 and 2.

1010

no

1110

Fl2. 1.

1210

Stereographical Projection of the observed

crystal forms.

The exact determination of the class of symmetry was only possible

by combination of angular measurements and of RöNTGEN-photography^).

^) I was helped in the kindest manner in this work by the valuable assistance

of Prof. HactA and Lecturer Dr. Ornstein, both of this university.
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IRON AND INDIUM.

Name
J

1 Indium
\f a
lue

Scandi

BerylUf^r
(Spec. ^35.

0^40= 1.1 out
salt: E

C2H5)2

Indiuni
;en-

Scandii,

Remarks. No.

Ferri-c

1 BerylUi}^^,

the

Li-

5ec-

ines

ond

*) Aft€

, There is no relations between these

I salts and those of the rare earths.

Both salts are in all probability

\ directly isomorphous with each

other.

There is no relation between the

crystallonomical character of this salt

and the previous ones.

These three salts are perfectly iso-

morphous with each other; the

aluminiumsSiW. is very probably

isodimorphic with them.

There exists no relation between

the crystallonomical character of this

salt and the preceding ones.



1
REVIEW OF THE DATES CONCERNING THE HERE STUDIED SALTS OF BERYLLIUM. SCANDIUM, IRON AND INDIUM.

I ' Indium-ethylsulphate \ Monoclinic

Observed Forms.

and red light. Strong dispersie

I

BeryUium-ethytsuIphi
' (Spec. Weight
c(,«=l.857;it i;

salt : BeO . Be (SOj
C2Hs)2+ 4H20

6
I

Ferrhacetylacetonate

1 Beryllium acetyh

") After measurements of V.

; 1
lOnj Optically uniaxial, of negativ

j

There is no relation between the
= 1.413 and n^ =1.4:15. > crystallonomical character of Ihissalt

Very strong birefringence: about
|

^"'^ ^^^ previous ones.

0.04.
;

J
1101 ; jOlOi ;

[UÜI
1

0.5GS9: 1

1:1. 2225')



e

h =1.479
e

^i^= 1.479

n = 1.481 Pale yellow crystals 6

n = 1.484
e

hg= 1.482

-I-METALS.

Indices. Remarks. :no.

1 =1.480' Almost colourless

1 =1.473 Colourless crystals ' 2

Colourless crystals 3

Emeraldgreen cryst. I 4

Pink crystals ' 5

Colourless 7

Colourless crystals 8

n =1.482 Colourless crystals 9

fi = 1.480 Pale rosa crystals 10

jn =1.486
I

Colourless

]n =1.483 Colourless

11

12

'hich salt was better crystallised than
measurable needles The other data

d crystals also from the oxule of M.

inations with the often reerystall ised



TABLE OF SOME DATA, RELATING TO THE ETHYLSULPHATES OF THE RARE EARTH-METALS.

Yttrium

Lanthanium

Samarium

Europium

Gadolinium

Qysprosium

Erbium

: 0.5058

: 0.5063

: 0.5072

1 : 0.5050

1:0.5053

12 Neqytterbium') I : 0.5079

Observed Forms.

Specific

Weight

(at 25° C.)

1 loTo
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For the measurements of the angles enabled us onl}^ to state, that

a hexagonfil or (Uhexagoiial s^nimoliy was present; the Röntgen-

pattern however, obtained by radiation through a{'rystalplate,cut perpen-

dicularly to an optical axis, showed immediately, that no binary

axes of symmetry, nor vertical symmetry-planes were present. «There-

fore the true symmetry of the crystals could only be that of the

hexagonal-hlpyramidal or of the /ledm/onal-pj/rainidal (hemimorphic)

class. The external aspect of the crystals could bring no decision in

the choice between these two possibilities ; the fact, that the faces at

both ends of the vertical axis showed always about the same degree

of development, could perhaps be considered as a very weak argu-

ment for the view, that no polarity of the vertical axis were really

present, and thus a single horizontal symmetry-plane must necessarily

exist. However the figures of corrosion which were obtained on the

faces of the prism |1010| by heating for a short time the crystals

Fig. 3.

Stereographical projection of the difTraclion-pallein of the Erbium-aetiiylsulpliule

(± opt. axis) obtained by RöNTGEN-rays.
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of the yt/ritunsali in their saturated raother-liqiior, showed witliont

any doubt, that such a horizoulal [)Uine of s} mmeti-j' is really

present. Thus all these salts belong to the he.vagonal-hipyramldnl

(hemiëdric) class of the hexagonal system.

A stereographical projection of the pattern, produced by the

RöNTGEN-rays {erhiuumi\\X), is reproduced in fig. 3 ; the differences

in intensity of the dark spots on the photographic plate, are

indicated here by means of larger and smaller dots. ^)

Commonly the crystals are tabular parallel to two Oj)posite faces

of the vertical prism; they make thus the impression of hexagonal

plates. The most interesting data ai-e summarized in the subjoined

table.

§ 6. In the tirst instance this review of the obtained dates shows

clearly, that all these salts of the metals of the rare earths belong

to a series of perfecthj isomorphous substances. Moreover it has been

proved by a great number, — i.e. several thousands, — of exact

measurements, tJiat the deviations of the angles from the main value

lüith the diferent individuals of a same crystalspecies, must he con-

sidered to be of the same order as the deviations of the main values

of corresponding am/les with the successive terms of the whole series.

Thus we can consider all those salts to have practically the same crystal-

form, whose j)arameters oscillale about the most probable main value:

a: r==: 1:0,5062 ±0,0012

with deviations, which cannot be considered as typical for each kind

of crystals separately. Therefore the differences of the molecular

distances in the corresponding space-lattices of these crystals, can

be only of the same order, as the differences in molecular volumes

with the successive terms of the series. It must be considered a

remarkable fact in this respect, that, although the specific weights

of these salts are, generally speaking, gradually increasing with the

increase of atomic weight of the rare earth-metals — (with the

exception of the erlnum-s-alt, which was prepared from not highly

pure oxide, and of the cerium-ssih, whose isolated position in this

respect seems to be a real fact) — these molecular volumes, and

just so the calculated topic parameters, show a very evident perio-

dicity. '^) This fact, which may be graphically represented in fig. 4

1) The stereographical projection is made upon a circular base, with a radius

of twice the distam-.e between crystalplate and RöNTGEN-tube.

" ) Tliese topic parameters are calculated for the regular triangular prism
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and 5, may lead to ihe suspicion, that the atomic vohüurs of the
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mntuallj substituting elements in these salts, can no longer be con-

sidered as gradually increasing with the increase of the atomic weights

within this series of elements, if no better proof of this view is

brought forward than has been done up to this date. Possibly more
detailed accurate research witli spectroscopically pure materials, and
extended over all terms of this remarkable group of elements, would
prove with full e\'idence, that the atomic-volume-curve of Lothar
Meykr and Mendelejeff possesses also a single or double periodicity

within the group of the rare earth-metals.

That this fact was not shown previously in any clear way, may
be caused by the extreme difficulty of getting these elements in an

absolutely pure state. For they will form within the whole series

solid solutions with each other in all proportions; and as is well-

known from Retgeks' investigations, the specific volume of such

mixed crystals will be in general continuously variable with their

chemical composition, and will be calculable in most cases from a

linear function of this composition and the specific volumes of the

pure components.

{Bruvais) as "unit" of the space-lattice, from the relations:

i Z —
2 sin 60°

and «t
=

sin 60o
'
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thulium, neoytterbium and lutetium. On the otlier side however,

lanthanium is diamagnetie, while praseodymium possesses a greater

valne for ft than neodymium. Tluis the curve, showing (he dependence

of fi upon the atomic weight, must possess two maxima -. one in

the Genitm-^vou\), and the second, much steeper maximum, in the

yttrium-^voyx^.

There also exists such a periodicity in the basic properties of these

oxides; these seem to decrease from laiitkanium to terhium, then to increase

with Jwlmium {yttrium) and erbium, and again to decrease to the side

of neoytterbium; the elements are arranged in order of increasing

solubility of their ethjlsulphates

:

— La p^ Nd Sm {Cerium-gronp),

and: Eu Gd 21) Dys Ho Yt Er Tim N-Yb {Yttrium-gvon\))

An analagous periodicity seems to exist also for the solubility of

other salts of these metals, e.g. for the oxalates, etc.

Finally all these facts may persuade us to some extent, that it

is really not at all justitiable, to deny the possibility of such a

periodicity a priori, even with respect to the relation between atomic

weight and volume, without accurate and extended investigations

with absolutely ])ure material ; on the contrary : the facts here published

can be used as strong arguments in favour of the view of the

existence of such a periodical relationship. ^)

§ 7. Now some more data about analogous investigations with

scandium-, beryllium- and iiidium-ssdts may find a place here. Originally

tentatives were made, to reach our scope also by means of the stud}-

of the ethylsulphates. We succeeded in obtaining from scandium-,

and i?idium-oxide, the corresponding ethylsulphates in the form of

1) In connection with this I may remark once more, that an aaalogous abnor-

mality in the molecular volumes of the double nitrates of these same oxides of

Urbain, was found a short time ago by Jantsgh : Zeits. f- anorg. Chemie 76, 303,

(1914)), with the salts oï praseodymium and neodymium: the last compounds

always possess the greater molecular volume.

Moreover another argumentation for such a periodicity of properties within this

group of elements, can be derived from the available data of me/^ingrpomfe of these

metals or of their analogous compounds. For Muthmann and Weiss (Lieb. Ann.

331. 1. (1904)) stated, that the mcltingpoint of La is: 810° C; of Ge: 623° G.

;

of Pr: 940^ C. ; of Nd: 840^ C. In the same way Boukion (Ann. de Chim. et

Phys. (8) 20. 547, ("1910), showed, that the meltingpoints of the chlorides are:

of LaClr^: 890° G. ; of CeCk: 848° G ; of PrCl.,: 810° G. ; of NdCl.: 784° C.

;

of SmCl;^: 68G° G.; of GdC^: Ü28° G.; of TljCl-i: 588° G., but on the contiary,

for DysCl^: 68u° C., — being thus about 100^ higher.

72
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol X\'I.
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well-crystallized preparations : however these crystals had microsco-

pical dimensions and were only little adapted for goniometrical measure-

ments, because they were intergrown with each other in a chaotic

mass. However it was possible to prove, that no relation in the

crystallographical architecture of these crystals with that of the ethyl-

sulphates of (he also trivalent rare earth-metals exists. These salts

are of monoclinic symmetry, and they possess characteristic optical

properties, which can be considered as most typical for them. In the

subjoined table the principal data are put together.

From this review it follows, that the beryllium-ethylsulphate evidently

must be placed in an isolated place, with respect to all other

ethylsulphates. It is tetragonal and possesses a very deviating chemical

composition, being a basic salt oi \\\q ïovmnl-a.-. Be 0. Be{SO^.C^h^) -\-

-\-^H,0; analysis gave: U,dy,BeO.

§ 8. Because evidently the above mentioned salts of indium and

scandium were little adapted for measuring purposes, the corresponding

acetylacetonates were prepared. The acetylacetonates of the metals

of the rare earths crystallise ahvays like felty, fine needles, which

are not exactly measurable. On the contrary, the acetylacetonates of

the trivalent metals: scandium, alwuinium, indiumsind iron crystallise

in big, flat crystals, which immediately show themselves closely

related to each other, but widely different from the salts of the first

mentioned series. The measurements really prove, that the salts of

scandium, iron, and indium are directly isomorphous with each other,

while the aluminiumsalt must stand to them in the relation of

isodimorphy. With the trivalent gallium, all those metals must there-

fore be placed into the same group ; evidently they are not imme-

diately related to 'the rare earth-metals. Thus also the question, if

the element scandium, must be placed among the rare earth-metals,

can be answered in the negative, as well with respect to arguments

formerly adduced from several sides, as with respect to the facts

described here ^).

The heryUium-acetylacetonate is monoclinic, and, generally speaking,

very widely different from the other acetylacetonates. This substance

is a highly remarkable object for optical demonstrations : with enor-

mous values for its dispersion, it shows the phenomenon of the

crossing of axial planes, like the mineral hrookite ; but in agreement

with the monoclinic symmetry, the effect of the dispersion of the

') See about lliis question however the just publislied paper of R. J. Meyer,

(loco cit.). In my opinion tiie claimed analogy (p. 268) between scandium and

yttrium can hardly be defended in a persuading way.
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bisectrices tbr (lilFercnt wave-leiigllis is here superposed upon it.

In this way a highly remarkable combination of crossed and hori-

zontal dispersions losulls from it, while the orthodiagonal is for feome

wave-lengths the direction of the first bisectrix, for other ones that of the

second bisecti'ix. The very peculiar optical phenomena resulting from

this, will be described in detail and explained in the paper to be

published lateron.

Laboratory f^r Inorganic and Physical Chemistry

of the University.

Groningen, 14 March 1914,

Paleontology. — " Contri/mtion to the knowledge of the genus

Kloedenella, Ulrich and Bassler." By J. H. Bonnema. (Com-

municated by Prof. J. W. Moll.)

(Communicated in the meeting of March i28, 1914).

When examining an erratic boulder, consisting of Chonetan or

Beyrichian limestone and originating from Vollenhove, 1 found some

remains of Ostracoda which, I presumed, origijiated from the genus

which Krause has called Beyrichia hieroglyphica ^), of which besides

an illustration (fig. 1) he gave the following description :

Beyrichia hieroglyphica n. sp.

Lange 0,74 mm. Höhe 0,5 mm.
Die Scliale ist annahenid rechteckig mit geradem Dorsal- und

Ventralrand und gerundeten Seitenrandern. Auf der Schalenober-

tliiche befinden sich 5 symmetrisch angeordnete grubenformige,

durch schmale Leisten von einander getrennte Vertiefnngen, je eine

parallel den beiden Seitenrandern vom Dorsalrande bis zum Ventral-

rande verlaufend, in der Mitte zwischen diesen eine kiirzere, welche

vom Dorsalrande bis zur Mitte der Schale reieht, und unterhalb

derselben zwei rundliche Gruben am Ventralrande.

Die Art weicht von alien anderen Beyrichien nnserer Geschiebe

weit ab. Am nachsten scheint sie noch der Beyrichia Halli Jo^ks slus

der Waterlime-Gruppc von Utica N.Y., zu stehen, nur dass bei dieser

die beiden unter der centralen P'urche befindlichen Vertiefungen fehlen.

Ich fand die eben beschriel)ene Form in einem granen, fleckigen

Geschiebe zusauimen mil Beyrichia Wth-lensiniia, B. aff. Kloedeni,

') Zeilschr. d. deutscli. geul. Gesellsch.. XLIU, p. 500, Taf. XXXII, Fig. 10, 1891.

72*
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Cjpriden imd Fischresten. Die einzelnen Schalen waren niir in

Bruchstücken aus dem Gestein zu lösen. Fig. 10 ist ein erganztes

Bild eines der best erhaltenen Exeinplare."

In order to ascertain whether the remains of Ostracoda which I

had found, really originated from the genus described by Krause as

Beyrickia hieroglyphica, I looked for similar remains in an erratic

boulder consisting of Chonetan or Beyrichian limestone which 1 had

found some time ago when a pond was being dug near a villa,

called Hilghestede, between Groningen and Haren. This erratic

boulder is now in the collection of the Mineralogical Geological

Institute of the University of Groningen. I was then fortunate enough

to find not only a great number of separate v'alves, but also several

complete carapaces.

This latter erratic boulder is a dark grey somewhat crystalline

piece of Beyrichian limestone, in which among other things I found

:

fish-remains, Kloedenla Wilckensiana Jonks, Beyriclda protuherans

Boll, Beyrichia tuberculata Klöüf.m sp. and Leperditia pliaseolus His.

The first three fossils had also been found in the erratic boulder in

which Krause found remains of Beyrickia hieroglyphica, if at least

B. aff. Kloedeni may be identified with Beyrichia protuberans, which

seems almost certain ^).

It appeared to me that the illustration given by Krause represents

a left valve, as the posterior of the two litlle furrows is always the

bigger one (the anterior may even be absent). This figure, however,

is very incomplete, for this author seems to have been ignorant ot

the fact that the remains found by him, had only partly been

uncovered. Before the anterior lobe there is another sickle-shaped,

less convex part and behind the posterior lobe a similar part taj>ering

towards the lower end. The narrow inferior ends of the less convex

parts meet at the ventral side.

The lobe along the ventral edge, wiiich joins the other lobes, is

nearly straight and not curved, as represented by Krause ; in his

description, however, he calls it straight. The ventral edge of the

carapaces is concave.

As the most striking feature of this Ostracod I found, however,

that in the left valve the two anterior lobes unite at the top into a

process, which lies in a notch of the right valve (figs. 3 and 4). No
doubt the great number of complete carapaces which were found, is

due to this arrangement.

^) Wissenschaftliclie Beilage zum Programm der Liiisenstadtischen Oberrealscliule

z\\ Berlin. Ostern 1891, Berlin, R. Gaertners VerlagsbuchhanHung (Hermann

Heyfelder). p. 12.



J. H. BONNEMA: "Contribution to the knowledge of the genus Kloedenella,

Ulrich and Bassler."

Fig. 1.

Left valve of Kloede-

nella Jiieroglyphica

A. Krause sp. (After

Krause). 20 X.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Kloedenella hieroglyphica Kloedenella hleroghjphica

A. Krause sp. Left side A. Krause sp. Right side view

view of complete carapace, of complete carapace 40 X-
40 X.

Fig 4.

Kloedenella hierogly-

phica A. Krause sp.

Dorsnl view of com-

plete carapace. 40 X-

Fig. 5.

Transverse section of a

carapace of Kloedenella,

hieroglyphica A Krause
through the part of the

muscle impression, as seen

from behind. 35 X-

Fig. 6.

Left valve oï Kloedenella

Hcdlii Jones. X 15.

(After Jones).

Fig. 7,

Kloedenella pennsylvanica Jones

sp. Left side, end and ventral

views of complete carapace, 15 X-
(After Jones).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVL
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For the rest llio liiiige line is siraiglit. Along- llic .straiglit jiart

the right valve overlaps (he left one. By making sections of complete

carapaces (fig. 5) I fonnd (hat the shaj-p hinge line of the left valve

lies in a deep furrow of the right one.

On the other hand the free edges of the right valve are sharp

and when (he carapaces are closed, these sharp edges lie in a furrow

on the free edges of the left valve. So the left valve overlaps (he

right one except along the hinge line (fig. 2).

In the lower part of the middle-most of the three larger furrows

each valve has a round spot indicating the place where the adductor

was fastened.

When I had become better acquainted with Beyrichla hieroglyphica

Krause, the resemblance between this Ostracod and BeyrichiaMallii

Jones ^) (fg. 6), to which Krause drew the attention, proved much
greater than the latter could presume. Another thing that struck me
was that in the v^alve represented by Jones as a right one — though

in fact it is a left one — the two front lobes also seem to join

into a process. In order to see in how far I was right in my supposition

I applied to Di-. Bassler, curator of the National Museum of

Washington, with the request to send me some material of this

Ostracod. This was kindly sent to me and 1 saw that the two
anterior lobes on the left valve of Beyridda Hallii Jones indeed

unite dorsally into a process, similarly to those in Beyridda hieroglyphica

Krause.

On further examining the literature I found that Ulrich and
Bassler ^) had classified Beyrichia Hallii Jones among their genus

Kloedenella, of which they call the underdevonian Kloedenella

liennsylvanica Jones (fig. 7) a typical representative.

Then I asked Dr. Bassler to send me some material of this latter

Ostracod. In the complete carapace of Kloedenella peimsylvanica,

which was then sent me, I found the same characteristic way of

connecting the two valves, which is no doubt also found in other

Ostracoda, for which the two authors mentioned above have instituted

a new genus Kloedenella , for they make special mention of the

fact that of most of the representatives complete carapaces have

been fonnd.

^) The Quatérly Journal of the geological Society of London, Vol. XLVI, p. 15,

PI. IV. fig. 21. 1889.

Jones has called this Ostracod B. Hallii and not B. Halli as Krause writes.

-) NO.
3 64G. — From the Proceedings of the United States National Museum.

Vol. XXXV. p. 317.
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Oï the genus KJoedcnelht ri.üKii and Bassf^kh give the following

(iJMgnosis :

"Carapace small, strongly convex, elongate, somewhat l)arrel-shape(K

the length nsnally less than 1.5 m.m., dorsal edge nearly straight,

ventral edge nsnally somewhat concave, ends approximately equal

in height but differing in outline, the antero-dorsal angle often rect-

angular and always more distinct than the post-dorsal. Valves

unequal, the right overlapping the left around the ends and the

ventral side. Of the lobation the constant features are two sharply

impressed vertical or slightly oblique furrows, separated by a narrow

lobe, in the posterior half. In the more simple forms these furrows

extend only about half across the valve. x\nterior half may be uni-

formly convex, but, as a rule, is more oi* less clearly bisected vertically

by a straight or cuj-ved furrow. When present, this anterior furiow

often produces an appearance suggesting the "loop" of a BoUla.

Surface generally smooth and polished and without ornamental

markings".

Here the following remarks are to be made : first, that the way

in which the two valves are connected in Kloedenella lueroghipliica

Krause, as well as in Beyrichia tuberculata KlOden and Primltla

7'oJli BoNNEMA, proves that what Ulrich and Bassler called the

posterior end is to be looked upon as anterior.

Secondly "dorsal edge nearly straight" ought to be replaced by

"Both vahes have a straight dorsal edge, the sharp dorsal edge of

the left valve lies in a furrow on the dorsal edge of the right valve.

On the left valve there is a process before the right dorsal edge,

which fits into a notch of the right valve."

To "valves unequal" may l»e added that the right valve overlaps

the left along the hinge-line. This is at least also the case with

Kloedenella penn^yhanica as well as with Kloedenella hieroglypldca.

The criteria of the genus Kloedenella are accordingly :

Carapace elongate and small, the length usually less than 1.5 m.m.,

posterior half very convex, dorsal edge nearly straight, ventral edge

usually somewhat concave, ends equal in height, anterior edge

uniformly curved and passing almost invisibly into dorsal edge,

forming a very obtuse angle with it; posterior edge less curved,

forming a nearly rectangular angle with the dorsal edge. Valves

unequal, the anterior half of the right valve has a notch in which

a process of the left valve lies; this latter is located before the straight

sharp hinge line, which is situated in the furrow on the straight

hinge line of the right valve. The right valve overlaps the left along

the hinge line. The sharp free edges of the right valve lie in a
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fiin-ow on (lie free edges of (lie left valve so that the left, valve

overlaps the right along the free edges.

The surface of the carapaces is different, though furrows and

lobes are always present. Constant features on the anterior half of

the valves are two more or less vertical fnrrows, separated by a

narrow lobe. The posterior half may also have a fiu*row. Else the

surface is generally smooth and without ornamental markings.

As may have been inferred from the above statements, the position

which I have given to tiiis Ostracod corresponds to the position

which in my opinion ^) is due to Beiiriclda tuberculata Klödkn sp.,

in which there is a furrow on the free edges of the left valve,

whereas the right has sharp edges. From Dr. Basslkr of Washing-

ton I received a letter the other day, in which he stated that he

and Dr. Ulrich considered as posterior what I had assumed as the

anterior end in Primitia ToUl Bonnema, Bei/richia tuberculata Klö-

DEN sp. and Bei/richia protuberans Boll; but to this I cannot pos-

sibly agree. Their opinion is based on the fact that the lower of

the two nodes situated at one of the two ends, which in some

valves of Beyrickia tuberculata has widened into an "ovarian pouch",

would be situated in the anterior half in the position suggested by

me, whereas in recent Ostracoda this node is found in the posterior

half. In my opinion, however, they disregard the fact that in the

position accepted by them, the eyes would be situated at the poste-

rior end of the animal, which seems very unlikely. Tliej^ call upon

me to prove that the "ovarian pouch" has been at the anterior end

in paleozoic Ostracoda. 1 think I have sufficiently proved this with

my investigations into the location of the eyes.

Next I want to state that what Ulrich and Bassler called

^'ovarian pouch" has to be considered as an incubation pouch, and

like KiESOW I have no objection to assume that in the paleozoic.

Ostracoda this was located in the anterior half of the carapace,

whereas in the recent C?/^//t'r6^(//6/>fï M()Ll. it is situated in the posterior

half of the carapace but near the centre.

Finally I tender my best thanks to Mr. Botkk, teacher in the

"Middelbare Landbouwschool" (Secondary Agricultural School) of

Groningen, who has been kind enough to make the drawings of

Kloedendla hieroglyphica Krause sp., necessary for this paper.

1) These Proc. 16, 1913, p. 67-74.
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Physics. — " TJif e(feet oj tonperdture and transverse magnetisation

on the continuoKS-current resistance of cnjstaUized antiinoni/.''

By Dr. W. J. de Haas. Coininunifation from the BosscHA-labo-

ratorj. (Communicated by Prof, dv Bois).

(Communicated in Itie meeting of March 28, 1914).

Introduction. There exists an exteiisixe literature on the effect of

transverse magnetisation on the electric conductivity of different

metals and metalloids. We may divide these into three groups i.e.

1. ferromagnetic, 2. paramagnetic, o. diamagnetic substances. Other

phenomena also suggest this grouping.

As to our effect, the substances mentioned in section J show

distinctl}' measurable changes in the resistance. Those mentioned

in sect. 2 however have been less investigated and until now giv^e

only exceedingly small effects ^), the nature of which is very difficult

to determine. In contrast with the HAi,L-effect, the ferromagnetic and

diamagnetic substances show in our case a change in the resistance

whicii is dependent on the direction of the field. For ferromagnetic

substances a decrease and an increase of the resistance have been

observed, while also the sign is dependent on the temperature'') at

least for Swedish iron.

By far the most measurements have been made with conglomerates.

The diamagnetic substances on the contrary- always show an

increase of resistance with the temperature, not a change of this

increase into a decrease. The curves, which represent the resistance

as a function of the field have all the same character ; sometimes

the effect is very large. For example for bismuth in a field of

37 K.G. at — 19b°C. R'IR=2Z0') and at hydrogen temperatures

in a field of 17 K.G. 7?'//^ = 380 ^), while for graphite in a field

of 40 K.G. and at the temperature of liquid hydrogen 7^7^ = ^30^).

Until now the diamagnetic elements have been investigated ; bismuth ^),

antimony '\ carbon ^) tellurium ^) gold ^"), silver "), copper ^-), zinc ^^)

lead^"), cadmium^"), mercury ^^).

1) L. Grunmach and F. Weidert, Ann d. Phys. 22, p. 141, 1907.

2) H. Kamerlingh Onnes and B. Beckman, Gomm. Leiden 12 W. 132ft, 1912.

») H. Du Bois and A. P. Wills, Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges. 1. p. 169, 1899.

M H. Kamerlingh Onnes, Gomm. Leiden, 12 N'. 129, 1912.

5) D. E. Roberts, Ann. d. Phys. 40, p. 453, 1913
6) V. G. Blake, Ann. d. Phys. 28, p. 449, 1909.

6) 10) i2j 16) Y{. Kamerlingh O^snes and Bengt Beckman, Gomm. Phys. Labor.

Leiden 12 W. 129, 130, 1912.
''') A, V. Ettingshausen, Wien. Akad. Ber. 59, p. 714, 1887.

Ph. Lenard, Wied. Ann. 39, p. 637, 1890.
10) 11) 12) 13) u) 15) L. Grunmach and F. W^eidert, loc. cit.

15) 13) 8, 16) 12) 10) 11) J. Patterson Phil Mag. (6) 3, p. 643, 1902.

9) 15) 13) 10) G. W. Heaps, Phil. Mag. (6), 24, p. 813, 1912, VI. 22, p. 900. 1911.

8) 13) 15) s. C. Laws, Phil. Mag. (6; 19, p. 694, 1910.
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A list of the literature on bismuth tip till 1909 can be found in

a paper by F. 0. Blake ^). Of the more recent experiments must be

mentioned those of Kamerlingh Onnes and Beckman "'), who worked

at temperatures down to — 258° C. Carbon has been investigated

by Roberts, who also ^ives the literature.

There remains to be mentioned, that researches on crystallized

specimens have been made in the Leyden laboratory on bismuth

and by Robkrts on graphite. These are very important, as the orien-

tation of the principal axis has a o-reat influence on the effect. It is

principally from this side that we can expect some light on the

othei'wise unnecessarily complicated phenomena. However crystals

have been investigated insufficiently. A method to obtain large metal

crystals would certainly be of great use. So far reasonably large

crystals have only been made with bismuth.

§ 1. Investigation of antimony.

We shall use the following notations.

R' Resistance in the field,

R// Resistance in the field, when the axis of the crystal is parallel

to the field,

R'± The same with the axis perpendicular to the field,

R Resistance without a field, wiiile the index at the foot indicates

the temperature, at which the measurements have been made,

Xp field.

Out of several antimony crystal conglomerates of Merck the best

specimens were selected ; the material seemed to be very pure and

according to the analysis contained less than Viooo» "/o i^'^n. The

pieces were split into thin plates along the basic planes, which were

at the same time planes of perfect cleavage. These plates were then

immersed in shellac and carefully polished into small rods. At both

the ends of one of these rods (long 4 mm, broad 0.55 mm, thick

0.15 mm) two copperwires were soldered. These wires, wei-e care-

fully insulated with shellac, and the two at one end were bent over

the rod so that they came into the same direction as the other two.

Then the whole, wires and rods, was slipped into a cylindrical glass

tube of 0.8 mm diameter. The wires were then pulled through a

brass capillary, in the end of which the tube was fitted. Perpendi-

1) F. C. Blake, Ann. d. Phys. 28, p. 449, 1909.

2j 1. C.
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ciilar to the brass capiHaiT a needle was soldered. When the apparatus

was mounted, so that it could be rotated, the needle passed a fixed

scale, indicating in this way the orientation oC the crystal axis in

the field. The resistances were measured with a Thomson bridge. As

this method requires wire resistances small compared with the fixed

resistance, in the arms of the bridge (110 ohms in each arm), the

above mentioned wires, which were of necessity thin because the

four of them had to pass through the glass and brass capillary, were

kept as short as possible. When they had left the brass capillary

they were soldered to very thick wires, leading to the bridge.

In the bridge a galvanometer of the type of du Bots and Ruhfas

was used, The magnet, most used was a small half ring magnet of'

the newest type with water cooling. For some determinations a

large model magnet was used. This new type enables a long series

of measurements to be made without introducing an error due to

rise of the temperature in the field.

For the resistance measurements at the temperature of liquid air

the newly constructed vacuum cryoarmature on the immersion prin-

ciple has been very useful ^). In fact the combination of the strong

fields up to 45 K.G. with low temperatures can easily be obtained
;

the field was only very slightly diminished by the gaps in the pole

pieces in which the Dewar vessel fitted. This strong field is partly

due to the use of ferrocobalt for the pole pieces.

The magnetic field was measured by the usual ballistic method
;

nothing particular has to be remarked on this subject. For the esti-

mation of the infiuence of the low temperatures on the field between

the ferro-cobalt pieces the Dewar vessel with the liquid air was

quickly taken away and immediately afterwards the field was measured.

This must be done very quickly, as the pole pieces become warm,

while also the search coil cools down and at the lower temperature

its area is smaller, (and just on this area is based the measurement

of the field). Particularly the latter must be avoided as the coefficient

of expansion of the material (a hard kind of culophonium) was not

known. The coil had been compared previously with a carefully

polished glass standard coil.') The influence of the temperature on

the field proved to be negligible.

The current through the magnet, was read on a precision instru-

ment of Siemens and Halske. The resistance measurements were

carried out at very short intervals. This was desirable to eliminate

1) H. DU Bois, Ann. der Physik. 42 p. 968, 1913.

2) See W. J. DE Haas and P. Drapier, Ann. der Physik. 43, p. 673, 1913.
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the influence of fliu'liialions in ihe ma,ü:net ciirrenl. Tlie enrrent was

taken from tiie central Berlin ligliting circuit net. The chief errors

in tlie measurements were due to the temperature and to a less

extent (o the field measurement. An unfavourable circumstance is,

that the effect is roughly proportional to the square of the field, so

that an error in the field gets a double weight. When an accuracy

of Vs 7o is desired, the magnetic field must be known to Vsoo ^^'^^

this accurac}' is not so easily attained as is often supposed.

The purpose of this research was not to make very accurate

measurements, but to see, whether in this case also the orientation

of the crystal axis has a great influence. For graphite this has

already been proved by D. E. Robeuts (loc. cit.), for bismuth by

VAN EVERDINGEN^) and LOWNDS'^).

^ 2. Temperatare carve without field. First the cliange of the

resistance of antimony in the basic plane was investigated. The

specific resistance was not determined because of the undefiniteness

of the soldering places, which much diminishes the accuracy of the

measurements. The different temperatures were reached on the principle

of the Henning") cryostate. In a vacuum vessel with petroleum ether

was put a tube, which was closed at the lower end. With a vacuum

siphon this tube was filled with liquid air. This filling was not

regulated automatically, but with the hand. The temperature was

read on a pentane thermometer.

After some practice it was found that by good stirring the tempe-

rature could be kept sufficiently constant. Below — 140° the petro-

leum ether became thick, which made good stirring difficult and

for this reason the lowest points were measured in the liquid air

itself. At —190° the curve R/R, = {^) (fig. 1) does not yet show a

point of inflexion. The greater the j)urity of the bismuUi the lower

the temperature at which the point of inflexion occurs and the

weaker this point of inflexion. From this we may also conclude,

that the antimony from Merck was very pure''). From the obsei'ved

values a formula A* = R^ (1 -\- ad -f- ^6) was calculated by the

method of least squares.

Such a formula holds within this range of temperature. The

formulae of Neknst, K.amert-ingh Onnes and Wien have not been

1) E. VAN EvERDiNGEN, Cümiii. Leiden iN". !2ü. 37. 40. 41. 4!2. 48. 53. 58, 61

63, 72. Suppl. 2.

^) L. LowNDs, Ann. der Phys. 6 p. U6, 19Ü1 ; 9 p. 677, 1902.

3) F. Henning, Zeitschr. f. Instrk. 33 p. 33, p. 1913.

^) F C. Blake, loc. cit. Table 1.
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tried, partij' l^ecause they do not refer to these low teuiperatures,

partly because we have not, as far as they have been derived from

the ciuantiim theory, enough data, at least not for crystalline antimony.

Fig. 1 shows the curve /t//?„ ; except at — 32.9° it comcides

very well with the experimental curve.

0,<l jfZ- (1^- ,()?)- ,(is- ,«i(»l- ,uci „iivl- Ji'.il jisi- J)nc-

Fig. 1.

The values have been collected in table 1. The ditferences between

the observed values and those calculated from the above mentioned

formula with two coefficients are about V/^ ; it would be possible

to get better agreement with a formula containing more coefficients

but this was of no value since on account of the indefiniteness of the

soldered joints an accuracy of 1 Vo i« as much as can be expected.

The values in table I have been calculated with the formula

:

R =zR,{l-\- 0,00511 1 <9 + 0,000005654 6»^). ... (1)

The linear coefficient of expansion is therefore somewhat greater

in the basic plane than in other directions.

The ''Recueil de Constantes Physiques" gives a 0,0039 '). This

agrees with the measurements of Eucken and Gehlhoff ^), who find

for the electric conductivity of a cast stick of antim.ony at

0° — 79° — 190°

2,565.10^ 3,568.10^ 9,56.10^

1) Recueil de Const. Phys. p. 584, 1913.

2) A. Eucken und G. Gehlhoff, Verb. d. D. Phys. Gesellsch. 14, p. 169, 1912.
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field and in different positions between these two principal ones.

The rnrient for the measurements was always normal to the field,

the direction of wliicli is shown by the arrow in fig. 2. It was

found (see fig. 2) thai in tlie maximnm and minimum positions,

R'—R
which were normal to each other, the val nes —-— did not differ

/?

much, much les.s than in the cases of graphite and bismuth. For

these conductors in one of these principal positions I the effect is

so much smaller than in the other one II, that Roberts ') thought

it possible, that in position I there does not exist an effect at all.

The small observed effect might be caused by an imperfect orienta-

Fig. 2.

tion in the field. In this case a small component of the effect belonging

to position II would be observed. For antimony the differences between

the results in the positions I and II are so small, that this explana-

tion seems not to hold. It is therefore probable, that metal crystals

show for a definite direction of the current, normal both to the

principal axis and to the field, two independent magnetic resistance

changes, the one when the principal axis has the direction of the

field, the other when it is normal to it. Other cases for intermediate

positions can be reduced to these. The above observations, that for

bismuth and graphite, i.e. for those crystals which show the greatest

resistance change in the field, the difference between the resistance

curves in the two principal positions is greatest, agree with a remark

of C. W. Heaps ^). Heaps, who worked with conglomerates, points out

1) D. E. Roberts, loc. cit. p. 469.

2) G. W. Heaps Phil. Mag, Vf 24 p. 815. 1912.
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thai those metals, which show the greatest resistance change also

give the most difTerenl resistance curves in a Iranverse and a

longitudinal field. I hope to return to this point later. Fig 2 shows

the orientation curve.

The full line represents the formula:

—^ = [0,519—0,510 .sh> 1 ,125 (81— 1.0 sin yi)] ^

+ [0,167—0,1696 .sm 2,665 (30— [Xp ros f/.|)]l

where q is the angle between the direction of the field and the

principal axis of the crystal.

To represent the resistance change in the field in one of the two

principal directions, different types of formulae were tried. Finally

certain considerations, which may be omitted here, led to the form
^'

.
,~ = a -\- h sine (d— p;^|) (3). Because of the connexion between the

constants for the field Sp =z 0, this formula has three constants. The

above formula (2) is derived from (3) by resolving the Jp under the

sin. into its components. As R' — R is very small compared with

R and as there were no special precautions taken with regard to the

orientation, we may regard the agreement of the observed points

with the calculated ones as fairly satisfying.

§ 4. Isothermal curves-. Fig 3.

As to these we may remark, tiiat the quasi-linear part of the field

curves is already reached at 30 KG. Of earlier investigations must

be mentioned those of Lf,nard ^), who used pressed antimony wire,

0.2 mm. thick. This highest field was 6.6 KG. where he found

R'— ^1.012 for a constant current; and also those ot v. Ettings-
R
nAUSEN "), Lebret ") and Bariow ^).

Fig. 3 shows the field curves for 18° and —188° in two principal

directions. The formulae used are:

Table 2. —^"=1.519 — 0.510 .s/« 1.125 (81 - |.r-)//
|)

•) In this and in the other formula 'c is expressed in dogrees.

2) Ph. Lenard, Wied. Ann. 39, p. G37, 1890.

S) A. V. Ettingshausen, Wien. Akad. Ber. 59, p. 714, 1887.

*) A. Lebret, Diss. Leiden, 1895.

5) G. Barlow. Ann. d. Phys.. 12, p. 916, 1903.
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Table 3.

Fig. 3.

= 1.167 — 1696s;7? 2.665(30 •'?±\)

^'—5880
z= 2.742 — 1.80 sin 2.022 (38.55 — |% |)

^—1880

5. = 1U.08 — 0.965 sin 1.069 (74.90- |Xpj.|).



my
The observed points liave again been marked O. In tabel 2, 3, 4,

and 5 the nnmberw are given.
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TABEL 6.

Resistance of Bi^j as a function of temperature and field.
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T — 290°.

10.47 — 10.08 shi 2.4G (31.36 —
jjpl)

1.657 — 0.749 .sin 4.5 (12 — |Xp|)

TABLE 8.

Resistance of Bi^j as a function of temperature and field.
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The field produces the change of resistance through its effect on

the molecules and not on the "free" electrons (when these indeed

exist) and it is natural to suppose that the field has also an orientating

influence on diamagnetic molecules. From the magnetic double refraction

Cotton and Mouton have also concluded, that for diamagnetic sub-

stances too the field has a directing influence ^). One can readily imagine,

that anisotropic molecules have, in general, a greater magnetic moment

than isotropic molecules; therefore, if the magnetic moment is already

present before the field is excited, tiie field will have a stronger

directing influence on anisotropic molecules. Similarly if we suppose,

as is generall}' done, that diamagnetisni is an induced phenomenon,

we may assume that a bigger moment is produced in an anisotropic

molecule than in an isotropic one. We may therefore conclude that

the crystal system must have an influence on the phenomenon.

Now we find this to be really the case. All substances, which

show a large or rather large resistance change, belong to the hexa-

gonal system, while those which have a much smaller effect belong

to the regular system.

Finally we may still i-emark, that those molecules, which have

a large susceptibility and which are besides anisotropic will undergo

the greatest influence of the magnetic field. And as the resistance

change is caused by a directing effect, there must be a connection

between susceptibility and resistance change. That this connection

realiy exists is proved by the experiments. It is from this connexion

that a large effect for graphite could be predicted *).

When we put the diamagnetic metals in a series in the order of

tiie values of (/?'

—

R)/R, beginning with the largest value, we have first:

Bismuth.
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The defniito series is: liisimidi (Ji-apliiie Aiitiinonj Tellurium

Cadmium Zinc Silver Gold Cop[)er Lead.

Hexagonal are : and regular :

Bismuth Silver

Graphite Gold

Antimony Copper

Tellurium Lead

Cadmium
Zinc

The order of the diamagnetic susceptibilities is according to Morris

Owen ^)

:

x

Bismuth — 1.40 X 10-^

Graphite^)— 5
j

Antimony — 0.815
[

m 11 • A oAo Hexagonal
lellurium — 0.303 1

^

Cadmium — 0.185

Zinc — 0.151

Silver — 0.201

Gold — 0.152

Lead — 0.120

Copper — 0.085

The division into two crystallographic groups and a remarkable

regularity in each of these groups are obvious.

CONCLUSION.

1. For all temperatures the resistance change of diamagnetic

substances in the magnetic field can be represented by a formula of

the form R'jR = a—b mi c [d -\- \Sp\).

2. The field has a directing intluence on the diamagnetic metal

molecules.

3. There exists a connexion between crystal system, resistance

change and diamagnetic susceptibility.

Regular

1) M. Owen. Ann. d. Pliys. 37, p. 657, 1912.

~) As to the place of graphite one must take into account that different kinds

of graphite differ greatly in properties. Further, no account is taken of the influence

of temperature on the order in the series. Ail series are given for room tempe-

rature. It seems probable that in grouping at "corresponding" temperatures and

"corresponding" states lead would also change its place.
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Mathematics. — -'The theory of Bravais {on errors in space) for

poll/dimensional space, nnth applications to Correlation." By

Prof. M. J. VAN UvEN. (Communicated by Prof. J. C. Kapteyn).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

Ill the original treatise of Bravais : "Analyse niathématique sur les

probabilités des erreurs de situation d'im point" ') as well as in the

articles that have afterwards appeared on this subject ') the problem

of the distributioji of eiTors in space has only been investigated for

spaces of two and three dimensions. Only Prof. K. Pearson has also

treated the case of four-dimensional space ').

It may be interesting to treat this problem ^.Iso for a space of an

arbitrary number of dimensions, not so much with a view to the

geometrical side of the problem, as in connection with the subject

of correlation. If we consider the problem from this point of view,

it comes to this :

A number (a) of variables u^, u^, . . . m, are given, each of which

follows Gauss's exponential law :

and consequently may assume any value between — cc and -)- go.

Further we have a certain number ((>) of linear functions .r'l, .t,, ... .r^

of the variables Ui, viz.,

X\ :=. a\\U\ -f- «12^2 + •••• + «I'tWj,

X-2 =1 «21Wl + «22^2 + ••••+ «2(7^1,

AV= «;lMl + «;2«2 -!-••••+ «;:r?<J.

The probability that .Vj ranges between c^ and ^j -\- (fij (J— 1,2,.. .q)

is then expressed by the formula

1) A. Bravais. "Anal. math, etc.'.' Paris: Mémoires préséntés par divers savants

a 1'Académie royale des sciences de I'lnstitut de France; T. 9 (1846), p. 255.

~) E. GzuBER. Theorie der Beobacblungsfeliler. Leipzig, 1891, Teubner; p. 350.

M. d'Ocagne. Sur la composition des lois d'erreurs de situation d'un point;

Gomptes Rendus T. 118 (1894), p. 512; Bulletin de la Soc. math, de France,

T. 23 (1895), p. 65; Annates de la Soc. scientif. de Bruxelles, T. 18 (1894) p. 86.

S. H. BuRBUKY. On the Law of Error in the case of correlated variations ; Report

of the British Assoc. (65th m.) (1895), p. 621.

V. Reina. Sulla probabilita degli errori di situazioni di un punto nello spazio;

Atti della R. Accad. dei Lincei, serie 5a, T. 6, sera. 1 (1897), p. 107.

3) K. Pearson. Mathematical contributions to the Theory of Evolution : Regression;

Phil. Trans, vol. 187 (18951, p. 253.
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W

in which

i/=^,§r + 26,,§,£, -f-.... + />,,§/•

The aim of tliis paper is :

1. to express the eoefiicieiits hjk of the fjiiadratic expression //

and the quantity E in the coefficients «^v
,

2. to ehicidate the notion of a coefficient of correlation by means

of the expressions found.

The probability of the simultaneous occurrence of the values

u^, u^, . .Mcr is

(7

ÖW=-— e
' nöui.

_p 1

We begin by writing

hiui= vi (i := 1,2, . . . (j)

and

aji = hi aji {j =1,2, ... q; i z= 1,2, . . . o).

Thus we get

-^ — 2 Vi a

dW =— e ' növi
— 1

^ 2

and

A'l =: aiiui -|- a\2V2, + • • • + a^v^,

X^ =: a^\V\ -|- a22U2 + •••"!" <^27Vff,

Av = «51^1 + ao'iv-i \ . . . -\- ap.jV^.

For the present we shall continue working with the coefficients

nji only in the final result.

Like Bravais we moreover introduce (J—q auxiliary variables, viz,

Xp-\-i = -2" cip^i^i v;

: 1

A'cr =: ^ (-Ini Vi
I

. /.Cj, .i-j, . . . .r^.'N .

The determinant of substitution ot is then
\v^, I'j, . . . tvy
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au, ai2, ... ai,

Vjl\.

The algebraic complement of üji we call Aji .

By the substitution

1

becomes

H ^= :E bjj xf + 2 ^ bj]c xj x]c.

1 1

Tlie functions x^,...x^ are given. We now dispose of the remaining

(.t;^i , . . . x^) in such a manner that the following relations are

satisfied

:

hjj, — for 7 = 1,2, ... (J ; A: == 9 + 1, . . . ö.

In this waj we attain that the introduced rj— () auxiliary variables

occur only squared.

Solving Vi from the equations of substitution we find

(i=l,2...(7).

Consequently we find for H

2 [ 2: Aji.vj )
^ (^1/^*1 + A, A-2 + . . . + A,,x^y

H= ^' Vi'
—

i (^-1 .t'l + "IAmA-hxx x-i 4- • • • + A^iXr)
1=1

.2 2^ ^Ïj- . x\ + 2 ^ AxiMi . xi xo -{-. + 2 A^i. x"^

i=\ i=\ 1

:e ^ Aji .1-
• + 2 :^^ [2 AjiAki

I

xj xk
j^l\jz.-.l J

•

j:=X,k^\\i=l

or putting

.^r .^
j'i

= b

2 AjiAj,,
i—l

JJ
^ bjlc (= 6a:j)

H =z 2 bjj Xj^ -\- 2 2 bjk Xj xk.
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We must now try lo express ll»e cocffieieiils h^^ and hji- f'oi-

/ = 1, 2, . . . (>, I' = 1, 2, . . . <), in terms of the coefficients of the

given equations of substitution :

x\z= 2 axivi, . . . , Xp = JS" a^ivi.

The conditions hjh-=zO for h = o -{-1, ... o are equivalent with

the conditions

but

:E AjiAhi=^^ for () -f 1, . . . tf;

/=1

- ^^'«^7= A
/=i

^ Aji an = for / =1^.;.

1=1

are also alw^ays satisfied.

So we have the following set of equations,

2Ajiau= 0, 2Ajia.>iz= 0, . . . ^ Ajiaj-x^iz=i 0, :£ .1^7 a,/= A,

2 .4^7«j+i.t-= 0, . . . ^ Ajia^i^O, 2 AjiAM= A^ hjk,

2 Aji Apj^i^i= 0, . . . , ^ Aji A,i— 0.

Hence

«11 ,
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or

Now the following relation holds good

:

n=:e X

A'+h r^_^^, A^+1, r,_^,. • • • ^4,^+1, r^

^-,+, ' ^^'>+. .U,-

in which i\,i\, . . . Vc, rc-\-i, . . .r^ represents a permutation of numbers

1,2,... a and the summation must be extended over all these

permutations.

As
v+i.

.+1

is the minor of the reciprocal determinant

Aiu ^12, . . -Au

A := Aou A22, . • -425

Ali, Ar2,-..A,,

which corresponds to the algebraic complement of

«Ir, » • • • «Ir

''r^i ,

we have the relation

'r+1'

A,
V+1

^4..
1=A

Consequently we find for JSf

iV=A' ^~' X^
7-C;-l

«bl «1?

Ill

a.,

i.e. ^ is A' '" " times the sum of the squares of all determinants

of the o^^^ order of the matrix

an , ai2 1 • ' oUtI,

M=\ \

'

:

!
«pi 5 «p2 5 • • • «C

which is formed from the coefficients of the given equations of

substitution.

If we represent such a determinant of the o^^^ order in general

by D, we can write

The numerator Tjk is reduced as follows:
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ï> = ^

«Iri «Ij
'\o~l

r -
' p—l

X

^/.•r , ^^/c/- • Ajcr
P+1 '

^7 r 1 A.7 r 1 . A.

The determinant

^j =

«Ie

(i= rj , r^ , . . . r,_i)

belongs to the matrix

Mj =

«11 ai,

«y— 1, 1 7 • •
. «j— 1,

7

«j-1-1,1, . .
. «j+i>^

«pi , . . . «scr

which is obtained by omitting the row aji (^ = 1,2, . . . a) in the

matrix ^.
Besides

Ajcr , . . . ^^•,.

is the minor of the reciprocal determinant A, which, apart from

the sign, corresponds to the algebraic complement of

«It'

Dk
«A:— 1, i

ak+1, i

ad

{i — r,,r, . . . r^-i)

Observing the sign, we have

A.]cr 1 • • • ^kr
F "

Ap-\-\,r » • • • -Ip f 1, ?

Jxur J • • • -"-I r
? P

= (-if+V-'.i),,
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ill whirh 7^- i« obtained by omitting the row ciki in the nuitrix M.
So we find

in which tlie summation must be extended over all determinants of
the {(y—lf' order, resp. of the matrices Mj and Mj,, and this in

snch a way that the determinants Dj and D], in the products are
built up from the same columns of M.
The coefficients hji,{j:=zl,2,...Q; yl—1, 2, ...9) are finally found

from

so that

Lbji, .
A'-^-i :ed^ = i--iy+j {-i)r+k A^-r :s:ijjDi,,

and in jiarticular

Q'|=l,2, ..,),

""JJ 0=1,2, ...p)

The determinant of the coefficients l)jk{j, k ^1,2,

621 , 622 , . . . 62. , ,

hi^
I

or, if we write

, ,...0 , />,+!,,+!,

, ,...0 , , i,+.>,,+'i

Ö , d , . . , Ó

ell 1 ^12 , • . . 61 £

0-21 , />22 i • • • ^2i

^Pl 5 ^p2 1 b^c

0) runs

..

. .

. . (]

..0

..

= E

E is the determinant of the quadratic expression // in :c^, :v^, ... x^

As the determinant quadratic expression in v„v^,...v, has the

value 1, we have

*i* I = A^

'

hence
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A =
E .llhkh

Furtlier we have

therefore

6Wz
1 -2vi'^ .

L 1

nff.vj = LTIöv,,

/Z(^.V=:

:«: :7r

= /—.(? VI 1 y.nö.vjX / '-^
.e .=+1 Hö.n.

111 order to obtain the total probability Tl' we must integrate over

.r5_|_i , . . . Xry from — go to -f- oo, and over .i',, .v..^, . . . x^ resp. from

%^,%.„ ...%c to §1 + dJi, Ï, 4- d5,, . . . I. + ^^r ;
i- ®- ^^^^ integration over

x^,x.^,...Xp consists in this, that in the integrant a\, ^i'.,, ... .<; are

replaced by §i, 1.^, . . . $;,, while éx^, ex.,, . . . ox- are resp. replaced by

ég^, (f5„ . . . dgp.

So we find,

W =
1

— 2tbkkXk^ J

e r+i . nclvh

00 — - 00

.^7/(/i=:,o-|-l,...^^)

' P 2
**

Jtp 1
=1/;

We have already calculated the coefiicients hjjc, that is to say,

expressed them in terms of the coefficients of the given equations

of substitution. Their determinant E is consecpiently also known.

For this latter, however, a simpler expression may be deduced. In

order to tiiul it we start from tiie relation

E
nhu tx'nbkk
0+1 H-1
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I ' o 1 -

Now hhh=-rz ^ A'hiSind />/,/, = yr ^ AhiAk;= (for A=o-f-l,...ö).

Consequently we have
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if Tj, ?\„ . . . Vc, r -1-1, . . /v represents a permutation of the numbers

1,2, ...(7. Apparently this last minor is again a determinant B of

the 9*'' order of the niatrix M. Hence we have

^,0-fl,»- .

^
1 • • • Ap-\-\,r^

Kr,
r+1

A,,r,

t^'~' X D

and

so that

n Hu
1

A2f--p) L'
'

^:=

So our result is :

W=z
E

2D'

1 1 -^//dcj ,

in Ï

and

ökich

bju = {~iy+^^
2D'

E =

1, 2, . . . (>

2D"'

wlule D represents a determinant of the {>''' order of the matrix

ail, «12, • • • ttu

M a-21, «22? • • < «27

«5l7 «52» • • • «CÏ

and Dj a determinant of the (<?—!)"' order of the niatri.r Mj, n^hich

is obtained by omitting the row aji, aj->, . . . aj, in M.

Moreover the two determinants Dj and Dk, in the products are

built up from the same columns of M.

Returning now to the coefticients ciji we have only to write

aji

Denoting by T), T)j, Uk the determinants in the coefficients aji ,

corresponding to D, Dj and Dk we have
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V =
«Irj 5 «l7-2 1 • • • «l7-.

apri ? «/:?-2 5

i>

/.,,/,,

i>,

«Ir, «Ir., «li p-1

i>,

KJh-.-.-^h- ,_^

T)k=T-
Dk

h,.Jlr^...hr^_^

01', if we introduce tlie mean eiTors f/ bv means of the formulae'

1

hi

f/v/'2

p-i P-i

Before applying tliese results to questions concerning correlation

we shall first deduce simple expressions for the minors Bjjc of the

coefficients hj^ in the determinant E.

If we i-epresent the minor of h^k ii' Hie determinant

ill, ^12, • • • ^n-

\f>j^\ =

by ^jk, then for i< i),^^Q

1 7 n bhk— = II hkhX E=r+l
A' .+1 ;^D«.

^.7. = —^- =^k

=+1

2D''
?jk'

Now

_(-l)m-
^A2/-li! ,-.42,- ,...2A-iiAj-i^i ,:EArtAjj^x^i ,. .:SA2iA,i

:EAkli,i An, :S':iyt__i,, A.;,...:EAi,-u -'l^-V ' --4a~-i./ ^j-^U ,-2'Ak-u A,i

:EAhJ^\j An, 2A]c-\.\,i .42/,.-'^^U-+i,i --Ij-i,»" ' ^^A:+i,i ./ -\\.i ,..-2Ak-{.\,i Asi

2A,i Ai; , :sk; A2i ,.-.^i/ Aj^ij , ^k./ ^;4.i,i ,...^i?i
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+ 1

A2(^-i)

^11 , -412

-4-21 , Ao-i
,

Ak-\-\,l , ^yt-l-1,-2 ,

- A,i , i,..>

'-1,0
O

,
-1 ,

O
,
Ó

-Ak-x,

-Ak+i,

A,.

..O

..O

..—

1

O ,...0

o ,...0

o , o

,
A\x, ^-iiv^; -1,1 5 4;-|-i.i v.-^7i

, ^12, ^2-2,".4;"-i,-2, 4>-fl,2v.^72

^11 ' -1]2 ,vl]y_,
, .4i./-|_i ,..^1^

-i'il ,-4.22 ,-42,/-l , -42,/-(-i ,.-^27

^
I

-•!/.• -1,1, -4/, 1,2. .-J/.-!./-!, .i/.^i /_,_,,.. .,4^^_^_^
A'-i(^-i)

^4.1 ,X> ,.4,,/_i ,i.,/+i ,...^„

X

X

-4ii ,.421 ....4y— 1,1 ^ 4y+l,l v-4^]

-4 12 , -422

-4i,/_i ,

.4i,/+i , ^2,/+i ,...-4;_i^/+i, .4;_^i,/+i,...yl,/^i

^1. ,i->. v..4;_i,, ,-4;+l^. ,,..i„

y42,/-i ,...-4;-i,/-i' A7+i,/-i'"-4v-i

,2(7-1)

Consequently we find

A3 +-2'ay/aA-/

^.y^-=^^-,.^.-^ =
^D^

ciiid in pai'ticiiltii'

^.7 = l—l

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.

[To he continued).

74
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Chemistry. — "Equi/ihria in ternary systems. XIV. By Prof.

SCHREINEMAKERS.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

After the previous discussion of the saturationcurves under their

own vapourpressure and of the boiliug|)oiMtcurves of a component,

we must yet deduce its solutionpatlis under its owu vapour-pressure.

As, however, we discussed already formerly those of binary and

ternary compounds the reader may easily deduce those of a component.

In the i)revious communications Vll—X we have discussed the

fourphase-equilibrium F -{- F' -\- L ^ G ; for this we have assumed

that F and F' are both ternary compounds. It is, however, easily

seen that these considerations apply also to binary and unary sub-

stances, provided that F and F' contain together the three com-

ponents ; the line J^ F' is then situated, perhaps its extremities

excepted, completely witliin the componentstriangle. Then the

licpiid contains aiso the three components, so that the quantity of

none of them can approach to zero in il. When /'' and F' contain

together o\\\y two components, the line FF' coincides with one of

the sides of the componentstriangle. The quantity of one of the

components may then approach to zero in the liquid and in the

vapour, so that we must contemplate this case separately.

When we take e. g. the ternary equilibrium i> -j- C -\- L -\- G, it is

evident that the quantity of A can become equal to zero in the

li(piid and in the vapour. If the liquid and the vapour, in which

the quantity of one of the components becomes equal to zero, is

represented by L^ and G„, then the binary equilibrium B-\-C-\-L^-]rG„

arises. Herein L^ is the eutectical liquid under its own vapour-

pressure of the binary system B -f C; G^ is the coi-responding

vapour; the corresponding temperature and pressure we call 7'„ and

P„. The ternary equilibrium B -\- C -\- L -[- G terminates, therefore,

when the quantity of .4 becomes zero, at the temperature 1\ and

under the pressure P^ in the binary eutectical point with the phases

B-^C-\-L,^G,.
Reversally we may also say that by addition of A the fourphase-

equilibrium B -\- C -\- L -\- G proceeds from the binary eutectical

point with the phases B -{- C -\- L ^ -\- Gf,.

When we take a eutectical point B -{- C -\- L^, under a constant

pressure, so that no vapour occurs, the threephaseequilibrium

y>_|_(;_j_/^ is formed on addition of A and the eutectical tempe-

rature is always lowered. From this naturally the question follows :
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what influence has tlie addition of a new substance A on the

temperature 7', and the pressure I\^ of the eutectical point under

its own vaj)Ourpressure with tlie phases B -\- C -{- L,, -|- G^.

We may put tliis question also more generally ; for this we replace

the eutectical point witli the phases B -\- C -\- />„ -\- (r,, by a qua-

druplepoint with the phases F -\- F' -\- L,,-\-G,,; F and F' are

then either the components B and (' or binary compounds of

i5 and 6'.

When we take a constant pressure so high, that the vapour

disappears, and when we add the substance A to tlie equilibrium

F -\-
F'

-\- Lg then the tempeiature is lowered. We may express

this also in the following way : the common meltingpoint or point

of inversion of two sul^stances is lowered under a constant pressure

by addition of a third substance ').

We now must put the question : what influence has the addition

of a new substance A on the temperature 7', and on the pressure

Pa of the quadruplepoint with the phases F-\-F' -f- L^ -\- G^-

Firstly we shall consider the general case treated in communication

VIII more in detail. Instead of the equations (2), (3), and (4) (VIII)

we write :

[(,7; a)r H- {y -/i)s] dx + \{x ~ a)s + {il-^)t] dy=AdP—BdT . (I)

L(.f,-«>- + {y.-m<^'>= + [(."x-«)'^ + {y.-mdy =- {A \ C) dP- {B^D)dT (2)

!(«'-«); + (/3'-,i).sJ,/.^• 4- [(«'-«).^ -h {[i'-mdy = (A-A) dP- {B-B')dT . (3)

We find from (1) and (3), eliminating dy.

E{rt-syw = [\{a'-.v)A + i.v-a)A'\ s + \{^'-y)A + {y-i3)A'\t] dP
- [|(«'-.f)Z?+ {.V - a)B'\s + m'-y)B + {y ^)B'\t] d.T

We find from (2) and (3):

F, {rt—s') dx —
j

[|(«'-.i^)yl4-(.^^-«)^4^f («'-«)Cl.+ {G^'-^'J.4+ (2/-/^K-, {ii'-'^)C\qdP (5)

-[\{a'-x,)B y {.,,-a)B' ^-{<^'-^)D\s-^W-!J,)B+{y-^)B -^{^'-^)D\qdT ]

Herein E is equal to

:

={i3'-^){x-a)^-{a'-a){^'- y).

We find E^ by substituting in A\i'i and
//i for ,i' and //. For the sake

of abbreviation we put the following:

1) F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS. Heterog. Gleichgewichte 111'.

74*

(4)
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(«' - «) K + (.r - «') v + {a — x) v' -^E-^ = («' — «) F^

(^' - i^)Vi-(y- 15') t' + (/?- ^) t'' - ^^ = (i^'
- /^) ^.-

(«' - cc) II + {,v — «')
7i + (« — .r) 7/ + ^ V- = («' — «) ^^y

8iï

(6)

Wlieii we replace ^, V, H, x and // by E„ V„ H^, .r, and ï/j

ÖF ÖF \
rr— 'v-etc. rest unchanged we obtain the corresponding quantities
O// o.?; /

1^1.,/, Vi.x, Hi,jj and /7i ^.

The following relations exist between these eight (piantities, as

we nia}^ easily deduce.

Ei Vy - EVx,, = El V, - EVi,,
j

We liiul another relation by elinniiat'iig E^ and E from both

these equations.

Substituting- in (4) and (5) their values for A, B etc., we find

with the aid of (6)

:

E {rt - s') dx — [(«' - a) V,, . s f iii'
— (?) F,. t] dP

- [(«' - «) H, . . + (ii'
-

i?) ƒƒ,. . q dT

E, {rt - .s^) dx = [(«' - a) Fi.,/ . .s + (,i' - ji) Fi.., . t] dP

- [(«' - a)Hu, s + (^' - /?) ƒƒ!.,,. ^] .^7'

Eliminating dx from (8) and (9) we find, when we make use of

the relations (7)

:

E^ E,
Hi 1/ Hy II\ X ^T" • Ilx

dP '' E ^ '=" E—= = .... (10)
^^

V. ^^ V V^ -^ V^•" ~W •
''

'' E •
'

Herein Hy, H^ etc. have the meaning indicated in (6) ; from (10)

it follows however, that this is also true when the term, in which

E or E^ occurs, is omitted in each of the eight relations (6).

Further we may deduce from (8) and (9) -.

(8)

(9)

{rt-s^)E[Hi.,-^ H^
dP ^ _ ,

^^ («'- «)( VyHi — Vi~Hy)s-[-[^^'—^){ V,.Hi.— Vi.A)t '
^^^^

'

^^ (.._.^)^(F..-f F.)

da N (12)
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In (12) A^ indicates the saiiie denoiiiiiiatoi- a,s in (11).

Let ns now consider the case that both the solid substances of

the equilibrium F -\- F' -\- L -\- G are binary compounds of 7i and C.

We must then put « ^ and a' = 0. As E becomes = (/i' — /?) x
and E, = {^' — ^) ,i\, it follows from (10), ^11) and (12):

X,

dp

df

dp

dx

dT

d.v

^Hr

(13)

^1..

—

- v^
X

{rt—s^)x\ H\,:,

-^S
{V:,Hl.,— Vi,:,H,)t

(rt-B')x[ Fi..,~-ir,
X

(14)

(15)

Let us now consider the terminating point of the ternary equilibrium

F -{- F' -\- L -{- G m the quadruplepoint F -\- F' -^ L,-{- G,. For
this we make in the previous equations x and x^ approach to zero.

As Limrx^=z RF it follows:

dP

dT

X
Hx

dP

Herein

RT Hi. /^) H.

^-G)/^
(16)

VxHi.:,-Vi,,H:c

is the value which

dr

dx

RT v^.-n Vr

(17)

assumes for x= and x, =
Further is :

(^'

wherein to all quantities
{j/.j/i, V, F^, etc.) we must give the values,

which they have in the quadruplepoint F -{- F' -\- L, -^ G,. Herein

Xo has the composition: ?/ quantities of B -\- {;i ~ y) quant, of C

;

G„ has the composition : y, quant, of 5 + (1 — i/,) quant, of C.

Between the three phases F, F' and L^ always may occur the reaction:

^) V ^{y —^')v -}-(ii-y)v' = {,ï — ii) V,

^) Vr + (ih - ^^') V + (/? - ;/,) v' = (/?' —
i^) Vi.,

,?) // 4- {y _ ^')
,i + (^ _ ^ ) ,^' = (^?' __

^) H,

/?) ^1 + (2/i
- /?') 'i + (/?— .Vx) 1/ = (/?' - /?) //l..

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)
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(^r-^,H) quant, of /:„+(//— V) (inant. •)\: F+i^—i/) quant, of F =0 (22)

in which always one of the coefficients is negative. This reaction

represents, according- to tiie sign of the coefficients :

1. a congruent melting or soliditication of i^ -f"
^"^ "^'iz. the reaction

F-^F':^L,.
2. an incongruent melting or soliditication of F -\- F' viz. the

reaction F:^F' -f L„ or F'-^ F -\- L,.

Consequently the incongruent melting or solidification of F -\-
F'

means: the inversion of F in F' or reversally, by the side of liquid

and vapour.

From (18) and (20) it follows that Vx represents the change of

volume and i/, the change of entropy, when one (|uantity of vapour

is formed at this reaction. Therefore, Vx is the increase of volume,

Hx the increase of entropy at the congruent or incongruent melting

of i^+i^'.

Between the three phases F, F' and G^, the reaction :

(,?'— (?) quant, of G^ -f {y ^

—{i') quant, of F -\- {S—y) quant, of F' =0 (23)

may take place. From (19) and (21) it follows that V\.x represents

the increase of \o\nn\e, H\,x the increase of entropy when one ciuantity

of vapour is formed at the reaction (23). V\.x is, therefore, the

increase of volume, H\x the increase of entropy at the congruent or

incongruent sublimation of F -\- F'

.

If we call Wx the (congruent or incongruent) heat of melting, and

W\,x the (congruent or incongruent) heat of sublimation of F~\-F',

then Br =^ and Hi ,
=

. Further we put tor the sake of

abbreviation

Fix. Wx-Vx. Wi,r = K (24)

When Vx, the change of volume on melting of i^ -j- ^' Js positive,

K is certainly positive; when, iiowevei* Vx is negative, this form

will nevertheless still be also positive, by reason of the great value

of V\,x with respect to Vx- For this we shall assume K positive.

When we put further -.

AF= Fl, - T'M Vx and Air=. TFi., - (^A W,. . (25)

it follows :

(IP hW dP RT dT RT'
T—= ; — = .AW ; — = LV . (26)
dT AV dx K d.v K ^ '

—
1 is ihe ratio of the quantity ot A in the vapour to that in the

liquid when we add a little A to the binary equilibrium /"-[- ^'

+
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-\- />„ -|- ^/'„
; we may call lliis müü the liiiiitratio of .1 in /''-|--^''' +

+ ^^0 + (Ar

Considering the cases
( ^M <C i ^^"<^'

( )
^ ^ i'^ connection with

tlie valnes ofFi.,,, Vx, U^ii andlT,. ( T^, can also be negative) it follows :

The F,T curve of the ternary e(|nilibrinm 7''-)- 7^'' -)- L + ^^ ends

in the quadruplepoint F -\- F' -\- L,,-\- <r„ ; it is a curve ascendant

with the temperature, when the limitratio of A is smaller or only

a little larger than 1 ; it may have a point of maximumpressure

when the limitratio of A is much greater than 1 ; it may have,

besides the point of maximumpressure, also a point of maximum-
temperature, when the limitratio of .4 is \'ery large (e. g. larger than

40000) and when the volume increases at the congruent or incon-

gruent melting of F -\- F'

.

We may express the previous also in the following way :

The congruent or incongruent melting-point of two substances

[F -\- F') is always lowered by addition of a new substance, when
we take the pressure constant; generally this is also the case when
this addition takes place under its own vapourpressure. In the latter

case the temperature may however, before it decreases, yet first

rise a little. This can take place however onl}' in the case that the

imitratio
(
—

)
of the new substance in F -\- F' + L,, -\- 6r„ is YQry

large and when the volume increases at the formation of liquid

from F-\- F'.

The vapourpressure of the congruent or incongruent meltingpoint,

can by addition of the new substance according to the value of

—
, either decrease immediatelv oi-, before it decreases, firstly in-

crease. This latter is certainly the case when the temperature increases

also firstly, but it may also take place then, when the tem[>erature

decreases immediately.

Let us now consider the case that (
— 1 is exceedingly small or

approaches to zero. This will be the case when the quantity of A
is exceedingly small in the vai)oiir, therefore, e.g. when .4 is a salt,

very little or not volatile. From (25) and (26) then follows

:

ilP U'l^. dP RT dT RT'

dT Vi,a, dx K •' dx K ^ ^

As W\.x represents the (congruent or incongruent) heat of subli-
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mation and Via- 'lie increase of volume at tlio (congruent or in-

congruent) sublimation of F-{-F\ II^i, and Ti , are both positive.

Therefore, the equilibrium F -]-
F'

-\- L ^ G proceeds from the

quadruplepoint immediately towards lower temperatures and pressures.

Let us imagine a 7^,r-diagram with the qnadruplepoint F -\- F' -\-

_[_ y^^ -j_ (^' ; Four triplecurves proceed from this point viz. the

(congruent or incongruent) binary meltingcurve F -\-
F'

-{- L^, the

(congruent or incongruent) binary sublimationcurve F-\-F'-\-G^

and further the two binary solutioiicurves under their own vaponr-

pressure, viz. the curves F -{- L, + G„ and F' + L, + G,. When

we draw in this 7-*, T-diagram also the curve for the ternary

equilibrium F+ F' + /. + 6r, this touches, according to (27) the

binary sublimationcurve 7^'+ 7^^' + 6^o i" tl»e quadruplepoint.

An example of this case will be found when we add a third

substance, which is not volatile, to the e(piilibrium -. ICl -\- ICl^-\-

+ Lo + G, occurring at. T, = 22,7° and under 7^o = 42 m.m., in

which G^ contains the two components 7, and CI.,. The same shall

also be the case when we add a substance, which is not volatile,

e.g. NaCl or NaNO, to the equilibrium Na^SO, . 10H,0-\-Na,SO,^

_|_/,^_|_C;^ wherein G^ consists only of water- vapour.

Let us now consider the case that (
—

)
is very large ; as limit-

case we shall assume (
-

j
infinitely large. From (25) iind (26) then

follows

:

T— =—^ (28)
dT V,

As W^ represents the heat, required for the congruent or incon-

gAient melting of F -\- F'
, and Vx the increase of volume at this

reaction, Wjc is positive, while I" may be as well positive as

negative. Imagining in a P,7'-diagram the quadruplepoint 7''-l-7^' +
-{- L^-\-G, and the binary (congruent or incongruent) meltingcurve

p j^ P' J^ L^, proceeding from this point the curve of the ternary

equilibrium 7^ -f 7^' + 7v -j- 6^ will touch this binary meltingcurve

in the quadruplepoint.

In the quadruplepoint F^ F' ^ L,^ G, always between the

phases L, , 6^„ and F the reaction :

{y, -^) quant, of 7.„ ^- {^—y) quant, of G, + {y-y,) quant, of F = (29)

may occur. The changes of entropy and of volume at this reaction are:

{y-?)H-\-{^-y)H,^-{y-y,)n (30)

{y-?)V+{^-y)V,+{:y-y,)v (31)
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It follows from (he vjilues of T,., Ti.x, //,. and //]., [(18)—(21)]
that we may also write for (30) and (31)

:

{l3-y)Hu.-{i3-y,)H, ...... (32)

and

ii3—y) Vu— {^-y^) V, (33)

(30) and therefore also (32) rej3resent the increase of entroj)}',

when at the reaction between L,,, G^, and F in all /i—//
quantities

of vapour are formed; (31) and (33) represent the change of volume

at this reaction. From this it follows: when between the phases X^,

Gg, and F a reaction takes place, so that one quantity of vapour

is formed, the increase of entropy is

:

Hi..-^~-^H, (34)

consequently the heat which is to be added :

Wi,,-^-f^W,. ....... (35)

and the increase of volume

:

Vi,-^P^ V, (36)
^-y

Let us now imagine in a P, 7^-diagram the. quadruplepoint F -\-

-\- F' -{- Lg-\- Ga and the binary solutioncurve of F under its own
vapourpressure, pr'oceeding from this point, therefore, the curve

F -\- Lg~\- (jt-g, its direction' in the quadruplepoint is fixed by

Wi
a,.

— ^^^ W,

T^.^ ^ (37)
dJ 8— y,

iS — 1/

We imagine also in this F, Y-diagram to be drawn the curve of

the ternary equilibrium F -\-
F'

-{- L -{- G proceeding from this

quadruplepoint F -\- P^' -\- L,, -\- G^,. Its direction is fixed in this

point by (25) and (26). When accidentally :

'-) =— (38)

both the curves will touch one another in the quadruplepoint.

The meaning of (38) is the following. We imagine in the con-

centration-diagram on the side 7iC the liquid of the quadruplepoint </.

Through this point </ runs a saturationcurve under its own vapour-

pressure and a boilingjwintcurve of F. The meaning of (38) is that

the point of maximum or minimum pressure or temperature falls

exactly in (/.
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In the same way we find that in a P, y'-diagrain the binary

sohitionciirve under its own vapourpressiire of F' proceeding from

tlie qiiadrnplepoint, therefore, curve F' -\- />„ -f- G^, and the curve of

the ternary equihbrium F -\-
F'

-\- L -\- G proceeding from this point

touch one anotlier when

(39)

We can summarise the previous results in the following way. We
imagine a P, J'-diagram with the quadruplepoint F^ -\- F' -\- L ^ -\- G^,

the four ti'iplecurves proceeding from this point and the curve of the

ternary equilibrium F -\-
F^'

-\- L -\- (r proceeding from tiiis point.

This last curve touches in the quadruplepoint:

the binary (congruent or incongruent) meltingcurve of i^+i^'

^curve F-\- F' -\- //„) when j
—

J

= oc

the binary (congruent or incongruent) sublimationcurve oïF-\-F'

(curve F-i- F' + G,) when T-") =
the binary solutioncurve under its own vapourpressure of F

(curve i^+ ^0 + ^^'o) vvhen (38) is satisfied

the binary solutioncurve under its own vapoui'pressure of F'

(curve F' -\- L^ -\- G^) when (39) is satisfied.

The above considerations apply of course also to the ternary

cryohydric curves under their own vapourpressure. As in a binary

cryohydric point under its own vapourpressure the equilibrium

F -\- Ice -\- Lq ^ G^ occurs and as from this point the ternary

cryohydric curve F -\- Ice -\- L -\- G proceeds, we have to replace

only F' by Ice in our previous considerations. Then we must equate

/?' to in (18)— (2J), (25) and (26); we then may summarise our

previous results in the following way :

The cryohydric point of a substance is always lowered by addition

of a new substance when we keep the pressure constant; generally

this is also the case when this addition takes place under its own

vapourpressure. In the latter case the temperature, however, may

also firstly increase a little, before it decreases; this may take place

however only then, when the limitraiio
(
—

j
of the new substance

in F -{- Ice -\- L^-\- G^ is very large and when the volume increases

at the formation of liquid from F -\- Ice.

The vapourpressure of the cryohydric point, may, according to the

value of (
—

)
by addition of a new substance either decrease im-
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mediately or, before il (leci-eayus, liist increase. Tliis latter is

certainly tlie case when tlie temperature also increases a little at first,

but it may also take place then when the temperature decreases

immediately.

We have assumed in all our previous considerations of the equi-

librium F -\- F' -\- L -\- G that the four phases have a different

composition; now we shall consider the case that two of these phases

have the same composition. This will amongst others be the case

when F and F' are modifications of the same solid substance or

also when F or F' is one of tlie components and \vhen the vapour

consists only of this component. This latter is e. g'. the case for the

cryohj'dric cnrve nnder its own vapourpressure F -\- Ice -\- L -{- (r

when of the three components only the water is volatile and the

gasphase contains conseqnently only watervapour.

Let us first consider the latter case ; we take, therefore, the

cryohydric curxe under its own vaponrpressure F -\- Ice -\- L -\- G
and we preassume that the gas contains only watervapour. The results,

therefore, of course remain also valid, when we replace the ice by

another component. Now we must equate in our previous consider-

ations «' = 0, /?' = 0, ,r, =: and ?/, =r= ; from this follows: F z=.

utj— jS.t' and E^ = 0, from (6) follows \^^x = V

x

—v' and H^x^= FI^~ ->/.

Now it follows from (10)

:

^^//^^/A^
dT F,., l\ —v' ^ ^

Herein H^ and I", represent the entropy and the volnme of the

gas, therefore of the waterxapour ; ?/ and r' are the entropy and

the volume of" the ice. From this follows, therefore, that — is the
(IT

same for the ternaiT equilibrium A -j- /ce -)-/_> -|- G and for the

nnary equilibrium fee -[- watervajiour. This i,s evident, also witliout

calculation; removing viz. from the ternary equilibrium F -{- Ice -{-

L -f- (jT the solid substance F and the licpiid L, we retain, as (i

consists only of watervapour, the unary equilibrium ice-\- waterv^apour.

If we imagine the sublimationcurve of the ice and the cryohydric

curve F -\- ice -\- L -\- (r to be drawn in a /^, 7^-diagram the two

curves must, therefore, coincide. As the first curve is experimentally

known, we know, therefore, also the curve F -\- ice -\- L -\- G.

A cryohydric cur\'e under constant pressure (consequently the

equilibrium F -\- ice -\- L) has in the c-oncentrationdiagram the point

of maximumtemperature in its point of intersection with the line,

which joins the two solid phases F and ice. This is also the case
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will) the ci-yolijclric' curve inulei- its own viipourprcssiire. Iji tlie

point of intersection of this curve with the line F— ice is viz. mj—^lv,

therefore E—0. From (11) and (12) it follows therefore, that JP=0
and r/J'=0. In this point of intersection pressure and temperature

are, therefore, either maximum or minimum. In order to examine

more in detail whether a maximum or a minimum occurs, we assume

the conditions of equilibrium for the system F -\- ice -\- L -\- G.

These are:

«^ + ^^ _|_ 5' _ $ = and Z, - S' =
ox oy

Now it follows from the first of these conditions:

/ OF dF A
XT f ys) dx + {xs -1- yt) <V + (

•^-^ -f 2/ ^ ^ + ^'
1
^P

.-f.^ +, - - // + V
J

^IT V k [r + . ^ + .^ ]
^.- ^-

] (42)

(41)

From the second it follows:

/ dF OF , \
{uT + |?s) (^.f + («s + i^O ^.^ + ( «ö7 + '^a

^ '' ~'"
j

"^

/ dr Ös\ / OS Öi \ 1

+ (% + "d^j'^^''^' + * ("fly + '*s;
j'^' + ''' = ''

'

Herein R and /?' contain terms with dFclx, clTdx etc., which we

may neglect as will appear later. From the third condition follows:

{V^-v')dF— {H,—ii)dTz:^^ (44)

wherein the terms of hioher order can also be neglected. As in the

point of intersection of the curve with the line F—lce ay = ^x, so

we may substitute in (43) « = ).x and p' = ly.

When we subtract (42) from (43) after having mnitiplied (42)

by P., we find

:

\l{v-v') + y-v\ dP-\).{H-~n) + n-n\dTi ^^— ^,).{rdx' + 2sdxdy + tdy') + /«*" ^ \
J

Let us substitute the value of dy from (43) into (45) ; it is apparent

from (45) that it is sufficient tliat :

{as 4- ^t)dy = — {ar -|- ^s)dx

and that we may neglect the terms with dP, dT etc. We may
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Write then for the second term of (45): h ^-Q . (hv'\ wherein Q is

positive. From (6) it follows that we may write Vx and H^ for the

coefficient of (IF and ^/7'; (45) passes into:

F, . dP—Hx .dT=\.*^.Q.d.e (46)

From (44) and (46) follows:

'Lx[Ha{V:-,:')-V,{H,-iiJ]dP= - ciH-rDQdx-^ . (47)

2,x \Hx{V,-v')- Fx- (//—>/)] dT = - ciV,-ü') Qd.e . (48)

As V,—v'= V\,:r and H, -i]' — Hu, we see from (24) that the

coefficients of dP and c/7' in (47) and (48) are positive. Therefore,

dP and dT are zero at tirst approximation, at second approximation

negative so that pressure and temperature are maximum.
We may summarise the previous results in the following way: in

a P,T-diagram tiie sublimationcurve of the Ice and the cryohydric

curve under its own vapourpressure [P^ -[- ice -\- L -\- G) coincide.

The cryohydric curve under a constant pressure has its maximum-

temperature in the pure solutionpoint of F; the cryohydric curve

under its own vapourpressure has in this point its maximumtempe-

rature and -pressure.

When i^ is a binary compound, we must in the previous consi-

derations not only put a' = 0, /5' = 0, :i\ = and y^ = 0, but

also a=0. From this follows: F= — [Iv, F^ = 0, Fi, = V,-~v'

and H{,x^=ffi—v'- From (10) again it follows that:

dP H,—ii'— z=^—- (49)
dT V^-v' ^ ^

so that in a 7^, 7^-diagram again the sublimationcurve of the ice and

the cryohydric curve F -\- Tee -\- L -\- G coincide.

Considering the cryohydric curve in the vicinity of the binary

cryohydric point F -\- ice -\- L^ -{- Gq, it follows from (25) and (26):

dP RT RT RT
dx K K K
dT RT"" RT^

dx K K

From the binary cryohydric point, therefore, pressure and tempe-

rature decrease along the cryohydric curve.

We can also obtain these results by substituting Z ^= U -\- RT

x

log X in the three equations (41).

Now we shall suppose that F and F' are modifications of a same

substance, so that F -\- F' -{- L -{- G represents the moditicationcurve
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under its own vaponrpressiire and its corresponding vapourcuive.

We put in the formnlae (2)- (4) (VIII) «'=--« and ;:?'=/?. We
then may write these :

(., _ a)r -4- {y-^)s\ dx 4- \{x -a)s + {y --^)t] dy = AdP—BdT. (52)

r= {A 4- C) c/P-(5 A D)dr \' '

{v-v)dP-(ri'-n)dT=0 (54)

Let lis first tal<e tiie substance F. The /^, 7kliagrani of this

snbstance was already discussed formerly and is drawn in tig.

3 (III) and 4 (IV). In fig. 1 arK represents the sublimationcurve,

Fd the meitingcurve and KF a part of the limitcurve mKFM of

the substance F. We find also in fig: J the y-*, T-diagram of the

snbstance F' ; herein <('vK' is the snblimationcurve, Fd' the melting

curve and K' F' a pait of the limitcurve m'K'F'M' of the substance F'

.

The two sublimationcurves touch one another in r ;
consequently

in r the equilibrium FA;- F' -|- (r occurs, wherein (r has the com-

position F =z F' . Therefore from r also a curve rli proceeds, which

represents the equilibrium F -\- F' . This curve may proceed from

r as well towards higher as towards lower temperatures ; in fig. J

the first case has been assumed. It is apparent from the position of

the diiFerent curves that we have assumed v' ]> v, r;' > ri, V ^ v

and Vyv'.
dP

From (54) it follows that - for the equilibrium F^F'-{-L-\-G
dT

and F^F' is the same. This is also apparent without more

explanation : when we remove \'iz. the liquid and the gas from

M, \

^ V-^^^ / n' '
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F^ F' + />+ O, tlien /"-f F' remains. Therefore, in fig. 1 curve

F -\- F' -\- L -\- (i inusl coincide willi r h ; it will, however, only

partly cover tiiis curve. It is re[)rcsented in fig. 1 by luo, wherein

u and ID are the points of intersection of mKFM and m'K'F' M'

.

In order to see this we take any point x of the curve F-\-F'-\-L-\-G.

When we remove F' and when we keep further the (piantity of

vapour always exceedingly small, tlie liquid L of the remaining

equilibrium I~\-L-\-(t traces at change of temperature a solutionpath

of F under its own vapourpressure. The P, 7-curve of this path is

represented in fig, 1 by y ^c F. When we remove i'^ and when we
keep again the quantity of vapour exceedingly small, the liquid L
traces a solutionpath of F' on change of temperature ; this is indi-

cated in fig. 1 by y' x F'

.

Only the part yx of the first solutionpath, only the part x F' of

the second represent stable conditions. Restricting ourselves to stable

conditions, we may sa}- therefore : from each point of the modifi-

cationcurve F -\- F' ^ L -\- (r one solutionpath of i^^ proceeds towards

lower temperatures, and one of F' towards higher temperatures.

From this it follows that the one extremity of the modificationcurve

must be situated in u, and the other in w.

In order to deduce the modificationcurve and its corresponding

vapourcurve in the concentrationdiagram, we may act in a similar

way as e.g. at the deduction of the saturationcnrves under (heir own
vapourpressure. When we take a definite T and P and when at

this T and under this P a saturalioncurve of F exists, this is

circumphased ; the same applies to that of F' . When at the assumed

T and P the modification F is the stable one, its saturationcurve

sui-rounds that of F' ; when F' is the stable form, the saturation-

curve of F' surrounds that of F.

The two saturationcnrves can never intersect each other, they can

completely coincide. This is the case when we choose P and T in

such a way that they are in accordance with a point of curve r h

in fig. 1, so that the two modifications F and F' may exist by the

side of one another. Tijen these two coinciding curves form the modifi-

cationcurve under a constant P and at a constant 7'; it represents

the liquid L of the equilibrium F -r F' -\- L.

Now we change not only the T or the P, but both together and
in such a way that they are always in accordance with a point of

the curve r k in fig. 1 ; also we consider the vapourregion and the

heterogeneous region L— G. Tlien we find easily that the modifi-

cationcurve under its own vapourpressure and its corresponding

vapourcurve are circumphased.
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It follows amongst others from the formulas (52)—(54) that this

modificationciirve cannot go through the point F=F'; when we

put herein .v =(( and >/ =^ th it follows that

H-ri^H-^^ri-n
^^^^

V— V V-—u' v'— V

must be satisfied.

This means that the curves F<J,F'(V and rlt of fig. 1 touch, one

another in one point. Now it is apparent that these curves may

intersect one another in one point. When viz. two of these curves

intersect one another, necessarily the third goes also through this

point of intersection; only very accidentally they can, however,

touch one another. In the same way we find that also the corre-

sponding vapourcurve cannot go through the point F= F' . From

(52)—(54) it follows that dP and dT become zero at the same time

and that this is the case when

y^il^y^J (56)
X— « x^— u

This means that the solid substance {F= F), the liquid and the

vapoui are situated on a straight line. It is evident that on each

closed modilicationcurve two such points u and iv occur and on the

corresponding vapourcurve tw^o corresponding points v^ and w^.

Pressure and temperature of the equilibrium F -^ F' -\- L,^ -\- Gu^,

are in accordance with point m of fig. 1, pressure and temperature

of the equilibrium F -\- F' -{- L,, f Ga-,, with the point w of fig. 1.

From (54) it follows that the pressure can as well increase as

decrease at increase of temperature ; therefore we may distinguish

two cases.

1) P- and 7-raaximum coincide and also P- and T-minimum.

2) P-maximum and 7^-mininuim coincide and also P-minimum

and T-maximum.

The case sub 1 occurs when the pressure increases at increase

of temperature; curve rh is then situated as in fig. 1. The case

sub 2 occurs when the pressure decreases at increase of temperature,

curve r h proceeds then in fig. 1 from r towards lower temperatures.

Now we shall assume that F and consequently also P' is a binary

compound of B and C; to the P, P diagram again then fig. 1 applies,

in which now however the solutionpaths no longer touch the melting-

curve in F or F'

.

Tn the concentrationdiagrara the modificationcurveP4- F' -\- L -\- G
ends in two points on the side B C, the same applies to its corre-

sponding vapourcurve.
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Let ns assume that point F in fig. 3 (XI) represents the two

modifications F and F' and that A a h n is the modificationcnrve and

h^nj)^)!^ the vaponirnrve.

Therefore, in the binary system two temperatures and pressures

of inversion occur, viz. in the points A and n. Considering the equi-

libria under a constant pressure, 7'/,= Tn; under their own vapour

pressure, however Tj, and 7'„ as well as /^/, and 7^,, are different. The
points A and n of fig. 3 (XI) resemble viz. ^ó and //? of fig. 1. Although

solid substance, liquid and gas of the equilibrium F-{-F' -\-Lh-\-(rk^

and F ~\- F' + Ln-\- 6-'«i are represented by points of a straight line,

yet in A and n c/P=0 and dTz=z() is not the case. In order to

see this, we substitute in (52)—(54) « = ; from this we find

:

J.
rcip\ ^.^ r s

\

n'-n

RT ' \dx):,= ~lv\ ~ 7j {ii—ii)LV—{v'—v)KH ' '
^^^^

so that dP and dT in A and 7i are not zero. A V is the increase of

volume and A// is tlie increase of entropy when between F, L,

and G of the equilibrium F-^F' -\-L,-^(i,^ or F-\-F'-\- Ln-^Gh,

a reaction takes place, at which one volume of vapour is formed. [We
may also replace in (57) and (58) A F and A// by A F' and A//',

which indicate then the same increases when the phases i^', L, and 6^

react]. When in fig. 3 (XI) A and n are situated not too close to

F, or in other words, when the temperatures of inversion T/j and T„

are situated not too close to the melting-point Tf , A T^ is ^0 and large

with respect to v' — v; the denominator of (57) and (58) is then

generally positive.

That there may be accordance with fig. 1. we take first v'^v.
In fig. 3 in the vicinity of A and A; (see A Faa^) s ^ s^ ; in the

vicinity of n and n^ (see A Fhh^) s<:^,s\. From (57) and (58) now
follows : i^and 7Mncrease along the modificationcnrve from n tow^ards A.

When we take v' <^v then it follows: 7' increases from A towards

n, P from 7i towards A.

At last we may still consider the case, that F and consequently

also F' is one of the components, e.g. B. The reader can easily draw

himself the P, 7-diagram, which is now simpler than in fig. 1.

In the concentrationdiagram the modificationcnrve ends then in two

points, the one on BC and the other on BA. If we determine the

modificationcnrve under a constant pressure, T is the same in each

point of this curve; in this case T and 7^ will change however again

75
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along the curve from point to point and either in the same or in

opposite direction.

When we determine, therefore, e.g. the temperature of inversion

and pressure of inversion of rhombic in monoclinic sulfur, or of

two modifications of KXO^ etc. in a mixture of two solvents and

under its own vapourpressure, this T and P of inversion change

with the com})Osition of tiie solvent. These changes are, however,

very small, as it follows from tiie ju-evious considerations.

{To be continued.)

Mathematics. — "On the singular solutions of ordinary and

partial differential equations of thef rst order'. By Prof. Hk. uk

Vries and G. Schaake.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

Introduction. If the complete integral of a partial dilFerentiai

equation of tlie first order with two independent variables, F {.x,y,z,p,(j)

=: is represented by f{.v,j/,z,Cy,c^) = i), and if the i-esult of the

elimination of c, and c, from the three ec^uations

is called for the sake of brevity E= 0, the following pectiliar

phenomena may arise. If the general solution ƒ (,i',7/,c) = 0, of an

ordinary differential equation of the first order F {.i',y,i)) = 0, possesses

a nodal locus, it belongs generally speaking to the result of elimination

of c from the two equations

oc

and only in o?ie particular case it does not belong to it ; with the

partial equations it is just the reverse, at least if in this case the

locus of the nodes consists of one or more curves; if there is a

nodal surface, it does belong in general to F=0, though there is

a possibility that it does not.

It is a matter of course that all possible cases may be arrived at

by a purely analytical method ; but it appears that considerations

derived from polydimensional geometry throw a vivid light on those

various analytical possibilities and so to say increase the differences

and render them more essential ; to prove this is the aim of the

following paragraphs.

§ 1. Let in the first place be given an ordinary differential equation

of the 1**' order
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with the general mluiion /{,v,y,ii) = (we represent, witli a view
to the geometrical interpretation that is to follow, the arbitrary
constant by u), then the result of elimination E=0 of

Ou

i-epresents the locus of tho.w points in the .?7/-pIane, for which the
equation /{,T,i/,u) = 0, considered as an equation in u, possesses a
double or multiple root, hence the locus of those points, through
which one particular integral less passes than through an arbitraty
point (if we restrict ourselves to a double root); it ïs obvious now
to surmise that a point which is node of a definite particular integral
will belong to this locus, because the curve with the node passes
twice through (hat point, but in general this is incorrect, as may
appear from very simple instances. The equation

has as general solution

in which a represents the arbitrary constant, consequently a system
of equilateral hyperbolae. The result of elimination E of a from
this last equation and its partial derivative with regard to a : gives,

Ez=.x'-2y'-2E' = 0,

and this is really the envelope of the equilateral hyperbolae.

Let now ~ = 2w-2a = 0, and ^ = ~ 2if = 0, then we find that

the point ,y = a, y = is a node for the particular integral which
is^ determined by giving to a e.g. the value R, thus for the pair
of straight lines

(w-Ry-y^^o-,

but the node .r = /?, y = does apparently not lie on E. And in
fact through the point x = R, y=0 passes not only the particular
integral a = R, but also a = (,v'~y' = R'^), viz. two, just as
through an arbitrary point.

What consequences has this for the differential equation?
By solving it with regard to /> we find for each point the tangents

of the integral curves passing through tiiat point, so in our case 2
;

but in the point ,v =: R, ?/ = we must find 3 now, viz. the two
45"-Iines, and the line parallel to the //-axis; hence the differential

equation must disappear identically in this case, which occurs at
once through substitution.

75*
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§ 2. A point satisfying the three equations

ow Olf

is a node for a definite integral curve; we ask when this point

satisfies moreover

Ou

consequently belongs to E=0.
If we differentiate ƒ=0 partially with regard to .t' and //, we find:

0/ dfdu— + ~— =0
dx dii d,v

^ + — — =z .)
dy du dy

'

I,

Ö/* df df du
Now, if -^=— =0,-- need of course not be zero, lor — and

d.v dy ou dx

du
-- may be zero, and the latter is the normal case (cf. the geome-

trical explanation in § 3). Let us suppose viz. that in a particular

df
case -- is 0, then we can easily determine another system of curves

du

where this is not the case; we have only to replace the equation

f{x,y,u) = 0, by

if) {w,y,u) =f{x,y,n) -f r/(?<) = 0,

in which g{u) represents a function which is zero itself for that

particular value of u which produces the nodal curve in the system

/= 0, while its derivative (j'{i() is not zero for the same value. It

is evident that the svstem of curves ff=0 has with /=:0 the nodal

, dy Ö/'

curve in common, because for the ?< of this point is a; = /, -—=:—-,
^

' da-, dx

drp df d(f df df d(p

^"^^; on the contrary v~= t^
—

\- q'iu), and if ^ = 0, t- == ^•
dy dy du du "^

^

du du

We arrive, however, at quite different results if the system /=0
contains a nodal locus. On this locus y and u are functions of .r,

because not only one or more points of this locus must be determined

by x, but at the same time the values of u, by which the integral

curves are indicated for which those points are nodes. And as the

values of .v, y, and u, which ai'e associated to each other by the

locus, satisfy at the same time ƒ =0, we can say that for each

point of that locus
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Ö.C dydx dud.i;

df df dy
If now - and :;^ are both zero, and it' ^poc, which can occur

ö.y oy dx

only in a few points, and niaj' even tliere be avoided by rotation

of the axes of coordinates, then we must have

Ö/' du

du dx

Now T^ =: will be the normal case, viz. the nodal locus will

du
as a rule belong to E=0; for if this is not so must be = 0,

dx

and u consequently constant along the locus, which means that the

said locus is a particular integral to be reckoned twice. It is not

df du
excluded, however, that ^ and — are both zero; in that case too

On dx

there is a particular integral to be reckoned twice, which now does

belong to E =z 0, and the difference between this case and the

preceding one where there was also question of a particular integral

to be reckoned twice is not particularly striking. The geometrical

explanation in the following § will cast sufficient light on this case.

§ 3. If we consider the parameter u as a third coordinate, our

equation f[x,y,u) = represents a surface; the sections ?ii=n constant

produce, if projected on the try-plane, the various integral curves.

The curve E=0 lying in the .ry-plane contains apparently all the

points of the property that the straight lines, passing through those

points parallel to the ?^axis, cut the surface in tw^o coinciding points;

hence it contains

:

l^*^^ . the apparent contour of the surface for the point at infinity

of the ?<-axis as lighting point, and this is apparently the singular

integral

;

2"*^. the projection of an eventual double curve or cuspidal curve

of the surface, situated in such a way that any plane //- = constant

cuts it in a certain number of points; the system of curves f=0
then contains a locus of nodes or cusps in such a way that each

integral curve contains one or more of those points

;

3^'^. the projection of an eventual double or cuspidal curve which

is lying in a plane w = constant ; in that case one integral curve
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counts double, so that - = (see § 2), while at the same time

4^1'. the projections of eventual conical points of the surface; in

Ö/' 0/ a/'

this case the two equations I of § 2 are satistied bv s~=^=r^=^^'' Ox Oy Ok

— and — =1= 0, and the points under discussion are nodes of E.
dx dy

Generally speaking there are, however, a number of tangent planes

to be constructed to the surface perpendicularly to the u-axis
; they

cut the surface each along a curve with a node in the point of

contact, but as this 'node is not at the same time a node of the

surface itself, its projection will in general not lie on E ; so we

have now integral curves with nodes, not belonging to E, in the

df df du du Ö;"

equations I of § 2 is —=:--= - = — = 0, but :^ =|= 0. And
• Ox Oil Ox d// On

if such a node does belong to E after all, it is because the projecting

straight line of the point of contact on the surface touches that

surface e.g. in another place, or happens to cut it m a point of a

double or cuspidal curve ; the node of the integral curve is then,

however, a simple point of E.

Finally something else is possible. A tangent plane perpendicular

to the ?ó-axis may, after the fashion of the two singular tangent

planes of a ring, have an in unite number of points of contact ; in

that case a certain integral curve counts double, however without

there being the slightest cause for belonging to E ; for the points of

(lit

contact on the surface are simple points. We have then - = 0,
ax

0/
but not as under 3), at the same time ^ = Ü.

Ou

§ 4. Passing on to the partial differential equations we represent

the complete integral of F{x, y, z, p, q) = by ƒ (.r, ?/, z, u ,?;) = :

it determines a system of oo^ integral surfaces.

Elimination of u and v from the four equations

/z=:0 , f = , 1 = , f-
=

Ox Oy Oz

gives two relations between x, y, z, and so a twisted curve, locus of

the nodes of oo^ surfaces out of the complete system ;
this twisted

curve does not in general lie on the result of the elimination ^=
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of u and v from the equations

Oil Ov

as appears e.g. at once from the example :

,,.= _|_ y--! __ /.,2 _ 2^.,. _2by = R^ — 2a' — 2//^

representing- a system of hyperboloids of revolution with \ertieal axes.

df df df
If ;^ , :;^ , :f- are to be =0, then .v = a, i/ = //, c = ()an(l

O.v 0// Oz

if this point will lie on f=:0, then a' -\- Jf must be :^ R'.

The equation then assumes the form :

{.v—ay + (>f-by — kz':=o,

and consequently represents now a cone of revolution with its vertex

in -r. = a, y = h, z ^=iO, and the locus of those vertices is the circle

x' +/ = R'.

On the other hand we find easily that j& = is represented here by

.^.2 + v/^ — 2kz' = 2K';

it appears at once therefore that the circle x" -\- if = R"^ does not

lie on E here. This is easy to understand. If we consider x as

independent variable, then y, z, ii, v become in consequence of the

nodal locus functions of x (cf. the analogous reasoning in § 2) and

as these functions must satisfy the equation /'=0, we can write:

0/ 0/ dy df dz
^ df du df dv

d.t? dy da: ' dz dx du dx dv dx

df df df
Now for a point of the curve ^ ,

^^ , ^ =; 0, so that remains:^ dx dy dz

df du df dv

^ H / — = 0,
Oil dx Ov dx

0/ df
from which of course it need not ensue that -- = ^ = 0, thoui>h

du dv
"

on the other hand this is not impossible.

That, however, ~ =: ~ = is a particular, and not the general
du Ov °

case, appears as follows (cf. § 2).

By elimination of x, y, z from

df df df

dx dy dz

we find a function y {ii, v) of a and v, which becomes zero for

these systems of values of ii. and v, which determine an integral

surface with a node. Conversely an infinite number of functions
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r/{2i,i') mav be determined, which become zero for llie said vabies of

dq dd
u and V, while ~ , -^ do not become zero for the .same values.

On ov

If we consider now the sjstem of surfaces :

<f{a;,y,z,u,v) = f{x,y,z,u,v) + g(ii,v) = ,

where y represents one of that infinite number of functions then

this new system has the same locus of nodes as the old one, while

for those nodes ^-- and —- are certainly not zero.
ou Ov

Let there be a nodal locus, formed l)y a surface; then .c and
//

may both be chosen as independent variables, while z, u, v become

functions of them, and as the equation ./*=:0 must always be

satisfied, we find by differentiation :

Ö/'
,
^/

,

0/ Ö//
,

d/dr
.-+ T- /' + ;r ;»"'+" ^ A" = ^
ax Oz ou ox Or ox

bf df df du df dv

dy dz du d>i ' dv di/

which crpiations reduce themselves into the last two terms, as iii

df df Ö/'
, , ,

each point of the double surface ^ =.—= ." =0. It the determinant
' Ox Oy oz

I

du dv '

dx dx

du dv

dy dy

=1=0'

then ^ = -.- := 0, and the double surface consequently satisfies
du dv

E=z{), in this case there exists no functional connection between

u and r, i.e. the curves ?<=: const., ?; ^ const, cut each other on

the double surface only in a limited number of points, or in other

words, each particular integral possesses a finite number of nodes.

Is on the contrary the determinant really zero, then v is a function

of u, so that on the double surface the curves u = const, and v =
const., coincide: there are now only x' particular integrals possessing

nodes, but each of them possesses in that case a double curve and

its locus is the same surface as just mentioned, which need not,

however, belong to E=:0. because ^ and -"- need not be zero.
^ du dv

They may be zero, though, and in that case the double surface

does belong to E=0.
There is still another possibility. It may be that for the whole
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(louhle surface ?^ == const., hut r not; fliis, however, is fi-om a

geometrical point of view the same case as just mentioned, for

z; = const, cuts the double surface now along a curve which is

double curve tor a definite particular integral. ^ must be zero now,

it is true, but ' must not, so that the doul)le surface need not belong
du

to E=:0 either, though on the other hand it is quite possible, as

df
, , J

the case - = is bv no means excluded.
du

A very simple example of a system of surfaces with a double

surface not belonging to E=:0, gives the equation

{.f + if -f u (// -f a) — z'=0;

the double surface is c =: 0, locus of the secants of the pairs of

planes which are found by taking u zero. This plane j == does

not satisfy, however, the result of elimination E: y'^ -\-4^:^' =: 0.

Finally u as well as v may be constant on the double surface;

among the particular integrals there will be one in that case, which

counts double, and which satisfies E z= or not, according to for

the particular it and v oi the double surface ' ^^"^^ r being zero
0)1 or

in each point of that surface or not; we have apparently to do then

with the singular plane of contact at a surface (see the conclusion of § 3).

To wind up with, it is possible that any point of space is node

to some integral surface or other, this will e.g. be soif each integral

surface possesses a double curve, and these curves fill the whole

space; in that case E disappears identically.

§ 5. In order to illustrate the results of § 4 geometrically we

imagine the equation f{;x,y,z,u,c) = in a space of five dimensions,

7?5, interpreted as a twisted four-dimensional variety V ^ ; for the

sake of distinctness we shall call it T, (/'=0). All points for

which u = const, lie in an R^, which is perpendicular to the

M-axis, and the same holds good for all points r = const., and these

two spaces A\ cut each other along an R^ , which is absolutely

normal to the plane iw, and has a point in common with this

plane; this R^ cuts V,{f=0) along a surface .t, and if the points

of this surface are projected by means of j)lanes parallel to the

plane uv on the space A%r of the ,r, // and i:-axis (by which to

each point of rr one definite projection is associated), then a surface

rt', congruent with rr arises as projection, because the space ofrris
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parallel with Rxi/i, iind the .t' is nothing but a |)articuhir integral

of the given difFerentiai equation.

Through the straight line l^ at infinity of the plane uv pass x"

planes; each of them cuts ^^(/^Oj along a curve, and among

them are gd- possessing a node, and whose plane touches therefore

the variety. Consequently x" planes of contact pass through l^

touching at F^(/=r:0); the locus of the points of contact P is

therefore a surface i2, but in general of course a surface that can

only occur in an /?. ; the projection Si' of 52 from l^ on Rxijz is

an ordinary surface, which might be called the "apparent contour"

of F^(/=0'i on R.niz^ ^"*-^^' tliG lighting axis /^.

The projection of ii on 74y: > takes })lace exactly through the

planes that ha\'e produced il itself, viz. the planes of contact

passing through 1^ touching at \\ [f =:. 0) ; now x"* straight lines

pass through the point of contact P of such a plane, and conse-

quently x^ that touch at V^ (/'^ Ö) in P, and they determine the

tangent-/^, in P at V^ {/= 0); as this tangent- /^^ contains all tangents

through P at F^ (ƒ=()) it also contains the plane Pl^^; so it is

projecting, the consequence of which is that its projection on R^yz

,

being nothing but its intersection with R,c,jz, 'S only a plane, viz.

the i)lane of contact in P' at i2'.

Out of j)oint P only one perpendicular line can be let down on

the plane un and through the foot of this perpendicular passes only

one Rs absolutely normal to ///-, from which it ensues that only

one surface rr passes through J\ The plane of contact at this surface

in P coincides by no means with the one at <2, but does contain

tangents of F4 (ƒ=()), as nr too belongs to this variety; the plane

of contact in P at jt lies therefore in the tangent-i?^ of i^at F4(/=0)

and so projects itself, as the plane of contact at £2, in the plane of

contact in P' at £i', from wiiicli it ensues that rr' and i2' touch

each other in P' ;
ii' is therefore the singular integral of our diffe-

rential equation.

In fact il' is found analytically by making the (fourdimensional)

df

^

first polar space ^ = ot the point at intinity U^ ot the li-axis

with regard to I"^^ (/ :^ 0), and the tirst polar space ^ = of V^,

cut each other, in consequence of which the threedimensional

first polar space of the line U^ V^ = /^^ arises ; the latter cuts

V^ (/ i=r 0) along the surface i2, and i*! satisfies apparently the

0/ Ö/'

result of elimination £'=0 of a and v from/= 0, " =: 0, — =: 0.
ou ov



§ fi. Amorig the oo^ spaces R^, which are absolutel_y normal to

tlie plane u. d, and according to what precedes, cnt the snrfaces rr ont

of V^i/= 0), there are oo^ for wliich that snrface of intersection jt

possesses a node, and which tonch V^ accordingly in that point

;

this node of rr will in general, how^ever, be only a simple point of

V4., i.e. the plane passing throngli /^, and that point will in general

cut V^ along a curve that possesses no node in that point; and from

this it ensues that the projection of that point on Rx,/z will in

general not belong to A'^0. With this we have proved that the

nodal curve, which in general is jiresent in on i- system of surfaces rr',

will as a rule not belong to JiJ^=i).

Conversely the possibility is, however, not excluded that V^{/z=0)

contains a double curve; now the plane passing through /^ and a

point F of this curve cuts F, along a curve which does have a

node in F, and the consequence of this is that the projection of the

double curve does belong this time to E=zO; and finally the

case is not excluded that both phenomena occur at a time, and

consequently the system of surfaces jt' contains two different

double curves, of which one does belong to E ^ 0, the other

does not.

Let ]\{/=0) contain not a curve but a surface of nodes; as

any plane passing through /^ and a point F of this double surface

cuts }\{f=:0) along a curve with a node in P, the projection of

the double surface will belong to E ^= \ and as an R^±iiv cuts

the double surface in general in a finite number of points we have

here to do with the case that each surface of the oo".t' possesses a

finite number of nodes (see § 4j.

A double surface in the system n', may, however, have a ([uite

different origin. Among the spaces R^ i. m^ there may be some that

touch Vi{f=0) not in one but in an infinite number of points,

so that the associated surface rr possesses a double curve, which,

however, is not at the same time a double curve of T^ ; in that

case there are surfaces rr' with a double curve not belonging to

E= 0. And if all R^^iiv, which touch V ^, have this property,

then we find in the system rt' a double surface, locus of double

curves of oc^ surfaces ci' , which does not belong to E^=0. The

case is even not excluded that a certain R, ± iiv touches V^
(
/—O)

in all the points of a surface, the analogon of the singular planes

of contact of a ring, then the difierential equation jjossesses a par-

ticular integral counting double, not belonging to A'= 0. If, however,

that integral counts double l)ecause the associated surface rr in A*, is

a real double surface of V^i/^^O), which happens to lie in an
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/?, ± ///•. then the particilar integral counting donble does belong

again to £"= ; etc.

Finally V^ (/=0) may possess a double space, which then is

common to the two polar spaces - i= 0, ^ = (ct. § 5). Every
OH ov

/?3 ± uv cuts this double space along a curve, and every rt' contains

a double curve, the latter of which fill the whole space Rxy, ; the

result of the elimination K lisappears now identically.

Observation. Following up this method, and without en-

countering other difficulties but those which arise from the increasing

number of dimensions, one can obtain an insight into the singular

solution of the partial differential equation of the first order with

an arbitrary number of independent variables.

Physics. — "jf%f (lifi'u.iio/i-coef/icient of (jases and the viscosity of

ijas-mixtures\ By Prof. J. P. Kuenen

(GommunicalL'd in the meeting of Mareh 28, 1914).

In a j)revious communication ') on the diffusion-coefficient D of

gases it was shown, that the contradiction between 0. E. Meyer's

theory on the one hand and that of Maxavetj.-Stefan-Langevin on

the other can be largely removed by taking into account 'm the

former theory the persistence of molecular movement. By doing this

the limiting values for the two components, i. e. for n^ = and

n„ = 0, become equal., which involves a much smaller change in B
with the composition of the mixture than according to the incomplete

theory, while the second theory mentioned makes the coefficient

entirely independent of the composition ;
observation also gives only

a small variation of D.

[n order to further compare the im[>roved theory with observation

I have calculated D for two pairs of gases viz. carbon dioxide--

hydrogen and argon- helium, which seemed specially suitable for

this test owing to the great difference in the molecular masses. For

this purpose it is necessary to give a further modification to the

formulae in order to express the influence of the mutual attraction

of the molecules: in the former theoretical paper this infiuence had

to be left out of account, seeing that in Stefan's theory the molecules

are likewise regarded as free from attraction.

Using Sutherlat^d's well-known formulation of the attraction by

of a factor
(
1 -|- 7,) the formulae become for 0°(7'=273).means

1) J. P. Kuenen, Proc XV p. 115^. 1913.
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^1 ^ , .. _ ^2 { y^i+ '''2 f^ , <^1.M
il/^», 5r.s, i

-1

2737 ' K m„ V ^273

/; = 1 : jl - 1/2 ,,^ .T.,^ (l + ^)^: X 0.406 -

A = 1 : 1 1 - ^/2 n., .^.^^ (l + ^) ^. X 0.406 -

C,^\ . m,—0.188m„

273

1
D=— («2 ''l ^1 /l + »1 '^ ^2/2)

CA , m -0.11

273y ' m,+m.,

Possibly in the last formula the coefficient— might be replaced by

a slightly ditferent one, but the uncertainty involved in this has but

a small influence on the result.

A difficulty in the calculation arises from the constant Cj^, which

measures the attraction of unlike molecules. Experiments on the

viscosity of mixtures have shown, ihat tlie influence of temperature

may in that case, as with pure substances, be represented by means

of a factor
I

1 + tt, ); '•I'f tlie coustant C in this factor is not iden-

tical with the 6'i2 in the above formulae, for in the viscosity of a

mixture not only the attraction of unlike molecules but also (hat

between like molecules plays a part. If the observations could be

represented by a rigorous theoretical formula, the various attractions

could be separated and thus the 6^3 in question determined. As this

is not the case, however, an estimation has to be resorted to ; it

seems simplest to rake for C^.^ the value which holds for the mixture

of composition 1:1 as a whole : fortunately a small change in C'l,

does not involve more than a small change in the result.

For the mixture of equal parts of CO^ and H^ {n^=?i.i=^hi), 1 have

calculated from Breitenbach's experiments ^) C\., = 116.2.

The molecular diameters Aj and .So were found from tlie viscosities

of the pure components at 0° using the formula

1) P. Breitenbach, Wied. Ann. G7; p. 803, 1899.
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1 0.44^1^
tl= 0.44 d u l — = — —

1 H V^2 7i T A 1 H

ill which /i was taken equal to 2.76 X ^^^^ ^^1'*^^ further

ciirbon-dioxide 0.00r97 36250 0.0001388 239.7

hvdiogen 0:0008987 169200 0.0000841 87

mixture 1:1 0.0001423 116.2

Tlie result of the calculation is .9,^3.136X1^^"^ a"^'
•'>-i
=

= 2.217 X10"^ aud hence

o = i {s, + X,) = 2 676 X 10-8 .

For 7i^=n.,^kn 1 find Di .,== 0.453, whereas the limiting vahics

for pure C(J., and //„ become: Z), = Z^^ ^ 0.551. Observation has

given D = 0.53.

The agreement with observation may be considered satisfactory.

The difference between JJ,^ and />, or D., which was discussed in

tlie pievious communication, is rather large: probably, as observed,

this is owing to the imperfections of the metliod of calculation by

averages followed in the tlieory.

For argon and helium the following constants hold'):

rl

Argon 0.001781

Helium 0.0001784

Mixture 3 : 2

1 • 1

which give

.s^, = 2.674 X 10-8 .,,^
_ J .775 X 10-^" hence = 2.224 X lO-s

and

D'-/, = 0.535 D,= D, = 0-597 D (observed) ~ 0.70^).

The agreement with observation is less close here than in the

former case ; it may be added, that Stefan's formula (after correction

for the molecular attraction) would, as the previous communication

shows, give a result closely agreeing with D^ =3 D^ according to

our formula and therefore also differing from the experimental value.

u
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The further question arises, whether the theory is Ccapable ofexplaining

tlie viscosity of gas-mixtares, in particuhir tlie interesting fact, that,

e.g. for the two above combinations, the viscosity goes through a

maximum. In order to derive a foi-mula for the viscosity of mixtures

it is necessary first to consider tiie case of a pure substance. Tlie

coetKicieut 0.44 in the formula for ii, used above, is the result of the

multiplicaticn of the factor 0.35 which is obtained, when the pers/sfeiia^

is left out of account, and a persistence-factor
, where i>=i0.40()

1 ^
2

represents the persistence.

The coefficient - in the denominator which is absent in the persist-

ence-factor of the diffusion-formula may be justified as follows ').

When a molecule is tiaced on its way from the moment that it

collides, it is found, that on the average it does not describe a distance

/ in the dii-ection of motion, before its velocity in this direction is

exhausted and therefore all directions become equally probable, Ixit

a distance :

/ + /^ + /^^ + . .

1—^
In the case of viscosity howevei- we are dealing with the transport

of momentum : it would on the one hand be incorrect to assume,

that the momentum of a molecule at each collision immediately

assumes the value belonging to the point where the collision occurs;

if that were the case, the persistence would have no influence on
the viscosity and would have to be left out of account. On the other

hand it cannot be assumed, that the molecule keeps its momentum
till the moment, when it has lost its velocity in the direction of

motion, and then suddenly, as regards momentum, goes into

equilibrium with the neighbouring molecules. It is much more reason-

able to assume, that at each collision the excess of momentum is

equally distributed over the two molecules : on this supposition the

persistence-factor will obviously be given by the series

1 1 1
1 + -- 19' ^. ^ {y + . . =

2 '4 ~1— ^.'^

by which Jeans's result is obtained.

If we now apply this principle to mixtures, it seems natural to

suppose, that for collisions between unlike molecules the persistence

V J. H. Jeans. Theory of gases p. 249—250. 1904.
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has to multiplied, instead of by the factor V,, by the mass-ratio

or — respectively. A rigorous treatment of the problem

is impossible, but it would seem tliat an approximately correct result

will be obtained, if in the above formulae for ƒ the tirst term in the

denominator which refers to collisions between like molecules is given

the factor V,, and the second term which depends on the unlike

collisions is multiplied by the aforesaid mass-ratio. In this manner

the persistence-factors ƒ which apply in the case of viscosity assume

the following foi*m

, -1 :Sl- i ^/2 r,,.^,,'( 1 + „^ V. X 0.40C -

f 1 + ^V
r,= l:|l- 4 l/2.,^.;(l + ^)^« X Ö-^Öö-

»Wi+wiW'.
,

C,,\ m,— 0.\88m,

rn. m„— 0.188m,

m^\m^ V m, V 273y vi^\m^ \

while the viscosity of the mixture is given by the formula

7i
= 0.35 '- d^u.l, f\ + 35 '^ d,uJ.J\

.

n
'

ti

For CO^ and H^ with n,—n,='/,n calculation gives rj=0:0001482.

The theory therefore actually gives a maximum in the viscosity,

in accordance with observation which had not been explained hitherto.

The observed maximum lies at 707„ CO, and is not quite so high viz.

about 0.000144, but a nearer agreement could not really be expected.

For argon and helium calculation gives

for the mixture 3:2 i] = 0.0002294

1:1 ti = 0.0002321

.

Observation gives a maximum near the first named mixture with

7^ = 0.0002207 ; in this case the theory gives again too high a value.

Whereas therefore a numerical agreement is absent, we may conclude

from the investigation that the ordinary gas theory which treats the

molecules as mutually attracting elastic spheres can without being

strained explai]» the occurrence of a maximum in the viscosity of

the above mixtures.
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Chemistry. — "Tlw metastahh' contmuatioii of the mked cn/staJ

series oj pseudo components in connection loitli tJie phenomenon

of allot'-opy'. By Prof. A. Smits. (Comiiinnicated by Prof.

J. D. VAN DKR Waals).

(Communicated in tho meeting of March 28, 1914).

1. For the case that a nnarv system is built np of two pseudo-

coiiiponents the relation between the unary and the pseudo-binary

system has been derived by me by making use of (tihbs's principle

of equilibrium, which states that a system at constant temperature

and pressure tends to pass to such a state that the thermodynamic

potential (tj-function) is a minimum. ')

In this it has been assumed that when heterogeneous allotropy

occurs in the solid state, the ?-,f-curve has a shape as indicated in

tig. 1. This assumption comes to this that there exists continuity in

the unstable region between the two mixed crystal series, Avhich

1) Z. t. phys. Chem. : 76, 421 (1911).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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start from the a and the i?-side, and in general possess a different

crystalline form.

As Herbette ^) has demonstrated by an experimental way that

such a continuous transition between mixed crystals of different

crystalline forms occurs for potassium and tkalUuin tartrate even in

the stable region, it must be admitted that the contiiuiit}' in the

unstable region given in fig, 1, is a possibility, especially for mixed

crystals whose systems of crystallisation are closely allied to each other.

On the other hand it should be pointed out, that it is very probable,

that iu many cases the continuity assumed here, does 7iot exist, and

the two halves of the ?-.i'-line, which refer to mixed crystals of

ditfeient forms, are not related. We might imagine that in this case

two S-.i'-lines occur, which proceed continuously from one axis to

another, as fig. 2 shows. The C-,i'-line cd would then relate to mixed

crystals of one kind, and ah to those 'of the second kind. The ^-.c-

line cd then indicates the ^-values of different mixed crystals, in

which the pseudo-comi)ünenl a is compelled by ,i to crystallize in

1) Compt. rend. 140, 1649 (1905).
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the crystalline form of j'^, whereas the line ah refers (o mixed (nystals

in whieh /? is forced I)}- a to crystallize in the crystalline form of «.

These states wonld certainly be realisable when the psendo compo-
nents presented the phenomenon of isodimorphy, bnt then we should

have to assume that the pseudo components can occur in different

crystalline forms, merely in consequence of a different arrangement

in the "Raumgitter" of a same kind of molecules.

Without the slightest doubt such a case is conceivable, but it is

by no means probable. We can hardly assume tliat when the pseudo-

components in the solid stable state are miscible to a limited extent,

the phenomenon of Isodimorphy always occnrs. Besides it is in mi/

opinion highly probnhk that a difference in composition is the cause

of the difference in crystalline form. It is now the question whethei-

another view is possible, which obviates the difficulty mentioned here.

It is clear that the stability of the "Raumgitter" of the pseudo

component a becomes smaller as there has been dissolved more of the

pseudo component ^, and thus it will be possible that at a certain

concentration the "Ranmgitter" has become so unstable that it can

76*
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no longer maintain itself. It is now the qnestion how this has to

be expressed in the ?-.i'-figure.

There exist here two possibilities. It is possible that as fig. 3

indicates, the s-.i'-line a b starling from the «-axis, approaches the

line p q asymptotically instead of running to the other axis, which

means that a mixed crystal of the concentration /; is impossible, as

this mixed crystal would require an infinitely large value of ?.

In the same way the $-.i"-line d c would then approach asymp-

totically to r s.

Then the expression ( ] = MRT loq -~-
V- ( (-] dv be-

comes infinite at a definite value of .r, because then the second

term of the second member becomes = oo.

Another possibility is this, that the ?-,i-line ends suddenly in the

figure, as fig. 4 shows. So this figure expresses that the possibility

Flee. 4.

of the existence of mixed crystals of the same crystalline form

suddeidy ceases at b resp. c, and that the prolongations of the lines
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which might be imagincil, have ihcrmodvuaiiiictally absolutely no

sense any more.

2. li is clear that as far as the metastable and unstable eq\iilibria

are concerned, the pseudo 7'-.r-ügure will be different according as

one view or the other is held.

The assumption of continuity in the unstable region would lead

to the T, ./'-ligures 5 and 6.

In Fi"-. 6 the lines pd and me pass continnously into each other,

in the same way as in Fig. 5.

The assumption of isodimorphy of the pseudo components, which

is less probable than the two following, yields the figures 7 and 8.

The assumption of an asymptotic course of the $-,t'-lines leads to

the figures 9 and 10.

becoming = oo for a definite value of r, and
^x^Jpj

L
(dx\_ nsL

T
\dTjp

(^•-^^')(§l)pr
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assumes the value zero for that definite value of x

It appears at the same time from these figures that when the

temperature of the three phase equilibrium lies between the melting-

point temperatures of the pseudo-components, one of the metastably

|)roduced meltingpoint lines must possess a maximum temperature.

When in conclusion we consider the case that the $-,i"-lines for

solid suddenly terminate in the ?, .i'-ügures, we tiud what follows

for the corresponding 2\x4\^\\yq^.

We have treated here systems of two pseudo-components a and

/i, but it is clear, that the same holds also for any other binary

system.

Amsterdam, 20 March 1914.

Anorg. Chem. Laboratory of the University.

{To be continued.)
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Chemistry". — "On tJic rupniu- prcssi/n' lines of the si/sfiun phos-

phorus." I. By Prof. A. Smits. S. C. Bokhorst, and J. W.

TERWfc'.N. (Coiniimuicaled by Prof. J. D. van dek Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of March i28, 1913).

1. On a former occasion ^) the result of a preliminary investi-

gation about the vapour pressure lines of liquid white and liquid

red phosphorus was communicated. It appeared already then that

the vapour pressure lines of these two colourless liquid phases of

the system phosphorus cannot be considered as two pieces of the

same vapour pressure line.

The question under discussion l)eing of the utmost importance,

which ought to be decided with perfect certainty, it was resolved

to determine the vapour pressure lines of liquid white and liquid

red phosphorus as accurately and as far as possible.

2. Determination of the vapour pressure line of liquid red phosphorus.

We again made use of Jackson's glass spring manometer (see fig.

1 ab), which was now made of infusible glass, was filled with pure

red phosphorus, and then exhausted and sealed off. This glass spring

served as phosphorus reservoir and at the same time as indicator

of the pressure.

Round the glass spring a wider vessel c had, namely, been sealed

on beforehand, which ended into a somewhat narrower tube, which

was electrolytically coated with copper at e, so that it could be

soldered to the copper mounting >\

This copper mounting consisted of a copper coupling piece, in

which a copper plate was used as packing. The said mounting was

in connection with the cocks K^ K. by means of copper tubes, and

the pressure cylindre (/, which was tilled with glycerin, and was

connected with a Schaffer and Budenberg's hydrostatic press A
with closed air manometer J/,, and metal manometer M^.

The cock K^ could effect the communication between the space

round the glass spring and the carbonic acid cylindre ^V, and the

cock K^ could bring the same space into communication with the

open manometer M^. A T-piece with the cocks K^ and /i, was

sealed to this open manometer, K^ being connected with the Gaede

pump. Before the beginning of every experiment the space round

the glass spring was exhausted through this cock, to have an oppor-

tunity to indicate the zero-position of the needle of the glass spring

on the tube d. This was effected by sticking two strips of paper

1) These Proc. XV, p. 885.
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with marks jiii( on tliem on llio IVoiil and the back of tho (nbo r/,

but above each oilier, in such a way Ihat the two marks are in the

same pLane with the needle. When a vapour pressure determination

was made, a copper bath with a molten mixture of KXO^ and

NaNO., was placed round the phosphorus manometer, in which a

stirrer was continually moved up and down. ')

/T

^=<i
^ Q

^

hJ

1) In the preliminary experiments an air bath was used, witli which no accurate

determinations could be made, however, on account oi' the unequal temperature.
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Then a gauged theriiin-element and a ganged very sensitive resist-

ance tbermometer were placed in the bath for the temperature

measurement, so that the temperature could be measured in two

different ways. The bath was surrounded by a wider asbestos twlindre,

burners placed under it ensuring a uniform heating.

In the determination of the vapour pressure line of the liquid red

phosphorus the bath was slowly raised to a temperature above the

melting point of this modification.

In order to bring the needle of the glass spring manometer to its

zero position, the pressure in tiie space round this manometer had

to be continually increased. At first this was effected by slowly

admitting air through K^, A', and A", being open, bnt afterwards

this was obtained by filling the tube between the valve V and the

cock K^ with CO, of higher pressure, after K^ had been closed, and

then carefully opening the cock K^. As the open manometer could

indicate at most an excess of pressure of ± 4 atmospheres, K^ was

closed when this pressure had been reached, so that at higher

pressure only the closed air manometer J/., was used. In its turn

the airmanometer was closed at pressures of about 10 atmospheres,

and the metal manometer J/3 was read. It had appeared in prelimi-

nary experiments that the three different manometers corresponded

with each other very satisfactorily.

When the red phosphorus was melted, the temperature was kept

constant for some time, the needle \vas brought exactly to its zero

position, and the pressuie was read on the air manometer. Then

the temperature was slightly raised or lowered ; then again put at

the same point, and the preceding operation was repeated to get

an idea of the accuracy of the method. The i-esult was that the

error at these high temperatures and pressures amounted to less

than 0,1 atm.

In this way we could determine the vapour pressure line of the

molten red phosphorus up to a temperature of 634°, and a pressure

of 58.6 atm., which may, indeed, be called a surprising result, for

that a glass tube of a diameter of 2 cm. and a thickness of wall

of 2 mm. can resist a pressure of 58 atmospheres at a temperature

of 634°, was not expected by us, and in these experiments we were

fully prepared for a violent explosion, which, however, fortunately

did not take place. That the glass had not even been deformed was

proved by this that when the experiment was over, the zero position

appeared to have hardly changed.

We have been able to continue these vapour tension determina-

tions of the liquid red phosphorus up to ± 85° below the triple
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point, which lies at 589.5 and 43.1 atm. The siuicrcooled phosphorus

tlieii indeed was converted to the solid red plios[)hoi'ns, but we

succeeded in making the experiment in such a way that notwith-

standing, the vapour space reiuained saturate with vapoui- of the

liquid phase during the experiment. The method followed was this,

TABLE I.

9.609

(l) =5031.4

Number

of

the

manom.
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ilial for every determination the temperature was raised above tiie

tri[)le point, and then was lowered as cpiickly as possible to a

definite temperature, which was then kept constant for some time,

till the vapour tension had become constant. Thus a constant vapour

tension could be observed even at the lowest point ± 504° during

5 minutes. On continuation of the experiment pretty suddenly a

decrease set in, which pointed to this that at that moment the liquid

phase had disappeared, and had been entirely converted to the solid

red phosphorus.

That these vapour tensions under the triple point really refer to

the saturate vapour could be proved by this that when after the

determination of the vapour tension at 550°. the temperature was

not tirst raised above the triple point temperature, but at once to

562°, a vai)Our tension was observed at this latter temperature, which

fitted exactly in the found vapour pressure line. After this deter-

mination at 562° we heated at once to 574°, and also the vapour

tension observed at this temperature lay on the line already found.

It follows, therefore, from this that the vapour at 502° and 574°

was still saturated with the vapour of the liquid red phosphorus, so

that it is perfectly sure that this must also have been the case just

before and at the lower temperature 550°.

The results of the vapour tension determinations of the liquid red

phosphorus are given in the sulijoined table. In the fii'St column one

(inds the number of the numometer, and in the second column the

temperature, the third giN'ing the pressure in atmospheres.

In the PT representation Fig. 2 these results are graphically

represented by the line end, from which follows that the different

observations yield a very regular curve. Only the last |)oint at 512°

lies too low.

The point n is the point where the vapour pressure line of the

solid red phosphorus mn (more about this later) intersects the vapour

pressure line of the liquid red phosphorus, so the trij)le point of

the red phosphorus.

When the saturation heat is no temperature function, the vapour

pressure formula

dln'p _ Q
dT RT ^ '

on integration yields the expression :

lnp = -^^+C (2)

or
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Q
Tlnp = — :i^CT

' R
(3)

froin which follows that 7'lii/), represented as fmiction of 7', wil

yield a straight line.

\
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determined in a sim[)le way. For this purpose the^ line is drawn so

that as many points as possible lie on this line, and that the others,

which deviate lie regularly on the left or the right of it. In this

ease the tangeiit of the angle <i formed by this line and the tempera-

ture axis, will give the constant. This is immediately seen in the

following waj'.

For two different i>oints on this line we get namely:

and

lienee

or

l\h,l>^

60

56

5^

H8

44

40

36

3Z

R

Q

^ cj\

TJnp., = - + CT..

(' =

c =
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In this way the constant C is now determined. It' we calculate

Q
the qiiantitv - with this value of C from the ditFerent observations,

*
'

it;

we obtain the values given in the (>''' column of table I. From this

follows as mean value for Q 9,96 K. Cal.

In connection with the deviations trom the mean value 5031,4

Q
which the different values ot — present (see column 7) it is to be

expected that the above value for the heat of evaporation is pret I y

accurate. Finally the last column gives the calculated pressure when

Q
the values for C and — heading the table are used.

R
To give a better graphical survey of what has been found, the

discussed lines are once more separately represented in Fig. 3.

Tlie upmost line again gives T hi p as function of 7'.

§ 3. Determination of the vapour pressure line of liquid lohite

phosphorus.

If the difficulties in the preceding experiments were great, because

many of the glass spring manometers already burst before the triple

point of the red phosphorus had been reached, the difficulties in the

following experiments were so great as to seem almost insuperable.

It is self-evident that the determination of the vapour tension of

the white phosphorus at temperatures at which the conversion to

solid red phosphorus still proceeds slowly, is attended with few diffi-

culties.

Up to 312° this line had already been determined by Jolibois ^)

with pretty great accuracy.

For the purpose we had in view, it was, however, necessary to

carry these experiments up to as high temperatures as possible. In

this we meet, however, with different difficulties. In the first place

the molten white phosphorus begins rapidly to convert into the solid

red modification from =t 280° on rise of temperature, in consequence

of which the liquid phase has disappeared in a comparatively short

time, and the prevailing vapour tension, thei'efore, no longer corre-

sponds with the vapour tension of the liquid phase at that temperature.

Hence to find points of the vapour pressure line of the liquid

white phosphorus at higher temperatures, one has to heat the glass

spring manometer as quickly as possible to a definite temperature,

and then to keep the temperature constant for some time.

1) Theses, Paris 1910.
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By this mode of procedm-e we have actually succeeded in determining

some points with the glass spring manometer at higher temperatures,

but in the majority of the experiments the glass spring broke before

the recpiired temperature had been reached. This circumstance was

owing to this that it often happens in case of rapid heating that

part of the liquid white phosphorus is enclosed by a wall of red

phosphorus. If now the tension in the space outside has become less

than the tension of the enclosed liquid phosphorus, the wall of red

phosphorus breaks at a certain diHerence of pressure, and the conse-

quent sudden increase of pressure bursts the glass spring manometer.

As all attenq)ts to present this enclosure of the liquid phos})horus»

failed, and with a few exceptions the experiments miscarried through

this circumstance, we have finally trie<l to reach our end by another

way, in which w^e have really succeeded. Instead of the statical

method we have namely introduced the dynamic method, in the

form given to it by S.mitu M. The difticulty was, however, to find

a suitable liquid, i. e. a liquid with a comparatively low melting-

point, high boiling-point (± 360°j and besides indifferent with respect

to the phosphorus. We have succeeded in finding such a liquid, and

to this we owe the final success of our endeavours

in this direction. This liquid is melted stearin candle

material or a mixture of stearic acid and palmitic

acid. Instead of the glass spring manometer the

apparatus represented in Fig. 4 was now attached

to the apparatus Fig. 1. The former consists of

a tube a, in which a vessel c is placed with a

tube c', which is bent downward and part of which

is considerably widened, terminating in a capillary

placed in a small wider tube. This apparatus, oi

which the xessel* c contains white phosphorus, is

quite immersed in the mixture of stearic acid and

palmitic acid ; and in the same liquid column, at

the level of c is the extremity of the glass tube h

fused to at the bottom, in which a thermo-

element is placed. The tube a, which contains all

this, is fastened airtight by means of a rubber stopper

in the wider vessel d, also provided with the same

fatty acid mixture, the side tube e of which serves

Fig. 4. to enable us to compress the air in d somewhat,

and to raise the boihng point of the mixture, if necessary. tJy means

1) Amei-ic. Ghem. Soc 32, 897 (1910).
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of this arrangement it was now possible (o determine the boiling-

point of the liquid phosphorus under different pressures, and it is

in this way that we have supplied the deficiencies which had conti-

nued to exist when the static method was applied. The phenomenon

of inclosure of liquid phosphorus b}' solid red also often occurred

by this way of procedure with the result that when the wall of the

red phosphorus broke, a violent boiling of the liberated liquid took

place, in which often part of the contents were flung outside from

the vessel c.

However satisfactory this dynamic method was in the application,

the velocity of conversion of the white phosphorus becomes ' so

great above 360^ tiiat 366.4° is the highest temperature at which

reliable measurements could still be made.

The result of the statical and the dynamical investigation is combined

in the following table II, the results of Jolibois' statical investigation

being given in table III.

TABLE II.

Method
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appears with the greatest clearness that the vapour pressure line of

liquid white phosphorus cannot be the prolongation of the vapour

pressure line of liquid red phosphorus.

This, however, follows still more clearly from the line ffg, which

gives Tlnp as function of T.

In contrast with the line ///• this line is not straight, but exhibits

an e^er increasing slope at higher temperatures. So the heat of

evaporation is here undoubtedly a decided temperature function,

which we shall discuss on a following occasion. The most convincing

proof of the lack of correspondence of the vapour tension lines ah

and cd is this that when the line kh is prolonged towards lower

temperatures, it intersects the line r/}/ at a rather large angle, from

which it appears still more convincingly than from the lines ah and

cd, that we have here certainly to do with two different curves in

the same way as for the system Cyanocjen.

To set forth still more clearly the regular course of the vapour

pressure line ah. it has, just as the curve for Tlnp, been once more

separately represented in Fig. 5. In this figure also the points

J.= ^iat. Mjd^._ ^M)m>.

0= oXjoX.Mjë^.-önmkit,^ jhohrunA.

+500

-500

^f1000

-1500

-0000

1500
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determined bv Joi.ibois are indicated, who, as also follows from the

table, has only been able to continue his research up to 312°.

In a subsequent communication we shall give some theoretical

considerations in connection with the results stated here, and also

discuss the vapour pressure line of the solid modification, which

we determined accurately already some time ago.

Anorg. Chein. Laboratory of the University.

Amsterdam, March 27, 1914.

Mathematics. — "A bilinear congruence of rational tiuisted quartics.''

By Professor Jan de Vries.

(Gomraunicated in the meeting of March 28, 1914).

1. The base-curves of the pencils of cubic surfaces contained in

a net [*l*^^ form a bilinear congruence. ')

If all the surfaces of the net have a twisted curve {,'" of genus

one in common, and moreover pass through two fixed points ^i,i/j,

every two <ï»' cut each other moreover along a rational curve q*,

which rests on q^ in 10 points, ^j

A third 0' cuts i/ in 12 points, of which 10 lie on ^)' ; the

remaining 2 are H^ and H„. Through an arbitrary point P passes

one c/ ; if P is chosen on a trisecant t of q% then all «ï»" passing

through F contain the line t, and q' is replaced by the figure com-

posed of t and a r', which cuts it, and meets q^ in 7 points.

2. In order to determine the order of the ruled surface of the

trisecants t, we observe that each point of (/ bears two trisecants,

so that ^" is nodal curve of the ruled surface {t). We can now

prove that a bisecant b, outside q\ cuts only one trisecant, from

which it ensues that (t) must be of order five.

The bisecants b, which rest on the bisecant b^, form a ruled sur-

face (b) of order 7, on which />„ is a (piadruple' line. In a plane

passing through b^ lie three bisecants ; as to each of those three lines

the point of intersection of the other two may be associated, by

which a correspondence (1,1) is brought about between the lines b

and the points of (/, {b) is of genus one. A plane section of {b) has

1). See my communication in these Proceedings, volume XVI, p. 733. There

I have considered the case that all <t>^ have in common a twisted curve i/> of genus

two, so that a bihnear congruence of elliptic quartics is formed.

~). See e.g. Stukm, Sijnthetische Untersuchungen iiber Flaclien drltier Ordimng

(p.p. 215 and 233).
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therefore 14 nodes. Of these 5 lie on (>'', fi in the (|uadrnple point

Ijing on b^; tiie remaining 3 are represented by a triple point

originating from a trisecant restijig on b^. As />„ in each of its points

of intersection with q^ meets two trisecants, {t) is consequently a

ruled surface of order jive. ^)

3. A ^* cutting [,^ in ;S forms with it the base of a pencil (0')

the surfaces of which touch in S. We shall now consider two pencils

(V) and (52) in the net ['/^^], and associate to each surface V the

surface 52', by which it is touched in S. The pencils having become

projective in consequence, produce a figure of order 6, which is

composed of the surface <f»' common to both pencils and a surface

2^. On a line / passing through S a correspondence (2,2) is deter-

mined by {W^) and (i2) ; one of the coincidences lies in S, because

/ is touched in S by two' corresponding surfaces. The remaining

three are intersections of / with the figure of order 6, mentioned

above; the latter has consequently a triple point in S, from which

it ensues that *S is a node of ^'. The curves q\ which meet q^ in

S, form therefore a cubic surface passing through q\ which possesses

a node in aS; q^ is therefore a singular curve of order three for the

congruence
[()^J.

Through S pass 6 lines of ^^ ; to them belong the two trisecants

t, meeting in S\ the remaining four are singular bisecants of the

congruence. Such a line p is cut by oo^ curves q^ in two points,

of which one coincides with S, (singular bisecant of the first kind).

The 00* rays h, which may be drawn through the cardinal points

i/i, H^ possess the same property.

4. x4n arbitrary line / passing through a point P is cut by 07ie

Q* in a pair of points R,R' , the locus of those points is a surface

n of order 5 with triple point P.

If P lies on c)\ then W consists of the surface ^""^ belonging to

S^P and a quadratic cone, of which the generatrices eive singular

bisecants q. Each line q is bisecant of x* curves of the [q*].

If, on the other hand, q is bisecant of a (/ and at the same time

secant of </% then the cubic surface passing through (>% r>^ and q
belongs to [*''] ; consequently q is cut by the surfaces of this net

in the pairs of points of an /-, is tlierefore bisecant of oo^ curves (>^

(singular bisecant of the s-econd kind).

The lines (/ meeting in a point P, belong to the common gene-

^) Other properties of the ij^ of genus 1 are to be found in my communication

"On twisted quintics of genus unity" (volume II, p. 374 of these Proceedings).
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ratois of' two cones, wliicli liavc as curves of' direction the (>'' passing

tlironi^li /', and tlie singidar curve o\ These cones pass throngli the

10 intersections of o^ and o^ ; of the 15 common generators 5 are

lying in lines q. As a plane contains 5 points S, consequently 10

lines ([, the singular hisecanU of the second kind form a congruence

(5, 10), which has o'" as singular curve of the second order.

The cubic cone l^ wiiich projects a o^ out of one of its points

P, has a nodal line in the trisecant u of (>\ which trisecant passes

through P. The latter is at the same time nodal line of the sur-

face n\ To the section of W and l-^ belongs in the first place the

curve (>' ; further the singular bisecants hy^Ji^, which connect ^^ and

H^ with P, while u represents four common lines; the rest of the

section consists of the 5 lines q, whicti meet in P.

As u with (y and o' determines a *?>^ it is cut by the net [0']

in the triplets of an involution P. and is therefore singular trisecant

of the congruence (common bisecant of x^ curves (/).

5. Let us now consider the qitadru/jle im^olution {Q*) in & pl^ne q

,

which is determined by the congruence [q*]- It has Jive singular

points of the third order in the five intersections Si: of the singular

curve Q". The monoid 2^/^ cuts <f along tlie nodal curve o^i^, the

points of which are arranged in the triplets of an P, which form

witii S;^ quadruples of {Q^); <i/.: also contains the remaining points .S'(§ 3).

If the point Q describes a line /, the remaining three points Q'

of its (piadruple describe a curve a, wliicli passes three times through

each of tlie points S/^. The curves / and /* belonging to / and /*,

have, besides tlie 45 intersections lying in the points Sl-, the three points

in common, which form a (piadruple with i^ ; moreover as many

pairs of points as the order of a indicates. For, if /* is cut by / in

L*, then / contains a point L of the quadruple determined by L*,

and the remaining two points belonging to it ai'e intersections of ).

and A*. The order .c of those curves is consequently found from

.t' = 2,1' -f 48 ; hence x = 8.

The coincidences of the P on the singular curve (J^'- are at the

same time coincidences of the {Q^). Each point *S produces two

coincidences, the locus y of the coincidences has therefore in S 6

points in common with o^' ; further two in each of the remaining 4

points >b' and 4 in the coincidences of the P. From this it ensues,

that the curve of coincidences y is of order six.

{Q*) consists of the quadruples of base-points of the pencils of

cubic curves belonging to a net with the fixed base-points Sk- Each

point of y^ is node of a curve belonging to the net.
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6. Tlie transformaüon {Q,Q' ) chjiiiges a conic into a curve of

order 16, with sextuple points in Si-. F(u- the conic t'^ passing through

the five points -S, tliis lignre degenerales into the (ive curves <f and

a line u,, which contains the triplets of points Q' , corresponding to

the points Q of t'' ; consequently u is a singular triseeant of [9''].

On the other hand a bisecant u lying in (p is transformed inio a

figure of order 8, to which u itself belongs twice; as the coni|)leting

figure must be counted three times and must contain the points Sk,

it is the conic t\ Consequently (p bears onlj^ one line u, and the

singular trisecants of [(>''] form a congruence (1,1).

The surface of trisecants of q'^ cuts r/ in a curve t*^ with 5 nodes

in Sk- With u, r^ has five points 7\. in common ; each of these

points determines a quadruple {Q*), of which one point li^s on t',

while the remaining two are situated on u. By means of the trans-

formation [Q,Q') T* is therefore changed into a curve of order 10,

T^". The latter is apparently the intersection of ff with the surface

formed by the twisted cubics t^ which with the trisecants t are

associated into degenerate curves of [r>^J.

With öl^ T^ has, apart from the singular points S, three points in

common; for in S^ lie 4 intersections and in each of the remaining

S, two; therefore S^ is a triple point on the curve t^".

The curves t^ form therefore a surface of order ten with three-

fold curve q\
Of the points of intersection of t^* with y", 5 X ^ X 2 — 20 lie

in the points S; in each of the remaining 10, a triseeant t is cut

by the corresponding cubic curve t'. From this it ensues that the

locus of the points {t, t^) is a twisted curve of order ten.

7. The pairs of points Q,Q, which are collinear with a point P,

lie (§ 4) on a curve :7r^ which passes through the points Sk. If Q
describes the line /, QQ will envelop a curve of class 5. The points

Q describe then (^ 5) a curve A% which passes three times through

the points S, consequently has still 25 points in common with rr^

;

5 of them connect a point Q of /' with a point Q of /; the rest

form 10 pairs Q',Q"; so that Q' Q" passes through P. From this it

ensues that the triplets of Ihe involution [Q'Y lying on r form

triangles which are circumscribed to a curve {curve of involution)

of class ten, (7)10.

For a point *S'/^. rr* degenerates into the curve oj^ and two singular

lines sjc and .%>* (§ 4); such a line bears an involution /' of pairs

QM'- A pair is formed by Sk and the intersection of sk with u;
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as the remaining two points ') of the qnadrnple lie on ?«, the j^airs

W,Q"' whicli complete the pairs Q,Q" into groups of {Q^), will

lie on a conic (ij/. As s^. with the enrve ^7//, apart from Sk, has

two points in common, Ö// passes thi-ongh the fonr points .S'/ . In

the transformation {Q,Q') '^k corresponds to the tignre of order 8,

which is composed of s/^. itself, (J/-^ and o/,'^ counted twice ; this

figure, as it ouglit to do, |)asses three times through the })oints *S'.

Every singular line s/^ is bitangent of the curve of involution (7)10,

mentioned above, for it bears two pairs Q' ,Q" , for which the point

Q is intersection of (ik^ witii /. The singular line ?ms septuple tangent

of (^i)io' for lirst / cuts the conic t" in two points, which each

determine a triplet of the /•' lying on a, on account of which ?ó is

six times characterized as tangent; but u contains moreover the pair

of points Q',Q" indicated by the intersection Q of it with /.

The curves {q)^^ and {<j)^* belonging to / and /-• have therefore

in coixunon the line u, which rej)resents 49 common tangents and

the 10 lines .v, which each r3present four of those tangents; the

remaining 11 we find in the 3 lines indicated by the point //* and

the 8 which are determined by the intersections of /* with /**
i^cf. § 5).

The curves a^^ and (>./' have the points 8^,8^,^^, in common and

intersect twice in S^ and aS'^, the remaining two intersections V^^

and Fj./ form with ,S'i and .S', a quadruple. From this it ensues

that through each two points of q' passes only one curve of [o''].

The triangles of involution Q'Q"Q"' described in a^^ envelop a

curve of class four (for S^ belongs to two of those triangles); this

curve of involution has )i as threefold tangent, for u, bear.s a triplet

of points forming with ,S\ a group of the {Q^). So u represents nine

common tangents of the curves of involution belonging to *S, and S^ ;

the line V^^V^^ is also a common tangent; the •ernaining six are

apparently singular lines ,s' and form three pairs, which respectively

pass through S^,S^,S^.

The singular line .y^* is cut by the conic a-]^ in two points, whicii

form a quadruple with two points of S]^; so they lie on 0*7:. Conse-

quently sj. and .y//" are opposite sides of c>?2é^ quadrangle of involution,

which has ;S, as adjacent vertex. The two coincidences of the (Q*)

lying in S^ also determine quadruples, for which -Sj is adjacent

vertex. It is easy to see that there are no other quadruples of which

two opposite sides intersect in ;S\. From this it is evident that an

arbitrary point is adjacent vertex of three quadrangles.

1). One of those points lies on si* and forms with Sk a pair of the P lying

on that line.
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8. Let
1

7'') lie a pencil bcloiigiiij;' \o the net ['/^]. wliieli is pro-

duced by the intersection of tiie net [</>"] with the plane q . The

locus of tlie points which have the same polar line with regard to

a curve 7/' and the curves of a pencil (7"), is a curve xp of order

2?i -\-

p

—3'), hence a curve of order 9, if for y/' the curve ot

coincidences 7" is taken. In the points Si- tf?" like 7", has nodes

and there the same tangents as 7"; so the two curves have 30 points

in common in 6\. Further both of them pass through the 12 nodes

of the pencil [^p^]. In each of the remaining 12 common points JJ,

y* is touched by ip'*, which means tiiat there tiie curves of a pencil

belonging to [<f.-^] have three-point contact. In [Q'') occur therefore

twelve groups, in which every time tkree points have coincided.

In each of the 12 points D, 7" is touched b}^ the complementanj

curve y^'\ into which 7" is transformed by {Q,Q); the latter is the

locus of the pairs of points which complete the coincidences oï {Q^)

into quadruples. The tigure of order 48, into which 7" is transfor-

med, consists of y'' itself, of the 5 curves cii^, each counted twice,

and the complementary curve; the latter is consequently indeed

of order 12. With t^ it has four points in common, arising from

the 4 coincidences of the P lying on it ; the remaining 20 lie in

the points Sk» From this it ensues that 7^^ has quadruple points in

the 5 singular points >S'.

In Sk, 7^^. and 7" have therefore 5 X 4 X 2 = 40 points in common,

they further toucfi in the 12 points D. The remaining 8 intersections

arise from quadruples of which twice two points have coincided; so

{Q^) contains four groups, wiiich consist each of two coincidences.

Mathematics. — "O/i Wv.Rm'YvIs functions." By Prof. W. Kapteyn.

(Communicated in the meetings of March 28 and April 24, 1913).

1. The n'^^^ derivative of «~^'' may be |)iit in this form, first given

by Hermit E

where

nin — 1) nin— \){n—2)(?i— 3)
H,, (..) == (2^0" - \y-- (2.t-)"-2 + -'^ ^^-^ (2.^')"-^ -

•
(I)

These polynomia satisfy the Ibllowing relations

1) See e.g. Gremona-Gurtze, Elnle.itung in eine geometrische Theorie der ebenen

Curven, p. 121.

2) Exerc. de Tisserand, 1S77, p. 26, 27 and UU.
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— 2.f + 2n //„ = O (3)

dlJn

dx
- 271 Il„^x — o (4)

//„ - 2x //„ _, + 2 (« - 1) //„_, = ... (5)

/CC
1I„, {x) Un (.v)

*'-'"' 'lx = O m =1= n . . . (6)

/CO
Iln' (.f) ^-^' t^^ == 2» . n / l/jr (7)

The object of this paper is lo examine these polynoniia and tlie

series connected witii these, wliich also satisfy the difïerential equa-

tion (3).

2. To integrate the differential equation (3) by means of definite

integrals, put

tilen we have

d'z dz
h 2.1' h 2 (n 4- 1) -- = .

dx" dx

To solve this, we assume

u

-I
e--*' T dt

where T is a function of t, and P and Q are constants. The result

of this substitution is

Q.

r dT 1
dt— .

2(^7'.-^-')J!+j
-^' -2t~- + {e + 2n) T

at

Now this equation will be satisfied, if we make

7' =: P> e^

and

P=: Qz= ± ioo .

Hence the general integral is

J ^ ,
t-

-xt-\

z =:c, i e ^ V' dt -\- c.f I
too (*

—xt-\
e 4 <" dt
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r, and c, being arbitrarv consliiiits.

Putting

t = /?/

tliivS takes tlie form

z zz^ he •* «" (.4,, f'o.s ,j;»/ + /?„ dn ,vn) du.

o

J„ and i?„ being again arbitrary constants.

The general integral of

d^y dy

dx^ dx

therefore may be written

y =: e^'
I
e ^ii" {A,^ cos xu -}- B^ sin .vu) die.

Choosing

(—1)" njt ^ (-])"+' n.^
A„ = —-=r COS —

-

B„ = ~— sin —

we get the particular integral

1 of-- z' ^^^^^
V = -—- e^~ I e "^ iC cos I .vu d)t

which for ,c = 0, reduces to

n;

2

u

where

n/ /—— K rr (n even)

/

|2

ƒe 4 it"du =
I
^(^—-r-in odd)

Now we know that

"
nfI

~ nf
U— 1)2 - («even)

^"(0)=. ^/ (8)

(n od-1)
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tlierefore (his partioijlar inlcf^i-al is Hn ('') juid we have

Hn {x) z=. ——
I

e •* «" 005
j
xu 1 du ... (9)

o

Choosing again

(— 1)" .
njt (—1)" n:!t

An =: sin — B ,

= COS—1/^2 y/^ 2

Ihc second i)artic'ular integral may l)e writlen

00 „2

1 r- ^
. / nn\

L„ {x\ = e^ \e •* ?<" sin ( xu \du . (10)

ii. 'i'his second integral satislies also the relations (4) and (5).

For. ditferentiating, we iiave

00 ,jï

/;„ (,/•) = 2.1-L„ (.r)
-i

e^- I e » »"+• co«
(
.tm — —

J

dii

= 2xL„ {x) : e^-' Ce~^u"+^ si,i fxu — ^-^ilL.^i' J du

or

L\, (x) ^ 2xL„ (x) — L,+i (x) (11)

Differentiating again, and remarking that />„ (.i*) satisfies the differ-

ential equation (3), we find

{2n + 2) L„ - 2x L„^x + i.+o =
or, changing n in n — 2

Ln — 2x Ln-x + 2 (/l-l) Z„_2 = (12)

which is in accordance with (5).

If now we substitute the value

Ln-\-\ = 2x L„ — 2n Ln — \

from (12) in (11), we get

Ln = 2n L„_i , . . (13)

which is in accordance with (4).

4. The function Ln {.v) may be expanded in series of ascending

powers of o).
^

If n is even, we have
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Ln {x)
(-1)

(-1) ^

e ** w" sin ,vu du

.,2^.+l

^ ^ (2/;+l)/J

or

(-1)2 00 /n+2m
,
(2a')2^+'

ü
^ H 2 ; (2^+1)/1/jr

(—1)'"
2.t—(m + l)'^-|-(m-hl)(m ^2)l^

Proceeding in the same manner if n is odd, we get

l-(;« + l)'^-i-(m+l)(m+2)^.
(_l)m+l

Z2,„+i(.t;)==^— 22'«+im/e^^
1/ rr

(U)

(15)

Both these series are converging for all finite values of the variable,

and show that

V\

(n even)

(?/ odd)

(16)

5. Te investigate the value of Ln [x) for large values of x, take

the differential equations

dx'

d'Ln

2x —^ r\- 2n Hn =
dx

dLn— 2x —- + 2h L„ = 0.

dx' dx

Multiply the former by />„ the latter by /ƒ,, and subtract, so:

d'Ln d^Hn

dx^ dx^

dLn dlln
2x (/ƒ,"_ Ln ---1 =

dx dx

or integrating

dx dx

C, being the arbitrary constant.

Introducing tiie relations (4) and (13) (his may be written

2niHnLn^x- L,,Hn-x\ = C^\
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If A' = O we have

2;/ H,, (0) L,._i (0) = C ill even)

• - 2/* Z„ (0) //,._, (0) = C

therefore in both cases

2"+i w/
r. —

thus finally

2« ("— !)/
Hn {x) />„_! (.7;) - /.„ {x) i/„_i (..) = ^••-'

. . . (17)

Now .1' having a large value, we may write aj)|)roximatelj

Hn {x) = (2a;V' Hn-\ {x) = (2.f)"-'

and therefore

n! é^^

6. Summation of some series containing the fnnotions //„(,r).

Let

^' (_1U- -^^ ^—-1^1 -^ p and ^ (
— 1)^- ^ ^

^—^^ ^
^ = O

(2^-)/ u (2A:4-1)/

and write H^k and //2^•-|-l fis definite integrals by means of (9),

then we have

00 ,.2 00 ,,2

1 ., ., f-- r-^ «ƒ= — g^"+=^" I g -^cos «i'G?u I g ^cos xudu ^ (— 1)^
^ J J

(z/?;)2^"

00 ,,2 00 „2

Q = — e^^+«' I e 4 5^^ auc^r | e ^ sin xudu 2 (— 1)^"

^ J J
^j = — e-^--r^" I e •» sin avar i e ** sin xuau ^^ ' "* ^ '"

^ J J

where

(2^-+l)/

^ (— 1 1'^ = cos uv ^ (— 1 1'^ ^=. sm uv.
^ ^ {2k)! (2A--f-l)/

Now

\e * cos xu cos uvdu ^ ^ \e "* [cos {x -f '") u -\- cos (x—v) u] du

and
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«ft „2 OO „2

te * sin .vu sin uvdii = i
| ^ * \cos (x— v) u — cos {x -f ?') m] du

which may be reduced by means of the relation

~2p
I g—p-u- COS Xpudii = — ^4 ^^)

In this way we get

00 ,.2 ,

C-- ^^
\e ^ COS XU COS Uvdu = -^^ g-x'^—v^ (g2.rr _|_ g— 2.r(>)

o

V-:r-- . y^ ,
I e ^ sm xu sin uvdu z= g—x^-v'^ ^gSxr _ g-2xy)

and

GO s„2

1 r-~
P = e'^' I e "^ cos av (e^^^ + g-^^^i') dv

00 5, .2

. 1 r-—

To evaluate these integrals we may remark that the relation {a)

holds for complex values of ?.. Putting therefore X = a -]- ih and

equating the real and imaginary part in both members of the equation,

we obtain

a2 62

e—/''«- cos apu {e'^P"' -\- e-'^P'^) du =z e '^ ^ cos

-

P

00

e 4 4 s^>j _
P 2

(^)

which reduce the values of P and Q to

1 ^^^ 4«.. »
.
i/2^.(..)//2^(«)

i"^ =r -— e ^ cos = 2: (1)'^ . . . (19)

(J = e •> S171 =rr ^ (— 1)'^ (JO)
1/5 5 0^ ^ (2/.-+1)/

^

Investigating in the same way a second series
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^ ^ dnH,{n)TUa
)

ü 2" . n!

where O represents a value between O and 1, we get

0"HJ.v)Hn{.v) 6'e^-'+-' r r''_~^' f n:i\ f n.i
n\ J 7i\

;— * * e 4 uf^v^'cosl xu \cos\ av \ ditdv
2" . 71f

and

^ ^— ^^ - =zz - -
ê^*-<-^'

I
I

e " cos a-w cos «r ^
2" . n! ^ J J

2 ,

dudv
(2^)/

— ^r-|-z- lie •• St;/ .('« swi «r ^ dudv

u

=— e^^'^'^^ 1 I <"
-^ cos xu cosav\e - -\- e J dudt)

2jt JJ

°^ ,? «'+'•-
ƒ Öttc Quo

-I e""''+''<"^ j I e * sin .vu sin av \e ~ — e ^ J dudv.
2:r J J

Now% by means of {b), we may write

6av 'Jar \ . hH"

I
e •^cos.rMVe'* + ^ " yf^'<= "-^-"^^ '* cosdxv

J

"»

j I
x'^A

e ^sinxuKe"^ — e ^Jdu^:^2vjte •* sin 6xv

therefore

1 n_^}z.^^
S= -^é'-'M é 4 ros(«-^.i;)rr/v . . . . (21)

or

1 ,,.2_^JL_®^' « 6>^HJx)HJa)S— e
1-^^ = V üLjL^J

, . . (22)
\/l—6' 2".w/

This result shows that the series is diverging when 6^ = ^.

7. We shall next determine whether any function whatever of a

real variable can be expresse<.l in a series of this form.
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ƒ (.f) = A, II, (.0 ^A,H, (..) -f A^ 11^ (.r) + . . .

Supposing this expansion to be possible tlie coefficients An may be

found by means of tlie relations (6) and (7)

00

An — -—— 1 ^ ^V'(«) Hn («) da.
2" . n ! yjrj

With these values the second member reduces to

S = Urn 2 ^" An Hn i'V) ')

d—i

where

1 r* , ^^ &>' H„ Lv) H„ (a)

Hence

* (I—02)/3'-!

S = Lmt
I

f?
•* (7/i

I ƒ (^t) cos {<(— dx)3dii

Ü

or

Now the second member of this equation i-eprcseuts /'(/'), wheu
this function satisfies the conditions of Dihichlkt betweeu the limifs

— GO and -}- GO. Every function of this kind may therefore be

expanded in a series of the functions H.

8. We now proceed to give some examples of this expansion.

I. Let f{.r)^xi', then we Jiave

xp = A,H, + A^ H^ + A, /ƒ, + . . .

where
00

-^ f.v"HnAn — —z^ I
>>•>' Hn e-^"- dx .

2" .71.'

Evidentlv this integral is zero when .v/' //„ is an uneven function

') The idea of inlrüdiicing ^ was suggested to me by Prof. P. Deb ye.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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or if n -\- p is an uneven number; the integral vanishes also when

j) <^ n. Supposing therefore p -\- n even and n < p, we have

00 00

^xi> iT„ e-'^^dx = (— 1)"
I
xp— {e-^') dx

J dx'<

00 00

r d rdn-^ \= (—1)" .vp — e-^' dx
^ 'J dx\dx^^-'^ J

= (—1)"- 1 p
I

.r/'-i
^

e~^^dx
dx»-^

or

Hence

iiiiii

00 00

I xP H,t e •'(iï = ^ l^JT

2

1 -„-^^-'1)1

2

wliR'li aives

(2c)y' = i^/,
-i ^— iï^._o + ^/,_4 + ...

11. Iji the second place ex|)andiiig

the coefficients are given by

1 1 C"

00

or, putting a = y -|- /?, by

1 1 f* ,

^„ = —— :-- e-V- H„ {y + ^)dy.
2" . n! VciJ

— 00

Now, expanding Hn (//
-|- /?) bj Maclaikin's theorem we have

H, {y^ ^) = H, iy) -f ,? H,: (y) + . . . ^ i?«^"^ (^)
n.'
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where according to (4)

H,; [y) = 2n iJ„_i {y)

H,;' (y) = 2-^ n (n - 1) H„_, (y

thus

H^"^ (y) = 2"
. nf H^ (y)

Hni!ri-ii)=HAy)-\-^2ni^H„_, (y)-{-2-'n{n-l)^^H.,__,(y, ^ . ^^2" .nf^^ H^{y).

Iiitroduciiio- tliis value, we get immediately

An = -^- e~>/\h, = 'i

GO

and

,
.v.-^' - 1 + ;^,

H. (,.) + 1 H, ,.,,.)

+
g H, ,„.,.+ . .

.

Fj'om lliis equntioii several olliei-s may be deduced, lor inslaiice

'
-'""'' =

'
-

17
'' <••» + £ ^' (•^» - £ '^. (") +

•

,

e2/S2-— e— 23.1- J2 o4

V^"-*)-

III. As a third example we will expand a discontinuous fundioii.
Supposing /{.t) = -l from .* = to ,v =: \ and /{.r) = () for

1 <^ ,/ <^ 0, we have

where

1 1 C^An —
;
--: e—' H,, [a) da.

This coefficient may be determined in the followiug way.
Let

.

° '

/„ =je-*'' H„ {u) da =j {latin--, - 2 (;.- I) //, ,) e—'da

tlien

78*
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o

= Hn-x (0) — .-1 Hn-x (1) + 2 (n-1) fe—'H„^oda

o

and

/„ = iy„_i (0) - .-1 /ƒ,_, (1) (« > 0)

Now //„- 1 (0) vanishes for odd values of n, therefore

J,t= - ^ly^OA;-! (I) (A->0)

/o^.+i = - e-^Hu (1) + i?^?it (0) {k ^ 0)

Tlie following relations hold between three successive values of/:

Z2i+, - 2/2^. 4- 2 (2/— 1) /o/,_, (0) = {k > 0).

[,k - 2 /.,;i._i + 2 (2^-2) /o^._o (0) = (- 1)^- 2 .
^^^—^' (/: > 1).

For

/o;t+i - 2/.2A: + 2 (2/:-l) 7,i._, r= //o;fc (0) + 2 (2A— 1) ^o;t_., (0) —
- .-' [//o;t(l) - 21I,k-x (1) + 2 (2^-1) //ot_o(l)|

where the second member vanishes according to (5).

In the sanie way the second relation may be proved.

From this it is evident that all values of I depend upon the

values of J\ and f^, and these may be obtained directly for

I^= f e ""(4«^— 2) d(tz= - 2e
'

7, = I e~''''2((daz=z l— e~^-f
If x = or .v=l the expansion does not hold. For these values

however we may easily \erify that the second member reduces to

the value ^.

Taking .i' = 0, the second member reduces to

^. 1 f ' -.-^
,

^^a"H„{0)H„{a)
Lim —= \ e da ^ ;

H^i V:t.J 2" . n

!

or, according to (22), to

Lim I --^^ =e ^—'^- da'

u

Assuming;
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a

we have

Lim -^ e '''(7^=-—. e ''' d^ = i

.

Ill the same way the value for .i' =: 1 may be found.

SECOND SECTION.

9. Considering the functions

(pn (x) = Qe 2 ff^^ (.^)

and determining the vahie of the constant d so that

00

(x) dx = 1

we easily get

and

C„r=

2 2 \/n! l^jt

1 --

2 2 j/^/l3/,^

Putting these values in the integral equation

00

(fin («) = K 1 <^H («) ^ ('^1 «) f^«

— 00

we shall now determine the unknown function K{j;,tt) and the

unknown constant A,j, which verify this equation.

The expansion II from Art. 8 gave

An =——— e- (-,5;. H, [a) da = '-

2».7i!yjgJ n!
00

thus, changing ^ into u,

00

(2^0" = -7= P" '-^"^ ^n («) da.
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Substitiitinnj this value in (9) we have

00 j,2 00

H„ {x) =: -,— <?^' ie ^ cos { xu ^ )
^" \^~ '''-'''" lin («) da

00 00 5

1 f ,

r2y.u u" / 7lJt\— e^^ I
e-~'^''H„ (a) da \e * cos\ xu \du.

Changing « into — «, this giv^es

5
( IV' C ,. r— 2a«--«2 / n3l\

H„ (x) = -^— ^"'
I

«"""' ^" (^') d(i ie "^ cosi xu \ dn {r)

— 00

and putting — u instead of a, the same equation leads to

1 r ,
r-2y.u--u- f n:t\

Bn {x) = e^' I e—'-'-^ H„ («) da I e * coslxu-{---\ dn

00 00

which, by the relation

cos\ xu .—
{
— I)" cosl xu-\

is equivalent with

^

h„ (x) = -^^e^' I e- ''' Hn («) da \e * cos f xu \ dn . (d)

— GO 00

Now, adding the equations (c) and ((/) we lind

H„ (x) = ~-^ e^* I g- «- H„ {(() .la \e 4 coslxu
J

du

4
where, putting u^v «

5

5 4

te cos \ xu ] du ^ e \ e cost xv — — ax I dv^

CC 00

1=^' /4 n:t\ r —4'
= e cos I

— ax -\ 1 I e cos xv dv .

V5 ^ 2 jJ

According to formula {a) Art. 6, we obtain therefore

\ e cos \ xu du = e cos \
— ax -A
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and finally

Hn ix) = —

—

-— e' \ e
' H„ (a) cos i — ax ] da .

z^

Multiplying this equation by de 2 we have

COS \
~ ax I daffn («) = J=: I ffn («) 6 COS \ ~ ax

thus

3(«2-)_x2j

3 1 ^, . 1 10
~ /4 w^\

An = ;:;- -tJ^ (^» «) = —73:= « COS — «^
|

2" ' ' ' 1/5 .̂T

To make K{x,a) independent of n, we distinguish two cases

1. 71 even = 1m, then

10

22'V5^J ^ 5
''/52m (^) = ^^^^^ ^ . I (f^m («) ^ COS — «A' C?^

3(a2-)_a,2)

/2m — ——. ^i {x . a) =1 e cos— ax .

2. ?i odd =: 2m + 1, then

(—1)'" r
—

ïö~~ 4

^

V2m+i ('^) =
22»i+ii/F- I

''^2m+i («) ^ sin - ax da

— 00

(-1)- 1 '^^^=^ 4

22'«+i 1/5^ 5

According to the theory of integral equations we know tliat

K,{x .a) — :E
A2m

K, (X . «) =: ^
A2 m+1

or

K,{x,a) = -—e 2 :S(_i)m
Kjr (2m)/

JT. (.,«)=— ." '-^J (- 1).-.
"'"'+' <"' ^""+' ^"'

'^
' (/^ ^ ' (2m+l)/
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wliich may be verified by the equalions (19) and (20).

10. We shall now show that the function

where k is an arbitrary constant, may be developed in a conti-

nuous fraction.

DiiFerentiating and eliminating k, the dilierential equation for 6,

takes the form

do ( dz^ <^-A

\'^ dx ^ dx ^ dx ' dx

)

\ ^ dx ' " dx

)

where

Z^zzz Hn (.v) Z^^= Ln {x)

According to (17) the coefficients of this equation may be written

dx dx-

dVi dz^ dz^ dy.^

dx dx dx dx^.-P - ^1 -e + 3/.-T^
- ^1 4:' = 2«(//n-iZ.,.+i-//„+iA,-i) = -2"+2,,_,,,,x'

2/1
^' -

3/,^ = 2 (n + 1) (ff,.+iL„ - if„i„+i) = 2"+2 (,,+ 1)/ ,x^

air aa;

thus

— = 0' — 2;rö + 2(«+ l) (23)
dx

Substituting

2n
(7 = 2 a;

the function <t, satisfies an equation of the same kind viz.

do,—^ = (?^' — 2a'(7j + 2w.

Substituting again

2(^^-1)
a. = 2.r

^,

the transformed equation is

^ = (7,^ -2..Ö, + 2(«-l).
dx



and so on, until

Putting now

we have

thus

207

—-=ön^ — 2xön + 2.
da

1

(7„ =: 2;c + —

dX

dx

.ƒ..,

C being an arbitrary constant.

Hence

^-=2^-^ 2(n-l) (24)
ÓX 2 (w— 2)

2a* —
2.t;

—
e-

2x -f C-/
where

Thus for

n=l <j(0= 2,ï

a;

=ƒ-

IT^ (C-/) + 2xe^''

2x -f

n = 2 a^2)— ...

e^' H^ {C—I) + 6^'

F, (C—i) + (4a-^— 4)6^"

(7(3; = _ F^ (C—/) + (8.f='-20et;) g^^

~'i?3{C-7) + (4.f'*-4).--^

nz::z 71 OW z= = .

H,{C—I)^Tn-ie^'

The following relation holds between three successive functions 7':

T„= 2a'7\,_i— 2w7'„^o.

as appears fi;om the substitution of the values of o(>') and öC"— ') in

2n
(j(") z= 2a; .

ö(«-i)
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Putting .V =: O in tliis relation, we obtain

T„(0) = {n odd)

If now we compare the two forms

we may determine the relation which exists between C and k. For

putting X = 0, we have /= and

C
= /;L„_j_i(0) (n even^

C 1
-— (?z odd)

7'„_i(0) kLn{0)

thus

Therefore if C=cp the continued fraction (24) represents —

—

„,,... Ai+i
and if (;=0 the value of this traction is ——

.

From (e) we may deduce a new form for L,{x). For introducing

C instead of k, we have

2Ce^' {HnTn—Hn+iT,,^i) - ]/^{C-J){Hn^iLn—H„L,^i) -

- Vn e^\LnTn-U^\Tn-,) = 0.

Now the relations

Hn+i = 2wH„-2nHr,-i

L„_)_i =r 2xLn —2nLn—i

lead easily to

LnT„ — LnJ^\Tn-\ = 2" .u! L^.

With these values, and (17) therefore, we find

2C . 2" . /I / — (C—7) 2"+i7i / — |/?r . 2" . « / jL^ =r

or
a;

2 2 r
(26)
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Tliis result leads also to a new tbrtn for all the functions L,i (.r), ïov

Vjx

and, according to (12)

Ln = HnL,-^~:é>^'Tn-X ...... (27)

where

T„_i = ^„_i - 2(n-2) F„_3 + 2Xn—3) (n—4) //„_5 - . . . (28)

11. Applying the preceding expansion, the problem of the momenta
may be solved.

Let

CO

«n = j f{y) y"dy

the question is to determine the function /(y) when a,, is given for

all i)Ositive integral values of ?i.

Putting

fiy) = e-"' VKH,{y) + h,H,{y) +h,H^{y) :f . . .]

we have to determine the coefficients h from

h U-y'y''Hp{y)dy

Here p-\-n is an even number, for the integral vanishes for />
-f- '^

odd. Moreover the integral vanishes if p'^n therefore

iX

an = !k bpje-I/'y"Hj,{y)dy

— «

or, according to the expansion I Art. 8

an=n.'[/? ^ '-

n—p
2"-/^ -f

which may be written

""^ = A„ = é '"

^'^\^jr n—

»

*^ ^ 2»-p - I

2

Solving these linear equations, we get immediately
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o

and accordingly

1 r 4 « / })jt\

f{y) = ~— Ie c?M ^ 6y, M/' cos lyu — 1

o

where ö^ has the preceding values.

Writing this

00
""

f {ij) = —n I e du [cos yu S^ -|- sin yu S^]

we have

S, = :E{-\)'^bpUP
0.2

p-\

S, = 2 (
—1) 2 è;,!./'

1.3

or, expressing hp in function of the values A

O

1—00 «ojt

and in ttie same wav

,24:

S =— e^ ê (-1)" ^^^'^ u^l'+' .

therefore

or finally

1 Too ctfjUP { .

/>.-rA
,

Of course this is only a formal solution, which holds when the

values Up are such as to make this integral convergent. This is e.g.

the case if
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for then

or, aecordittg to the expansion II

1 r --
ƒ (t/) =— I cos ^ ?f g -^ (^" + ^ ' ") ^"i

2jrJ

which reduced by b Art. 6, gives

Microbiology. — ^'On the nitrate ferment and the formation oj

physiological species'. By Prof. Dr. M. W. Beijerimck.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 28, 1913).

It is a well-known fact that in soil as well as in liquids containing

a great many individuals of the nitrate ferment, large amounts of

organic substances may be present without preventing nitratation,

whicli is the oxidation of nitrites to nitrates by that ferment.

On the other hand it is certain, that when only few germs of the

ferment are present, so that they must first grow and multiply in

order to exert a perceptible influence, extremely small quantities of

organic substance are already suflicient to make the experiments fail

altogether, the nitrite then remaining unchanged in the culture media.

It is generally supposed, that this latter circumstance must be

expUxined by accepting tliat the nitrate ferment can only then grow

and increase, when soluble organic substances are nearly or wholly

absent.

My own experiments, however, have led me to quite another

result, namely that the nitrate ferment very easily grows and increases

in presence of the most various organic substances. But in this case,

that is, luhen growing at the expense of organic food, it soon wholly

loses the power of oxidising nitrites to nitrates and then changes

into an apparently common saprophytic bacterium.

This change may be called the formation of a physiological

species, and the two conditions of the ferment thus resulting, respec-

tively the oligotrophic and the polytrophic form.
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Fiirthermore it is pi'oved that the usiuil laboratory experiments

cannot give back to the ))olytrophic form, when it is kept in absence

of sohible organic matter and cultivated in a dilute nitrite solution,

the power of oxidising nitrites, not even in the course of 10 years.

Consequently the process of nitratation in pasture ground must

take place as follows.

When the soil contains a great deal of organic matter this need

not be exclusively oxidised and destroyed by other species of bacteria

in order to make the action of the nitrate germs possible, but it

may also be done in part of the germs themselves. It is true that

they get lost thereby as they pass into the polytrophic form, but in the

soil always places must be present without any considerable quantity of

organic substance, where unchanged oligolrophic germs occur. These,

after the destruction of the organic matter in their environment,

can multiply and again provide the soil witii a new nitrataring flora.

It is very difficult to obtain pure cultures of the nitrate ferment

in the nitratating or oligotropliic condition. The best way is as follows.

First a crude nitratation is produced by bringing pasture soil into a

liquid of the composition : tapwater 100, sodiumnitrite 0,05 to 0,1,

bipotassiumfosfate 0,01. and cultivating at 30° C.

After about one or two weeks the nitrate ferment of the infection

material has strongly increased and all the nitrite may be converted

into nitrate.

A little of this nitratation, diluted with much water, is now sown

on the surface of a plate of the composition : tapwater 100, care-

fully extracted^) agar 2, sodiumnitrite 0,05, potassium fosfate 0,01, and

again cultivated at 30° C. As the nitrate ferment and the other microbes

accumulating in the crude nitratations, do not attack the agar, the rate

of soluble organic food present is very low. The nitrate ferment can

grow upon such a plate without losing its faculty of nitratation and

forms very minute colonies of about Vs ^^ J "^i'l- i'l diameter, which,

being very transparent and glassy little discs, are hardly visible.

With a greater |)ercentage of water in the agar they are denditrically

branched, with a smaller percentage they remain unchanged circular,

or become somewhat crenate. In such a pure culture the distance

between the colonies must be so great, that they do not touch one

another and can be separately examined. In consequence their number

on the plates must be relatively small, the counteraction of the still

remaining soluble organic substances great, and the nitratative powei'

I) For the extraction the agar is left many days in distilled water which is now

and llien renewed.
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feeble. Hence the experiment takes iiincli time, two or thiee weeks

or longer.

To obtain pnre cnltnres on silica plates is niucli more troublesome

than on carefully extracted agar, although the nitratation takes place

very easily on that medium.

Some other species of bacteria, eventually occurring in the crude

nitratations, may jiroduce colonies on the agar much resembling those

of the nitrate ferment. Those species which in the crude nitratations

do not multiply at all or only very little, are to be recognised on

the plates by their relative rarity. But there exists a species, the

denitrifying, spore-forming Bacillus nitnhvus ^), which can increase in

the nitratating fluid and on the plates with the same intensity as

the nitrate ferment itself and whose separation from the latter gives

rise to difïiculties. But here the formation of a new physiological

species comes to our assistance, in as much as the nitrate ferment,

on broth- or peptone agar, produces very characteristic although no

more niti'atating colonies. They are white-coloured, extensive and

thin ; at first dry and flat, they later become thicker, slimy and

moist, and are easily distinguished from the small, semi-spherical,

moist Nitroxus colonies.

On the nitratating plates may further be found the colonies of

Bacillus oligocarbopldlus, which are directly recognised by their

white colour and paperlike appearance, and to which I shall return

later. Moreover a most characteristic species resembling Actinomyces,

but in fact nearly allied to B. oligocarhophilus . So, in all four species

which should be considered as characteristic for the crude nitrata-

tions, because, after repeated transplantations they ne\'er dissa[)pear,

whilst the numerous other species eventually obtained, are but

accidental inhabitants and at continued transferring to fresh media

maj be quite expelled.

When the pure cultures of the nitrate ferment are kept in

continual contact with the above nitrite solutions, or on the nitrite

agar plates poor in soluble organic food, the faculty of oxidising

nitrites to nitrates remains unchanged, probably for an unlimited

length of time, that is, the ferment preserves its oligotrophic or

oligophagic- condition. Microscopically it makes the impression of a

small Micrococcus but in reality consists of very short rodiets of

0,2 X ö'l f*' which in nitratating condition alioays seem non-motile.

If the ferment is now transferred to solid media or to culture

liquids richer in organic food, as for instance broth agar or agar

1) To compare : Bildung uiul Verbrauch von Stickoxydul durch Bakterien.

Gentrabl. fur Bakteriologie ^ite Abt. Bd. 25, S. 30, 1910.
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dissolved in water with '/so 7o peptone or more, it grows, as said,

vigorously and produces colonies of the above nature, in tvlüch it

Ü always posslhle to detect some feir motile bacteria. The rodlets

now become somewhat longer and thicker than in the nitratating

state but for the greater part thej remain very short
;
the ferment

has now changed into the poljtrophic form.

In broth the same change takes place already on the second or third

day, at 30\, fairly rich cultures being obtained, whereby the broth beco-

mes distinctly turbid and is sometimes covered with a thin film,

perfectly resembling that of B. oligocarbophilus. In the liquid thin

rodlets and threads are found, many of which are moving. They

never ramify and their motility shows that they do not belong to

the family of the Actinomycetaceae, although their way of growing

might suggest it. Accordingly the statement in the manuals, that the

nitrate ferment may be recognised by its not growing and increasing

in pure culture in broth, is quite erroneous, only nitratation is

excluded.

On broth-gelatin plates at room temperature the growth is at first

rather slow but very characteristic and finally fairly strong, where

by the gelatin (pule liquefies and much ammonium carbonate is

produced.

On pui'e gelatin, dissolved in distilled water, with nutrient salts,

hardly any development \> visible, the ni(ratati\c power is never-

theless rapidly destroyed.

^ The quantity of dissolved matter required to destroy this faculty,

\ is extremely small. Media with Yso 7o ^^ substances such as

glucose, mannite. asparagin, peptone, tyiosin. natriumacetate, or

calciumacetate, cause a vigorous growth and total loss of the nitra-

tative function. With a much smaller amount of soluble organic

substance in the medium, for example that of common non-extracted

agar, the nitrate fenuent is able lo assimilate that slight quantity

without losing the faculty of nitratation. But under these circum-

stances weeks or months are required for the oxidation of the nitrite,

and many experiments fail altogether. Old dung, such as is found

in dung-heaps, does not destroy the faculty; vegetable juices, pressed

out from stems and roots of plants, convert the nitrate ferment

into the polytrophic, non-nitratative form, which conversion must,

under certain conditions, also take place in the soil.

Humates in the culture liquids or plates, even in rather great

quantities, are not assimilated and cause no change in the nitratation.

Addition of parafïinoil slackens the nitratation a little, but does

not at all prevent it.
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The very striking fact, that the nitrate ferment acts best when
organic substances are as far as possible kept out of the cultures,

has suggested the supposition that this raiicrobe could feed by

chemosynthesis, whereby the energy, produced by the oxidation of

the nitrites should serve for the reduction of atmospheric carbonic acid.

For this hypothesis I hav^e not, however, been able to find a

single proof.

When the pure nitrate ferment is cultivated in a liquid tiiis remains

quite clear; only with the microscope many bacteria can be detected,

especially on the glass wall. A particle of cotton wool fallen from

the air into the cultures, represents a quantity of organic matter

equalling some millions of nitrate bacteria.

On silica plates soaked with solutions of 0,17o to 0,05°/^ sodium

nitrite and 1,0J "/o bipotassium fosfate, the nitrate ferment always forms

small but very active colonies only visible when magnified and the

smaller as the organic matter is better removed from the plates. So

there is also here ground to suppose that for the carbon requirement

of these extremely small colonies, always a sufficient amount of organic

substance is present in the impurities of the plates.

But the strongest argument against the existence of chemosynthesis

with regard to the nitrate ferment, is the following circumstance.

The crude cultures are always covered in the laboratory with a

thin, floating film, consisting of the above mentioned highly remark-

able bacterium, described by me in 1903 under the name of 5/7ce7/w.9

olifjocarbophilus ^) When the nitratation experiments are effected in

a hothouse this film also appears but later and tiien it ahvays remains

much thinner. When such nitratations are sown out on agar- or silica-

plates, Bacillus' oligocarhophilus likewise forms colonies, which at

first sight reveal their relation to the nitrate ferment, but they grow

out considerably larger and finally have the appearance of snow-

white, dry, flat plates of one or more millimeters in diameter. As

B. oligocarbophilus is not able to oxidise nitrites, and hence, under

the said circumstances does certainly not possess the |)Ower of re-

ducing carbonic acid by chemosynthesis, there must evidently be

in the environment a sufficient amount of fixed organic carbon to

provide the carbon requirement of this species. As the nitrate ferment

not only lives in the same fluids as B. oligocarbophilus, but by the

nature of the colonies resembles it very much, and moreover quite

corresponds with it as regards its microscopic appearance, its motility

1) Farblose Bakteriën deren Kohlenstofl' aus der atmosferischen Luft herriihrt.

Centralbl. fur Bakteriologie, 2e Abt. Bd. 10. S. 38. 1903.

79
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI.
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and its conditions for nntrition in the poljphagous state, it is quite

sure that these two bacteria are nearly allied. Consequently tve

must conclude that the nitrate ferment can feed on the same organic

substances, which B. oUgocarhoplains finds at its disposal, as well in

the liquid as in the extracted agar and the silica plates. That those

substances are at least partly provided by the atmosphere of the

laboratory, I have pointed out in the above mentioned paper.

The nature ot these substances is not yet stated, but it is very

probable that volatile products, given off by other bacterial cultures

occur among them.

In this relation I call to mind the experiment mentioned above

with paraftin oil, whose presence does not stop the nitratation. Perhaps

the nitrate ferment can feed on it, or on allied substances, whose

occurrence in the soil or the atmosphere seems not excluded.

From the foregoing must be concluded, that chemosynthesis for

the nitrate ferment is unproved and that, as far as can be judged

at present, it is in this case a quite superfluous hypothesis.

Summarising we find, that the nitrate ferment represents a definite

state of a greater unity, a physiological species, which may be kept

constant in the nearly pure anorganic nitrite solutions, but which, at

better nutrition with organic substances, passes into an other state

of that unity, another physiological species much more constant.

If the former, that is the nitratating state of the ferment, is called

Nitrihacillus oUgotrophm, the latter, r.on nitratating coTidition, maybe

named Isl itribaciUus pohjtrophus. The conversion of the former into

the latter, that is in the direction

N. oUgotrophus —^ N. polytrophus

easily takes place ; the passage in opposite direction : K. polytrophus -^

N. oUgotrophus, cannot be effected by the usual laboratory experiments.

Although the nutrition of Xitrlbacillus oUgotrophus requires an

almost total absence of organic food, there is no cause to ascribe to

this ferment the faculty of chemosynthesis.

The question, where the here described case of the formation of

a physiological species must be placed in the system of biology, is

to be answered as follows.

It cannot be an example of mutation, such as I have amply

described for a number of microbes, as the more or less constant

products of the mutation process arise at the side of the stock, and

continue to exist with it under the most different conditions.

But it is a new case of hereditary modijication, in fact not much
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differing from the loss of virulence of many pathogenic bacteria,

only much more evident as to the outward characteristics. Comparable

to, but not identic, with the pleomorphy of many Fungi ; — com-

parable, too, to the differentiating process in the ontogenetic

development of the higher plants and animals, the result of which

we observe in the various cell-forms of one and the same indi-

vidual. By artificial nutrition, and 'independently of their relation

with the other cells, some of these cells can multiply without change

of properties, hence, also without returning to the state of the

mother-cell or the embryonal cell from which they sprung. The

increase of connective tissue and of the muscle cells of the embryonal

heart, cultivated in bloodplasm, are good examples.

Finally I wish to remark that the physiological formation of

species is not an isolated case for the nitrate ferment, but that it

same takes place in the life history of many microbes of soil and

water. To these other species, showing the same disposition,

belongs B. oUgocarhophihL% which is, as said, nearly allied to the

nitrate ferment itself and on some media cannot even be distinguished

from it.

By the isolation of this bacterium on nitrite- or nitrate agar with-

out organic food, the floating films of crude nitratations, colonies

are obtained, which by their white, dry surface are perfectly like

the films of the culture liquids, and which, when repeatedly

transferred on the same medium, without other organic food, can

preserve the film-character unchanged in the course of years. But

if these cultures are transferred to broth- or peptone agar, their

characteristic appearance gets lost, wet and glittering colonies

arise, semi-spherical, not extending sideways and seemingly belonging

to quite another species. When multiplying they, hereditarily transmit

their newly acquired properties, also ivhen again transplanted on

media without organic food.

The thus obtained polytrophic form and the oligotrophic mother-

form, make a couple, quite comparable to the two conditions of the

nitrate ferment.

For a long time I considered the polytrophic form of B. oligo-

carbophilus as a wholly different species, always mixed with the

primitive stock as an impurity. Erroneously I thought, that the

isolation could only be effected by means of a better nutrition, the

oligotrophic form thereby dying off. So, I had fallen into the same

error as my predecessors concerning the nitrate ferment, but the

recognition of the physiological formation of species now brings the

required light.

(May 29, 1914.)
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